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MISSOURI STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

To His Excellency, Davip R. FRaNcIs: 

This report of our work, of the meetings held, of the moneys expended, and of 

the local societies reporting for the year 1889, is respectfully submitted. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Secretary, 

Westport, Mo., 1889. 

Ciry OF JEFFERSON, March, 1890. 

To the Commissioners of Publie Printing: 

I require for use of Horticultural Society 3,000 copies of Report of State Horti- 

cultural Society, 500 copies bound in cloth, 2,500 in paper, which I desire printed as 

per accompanying sample. Respectfully, 

LOWELL A. GOODMAN, 

Approved : State Secretary. 

A. A. LEsururR, Secretary of State. : 
J. M. SrurBert, State Auditor. Commissioners of Publie Printing. 
Rop’t McCuttocs, Kegister of Lands. 
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Prof. H.W, SPECKING, Boonville; Prof. G. C. BROADHEAD, Pleasant Hil); B. F. BUSH, 

Independence. 
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T. W. GAUNT, Maryville; J. B. WILD, Sarcoxie; A. AMBROSE, Nevada. 

New Fruits. 

F. LIONBERGER, Hugo; A. H. GILKESON, Warrensburg; W. P. STARK, Louisiana. 

Ornithology. 

CLARK IRVINE, Oregon; C. W. MURTFELDT, Kirkwood; W. H. THOMAS, La Grange. 
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CONSTITUTION 

OF THE 

missouri State Porticultural Society. 

ArTICLE [. This association shall be known as the Missouri State Horticultural 

Society. Its object shall be the promotion of horticulture in all its branches. 

Art. If. Any person may become a member of this society upon the payment 

of one dollar, and membership shall continue on the payment of one dollar annually. 

The payment of ten dollars at any one time shall constitute a person a life member, 

and honorary members may be elected at any regular meeting of the society. And 

any lady may become a member by giving her name to the secretary. 

Art. ill. The officers of this society shall consist of a president, vice-presi- 

dent, a secretary and a treasurer, who shall be elected by ballot at each regular 

annual meeting, and whose terms of office shall begin on the first day of June fol- 

lowing their election. , 

Arr. [V. The elective officers of this society shall constitute an executive 

committee, at any meeting of which a majority of the members shall have power to 

transact business. The other duties of the officers shall be such as usually pertain 

to the same oflicers of similar organizations. 

Arr. V. The regular meetings of this society shall be held annually on the 

first Tuesday in December, except when otherwise ordered by the executive com- 

mittee. Special meetings of the society may be called by theexecutive committee, 

and meetings of the committee by the president and secretary. 

Art. VI. As soon after each regular annual meeting as possible, the president 

shall appoint the following standing committees, and they shall be required to give 

a report in writing, under their respective heads, at the annual and semi-annual 

meetings of the society of what transpires during the year of interest to the society : 

Orchards, Vineyards, Stone Fruits, Small Fruits, Vegetables, Flowers, Ornamentals, 

Entomology, Ornithology, Botany, Nomenclature, New Fruits, Injurious Fungi, 

Packing and Marketing Fruits. 

Arr. VII. This constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the 

members present at any regular meeting. 



MISSOURI STATE HORTICULTURAL SOGIETY. 

SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING HELD IN BKOOKFIELD, MO., UPON THE IN- 
VITATION OF THE LINN COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 

JUNE 4, 5 AND 6, 1889. 

TUESDAY, JuNE 4. 

The day was spent in the decoration of the hall, the arrangement 

of fruits, flowers and plants. About two barrels of very fine apples 

were on the tables, consisting of 150 plates. They were very finely 

preserved, notwithstanding they had been on exhibition at St. Louis 

last October and again at Nevada in December. The hall was deco- 

rated in a very agreeable manner with evergreens, flags and festooning. * 

Many beautiful plants and flowers decorated the room, and with the 

fine collection of pansies sent by Prof. Clark from Columbia, made a 

very attractive show and filled the house with perfume. 

EVENING SESSION. 

Society called to order by the President, J. C. Evans. 

After a few chosen words the President announced a song by the 

choir—‘ Crown Him Lord of All.” 

Prayer was offered by Rev. J. C. Horn, invoking blessings on the 

members and the meeting. 

Then followed music by Miss Alice Carroll, Brookfield. 

Welcome address by Mayor A. C. Pettijohn, Brookfield : 

Gentlemen of the Missouri State Horticultural Society: 

On behalf of the Linn county society and the united citizenship of 

this enlightened and progressive community, I am here to bid you wel- 

come to the hospitality of our homes and the sympathy of our hearts. 

We welcome you as representatives of aclass of earnest men, who 

are engaged in solving problems which vitally affect our race. In no 
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department of human endeavor does the lamp of existence lead with 

more kindly and certain light than in yours. Since the morning stars 

sang together, and the earth was prepared for the habitation of man, 

and he was given dominion over all created things, he has toiled and 

sweat to wrest from nature her unwilling secrets. Step by step and 

from generation to generation the investigation has gone on until, 

to-day, it is necessary that the sciences should be divided and sub- 

divided ; and in the science of the culture of the earth there are many 

divisions. . 

Sanitary science has done much to prolong the lives and increase 

the happiness of the race, but not more than has been and is now being 

done: by associations such as yours, in giving to the people the result 

of your investigation in regard to the best methods of tilling the soil 

and the adaptation of certain products to soil and climate. In vege- 

table, as in animal life, dangers seen and unseen lurk in the path that 

leads to full fruition. No living thing can be found which has not its 

enemy ever seeking to blight its life and usefulness. The revelations 

of the microscope gave an impetus to scientific thought and investiga- 

tion, and revealed the presence of enemies which, like the pestilence 

that walked unseen at noonday, were doing their deadly work with the 

stealth of the assassin. 

Like those who go down to the seain ships, you commune with the 

voice of nature, learning the lessons that she inculcates, listening to 

the myriad-tongued trees, reading lessons in stones, finding books in 

the running brooks, and, like Shakspeare’s banished duke, good in 

everything pertaining to the works of nature. 

The skill and ingenuity of man have resolved the human body into 

its ultimate elements and analyzed his food supply, so that the remedy 

for many of the ills of life is found more often in the skillful adaptation 

of food than in the potions of the apothecary. The mental culture 

necessary for the pzoduction of superior articles in the line of fruit or 

vegetables is of no small moment, and is helpful in all relations of life. 

It was doubtless with this thought in mind that the French statesman 

gave utterance to the famous aphorism: ‘“ That the land which would 

teem with abundance when tickled by the hoe of the freeman, would 

shrink into baseness from the contaminating sweat of the slave.” Ap- 

proached with intelligence and skill, nature yields her treasures in fruit 

and flowers to make glad the heart of man. You will remember that it 

was in a garden that the human family first commenced business; and 

I would here suggest the propriety of making Father Adam and Mother 

ive honorary members of this society, a8 the pioneer horticulturists of 

all time. 
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The great lament of the day is that our cities are overcrowded and 

that the young men are fleeing to the cities at their first opportunity, 

seeking to enter commercial and professional careers, as affording en- 

larged spheres of usefulness and power. The explanation of this is 

found in the slavish toil of the pioneer, and the probability that when 

the necessity for the self-denial and pinching has passed, that the same 

hard lines are exacted of the children and greater care is exercised in 

regard to the comfort of the Jersey and the Norman than in giving 

opportunities to the eager minds of girl and boy. How much of misery 

and crime may be traced to this, none call tell; but certainly many men 

and women make shipwrecks of life from this cause, who might other- 

wise have led lives of usefulness “away from the maddening crowd’s 

ignoble strife.” 

The Latin poet, Horace, who was also a soldier, a statesman and a 

horticulturist, with a varied experience in each, sings thus of the de- 

lights of rural occupation: 

‘* Happy the man, in busy schemes unskilled, 

Who, living simply, like our sires of old, 

Tills the few acres which his father tilled, 

Vexed by no thoughts of usury or gold; 

The shrilling clarion ne’er his slumber mars, 

Nor quails he at the howl of hungry seas ; 

He shuns the forum, with its wordy jars, 

Nor at a great man’s door consents to freeze. 

The tender vine-shoots, budding into life, 

He with the stately poplar tree doth wed, 

Lopping the fruitless branches with his knife, 

And grafting shoots of promise in their stead ; 

Or in some valley, up among the hills, 

Watches his wandering herds of lowing kine, 

Or fragrant jars with liquid honey fills, 

Or shears his silly sheep in sunny shine.” 

We therefore welcome you as those engaged in a calling which 

cools the fever of the blood, increases no man’s care or pain, and the 

product of whose labors delight the senses of man in sickness or health. 

Again, and with the hope that your deliberations may be harmonious 

and helpful, I welcome you to our city. 

Mayor Pettijohn was responded to by Vice-President Murray, as 

follows: 

Ladies and Gentlemen, members of Linn county Horticultural Society, 

and Citizens of Brookfield :— 

On behalf of our worthy president and the State Horticultural 

society, I take great pleasure in thanking you for this hearty welcome. 
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When we first received your invitation to hold our meeting here, 

we had some hesitancy in deciding to do so, but now, after seeing 

something of your beautiful and enterprising city, and how the people 

turn out to welcome and encourage us by your presence, I feel safe in 

saying that as a society we will all agree that we have been most fortu- 

nate in our selection of a place to hold this meeting. And I want to 

say to you, my horticultural friends, that have come from a distance to 

attend this meeting, that you must not think of returning home without. 

taking a good look over Brookfield. For when you have, as I did this 

morning, you will certainly be convinced that her people belong to the 

wide-awake, liberal-minded, progressive type, with whom we, as horti- 

culturists, love to associate. The warm and eloquent address to which 

we have just listened, the decoration of this hall, the sweet strains of 

music, and the kindly greeting with which we meet on every hand, tell 

us, in language too plain to be misunderstood, that we are welcome to 

your city and to your homes. And it all goes to give the finishing touch 

to one more beautiful brick to be added to the grand temple of Mis- 

souri’s hospitality, of which we are justly proud. We trust that a three 

days’ session of our society in your midst will not only prove pleasant. 

and profitable to ourselves, but that it may awaken an increased in- 

terest among the good people of Brookfield and vicinity in horticul- 

ture, that will in time, more than repay you for the kind efforts made 

on our behalf. To this end we most cordially invite you all to attend 

our sessions and participate in our discussions, so that all may reap 

the benefit of a full and free exchange of ideas relating to horticul- 

ture. 

- What we most need in order to promote this great industry that 

has within it so much of good for the human race, and place our noble 

calling on a higher plane, is organization and united action. We find 

that individual effort in the pursuit of horticulture without organization 

is much like the stream that spreads out over the plain and is lost in 

the desert sand; while the systematic and thorough organization of 

horticultural effort is rapidly forming the sparkling streams that are 

flowing through our country to gladden the hearts of the people, and 

which are destined, in time, to converge into the majestic river that 

will bear on her broad bosom the rich, life-giving fruits of our labor to 

feed the nations of the earth. 

Horticulture is of divine origin and was committed to our first par- 

ents in Eden; and as we trace it down through the annals of time, we 

notice its wonderful influence over man in the historie fact that the 

most powerful nations that have lived, and that have reached the 

highest point in the scale of civilization, have been those that paid the 

greatest attention to horticulture. 
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Rome at one time carried the art to a high degree, and might justly 

have been called a nation of horticulture. As no one was permitted to 

own and cultivate more than seven Roman acres, equal to five of our 

acres, this was certainly garden culture. And during this period she 

became rich and powerful, and no nation, that was so unfortunate as to 

incur her displeasure could long stand before her conquering legions. 

No stronger safeguard could now be thrown around the temple of 

American liberty than the ownership of small tracts of land highly im- 

proved by the art of horticulture. Surround them with fruits and 

flowers, and all that will exalt and embellish civilized life, no danger 

but the people will love such homes; and the love of home begets the 

purest and strongest patriotism. 

When we take into consideration the wide range of horticultural 

pursuits, the vast amount and variety of labor to be performed, we can 

at once see that no other industry will give healthy and profitable em- 

ployment to so great a number of people, and so well suited to the poor 

and wealthy classes. In no other calling can we better prepare to feed, 

clothe and sustain the coming millions of our rapidly increasing popu- 

lation. Nothing is better suited to draw off the pent-up and over- 

crowded population of our large cities, and roll back the great wave of 

discontent and crime growing out of idleness. 

Fruit-growing in the United States has made very rapid progress 

in the last ten years, which is largely due to the work of our State and 

local societies, aided by that wonderful and potent engine of power, the 

printing press, which, I am happy to say, has ever been friendly to our 

cause. 

I am well aware that some timorous mortals are crying over-pro- 

duction; that it won’t pay to grow fruit; but they belong to the old 

croaker family, that have ever been a dead weight to the human race 

in her march of progress. I tell you, my friends, that it will pay us to 

grow all the good fruit we can for home consumption and for market. 

The fruit-growing interest of the United States is fast assuming a 

position of national importance, and should receive the fostering care 

and aid of the general government. We should have a Bureau of Hor- 

ticulture, with a commissioner, aided by a corps of able workers and 

backed by the necessary funds to give this great industry more rapid 

development. Let this be done and it will soon become a thing of 

national wealth and pride. The great arteries of trade will receive new 

blood and life, and commerce will continue to roll her golden tide 

along. 
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And now I pray that you, my horticultural friend, 

Take pleasure in the things you tend, 

And don’t you pine, in blizzard’s clime to roam, 

But be content with your Missouri home; 

And while amid your fruits and flowers, 

Think of that better home that may be ours 

In yonder paradise above, 

Where all is joy and love. 

‘Song by Miss Maud Crandall, Brookfield. 

COMMITTEES APPOINTED. 

Fruits—F¥. Holsinger, C. H. Fink, J. B. Laughlin. 

Flowers—D. S. Holinan, Mrs. W. T. Snow, Mrs. Rodemyre. 

Finance—N. F. Murray, J. B. Durand, A. Nelson. 

Obituary—D. S. Holman, Chas Patterson. 

Final Resolutivns—C. W. Murtfeldt, J. P. Daley, S. W. Gilbert. 

FLOWERS AND THEIR MISSION. 

BY MRS. MARIE RODEMYRE, CENTRALIA. 

Flowers were one of the first beautiful gifts of God to imperfect 

humanity. 

History does not record the manner in which the garden of Eden 

was laid out, but we will suppose it was left to grow—as you please. 

Be this as it may, according to Milton it was bewilderingly beautiful. 

He gives us a glowing description of this first fruit and flower garden. 

Here the colossal Adonis (Adam) reclined in idleness, while Eve pan- 

dered to his laziness by carrying to him the most luscious {fruits and 

fragrant flowers to be found therein. 

But to return to our subject. 

Flowers, by their countless forms and colorings, go to prove an 

infinite mind gratifying itself in creative thought. Their strange and 

wonderful beauty excites our admiration and fills us with awe. We 

stand in wonderment and perplexity, in watching the little colored 

seeds throw off their chrysalis and become an embryo plant, sending 

out its tiny roots, groping unerringly in its search for the moisture 

which nourishes it into maturity. 

It is a pleasing sight to see the ambitious helianthus rear its royal 

head above its fellow flowers and turn its golden dise to the sun it 

worships. 
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The sweet influence of flowers is as marked on the humble hovel 

as on the mansion of the wealthy. 

Flowers seem a conception of the Divine Artist, in portraying the 

boundary line between this world and Heaven. And they do more to 

refine unconscious vulgarity and uncouthness in manners than any 

exhortation from the pulpit, or ali epics ever written. 

They are mute but eloquent pleaders to the hardened criminal, who 

would turn a deaf ear to the voice of humanity, but the scent of a 

flower or the sight of a favorite blossom will recall the days of his 

innocent childhood, and his mother’s tender, patient face. 

Flowers often do more to melt away the barrier between the crim- 

inal and his Saviour than all the sermons ever preached. 

When planted with due regard to form and color, will give the 

grounds the appearance of a magnificent picture with a touch of 

Divine light that no artist can ever produce on canvas. 

The sight of a cherished flower will often call back to us the half- 

forgotten past, and hold up before us a phantasmagoria of a scene that 

once was filled with light, music and happiness. 

Song by Miss Margart Rooker, Brookfield, “A Happy Thought.” 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5—9 A. M. 

Meeting called to order by the President. 

Prayer by Mr. Murtfeldt. 

Report on orchards from Mr. Spear, read by Mr. Durand. 

A letter from 8. R. MeConn, who believes that the tap-root is 

useful to the tree. 
Boutiter, Mo., June 3, 1889. 

Mr. L. A. GoopMaTr: 

Dear Sir—I am not able to attend the meeting, and so [ send you my report. L 

very much regret my inability tobe present at the meeting, but hope the rest of you 

may have a good time, and that the meeting may be a success in every respect. 

Yours, ete., 

HENRY SPEER. 

Burier, Mo., June 1, 1889. 

To the Officers and Members of the Missouri State Horticultural Society : 

The rules of our society require a report from me, and I will comply to the best 

of my ability. My observations in regard to the condition of orchards have not been 

as extensive this spring as usual, but I find young trees in good healthy condition and 

making a good growth. Some of the old trees are still suffering from the effects of 

our late cold winters and dry summers, and each year a large per cent of them 
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passes away, and this will continue till all the trees that were affected have passed 

away ; but in the meantime a great many new orchards are being planted and better 

care given those already in bearing, so that the outlook for the future is promising 

in this part of Missouri. We are very slowly learning the lesson that a few varie- 

ties adapted to our location and market are paying, while all others are planted at 

a loss and are only a discouragement to the average planter. Who ever heard of a 

man in Southwest Missouri that had planted Jargely of Ben Davis, Jonathan and 

Willow Twig on good apple tree soil, and had given them proper care, complaining 

that apples don’t pay? It is the men who have from twenty-five to a hundred trees 

of almost as many varieties (and those left to care for themselves), that make the 

complaints 

The fruit outiook is not so good in this section as we might desire. The peach 

trees are as arule very full, and the prospect for a crop of peaches on the trees that 

are in bearing condition is very flattering; but the peach business has been so dis- 

couraging of late years that the orchards are not very numerous, and most of them 

in rather poor condition. The apple trees bloomed very full this spring as a rule, 

and the fruit appeared to set well, but from some cause it soon fell off, till at the 

present time I should regard fifty per cent of acrop as a high estimate on the apple 

crop this year As to varieties, I see no good reason to change the recommenda- 

tions that have been made in our former reports, but rather give them more force. 

The scab is affecting some varieties very seriously ; in my own orchard the Jonathan 

has suffered badly, though it is not generally subject to it. The disease, which for 

want of a better name I call the black seab, did considerable damage last season, 

and appears to be on the increase. I sent specimens of it the department at Wash- 

ington, and they answered me that it was something new to them, but they would 

give ita thorough examination and report. Plums in this locality are almost a 

failure, cherries a full crop and pears a fair crop. 

Respectfully submitted. 

HENRY SPEER, 

SpraGuk, Mo., May 29, 1889. 

Mr. L. A. Goopman, Westport, Mo.: 

Dear Sir—In looking over the wreck made by the clyclone that passed through 

my neighborhood two years ago, I noticed that none of the roots of the apple trees 

that were blown out seemed to extend downward far enough to reach either below 

the winter’s frost or the summer’s drovth, but were as flat on the bottom asif grown 

upon solid rock; and comparing the apparent short life of the apple tree of to-day 

with the ripe old age of those of forty or fifty years ago—to one who knows that the 

old-timer was grown upon whole roots, grafted in the nursery row, and remembers 

what a deal of argument the nurseryman used to convince the planter that the tap- 

root was of no more use to the tree than the tail of the tadpole to the frog ; never 

having been one of the convinced, 1 refer your society to the subject, thinking that 

if again turned loose, there may be something said that may be of some benefit to 

all. There are a few here who believe that a tap-root would be a most needfal help 

to a Bates county apple tree. Inmy report of a few days ago, I believe made a 

Small error as to Crawford’s; should have made Crawford’s Early one-fourth crop 

—reverse and all is right. Respectfully, etc., 

S. R. McCONN. 
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DISCUSSION. 

©. W. Murtfeldt—Trees need feeding, and I have gone to manuring 

my trees and now see a great difference in the growth. The tap-root 

does not seem to be of much use in some localities, but in others it is. 

THAYER. OREGON County, Mo , June 3, 1889. 

Mr. S. W. GILBERT: 

Dear Sir—While walking over Elder Curry’s young orchard yesterday, I saw 

a seedling peach tree which came up from a cracked pit July 1, 1887—only 23 months. 

old—is now 23 inches in diameter, 8 or 9 feet high, and hangs full of half-grown 

peaches, enough so that one-half may be prunned off and still leave enough to pro- 

duce a bushel or more of ripened fruit. Another tree, 3 years old, ten feet away, 

will yield fully five bushels, I believe ; is four inches through and a sight to behold. 

Yours, etc., T. KE. TABER. 

D. S. Holman—lIt is because it is the home of the peach, and not 

on account of the ashes. 

S. W. Gilbert—Has two trees 2 years old full. 

N. F. Murray—Report of crop is much less than was expected two 

weeks ago, and the cold has injured the crop very much. Crop of 

apples 25 per cent, pear 40 per cent. I am always in favor of whole 

roots for our trees, and yet it does not matter as to the growth in some 

soils, but is on other. Some still claim that pieces of roots are as good 

as any; this I do not believe, but will not be proved as long as we live. 

We need a Bureau of Horticulture to test these things. They are so 

in the old country, and can be told in all the orchards. Plant the seed 

and bud or graft where they stand, will give age and stability to all so 

done. Trees are as handsome on pieces as whole roots. 

Question: What has been the benefit to the county by the meet- 

ing of the State society and of your local society? 

Mr. Murray—I am glad to answer to this question in favor of the 

local society and the advantage of such organization. It pays to do 

the work and do it systematically, and one year we saved at least 

$10,000 to our county. 

Maj. Holsinger—Organization is just as necessary for this work as 

in all other things. It is the way to get our reduced rates to market 

by organization. The express company have reduced the rate. 

On the subject of whole roots, I believe the trees know what they 

want to do as well as we do, and a piece of root one inch long is as 

good as a whole root. I believe the trees know their business, and will 

grow just as well as if it had a root two miles long. Small potatoes are 
just as good as large ones; so with our orchards. Any small trees are 

just as good as large ones. 

Don’t take too much time in planting. 
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J. ©. Evans—Have pulled out over 200 trees 20 years old, and over 

60 varieties and seedlings, and I cannot tell now whether it is best to. 

use whole or piece. 

Mr. Flack of Excelsior Springs begged the attention of the society 

for a few moments: 

We offer to you a strong invitation to hold your next summer meet- 

ing at Excelsior Springs; we offer to you the usual courtesies given by 

any other place. 

Offer made in writing to your Executive committee. 

BRooKFIELD, Mo., June 5, 1889. 

Gentlemen of the Horticultural Society : 

In behalf of the people of Excelsior Springs, and of the ‘‘ Excelsior Springs. 

Co.,” we extend to your honorable body an urgent invitation to hold your next 

summer meeting at Excelsior Springs, Clay county. We tender you the free use of 

our new Music hall, with seating capacity for 1,200, with ample and convenient 

committee rooms, the entire illuminated by electriclight. In short, we will extend 

you all due courtesies, and make your sojourn pleasant in every way possible. 

Yours truly, 

J. V. B. FLACK, Gen’l Agent 

Of Excelsior Springs Co. 

Invitation by Mr. Brashar of Kirksville, to hold the next summer 

meeting at Kirksville. 

DISCUSSION. 

J. W. Clark—The roots start first, if the ground is warmer than the 

air, if not, the leaves start first, and if the roots do not soon start the 

tree will die. 

J. W. Monsees—Roots start first, before the leaves. You cannot 

change the root growth. Different varieties grow differently in the top: 

and so they do in the root. You can always tell a Winesap by the 

100ts. 

J. B. Durand—In cuttings the leaves start first, unless there is 

bottom heat given. 

I think 50 per cent too large a per cent of fruit crop; I do not 

think there will be 25 per cent. Some varieties have none on. 

Scab has bothered a great deal, and is getting worse each year. 

Trees generally in good condition. 

Sprayed some of his trees three times for canker-worm with Lon- 

don purple, and it did no good. Wants to know about others. 

As for long-lived trees, do not think we want them. Young trees 

are what we want, and they will pay. 

Chas. Patterson—Too much swindling has been going on about 

this whole root business. I believeit isa means of fooling our people. 
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Prof. H. W. Specking—The leaf takes in carbon as food, as well 

as the root. Leaves make starch as in the potato. 

The starch will not go through a membrane, and changes to sugar 

and passes down to the root. 

The leaf is not only the breathing, but takes in food also; it is the 

stomach. 

Plant and have young trees bearing always. 

J. H. Monsees—Has seen grafted apple in sycamore, and it would 

not grow at all. 

L. A. Goodman—Root growth is fastest as the weather becomes 

warm in the spring, and if the leaves develop faster than the roots can 

supply the moisture, the tree soon dies; hence the necessity for cutting 

off the tops as well as roots. 

Do not believe in using whole roots unless the seed can be planted 

where the tree is to stand and then grafted. It may and probably does 

shorten the life of the tree to propagate so much, but yet, the best 

plan is to get the trees to bearing as young as possible, push them forall 

they will bring until fifteen or twenty years old; give good cultivation 

and good feed, and when they begin to fail, cut them out and plant 

anew. 

C. H. Fink—I believe that it is not possible to use whole roots, 

and that it is only a means of some to advertise their whole grafted 

roots. 

Deterioration ; did make an experiment; grafted and budded the 

quince, and then by cutting the top after the budding, and layering 

them, he so destroyed the vitality of the quinces that they would not 

grow at all. 

Mr. Laughlin—They have had enough of the whole root business 

in Iowa, and they are sick of them. 

We should transplant as often as Tassinle, to make good trees. 

FIVE BEST MARKET APPLES, 

AND WHY THEY ARE BEST. 

Taking into consideration the vast influence which fruit-growing is 

exerting upon our state, the results of its product in our wealth, com- 

fort and physical wants, the effects of its culture for our moral good, 

and the greater study of God and nature, the horticulturist may well 

feel with pride and elation of heart the importance of his chosen field. 
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The sphere of the horticulturist is a daily, yearly, nay a life-long 

experimental study. When, by a few seasons of success, we think we 

have mastered our lesson, we are forced by causes unheard and un- 

thought of before to acknowledge that a change must be made, that 

many of our pet theories cannot at all times be relied on. In our search 

for the best, therefore, we compare the opinions of others and try the 

solving of the problem perhaps successfully where self-experience and 

observation are limited. 

The apple is adapted to all temperate regions. The many original 

varieties and classes of varieties which have emanated from them have 

so adapted themselves to localities with their varying soils and tempera- 

tures, that being a success in one place they prove a failure in others. 

How then can it be hoped to make a choice of a number of sorts that 

could give like results season after season over an extent of territory 

of sixty-five thousand square miles? Think of it; there is something 

in it worthy of more than casual thought. 

What are the perfections we seek? In tree, in fruit, in yield, in 

size, quality or color, can we reasonably expect it over such an extent 

of country ? 

Reports of the markets of our trade centers give us a very good 

idea of those fruits most popular by their frequent quotations of them, 

and fruit of any variety plentiful in market for years must be a sure 

indication that it succeeds over a large part of the state, that in con- 

sequence it is the most profitable to the grower and dealer, being most 

known, it is most sought for. 

The perfection we seek in the five varieties of apples are three-fold. 

First, those the growers would have, secondly, those the dealer seeks 

for, and lastly, what the consumer desires. The tree the producer then 

would select, is one growing rapidly when transplanted, thrifty, hardy, 

with top not too erect nor too spreading, an annual bearer (as near a8 pos- 

sible), large, even-sized fruit, and good keeper. The dealer desires the 

same qualities, but will look for brightness of color, good keeping quali- 

ties after much handling in shipping, firmness and toughness in flesh 

and skin, to resist bruises, and a good cooker. The consumer would 

like a high-flavored apple, but the masses do not stop to investigate, 

and buy the most showy fruit before them. 

First comes the Maiden’s Blush; for years it has made a goodrecord 

in hardiness and bearing qualities; tree open, inclines to spread, letting 

in air and sunlight; its fruit has all qualities desired, ships well, and 

for asummer apple,a very good keeper. Next comes our fall apple, the 

Jonathan though it will keep successfully all winter; tree growing low and 

H R—2 
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compact, within easy reach of the picker, fruit of highest quality, attrae- 

tive in color, always sought for, and brings the best price of all. The 

Willow Twig we name next on the list; tree good and easy grower, fruit. 

separate and on pendant limbs, good bearer, fruit very large, fair 

quality, excellent keeper, therefore much sought for by dealers. For 

the fourth on our list we suppose some would name the Rome Beauty, 

an excellent apple ; others doubtless will claim that Smith’s Cider should 

be included ; certainly year after year it is becoming more popular as it 

comes to be better known. The Winesap we give our preference from 

the fact that it has been in cultivation for a longer time and over more 

parts of the State, therefore better known and tested; the character- 

istics of the tree differ from those mentioned before, and to get the best 

results, a little more attention is required to thin out the smaller 

branches and also the fruit when a heavy crop occurs. It is attractive 

in color, a good keeper, cooks and bakes to perfection, a first class 

eating apple, and a general favorite with all. And last but not least, 

we have the noblest of all, the Ben Davis; for thirty years or more the 

cry has been against it on account of its quality, while it possesses all 

the worth which makes it truly valuable. The tree succeeds every- 

where in the west and southwest; compact in its growth, fruit easy to 

pick, it cooks well, it is one of the best for evaporation, keeps well and 

ships well, large size, very attractive, and a prolific bearer. 

To sum up, we think we have all the mest desirable points in the 

five varieties named; they are hardy and productive, and have borne 

oftener than others, they are more generally known and have been in 

bearing during a longer period, enabling a full and thorough test of 

their qualities. 

N. F. Murray—Would use Smith’s Cider in place of Willow Twig. 

Maiden’s Blush is one of our best; Jonathan is his best. Early ripen- 

ing is in their favor for the northwest trade. 

A. Nelson—Ben Davis should be on the high poor soil and we get 

the best quality. - Wine Sap wants good soil and good enltivation. 

J. A. Durkes likes Smith’s Cider: would not top-graft older trees 

than four years. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

Meeting called to order, and the first matter taken up was, “Cider 

Making, or Vinegar from Cider,” by Chas. Patterson, Kirksville, Mo. 
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VINEGAR FROM CIDER AND ACIDS. 

CHAS. PATTERSON, KIRKSVILLE, MO. 

When Secretary Goodman asked me some time ago if I had any- 

thing to offer for this meeting, I answered that there might be a good 

deal said about vinegar, but I could not at the moment indicate the drift 

of it by a heading, further than that it would be in favor of cider and 

against acids and whisky. Omission of the word * vinegar” at the end 

of the sentence misled him to head this paper on the program as “Cider 

Making,” instead of the heading I have chosen. 

Before working up some of last year’s phenomenal surplus of apples 

into cider, I had been under the common impression that any apple juice, 

in most any stage of decomposition, and whatever it might be mixed 

or diluted with, was not only passable, but good enough for vinegar, 

and that it must be sold at prices to compete with others found on the 

market. And when apparently good, strong vinegar, claiming to be 

from “Janet cider,” a little better perhaps than any I could produce, 

could be laid down here at ten cents per gallon, you may easily judge 

that the prospect of realizing a good profit on a quantity of cider was 

not exhilarating, whatever first cost might be. By analyzing these ten 

cents a little further, we find that the empty barrel cost at least three 

cents per gallon, and the freight was over three cents, leaving less than 

four cents for making and handling, and in all probability did not gross 

half that to the manufacturer. But on finally finding out and applying 

the proper tests, it all proved to be made of sulphuric or muriatie acid, 

costing not over two cents a pound, requiring only one or two pounds 

for a barrel of vinegar, and it was much easier to account for the low 

price than to compete with it. With such poisonous stuff nearly every 

grocery in the country is presumably well stocked, as I found but one. 

single barrel of genuine cider vinegar in the city of Kirksville, except 

what was made there. 

I have tried making cider from apples selected among rotten ones, 

and even my indelicate taste could readily identify the contact by the 

taint of rottenness, being quite distinct from the acoholie or acetic 

fermentation in cider, and more like the putrefactive fermentation that 

sometimes occurs. Hence I would peremptorily exclude all such lots 

s 
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from the cider press. Whether they would do as well for vinegar as 

sound fruit, or whether the most delicate taste could discover this 

taint in the vinegar, I do not know and am not anxious to find out. We 

do not depend on ehemists to tell us whether oleo. is made of clean 

suet or cholera hogs, or whether beef was afflicted with lump jaw, but 

we want our butter and beef to be entirely clear of all such suspicions. 

If we only aim to preserve the substance, so as to justify the name of 

apple or cider, we may as well expect to have to compete with all the 

shams and frauds extant, and to receive our pay in the same proportion 

as low grade butter does. 

As apples were unusually sound last year, as well as unusually 

plentiful, I took the chances of making a quantity of cider, very large 

for a pew beginner, although I had scarcely any trade in view for it, 

and vinegar making was very unpromising, a8 already indicated. I had 

not patience to wait for the slow and uncertain method of making vine- 

gar in open barrels, and therefore procured some new patent genera- 

tors, and am very much gratified to find it turning out what is generally 

called double strength, 60 grain, 6 per cent acetic acid, whereas I have 

seldom got over 40 grain, the customary standard, from such vinegar 

stock as is commonly used. An article of such strength and purity, I 

am well assured, will always command a remuerative price and gene- 

rous approval, wholly regardless of the cheapest possible imitations. If 

the public could be once accustomed to the use of such vinegar, and 

apprised of the imposition practiced in others, with the evil effects on 

health that might possibly be traced to them, it would make such a 

demand for it that cider apples would seldom be worth less than 25 

cents a bushel, and others graded so much better that they too would 

bring a correspending price. 

In the interest of humanity and decent morals, we certainly need 

a vinegar law in all the States, as they have in New York and a few 

others, prohibiting the manufacture and sale of any vinegar made of 

poisonous preparations, as well as falsely coloring and branding any- 

thing not the product of apples, as cider, etc. This is not the proper 

time for the society to take any steps toward it, and it is not a matter ~ 

of importance to me, a8 my Vinegar is quite competent to take care of 

itself, but before another General Assembly convenes, we are not jus- 

tified in omitting some effective action. There was a bill introduced 

last winter and referred to the committee on agriculture, but strange 

to say, they proposed to report unfavorably and it was withdrawn. I 

have the names of that committee and can read them, if any of you 

should wish to remember them. 
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COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE. 

! 
| 

Name. Postoftice. County. 
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Respectfully, 

J. W. DAVIS. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Ralph Smith thinks we shouid by all means take up this ques- 

tion and insist on pure cider vinegar. 

Mr. C. H. Fink agrees to the plan, and hopes the question will be 

pressed at the next Legislature, and a bill will be brought out which will 

fill the want known. 

Mr. Durand moves that a committee be appointed to prepare a bill 

which shall be presented to the next winter meeting, and then acted 

upon when a committee shall be sent to Jefferson City for the purpose. 

C. W. Murtfeldt—Hard work to get anything through the Legisla- 

ture. But go there in force and with the power behind you. 

Chas. Patterson—Encourage the manufacture of good cider vine- 

gar and it will bring good prices. He gets 40 cents per gallon, and no 

trouble to sell where it is known. 

J. B. Durand—First stop the manufacture of this spurious stuff. 

Mr. Williams—We need a general law to manufacture only pure 

stuff, from whatever source it may come. Some cider will not make 

even good vinegar. 

N. F. Murray—Everything should be labeled just what it is and 

sell on its merits. If made of acid it should be so labeled. 

Motion of Mr. Durand carried. 
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WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD COMMERCIAL ORCHARD. 

RALPH SMITH, LACLEDE, MO. 

My object in this paper is to emphasize a few points in commercial 

apple growing, and to briefiy describe what, in the writer’s view, con- 

stitutes an ideal market apple orchard in central north Missouri. This 

subject is broad—large enough for an extensive book—and a few 

points only can be glanced at. ; 

Such an orchard should be at least ten acres in extent. A smaller 

orchard seldom receives sufficient attention, is not considered important 

enough to justify the requisite care. 

The site of an apple orchard should be the highest ground in any 

particular locality. The soil should be dry, deep and rich, sloping, if 

possible, to the northeast. The richer the soil the better. Trees 

planted on thin, white oak lands bear profusely for a few years, but 

unless annually enriched soon fail and disappear. 

In planting, the work should be well done. Particular attention 

should be given to the size and shape of the holes for the trees. The 

following statement, which we believe to be strictly true, well illus- 

trates the importance of beginning and continuing rightly with an or- 

chard: An energetic farmer, skillful in such branches of husbandry as 

lie had practiced, but having no experience in fruit-growing, bought one 

hundred young apple trees, all of choice varieties. When they were 

delivered at his door he was just ready to leave his home for one day. 

Along with the man who brought the trees came an English gardener 

who offered his services, representing himself as skilled in the business 

of tree planting. The farmer hastily showed him his orchard plot, also 

where the necessary tools could be found,and gave such other instrue- 

tions as he thought necessary, and hastened off for the day. Well, the 

gardener made haste also. He soon found on the premises an ox-cart 

and a yoke of oxen, and putting them together and taking some hay to 

. feed now and then during the day, he proceeded to dig a hole for the 

first tree. It was when nicely finished eight feet square and twenty 

inches deep, exactly, and the sun was very high in the heavens, in fact 

about as high as it ever goes. 

The faithful man then took a hasty dinner, and this done drove the 

team off in the lots thereabout in pursuit of two flat stones, both about 
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large enough to cover the bottom of such an excavation as he had 

made. After drawing them to the places where each would be wanted, 

he next drove to the barn and brought two large cart-loads of old, well- 

rotted manure, one for each of the two trees he hoped by a gigantic 

effort to finish setting that afternoon. He now returned the earth 

thrown out for the first tree, mixing it very evenly with one load of the 

aforesaid manure from the barn, rounding it up a little above the gen- 

eral level of the lot, and set one tree. This accomplished, he secured 

it firmly by binding it to four well-set stakes with a slack-twisted 

hempen cord, that could not possibly gall its bark in case of its being 

Shaken by high winds. He then set the other tree in a like thorough 

manner. It is needless to say that he was paid a very moderate com- 

pensation for his hard day’s work, and dismissed by his employer. 

Another man was employed to set the remaining ninety-eight 

trees. He did the job ina hurry, digging the holes but little larger 

than a peck measure and thrusting in the trees, or rather stamping 

them in witha heavy boot; he then with a hoe drew around eacha 

little soil, a little turf,a few dry grass roots, and thus the work was 

soon finished. But not so the diverse results. At the end of nearly 

half a century the owner of that farm confessed that the ninety-eight 

trees had proved nothing but a vexation to him, while the two set by 

the gardener had given a very large profit over and above the interest 

on their cost and expensive setting for about thirty-eight years. 

Trees of three years’ growth in the nursery are, all things consid- 

ered, the best age for planting. There is a disposition on the part of 

many to get long, handsome trees with smooth stems. This principle 

of selection would be excellent when one goes after a bean-pole ora 

cane, but not for a fruit tree. 

For many reasons the trunk of a tree should not exceed four feet. 

It is not wise to expose a long stem to the full sun of our summers. 

They are more liable to be disastrously affected by high winds, and 

the fruitis much more difficult to gather in. 

VARIETIES. 

The question of varieties is of paramount importance, and cannot 

well be overrated. No matter how favorable the site, how good the 

soil or how thorough the preparations may have been, all may go for 

nothing by a bad selection of trees. This is the fatal rock on which 

many eager growers make shipwreck. We have noticed many fine- 

looking orchards that in reality had no commercial value—not worth 

the ground they occupied. In reality, we have but very few good 

market varieties—certainly not more than ten reliable well-tested sorts. 
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Mistakes arising from want of experience on this point have been to 

me a difference of thousands of dollars. Twenty-four years ago, at. 

considerable expense (trees were then 50 cents apiece), I set out my 

first orchard of ten acres, a few miles from this point. Feeling my 

way as best I could, I selected and planted thirty-two different sorts,, 

every one of which was a success somewhere. Twenty-five of the 

thirty-two kinds were nearly complete failures—a disappointment and 

a vexation. As soon as I ascertained fully my fatal mistake, I set out 

another orchard of ten acres in 1873. As a result of careful reading 

and a rather extensive observation, I confined myself to five sorts in 

this second experiment—Geniting, Winesap, Willow Twig, Ben Davis and 

Jonathan—but erred seriously in the proportion. Ben Davis and 

Jonathan were in quite the smallest percentage. This was another 

rather costly mistake, and although this second experiment paid fairly 

well, desiring to get nearer an ideal market orchard, in 1882 I set out 

a third orchard of twelve acres. Costly experience had taught me 

something by that time, so I planted it one-half to Ben Davis, the re- 

mainder to Willow Twigs and Jonathan, with a slight sprinkling of Gen- 

itings. It is now bearing and promises well. 

For market purposes alone, as a mere matter of dollars and cents,. 

the orchardist in this locality would do well to confine himself to the 

five following kinds: Ben Davis, Willow Twig, Jonathan, Maiden’s 

Blush and Red Astrachan. Iam satisfied, taking everything into account, 

that these five sorts stand at the head of the list. 

It is instructive to notice how the Ben Davis, as -a market apple 

has advanced in public estimation. Twenty years ago it was barely 

referred to. It has come its way in spite of the most pronounced oppo- 

sition. It has been denounced and berated all along the line; “not fit 

for hogs;” “no better than a squash;” “an apple that no gentleman of 

self-respect would either plant or eat;” “it will soon be superseded ;’” 

“it is a great risk to plant any more,” etc., have been the oft-repeated 

expressions of men claiming the most advanced views. No variety 

was ever put to such a test, and yet it stands undisturbed. Ii was 

never so popular as today. It is the great commercial apple of Mis- 

souri. Fifty per cent of all the apples sold west and south are Ben 

Davis. Anapple to supplant the Ben Davis very soon is more to be 

desired than expected. 

The Willow Twig in this locality isa very profitable market variety. 

A section of country centering here is peculiarly adapted to this fruit— 

somewhere about sixty miles east and west by thirty miles north and 

south. Here it isa regular bearer of large, handsome apples. Many 
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apple dealers have now discovered this fact, and the demand is only 

second to the Ben Davis. 

The Jonathan, notwithstanding some defects of tree and its habit 

of falling too soon, yet because of its excellent quality and constantly 

increasing demand, should occupy a considerable portion of the market 

orchard. Unless, however, it commands a price considerably higher 

than the average, the prdfits will prove slender. There is more money 

in Ben Davis and Willow Twig at one dollar per barrel than in Jonathan 

at one dollar and fifty cents. 

The Red Astrachan and Maiden’s Blush are, Iam satisfied, the most 

profitable in the list in their respective seasons in this region. 

PRUNING. 

There is not a single point in fruit cutting where more mistakes 

are committed than in pruning. A very common practice is to neglect 

the trees for years, then finding they are becoming but a mass of tangled 

limbs and water shoots, an itinerant professional (?) pruner is set to 

work—generally conceited and ignorant to the last degree. He cuts 

and slashes and slashes and cuts, till there are more limbs on the ground 

than are left on the tree. The limbs that are suffered to remain look 

neat and trim, with a graceful tuft surmounting the top. This tuft is 

all that is left to bear the next crop. Such a system cannot be too 

emphatically denounced ; an orchard so treated is ruined. It has be- 

come enfeebled and lost its vitality, and seldom recovers itself. 

The best time to prune is the time when healing will the quickest 

follow cutting. This is not in early spring, but in early summer. 

There is great evil in pruning too much ; except to remove dead, 

diseased or interfering branches, do not cut at all. 

In looking over the doings of this association we find much diversity 

of opinion respecting the management of orchards when they attain 

some size. Most seem to advocate annual cultivation. For a few 

years this seems to be essential ; but after some years’ cultivation, un- 

less the culture is very careful and guarded, they are often as much 

injured as benefited by it. Mulching, where the material can be pro- 

cured, is remarkably beneficial. It causes the roots to grow near the 

surface if kept up, and wonderfully mitigates the effect of drouth. 

To run the orchard to grass and pasture with sheep answers well. They 

consume the fallen fruit, and with it injurious insects. Calves and 

hogs are dangerous ; they bark the trees. Sheep will not unless you 

pasture too close. They enrich the ground in a peculiar way, much 

better than any other stock. 
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Whatever method one may adopt, the fertility of the orchard must 

be carefully maintained. All large yields come from an unusual amount 

of nourishment. <A free application of barn-yard manure should be 

given annually, or at least biennially. This is a point of great conse- 

quence. One-half of the mature orchards in the country are slowly 

perishivg from exhaustion of the soil. 

To prevent borers injuring trees, wash them in the after part of 

May and June with soft soap, or diluted lye, and very little trouble will 

arise from this source. 

Briefly, then, the chief essentials for a good commercial orchard 

are, a Suitable site, a proper selection of varieties, judicious pruning, 

and careful defence against insect enemies. 

As this paper is, I fear, already too long, I shall close with a word 

on profits. Does such an orchard pay? After a good many years’ 

experience, we unhesitatingly answer yes, comparatively much better 

than grain or stock. There is more money in apples at fifteen cents 

per bushel than in corn at thirty-five cents. An orchard will contain 

fifty trees to the acre, and if in good condition, may be safely estimated 

to produce for a great number of years, three barrels per tree (no 

good orchardist should be content with less), and this at $1.25 per bar- 

rel would be $187.50 per acre. This, however, presupposes first-class 

management, and especially first class varieties. 

The apple crop, despite its drawbacks, and insect enemies, is one 

of the surest that can be cultivated. In central north Missouri, with 

fair culture, it will not fail once in ten years; I have not known a season 

in twenty years where I have not bad a fair crop of apples. Nor need 

there be any apprehension about the demand. The apple is no longer 

inerely a luxury, but of daily and ordinary diet. The apple crop of the 

United States will soon surpass the potato crop in value, both for man 

and beast. It has now become a matter of reckoning by farmers and 

speculators, like the wheat or the corn crops of theland. Attention is 

increasingly called to the cultivation of the apple for exportation. 

Many thousands of barrels (400,000 in 1888) annually cross the Atlantic 

to feed the eager multitudes of London, Liverpool and Glasgow; and 

the vast inflow of immigration, eager and hungry fruit consumers, mul- 

tiplies faster on our west and south than we can increase our orchards. 

There is therefore every inducement for men of enterprise, pluck and 

grit, to give the subject of apple culture their earnest regard. 

This magnificent State is rapidly advancing in apple culture, In 

even ten years from this time we may confidently expect to see it for- 

ested with healthy, well-appointed orchards—horticulture studied as a 

science—the State fostering it by its laws and funds—horticultural 
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Schools established, and this association with its combined intelligence 

and vital force, diffusing light and hope in every section of the State. 

DISCUSSION. 

Chas. Patterson—Use concentrated lye, 1 pound to 5 gallons of 

water; and it is very effective as a good tree wash. 

N. F. Murray—Does not want the trunks more than 4 feet high ; 

could not have sheep in the orchard. 

Can you use white lead? 

Mr. Smith—Think not. 

Prof. Clark read of a wash in the Fruit-Grower, and it was com- 

mented upon by the members. 

Mr. Goodman—Use lye with a little crude carbolic acid, and it is 

- as good a wash as can be found; use wire screen for a preventive. 

Mr. Broadbeck—Uses sulphur, tobacco leaves and soft soap and 

finds it very effectual. 

Prof. Specking—A preventive by killing the beetle is one of the 

best plans. 

Mr. Williams—Uses a jack-knife to cut out the borers. 

REPORT ON SMALL FRUITS AT BLUFFTON. 

SAMUEL MILLER. 

As I know now that it will be out of the question for me to be 

present at the meeting, I will send you my report up to the last date 

admissible to reach you in time for the meeting. 

STRAWBERRIES. 

The prospect for a full crop was very promising, but a dry spell of 

some weeks soon after blossoming retarded their growth and lessened 

the crop somewhat, yet we are gathering a bountiful crop of fine ber- 

ries now. 

The first ripe berry was the Monmouth, but the first regular pick- 

ing was the Crescent. This latter was as fine as we ever had, and is 

after all the berry for the masses. Monmouth is a large handsome 

berry, good, and promises to be productive, but is not the earliest, as 

was claimed for it. 
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Jessie is pretty early, is a large handsome fine berry of good quality, 

quite productive, but has a tendency to rot in wet weather which we 

have had here lately. 

Hart’s Minnesota is again, as it was years ago with us, one of the 

very best market berries, quite large, very handsome, productive and 

of good quality; ships well, although it does not seem firm. This is: 

one of the berries that is proof against wet weather, and will remain 

ripe on the plant for two days without rotting. 

Chas. Downing and Cumberland I lost two years ago, and have not 

since secured them. 

Capt. Jack is always fine in all respects, but has one fault, same as 

the Crescent, which is to over-bear. 

Speece from the southwest, a new one, seems to be rather a feeble 

plant, and its bearing qualities are yet to learn, as it was only set out 

last fall and very small plants at that. I hope it will be productive, as 

it is of excellent quality. 

Sucker State is a handsome, rather large good berry, shows pro- 

ductive qualities, and is among the later ones. 

Belmont is a superb berry in every respect so far as I can now 

tell; it is just beginning to ripen. 

Bubach is by all odds the largest berry here, handsome and good, 

and will carry pretty well if picked at the right time; plant is unusu- 

ally vigorous and is productive enough. I have picked splendid ber- 

ries from plants of the third generation, grown and set out last fall, of 

one summers growth. 

An amusing incident occurred a few days ago: one of my sons 

brought some apples out into the patch where we were picking straw- 

berries, and it so happened that they were laid out near the Bubach 

strawberries; one remarked that this was making the connection of 

our fruits, when I said that if the apples were no larger than Geniting 

are sometimes grown, the strawberries would equal them in size. 

Every man to his choice, and here will state that I consider it the 

most valuable strawberry I have or ever had. This with the Jessie or 

Hart’s Minnesota for a fertilizer I can beat any one who has any other 

varieties. Some recently sent to a house where they handle crates of 

berries by the hundreds, wrote back that they were the finest berries 

they had yet received ; to-day our picking of berries counts 140 boxes 

and not near through gathering. 

One more berry I will tell about—Gandy. This is what I have 

long sought, but never found until now. It is a strong grower, pro- 

ductive, first berries only now commencing 10 ripen; splendid color, 
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handsome shape and of large size; carries the fruit high on strong foot 

stalks; quality first rate, and from which we expect to gather fruit 

when all the rest are gone. 

Henry Schnell, of Glasgow, one of our members, has a seedling 

that promises to bea great step toward earliness, which is what we 

need. When we get one a week earlier than we now have and Gandy 

for late, we may prolong the season of this excellent fruit considerably 

by planting the early ones ona southern slope and the late ones on 

the north side of a hill. Thinning out the blossoms; while in bloom I 

chip about half the blossoms off some dozen Crescent plants; it did 

not take me five minutes, yet it was done carefully all over the plant, 

and now when they ripen, the difference is surprising. There is the same 

quantity in weight of fruit, and takes but half the time to pick it. 

Where there are a lot of children I am sure this will be worth doing. 

Cherries are a full crop, and Bowman’s May is all gone, but I did 

not get them. The cedar birds have cleaned the trees but they left me 

the stems with the stones. Reine Hortense, May Duke, Carnation, 

Gov. Wood and Napoleon are yet to come, and if I am spared a few 

days longer there will be some fewer birds in this neighborhood than 

now. On the table before me lay two pounds of fine shot, near by a 

good package of powder, and against the wall hangs an excellent 

bre ech-loader with some shells already loaded. J am somewhat of an 

ornithologist, but have yet to learn any good that these cedar birds do, 

w hile I know that they will ruin the fruit of a good-sized cherry orchard. 

Grapes promise well just now, but we are never sure of them until 

ripe and gathered in a basket or in one’s hand ready to eat. 

I suppose others of my committee will send you their report direct, 

as none have sent theirs to me. 

SMALL FRUITS AT GLASGOW. 

HENRY SCHNELL. 

Mr. L. A. GoopMAN, Secretary, etv.: 

My name being on the programe for areport on “small fruits,” I 

here send a few notes. 

I am sorry it is so that I cannot be with you. We are right in the 

midst of our berry crop—picking 1,500 to 2,000 quaris per day. If I 

leave, things willnot move right. I hope you will have a good meeting 

and an enjoyable time. 

Strawberries—Extra fine and yielding well, but the market is full 

of small berries everywhere. Fancy sell at good prices and are wanted. 
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Bubach stands at the head of the list for large size. While it is a little 

off in shape and quality and rather soft, but it is the “boss berry” 

here; Jessie comes next. but does not hold its size long enough ; 

Haverland is larger than Crescent, very fine here—prefer it to the 

latter. Of the older, Windsor Chief, Cumberland and Captain Jack 

will still be planted. } 

Raspberries—Blackeap all promise a full crop. Reds were injured 

some last fall or summer, as it was not cold enough last winter to kill 

them—can’t account for it. 

Blackberries—Very fine; Stone’s Hardy shows some rust ; Snyder 

never has. 

Gooseberries—Not a full crop. Mine were ruined during blossom 

time; a bug called the “ Dygus lineolaris”—I have none of them now. 

Currants—Fairly. 

Grapes—Look fine, but expect to see the bunches thin out con- 

siderable, owing to the frosts of May 31 and June 1 and 2; each of 

these mornings we had slight frosts, nipping a few tender plants in low 

places. 

Vegetables of all kinds are in fine condition, growing nicely. 

I have a little experience with peas to relate; it may be of interest 

to some. I planted for first early, First and Best of Trumbull, Rey- 

nolds & Allen of Kansas City, and Alaska same time. First and Best 

were picked clean and all gone May 26; Alaska stili blooming and very 

small crop. Second planting on same ground, same results as above; 

third planting on thinner soil, all picked and gone now. If anything, 

the Alaska was the finest and earliest—could secareely see any dif- 

ference. Now as the seed was all out of the same bags, it seems that 

the Alaska cannot stand very rich soil, while the First and Best can. 

This is the only difference I can account fer. If I had depended on 

Alaska for first early altogether, and planted all when the first were, I 

should have had hardly any peas. They are now 3 to 4 feet high, while 

in the thin soil they were not over 20 inches, same as the F & B. 

Excuse my hasty report. Wishing you all again a happy time. 

Prof. Clark : 

Photo is good shipper; Lida is good shipper. 

Warfield No. 2. Do not think it a good shipper. 

Crescent, I think, is the only one we could recommend for general 

cultivation. 

F. Holsinger—In Arkansas he found that only one row in nine or 

sixteen rows were staminate, and yet the Crescent were still fertilized. 

Some seasons there are enough staminate plants to fertilize themselves. 
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NIGHT SESSION. 

Meeting called to order by the President. 

Music by the choir was rendered in a very excellent manner; after 

which was read a paper, 

ADVANTAGES TO BE DERIVED FROM HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETIES. 

G. W. MARTIN, BROOKFIELD, MO. 

The first great gift of God to man was a garden, in which we are 

told in Holy writ, He caused to grow every tree that is pleasant to the 

sight, and good for food. In the very beginning, then, when God 

created the heavens and the earth, it was the will of the Creator that 

the first man should be the first gardener, and that the being created 

in His ownimage should find no nobler pursuit than the culture of fruit 

and flowers in the virgin soil of the garden of God; and when God 

said, “It is not good that man shall be alone, I will make a helpmeet 

for him,” and when in obedience to the will of God the eyes of the 

first woman—fairest flower cf them all—looked upon a new-made 

world, the foliage of the trees waving in the gentle winds that floated 

over the garden of Eden, laden with the fragrance of fruit and flowers, 

welcomed the second and greatest gift of God to man. 

Then was the first horticultural society organized. Its members,. 

Adam and Eve, the first woman and the first man; the father and the 

mother of the human race, and the prize at the first fruit show was 

doubtless awarded to the “golden pomegranates of Eden.” 

Other societies, men of other callings, boast of an ancient origin ; 

but which of them all goes back to the grand old gardener and his 

wife? What other society, what other vocation, traces its origin to the 

time when this great globe sprang into perfect existence, fresh from the 

hand of the Master. Old and new, ancient and modern, through all 

the centuries from the beginning until now, a diligent student of the 

book of nature, it possesses the wisdom of age and the vigor of youth , 

hoary with the antiquity of ages, and yetas the rose-bud in spring when 

nature has stretched forth her magic wand and with its life-giving touch 

brought forth the warmth and bloom and fragrance of life from the 

chill and darkness and gloom of death, thus emphasizing the great lesson 

of immortality taught alike by nature and by revelation. As ancient 

as the sun, and yet as new as the tiny sprout just peeping from the 

bosom of motherearth. Ancient with the garnered wisdom of the past 5. 

modern with the latest thought and research of to-day. 
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From the beginning down to the present time, horticulture has 

claimed the attention of civilized people of every age, and of every 

clime. Palestine, land of sacred missions, home of the stately rabbi, land 

where the Saviour of the human race lived and taught, and in the fulness 

of time died for the salvation of men, was one blooming garden, and 

before the destructive hand of war was laid heavily upon her, turning 

the beauty and fragrance of life into the desolation of death, priest 

and prince looked from the towers of the temple upon a land made by 

cultivation as fair as a vision of paradise. That wonderful race, the 

ancient Egyptians, sought from fruit and flower images for the ornamen- 

tation of those monuments of architecture whose crumbling ruins are 

yet the wonder of the world. The great city of Babylon, once Queen 

of the Orient, whose fate was foretold by priest and prophet, lavished 

untold treasure upon gardens that were the pride of her own citizens, 

and the delight of the teeming thousands who bought and sold in her 

markets. The Romans—nation of soldiers, conquerors by profes- 

sion—took time to cultivate gardens, filled with roses, violets and other 

flowers and fruits. 

That artistic and polished race, the ancient Greeks, looked not for 

beauty in the marble statue or pillared temple alone, but devoted 

much time to the culture of fruits and flowers. Kings and emperors 

have established royal gardens, in which every known flower bloomed, 

and every known fruit was cultivated. The mighty Cbarlemagne, 

“ Kmperor of the West,” made it a part of his policy to add to the 

beauty of his dominions by establishing magnificent gardens, and did 

not deem it beneath his royal dignity to prescribe every plant and tree 

to be placed therein. 

The rose, fragrant and beautiful, the red and the white, were the 

chosen emblems of two royai houses of England and their followers in 

the olden time, and the chosen chivalry of that great nation met on 

many a hard-fought field and battled to the death in support of those 

represented by these gentle flowers. 

But in tracing horticulture back to its origin, and in enumerating 

some of those who have found in it pursuit of pleasure or of profit, 

the subject assigned for this paper, which was the advantages to be 

derived from the organization of horticultural societies, had possibly 

better not be entirely overlooked. 

In this prosaic and matter-of-fact age, when men do not go to war 

under a red or a white rose, when the struggle for a livelihood is con- 

stantly before us, the true test.of the success of every undertaking is 

its advantages, its benefits; sentiment and poetry are lost sight of, and 

the question is, will it pay? Such organizations are beneficial in many 
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ways. Aside from any benefit to be derived from an increased know- 

ledge in regard to horticulture, they are beneficial socially. It has been 

said, and no doubt truthfully, that no people have so few holidays as do 

Americans. The universal Yankee nation, in the pursuit of the al- 

mighty dollar (whether it be the 80-odd cents worth of silver that does 

duty for the “big round dollar of our daddies,” or whether it be Uncle 

Sam’s engraved promise to pay), hasn’t time to stop long enough for a 

little of rest or of recreation. Of course, with the balance of the 

world we have Christmas and New Years and Thanksgiving—days of 

rejoicing for us and of mourning for the poultry; days of over-eating 

during the day-time and of troubled dreams at night. We have the 4th 

of July, when we perspire freely in patriotic memory of the days of ’76 

and the Declaration of Independence, which our noble but injudicious 

sires adopted at the very hottest season of the year, when, in mercy to 

their patriotic posterety, they might justas well have delayed the matter 

until cooler weather, and then settled matters with King George with the 

same glorious result. We go toa political meeting occasionally, where 

we come to the amiable and cheerful conclusion that one-half our fellow- 

citizens are hardened criminals, because they do not bow down to the 

same political idols that we worship. These are our holidays, and the 

balance of the time with our farmers, at least, is spent at work. An 

occasional day given to a horticultural society would be some improve- 

ment, at least, on this state of affairs. 

From a social standpoint it would be well for all of us to meet and 

spend a few hours in social intercourse, at least once a month, and this 

is more particularly true of our Missouri people, who come from all parts 

of the Union. It would be well that they should get together, and by 

the contact of social intercourse wear off the rough angles of peculari- 

ties and habits of different communities and of different states, thus 

forming a harmonious whole a class of people not to be improved upon 

anywhere. What little loss of time this might cause would be far 

more than balanved by the increased vigor with which the home duties 

and home work would be resumed; and if there were no other advan- 

tages to be derived from the organization of such societies, this alone 

would richly repay its members for the little time so spent. The chief 

benefit, however, to be derived from such organizations will arise from 

the interchange of thought and ideas among their members. The 

theory of one will be tried by the practice of another, different and 

differing methods will be compared, tested, and the best adopted. The 

doctrine of the survival of the fittest will prevail here, if nowhere else. 

However much knowledge a man may possess in regard to horti- 

culture or any subject, he never ceases to learn, or at least never should 

H R—3d 
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cease to learn, and many things that have escaped the attention of the 

great and wise have been made plain to the lowly and unlearned. Nat- 

ure loves those who love her, and is a generous teacher to all who 

seek her as diligent students. By observation and study a man may 

learn much; but why not in addition to this know all that his neighbor 

knows, which can be accomplished only by a fulland free interchange 

of thought, such as will prevail in societies of this kind. 

A man, to be a successful horticulturist, has much to learn. The 

simple planting of a tree consists of a great deal more than digging a 

holein toe ground and filling it up again. Men havelong since learned 

that fact to their great advantage. The care and culture of a tree after 

it is planted would require pages to properly explain, leaving out all 

that is yet to be discovered in that line; years of the most searching 

inquiry have not taught the most successful horticulturists how to 

guard against the myriad insect and other enemies of the fruit tree, of 

root, body, branch, foliage, bud, blossom and fruit. Year by year is 

this knowledge added to, but much is yet to be learned. That man 

who by experience and study has learned something in regard to this 

matter that his neighbor does not know, should be generous enough to 

be willing to impart that information; and how can it be better done 

than by becoming a member o! a horticultu-al society, and in exchange 

for something he has not yet learned, impart that knowledge which he 

has gained. 

Such societies are beneficial in fostering a spirit of generous riv- 

alry among the members in the production of the finest and best vari- 

eties of all kinds of fruits. This benefit is not to the fruit grower 

alone. A fine show of fruits raised in any part or section of our 

State attracts the attention of strangers seeking homes, of business 

men looking for a location, and to such is a strong inducement to make 

a home at that place. It is a good advertisement. 

The organization of horticultural societies will bring our people 

closer together socially, ; will teach them to know and appreciate each 

other; will give them a common ground to stand upon; will aid in the 

dissemination of valuable knowledge that is not always to be found in 

books; will help to improve and beautify aud make more profitable the 

farm and the garden, and will in many ways richly repay all members 

for the loss from work of the few pleasant hours spent in such socie- 

ties. It has been said that he who makes two blades of grass grow 

where but one grew before is a benefactor to the human race. Is 

not he a benefactor to the human race who makes two fruit trees 

grow and bloom and bear perfect, health-giving fruit where but one 

grew and bore imperfectly before? 
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The culture of fruit and flowers in their perfection marks a high 

state of civilization. The savage sits down to his feast of half-cooked 

flesh on the bare rock, while the table of the man of culture is fragrant 

and beautiful with fruit and flowers. 

Let us cherish the garden as one of God’s best gifts to man. Let 

us do what we may to the end that our gardens of to-day on the farm 

or in the village, shall be beautified with blooming flowers and deli- 

cious fruits; andas a sure means to that end, let us labor for the organi- 

zation and upbuilding of horticultural societies. 

Instrumental solo by Miss Elva Crosby, Brookfield, was a very 

well-executed selection. 

Recitation by Miss May Doan, Brookfield, “Faded Flowers,” was 

nicely rendered. 

“Insect Musicians,” by Miss Mary Murtfeldt, Kirkwood, will ap- 

pear at the close of the volume. 

Song by the choir—‘O Be Joyful.” 

FLOWERS. 

MISS ADDIE REAMS, BROOKFIELD. 

‘*Beautiful flowers, beautiful flowers! 

Born of the sunshine and soft spring showers; 

Lifting your heads from the dewy grass, 

Giving your fragrance to all who pass; 

Shedding your leaves thro’ the live-long hours, 

To brighten our pathway—beautiful flowers!” 

“ Beauty is the robe of the eternal.” It unfolds in the numberless 

flowers with their different hues and perfumes. It waves in the 

branches of trees and green blades of grass. The ocean, the clouds, 

the heavens, the rivers, the mountains, the rising and setting sun, all 

overflow with beauty. But beauty is often hidden from human eyes, 

because those eyes cannot see the beauty that is waiting to be revealed. 

It is just as essential to the increasing happiness of people that the 

beautiful be cultivated and admired as it is for a growing body to take 

in and assimilate food. The one is the food of the mind and soul, 

while the other is the food of the physical system. We must be brought 

in contact with things of beauty which appeal to the senses. 

Is there anything more beautiful than flowers? A few flowers 

will do more toward making a home pretty and attractive than many 

times their cost expended in any other way. There is really no excuse 
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for cheerless homes when they can so easily be made pleasant and in- 

viting by a few flowers. A bed of roses, a few flowering shrubs and 

some pretty climbing vines will make the humblest home a place of 

beauty. 

One of our most beautiful flowers is the lily. It is admired not. 

only on account of its beauty, but because we are told “to consider the 

lilies how they grow.” It drinks in heaven’s sweetness in light, air, dew 

and rain, and infolds its own loveliness in quietness and peace. It 

grows from within, its own life pushing out until its beauty is most 

charming. So we, from it, are taught to grow—having within us the 

divine life to be developed in our character and spirit. 

The gorgeous dablias brilliantly ornament the garden during the 

latter part of the summer, and are so effectively used in decoration. 

They are of Mexican origin, and were first introduced into Germany by 

Dahl and named in honor of the man who found them. They were, 

when discovered, quite single, having only one ray of petals about a 

golden disc. The English were the first to attempt the doubling of 

the dahlia, which was prized by royalty, and so jealously guarded that 

those in charge of them were sworn to secrecy as to their cultivation. 

It was a great privilege even to see them growing. In a few years 

semi-double flowers appeared, and ultimately the perfect double dahlia. 

The fuchsia was originally Spanish. It grows indigenously on the 

Andes chain of mountains, and can also be found on the Cordilleras 

chain of Mexico. The first one brought to England was from South 

America by a sailor, and presented to his wife with the request that if 

he should be lost at sea she would preserve it as a memento of him. 

This plant was a most beautiful variety, now known as Fulgens, and 

the sailor’s wife kept it in her front window. Fuchs, the florist, being 

in London, accidently saw the plant in the window and admired its 

beauty and rarity. Learning from the sailor’s wife its origin and his- 

tory, he offered to buy it for a pound sterling. She refused to sell the 

plant, but she agreed, finally, to sell it for fifty pounds (equal to $250), 

provided she was allowed to retain a cutting of it. Fuchs bought the 

new plant and named it for himself. He sold the new production for 

$50 a slip and realized a handsome sum thereby. Dr. Dickson says he 

has seen this variety growing in San Francisco, attaining the height of 

fifteen feet and an expansion of six feet in diameter. 

Everything is handsome about the geranium, not excepting its 

name, which cannot be said of all flowers. The word geranium comes 

from a Greek word which signifies a crane, the fruit having the form of 

a crane’s head or bill. Cranesbill is the English word for geranium, 

although the Greek name has superseded the English. The geranium 

is easily raised and is a beauty. 
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No plant of graceful, delicately cut foliage can boast of such ex- 

ceedingly beautiful flowers as the homely cacti exhibit. A single blos- 

som is a picture in itself, ‘“‘a rare consummate flower.” 

But the rose may truly be called the queen of flowers. Itis found 

in almost every country, and is everywhere equally prized for its 

beauty, delicate perfume and useful properties. The rose is more inti- 

mately acquainted with our daily life than any other flower, and is 

associated with our most sacred memories. Anacreon says: 

‘*Rose! thou art the sweetest flower 

That ever drank the amber shower; 

Rose! thou art the fondest child 

Of dimpled spring, the wood-nymph wild.” 

Science tells us that when the earth was preparing for the habita- 

tion of our race, the few flowers then existing were crude and homely, 

and that they ascended into variety and put on their robes of beauty to 

greet the opening eye of man. On nodding stem and waving branch 

God has hung the blossoms of snowy whiteness or of crimson hues as 

perpetual expressions of his regard for us. 

‘*In populous towns, and in climes man ne’er trod, 

They blossom in beauty, the free gift of God.” 

The following from the pen of Dr. Dio Lewis is worthy of thought: 

“The beauty and fragrance of flowers add not a little to the pleasure 

of the table hour. A large fragrant boquet takes the place of an extra 

dish, and nothing is so cheap as flowers. During a considerable part 

of the year they cost absolutely nothing. It is the sweetest pleasure 

to raise them, and it is surprising how cheap a small conservatory may 

be managed. It is sucha pleasure to observe how the love tor flowers 

is increasing. Their sweet beauty brightens the most unexpected 

places, while their presence inspires almost every pulpit. The service 

of flowers at the table in recalling the lost appetite of the invalid has 

long been recognized. Their service in refining the appetites of all is 

not generally appreciated.” 

Plants which are faithfully tended give the full reward of all the 

labor that has been spent upon them by their bloom and beauty. But 

all the reward is not received in leaf and flower alone, but as the 

“winged hierarch” who held converse with Adam in the Garden of 

Eden said: 

‘*Flowers and their fruit, 

Man’s nourishment, by gradual seale sublime, 

To vital spirits aspire, to animal, 

To intellectual; give both life and sense, 

Fancy and understanding; whence the soul 

Reason receives, and reason is her being.” 
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So the care of flowers sustains and strengthens many an aching 

heart, and lifts it above the grossness of earth to purer air and to @ 

higher life. And beautiful surroundings influence very powerfully a 

life to be beautiful also. As we look around on these lovely flowers 

we must say: “Even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like 

one of these.” They sweeten the air, rejoice the eye, and link us with 

nature and innocence. Though they are all beauty, they have no van- 

ity, but live purely to afford pleasure and do good. As Horace Smith 

has so beautifully written : 

‘*Not useless are ye, flowers, though made for pleasure, 

Blooming in field and wood by day and night, 

From every source your presence bids me treasure 

Harmless delight. 

In the sweet-scented pictures, heavenly artist, 

With which thou paintest nature’s widespread hall, 

What a delightful lesson thou impartest 

Of love to all! 

Your voiceless lips, O flowers, are living preachers ; 

Each cup a pulpit, every leaf a book, 

Supplying to my fancy numerous teachers 

From loneliest nook. 

Were I, O God! in churchless lands remaining, 

Far from all voice of teachers or divines, 

My soul would find in flowers of thy ordaining, 

Priests, sermons, shrines.”’ 

‘*Beautifal flowers, beautiful flowers ! 

Filling with sunshine our earthly bowers ; 

Breathing of heaven, when fainting we lie, 

Lifting our hearts to the Giver on high; 

Covering bis footstool with brightness and bloom, 

To deck for the bridal, or robe for the tomb; 

Teaching us faith when a dark cloud lowers, 

This is your mission—beautiful flowers!” 
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PRACTICAL HORTICULTURE. 

PROF. J. W. CLARK, 

Professor of Horticulture in Missouri Agricultural College. 

Perhaps this paper might better be called facts relating to the 

growth of trees and plants, for it is with these that the horticulturist 

has to deal, and the first question that might be asked is, What is a 

tree, its mission, and how does it perform its work? Is atree ora 

plant simply an individual form, without any regular shape or complex 

organism in its make-up? Is it a thing which only happened? Far 

from it, for every part—root, stem, leaves, flowers and fruit—is made 

up of myriads of independent yet dependent parts called cells, carrying 

the material out of which new growth is formed from cell to cell, by 

the agency of a minute thread-like structure of this same living ma- 

terial, which connects the whole living portion of the tree from the end 

of its tiniest root to the remotest leaf on its topmost branch into one 

complex structure, working in unison to build up one complete whole, 

far outvieing the most delicate work of man; and we have it from 

Holy Text “that Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed in such gor- 

geous apparel as clothed the lilies of the field.” The mission of a tree 

or plant is to transform the crude material in the earth and air toa 

condition suited to use of man and beast. 

Now where in the tree is all of this life, activity and transforma- 

tion taking place? To those who are not acquainted with the manner 

in which a tree makes growth, the statement that the only part of the 

trunk and branches of a tree which is alive is the thin layer of cells 

lying just between the bark and the wood, with the exception of the 

few living cells scattered within the bark, may appear fallacious, but it 

is here that all new growth takes place. The wood beneath which forms 

the bulk of the tree, and which plays an important part mechanically, 

by giving strength and furnishing a medium through which the crude 

sap or solution taken up by the roots is carried to the leaves, is simply 

a mass of what once was alive, but is now a sepulcher full of the dead. 

Take the heart of one of the oldest of the mammoth trees of California, 

if it has not decayed, and we have relics of a past life of greater anti- 

quity than that which is represented by the mummies of the Pharaoh 

kings. 

A tree renews itself every year; what was alive last year is now 

dead and is burried by the new growth of the present season, which 
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forms in a layer or ring upon its surface. These rings do not neces- 

sarily represent each a season’s growth, but rather a period of growth 

and ripening. Take the pear for example: the growth of spring and 

early summer is checked and ripens; this forms a ring of new wood 

upon the surface of last season’s growth, the thickness of which de- 

pends upon the length of time and rapidity of its growth. Later in the 

season a second growth often takes place, which also forms a ring upon 

the surface of the previous one, and we have two distinct rings formed 

in a single year; for this reason the exact age of a tree cannot be told 

by the number of its rings, as they represent only so many different 

periods of growth; still we can tell very neariy how old a tree is-by 

counting the number of its rings. 

As a general rule, the growth of a tree in length is most rapid dur- 

ing spring and early summer. With many trees this is completed within 

six or eight weeks from the time they first start in spring; after this the 

greatest growth in diameter takes place, which in many cases causes 

the bark to split, the formation of new growth being more rapid than 

the expansion of the bark; whenever this is noticed, the bark should 

be split with a sharp knife, cutting completely through the bark, ex- 

tending the cut for some distance both above and below where it has 

burst. This cut should never be made on the side exposed to the sun, 

as the direct rays shining into the opening made by the cut are liable 

to destroy the new growth as it tries to heal the wound, and a dead 

place the entire length of the cut is almost sure to be the result. The 

question is sometimes asked, When does a bearing tree make its 

greatest growth—the year it bears or the year it does not? and the 

answer usually given is the year it does not bear of course. Now the 

fact is simply this, a tree developing a heavy crop of fruit uses all of its 

energies in perfecting that fruit, and cannot store up any considerable 

amount of food for next season’s growth, so that when spring comes it 

has not this surplus material ready prepared for use from which to 

draw, in consequence of which the new growth is slow and weak, the 

tree is tired from the over-work of last year and needs a rest, which it 

gets the year it does not bear. The little growth it makes is made dur- 

ing the early part of the season, the remainder of it is spent in develop- 

ing fruit buds for the future crop and storing up food ready for use the 

coming spring. With this to draw from, the new growth pushes forth 

strong and vigorous, and is completed before the fruit gets large enough 

to draw to any considerable extent upon the vigor of the tree; and for 

this reason the most vigorous growth of a bearing tree is made the 

same season that it produces its crop of fruit. 

It is for this same reason that a tree does not bear a full crop of 

fruit every year. The fruit buds are formed the year before they pro- 
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duce the fruit ; that is, the buds which will produce fruit next sea- 

son have formed this summer, and we have in the fall wrapped up 

in the little bud the fruit already formed, even to the seeds, which can 

then be seen as distinctly with the microscope as it can be with the 

naked eye after it is grown and ripened the next season. If, there- 

fore, the tree is carrying a heavy load of fruit, it has all it can do to 

develop that fruit, and cannot produce fruit buds at the same time, in 

consequence 0° which the tree cannot bear fruit the next season; if, 

instead of developing a heavy load of fruit, it had only been made to 

carry a small or medium crop, the tree would have been able to form 

fruit buds at the same time it was developing its fruit. There are cer- 

tain varieties of apples that produce medium crops almost every year, 

but such seldom bear large crops any one year. 

The bearing year of a tree can be changed by picking off the 

blossoms, or by destroying the fruit before it has drawn to any con- 

siderable extent upon the tree. I say that the bearing year can be 

changed by removing the blossoms, but I do not say that picking off 

the blossoms one single year will permanently change a tree, as there 

will probably be a tendency to bear more or less fruit every year, which 

may end in the tree working back to its regular year; but if the blos- 

soms are kept picked off until the habit is fixed, there is no reason why 

a tree cannot be changed in its bearing year. In my own case, remoyv- 

ing the blossoms two or three times has permanently fixed this habit, 

while other trees of the same varieties standing next to them whose 

blossoms were not removed have continued to bear their regular years; 

and I know where the apple orchards of whole districts have had their 

bearing year changed by a severe frost when they were in full bloom. 

Another point respecting the growth of a tree where there seems 

to be a Inistake in many cases, is the manner in which it increases in 

height. Do the trunk and branches of a tree increase in length the 

same as an animal grows, by the elongation of its central parts? If 

so, this would cause the point where the trunk divides and forms 

branches, or a mark made anywhere on the trunk, to increase in height 

from the ground as the tree grows. Such a growth can and does take 

place in an animal, for it is alive throughout all of its parts: but, as has 

already been stated in this paper, the only life in the trunk of a tree is 

confined to the thin layer between the wood and bark, and that all be- 

neath is dead, makes it impossible for such a growth to occur, and the 

only way a tree can increase in height is by the additions of new growth 

to the extreme ends of its branches through the actions of its buds; 

and after this growth has once ripened it never increases in length, 

except by additions to its ends, and a mark made upon the trunk will 
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never be any higher from the ground than when it was first made, and 

the branches, instead of increasing in height from the ground, will be- 

come nearer to it by their increase in diameter. 

Just here some one may want to ask: Why, then, do we have 

trees in the forests with trunks fifty, sixty or more feet in height with- 

out a limb, or even the scar of one, this whole distance? and all of the 

branches and leaves are at the very top of the tree. 

Trees in a forest grow near together, and only branches situated at 

the top can expose their leaves to the fulllight of the sun. The leaves. 

are, as it were, the lungs of the tree, and must have free access to sun- 

light, or they cannot perform their work, and soon become diseased 

and drop off; if now a limb is so shaded that it cannot produce healthy 

leaves it soon begins to decay,and in time drops off. The scar left is. 

soon covered by the new growth which forms over it, and all outward 

trace of the limb that once existed is blotted out. As the trees mount 

higher in their struggle for the topmost place, to give their leaves the 

full ight of the sun, the branches beneath gradually die and drop off, in 

consequence of which the distance to the lower limbs increases with 

the age of the tree. 

A tree growing in the open field does not show a tall, naked trunk, 

but retains its lower limbs. i 
A tree is simply a machine, and we have as much right to expect 

the looms in the millsscattered over our country to perform work with- 

out the raw material being given them, as we haveto ask atree to grow 

profitable crops year after year without returning anything to the soil. 

There is a8 much sense in the one as in the other; but how many fruit- 

growers are there in this room who return anything to their orchards 

to keep up the fertility removed from the soil? An apple tree in full 

bearing takes from the ground in making its regular annual growth and 

developing its crop of fruit, fertilizing material which, if purchased in 

the markets at the regular prices, would cost about 45 cents. Now, where 

is there a soil rich enough to stand this continued drain? Do not think 

that you have it, for if you do the only crop that will increase on your 

hands as the years go by will be that of disappointment and failure. 

Starve your fruits and they will starve you; feed them and they in 

return will feed you. 

Song by the choir: ‘“The King Shall Come.” 

Piano solo and encore—Prof. Hand. 
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THURSDAY, JUNE 6—9 A. M. 

Meeting called to order by the President, and after prayer by Rev. 

J. C. Horn, : 

The report of committee on flowers, D. S. Holman, chairman, 

was adopted. 

Missouri Horticultural Society : 

Your committee on flowers here report the following awards: 

Hotmbestitaple boquet, No. ol, Jas. GamDie.. . 22 ccs cies > secs een cle ccieiele == $2 00: 

Atl IMGs TSG As UD eo} ER arenes Seen oe Dona OC OREen odo OR OGOOrC Tcrato Der 1 00 

Best hand boquet, No. 32, Jas. Gamble..............se ccc reeseeeeeen: tees 2 00: 

POC ated At. UE CEB 5.0 croc) o's ot oy gins ied @pisini viel eleaia\olniain wo) a\n w/oynje'e 6 wolain in 1 00 

IBesmpaAsketsiowerss NO. 30), He We HMatOIWs sro. cies ale a1e + sicleie oles ic ss o]n v1 e\eie)elnioi aaoLO0 

Mm NOME ere ATC MEAD CEIG slates ciers atsie eratclet ote sinieretemera a pale rovsieteistal syele sue cvsyeisleieletelers 2 00 

BesmioOLalwreatieNiOn dis Mrsiidi. es ELATKer i .jjem tee sec lelleleisi + -ioejere/a10 3 00 

Ul. ING, Lee His 8 ena aioe Se oo ae seep donne aacicooodaosObrOUD Do SORAcoCupoc 2 00 

Your committee are delighted to find on your table a beautiful and 

rare collection of pansies, comprising 72 varieties, exhibited by Prof. 

Clark of the Horticultural department at Columbia, Mo. The plants 

are all nicely potted, and are in very healthy, vigorous condition. The 

collection comprises every variety of color belonging to the family. 

We commend the professor’s good taste and judgment in selecting 

pansy, the gem of flowers, for his offering in this display. For kind- 

ness and liberality in the large number of plants, we would tender a 

vote of thanks and recommend complimentary premium. 

We desire to make favorable mention of a nice show of green- 

house plants by Mr. Gamble, consisting of geraniums, begonias, coleus, 

fuchsias, ete., strong healthy plants, indicating good handling. 

We would recommend a complimentary premium. 

. Mrs. L. M. SNOW, 

Mrs. MARIE RODEMYRE, 

D. S. HOLMAN, 

Committee. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FRUITS. 

Your commitcee beg leave to submit the following report : 

Strawberries, handsomest—W. H. Combs, No. 36, Ist premium...........--. $2 00 

J. A. Durkees, No. 30, 2d premium. ......-...eeee cece eee e rece e ee eneee 1 00 

Best market sort—Jos. Gamble, No. 39, Ist premium..............-eeeee anes 2 00 

W. H. Combs, No. 38, 2d premium. .........ceeeeeeeeeeeen seer eeeecesens 1 00 
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Best table—A. Henderson, No. 5, Ist premium.............22-2eeeee tere tees $2 00 

Best miner—Jos. Gamble, No. 30, Ist premium.................eeeee seer eee ‘1 00 

AC BEENGELSON | NOe On) 2G (EO WALA ee leye re eiersieters lo eles clcieic) sieve'a\ele'+\s/+/+" s/n) slal=iaies 50 

Cumberland—Mrs. Hattie Johnson, No.38, Ist premium..........---.s+++e0 1 00 

J.C. Evans, No. 17, 2d premium.... Fs. citi aN vale DEP NOM c 50 

Windsor Chief—-A. Henderson, No. 7, Ist premium....... 6... -.-+ esse ences 1 00 

Mt. Vernon—A. Henderson, No. 8, Ist premium.............00-eeeeeeer eee 1 00 

Wiilson—A~ P. Crosby, Ast spremianis occ aie eicveraiss ol siejonrclee’> <ieou'e n's w op een 1 00 

PA SELENGETS ON, 2d! PLEMIIMIM sera orcteeraelelee aistetercrarcleteietetohets oe clo: c1s1o'sipreveie ste ieee 50 

Hopewell—J. A. Monsees, Ist premivms. aici ccsss kes eaewenees neces cecsmes 1 00 

Manchester—A. Henderson, Noll, Ist premium..............-.0--eeee seers 1 00 

Mrs. Hattie Johnson, No. 40, 2d premium................0ceeee econ cece 50 

woessie—sJ. ©. Kvans, Nor 18, USt) PREMIUM ses. vee weeig mins nis ciser one aces Coe 

Ay Gosiin, INO. 24, 20 premium. yeu: se eacicee sine riiaris Os s,<. 9 0's.6 | sineree 1 00 

Sharpless—-A .Goslin. Ist: premiluiionn cae sunsier cat aeeincea tomas “cies te 6 inane 1 00 

‘Crescent—Mrs. Hattie Johnson, Ist premium..................ecees ceeeeceees 1 00 

AS Henderson. 2d/premium nce eeetncerinns heme heacnsactede = scr 50 

Cherries— Your commitee would recommend a special of $2.00 and $1.00 

premium for E. Richmond. 

Sc Nelsons: No: 28st prema uta), oo ae he cane chine oa le eit oie sist aveeialeta, tere lote $2 00 

J; @; Byans, No. 20, 2d premium. 'o. sche ra crssl Acide es = bere seit e risers 1 00 

Sweet Cherries—C. W. Murtfeldt, No. 26, Ist premium..............-++++++ 2 00 

A: Nelson. Now27— 20 premlUnn..«. +.j5< cece forces mista aetacnnete oraniaaip ates 1 00 

CONS CHO NC UTEATIES tise cto oc 6,0 0:03 :0i4.ahs oie yermiarete eyete ois oret ees atelel cisialeatsi seals een 2 00 

S2@w Vans, INO ASt PrOMIUO: . cece eal etc ears wn ee oe aiere ete = eet 50 

White \Curnants—J.C:/ vans, Nos 22. 5:0 Sai Bate cicln his eie iene ele niel cleo sivtetele 50 

In addition to the above, would call attention to the fine collection 

of apples—no less than 116 plates of large, beautiful specimens, many 

of which are seemingly as fresh as when shown in St. Louis last fall. 

These varieties have been kept in cold storage by the Kansas City 

Cold Storage Co., corner of 4th and Walnut streets, and demonstrates 

the value of cold storage for preserving fruit. 

Also 14 varieties of beautiful apples kept in an ordinary cellar by 

William Broadbeck, of Oregon, Holt County, Missouri. These apples 

are in good state of preservation. 
Respectfully, 

FRANK HOLSINGER, 

J. B. LAUGHLIN, 

CG. Hy PEN: 
Missouri Horticultural Society: 

Your committee on obituaries would respectfully report the follow- 

ing: 

Resolved, That profound gratitude is due and hereby devoutly offered Him 

who has so preserved our lives that no cause for obituary exists on this occasion. 

Respectfully submitted, 

D. S. HOLMAN, 

CHAS. PATTERSON. 
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Report of J. B. Laughlin on new blackberries— Found a new 

blackberry which would throw out shoots and bear continually from 

September to October 20. 

Cut the tops off and tested them last year to see if they would 

continue the same. 

Thinks that it is a very fine ever-bearing blackberry, and will prove 

such a very valuable addition to our amateur berries. 

F. Holsinger—Be careful not to run wild over these new varieties. 

New ones are coming out every day, and a few of them are good. The 

raspberry is one of the grandest and most profitable of all. I believe 

the Hopkins is the best raspberry that grows in the west. 

Stick to these old things and test the new ones carefully. 

Snyder is one of the best, and the only profitable variety. 

Plant for money and there are only a few varieties which will pay. 

Early Harvest is of no value whatever. Winter kills. 

Stone Hardy I do not like. 

S. W. Gilbert asks if there is any rust on the Snyder.—Answer, no. 

F. Holsinger—Rust is a blessing, killing off the surplus. 

C. W. Murtfeldt— Are we to quit the business because the rust 

strikes them? When the rust takes them, other varieties will be found 

to take their places. 

L. Geiger—Finds the rust on the Snyder, at Boonville. 

N. F. Murray—Thinks that it would be a good thing to have hun- 

dreds of acres instead of one—no danger of spreading too much. 

©. H. Fink—Likes the Early Harvest very much indeed. It has 

fruited for three years and is as prolific as Snyder; comes as early and 

lasts as long a8 Snyder. 

It pays better than any other variety I have. 

Goodman—New varieties: so many of them have come out with 

such high praise that we are disappointed when we try them; test the 

new ones carefully and cautiously. 

J. W. Tucner—Advised to plant the Ohio, and it is one of the best 

black-cap raspberries we have. It has paid me more than any other 

berry; ripens as early as any and lasts as long as any of the others. 

F. Holsinger—The southern berry which comes to our market so 

early is the Cloud Seedling, and is the best shipper in the country. 

L. Geiger—It is one of the earliest; 1, Cloud Seedling, 2, Warfield, 

3, Burt; we will have a succession for the whole season if we plant 

these. 

The following letters were read: 
WasHineTon, D. C., May 27, 1889. 

Mr. L. A. GoopMAN: 

Drar Srr—Having just received the programme of your next meeting, June 4th 

to 6th, I am reminded of a desire which has long been entertained to be present at 
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one of your summer meetings, but Ll have promised to be present at the American 

Nurseymen’s association at Chicago on the same days, and of course I will be there. 

Please deliver to the good friends of the membership of your society my sin- 

ecerest good wishes, and assure them that anything I can do for the fruit-growers of 

Missouri will be a great pleasure. Very truly, 

H. E. VANDEMAN, Pomologist. 

CuituicotuE, Mo., June 3, 1889. 
L. A. GoopMan, Secretary, etc.: 

Dear Sirn—This is to express my regrets that I cannot meet with you when the 

society meets so near my home. I have business engagements away from home 

that make it impossible. But as a substitute for myself, 1 have ordered my renter 

to send you a box or two of strawberries. It is my wish that you will tell me 

‘whether they are new or not. 

Tree years ago my berry pickers found a single stool with such nice berries 

and so many of them, that they were so surprised and pleased that they would not 

pick them until I came home. ‘The stool was so full that it was astonishing. I 

took it up and planted it to itself, and from it have a good start. The flower isa 

staminate, and the berry ripens about four days in advance of the Crescent, ‘The 

fruit is not very fine, but of extra good flavor. It is similar to Jumbo but not like 

it. If it isa known variety, whatisit? If new, call it the Early Missourian. 

Yours truly, 
J. W. GREEN. 

The berry was Cumberland. 

FREDERICKTOWN, Mo., Junel, 1889. 
L. A. Goopman, Esq., Westport, Mo.: 

Dear Sir—I beg to call your attention to the report of A. M. Howell, of South 

Carolina, on the diseases of the vine, page 35, bulletin No. 10, Botanical division, 

section of vegetable Pathology. Read what he says of Mr. Paul Taffeux’s vineyard. 

A.A. BLUMER. 

Barinc, Mo., May 30, 1889. 
Mr. L. A. GoopMAN: 

Dear Sir—I received the programme of the semi-annual meeting of the State 

Horticultural society only this afternoon, at Edina. I get all my mail matter now 

at Baring, a new town on the Santa Fe route; said town is only one-half mile from 

home, while Edina is six miles distant. I make out report this evening, and hope 

it may reach you by June Ist. I shall be happy if I can get off to meet you at 

Brookfield. If my son, whois off at Hannibalas a witness in a railroad trial before 

the U.S. court, gets back in ti me I shall come down. It has been my desire for a 

long time to be present at one of your meetings, and for the acquaintance of some 

of the members, with whose names and essays I have become familiar in the annual 

reports you kindly sent me for several years. If I cannot come, my heart and best 

wishes will be with you—but I willtry andcome. With best wishes, etec., 

I remain yours truly, 

PETER DAILING. 

MiLierspurG, Mo., June 3, 1889. 

Mr. L. A. GoopMan: 

Not being able to meet with you (on account of sickness), I drop you a few lines 

that you may know that [ am still wanting a place and information from the society. 
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I have met with fine success with my orchard-setting—have now 30 acres of 

Ben Davis set last November 7th and 8th, and 20 acres each of Willow Twigs and 

~Jonathans set this spring; am preparing to set 20 acres more in Ben Davis this fall. 

I never lost 1 per cent of the fall setting; think £ am likely to lose 10 per cent of 

the spring setting—think the loss will be caused more from poor stock and kind 

than from season. 

Ihave put the wire gauze around all the trees, save fifty, which I am guing 

‘to paint with white lead, linseed oil with little Paris green in it, asatrial. Have 

you ever heard any objections to the wire screen? Do you know of any orchards now 

which have been raised with the wire gauze on them? I find that some few of the 

last fall setting are a little rubbed by the tree working back and forth in the tube just 

at top of the gauze. I am very anxiousnot to make any mistakes in this matter, as 

{am not sparing either expense or trouble. 

Tell Bro. Chubbucek, if he is present, that I want him to find out all he can on 

tthe subject of a commercial orchard, and I will come after him and have him visit 

my farm and impart his gained information to me on his return to Columbia. 

Very respectfully, 

All who have tried the screen are satisfied with it. 
D. A. ROBNETT. 

Sr. Cuarues, Mo., June 4, 1889. 
L. A. Goopman, Brookfield, Mo.: 

Dear Sir—Enclosed find report on condition of fruits in my county. I delayed 

sending it, hoping to be able to attend meeting and deliver it in person; find, how- 

ever, this a. m. that I cannot get off. 

Our Mr. R. H. Parks, formerly one of the largest apple growers of the State, 

and_at one time, if not now, a member of our society, departed life yesterday, and 

his remains will be interred to-day. 

Hoping that the meeting will be a success and profitable to participants, I re- 

main Yours very truly, 
C. T. MALLINCKRODT. 

Drury CouirGr, May 16. 

Mr. D.S. Hotman; 

My Dear Sir—Is there any hope that Prof. Kern will come to Springfield this 

‘geason? We have already opened a drive through our grounds, and I am sure that 

the citizens would help us toward improving and beautifying the grounds. But I 

want to work according to some well-digested plan; and a plan such as Prof. K. 

‘would prepare would give people the most satisfactory idea of what could be done. 

Very respectfully yours, 

By) ING AIS: 

y Huao, Mo., June 3, 1889. 

‘L. A. Goopman, Brookfield, Mo.: 

Dear Str—Not being able to attend the meeting at Brookfield, and finding that 

‘the committee of which I used to be a member will not be called upon to report, 

and further not being certain whether I am stilla member of it or not, [ will not 

try to make a report on new fruits, but will simply make a few notes on society. 

Hoping that you will have a tine meeting and that it will soon be in my power 

to meet with you all again, 
I remain yours truly, 

F. LIONBERGER, 

N.B. You will receive a condensed copy of our last meeting as part of a fruit 

report. 
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ENTOMOLOGY. 

MISS MARY EH. MURTFELDT, KIRKWOOD, MO. 

To the entomologist, it would seem as though every one must by 

this time know all about the common insect pests of the orchard and 

garden, so much has within the last twenty years been published and 

preached concerning them. But, as a matter of fact, comparatively 

few, even among horticulturists and gardeners, are thoroughly acquainted 

with even the canker worm, codling moth and plum curculio in their 

various stages of development. The names of these insects are familiar 

enough, and they are perhaps known in the form under which they com- 

mit their depredations. But even of this stage not very careful observa- 

tions are teken. It would no doubt puzzle a good many fruit men to 

tell which of two larve, the apple worm and the peach worm, if shown 

to them outside the fruit, was the larva of the codling moth and which 

the larva of cureulio. Four-fifths of the letters that I receive, making 

entomological inquiries, refer to these same insects or their work. 

A friend of ours, a gentleman of thorough education, who has for 

many years been a florist and fruit-grower, inquired of me this spring 

what I expected to catch in the cotton wool band which we had bound 

around our apple trees, and what purpose they could serve in keeping 

the worms off the trees ; and when I explained to him briefly the history 

and structure of the canker worm-moth, how the perfect insects all came 

out of the ground very early in the spring, how the males had ample 

wings, but that the females were providentially destitute of these ap- 

pendages and could only get into the trees to lay their eggs by crawl- 

ing up the trunks, and that any sort of trap surrounding the latter 

would necessarily catch them—he professed to have obtained for the first 

time an idea of the philosophy of the plan. (The gentleman had not 

attended the meetings of our State, or perhaps of any other State horti- 

cultural society.) We can never get familiar with nature’s secrets or 

with the objects of natural history by simply reading about them. We 

should study the objects themselves. In reference to publications on 

the subject, I must confess that the highly magnified figures which 

illustrate so many reports on entomology are of no practical value in 

enabling the farmer or fruit-grower to identify his insect enemies or 

friends. The principal value of these pictures is scientific. A gentle- 

man, much interested in wheat, not as a producer, but as a dealer, de- 

sired me once upon a time to show him a specimen of the chinch-bug 

“that farmers make so much complaint about,” and when I complied 
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by pointing out the diminutive object, he was not only surprised but 

incredulous: ‘such a little thing as that!” he exclaimed; ‘‘why, I have 

looked it up in Prof. Riley’s reports, and he pictures a great deal bigger 

bug.” “ Yes,” I replied, “the figure is enlarged to show all the parts 

more distictly, but you notice a little line below, about an eighth of an 

inch long; that is the real length of the bug,and that corresponds with 

the length of the specimen just shown you.” But I imagine he still 

doubted, thinking the notorious chinch-bug must be at least as large as 

a squash-bug. 

The present season, owing to the abundance of last year’s crops, 

and to the unusually mild and dry winter, is likely to bring much aggra- 

vation to the horticulturist by reason of pernicious insects, and in many 

eases of their unseasonable appearance. Canker worm motbs, for 

instance, instead of resting quietly in the ground until the first of March, 

at least, began emerging in December and January. I took a number 

of males on our lighted windows on Christmas evening, and during 

mild evenings all through January and February they were attracted to 

the light in considerable numbers. The females meantime also came 

up out of the ground, and crawling up the trees deposited their eggs in 

the usual situations on the branches and twigs, and no severe weather 

following, those eggs hatched as soonas the sap began to circulate and 

were ready for the young leaves as soonas they unfoldeh. The cotton 

band traps, therefore, upon which in ordinary seasons I place great 

reliance, not having been put on until March, succeeded only partially 

in defending the trees from the ravages of the worm. The cotton 

bands will not usually last more than three or four weeks—long enough 

as a rule to catch the moths; and I did not have them applied earlier, 

as I made the mistake of supposing that eggs laid before the first of 

March would be destroyed by cold, or that the worms would hatch 

prematurely and perish of starvation, neither of which expectations 

was realized. In our own small orchard we kept them in check toa 

great extent, by crushing them under scales of the bark, to which they 

resort in the middle of the day. In many of the larger orchards of St. 

Louis county, spraying with Paris green and London purple is coming 

into practice, and often “kills more than two birds with one stone ;” for, 

if applied just as the young apples are formed, it will preserve a large 

proportion of them from the codling moth, and the poisoning of the 

foliage will kill the nearly grown canker worms and many other leaf- 

feeding larve at the same time. 

The great disadvantage in the use of these arsenical remedies is 

that chickens and other domestic animals must be excluded from the 

He R= 
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orchards thus treated. Experts say that the foliage of the trees can be 

thoroughly sprayed without dripping, but I have never seen it done 

with such care. The same applications and methods are also used 

against the plum or peach curculio, and while some claim great success, 

others assert that they cannot depend upon them as remedies, and that 

they almost invariably injure the foliage. I hope we shall obtain suffi- 

cient data during the present season to enable us to decide upon the 

desirability of the use of these substances. 

The ideal insecticide has yet, I fear, to be discovered. It must be 

of a nature to kill by contact as well as by absorption, and yet not so 

acrid as to injure plant tissue. On certain insects, such as the slug 

caterpillars, white hellebore acts in this way; so does pyrethrum powder 

on the larve of the cabbage butterflies and on many other smooth 

worms. The kerosene emulsions also have a two-fold effect, but we 

have not, and it is doubtful if we ever will discover any substance that 

will be death to all kinds of insects and at the same time innocuous to 

foliage. I am now experimenting with some new remedies for which 

great things are claimed, but cannot pronounce on their merits until I 

have tested them more thoroughly. 

It sometimes happens that an insect that is widely disseminated 

and not considered especially injurious will, within a limited area, ap- 

pear in such numbers as to constitute itself a first-class pest. An in- 

stance of this kind was brought to the notice of this society last summer 

in Oregon. Mr. G. P. Luckhardt brought in a bundle of apple twigs 

and branches which, as he asserted, correctly represented the condi- 

tion of his entire orchard. On these twigs and branches the bark was 

punctured, slit and roughened to an almost inconceivable extent, the 

foliage was scanty, pale and dwarfed, and the orchard seemed in a 

dying condition. Nothing like it had been seen before by any of us, 

and none of us could at first pronounce with certainty upon the depre- 

dator. Itis true I did not fail to observe on some of the twigs sub- 

mitted an unusual number of the small, green, spiny-backed young of 

the buffalo tree-hopper (Ceresa bubalus), and I also noted that some of 

the punctures were clearly those of that insect, but.the older work I 

did not recognize, and it seemed quite incredible that so insignificant 

an insect, and one that rarely appeared in noticeable numbers, could 

have been the author of such extensive mischief. Yet so it proved, for 

upon submitting the injured twigs to Prof. Riley, he assured me that, 

notwithstanding all my doubts, the damage was done entirely by this 

same tree-hopper, and explained that the growth and spreading of the 

bark on the older wood had so extended and modified the slits and 

punctures as to destroy their usual form. This tree-hopper belongs to 
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the sub-order Homoptera, distinguished from the typical Hemiptera 

(bugs), by the upper wings being homogeneous, or of the same texture 

throughout, and when the insect is at rest folding, roof-like, over the 

body. In this species the head is very broad and shallow, the beak 

extending down between the front legs, and having the thorax pro- 

duced on each side intoa sharp point or thorn. The body tapers back- 

ward from this part, and the entire insect has much the form and about 

half the size of a beech-nut. It subsists on sap, which it extracts with 

its sharp slender beak from the leaves. For this reason it is not easily 

poisoned by substances applied to the leaves, but must be destroyed 

by such insecticides as will close its breathing pores or injure it 

externally, as would be done by kerosene emulsions, pyrethrum 

powder, ete. 

My correspondence this spring has called my attention to a large 

number of insects not catalogued among familiar pests, as well as to 

some of the latter which have appeared in unusual roles. On some of 

the “new” insects I am not prepared to report, not having been able as 

yet to give them sufficient study. 

Mr. Henry Schnell, of Glasgow, writes of the great damage done 

again this year in his hot-beds and in the field by the cabbage curculio 

( Centorrhynchus napi,) of which I gave some account in my notes last 

summer. A more extended notice of this new pest will shortly appear 

in the report of the U. S. entomologist. It has been reported to me 

from several localities, and is attracting considerable attention. Mr. 

Schnell writes: “It has played sad havoc with my early cabbage, both 

in hot-beds and field, but worst in the field, ruining about two-fifths of 

the plants. I tried tobacco water, and while it proved death and 

destruction to the striped flea beetle, it did not have any effect on the 

curculio. Neither did it mind pyrethrum powder. The best remedy I 

have found is a brood of young chickens. I have the hen cooped and 

the little fellows are busy all day long. They are also saving the late 

cabbage from the attacks of the flea beetle. I think this will be my 

main reliance in future.” 

Another insect from which Mr. Schnell and several other of my 

correspondents have suffered greatly this spring is the tarnished plant- 

bug (Lygus lineolaris). This is a smallinsect of dull brown and yellow- 

ish colors, with siender legs and antenn and a long, needle-like beak 

folded under the body. It flies more readily than most of the bugs. It 

passes the winter under fallen leaves and other rubbish on the ground, 

or under the loose bark of trees, and recovers its activity about the time 

that the fruit trees come into bloom. It is especially destructive to the 

blossoms and young shoots of pear, apricot and quince. The small 
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fruits also suffer from its attacks, and Mr. Schnell complained that it: 

destroyed the greater part of his gooseberry blossoms. The bugs 

secrete themselves in the flower clusters and among the partially un- 

folded leaves, into which they insert their beaks for the purpose of 

extracting the sap. Their punctures are peculiarly poisonous to vege- 

table tissue, and entire shoots will often turn black from the attacks of 

a very few bugs. They lay their eggs on all sorts of vegetation, and 

the young bugs, of a pale green color, without wings, may be found 

from the first of June to August, usually on the under sides of leaves. 

When they first appear in the spring they may be easily jarred from the 

young shoots early in the morning while yet torpid from cold. They 

may also be put to flight later in the day by burning rubbish that 

creates a strong “smudge” in the neighborhood of the pear or other 

fruit trees infested, arranging the bonfire so that the wind will carry 

the smoke through the trees, but not near enough to injure them with 

the heat. 

Mr. Gilbert and others have sent me twigs of peach and new shoots. 

of blackberry which were bored and killed by the larve of the stalk- 

borer (Gortyna nitela), an insect of the cut-worm family. This worm 

is one of the most general feeders known to entomologists, and for this 

reason is seldom seriously destructive to any single plant. Occasionally, 

however, it seems to show a temporary partiality for a certain kind of 

stem, and will then do much damage. It is often found when young in 

the new growth of peaches, and is especially destructive in the nursery. 

On larger trees, as the wood hardens, the larve cut their way out and 

enter the stems of some more succulent plant. When full grown it 

measures + inches, and is a smooth, slender worm, indistinctly 

striped and easily recognized by its dull green and livid purple color. 

It is nearly two months in attaining its full growth, and undergoes its 

transformations either within the bored stem or slightly beneath the 

surface of the ground. The moth is a rather handsome, plumy affair of 

a drab color, intermingled with yellow, the fore wings crossed on the 

outer third by a pale band, and having in the center a more or less con- 

spicuous white or pinkish spot. 1t often causes much disappointment 

in the flower garden by boring the stalks of dahlias, asters, lilies, ete., 

and I have known it to bore almost every stalk in a large bed of rhu- 

barb (pie-plant.) The only known remedy is to pull out or cut off and 

burn the drooping stalks or twigs infested by it. 

DISCUSSION. 

F. Holsinger—Thinks that the codling moth will be plenty; do not 

think that arsenic preparation is going to accomplish any good; would 

jar trees for curculio. 
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H. W. Specking—Codling moth came out early, and a week of cold 

weather I think killed them; spraying is usually over-done; used too 

strong and destroys the leaves and therefore injures the trees; think it 

doubtful if it does as much good as harm; the arsenic injures the 

leaves so much. 

C. H. Fink—A maple-worm works on the under side of the leaves 

and eats them up in many portions of Kansas; had 100,000 seedling 

maples, and the worm took the leaves all off twice in one year; worm 

+ to 2 inches long, striped and bright colors; sprayed them once 

and stopped their ravages, but three weeks later they came worse than 

ever; Sprayed them again and cleaned them out again, but the trees 

made no growth; moths appear about three weeks after the first, and 

they are two or three brooded. 

Murray—Has sprayed two ounces arsenic to 100 gallons of water, 

-and went over the orchard twice or three times, and in comparison 

with his neighbor he had only one to five apples injured to theirs; 

Should not be sprayed so the trees will drip, but if well done and at 

the right time it is a grand success. 

L. Geiger—Says that if the trees are sprayed while in bloom will it 

kill it; has heard that it does. 

Answer—No. 

Early cabbage was entirely destroyed by a green larve ¢ inch 

Jong; wants to know what it is; a black fly with long wings, not iden- 

tified. - 

Chas. Patterson— Used the bandage and caught over 10,000 of first 

crop codling moth, and yet they destroyed all his apples; then sprayed 

with Paris green 7 ounces to 54 gallons of water; sprayed with a Field 

force pump; did it early and well done and exterminated the canker 

worm, the codling moth and the raspberry saw-fly, but his trees were 

80 injured that they dropped all the apples. 

J. B. Durand—Sprayed his orchard, but did not have any success 

at all; sprayed for the canker worm but it did no good whatever; they 

seemed to thrive on it; sprayed three times and yet it did not destroy 

them. 

H. W. Specking— Care in spraying; found on the hickory in Ore- 

gon a fly or gnat so thick on the leaves that they killed the tree; in St. 

Louis found a bug eating the strawberry tlowers; found on the ever- 

greens also a bug which ate up all the leaves so that they destroy the 

trees; the eggs are found in the pup and hatch out as several broods. 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

Society met and called to order by the President. 

REPORT OF GREENE COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

D. S. HOLMAN, SPRINGFIELD, MO. 

To the Missouri Horticultural Society at Brookfield : 

The Greene County Society would hereby report through their 

representative to your semi-annual meeting at Brookfield: While we 

have but little that is special or important to say, we deem it proper as 

a duty and a privilege and pleasure to put our Society on your record 

as a loyal, earnest helper in the grand work of developing the horti- 

cultural interests of Missouri. Though our field of work is local, we 

feel it a privilege to be identified with the whole body as to rejoice with 

you at any advance anywhere along the line, any knowledge gained 

and facility obtained, any advantage, any victory won, whether in the 

center or at any of the outposts of the work; the good news always 

brings us a horticultural joy in common with the rest ; and in reference 

to the work in which local societies can help, we cheerfully announce 

our readiness to do what we can. 

The Horticultural Society of Greene county had a very small be- 

ginning twenty-one years ago in a new field. We struggled into exist- 

ence and did what we could in a small way by a few for several years,. 

and so gained strength and encouragement as to grow in numbers and 

as to be considered a fixture among other enterprises here. Still, we 

advanced some every year, and would modestly say it for ourselves. 

We see the fruits of our labors so clearly in the‘orchards and fruit 

gardens of our county as to make our work less difficult and full of re- 

ward. Our Society rarely misses a meeting in a whole year. We are 

now holding our monthly lawn or basket meetings, which are well 

attended, very enjoyable, and, we think, profitable. Last Saturday, at 

the home of our President, the meeting was a fine success. The straw- 

berry show made by the berry-growers of the Society was the best we 

ever saw, for which premiums were paid from 50 cents to $2 50. 

In these meetings we combine business with pleasure ; take an all- 

day rest from labor or business at home, and do a full day’s work at 

horticulture in a picnic meeting with friendly workers while we are 

resting. When we thus make the work so pleasant, we get many will- 

ing helpers. Even the birds, if allowed a picnic among the berries, 
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help us nobly in our battles with the bugs. As a society we are en- 

couraged and goforward. When it suits your interests and convenience 

we would gladly have you give us a meeting in Springfield, the queen 

city of the Ozarks. 

LETTER FROM A PEACH GROWER. 

Rou, Mo., May 31, 1889. 
L. A. GOODMAN, Esq. : 

DEAR Sir: I have fully intended to be in Brookfield with my 

wife at the State Society meeting, but find it will probably be impossible 

for me to attend. I can’t wake our people up to attend a county 

society. They all promise, but never come. I will, however, give them 

a few more trials. 

I want to learn what to do with my peaches. I planted 1,500 trees 

five years ago, and at least 1,200 are as full as they can hold, and the 

trees are extraordinarily large and thrifty for their age—every one who 

has seen them saying unhesitatingly they are the finest they ever saw. 

All but Late Crawfords are very full, and I am thinning as fast as I 

can; 200 Early Crawfords just full enough ; 200 Chinese Cling, 100 

Mountain Rose, 100 Rareripe; 200 Beers’ Smock that 38 to 48 made a 

box last year and year before, have all they can carry; 100 Susque- 

hanna, ditto—50 each Wager, Wheatland, Marshall’s Late, fairly full, 

with 50 each of Waterloo, Boss, Early Louise and Rivers crowded: 100 

Prince of Wales fairly full—not much of a peach except in size; two 

years ago when it bore, the fruit cracked and was spotted, due to the 

season. I think it may prove better this year. 

I wanted to ask where is the best prospect foramarket? The late 

frosts have made Chicago look favorable, and it is about the same dis- 

tance as Kansas City. I would like, I think, bids to sell on the trees. 

I would like your advice. I have been taking some very expensive 

lessons in growing the trees and fruit, but have had little experience in 

marketing, and am financially at the limit of the rope, with a large 

amount of unimproved land on hand and a big orchard that is just be- 

ginning to bear; and a railroad company whose officers all get im- 

mensely rich and cry out “train robbers and wreckers” when their rotten 

ties let a train off the track, all for the benefit of poor old Missouri. 

It is a fact that no one who has any knowledge of the matter suspects 

any criminality except on the part of the railroad company, either in 

the accident at Dixon Hill some years ago or the Sullivan accident of a 

few days ago. 
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On account of such things, unimproved land here is so valueless 

that I would be glad to sell 10,000 acres at $1.25 an acre that I have 

carried about 10 years. Yours, ete., 

W. W. SOUTHGATE. 

P.S. Send me a buyer for my fruit, my orchard, everything I 

have but my wife and children. 

REPORT OF BARTON COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

B. D. HAYES, LAMAR, MO. 

To the President and Members of the Missouri State Horticultural Society: 

The Barton County society respectfully submits for your consid- 

eration the following report: 

Our society is in a flourishing condition, its membership is steadily 

increasing, and there is a growing interest in horticulture. Our society 

is in its infancy, only six months old, and its members as a rule only 

beginners in the work of horticulture; but we are learning, and hope in 

the near future to make our society the equal of any local society in 

the State. The business men of our county, and especially of Lamar, 

are beginning to inanifest quite an interest in the success of our cause. 

Our present membership is fifty-one, and before the close of the 

year we expect to be able to report three times fifty. 

REPORT OF MONTGOMERY CO. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

F. LIONBERGER, HUGO, MO. 

The June meeting of the Montgomery county horticultural society 

was held at the Hugo horticultural hall, Saturday, June 1. After being 

called to order, the minutes read and approved, a Fruit committee, con- 
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sisting of Miss Lone Zimmerman, Messrs. C. Houser and Thos. Clark, 

was appointed by the chair to pass upon the display of strawberries. 

The various standing committees then reported as follows : 

Orehards—Apple crop was put at 25 per cent; peaches, 100 per 

cent ; plums and pears at 50 per cent, and were considered in good con- 

dition, although some complaint was made about tke late storm, as well 

as the apple scab, which is making its appearance in a rather limited 

way. 

Small Fruits.—Cumberland was still found to be the finest straw- 

berry, with Hart’s Minnesota next. Orescent was considered the most 

profitable berry to grow. Crystal City was found to be too small to be 

of any special value. Jersey Queen and Windsor Chief were found to 

be the best sorts, while Piper was reported the finest in quality. Capt. 

Jack and Warfield No. 2, very firm but deficient and deserve further 

trial. Prospects for blackberries and raspberries are fine. 

Committee on Entomology reported that the weather during the 

past month had been so cold, but that no serious damage had been 

done by insects of any kind. 

Committee on Ornithology reported that he had employed a man 

with a double-barrel shot-gun to study ornithology on the English spar- 

rows that were eating up his cherries, stating, however, that other 

species were always protected at his place. 

The Fruit committee reported as follows: The display of straw- 

berries and cherries was considered the best that had ever been made 

in the county, consisting of ten varieties, and awarded premiums as 

follows: To F. Lionberger, first premium on Cumberland, Hart’s Min- 

nesota, Windsor Chief and Early Richmond cherries. To F. Gutmann, 

first premium for Crescent, Capt. Jack, Crystal City, Piper and Jersey 

Queen. 

Special mention was also made of a very fine plate of Cumberland, 

displayed in a very neat and tasty manner by Mrs. Mary F. Thornhill. 

The meeting then adjourned until the first Saturday in July. 

To the President and Members of the State Horticultural Society: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN—AS a report from Montgomery County 

Horticultural society, I beg leave to submit the following: 

' That the society has accomplished a great deal of good since its 

organization can now be seen very plainly. On every side in this 

vicinity do we see nice and thrifty orchards. Strawberries are now 

grown on every farm for home use, while a great many have also been 

sold to the neighboring towns, bringing in quite arevenue. As I write, 
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one of our members tells me that he has sixteen six-gallon crates picked 

for market to-day, and these too as nice Cumberlands and Jersey 

Queens as have ever been grown in the State. Very often of late I 

am stopped on the roads and asked questions about as follows: “ How 

do you manage to raise such fine strawberries ?” or other fruits as 

the case may be; ors“ How do you raise such pears? your land is cer- 

tainly no better than ours; why is it that we cannot do the same?” 

Such questions are asked of me every time almost when I am away 

from home. My answer generally is that our neighborhood has a horti- 

cultural society, through which we keep ourselves posted as to the 

best varieties and best modes of culture. That this society has accom- 

plished a great deal of good there is not a shadow of a doubt, as our 

fruit display at St. Louis last fall very plainly showed. Three-fourths 

of the fruit sent there was grown by the members of this society. 

Our society is strictly local, perhaps more so than any other society 

in the State; all of our members, with the exception of Judge Miller, live 

in the same school district. We meet regularly on the first Saturday of 

each month in our hall, which was partly built for that purpose last 

summer. We expect to have some nice displays of fruit during the 

summer, and perhaps somewhat of a fruit show in the fall. 

REPORT ON ORNAMENTALS. 

BY MRS. C. I. ROBARDS. 

There is an intimate relation between plant life and our own lives, 

that is seldom recognized, or if recognized, is not properly appreciated. 

The treeless door-yard and weedy lawn betoken the disposition and 

habits of the occupant, indicating either a lack of cultivated taste or a 

want of understanding of man’s relation to society and his Maker. As 

a rude log cabin, with its uninviting exterior, may surprise us with its 

clean whitewashed inner walls, with its plain but tastefully arranged 

decorations, so a pleasant garden of plants and flowers will reveal the 

inner Jife of him who planned it. 

A tree or shrub planted by a father’s loving hand continually casts 

a beneficial influence over the lives of the children, creating in them a 

love for the beautiful. No good deed is ever done in vain. Should any 

one answer that he cannot spare the means to purchase trees and 

plants, I would say: select a few choice specimens of forest trees that 
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nature has planted for you. Plant forest maples or elms, a wild rose 

or begonia. 

If he complain that he has no time, I would answer: take a half 

hour each day of that valuable time you waste in complaining to your 

neighbors of “ hard times,” or a little of that precious time you cannot 

afford to waste that you throw away in discussing vexatious politics. 

We should keep in mind, that by our lives and examples we are mould- 

ing the lives and characters of our children, and that by our example 

we also influence our neighbors. 

Your committee have to report that while the earlier part of the 

season of 1889 was favorable for the planting and growth of orna- 

mental trees and shrubs, the latter part of this summer has been ex- 

tremely unfavorable and destructive of many trees and plants that had 

stood for years; but we believe that from the experience of such 

Seasons, we may learn many lessons by which we may profit in the 

future. 

Occasional drouths bring greater benefits than an unbroken suc- 

cession of prosperous seasons. 

From such experiences, the observing planter wiil be enabled to 

determine what varieties of plants are most hardy, and will take pre- 

cautionary measures to prepare against the result of such disasters in 

the future. 

Seasons of drouth also enable the land to obtain partial rest, 

thus permitting it to store up for following years such elements of 

plant food as it may require. 

By observation and experience, we discover that those who have 

used all means at their command, such as carefully cultivating and 

mulching, have been successful in escaping serious losses from drouth. 

Mulching should not be deferred until late in the season, but must 

be applied rather as a preventive than as a cure. 

- Among evergreens, the Scotch pine seems to rank as king for hardi- 

ness and vigor of growth. 

The white pine, the Norway spruce and Irish juniper, are all beau- 

tiful and transplant easily and thrive in ordinary seasons. 

In blooming plants for all seasons, for all colors and for perfection, 

we recommend the rose. Climbing roses, perpetual roses, monthly 

roses, even the wild single roses of the prairie, are all beautiful. The 

tree rose would seem to be worthy of the most complete indorsement 

if it were only a little more hardy. I believe, however, that we may 

enjoy this style of rose if we take the care to place them in cellar at 

the beginning of winter and replant them in spring. 
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The great heat of summer and the absence of showers, 

Have so damaged our trees and cut short our flowers, 

That we thought we could never report at one time, 

One encouraging word in prose or in rhyme. 

But the drouth has passed by, and the beautiful fall 

Has come with its showers to revive us all; 

So we’ll trust Him who rules us, when we’ve passed throngh the snows, 

To bring back the tulips, the lilies and rose. 

[September Meeting of the Missouri Valley Horticultural Society.] 

BEST METHODS OF EXHIBITING FRUITS AT OUR FAIRS. 

BY L. A. GOODMAN. 

In taking this subject, I shall believe that it was intended to make 

the exhibition of fruits for the benefit of fruit-growers. 

A stockman does not make a show of his stock for the express 

purpose of display, but that he may give the stockmen an opportunity 

of judging of the advantages of his particular breed. 

An implement dealer shows his goods for the benefit of those who 

want to use them, or beinstructed in their use. 

In making an exhibition of fruits, we want to instruct and enlighten 

those who are interested in fruit-growing. We want them to under- 

stand the varieties ; to become familiar with their characteristics, so they 

may be able to distinguish them. 

In fact, itis an educator and the people are the pupils. 

The more knowledge we can give in these exhibitions the more 

we accomplish our aim. 

In the exhibition of fruits, as well as every other line of exhibits 

at our fairs, I find, that if the ones that know everything about it will 

take the matter in hand and interest the people, they are the ones who 

will have charge of it, and make it a success. And I find that the fair 

associations are willing and glad to have the horticulturists come and 

take hold of the matter, and relieve them of a great trouble. 

In peculiar contrast to this is the prominence we have obtained at 

our Kansas City fair in contrast to some other of the western ex- 
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hibitions. I venture to say that there is not another exhibition in the 

country where there are such uniformly, perfect and correctly named 

fruits as there are at our own fair. Few tables, and very few of 

them will show as many varieties in as good condition as we do. 

And I can point with pride to this building as the result of our 

efforts to build up our horticultural shows. We have here the build- 

ing very nicely adapted to our wants, and the fair association are as 

glad over the matter as are we; and I find they are willing to give us 

every encouragement they are able, if we will only take hold of the 

work and make it a success. 

You all remember how faithfully we made our displays when we 

had nothing but a tent, and how we agreed to do the best we could 

until they could build; and so this year I asked them to allow me to 

increase our premiums $250.00. Mr. Webster, the secretary, asked me 

if we could not make our show this year without; they could not afford 

it. I told him that we could, and would make the horticultural show 

the best that could be done this year, and in hopes we could have a 

better one next year. 

The great trouble, and the only reason why the farmers and fruit 

men and florists are not recognized in our fairs more, is just because 

they do not make organized effort to build up their department. I 

repeat it because it is afact: if the farmers and fruit men would make 

one-half the effort that the race-horse men do for their success, we 

would have no complaint about them, and the gamblers taking posses- 

sion of our fairs. Let us take hold of this matter in earnest, and we 

shall see that the fair associations are as anxious to have us help as we 

are to do it. They will meet us more than half way. 

I have said this much, because I always hear so much complaint 

that our farm products and fruits are not given half a show among all 

the other things, and especially the race-horses. ? 

And now I speak to you in the smaller towns all through our State 

of Missouri and Kansas. Do not let the fair degenerate into a horse- 

race. Take hold of it with a vim, interest yourself in the work, bring 

in your fruits, flowers and vegetables, organize a society and all work 

with a will, all pull together, and you will be surprised to see how gladly 

the officers will fall in with your plans, 

I have given you one example of its success in our own fairs at 

Kansas City. Iwill give you another in the fair at Springfield, Mo., 

where the Horticultural society has made a grand step forward by 

doing just as we have done here, and this fall they will have under our 

old Secretary, G. W. Hopkins, as Superintendent, one of the best fruit 

shows ever seen in the southwest. 
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Again, at St. Lonis you can see the complete failure of the horti- 

cultural department, because there has been no organized effort in that 

direction. Our State society made a start in that direction last summer, 

and next year will, we hope, see a completion of our design of having 

a grand fruit show there. We must take hold of itgand work it up. 

I have thus far taken a one-sided view of my subject, “ Best meth- 

ods of exhibiting fruits at our fairs,” because I have seen the necessity 

all through our land of just such kind of work; and wherever we have 

a horticultural society, there they ought to take hold of it and build it 

up, and this will give one answer to my subject of “ Best methods,” ete. 

Now then a few rues concerning our shows and the building: 

Ist. There should be no windows at the sides, but all light should 

come from the top. If possible the doorways should be screened so 

that very little comes through them. The reflection of the light from 

the top at the correct angle will make the fruit appear brighter and 

larger than anything else. If the benches have a slight slope, the 

fruit appears better also. 

24. Have the building so that you can drive through from one end 

to the other, so as to conveniently unload. 

3d. The plates should all be of uniform size, and also the labels. 

4th. A good label holder, one made and shown by one of our 

members, J. A. Durkes, is a good thing. 

5th. The plates made of japanned tin would be economical and 

durable. 

6th. Five specimens should make a plate, except where they are 

too large to go on the plate, and then there should be four. 

7th. Specimens should be as near perfect as can be—the stem 

always on the fruit, no specks or worm-holes or knots on them. 

8th. Each variety should run as evenly as possible: 7. e., no extra 

large specimens should be on the same plate with small ones. 

9th. All varieties should be named correctly, or labeled “name 

wanted.” 

10th. A list of the varieties in every entry should be given. 

1ith. No plate can be used in more than one entry. If the same 

variety is wanted, it must be duplicated in every entry. 

In display, all the ornamentation possible can be done, but in a 

“ collection of fruits” I protest against such display. If display is 

wanted, then, let it be done in its legitimate way. We need much more 

of it because it attracts the multitude, and they go away thinking much 

better of our collection or exhibition. A much finer display can be 

made with ten fine Jarge varieties than can be done with an hundred. 
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REPORT OF GREENE COUNTY. 

J. P. DAILY, SPRINGFIELD, MO. 

The horticultural societies of our State have no reason to be 

ashamed of their work, and we find that some of the best hours of our 

life are spent with the horticultural society. 

You can see the results of our society all around the place now, 

and can easily tell who belong to the horticultural societies. Grapes 

are now grown where we did not think it couid be done. We are in- 

creasing our plantings in all directions, and it is all the result of our 

horticultural society. 

Mr. A. Neison organized a farmers’ club and held weekly meetings. 

The horticultural society was organized six months ago, and we now 

have a good live horticultural society and are doing first-rate work, and 

now if the State society will come there we will show what we can do. 

DD. 8S. Holman—The State society should help the county societies, 

and the county societies should stand by the State society, in whatever 

they attempt to do. We will be a union and work as one man. The 

society shonld organize every county in the State as soon as possible. 

ITEMS FROM HOLT COUNTY. 

W. R. LAUGHLIN. 

Our county horticultural society is reasonably prosperous; it is on 

' the gain. We know that its members and its dollars should be five 

times as many as they are, but we do not expect to see everything as 

it should be, so we work along and are doing not a little. 

The memories of the time, a year ago, when the June meeting of 

the State society was held at our county seat, are still fragrant among 

our members and with the outside citizens. 

Our strawberry festival for the current year was held on the first 

day of June. The large room in the court-house was full of people. 
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The show of strawberries was excellent. The flowers were of many 

kinds and in great perfection, and were tastily arranged in boquets, 

floral designs and groupings. The roses were unusually perfect. The 

papers were well received. 

THE FRUIT CROP FOR 1889. 

The fruit-bearing wood and the buds that were to be blossoms had 

been left by a mild winter in best condition for a season’s producing. 

Except that the ground was too dry, nothing seemed to be lacking up 

till Saturday, April 27. At that date all blooming was at least a week 

ahead of average time, and impregnation had gone on well, The after- 

noon of that day, a moderate wind from the northwest brought an air 

that was too cool and with too much moisture init. For seven days 

the wind kept the same, course and it grew slightly cooler each day. 

The mornings of May 2 and 3 showed slight frosts, but nothing was in- 

jured by the frost itself. For the seven days efficient impregnation was 

impossible. Saturday, May 4, was a better. day, but about the middle 

of the day on the 5th the wind that had changed to the south becamea 

gale. On the 6th the gale continued and became very warm by noon. 

On the 7th there was only a strong wind, and a sprinkling of rain fell. 

On the 8th impregnation began again in earnest and continued without 

further interruption. On the 12th we had a good quiet rain. The earth 

and the air were well moistened, and the trees once more were able to 

circulate a sufficient quantity of sap, and soon“the new-formed fruits 

stopped dropping off. 

The effect of all this upon the fruit crop may be briefed by saying 

that all that was impregnated before April 27, on May 4 or after May 

8, and that was not cast by the drying winds and lack of sap, has done 

well. Everything that was impregnated after the rains came will pro- 

duce a heavy crop. Grapes, berries, all will be loaded. Apples will 

bear about 20 per cent of a full crop—worst hurt of all. Cherries a full 

crop. The lesson is, no impregnation, no fruit, and, other conditions. 

being favorable, as is the impregnation so will the crop be. 

EXISTING FACTS 

Seem to strengthen the opinion that it is necessary to plant different 

varieties of plums among each other. In at least five plum orchards 

where the varieties stand mixed—one an orchard of several acres and 

perhaps twelve hundred trees of perhaps twenty varieties—and each 

and all seem again this year to indicate that the measure of success in 

producing plums is to depend largely on knowing what varieties to set 

among each other to secure mutual impregnation, or what is to be set 
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close to a given variety to insure its fruitfulness. Science refuses as 

yet to disclose the secret. Decades of experimenting are likely to give 

us valuable positive knowledge. Perhaps generations will reduce the 

detached facts to a system out of which shall come rules for practice 

that shall give the world better varieties and very much larger quanti- 

ties of fruit, and go far toward removing the uncertainty of its pro- 

duction. 

THE CODLING MOTH 

Seems to have deserted us. Yesterday at our festival Dr. Goslin told 

us that he had not seen a sign of one this spring. Others agreed. I 

have just come in from a search among my trees, and not on any of 

them have I been able to find an apple showing at the blossom end the 

exuvia that tells of his presence, nor could I find a single puncture that 

I believed to have been made by him. Has he gone—if so, will he stay, 

and how long? 

THE CHERRIES AND THE BIRDS. 

The sweet cherries drew the cedar bird from his usual feeding 

places, and he came upon us in flocks from we know not where. Like 

Cossacks on the Don, he swooped down upon us and we were his. He 

took the pulps, but Ah! he left the stones with us and sticking to the 

stems. Where he goes often, he leaves no sweet cherries behind. They 

have been little seen before this year. May their shadows vanish for- 

ever. 

Within thirty feet of my door are two Early Richmond trees, well 

loaded with fruit. Yesterday (Sunday) morning, between the two trees 

I placed a fishing-pole, its butt end fast in the ground and on its top end 

tied on, in good shape for shaking and rustling, a newspaper. To the 

pole I tied a cord reaching in at my door. For hours yesterday, and 

again this morning, as I read or wrote, I watched for the birds, and 

when they came jerked my cord and disturbed the newspaper, never 

failing to send the bird away as quick and as fast as he could go. 

The cherries, though they be not nearly grown to their full size, 

nor more than half colored, and though they are yet quite sour, can be 

seen from afar. Cat-birds, jays, orioles, red-birds and three unknowns, 

the little winged brutes come like arrows from long range straight for the 

trees, and for only the best specimens. Even the chickens are after the 

cherries, and the big white rooster, fat as he is, is cunning at getting 

them off the trees for his harem. We could afford to feed a reasonable 

number of birds if they would swallow the cherries, stones and all; but 

H R—9J 
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they even take choice of sides of the cherries, not making two bites of 

a cherry, but taking only one of their small bites out of the ripest side, 

leaving the seed and three-fourths of the fruit of course ruined. An 

open corn-pen near by was visited by at least three kinds of birds. That’s 

all right. I can afford to raise corn for birds, but to feed them, and in 

the style they eat, on cherries, is wasteful. 

Never before in Holt county have the birds so injured the cherry 

crop. What is the matter with the birds this year? Is there ascarcity 

of their usual food? Have their favorite bugs or worms failed to pro- 

duce a crop? Have they conspired against their best friends, the fruit- 

raisers? Has there been a federation of the tribes, and is there to bea 

general war? Are our raspberries and blackberries to be ravaged when 

they come ? 

Cherries we must have. Who will find out and tell how to entirely 

protect them? How can the birds be kept from them? or must we 

slaughter some of our pets with the insufficient and barbarous double- 

barreled shot-gun ? 

The following resolution was introduced: 

Wuergas, The English sparrow has become so destructive to both horticulture 

and agriculture ; and 

WuHueErzas, It becomes a question whether we shall be able to hold our own 

against them unless we have governmental aid ; therefore 

Resolved, That we would again call the attention of the Legislature to this 

matter, and ask the passage of an act offering a premium of so much (3 cts. per 

head) for their destruction. 

Referred to the committee on Legislation. 

Motion also that the resolution for prohibiting the manufacturing 

of all adulterated foods was also referred to the same committee. 

PRACTICAL NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS ON THE SEASON 

OF 1888. 

BY CHAS. W. MURTFELDT. 

GENERAL REMARKS. 

We learn by experience. If we are wise, we learn as long as we 

live. Often we derive greater benefit from failures—our own and those 

of others—than from success. These words may be trite, but they are 
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also true. The calendar year commences in midwinter, but the horti- 

culturist, except the professional florist, finds little to do out of doors 

at that time; his year commences when the genial warmth and light of 

the god of day dispels the dampness and the cold, and puts new life 

into all manner of vegetation, from the snowdrop and the crocus up to 

the monarch of the sugar camp or of the forest and the mouniain. 

SPRING. 

Spring is the joyous season of the year. ‘The opening buds, the 

springing grass, the sweet smell of the cherry, plum and apple blos- 

soms and the vine, the caroling of the birds, the hum of the busy bee, 

the flight of the aquatic birds to their northern breeding places, the 

eackling hen, the strut and gobble of the turkey cock, the peep, per- 

chance through the fleecy snow, of the crocus, the azure blue of the 

sky and the deeper tint of the coy blue violet, the arrival of the blue- 

bird and the other sweet songsters—these with many other tokens are 

the harbingers of beautiful, glorious, life-giving, song-inspiring spring, 

the real commencement of the horticulturist’s year. No wonder Solo- 

mon wrote in his song of songs: 

‘‘For, lo. the winter is past, the rain is over and gone, 

The flowers appear on the earth, the time of the singing 

Of birds is come, and the voice of the turtle is heard 

In our land, the fig tree putteth forth her green 

Figs, and the vines with the tender grapes give a good smell.” 

Quite as poetic as our own Longfellow writes: 

‘*When the warm sun that brings 

Seed time and harvest has returned again, 

*Tis sweet to visit the still wood where spring 

The first flowers of the plain.”’ 

Again: 

‘The softly warbled song 

Comes from the pleasant wood, and colored wings 

Glance quick in the bright sun that moves along the 

Forest openings.”’ 

And once again, a translation by the same from the French: 

‘Gentle spring, in sunshine clad, 

Well dost thou thy power display, 

For winter maketh the light heart sad, 

And thou, thou makest the sad heart gay. 

He sees thee, and calls his gloomy train, 

The sleet and the snow and the wind and the rain, 

When thy merry step draws near.” 
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PRACTICAL. 

Generally this all-entrancing season with us is brief, very brief, 

though in the year now closing there was a period, at the time of the 

blossoming of the fruit trees, of much longer duration than common, 

and I attribute the abundant and almost exceptionally large fruit crop 

to this fact. Often the season of inflorescence is cut off in three or at 

most four days, while last spring we had about ten days of dry, cool 

weather—not too cold, however, for the bees to work and to assist in 

perfecting the fructification of the bloom of the plum, cherry, apple, 

peach and pear. I am speaking of the higher grounds in St. Louis. 

county. And during this time almost every passenger carried large 

boughs full of bloom to the city instead of boquets. And later on the 

ripe fruits, except the peach, were so abundant that after the family 

was supplied they were practically without value. One had even to 

select the best, gather them carefully and take them home to have them 

accepted by friends as a present. 

It was different with the berries. The earliest bloom of the straw- 

berries, which furnishes the largest and finest fruit, had been damaged 

by late frosts; there were evidences also of imperfect fructification, 

and as the result not quite a half crop. Add to this that the market of 

St. Louis had been overstocked by the immature and sour fruit of a 

more southern section, fine ripe berries werein demand and brought 

fair prices. 

At the summer meeting of the Missouri Horticultural society at 

Oregon, Holt county, I dropped the remark that the strawberry season 

seldom lasted three weeks. This brought me a card from a lady friend 

whose vines and fruit I saw and tasted on more than one occasion, 

saying: “Our strawberry season extended well into the fifth week”— 

due largely, I judge, to a good selection of varieties. 

Raspberries graced our supper table also for nearly five weeks, 

and we have only three varieties—one of Blackeaps, poor bearers, and 

two of red, good bearers. 

Blackberries did not do so well, for the reason, I think, that the 

bushes had too much wood and also set too much fruit. The quality 

was good. We have the Lawton, prone to rust, and the Snyder, free 

from rust. 

BIRDS. 

When in the course of the rolling seasons I have seen my berries 

and cherries fill the insatiate craw of our birds, there has annually been 

recorded a vow, viz.: “ They must die.” So it was this year also. Yet 
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I never, for the last thirty years, raised the gun to kill a single one. 

‘The past season the cherry crop was simply enormous. The birds 

allowed us our share of the berries; and of cherries we had so many 

more than we could use, there being no sale for them, or than the birds 

cared to consume, that bushels rotted on the trees, though the season 

was favorable to have them hang on in good shape nearly a week 

longer than usual hence not a single bird bit the dust. Variety, Early 

Richmond. 

In passing, allow me to remark that no fruit canned by my family 

agrees with me better than tart cherries, even when my health is not 

good. I like their fiavor and they do not impair my digestion. The 

doctors, perhaps, can tell the why and the wherefore. 

INSECTS. 

Insect depredations were light on peaeh, plum and cherry trees; 

none were discovered on berry vines and bushes. The curculio, possi- 

bly because of the failure of the peach crop for five consecutive years 

prior to 1888, was not numerous and did little damage. Late varieties 

of peaches—viz.: Crawford and LaGrange—sold at exorbitant prices, 

while the early sorts, children of the Hale, sold very low and were a 

drug. 

Of the codling moth, the second and later broods got in their work 

quite extensively in the apple orchard and did much damage. The 

canker worm, which threatened the destruction of my little orchard, 

yielded to treatment. My daughter, the entomologist, and myself also 

discovered that the worms of all sizes would at midday seek shelter 

under the scales of the bark of the trees—my orchard is about eighteen 

years planted—by scraping off these scales many were destroyed and 

many others became the prey of birds and poultry. In addition to this 

the orchard had, the previous autumn, been plowed shallow and as 

close up to the trees as possible. I am of opinion that the same treat- 

ment, inclusive of fertilization, will nearly if not quite exterminate this 

direful pest. The moths, being night flyers, can also be trapped or 

killed by fire. No potato bugs, except late in the season; then both 

the Colorado and blister beetle put in their appearance, but not in suf- 

ficient numbers, except in exceptional localities, to do much harm. 

SUMMER. 

The summer of 1888 in and near St. Louis was a most beautiful 

season. which left little to be desired except more frequent showers, 

and these of longer duration. Our soil for the most part is a retentive 

clay and produces well, both grain and fruit, if watered by rain fre- 
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quently during the season. Kirkwood lies pretty high, and as the rain 

is apt to follow the rivers and the timber belts, we are frequently left 

high and dry, having the Missouri on the north, the Mississippi on the 

east and the Meramec on the west and south. For five weeks just 

prior to the equinox, we had never a shower that would refresh vege- 

tation and sink into the soil one inch. Flowers, shrubs and shade trees,. 

especially the magnificent Norway maple, showed signs of distress in 

the topmost boughs, but all soon recovered when rain did fall. There 

were but few days, however, which could be called scorching hot and 

the mercury away up in the nineties. Then indeed it would have been 

appropriate to quote Bryant’s brief poem on midsummer : 

A power is on the earth and in the air, 

From which the vital spirit shrinks afraid, 

And shelters him in nooks of deepest shade 

From the hot steam and from the fiery glare. 

Look forth upon the earth: her thousand plants 

Are smitten ; even the dark and sun-loving maize 

Faints in the field beneath the torrid blaze ; 

The herd beside the shaded fountain pants ; 

For life is driven from all the landscape brown. 

The bird has sought his tree, the snake his den, 

The trout floats dead in the hot stream, and men 

Drop by the sun-stroke in the populous town, 

As if the day of fire had dawned, and sent 

Its deadly breath into the firmament. 

AGRICULTURE. 

I cannot omit from these notes and observations a few words on 

agriculture, for which I trust it will not be necessary to make an excuse. 

The winter wheat in our section was greatly injured by ice and 

sleet, which settled so close upon the soil and remained so long as to 

exclude all air from the growing wheat, and clover also, and I have 

noticed that under such conditions these two plants suffer death gen- 

erally ; hence a small crop of wheat and a scarcity of hay. Clover hay 

brings higher prices than timothy where as a rule the reverse is the 

case. 

Maize—Corn good and in places excellent. Potatoes, both sweet. 

and Irish, are abundant and cheap. 

GRAPES. 

Some years ago many of our small vineyards were first neglected 

and then dug out, and the land sown to grass as more profitable and 

less vexatious; the reason given was the almost certain destruction of 

the grapes by rot. Scientists will tell you all about the kind of rot. 
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Various remedies and chemicals applied had no beneficial effect. Many 

Europeans knew of the process of bagging grapes, not indeed to pre- 

serve them from rotting, but to keep them fresh on the vines and to pre- 

serve their keeping qualities. I know not to whom the honor is due or 

who first introduced this system against the rot with us; if it ever had 

been patented we all would know who; somebody would be sure to put 

in a claim for royalty. Suffice it to say, it was tried and proved a great 

success. The time to adjust the bags (paper) is when we can discover 

the minutest formation of the berry, or a little sooner; some claim that it 

can be successful even at an earlier stage. An expert lady or a girl of 

nimble fingers can put on from 800 to 1,000 bags per day, Failure to 

be in time will mar the process and its efficiency. A friend and near 

neighbor of mine having a number of four-year-old Concord vines, 

produced as delicious, perfect and large Concord grapes as I ever had 

the pleasure to taste. True, he matured some smaller bunches not 

bagged without rot, but the most of those not so treated were affected 

and damaged. The best of these Drought five cents per pound. This 

system also has the advantage of prolonging the season by two or three 

weeks, as already intimated. 

AUTUMN. 

Thou comest, autumn, heralded by the rain, 

With banners by great gales incessant fanned, 

Brighter than brightest silks of Samarcand, 

And stately oxen harnessed to thy wain! 

Thou standest, like imperial Charlemagne, 

Upon thy bridge of gold, thy royal hand 

Outstretched with benedictions o’er the land, 

Blessing the farms through all thy vast domain. 

Thy shield is the red harvest moon, suspended 

So long beneath the heavens o’erhanging eaves, 

Thy steps are by the farmer’s prayer attended ; 

Like fiames upon an altar shine the sheaves ; 

And, following thee, in thy ovation splendid, 

Thine almoner, the wind, scatters the golden leaves. 

—LonGFreLLow, Vol. 1, p. 281. 

Tired of the winter’s cold and the confinement of our dwellings, we 

watch with eager eyes for the first signs of coming spring, but with 

even greater longing do we look for the first indications of the open- 

ing up of the toliage of the sumach, the maples and the oak. Bryant 

sings in this strain: 
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Ere, in the northern gale 

The summer tresses Of the trees are gone, 

The woods of autumn, all around our vale, 

Have put their glory on. 

The mountains that infold 

In their wide sweep, the colored landscape round, 

Seem groups of giant kings in purple and gold, 

That guard the enchanted ground. 

x * % * # % ” x * 

Let in through all the trees, 

Come the strange rays ; the forest depths are bright ; 

Their sunny colored foliage in the breeze 

Twinkles like beams of light. 

Ah! ’twere a lot too blest 

Forever in thy colored shades to stray ; 

Amid the kisses of the soft southwest — 

To roam and dream for aye; 

And leave the vain low strife 

That makes men mad—the tug for wealth and power, 

The passions and the cares that wither life 

And waste its little hour. 

We have the means of warmth and comfort in our dwellings against 

winter’s cold and storm, but the all-pervading heat of summer and the 

choking and almost omnipresent dust we know not how to escape, 

except taking timely flight in the direction of the polar star. 

Autumn is not so much in a hurry as spring; his processes are 

slower—as when one filters life-renewing tonics from aromatic herbs 

and gums, we try to expel the water and retain the honey and the 

aroma. Fruits which are quick to ripen are generally soon gone, while 

those that mature slower are of firmer texture and longer keepers. 

The autumn just passed was of full and generous measure, and so 

slow were the ripening up processes of nature that our little garden 

furnished plenty of flowers, even roses, of which we gathered a boquet 

of six varieties on November 14, and there are even now (Nov. 27) a 

number of buds on both tea roses and remontants, checked indeed by 

the frosts of the last three nights, but not killed; two warm days would 

bring them out fully. 

We had but a taste of “the melancholy days, the saddest of the 

year,” and it was soon forgotten by reason of the perfect days which 

followed. Bryant writes: 

And now, when comes the calm, mild day, as still such days will come 

To call the squirrel and the bee from out their winter home ; 

When the sound of dropping nuts is heard, though all the trees are still, 

And twinkle in the smoky light the waters of the rill, 

The south wind searches for the flowers whose fragrance late he bore, 

And sighs to find them in the wood and by the stream no more. 
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VARIETIES OF APPLES. 

At the time my orchard was planted, a failure of the peach crop in 

St. Louis county was the exception and not the rule. Under such con- 

ditions early apples would be and were a drug, therefore I sought to 

plant only late varieties and long keepers; Jater I did plant a tree or 

two of the Yellow and also the Carolina Red June for old acquaintance 

sake. I tried still later to obtain an Early Harvest, but failed. The 

June varieties do not ripen their fruit all at once, but furnish a few ripe 

apples every day for a month or longer, and therefore are desirable. I 

I am sorry to note the fact that with me they scab badly. I well know 

that they require a rich soil and fertilizing, and perhaps regular culti- 

vation also. I intend to give them extra attention, and may report any 

improvement noted. 

The only real fall apple I have is the Rambo, though all the other 

varieties, 10 wit: Dominie, Wagoner, Spitzenberg, Michael Henry Pip- 

pin (scabs badly), Ben Davis, Smith’s Cider, are now all over ripe, and 

we shall be fortunate if we have any green apples by January 1 next. 

The Winesaps, of which I have a few trees, also have scant and small 

foliage, and consequently the apples are small. This variety can be 

seen in almost every orchard in our county in the same deplorable con- 

dition. I must notice here that the sorts named are all of character- 

istic good flavor and fair size, also that my Dominie trees were so 

loaded with fruit that every beholder uttered great exclamations of 

admiration. I think that the quality of Ben Davis is much affected by 

soil, situation and treatment, and that for culinary purposes, except pie, 

it is a very fair and desirable fruit. Let me, if you please, take a step 

back. I wish to bring to your notice that the wood of the Dominie is 

very tough, so that when the branches were gleaned of fruit there was 

such a rebound that they almost recovered their position. Next, their 

superabundant crop was no doubt due to their position in the orchard, 

being in the eastermost row, thus having more light and space and the 

shelter of all the orchard on the west. 

But, alas, alas, all these so-called winter varieties and long keepers 

do not keep in our climate and section of the State under ordinary 

treatment. There will be few green apples in our cellar after New 

Year’s day, as already mentioned. 

THE REMEDY. 

If local dealers in ice would fit up rooms by way of cold storage, 

one could afford to pay a good rental and then luxuriate in green apples 

for dessert at any time between New Year’s day and April 1 orlater. Of 
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course owners of commercial orchards ought to have such conveniences 

of their own. They could afford it too, for the reason that later in the 

season the fruit would bring higher prices, and therefore need not be 

forced upon the market when prices are low and buyers are few. 

PEARS. 

A few varieties do well in St. Louis county, notably the Barilett, 

Duchess and Seckel. The crop was very large, especially of the last 

named sort, and not being thinned out while growing, there were too 

many small ones. Mr. Geo. Gill, my dear friend and neighbor, sold the 

finest Bartletts, select and free from blemish, for one dollar a bushel. 

All he could obtain for the Seckels was thirty-five cents per bushel. 

They proved their character by hanging on the trees until fit to eat. 

Buerre Bose and Swan’s Orange did fairly well last season. 

THE ROOT-LOUSE. 

When, years ago, I bought my trees of my old friend and neighbor, 

J.J. Kelley, the roots of one of the trees were found to be full of root- 

lice. If I remember correctly the roots were treated to a hot bath and 

the tree planted in a separate corner by itself. It is yet as vigorous as 

any of the others of the same variety, and bore perhaps the finest fruit. 

VEGETABLES. 

Horticulture, of course, embraces the cultivation of a vegetable 

garden. and what adds more to a toothsome and wholesome diet than 

fine, quickly grown vegetables? As here I am offering my own experi- 

ence only, I shall confine myself to the varieties found in my own gar- 

den this last season. To start at the beginning, the soil must be rich 

and in good tilth. One must be sure of good and reliable seed. 

Of radishes we had the olive-shaped, both white and red, and long 

scarlet. I made three plantings, all of which were very good. 

Asparagus needs warm weather, and ours was good when we did 

get it, and then lasted through May and part of June. Iam still of 

opinion that the low cut is the tenderest and sweetest, but it needs 

paring before it is cooked and placed on the table, then all will be edi- 

ble and there will be no stumps. Mammoth size depends more on fer- 

tilizers and good cultivation than on variety. 

Peas.—My experience with this general favorite for the last two or 

three seasons has been that the so-called wrinkly sorts—and by the 

way, the most delicious when you can get them—viz.: the Champion of 

England, Eugenia, Harrison’s Glory, Rural New Yorker, etc., have their 

vitality greatly impaired perhaps by some chemicals used to destroy 

the pea weevil (bruchus pisa). Obtained seed froom different sources, 
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some even from the Department; not one-half the peas planted ger- 

minated at all. Philadelphia Extra Early, Early May and other early 

sorts, descendants of the old Early Kent (in my opinion), were very sat- 

isfactory ; we could not do without Bliss’ American Wonder. 

Beans.—The Early Yellow Six Weeks and the improved Early Val- 

entine gave great satisfaction—the latter is the best in quality beyond a 

doubt. Had several plantings, and string beans were on our table even 

into November; their season with us was for nearly or quite ninety 

days. The pods must be pulled when fit for the table to keep the 

plants in bearing. It has been claimed that Lima beans did not need 

a pole longer than a barrel stave ; that may do where there is plenty of 

time to pinch back, but the vines will not do their best. Ours had 

poles higher than a man can reach. They kept on bearing until the 

middle of November and were of No.1 quality. They need avery deep 

and well prepared soil, so that the roots can strike down fully twelve 

inches, then it pays. The tall Mt. D’or were a complete failure. (Re- 

ceived from the Department.) 

The new thing (to me) about spinach was the fact when sown com- 

pactly in rows and cultivated, the plants, when fit for use, need not be 

pulled up by the roots, but when cut within an inch or two of the heart 

will keep on growing as long as desired; of course the latest growth 

will be the tenderest. 

The Helipse is the best early table beet. The sugar beet and man- 

golds (seed received from the Department of Agriculture) grew to 

enormous size and were of superior quality. A friend of mine used 

some of the sugar beets for the table and found them excellent. 

Sugar corn.—Sugar corn seems to bea general favorite with Ameri- 

can people. Europeans will have to acquire a taste for it—they gener- 

aliy like it after a few trials. There is a very wide difference between 

the roasting ear of field corn of old times and the improved sweet corn 

of the present day. 

I planted about eight varieties: Genesee, claimed to be ten days 

earlier than any other sort, proved to be later than the Cory and the 

Minnesota. There is no variety known to me superior to Stowell’s 

Evergreen. We had a late mammoth sort, obtained I think from Vick, 

which also proved excellent in quality. Stadtlers and one other kind 

received from the Department of Agriculture were fair in quality but 

not extra. 

Of turnips the Golden Ball or Amber has grown the largest, but 

the old-fashioned Purple-top is the sweetest and the stand-by and most 

reliable. 

Tomatoes——My family is very partial to the Yellow Perfected, 

because it is of a milder flavor than most of the red sorts, and, as we 
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think, better to can with sweet corn. We had very poor success with 

all the reds; they need frequent pinching back which ours did not get, 

and consequently they ran rampant to vines. Of the so-called “tree 

tomato,” we will have none of them and do not think them worthy of 

the space they occupy. 

Potatoes (Irish and why ?}—Planted the Early Ohio and Snowflake; 

commenced to use them early in July. They were dead ripe in August 

and were harvested in that month, placed ina dry cellar in a heap 

about twelve inches deep, were put into barrels in October, and they 

are at this present writing (Nov. 22) in good condition, and no doubt 

will keep until consumed. <A few were blotched with rotten spots, 

barely enough to mention the fact. 

I cultivated some other vegetables in small quantities, but observed 

no facts worthy to bring to your notice. 

And now, Mr. President, iadies and gentlemen, I will detain you, 

may I say entertain you, but a few minutes longer while I give youa 

few notes and observations on flowers. Before I do so, let me quote 

from our own Bryant once more, simply because we at Kirkwood were 

favored on December 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 9 and 10, 1888, by that “ one rich 

smile” which that genial poet craves in his poem entitled “** November:” 

‘*Yet one smile more, departing, distant sun! 

One mellow smile through the soft vapory air, 

Ere, o’er the fronen earth, the loud winds run 

Or snows are sifted o’er the meadows bare; 

One smile on the brown hills and naked trees, 

And the dark rocks whose sunimer wreathes are cast, 

And the blue gentian flower, that in the breeze 

Nods lonely, of her beauteous race the last. 

Yet a few sunny days, in which the bee 

Shall murmur by the hedge that skirts the way, 

Yhe cricket chirp upon the russet lea, 

And man delight to linger in thy ray. 

Yet one rich smile, and we will try to bear 

The piercing winter frost, and winds and darkened air.”’ 

In the most protected spot, on the north side of an Osage orange 

hedge, we have a wild garden which affords us a great deal of enjoy- 

ment and pleasure. It is called wild because seemingly neglected, and 

also because none but so-called wild flowers and ferns grow there. Some 

of these are in bloom from the earliest opening of spring and away into 

autumn, when the lobilia vardinalis, with its incomparable flame-like 

color, closes the season. 

We have a bulb bed also, not extensive but sufficiently so as to 

afford a border of crocus of various colors, and snowdrops also. In 

the center we have three or four Crown Imperials, and between the 
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center and the border we have tulips and hyacinths, the latter of five 

or six different colors. We often find two or even three flower stalks. 

from a single bulb of hyacinths; not so with the tulips. But this last 

year we had two perfect blooms on a tulip, the stalk dividing into two 

equal branches about four inches'above the soil. I have never seen 

the like before, have you? My experience favors the idea that a good 

bulb bed should be mainly of pure humus—wood-earth, cow dung and 

sand. Holland and Belgium are the countries that send us the best. 

ROSES. 

We have a pillar rose, originally brought from Kentucky, which 

generally blooms with us in April. It was May this year before the 

flowers appeared. The rose is pink, with but few more petals than the 

wild rose; is very pretty in the bud, and thornless. Since the first 

bloom on this bush we have not been without roses to decorate our 

table and mantels until the last week in November. 

Of June roses we have, single bushes on the lawn and in a rose 

hedge, George IV, Maiden Blush, yellow roses, and what we prize very 

highly, a Crested Moss. This last is an erratic grower, a straggler, and 

very hard to propagate under any circumstances; this, like all moss 

roses, is most beautiful in the bud, but unlike most moss roses, the full 

blown flower is also very fine, very double and fragrant. The moss is 

so profuse as to frequently scatter over the foliage. 

Of flowering shrubs we have the White Fringe—most beautiful— 

Japan quince, Hercules Club, Dutzia gracilis and three varieties or 

colors of lilacs. Never have I seen such profusion of bloom as on the 

lilacs this last season, not only on our grounds but on every bush 

throughout our county. 

Hybiscus, in various colors, was seen in almost every garden in 

Kirkwood but our own. The moon-flower vine has also become a gen- 

eral favorite; it is a very rapid grower, blooms in the night during 

warm weather, but as the days grow shorter and the nights cooler, the 

flowers hang on and keep open during the day. 

And now, Mr. President and friends, allow me to close with a quo- 

tation for a sentiment—Whittier: 

‘¢The night is mother of the day, 

The winter of the spring, 

And ever upon old decay 

The greenest mosses cling. 

Behind the cloud the starlight lurks, 

'’hrough showers the sunbeams fall ; 

For God, who loveth a!l his works, 

Has left his hope with all.” 
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COMMON SENSE IN PLANTING TREES. 

G. P. TURNER, MEADVILLE. 

The subject of tree planting has been discussed for many years in 

the past, and will probably occupy the minds of men for many years in 

the future. 

That common sense is needed in this branch, as well as other 

branches of horticulture, is evident, and that common sense has often 

to give way to superstition, bigotry and ignorance must be admitted. 

By the term “tree-planting,” I mean not only the putting of the tree in 

the ground, but all the details that go before and follow after that act. 

There are men before me, members of this society, who have made a 

life-long study of this and other matters pertaining to horticulture, 

whose opinion I would rather ask than offer to instruct. I will, there- 

fore, in the presence of these esteemed gentlemen, speak of some of 

the details connected with tree-planting as they appear to me, trusting 

that if I am in error I may be convinced of the same and made to see 

the truth. 

In considering this subject, I wish to be understood as speaking 

more particularly of fruit trees, although what will apply to fruit trees 

will generally apply to shade and ornamental trees. 

In the selection of varieties, before planting, our farmers often 

make no effort, seemingly, to exercise common sense, but trust to the 

nursery agent to give them what he thinks best. To be sure the agent 

is supposed to know more about varieties than the average farmer; yet 

if our farmers would about look them and read through what our agricul- 

tural and horticultural journals and competent men say who have made 

a special study of the different varieties, their trees would cost them 

much less money and in the end prove much more satisfactory and 

profitable. 

There seems to be a common weakness among nurserymen for 

lauding new varieties to the skies. Men who are honest and reliable 

otherwise will depict a new variety in glowing colors and ask an exor- 

bitant price for it, and the planter would in 99 times out of 100 have 

been better paid and better satisfied if he had planted some well- 

known and well-tested variety at one-fourth the cost of the other. 

By way of illustration let us take our standard varieties of apples, 

such as Ben Davis, Willow Twig, Jonathan, Rome Beauty, Red Astra- 
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chan and Maiden Blush. Are you planting every new variety that 

comes out with the expectation of finding a better keeper than the Ben 

Davis, or one more pleasant to the taste than the Jonathan? I will 

admit that the discovery of such a variety is possible, but not much 

more so than the possibility of getting a fortune by investing in the 

Louisiana lottery. 

I would not say anything against the practice of experimenting 

with and testing new varieties; this I consider very necessary to pro- 

gressive horticulture, bat too expensive for the average farmer. My 

advice to him is to plant only such varieties as he knows to be good 

and will answer the purposes for which he intends them. 

The nurseryman realizes that the spirit of the Athenians prevails 

among our people, and that there is always a demand for something 

new, and of course he is not slow to supply that demand. On account 

of this state of things the festive, unrestrained tree-peddler, who will 

not be bound down by nurserymen’s rules and regulations, takes ad- 

vantage of the ignorant and unwary. On the planting and subsequent 

care of trees there is, and probably always will be, a difference of opin- 

ions; yet this need not keep anyone from having a fair knowedge con- 

cerning these points. 

Every work on fruit trees and every nurseryman’s catalogue gives 

valuable advice to the planter. They advise the planter to set his 

trees from the same depth they stood in the nursery row to three 

inches deeper; yet we meet with men, some of them old and gray- 

headed, who do not know any better than to plant their trees from six 

to twelve inches deeper than they stood in the nursery row. This 

would not be so bad in a deep, sandy soil, but in our heavy soil, and 

Still heavier and more compact subsoil, it is death to the trees. 

Some planters seem to think a great deal of virtue resides in the 

tap-root of the apple tree, and that a tree that did not grow on a whole 

root is not suitable for planting in the orchard. I will not say whether 

or not the apple tree needs a tap-root, but if it is necessary, I would 

much prefer that the tree grow its tap-root after transplanting. 

Imagine the task a man would have, digging three feet below the 

surface, down into the “hard-pan,” that his trees might be planted with 

tap-roots. Itis an erroneous idea that the apple tree will not grow a 

tap-root unless grafted on a whole root. I have seen tap-roots three 

feet long on three-year-old trees, grafted on sections of roots. There 

seems to be no necessity then for using whole roots for each graft, as 

far as the tap-root is concerned. 

Let us not forget the oft-repeated suggestion, to pack the fine sur- 

face dirt well about the roots, and as we complete the filling up, leave 
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the surface loose and friable. But many select well, and plant well, and 

yet are unsuccessful. It is very essential that the plow or cultivator 

be kept going, especially if the season be a dry one. With thorough 

cultivation trees will make a fair growth, even during the dryest sea- 

son, whereas without the cultivation they would either die or make a 

sickly growth. 

If this society can influence farmers to use plain, practical common 

sense in selecting, planting and caring for fruit trees it will have accom- 

plished a noble act, and one for which the nurserymen and horticultur- 

ists all over the land will rise up and call you blessed. 

J. W. Turner—Good cultivation must be impressed upon the peo- 

ple over and over again—cultivate, cultivate. 

Resolution presented by Mr. N. F. Murray: 

Wuerzgas, The expositions and fair associations of our State have manifested: 

a more liberal spirit in the offering of premiums for the exhibition of horticultural 

products at their annual meetings: therefore 

Resolved, That this society recommend to all fair associations that in making 

up their premium lists, that they distinguish between fresh fruits and vegetables 

of the current year and those that have been canned or preserved in any kind of 

liquid and shown in jars. 

Passed. 

PLUMS IN THE APPLE OKCHARD. 

JACOB FAITH, MONTEVALLO, MO. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Seeretary: 

I am sorry that I can’t be with you—pressure of work: my peach 

trees require my time. I have five hands to help me cultivate. Prune 

thin, cut the overload, and tie some of the tips with hickory bark.. 

Thirty-five varieties of peach trees vary from 1 to 25 per cent of fruit. 

Time wont perinit to give description. 

I know it is believed by some that plum trees are injurious to an 

apple orchard, and they are looked upon as insect and curculio 

breeders. A few years ago I was of that opinion. The past season 

my apples were sound in that part where plums grew, and this season,. 

when the trees were in bloom. promised 15 per cent, but [ believe 

cold wind, frost and insects reduced it to 4 per cent, except where 

plum trees were planted for wind-breaks and fruit. 
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For me, one acre of plums is worth eight of corn for my hogs, to 

say nothing a8 a paying market crop. My cureculio remedy so far has 

been to jar the trees every day before the hogs are fed; they follow 

and eat all that fall to the ground. 

I want hogs and clover in an apple orchard when six to eight 

years old, and in a plum orchard the third season; by that time trees 

can be pruned high enough to be out of the hogs’ reach. We have 60 

head of hogs in our orchard that haven’t had corn for two months. 

The Vernon county horticultural society will meet at my farm the 

first Saturday in July. They will bear me out that apples promise 10 

per cent where plums are grown. As I wrote much for the last re- 

ports, I will close by saying, hope you will have a very profitable time, 

and we shall hear through the Rural World. 

THOROUGH CULTIVATION, WHAT IS IT? 

Turner—Continual cultivation with the double-shovel after plow- 

ing, and then with shallow culture. 

R. Smith—Hold the soil in a porous condition, and do so by con- 

tinual stirring. 

C. Patterson—Uses a new kind of harrow, cutaway, with teeth like 

a disc harrow; break the soil often so that there is no crust. 

J. D. Bissell—Has a shovel and attachments; can be put on any 

kind of two-horse shovel plow. 

_ J. B. Laughlin—Shallow culture is what we want; I can use any 

tool if the ground is well prepared. 

NIGHT SESSION. 

Meeting called to order by President Evans. 

An instrumental solo by Miss Belle Emery was well rendered. 

The following was read by Miss Lulu Goodman, as Miss Whitney 

could not be present: 

POMONA’S GIFTS. 

HATTIE WHITNEY, ST. LOUIS. 

[Read at the summer meeting of the Missouri State Horticultural Society, 
June G, 1889. | 

Once in a cloudlet of airy fashion, 

Kteclined Pomona, enwrapped in thought. 

As she gazed with a brow of sweet compassion 

On the lands below, where the mortals wrought ; 

H R—6 
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And she thought, as she hovered kindly o’er them: 

‘*Of thorns and thistles they have their share ; 

There are days of trouble and toil before them, 

And they well have need of a treasure fair. 

‘‘Their fields shall be rich with the golden splendor— 

The gift that Ceres, my sister, sends, 

And their woods be bright with the blossoms tender 

The jewels that rose-crowned Flora lends. 
b] 

“And I will give—not the polished glinting 

Of diamonds, rubies and pearls of price, 

But gems as rich in their perfect tinting, 

With fragrance sweeter than myrrh and spice ; 

“The rounded peach, with its velvet blushes— 

(What costly fabric were half so fair ?) 

And, tawny-skinned, with its deep, warm flushes, 

The golden globe of the luscious pear; 

“And plums as red as a fiery ember, 

And plums as blue as an August mist 

Or the smoky banners of mid-September ; 

And grapes of the bloomiest amethyst ; 

‘“‘And goodly apples, rich colors holding, 

(What rarer blessing could mortal claim ?) 

Flavor of sunshine and breeze enfolding, 

With scent of nectar and cheek of flame; 

‘‘And the soft, dark erimson of clustered cherries,“ 

Garnet-glowing all through and through, 

And glossy ebon and scarlet berries, 

Drenched with the light and dashed with the dew; 

“And currant-sprays with their jewels spangled, 

Pearl and amber ard rose and dusk; 

And melons in meshes of green entangled, 

With heart of honey and breath of musk.” 

So thus, Pomona, in kindly fashion, 

In her airy hammock by soft winds fanned, 

Smiled o’er earth’s children in sweet compassion, 

And beautiful things for their pleasure planned. 

And this is the legend, the mythical story, 

Of how it chanced in the days of old, 

The orchards flamed to a wealth of glory, 

Richer and fairer than silver and gold. 

But we know ’twas no goddess’ will that brought it, 

The wonder that came when the world was new, 

But only the hand of the Lord that wrought it, 

His hand-maids, the sun and the rain and the dew. 
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And more—He giveth to those who own it 

The will to work with a patient heart, 

And to tend the seed when His hand hath sown it, 

In faithful labor perform their part. 

So man works on (and he resteth never) 

To reach the height that is higher still, 

And the Father blesses his brave endeavor, 

In the perfect fruits of his toil and skill. 

Song by Mrs. Belle Emery. 

RESOLUTION PRESENTED BY N. F. MURRAY. 

Wuereas, The fruit-growing industry of our State and the United States has 

become one of such vast and vital importance to the welfare and happiness of the 

whole people, as all are directiy or indirectly benefited by its products; and 

Wuereas, Our export trade in fruit amounts to millions of dollars annually, 

and may, by proper encouragement, be largely and rapidiy increased ; and 

Wuereas, We have such a vast amount of undeveloped fruit Jand, capable of 

producing the finest fruit in the world, and giving profitable and healthy employ- 

ment to millions of people, and thus better the condition of the poorer classes 

and add very much to our national wealth and prosperity ; and 

Wuereas, It must be apparent to all fair-minded, thinking people, that horti- 

eulture is only second in importance to agriculture ; and 

Wuerseas, Agriculture has at last received a proper and just recognition by the 

General Government, its head having been made a cabinet office: therefore, be it 

Resolved, by the Siate Horticultural Society of Missouri, in session assembled, 

that we respectfully ask our honorable Secretary of Agriculture to recommend and 

urge Congress to establish a bureau of horticulture and place it under the control of 

a commissioner of horticulture, with all the necessary adjuncts, and a sufficient ap- 

propriation to make this department one of credit and in keeping with the dignity 

of our Government. 

Adopted. 
RESOLUTIONS. 

The following resolutions were read and adopted on Thursday 

afternoon : 

Your committee on final resolutions beg leave to report the follow- 

ing resolutions: 

Resolved, That first and foremost we tender our most grateful acknowledgments 

to the good citizens of Brookfield who have so generously opened the doors of their 

homes and welcomed us most hospitably to the best the land affords. 

2. That our sincere thanks are due and are hereby tendered to the various rail- 

road companies who have granted to us excursion rates. 

3. Our thanks are gratefully tendered to the Choral Union of Brookfield for the 

excellent music provided by them. The same thanks are also given to the young 

ladies who favored the society with dramatic readings, recitations, ete. 

Last, though not least. we tender our honest and sincere thanks to the Linn 

County Horticultural society for all their most successful efforts in getting up and 

adorning Spalding opera house for our meetings; to the Brookfield cornet band for 
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music, and to the citizens for a pleasant drive in carriages over the beautiful city of 

Brookfield. 

Also, a reso'ution of thanks to Mrs. and Miss Emery for the deligtful musi¢ 

given this evening. S.-W. GILBERT, 

JOHN DAILEY, 

C. W.MURTFELDT, 

Committee. 

SECRETARY’S REPORT. 

L. A. GOODMAN. 

Day after day, month after month we labor, seeking a livelihood or 

a fortune—seeking the good of our own or to improve some of our 

friends’. Continually are we following in the same line of study and 

thought; and with what results? It seems often, after the year of toil 

has passed, that we can see but little accomplished ; and yet so it ever 

continues through life. 

Ofttimes it seems to the fruit-grower that nothing has been done, 

as the year rolls around, in the way of advancing themselves or their 

cause. And yet no permanent growth ever was made rapidly, and we 

must ever expect it thus. We glance over the field of our work and 

we see so much to be done, so many obstacles to overcome, 80 many 

insects to fight, storms, hails, frosts, cold, drouth, floods, too wet, too 

hot, too cold, toc dry, so much work, and such small results often, that 

I wonder not we are often discouraged. 

But look at the other branches of labor or capital, and decide if 

you will; your decision will not be against the fruit-grower. Look at 

our iron works, our machinery, manufactories, lumber trade, merchants, 

speculators, capitalists, carpenters, masons, painters, railroad men, 

commercial men, clerks in our stores, printers, lawyers, doctors. Ask 

each one of themif all is smooth in their business. All the work and 

worry of life in our large cities; the jealousies, the petty quarrels, the 

swindling, the cheating, the scamps and rascals whotry to live by their 

wits, are not to be thought of in the comparison of even routine work 

and slaving day after day on the farm. Many thousands of our popu- 

lation would gladly give their all for the peace of mind of our farming 

community. 

Then let us, with an earnest will, take our place in this great con- 

test of life and toil, equal to every emergency as it comes up, and not 

troubling for the future unnecessarily, and we shall not fail to get our 

reward in peace of mind and material welfare. 

ae 
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We meet you, dear friends, in this rich, fertile, beautiful portion of 

our grand State, with joyful and glad hearts, because we are all proud 

of the resources of the State. We meet here as co-workers in the 

cause, each able and willing to help his neighbor with his advice, his ex- 

perience, his success, his failures; for if there is one class of people 

willing to assist one another, you will find that class the horticulturist. 

We meet you therefore as friends and not as strangers, and in this beau- 

tiful city and on this rich, beautiful prairie land, among a live, pushing 

people, we feel at once at home and among friends. 

OUR REPORT 

Has just been issued, as I know you will be glad to hear after so long 

waiting. The delay has been caused by the State Printers not being 

able to do the immense amount of work which the Legislature has im- 

posed upon them since last January. There is no reason, however, 

why we should wait six months for the printing to be done when we 

have everything ready. At the close of our winter meeting we are 

always ready to begin the printing on our report. The manuscript has 

been ready and waiting since the tenth day of December, and in no 

way did it seem possible to induce our State Printers to do the work 

before, notwithstanding we had so many promises to do so long before 

the time, and every month since. I hope we will be able to do our 

work sooner and better this year, and that I may not have the contin- 

ually harassing time of the printer on one side, and all of us in such 

need of the work. 

The report itself I believe you will like as well as any we have 

issued; and it does seem to be filled with sound doctrine, good advice, 

pleasant essays and valuable reports. It is read by very many people 

nearly entire, and is one of the few reports which combine pleasure 

and profit to such an extent as to call the attention of not only fruit- 

growers and gardeners, but of many of our reading public. One writes 

me of our last report, that “It is as interesting and instructive as any 

book I ever read.” A young man who read the galley-proof of this 

last said that he was converted to fruit-growing, and I had to give him 

one of each year’s reports, so that a8 soon as he possibly could he was 

going to get out of this worry and trouble of city life and go to the 

country, where he would at least be free from these pestering business 

troubles. For all the delay, therefore, dear friends, we hope that you 

will be glad and feel repaid in waiting for the coming report. It has 

but just reached us, and the first copies are on the table now. It will 

be only a few days before you will receive yours at home in numbers 

sufficient to supply the members of our local societies. 
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OUR APPROPRIATION, 

Thanks due to the members of our society, has been given, as usual, 

from our last Legislature, ‘ #5,000 for the two years and the printing of 

our reports.” Last winter the President and myself went to Jefferson 

City to see in what condition we were. Youall know the temper of that 

Legislature; and as we visited member after member and told them 

what we wanted and what the State needed, we found a hearty response 

to our demands, but the “ want of money” was the cry, and they were 

going to cut off everything they possibiy could, and some they could 

possibly not. We found our greatest opposition in the Appropriation 

committee, and there they had not only cut down our amount, but had 

cut out our printing. With only 3,000 copies now, you see we would 

be in bad shape to do systematic work for the next two years. So it 

behooved us to see what our members had to say to their Representa- 

tives and Senators, and we wrote to them asking their advice and help 

and a letter to their officials in both the House and Senate, asking an 

increase instead of a reduction. As soon as these letters were received 

the members of the Legislature came to hunt up our President on his 

next visit, and asked him what it was we wanted. It was no morea 

begging expedition, but a demand of our just rights, and we did get 

them. We have this to say to the Legislature: That there is in no 

instance the same amount of money spent with so good a return as is 

this appropriation for our State society. This great State, with more 

good fruit land than any other State in the Union, should not begrudge 

a couple of thousand a year for that development, when so many thou- 

sands are spent in so lavish a manner in s0 many other different ways. 

which seem to us extravagant. 

OUR RESOURCES. 

Many are just beginning to realize the fruit interests, flower inter- 

ests, vegetable interests, ornamental tree and forest interest. Our 

society takes cognizance of all these, and is ready in each case to give 

just the assistance needed, and to help develop them to the best inter- 

ests of the State. 

Now from all over our State we have reports of the peculiar 

adaptability of certain lands, soils and climate for special work. 

In Mississippi county they are growing the finest melons in the 

whole United States. Those low, moist, sandy lands of that county, 

rich in everything which will produce vegetable growth, seem pecu- 

liarly adapted to the growth of this fruit and vegetable. You will be 

astonished, I know, when I tell you that there will be thousands upon 
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thousands of car loads of melons shipped from that one county. Only 

one man writes me that there will be shipped from a few stations near 

him from 3,500 to 4,500 car loads (all of one variety, Kolb Gem) of 

melons this year, and this is only a part of what will come from that 

Southeast Missouri which we look upon as a dreary, Swampy country. 

Then take the Missouri river points in shipping apples last fall, 

where we saw from many of our stations thousands of barrels of 

them sent in ali directions. Many a little county sends out as many 

barrels of apples as it used to take to supply the Chicago market. 

Why, dear friends, other States may boast of their fruit lands (and 

they have them)—Western New York, a wonderful fruit district; 

Northern Ohio, another, a step or two west; the eastern border of Lake 

Michigan, another still, but of limited area; Southern Illinois, still an- 

ther wonderful strawberry, small fruit, peach and apple area—so much 

so that thousands of car loads are sent to Chicago every year. A little 

farther west and northwest Arkansas is peculiarly adapted to fruit 

growing, as their fruits do show. 

But for all these limited areas, when we come to Missouri we find 

tens of acres where there we see one, hundreds where there are tens, 

and thousands where others claim hundreds of acres of land adapted 

to fruit growing. We have all over our State an abundance of fruit 

lands which need only some one to go forward and possess them. 

Do you think that the Ozark region of Arkansas is a grand apple 

country? Why we have thousands of acres of the same in Missouri, 

and ten times the amount Arkansas has. 

Do you think Eastern Kansas has some fine fruit lands? Well, 

Missouri has a hundred times the same amount of good fruit lands; 

and so all around us. I tell you, I speak the truth in soberness, when 

I say that there is no State in the Union which possesses so many 

acres of fine fruit lands as does Missouri. 

Besides this, look at our other products : our stock—horses, mules, 

cattle, sheep; our agricultural resources—corn, hay, wheat, oats; our 

mineral deposits—iron, zinc, lead, copper, coal, stone; our springs and 

rivers, well watered; our climate, mild and temperate; our rain-fall 

abundant for all purposes. 

Dare you to come here and tell our people to go west ? Dare you 

advise a change in our location? Nay! rather send abroad the news 

to all the land, come upand help us possess the land, and verily it shall 

blossom as the rose; beauty and abundance shall be on every hand to 

delight the eye and please the taste. 

While I dislike to form comparisons, yet it will not be amiss for 

me to read one of the reports from a friend of mine out in Western 
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Kansas. I tried my best to induce him years ago, as he was passing 

through Missouri, to locate near the growing city of Kansas, but, like 

thousands, he was for the west. I sent him one of our fruit blanks to 

fill out as to the condition of the fruits of that portion of Kansas, and 

the following is his reply: 

Frienp Lowr__: [had begun to think you had entirely deserted us, when 

I received notice of your meeting ; had thought fora long time that you were coming 

out to surprise us, but it seems not. Well, | cannot blame you much for not want- 

ing to come to Kansas, but hope you will forgive the ignorance of those that have 

got toremain here. Still, we have the finest prospect of a crop this year that we 

have bad since I came here. Have had lots of rain; the chinch bugs are very 

thick, but if we have plenty of rain may not do much damage. Cattle are looking 

fine. Isuppose you have not found anyone going crazy after Kansas real estate 

since the opening of Oklahoma. Kansas is a better place than some think it to be. 

The soil will never run out, for we only raise a crop about once in four years ; balance 

of the time we are working the soil up in good shape. Besides, there is all the 

chinch bugs we need for fertilizing, and the climate is all anyone could desire, as 

mercury runs from 30 to 90 degrees in as many minutes, and from a boiling sun to 

a hail storm in six hours; but the only trouble is to educate those Missourians up to 

appreciate these many advantages. 

Am sorry I cannnot come to your meeting at Brookfield; but this fall, after 

harvesting my chinch bugs and threrhing my potato bugs, I will surely come and 

see you. 
Condition of orchard, darn poor; prospect of apple crop, mighty slim; pros- 

pect of pear crop, slimmer; prospect of peach crop, slimmer still; prospect of 

plum crop, more slim. 

Condition of vines, could not be worse; strawberry, full of sand ; raspberry, 

full of worms; blackberry, very thorny; grape, mostly dead. 

Injury by winter, 110 per cent killed ; injury by ‘late frosts, was nothing left 

for it. 

Prospect of raspberry crop, good by express; prospect of blackberry crop, 

fine in Mississippi; prospect of grape crop, some left in California. 

Remarks: Either fruits are a failure in this county, or I ama failure as a 

reporter. 

OUR AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 

We are much interested in, and ever shall be. We want to see it take 

a Stand among our states like those of Michigan, Cornell and Massa- 

chusetts. Hvery curator and every professor in the institution feels 

the same way, and yet it does seem like a hard, up-hill pull. 

Some years ago our State Horticultural Society was a department 

of our State Board of Agriculture,and we did moderate work, handi 

capped as we were, without funds and only allowed to publish what 

we did through them and with them. Probably this was well enough 

for that time, but it could not ever be so. If we want to grow strong 

we must work. If we want to improve we must think. If we want 

knowledge we must experiment. If we want to grow in numbers we 
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must gather themin. So in due time we found we must do our work 

ourselves or we never would rank with our sister States, and we 

decided to make our society independent. Our State Board did not 

like the plan; they opposed our line of work, but go we must and go 

we did. Why, members of our State society, we were like a hive of 

bees which needed dividing or they would swarm. And so off we go, 

one not the least weakened and the other grown as strong as her 

parent. We feel proud of our position, and have no reason to feel 

ashamed of our work. 

Do you think the farmer boys are afraid to meet with those of 

other institutions? I tell you nay; for of all the great men of our 

county, of our State, of our country, ninety of every hundred come 

from the farms. There is where they get brain and sinew to stand the 

rough toil of life. Without our farmer boys we would soon lose all 

our best business men, our professional men, our railroad men, our 

statesmen. Nay. we are not afraid to meet any class, at any time, on 

any grounds, in any place. 

The college has beautiful grounds of its own and room enough for 

all her own buildings. : 

If the college cannot be taken away from Columbia Sia then 

let us demand a separation from the University and put up buildings 

of our own on the beautiful grounds where the mansion now stands. 

What is $100,000 or $200,000 or $300,000 to the State of Missouri, 

when we could have such a college as Michigan, with her 700 students 

and well-equipped farm and buildings. 

I tell you, friends, we want a separation and that soon, and then 

you will see such a growth as will astonish you, and you will never see 

it until it is done. 

Our college gets $15,000 per year from the Government for experi- 

mental purposes. It has an income of $17,000 to $20,000 per year in 

her own right; and dare you tell me that she cannot succeed with this 

money and the help of every farmer of the State. 
Let us but put on the manhood to do our own work,and you will 

see success and that speedily. Our farmers would rise as a man and 

demand of our next Legislature whatever amount of money necessary 

to put up the buildings needed, and the members dare not say nay. 

Every man takes a pride in making a success of his plans. You would 

not want a boy of yours sent out into the world with the idea that for 

every business transaction he must come to you. How then should 

our Agricultural college go to the University for anything. 

I have in mind now a man who, as a young man, lived with his 

uncle, and his uncle managed everything on the farm, even to buying 

his own clothes, and after the young man married he did the same be- 
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cause he could do it better He simply ruined that man, and there 

never was enough of a man in him to manage his own business after the 

death of the uncle, and to this day he is a complete failure. 

I tell you I want our Agricultural college to stand on its own foun- 

dation and sink or swim, live or die like a man. 

THE RESULTS OF OUR FRUIT SHOW 

Are showing day by day, and often I have to answer the questions pro- 

pounded by men who visited that great show of fruits so well kept 

up for forty days and forty nights. 

To-day you see on the table some specimens of apples from the 

Rambo to the Romanite, which cannot fail to satisfy you that if you 

could see 3,000 plates filled with specimens like these you would think 

it worth looking at, and then if you could see that collection improved 

day by day for forty days, you can get a faint idea of what we had at 

St. Louis exposition. 

Hundreds of people have entered Missouri only to find good 

homes and pleasant surroundings, one of the results of that show of 

fruits. Any now a word as to fruit shows inthe future. I believe and 

that truly: The only way to make a show of fruits is for 

EXHIBITIONS AND NOT FOR PREMIUMS. 

I believe our fairs should give our local societies a certain amount 

of money to make the best showings possible, and not have such an 

everlasting bother with these petty jealousies and fault-findings and 

trouble which they often cause. Let the individual members compete 

with each other for the smaller ones, but let the great show be made 

as an exhibition of what can be grown, and let the association pay for 

it. Our local societies could all be interested in the plan of working, 

and the counties could be induced to give a sum of money for that 

purpose, as authorized by law. (R.S., sec. 4057.) 

A LIBRARY 

Of some of our standard works should be begun, which would grad- 

ually grow as occasion would demand, and be of much, very much 

value to the society in the future, when it can afford to have a good 

entomologist and botanist in its employ. We now have a goodly col- 

lection of reports of other states, and pamphlets of the government, 

and we should have the foundation now laid for a good future library. 

The call now is so great that no man can live without books, to 

say nothing of a society. Books, books everywhere, and in spite of 

the old adage that 
‘*Man can live without books, 
But cannot live without cooks,” 

we need a good library. 
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OUR TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM 

Is one to be taken up at every opportunity. Whenever we can act as. 

a body and each local society act together, we can get the rates we are 

obliged to have. I think that in every possible instance we should 

make a demand upon our transportation companies, and give them to 

understand that it is as much for their interest to foster this business 

as it is for the fruit grower to make it. 

You and I can well remember when the papers east were filled 

with the advertisements of the Illinois Central railroad, having 3,000,- 

000 acres of land to sell to settlers. That land is settled, and I saw 

only a few days ago a young man, B. F. Smith, Lawrence, who made 

the first shipment of strawberries to Chicago of seven crates. To-day 

you see three, five, ten, twelve car loads of berries from only one sta- 

tion, and whole train loads of them going to Chicago each day, all built 

up by the fostering care of the railroad company, and thus giving to 

the people of Chicago and northern towns the good fruits of the coun- 

try, and that cheaply. 

Whenever we can do that we want at once to take action in the 

matter and get the assistance of our companies. On the line of the 

Missouri Pacific going south from Kansas City to Nevada and Lamar, 

we have already had a very material reduction made by the Pacific 

express company. 
OUR EXPENSES 

Have been mostly for postage, printing, expenses on the report and on 

our work at Jefferson City. 
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CONCLUSION. 

So many things seem to crowd us to report upon that it is im- 

possible for us to touch them all, or even a small part of them, but 

we know that we are stepping gradually but surely onward and up- 

ward. We have of course to go over the same ground again and again, 

but yet we must take upon us many new parts of labor in order to 

the best advancement of the horticultural interests of our society and 

our State. 

It is not only the fruit interest that alone we wish to take hold of, 

but the transportation problem, the flower interests of our florists, 

which are also growing to immense proportions, our nursery interests, 

our ornamental tree planting and forestry. 

Soa step was made by the Executive committee, and Prof. Kern 

was authorized to go to Springfield and lay out the grounds of Drury 

college. This beautifying all our public grounds cannot be too highly 

recommended. 

Planting, planting, planting, continually planting, is the rule of the 

horticulturist, and when we can have all our public grounds well 

planted and cared for we will take pride in this work. 

I cannot refrain from noticing the planting which has been done 

around your beautiful city of Brookfield. All around and over your 

lovely city we find that the true lover of trees has been before us— 

these elms, Sugar maples, white ash, larch, pines, spruce, maple, catalpa, 

bespeak a cultured and refined people, while the yards and gardens, 

the roses and vines, the house plants and flower beds, are a sure pho- 

pliesy of a happy people and pleasant homes, which the Americans so 

much lové. 

I warrant that this city has a live, enterprising, pushing class of 

citizens, stepping onward in sure and steady strides to the future when 

there will be many thousands to occupy these beautiful hills and lovely 

vales. 

Dear friends, we cannot be too proud of Missouri when we look 

over such a grand, glorious, delightful, happy land as lies before us 

from every hill top all about us. I only wish that thousands of our 

Eastern, Northern and Southern people could but see this beauty about 

us aS We now see it. 

I wish I could take them to the tops of the hills here and tell them 

“to look about you,” and I am sure no one could fail to be moved by 

the magnificent panorama. 

In my life-time I have been in over twenty different States, from the 

Atlantic to the Pacific, and from the Gulf of Mexico to the Northern 
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lakes, and every time I go and see I come home and say, here right 

about us we have the best, the grandest, the noblest of them all. 

Proud of Missouri! Of course, why not be proud? If our people only 

realized one-tenth part of their possibilities, and would let the world 

know them, you would see such an influx of people as would astonish 

you. Yes, proud of Missouri; may we ever be proud of the good old 

State, and never for once let man, woman or child, fish, fowl or animal, 

trees, lands or water, animate or inanimate things, say or do ought 

against our good home in this the center of the United States. 

And this lovely city and the farms all about—we shall always be 

proud of them all because they are a part of ourselves; but above all 

shall we be proud of her people who can take this God-given land and 

bring out of it so much of good and beauty. 

To our country, to our State, to our people, and especially to the 

people of Brookfield, will ever be our allegiance. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Secretary. 

TREASURER’S REPORT. 

Treasurer in account with Missouri State Horticultural Society : 
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To the President and members of the Horticultural Society : 

Having examined the vouchers and accounts of the Secretary, we find them 

correct, and we believe the financial affairs of the society have been judiouscily 

and economically administered. N. F. MURRAY, 

J.B. DURAND, 

A. NELSUN. 

PRACTICAL BOTANY. 

PROF. H. W. SPECKING, ST. LOUIS. 

Mr. President, Members of the Hoiticultural Society, Ladies and © 

Gentlemen: In this age of dollars and cents, when most people measure 

everything by its market value and hardly stop to think long enough to 

see the value of anything that is not immediately convertible into 

money, it is a somewhat bold undertaking for a man to make a speech 

in publie of the kind that I intend to make to-night. But feeling that 

this society and the good people of Brookfield who have honored us 

with their presence are of a progressive spirit, and ready to support 

whatever promises to advance the cause of humanity, even if it does 

take time and money, conflict with previous opinions and point out 

errors in our daily practice, I venture to freely express my views before 

this audience. I do not wish to fire your minds with enthusiasm, for 

this would render you unfit for the deliberation and persistent exertion 

upon which all real progress depends. I do not wish to lift your 

thoughts to the skies with my eloquence, because for practical pur- 

poses it is best to have our thoughts where we are. My object is to 

impress upon your minds the fact that a more thorough knowledge of 

botany than is possessed by our average farmers and horticulturists is 

necessary for them in order to succeed in the future; to point out the 

best methods of diffusing such knowledge among them; to give some 

information gathered from my own experience with plants; and, lastly, 

to show how a better knowledge of the plants by which we are sur- 

rounded will in many ways increase our joys and diminish our sorrows. 

For whatever does this, I call practical, whether it brings dollars and 

cents or takes them away. 

Our knowledge of plants begins in our earliest childhood, and 

those who have had the fortune to live where vegetation is abundant 

have early acquired a considerable amount of practical knowledge of 

plants without much exertion on their part. To this stock of know- 

ledge we are continually adding, as we cultivate our fields and gardens 

or roam over the fields and woods that surround us. So it may be 
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said that every one present has a considerable knowledge of plants. 

But if I were to ask, ‘‘ How many of you have studied botany?” there 

would be few to answer in the affirmative; and, among those that did, 

we would hardly find one-tenth the practical knowledge of plants pos- 

sessed by those who answered in the negative. This is dueto the false 

notion that a knowledge of botany consists in the ability to repeat alot 

of technical terms, instead of a practical acquaintance with the vege- 

table kingdom. The school girl who can say calyx, corolla, sepal, petal, 

and a namber of other terms of that kind, is said to have studied bot- 

any, even if she be unable to distinguish a red cabbage from a rose or 

a ripe cucumber from a Ben Davis apple; while the experienced farmer, 

who can tell every tree in our woods by its bark or leaves, or even 

by a splinter of its wood—who knows by actual trial that it is easier 

to get a wedge into a sycamore log than it is to get it out again, who 

knows the relative value of the different kinds of timber for various 

purposes—who can tell what kind of weeds he is walking through, even 

in the dark, and knows what kind of cultivation is necessary in order 

to produce a good crop of almost anything his soil is capable of pro- 

ducing—is said to be ignorant of botany if he does not know the tech- 

nical terms. 

But though our farmers and horticulturists have considerable 

knowledge derived from their daily contact with the vegetable world, 

most of them are ignorant of the fundamental principles of plant life. 

They know very little of the functions of the various organs and strue- 

tures of plants and the influence of external agencies on the growth 

of their crops, and are therefore no better prepared to raise such crops 

than the would-be doctor, who knows something about the effects of 

certain drugs when taken into the human system; bui is ignorant ofthe 

anatomy and physiology of man, is prepared to practice medicine. 

To keep plants healthy and vigorous requires care and attention. 

The best results can seldom be secured by haphazard methods, or by 

ignorantly applying methods that prove very satisfactory when practiced 

by those who understand the principles upon which success depends. 

Great damage is often done to crops by injudiciously applying what is 

recommended by reliable men, and even more harm results from apply- 

ing methods so evidently against the laws of nature that no one who 

understands plant life would think of using them. I think it unneces- 

sary to advance any further argument to convince the intelligent horti- 

culturist that a practical acquaintance with the principles of plant life 

is essential to their success. Every intelligent, progressive farmer and 

horticulturist feels the want of a more thorough knowledge concerning 

the laws and methods of plant growth. Of course there are many self- 
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satisfied men who think they know everything worth knowing long ago; 

but for such this paper is not intended, nor are they to be found in this 

audience. Iam not speaking of what is absolutely necessary in order 

to eke out an existence, but of what will secure better results than haye 

been obtained so far—in other words, what will make us a progressive 

people. 

But how are the farmers and horticulturists to obtain the informa- 

tion they need? Most of them have neither the time nor the means 

to attend a school several years for this purpose; and even if they 

had, where would they go? How many schools are there in our State 

that teach practical botany? Itis trae, most town schools and even a 

number of country schools pretend to teach botany; but what kind of 

botany do they teach? Almost without exception they confine them- 

selves to a few technical terms, and to analyzing or rather name-finding 

of a few plants with big flowers. But, since those plants most impor- 

tant to the farmer seldom have big flowers, nine-tenths of the teachers 

of these schools would have but very poor success in finding the names. 

of such plants. But evenif in the course of the next ten or twenty 

years the average teacher of botany gets far enough advanced in this 

science to be able to classify an ordinary weed or grass, and thus tell 

the farmer the scientific name, neither the farmer nor the teacher will 

be much better posted on practical subjects by the extra knowledge 

thus diffused. For of what use is it to the farmer to know that the 

Latin name for his potatoes is solanum tuberosum if he does not know 

whether to plant them in the ground or in the moon? Or of what use 

is it to the fruit grower to know that his strawberries go by the name 

of fragaria, if he cannot raise them so that they will be fit to raise with 

aspeon? It must be evident that if the farmers and horticulturists 

are to learn their botany from teachers who merely read a small text- 

book on the subject in order to pass the examinations, they will have 

to wait a long while before they learn anything of much benefit to 

themselves. They should organize societies or classes and employ 

good practical botanists to instruct them in what they most need to 

know. In this way they would get what they want with very little 

expense and very little trouble, for practical botany is very easily under- 

stood by those who are always engaged in cultivating plants, if it is 

placed before them in a common sense manner. Too much time is 

wasted and interest sacrificed by horticultural and agricultural socie- 

ties in talking over isolated facts or suppositions, instead of giving a 

systematic and progressive course of instruction to their members. 

Those who have received such a course are prepared to comprehend 

the bearing and weight of each point brought out in the discussions, 
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while those who know nothing but isolated facts soon get into the same 

fix as the boarding-school girl who has studied everything from A B O 

to astronomy: they know too much to know anything. Agricultural 

papers should also publish a progressive course in botany, prepared by 

a practical botanist who understands the needs of those who read such 

papers. This, of course, could not take the place of the special topics 

discussed in such papers, but a course of fifty-two short lessons on 

practical botany, so arranged that a person of ordinary understanding 

could begin at the first and master one every week, would greatly 

increase the value of the paper to most readers. 

I can attempt nothing like a progressive course in the short time I 

have this evening, but I will endeavor to give you a few points relating 

to plant life that may be of use as well as interest to most of you. We 

will first consider 

PLANT LIFE AND GROWTH. 

All plants are made up of small bodies called cells. Some of the 

lower forms of plants consist of only one or a few cells, but most plants 

have millions of them. If we cut a thin section of any part of a plant 

and examine it with a good compound microscope, we will find that the 

section consists of cells arranged side by side and one over the other 

in a definite order. The cells may be either alive or dead in a living 

plant. Most of the celis of large plants are dead, even when the plant 

as a whole has vigorous life. It is very important to understand the 

nature of these cells; for without this knowledge, no one can form any 

correct notion as to the manner in which plants grow. A cell in its 

simplest form isa globular body that has a somewhat tough outside 

wall anda fluid interior. The fluid inside is called bioplasm, and has 

the power to draw more fluid to itself through the wall that encloses 

it, and thus increase the size of the cell. This growth of the cell goes 

on for some time, but soon the cell reaches its normal size, and can 

grow no longer as a single cell. It then divides itself into two or more 

cells by the constriction of the cell-wall, just as a butcher divides his 

sausages into rings by tying strings around them. Each of the parts into 

which the cell has been divided then grows to the size of the original 

cell, when division goes on as before. After a certain time, the cell 

loses the power to thus divide itself, on account of the gradual thicken- 

ing of the cell-wall, and the iuterior becomes filled with hard material. 

But before this happens, most cells are squeezed into various shapes, 

differing more or less from the original spherical shape. Whena cell 

has lost its bioplasm (and with it the power of self-division), it is said 

H R—T7 
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to be dead, and henceforth serves the plant only to support the grow- 

ing cells, and enabling them to continue the growth of the plant as a 

whole. Every part of a plant—roots, stems, leaves and fruit—is thus. 

composed of cells, and grows only as the cells increase in number. 

When a plant or its fruit grows fast, we may be sure that this cell mul- 

tiplication is going on very rapidly; but when growth is slow, we know 

that the cells, either from want of nourishment or vital energy, are 

increasing but slowly. 

THE ROOTS. 

When a seed sprouts, the first thing it does is to put forth a root 

for the purpose of absorbing water and other mineral matter neces- 

sary for the further development of the plant. This root pushes itself 

into the soil by cell-multiplication at its tip, and gets thicker by new 

layers all around it. We thus see that the root extends itself into the 

soil with an almost irresistible force, and is able to penetrate hard sub- 

stances, that it never could penetrate if it grew from behind and pushed 

itself forward as the nails of our fingers do. This mode of growth also 

makes the soil tightly packed around the entire root surface, even to 

the minutest fibers, and thus enables them readily to absorb such nour- 

ishment as the soil may contain for the plant. The power to absorb is 

greatest in the small root fibers, or spongioles as they are called, and 

gradually diminishes as the roots grow older and thicker. Now, when 

we remove a plant from the soil we break off thousands of these spon- 

gioles, no matter how much care we may take or how much we believe 

inthe whole root theory ; and thus the power of the plant to absorb is. 

greatly diminished. When we place it in to the soil again, we are un- 

able to make the soil come in such close contact with the roots as it 

was when the roots had extended themselves into the soil by their 

growth; but this may be done to a certain extent by having the soil 

well pulverized, and then pouring water around the plant immediately 

after it has been set in the pulverized soil. This will cause the soil to 

settle around the roots, though the roots will not press against it until 

they resume their growth. As we are thus unable to keep up the ab- 

sorbing power of the roots in transplanting, we should as much as pos- 

sible diminish the need for it by covering the plant with large leaves or 

pieces of cloth, ete., during the day, until they have put forth new spon- 

gioles, and the soil has settled close around the roots. How often 

have I seen a lot of plants newly set out and exposed to the heat of 

the weather to such an extent as to put them back two or three weeks, 

or even permanently injure their vital energy, when close by grew an 

abundance of large dock leaves to coverthem. The best time for trans- 
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planting trees is in the fall, when they have no leaves by which the 

water can be evaporated. By spring the ground will be settled around 

the roots, and the spongioles will make their appearance gradually, as 

the young leaves, the growth of the former, will be able to keep pace 

with that of the latter. 

STEMS. 

The stem serves the plant mainly as a frame-work on which to 

spread out its leaves, flowers and fruits; and, just as the roots should 

be properly spread out in the soil so as to absorb from it the mineral 

matter needed by the plant, so the stem and branches should be so dis- 

posed as to properly expose the leaves, flowers and fruit to the air and 

. light. A root does not slide forward as it grows, nor does a stem grow 

in length from below. Those who prune young trees should keep this 

in mind, and remember that a branch that starts from a trunk at a cer- 

tain height will never get any higher from the ground at its base. The 

bark serves as a protection for the young growing cells that are found 

just under it. When a tree is girdled by cutting away a ring of bark all 

around it, the tree dies because all the living cells will be killed at that 

place, and those above are entirely cut off from those below. In some 

trees, however, the layer of living cells, or at least cells capable of con- 

veying sap, is very thick, and such trees often live for a long time after 

being girdled even deep into the wood. There are several important 

points in training the branches of fruit trees that are often overlooked. 

The first is to get the branches spread in such a manner that the air 

and light has free access to al) the leaves, but not so much as to leave 

the trunk and main branches unprotected from the intense heat of a 

nearly vertical sun; the second, to train them in such a way that when 

loaded with fruit, the strain will not tend to split them from the trunk. 

The cells of wood are squeezed very long after they stop growing; 

therefore it is hard to break them across, but they separate lengthwise 

easily. If a trunk separates into two or more equal branches, each 

branch grows like a separate tree, but since they generally lean much 

to one side, they are apt to split apart when loaded with fruit. This 

may be avoided by keeping the branches subordinate to the main trunk, 

and the sub-branches subordinate’ to the main branches. Another 

point is, to avoid the necessity of cutting off large limbs in pruning. 

The pruner should try to form a correct notion of the position of the 

young branches when they get full grown, and cut off all that would be 

in the way before they get large. It is sometimes advised that the 

bark of the trunk should be cut lengthwise, for fear that it will get too 

tight and keep the trunk from growing; but this notion is absurd since 
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the bark grows as fast as the wood under it, and needs no cutting. I 

would therefore advise those who would keep their trees healthy to 

let bark-splitting alone. 

THE LEAVES. 

The use of the leaves is but little understood even by our leading 

horticulturists, while the great mass of farmers and gardeners never 

even dream of the important work done by leaves. They are often 

called the lungs of the plant; but since nearly the entire food of the 

plant is drawn in and digested by them, they may with more propriety 

be called the stomach. It is generally supposed that plants get most 

of their nourishment from the soil, but this is a mistake; the food of 

the plant is in the air, and the leaf is the organ to get it from the air 

and prepare it for the plant. In all green leaves we find a substance 

depending on iron for its formation. This green substance is called 

chlorophyl, and occurs in grains, differing in this particular from other 

coloring matters of plants which is held in solution by the sap. The 

chlorophyl is the only substance that has the power to convert inor- 

ganic matter into organic. It converts the carbonic acid of the air 

that the leaves draw in through their mouths or stomata into starch, 

which is the simplest organic compound known. Starch is composed 

of carbon, oxygen and hydrogen, and forms in the leaves by the action 

of the chlorophyll into grains that are made up by the addition of suc- 

cessive layers. The oxygen and hydrogen may be obtained from wa- 

ter, for this is composed of these two substances; but the carbon is 

not found in water nor in the soil, and hence must come from the air. 

In traveling from the leaf to the other parts of the plant that it is to 

feed, the starch has to pass through numerous membranes that show 

no holes in them, even when viewed with the highest powers of the 

microscope; this it is unable to do as starch, since this substance is 

insoluble in water, and hence can not get through such membranes. 

But starch differs but little from sugar in chemical composition; in fact, 

sugar is starch with water added and arearrangement of the atoms of _ 

which the molecule is composed. We thus see that starch and sugar 

are readily convertible one into the other. Now the sugar is soluble 

in water and passes readily through membranes toall paris of the plant. 

Most vegetable tissue has, besides the carbon, hydrogen and oxygen 

of starch and sugar, a fourth element, nitrogen. Nitrogen is found in 

the air, but it seems that plants are unable to obtain it from this source; 

they must absorb it from the soil. Though the quantity of matter the 

plant gets from the soil besides water is very small; we must not infer 

from this that it is of little importance. For instance, if the soil lacks 

the small quantity of iron that enters into the composition of the chlo- 
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rophyl, the plant can get no food from the air at all, no matter how 

much there may be for it. But on account of the small quantity of mat- 

ter taken by plants from the soil, a very small amount of the special 

substance needed by the plant will do a vast amount of good when 

added to the soil in which the plant grows. If a chemical element is 

found in the composition of a fruit, or any part of the plant which pro- 

duces the fruit, it must be supplied to the plant, otherwise all the other 

elements will be unable to combine into the desired result, no matter 

how abundant they may be. 

The study of botany is of vast importance to the farmers and gar- 

deners, but not to these alone. It affords endless enjoyment and 

healthful occupation to all who engage init. Ever bringing before our 

minds new forms and new facts, and presenting new problems for so- 

lution, it enables those who engage in it to enjoy pleasures that are 

entirely above what can be enjoyed by those who are unacquainted 

with the beauties of nature. In fact, what can a person who is unac- 

quainted with the world of nature ahat surrounds him, and who is un- 

accustomed to observation and thought, enjoy? He may have money 

by millions, but what will it buy for him? He may get the choicest 

food for his table, wear the finest clothes, and live in a palace, but all 

this is but gross animal pleasure and amounts to very little if not com- 

bined with that higher enjoyment that study alone can bring. He who 

has trained his mind in the study of nature is far happier in the lonely 

woods than he who has not can be anywhere on the face of the globe. 

All mankind is striving for happiness; but are not most of them look- 

ing for it in the wrong direction and using the wrong means to reach 

it? Some seek wealth, some rank, some political influence, and others 

content themselves with daily gratification of their animal nature with- 

out looking much to the future. But what can a man enjoy who is 

unable to enjoy the beauties of nature that God has intended for the 

enjoyment of all mankind? Let those who would be truly happy seek 

the happiness that is within the reach of all who are willing to apply 

themselves to the study of nature. This will secure for them the high- 

est happiness attainable in this world, and prepare them to enjoy the 

world to come. 

Music, Miss Belle Emery. 

Recitation, Miss Emma Evans. Nicely recited by a little daughter 

of the President. 
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THE DIGNITY OF LABOR. 

Labore est orare. 

CHAS. W. MURTFELDT, KIRKWOOD. 

A little less than a score of years ago there were assembled in the 

lecture room of an agricultural college the faculty of the institution, 

citizens of a neighboring town, farmers of the vicinity and a few gentle- 

men from a distance, who had been invited to lecture to the young men 

and maiden students on matters relating to agriculture, horticulture, 

live-stock growing, dairying and home matters, incident to practical 

farm life. Among the lecturers was a noted editor of an agricultural 

journal, who was also an aspiring politician. Your servant also occu- 

pied a chair, and an hour once or twice to speak his little piece. 

Practically the meeting or assembly was a “ Farmers’ institute” 

(editors and others have racked their brains in vain to find a better or 

more significant name), which, as a matter of course, left the essays or 

addresses open for discussion. It seemed also the implied design of 

these institutes to create in the students a love for farm life and rural 

pursuits, or where this was already present in the minds of the pupils, 

to fan it into a clear, warming and cheering flame. Imagine the sur- 

prise of all present when the editor above referred to, in the course of 

his address, uttered this sentiment, without any qualification: ‘ Labor 

is degrading, and only degrading,” reiterating it several times. After 

the close of his remarks [ lest not a moment to challenge his assertion, 

and for a little we had quite a lively time. Of course the sympathy of 

the audience was on my side,and I made the best argument at my com- 

mand. The next year on a similar occasion, and at the same place, 

many also of the former audience being present, I had the gratification 

to hear my friend acknowledge his error, and publicly to confess that 

he was wrong and I was right. Since then he has been the chief ex- 

ecutive of his state and proved to be a good Governor, but the utter- 

ance of that sentence has followed him, and no doubt defeated his 

ambition for a second term, although every predecessor of his had been 

so honored. Since then he has been an avowed candidate for the same 

office, but has failed of the nomination. 

A sermon to which I listened not very long ago brought back to 

my mind the incident and the occasion with such vividness that I was 

led to pen this paper and to present it for your cosideration. Woe to 

the man and to that people who believe in and act upon such an axiom, 

and think labor a degradation. 
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I well know that there are in our large cities, and even in hamlet 

-and village, a few bifurcated dudes whose fathers made money by mak- 

ing soap and candles, perhaps, or by selling shoddy blankets and paper 

shoes, who claim that the world owes them a living, and they mean to 

get it in the easiest way possible. For my part I have never been able 

to discover how the world became indebted to such a class of nonenti- 

ties; if any one present can solve the how, I shall be much obliged 

for the information. Let me include in this category, also, the ladies (?) 

who resemble Solomon’s lilies in that “they toil not, neither do they 

spin.” No! my friends, labor is not a curse, but the greatest blessing to 

-all mankind; for, trite and stale as you may regard the sentiment, it is 

true all the same, and can be proven by every honest man, as well as by 

every inmate of our prisons, that “Satan finds some mischief still for 

idle hands to do.” And as a present reminder let me add also this pro- 

verb: “There are but three generations between shirt sleeves.” So 

long as this round world moves in her orbit, so long as night follows 

day, so long as we have the seasons in their courses, so long as we 

have seed-tiine and harvest, so long will there be a necessity for labor 

and service. I quote: 

‘*Tt has become axiomatic that there are but three ways of getting a living— 

“by working, by begging Or by stealing. Those who do not work, disguise it in 

whatever pretty language we may, are doing one of the othertwo * * * Tobe 

-an honest consumer, one must be an honest producer.’?> * * * 

‘*He that will not work, neither shall he eat.”’ 

But let us for a few minutes contemplate a rather extravagent 

realization of More’s “ Utopia.” Suppose every man and woman could 

say, “Soul, take thine ease, eat, drink and be merry.” ‘There will be 

no more labor or service, no more worry or fretting about what we 

-shall eat or drink, or wherewithal we shall be clothed; all are happy 

-and content. Just imagine the stoppage of every wheel in the har- 

vest field, on the railway, in the factory or on the ocean. No more 

-smoke from the tall chimneys, no whistles from factory, steamboat or 

locomotive. No sound of the builder’s hammer or saw or plane. No 

more newspapers. no cooking or sewing, no mails, no traveling by road 

or river or rail, no teaching, no editing, no sowing or reaping or thresh- 

ing or milling or gathering or canning of fruit; and so through all the 

-activi‘ies and ramifications of human labor, mental or physical, as we 

have it to-day. Would not the world of mankind speedily be a bedlam 

becoming crazy, or, worse, devilish or devils? No! such a state of 

affairs can not be. The All-wise and All-good knew that activity of 

mind and body were necessary for the best and happiest condition of 

man. Therefore he placed him in a garden “to keep it and to dress it.” 
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He gave to man physical, mental and spiritual powers and great possi- 

bilities, and placed all the beasts of the field, and the fowls of the air 

and the fish of the sea under his cuntrol,and said unto him: ‘“ Occupy 

till I come!” This means labor, both mental and physical. The thorns 

and thistles and weeds are the consequences of a later transaction. 

But let me not be unmindful of my motto or caption. If I do not 

wish my essay to fail of the result aimed at, proof must be furnished to 

verify the proposition. So allow me to say right bere that in every 

civilized nation on this footstool, the highest enconium of praise which 

can be awarded to a man, is this: by his industry and diligence, by 

honesty and integrity, by study and perseverance, he rose from the 

lowest even to the topmost round of the ladder. From the ranks as a 

private he became a governor or a general and a president. From the 

office boy he became a bank president. The newsboy by the same 

qualifications became editor and proprietor of an influential journal 

The boy of the towpath became a college professor and the president 

The rail-splitter and the flatboat hand attains to the highest office in the 

gift of the people. The tanner becomes a general and a president, and 

an honored guest of kings and potentates. Did labor degrade any one 

of these? Does not the humble toil and origin of such men form the 

gold and precious stones in the frame-work of théfr portraits ? 

Some people imagine that kings and queens and such like 

quality people do nothing but sit in their thrones “in purple robes 

arrayed,” with their crowns on their heads and their scepters in their 

hauds, surrounded by their courtiers in splendid regalia and wearing 

the insignia of their office and power, varied at intervals by feasting 

and fetes, and nothing to do. I venture the assertion that most of the 

reigning monarchs of Europe, or perhaps of the civilized world, put 

more hard work into every twenty-four hours of each day than do our 

or their own government employes, whose eight hours of service count 

a day. It has long been the fashion of princes even to acquire a trade 

or an art which would insure them a livelihood in great reverses of 

fortune not only, but also to enable them to judge fairly of a day’s 

work of their subjects in any department of labor. Peter the Great 

of Russia learned to make a shoe, and he also incognito worked as a 

ship carpenter. One of the busiest of men with brain and brawn 

was the consort of Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, called the good. 

One of the princes of Prussia, now living, is a good printer, and each 

one of them has some trade. Even the emperor of the heathen Chinee 

confers dignity upon labor, by holding the plow once a year. That 

“orand old man” of England, who ruled the realm of Great Brittain 

more even than the queen herself, as an octognarian practices wood-- 
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craft every day when he can get the chance to swing the ax at Hawar- 

den. Another one of his cabinet, who has just crossed the dark river, 

and who years ago was spoken of as a possible president when Great 

Britain should become a republic, worked in his early life as factory 

hand. Did any one ever say, or dream even, that labor degraded John 

Bright or Gladstone ? 

But allow me to furnish some more proof of my proposition from 

the great and honored names of our own country. Our own Washing- 

ton, whom a grateful nation reveres as the Father of his Country, was 

a farmer, and a civil engineer. Lincoln, the liberator, by whose pen 

millions of slaves were set free, was the rail-splitter and flat-boat hand. 

Grant, the custodian and general, was a tannerand aharness-maker. In 

Liberty hall in Philadelphia, you can see their medallion portraits with 

the Latin incription, pater, liberator, custos. I quote: 

The youth who has some honest calling, is intelligent, industrious, temperate 

and persevering, holds the keys to many positions of prominence. ‘Take the 

late President Garfield. No life sums up so well the advantages and possibilities of 

American citizenship. Born inan humble home, in one of the rural districts of 

Ohio, where the hardships of his lot were increased by the loss of his father, he 

was first a farm hand, then acanal-boatman, a student, dividing his time between 

the carpenter’s bench and the academic halls, a college professor, and a represent- 

ative in the legislatur® of his native State, a soldier in the late war—on such 

modest foundations the broad structusze of his fame was laid. ‘Thus he comes be- 

fore us: 

A gifted man, 

Whose life in low estate began. 

And on a simple village green; 

Who breaks his birth’s invidious bar, 

And grapss the skirts of happy chance 

And breats the blow of circumstance 

And grappless with his evil star; 

And moving up from high to higher, 

Becomes on fortune’s frowning slope, 

The pillar of a people’s hope, 

The center of a world’s desire. 

Were these degraded by laboring in the humble walks of life? Do 

not such examples rather confer dignity upon labor? But among the 

living also we can find many noble and brilliant examples: The head 

of public instruction in our neighboring State, east of the Mississippi, 

worked at the carpenter’s bench until twenty years of age; to-day there 

is not a more honored name in Illinois than that of Dr. Edwards. Our 

present Postmaster-General, a merchant prince and millionaire, highly 

honored all over the land, worked up from an office boy, and when to 

manhood grown, invested his savings of a few hundred dollars in 

clothing and set up store. 
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Time would fail me to speak of all the living and the dead by whose 

labors and examples the world has been made brighter and better, and 

labor honored and dignified. Yet there are some names so bright and 

prominent that I cannot pass them by. Elihu Burritt, the learned black- 

smith, who mastered without a teacher seventeen languages, working 

at the same time from twelve to fourteen hours a day at the forge, and 

four hours or more at his books. Whittier, the beloved Quaker poet, 

worked on a farm and barefooted until past seventeen years of age. 

Dr. Livingston, the great explorer and missionary, spent his boyhood 

days in laboring on a farm. ' 

Gen. Burnside rose from the tailor’s board to the command of the 

army of the Potomac. Henry Wilson rose to the Vice-President’s 

chair from the shoemaker’s bench, and McKenzie, late premier of 

Canada, was once a stone mason. While laboring as a stone mason, 

Hugh Miller fitted himself to become the leading geologist of his time, 

and the writer of as pure English as has been written at any time. 

While working as a book-binder, Prof. Faraday educated himself 

to win all the honors that are offered for scientific discovery. 

Garibaldi, the patriot statesman and general, used to boil soap for 

@ living in America. 

To show that some trades give more opportunfty for brain work at 

the same time, let me offer in evidence a remarkable list of shoemakers. 

I quote: 

But still great honors belong to these knights of the awl, for the ‘gentle craft ”’ 

is rich in the names of men who, breaking the bars of circumstances, have climbed 

the steps where ‘: fame’s proud temple shines afar.’”? Who founded the science of 

botany? Linnzus, a shoemaker. Who disclosed the beauties and the marvels of 

antique sculpture? Winckleman, a shoemaker. Who was the mainstay of the 

Society of Antiquarians? John Bond,a shoemaker. Who wrote the ‘‘ Farmer’s 

Boy?” Bloomfield, ashoemaker. Who established the London Quarterly Review? 

Gifford, ashoemaker. Who founded the Society of Friends? John Fox, a shoe- 

maker. Who started the Ragged school movement? John Pounds, a shoemaker. 

Who founded the Baptist Missions in India? William Carey, a shoemaker. Who 

gave the Bible to the Chinese in their own mother tongue? Dr. Morrison, a shoe- 

maker. Besides among the names which have become, in greater or less degree, 

household property, may be found Hans Sache, the Poet of Nuremberg, and the 

friend of Luther; Richard Savage ; Sir Cloudesley Shovel, the redoubtable admi- 

ral; Sir Wm. Reed, the Radical Hardy, and the Astrological Partridge, Sir Simon 

Kyre, Jacob Boeham, Samuel Drew, William Huntington, Hans Christian Ander- 

sen, Dr. Marshman, Dr. John Kitto, Thomas Edwards, *‘ the Pallssy of Scotland,”’ 

and Thomas Cooper, author of ‘*‘ Purgatory of Suicides ’’—all sons of Crispin before 

they turned their thoughts and energies into new channels. 

Who will claim that labor degraded a Stephenson, a Whitney, an 

Ericson or Edison, a McCormick, a Manny, and in the field of letters 

Burns, a Bryant, a Greeley, a Whittier. 
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Honor waits o’er all the earth 

Through endless generations, 

The art that calls the harvest forth, 

; And feeds expectant nations. 

And again: 

_ Honor and fame from no condition rise; 

Act well your part, there all the honor lies. 

The men who used to ery “wudsills” and “clodhoppers” are be- 

coming scarce. It will not do to hurl insulting epithets at the people 

who labor, because in this country, at least, the latter are in a great 

majority. A laboring man in any honest calling is accounted worthy of 

more honor than a lazy plutocrat, however large his bank account may 

be, or the opinion such may have of his own importance or position. 

The historian of the United States, in the record of her first hundred 

years, will show, by abundant examples and testimony, that a laboring 

man, though poor in purse, can be the peer of the highest, and that in 

this country, at least, there is no station or office so lofty and exalted 

that he cannot attain unto it. Let us thank God for this favor. 

But I should miss the highest proof of the dignity of labor were 

I to ignore the examples found in the Book of Books. Elisha was 

plowing in a field with twelve yoke of oxen, and he with the twelfth, 

when Elijah threw his mantle on him and he became the prophet of the 

Lord. Some of the apostles were fishermen, and the greatest of them 

all was a tent-maker. But each and all the illustirous names mentioned 

as conferring dignity upon labor will pale before that of the Son of God» 

who labored as a carpenter from his twelfth to his thirtieth year. I 

cannot omit the names of a few women who laboredin such a way that 

their names have come to us in the Book, viz.: a Martha, a Lydia, a 

Dorcas. And many are their followers and imitators to-day whose 

names will shine when the books are opened, though we know them 

not by name, and of whom it shall be said by the Master: “She has 

done what she could.” 

Of late manual training schools have attracted wide-spread atten- 

tion and great proportions, and justly so. We ought to feel proud that 

St. Louis has furnished a model worthy of imitation. Every agricul- 

tural college and every experimental station must of necessity train the 

hand; otherwise how can we do with our might what our hands find to 

do? How can we cut a scion, or set a bud, or plant a tree, or train a 

vine? When years ago Illinois Agricultural college needed an engine, 

the professor asked for the funds. When these were granted, he said: 

“Let us make one.” And he and the boys did, and it gave one or two 

of the boys an opportunity to get a patent for improvements on old 

methods. 
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fam everready to doff my hat to the man that can make or runa loco- 

motive, that can construct a chronometer or grind the lenses for a 

microscope or telescope, and equally ready to do the same to a lady 

who can make her own garments or cook and serve a wholesome and 

digestible meal, and who, like that Shunamite, can construct and keep. 

in trim a little chamber for the Lord’s prophet or servant to rest in. 

Indulge me, if you please, while I offer one or two brief quotations 

in support of manual training. A distinguished rabbi, who lived about 

the time of our Saviour, declared: “He that teacheth not his son a 

trade does the same as if he taught him to be a thief.” And Gamaliel, 

the teacher of the apostle Paul, said: “He that hath a trade in his 

hand, to what is he like? Heis like a vineyard that is fenced” that 

is, he is fortified against the invasion of want and temptations, to which 

he would otherwise be exposed. 

Addressing the students of St. Andrew’s, Froude the historian 

said: “It requires no intellect to be able to make a boat, or a house, 

or a pair of shoes, or a suit of clothes, or hammer a horse-shoe, and if 

you can do either of these, you have nothing to fear from fortune.” 

“ Ah,” says the timid soul that has heard there is something de- 

grading in manual labor, “but we shall lose caste if we join the ranks 

of the laboring man; we shall be cut by our old school-fellows and the 

children of our wealthy neighbors.” What matters it about the cut of 

the unthinking if you retain your own approval and self-respect? Men 

might just as well attempt to “snub the sun” as to snub the man who 

consumes his own and asks no favors. Think of a dapper-dandy mak- 

ing up his mind to snub Paul because he made tents, or Spinosa be- 

cause he polished lenses, or Robert Burns because he followed the 

ploNey At et 

You may have little fear of that kind of degradation that comes 

from standing in the ranks with the carpenter of Nazareth, the fishers 

of Galilee, the tent-maker of Tarsus, the stone-mason of Cromarty or 

the rail-splitter of Dlinois. 
[Some of these quotations are from a discoures by Rev. R. Christie, D. D., 

St. Paul, Minn.] 
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THE MYTHOLOGY OF FLOWERS. 

MARY HOLSINGER, ROSEDALE, KAS. 

From the ancient country of Hellas come to us wonderful myths 

concerning the gods and goddesses who once ruled the earth. The 

Hellenes or early Greeks, besides their love for the human-like gods 

whom they worshipped, had also a passionate love for flowers, which 

they made typical of every interesting event, public or private. 

In this way many a hero or deity of the dreamy Greeks has become 

closely associated with the little flower which now blooms contentedly 

about the practical American’s doorway. Many a plain little plant has 

folded away in its bright young leaves a history or a tender romance 

which, if known, would redeem it forever from the commonplace. 

Under the title “ mythology ” let us include not only the legends 

which are connected with them, but also some of the interesting things 

which are said and known of a few of our spring flowers. 

The first of the many blossoms which greet the world with the 

earliest touches of spring green is the snowdrop, a single fragrant 

flower on a nodding pedicle. A child of the Alps, it receives its name, 

not from a drop of snow, but from its resemblance to the eardrops 

worn by the ladies of the sixteenth century. The snowdrop has been 

dedicated to the Virgin Mary because of a popular tradition which as- 

serts that the pure meek blossom opens its petals on the second of 

February, the anniversary of the day on which the Holy Mother took 

the Son of God to the Jewish temple to present the offering of doves. 

The “winter’s timid child,” the “fair maid of February,” as it has 

been happily styled, is emblematic of hope—hope for the coming spring 

day which it foretells—hope for the sinful world through the blessed 

son of the Virgin Mary. 

Daffodils are another variety, which, as Shakspeare pleasantly 

Says: 
‘¢Come before the swallow dares, and take 

The winds of March with beauty.” 

The daffodil is the flower which was dropped from Pluto’s chariot 

when he was carrying off Proserpine to the infernal regions. Those be- 

lieving this probably authentic story say further that the name daffodil 

is but a corruption of “ Dis’s lily.” 
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The bright little crocus blossom derives its name from the Greek 

word meaning thread. It was so named because its thread-like fila- 

ment was once much used for saffron dyes. “Cheerfulness” the gay little 

blossoms syinbolize, and certainly no word can better portray the effect. 

of their first appearance. The beaming glance which they throw on all 

the spring world about them, as well as the origin given above, denies 

the truth of the legend which affirms that they bear the name of an 

unhappy lover whom the gods in pity changed into this flower. 

Dear little violet! You has the poet honored by making your 

name synonymous with some of the sweetest words known to us. In 

the language of flowers you speak in gentle, unassuming accents of 

modesty, faithfulness and maidenhood ; while your companion and Sis- 

ter, white violet, not less pure and beauteous than yourself, speaks 

only and always of candor and innocence. 

The Greeks ealled the violet, lon. By them it was believed that 

Jupiter caused it to spring up when Io, whose form was changed to 

that of a heifer, bent her lips to eat. Another popular belief is that 

‘Diana transformed Ion into a violet to conceal her from Apollo. 

When the great Bonaparte was in exile his adherents adopted this 

flower as a badge of loyalty. It is still used by the Bonaparte family. 

From the constant allusions which Shakspeare makes to “the 

nodding violet,” it is regarded as his favorite of all Flora’s children, 

and to many this is an added charm to the little beauty in blue. Always 

a pet in the poetical world, some one has happily said there is “ not a 

famous poet but has linked its sweetness with his own.” 

The wild Sweet William is a North American plant, blooming freely 

and joyously in our own free woods. It is known to some as the 

bearded pink, but to the French as the “ poet’s eye,” from the manner 

in which its petals are marked. 

Useful little strawberry blossoms are found growing wild through- 

out the north temperate zone. “Perfect excellence” is the language 

they speak, and the thought is beautifully expressed in this stanza, 

which is often quoted with reference to the strawberry : 

Untouched by mortal passions, 

Thou seem’st of heavenly birth-- 

Pure as the effulgence of a star, 

Just reached our distant earth. 

Mythologists tell us the Narcissus owes its origin to a handsome 

youth of Beothia, of whom it was foretold that he should live happily 

until he beheld his own face. One day when heated by the chase, he 

stopped to drink at a clear running mountain stream. Becoming spell- 

bound with admiration for the handsome form reflected by the water, 
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the conceited youth gazed on till he pined to death where he sat. 

When the sorrowing Naiads, after preparing a funeral pile, searched 

for the youth, his body was missing. 

Instead whereof a yellow flower was found, 

With tufts of white about the bottom crowned. 

And ever since has the fair Narcissus bloomed sadly over the fabled 

mountain and the fateful brook. 

Shelley put the old legend into verse when he spoke of 

The Narcissi, the fairest among them all, 

Who gaze on their eyes in the stream’s recess 

Till they die of their own sweet loveliness. 

Now comes the dandelion—poor, plain little dandelion. Who would 

guess that an attractive personal history might be folded away within 

its commonplace leaves? Like many a plain, useful flower in the human 

world, the dandelion has little romance in its own life, yet because of 

its sympathetic nature, many are the heart stories of others that have 

been confided to its keeping. 

The fair maiden who can not wait for the longed-for words from. 

the lover’s lips, shyly gathers one of these yellow flowers, and plucking 

off one by one the yellow leaflets, murmurs as she does so, “ He loves 

me, he loves me not,” till the last petal falls to the ground, when she 

smiles with a gladdened heart to find that the number was uneven. 

The unromantie school-boy has another use to which he subjects 

the homely blossom. When the feathery pod has ripened, he blows 

again and again at the winged seeds till the flower stalk is bare. As 

many puffs as it takes to scatter the down, 80 many hours of the day 

have fleeted by. 

The ripened seed-pod, opening and closing as it does at certain 

regular hours, serves the shepherd as a barometer, for the same re- 

Sponsive down predicts storm or sunshine to the watchful eye. 

The deeply notched leaves which are thought to resemble the 

teeth of a lion gave the plant its name. Because of this imagined 

similarity, the plant was called “ lion-toothed” or “dent de lion.” 

These are only a few of the interesting things-which are said and 

known of the spring flowers named. Of the large remaining flower 

family there are still more beautiful sentiments written and still more 

wonderful legends told. 

Hardly a poet has existed who has not said something worth re- 

membering about the flowers which many who love them best are fond 

of calling “earth stars.” Only one subject, that of love, has inspired 

more pens than the elevating theme of flowers. Love and flowers! 

How naturally we connect those two words. The latter, awakening 
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only the tenderest and gentlest thoughts, cultivates an ennobling love 

for the beautiful in whatever form it may be found; the former inspires 

all the good, the true, the noble thoughts and deeds that make beauti- 

ful a human life. 

THE APPLE: HISTOR Y—POSSIBILI1TIES. 

DAN CARPENTER. 

INTRODUCTION. 

At the request of the President of the Missouri State Horticul- 

tural society, this paper is written, with little hope of either instructing 

or amusing any one. 

I cannot, as Paul before Agrippa, say “I think myself happy to 

_ answer ” the request; but I do feel it an honor and esteem it a privi- 

lege to present it before those who are “expert in all questions” con- 

cerning horticulture. 

ANTIQUITY. 

In the beginning “ The Lord planteda garden * * * and made 

grow out of the ground every tree thatis pleasant to the sight and good 

for food.” The apple, ever having been esteemed good for food, must 

have been in that first garden. 

Solomon, the wise, who had gathered in the royal gardens all kinds 

of fruits, lowers and trees which could be obtained from all the coun- 

tries and people with whom he had commercial relations, is so delighted 

with this fruit that he compares it with his beloved, and declares “as 

the apple tree among the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among 

the sons”—or as his beloved was superior to men, so was the apple 

among fruit trees. ‘“That the smell of her nose (breath) is like apples ;” 

that when he was “sick of love” he desired to be “comforted with 

apples ;” aad declares that “a word fitly spoken is like apples of gold 

in pictures of silver.” The wonderful love of the Lord for Israel is 

expressed in “I raised thee up under the apple tree.” These express 

the high esteem in which the apple was held a thousand years before 

the Christian era. 

Two hundred years later the prophet, wailing over the desolation 

of his people, cries out: “The vine is dried up, the fig tree withered, 

the pomegranate tree, the palm tree and the apple tree are withered,” 

and “joy had withered from the sons of men” with them. 
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The elder Pliny describes “more than 20 varieties of apples,” and 

says it is “one of the two fruits which may be preserved (kept) in 

casks ;” from which it would seem but little improvement has been 

made in keeping apples in 1,900 years. (See Ag. Rep. ’88-9, p. 285.) 

THE HISTORY 

Of the apple is unwritten. That it came from Western Asia there is 

little doubt, and, it is probable, with the pear, was introduced from 

Europe into England (Britain) by the Romans under Cesar. But it 

was left to the Christian religion (the greatest civilizing influence the 

world has ever known) to plant orchards and make the fruit common 

in that early day of British semi-civilization. 

The Pilgrim Fathers brought apple trees with them, and the In- 

dians helped to spread the fruit in “Indian orchards”—common in New 

Eng!and—and one extensive cotton manufactory brands its products 

“Indian Orchard.” But until within 40 years no special effort was made 

to extend the culture beyond “family supply,” and the markets were 

sparsely supplied with poor quality and variety. A.J. Downing gave 

fruit-growing a fresh impetus, and now 1,000,000 acres are planted to 

apples, with demand beyond supply. Whata debt of gratitude is due 

Downing, Warder, Barry and the pioneers who devoted their lives to 

developing and demonstrating the possibilities of wealth, comfort and 

happiness in an apple orchard. 

POSSIBILITIES. 

We are confronted at every step with the “chronic growler,” and 

told there will be no market for the immense increase of product, and 

had better cut down rather than plant more orchards. 

The apple thrives only in the temperate zone—cannot be grown in 

a hot, very cold or high dry climate, nor on wet or damp soil, nor where 

irrigation is necessary. It cannot be grown in India, nor in China, 

where American apples, fresh as in our home markets are eagerly 

sought. The humidity of England assures a good market for American 

apples at remunerative prices. 

Like the higher type of the Caucasian, it is refined and cultured, 

and thrives only with enlightened treatment, and has the great conti- 

nent of Africa, now being ovened to civilization, commerce and christi- 

anity, with its teeming millions of barbarous and half-civilized popula- 

tion, and climate unfit for apple culture, as a prospective market for 

1,000 years—or all time. 

With an ever increasing population, ever extending avenues of 

transportation, ever growing value and ever opening of new markets 

H R—8 
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at home and abroad, and demand increasing faster than supply, who 

will dare predict the possibilities that await the “king of fruits?” 

When we consider the small 

TERRITORY 

Adapted to profitable production compared with the large one to be sup- 

plied, the fear of over-production vanishes into thin air. 

The “ Dismal swamp” of Virginia, the “Tar” region of North 

Carolina, the cotton fields of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mis- 

sissippi, Louisiana and Texas; the everglades of Florida; the irrigat- 

ing necessity of New Mexico, Arizona, California, Colorado, Utah and 

Nevada; the mountains of Montana, Idaho and Wyoming; the exces- 

sive cold of the Dakotas, Minnesota, Northern Lowa and Wisconsin, 

not to speak of the British Possessions and Alaska on the north, with 

Mexico, Central America and the republics of South America, together 

with the Antilles on the south, none of which are favorably adapted to 

successful apple culture, the thought of over-production seems the 

veriest chimera. 

THR REAL APPLE-GROWING 

Region of the United States scarcely exceeds 600 miles in width, north 

and south, and 1,500 miles from east to west, and is covered by New 

York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, half 

of Kansas, Arkansas and Missouri—the Ozark regions of the latter 

two being the paradise of the world for apples. Is it possible for this 

limited area to supply the ever increasing demand ? 

IMPROVEMENT. 

There are other possibilities for the apple. The improvement in 

size, quality and beauty in the last 40 years has been great. Are these 

perfect? Shall our scientific fruit propagators stop and tell us the 

acme of perfection has been attained? Shall we never see any larger 

than the 20-ounce or Gloria Mundi? No others with the aroma of 

Huntsman and W. W. Pearmain? Has perfection in flavor been at- 

tained? What may we expect from a scientific crossing of the choicest 

varieties in the production of new and improved ones a8 much superior 

to our best as these are to the best of half century ago. Are the pos- 

sibilities in these directions exhausted? Has the limit in size and per- 

fection in color and quality been attained? 

PRODUCTION. 

Who ean estimate the possibilities of the Ozark region (yet in its 

infancy in fruit-growing) in its capacity to produce apples? Car loads 
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are now being shipped regularly. The time is near when train loads 

will be sent out daily—almost hourly—east, west, north and south, and 

millions of bushels will find sale in the European, Chinese, Indian, 

Japan and African markets, and the world will be calling for Missouri 

and Arkansas apples. 

PROFIT IN ORCHARDING 

Is not confined to apples grown therein. One-half the ground (trees 

30x30 feet, 48 to an acre) may be utilized in growing strawberries, rasp- 

berries and blackberries—also currants, which require and are best in 

the shade. 

In Report State Horticultural Society, 1888, pages 217~18, Mr. 

Harvey’s apples averaged for eight years $96.50, and Mr. Murray’s for 

12 years $64.32, and had the orchard been entirely Ben Davis would 

have been $100. In same report, page 237, Mr. Logan’s strawberries 

averaged $254 per acre, half of which, added to Mr. Harvey’s apples 

($96.50), would be $223.50; while the raspberries, grown in a thrifty 

young orchard, would make $382.20 net per acre, as his possible profit. 

The number of trees given would make about six acres, and his 

account begins when they were nine years old from graft, or five from 

setting. 

Six acres at one year is $2,293.20, and for 10 years $22,932, and 

for 20 years $45,864, when his trees would be 29 years old, and, if pro- 

perly cared for, would be in their best for best crops. This course 

would insure to his apple trees just what they need—clean culture and 

plenty of fertilizers. 

WHAT THEN ? 

With all these possibilities, shall the highest aim be simply to attain 

them? While we are able to possess the land—have skill and energy 

_ to develop it, talent to accomplish all these brilliant possibilities—shall 

these and only these be the goal of our ambition? Shall there be no 

gratitude to the Giver of all good, for these exalted privileges and 

grand opportunities? Shall our aim and purpose be no higher than to 

fulfill these possibilities—develop this garden of Eden—get rich on the 

blessings so bountifully bestowed, and, dying, leave a legacy as the 

only thing by which to be remembered? Rather, while energy is bent 

to these aims and purposes, let the desires and aims of life be, while 

ennobling our God-given pursuits, to elevate mankind in virtue, ad- 

vance the happiness of our fellows, and qualify ourselves to enter into 

the “Paradise of God,” to forever enjoy the “twelve manner of fruits 

that grow by the river of the water of life.” 
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RAINFALL AND THE ECONOMY OF MOISTURE. 

BY WM. FERRELL, KANSAS CITY, MO. 

One of the most important considerations in agriculture and horti- 

eulture is a sufficient supply of rain. Though persons engaged in these 

pursuits are of course interested most in the prevision and receipt of” 

rain when needed, yet many of an inquiring disposition are undoubtedly 

interested also in the causes of rain. It was said by Virgil a long time 

ago, “ Happy is he who is able to know the causes of things.” Buta 

knowledge of the cause of rain has also a practical importance, for with 

this we are better able to judge of the signs which precede rain. 

THE CAUSE OF RAIN. 

The old theory of the cause of rain—namely, that it arises from the 

contact and intermingling of cold and warm currents of air, approxi- 

mately or completely saturated with moisture—is now exploded. It was. 

shown by Espy that this is not adequate to give rise to more than a 

very thin cloud, with perhaps a slight falling mist which can scarcely 

ever reach the ground. The true theory of rain is that it arises from 

the condensation of vapor in air, nearly or quite saturated, in ascend- 

ing currents. As the air ascends it comes under less pressure, and 

consequently expands, and as it expands it is known from both theory 

and observation that it must cool and soon lose its capacity for the: 

moisture which it had in it while it was warmer at and near the earth’s 

surface; and so a part is condensed into cloud and rain. For to each 

temperature of the air belongs a certain capacity for moisture, which 

decreases with decrease of temperature, so that as soon as the air, in 

ascending with a given amount of moisture in it, cools down to the tem- 

perature at which it can contain no more than it has, which is called the 

temperature of the dew point, the moisture begins to be condensed into 

cloud. Espy showed by a few strokes of an air-pump that the air in 

the receiver, as it expanded, soon became so cooled that it could not. 

contain the vapor in it, and so a cloud was formed. Where the air is 

not completely saturated when it begins to ascend, it has to ascend 

until it is cooled down to the dew point before cloud formation takes 

place, and hence the drief the air for any given temperature, the higher 

is the base of the cloud. 

The cloud, which is simply fog, consists of very small particles of 

water, too small to fall to the earth even where the ascending current 
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is extremely weak, until by the meeting and convalescing of very small 

-drops, drops sufficiently large to fall to the earth as rain are formed. 

By this theory, whenever an ascending current is induced from any 

cause, if there is a considerable amount of vapor in the air, rain more or 

Jess is produced, and the more rapid the ascending current and the 

moister the air, the heavier is the rainfall. It is well known that large 

fires,such as prairie fires or those of burning buildings, sometimes give 

rise to a small shower of rain. This is by so heating and expanding the 

_-air that it becomes much lighter than the surrounding air, and so rises 

up and causes an ascending current, in which the vapor is condensed 

into rain, as explained above. Espy suggested that, in times of great 

drouth in the western drouthy States, an incipient ascending current thus 

started artificially by means of prairie fires or the combustion of large 

quantities of brushwood might be continued for some time and increase 

and thus give rise to refreshing rains in time of drouth over a large 

-area of country. But this was regarded as being rather visionary and 

-entirely inadequate to produce much rain, and so the experiment was 

never tried. 

Nature produces all our ordinary rain-storms by operating ina 

similar manner, but upon a larger scale. Whenever the air over a con- 

siderable area of country becomes, for some reason, a little warmer 

and damper than that of the surrounding parts, it rises up; a warm, 

-damp air near the earth’s surface on all sides fiows in to supply the 

ascending current, and as the air ascends the moisture in it is con- 

‘densed into cloud and rain. And the ascending current being once 

started, the latent heat given out in condensation tends to further heat 

the air in the ascending current and thus gives additional energy to it. 

‘This is, in fact, generally so great that the ascending current must con- 

tinue as long as the air which supplies it contains a considerable 

-amount of moisture, but after a while, when this issomewhat exhausted 

-and the ascending current is supplied with air with little moisture in it, 

the energy is diminished and the ascending current and the rain cease. 

If the air ascends over certain regions of the country, it must of 

-course descend over other, and whenever the latter occurs, which 1s 

generally only a very gradual and imperceptible settling down of the 

air, there is clearing or clear weather. For if there is cloud or fog in 

the air when it first begins its downward motion, as it descends it be- 

comes warmer and acquires greater capacity for moisture, and then the 

-cloud particles evaporate and the air becomes clear. 

CYCLONE. 

In the flowing in of air from all sides in the lower part of the at- 

‘mosphere toward the center of rarefaction, there is generally a gyration 
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of the air around this center, produced by the rotation of the earth 

around its axis, especially in high latitudes toward the poles. In con- 

sequence of this rotation, every limited area of the earth’s surface has 

a gyratory motion around its center, which is greatest at the poles, and 

vanishes at the equator. If a large shallow basin with water in it has 

a gyrating motion around its center, and the water is allowed to run 

through a hole at the center, so that there is a gradual motion from all 

sides toward this center, it is well understood that the water will run 

into a gyration around this center. So it isin the case of air, where 

it is drawn in from all sides toward a central part. Such a gyration 

over a large area of the earth’s surface, say 500 or 1,000 miles in diame- 

ter, is called a cyclone. In a cyclone the centrifugal force of the gyra- 

tions drives the air away a little from the central part, so that the air 

pressure there, as indicated by the barometer, is less. “In consequence 

of the ascending current in the inner part of the cyclone, this is always 

more or less a region of cloud and rain. Most of our large rain-storms 

over a considerable area of country are connected with cyclones of 

greater or less gyratory violence; and so where there is rain the barome- 

ter generally stand lower. The falling of the barometer, therefore, is 

generally a good indication of coming rain. 

TORNADOES. 

The local smaller disturbances, called tornadoes, are similar to 

cyclones, though small in comparison, and arise from a peculiar state- 

of the atmosphere called the unstable state. In this state the lower 

strata of the atmosphere become so warm in comparison with the upper 

ones that whenever there is the leasi initial upward start given to the 

air, there is a tendency in the air of the lower strata to burst up through 

those above. The air that flows in from all sides toward the center to 

supply the ascending current, generally runs into gyration of great vio- 

lence around this center. This may also be illustrated by means of a 

basin of water in which the water runs through a hole in the bottom at 

the center. In these disturbances of limited area the earth’s rotation 

has no sensible influence. We must, therefore, in this case, suppose 

the basin to be at rest. But itis well known that even when this is. 

the case the water cannot be so quiet, before it is allowed to run 

through the hole in the bottom, that it will not run into a violent gyra- 

tion at and very near the center. So the air in a tornado, in running 

toward the center to supply the ascending current, always runs into a 

gyration of destructive violence near the center. The part of very vio- 

lent gyration being small, the tornado in its progressive motion leaves 

only a very narrow path of great destruction. The principal difference 
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between the action of the air in a tornado and that of the water ina 

basin is, that in the latter the water descends through the hole in the 

bottom, while in the former the air ascends in a narrow opening through 

the air strata above. 

PREVISION OF THE WEATHER. 

It would be of great advantage to the farmer and horticulturist if 

rain and other features of the weather could be predicted. But the 

present condition of meteorology is such that little can be done in this 

line. It is true the Signal Service and State Weather bureaus have 

done much toward indicating the coming weather for a day or two in 

advance, where observations of the weather are telegraphed from nu- 

merous points all over the country; but the farmer and horticulturist 

who do not have these observations, or access to weather charts, can 

only judge of coming weather from one standpoint—by observing cer- 

tain indications which usually precede rain and other features of 

weather. There are hundreds of weather proverbs used for this pur- 

pose, most of which are not only useless, but even mischievous. Many 

of them, however, are in some degree reliable, but none of them are 

by any means infallible. We have seen that one of the conditions of 

rain is a damp atmosphere. All the weather proverbs based upon the 

actions of plants and animals, and upon the appearances of the sun, 

moon and sky before rain, simply indicate that there is much moisture 

in the air, which gives rise to the observed phenomena; but as this is 

only one of the conditions of the rain, if the others are wanting, such 

observed phenomena, regarded as indications of rain, frequently fail. 

And all proverbs used in predicting weather for more than a few days 

in advance, as dry and wet seasons and fruitful years, are utterly faila- 

cious. 

INFLUENCE OF THE MOON. 

The moon is a cold and barren body, without atmosphere and mois- 

ture and entirely incapable of sustaining either animal or vegetable life 

upon its own surface, at least such as we have here; yet itis supposed 

to have great influence over both on our globe. Notonly every phase 

of the moon and the hour of the day at which it occurs, but likewise 

the sign of the zodiac in which it is in its monthly circuits, is supposed 

in some way to havea great influence over the weather. So great a 

hold upon some minds has this foolish notion that scarcely anything 

in the way of sowing, planting or reaping, or, in fact, in any kind of agri- 

cultural or horticultural work, without first consulting the moon. And 
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in connection with this a great many foolish rules are observed, as for 

instance— 

Go plant the bean when the moon is light, 

And you will find that this is right; 

Plant the potatoes when the moon is dark, 

And to this line you always hark ; 

But if you vary from this rule, 

You will find you are a fool. 

Rather, the fools are those who observe such rules. Instead of 

thus consulting the moon— 

Better it is to rise betimes 

And make hay while the sun shines, 

Than to believe in tales and lies 

Which idle monks and friars devise. 

ECONOMY OF MOISTURE. 

Although the amount of rain cannot be controlled nor the time of 

its coming foretold with much certainty, even a few days only in ad- 

vance, yet something may be done in the way of economizing it when 

it does come. This may be done by deep plowing and subsoil plowing, 

by which the moisture of all light showers is retained where it falls and 

is most needed, and does not run away from a smooth and hard sur‘ace 

soil and collect in low grounds where it is not so much needed, or per- 

haps be entirely carried away by creeks and rivers to the ocean. This 

subject has recently received considerable attention from Mr. E. R. 

Hilton in the sixth biennial report of the State Board of Agriculture 

of Kansas, who looks at the matter from the standpoint of the surface 

soil and subsoil, and his view of this matter seems plausible. As much 

of the rain received being retained in the top soil and subsoil as pos- 

sible, he thinks this may be economized by keeping the top soil loose 

all the time, so that the water can not rise freely by capillary attraction 

to the surface, where it is rapidly evaporated and lost. If the top soil 

is kept loose the water rises mostly below, where the soil is compact 

and the capillaries are small, until it comes up to where the soil is loose 

at and near the top, but does not rise freely through the loose top stra- 

tum. It therefore rises up to where it is received by the roots of the 

plants, but not much of it comes tothe surface, where it is evaporated 

and carried off. But if the top soil is allowed to become compact, the 

water rises to the top and is evaporated and lost. According to this 

theory it is important not only to keep the surface of corn-fields, 

vineyards and orchards free from weeds, which take up the moisture, 

but even to keep continually stirring the top soil to keep it loose, espe- 

cially immediately after each rain, which compacts the soil. He says: 
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“T feel confident that the experience of many farmers will confirm the 

statement that on clean ground, where the suppression of weeds does 

not figure, the corn that has been cultivated as soon as possible after 

every packing rain as practicable, has given the best results.” 

ORCHARDING IN MISSOURL.* 

PROF. J. W. CLARK. 

In presenting the subject of fruit here to-day, I have chosen the 

commercial side of the question, for the reason that, as a rule, farmers 

do not realize anything’near what they would for their fruit if it was 

grown and handled as it should be. There is a right and a wrong way 

to handle and put up fruit, and the sooner every owner of an orchard 

realizes and practices it, the sooner will he find fruit-zrowing profitable. 

Missouri, or some parts of it, seems to have been especially 

designed by nature for the cultivation of fruits; and that she can grow 

as fine fruit as can be grown by any other State in the Union has been 

proven whenever it has been made to compete with that of other States. 

The fruit interests of the State are of vital importance to her pros- 

perity, and they are becoming more so every year. 

The value of her orchard products in 1879 was nearly two millions 

of dollars, $1,812,873. Many of you have visited the fruit districts of 

the Kast, and have seen the train loads of peaches shipped daily to the 

* northern markets from the peach orchards of the peninsula during the 

picking season, and also seen the immense quantities of apples and 

other fruits grown in western New York. Now these are what are 

called the older States, and from our childhood we have been taught 

to look upon them as the great fruit centers of the country; but the 

census returns of ’79 give the entire orchard products of Maryland at 

$1,563,188, New Jersey, $860,090, and Delaware $846,692; but who, in 

79, even thought of calling Missouri a fruit center, notwithstanding her 

fruit product was greater than that of Maryland, and also more than 

the combined orchard products of both New Jersey and Delaware. 

A full fruit crop of this State is now about $10,000,000, five times 

what it was ten years ago. Missouri is making rapid advancement in 

*An address by Prof. Clark at the annual meeting of the State Board of Agri- 

culture, Columbia, Mo , November, 1889. 
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fruit culture, which is shown by the fact that a single orchard situated 

in Howell county produced this season 15,000 bushels of peaches and 

1,000 bushels of berries. This orchard was begun only five years ago, 

so that this is just a beginning, for only the first plantings were of suf- 

ficient age to bear a crop of fruit. 

From answers received by your secretary, Mr. Chubbuck, to ques- 

tions sent out by him to his correspondents in the different parts of the 

State, to ascertain to what extent orchards are being planted, it appears 

that in Northeast Missouri very little interest is taken in the cultiva- 

tion of fruits ; the same is true in Central Missouri, except in the south- 

ern part. 

In the northwest and southeast portions of the State, fruit-grow- 

ing is carried on to a considerable extent. But it is in Southwest Mis- 

souri that orchards are being planted most extensively, and from the 

way all kinds of fraits thrive in South and Southwest Missouri, it 

seems as if nature intended this part of the State for fruits; but just 

because some have made and are still making money out of fruits, it 

does not imply that every one will do it. 

To grow and handle fruit successfully, and success means dollars 

and cents (I speak from the standpoint of a commercial orchard, and 

not one for family use), requires a man particularly adapted for the 

business. No one can be a successful fruit-grower who neglects his 

trees; simply planting a tree and then letting it take care of itself does. 

not constitute a successful fruit-grower. 

It has been estimated that not over one tree in ten set throughout 

the country ever comes to bearing, and the chief cause is neglect, or 

letting them take care of themselves. Fruits to thrive and be made 

profitable must be cared for; insects, diseases, etc., must be fought, 

the fruit must be gathered and, handled properly, for the most perfect 

fruit as it hangs upon the tree ean be ruined by improper handling. 

To illustrate this, I will refer to a trial I once made: I took six 

barrels of Ben Davis apples that were hand-picked and free from 

bruises; three of the six barrels I sorted, making two barrels of nice — 

fruit and one barrel of poorer grade; I marked these three barrels lot 

one. The other three barrels I did not sort, but packed them well and 

marked them lot two. I then went to a party dealing in apples and 

told them to put me up three barrels of Ben Davis apples and to de- 

liver them at the depot ready for shipping; these I marked lot three. 

The nine barrels I shipped to a commission merchant, writing to 

him to examine each barrel of the three different lots and to sell them 

the same as he would if he had a car load of each as a sample, and 

* 
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here is the return from sales: 3 barrels, lot 1, averaged $2.10 per bar- 

rel; 3 barrels, lot 2, $1.80 per barrel; 3 barrels, lot 3, $1.40 per barrel. 

Now here we have a difference of thirty cents a barrel between 

lots one and two for simply grading the fruit as it should be, and sev- 

enty cents a barrel between lots one and three. With these facts 

before us, is it any secret why one man can make money raising fruit 

while another cannot ? 

If this is not sufficient proof that it pays to handle and put up fruit 

as it should be, let me state that only a few days ago I was told by the 

most extensive fruit-grower in this vicinity that Chicago parties deal- 

ing largely in fruit said to him that they had rather be at the expense 

of sending their own men to the farmer’s orchard and pack his fruit for 

him, paying him the same price, than to have him do it himself. Yet 

there is no reason why the farmer cannot put up his own fruit and get 

what it costs the dealer to send his men to do it, if he will only put it 

up as it should be; but before he will do this, he must distinctly under-. 

stand that windfalls, fruit that has been shaken from the trees or 

bruised in any way, will never bring the highest price, for to sell well 

it must be put upon the market in an attractive manner. 

There are to-day probably at least 75,000 acres of commercial apple 

orchards in Missouri, besides those set for family use, the income of 

which is no paltry sum. 

The annual yield of an apple tree from the eighth year after plant-. 

ing to the twentieth will not be over-estimated if we call it one and 

one-half barrels. The average price for good winter fruit is not far 

from $1.50 per barrel; deducting 35 cents, the price of the barrel, and 

we have $1.15 for the apples. If the trees are planted thirty-three feet 

apart we have forty to the acre. giving sixty barrels of fruit; these at 

$1.15 per barrel give $69; this I think is not an over-estimate. 

One of your secretary’s correspondents in Laclede county says 

that his orchard, planted eleven years ago, has for the last five years. 

given him an annual income of two dollars per tree. He furthermore 

says that an orchard of forty acres set to Ben Davis after five years 

planting will pay a greater profit than the best 200-acre farm sown to 

grain of any kind. 

Another correspondent in Northwest Missouri says that notwith- 

standing the low prices obtained by the farmers for their apples the 

past few years, they pay a better net income over cost of production 

than any other farm crop; that apples sell from one-half to the full 

price of wheat per bushel. Nowat L} barrels or 43 bushels to the tree 

and 40 trees to the acre, we have a yield of 180 bushels, which at one- 

half the price of wheat, would give us the value of 90 bushels of wheat 
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‘to the acre; the cost of production is more in the case of apples, but 

is it equal to the money value of 70 bushels of wheat, for 180 bushels 

of apples to the acre is not as great a yield as 20 bushels of wheat 

would be. Still another correspondent in Southeast Missouri says 

‘that owing to the severe winters, orchards have been sadly neglected, 

‘but those who have stuck to their orchards and cared for them have 

made and are still making money out of them. 

Mr. Murray, of Holt county, Vice-President of your State Horti- 

‘cultural Society, gives for his orchard of 8 acres, set 17 years ago, an 

annual net income for the past LO years of $64.32 per acre. He also 

says that about 3} acres of these were Ben Davis; the remainder was 

made up of over 40 different varieties; but had the entire orchard been 

Ben Davis, his net income per acre would have been at least $100. 

Now just here are some facts that should be thoroughly understood 

‘by all planters of orchards, and they are facts that the most successful 

fruit-growers of the country are agreed upon: 

That in different soils or climates, varieties of fruits behave differ- 

ently; a variety may do well in one soil or climate, when it is nearly 

worthless in another. 

Some varieties of fruit are productive, while others are shy bear- 

ers. 

A fruit to be profitable must be productive. 

Certain varieties of fruit are in demand in one market, while in an- 

Other they are not wanted. 

A bright-colored fruit sells better than one of a dull color. 

Dealers do not like to buy a mixed lot of fruit. I mean by this, a 

lot made up of several varieties, 

Some may say, if we all go into growing fruit the markets will be 

overstocked and glutted, and there will be no sale for it. To such I 

would say that I do not advise every farmer to set out a commercial 

orchard, for the reason that many of them would neglect the trees, or 

not handle the fruit as it should be, and would lose money; but I do 

advise any man who has land suited to apples, where he has good ship- 

ping facilities, and who will not neglect hia trees, nor get discouraged, 

‘to set out just as large an orchard of the most profitable market varie- 

ties as he can see to well; but beyond this not to plant a single tree, 

for there is more clear money in an orchard of five acres well cared for 

than there is in one of fifty that is neglected. 

Plant, and do not feel uneasy as to where you will find a market, 

for if you will grow a good fruit and put it upon the market in an at- 

tractive manner, it will always sell for a good honest price, no matter 

thow overstocked and glutted the market is with ordinary and inferior 

fruit. 
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Do not be afraid that sc many apples will be grown in your neigh- 

borhood that it will be impossible to find a buyer, for in practice it has. 

been found that wherever there has been a sufficient quantity of any 

one product to make it an object for dealers to go and handle that pro- 

duct, they are always glad to do it, but when there is but a small quan- 

tity of any one product, dealers will not be at the expense of going 

themselves or sending their agents to purchase it, and the producer 

must run after the dealer instead of the dealer coming to him. 

There is not a state in the Union that offers equal inducements to: 

the cultivation of the apple, as does the State of Missouri. You have 

varieties suited to her soil and climate, and as to location, you have an 

advantage over nearly all the other states. 

If we go to the north into Lowa, we soon reach the point where 

nothing but iron-clad apples can withstand the severity of the climate, 

and the most hardy of these are killed during a severe winter. 

When we go west into Kansas we soon strike that dry belt of 

country subject to the hot, scorching winds, where apples have never 

been made to thrive. If we go south into Texas we get south of the 

apple belt. So that Missouri stands, as it were, on a promontory by 

herself on the frontier of the apple belt. You have open to you the 

markets of that vast tract of country known as the great Northwest, 

the markets of the West to the very shores of the Pacific, and a the 

South as far as you care to go. 

This may not apply to fruits of a perishable nature, for such, of 

necessity, must find a market near the place of production, and the de- 

mand for which is limited; yet it is astonishing how the taste of any 

community can be so educated that fruits become one of the indispen- 

sable articles of daily food, instead of being looked upon as a luxury. 

HOLT COUNTY AS. IT IS. 

BY W.R. LAUGHLIN, ELM GROVE. 

This article is written for those who would know more of Missouri. 

My object is to stimulate an interest in Missouri, more especially 

in Northwest Missouri, and most especially in Holt county and its twin 

sister Andrew. 
What I shall write of Holt is most of it equally true of Andrew, 

and very much of it will apply to the river counties from the northwest 
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corner of our State to below Cape Girardeau, where the hills and the 

Loess deposit leave off and the great level country begins. 

I would wish no one to sell out where they may be and come 

here on my say-so, but advise all who think of changing places of resi- 

dences to come and see for themselves. 

Holt is one of the western tier of counties, and only Atchison lies 

between it and the Iowa line. From its northwest corner to its south- 

east, the Missouri river sweeps in a great and irregular curve, of per- 

haps fifty miles. The eastern boundary of the county is the Nodaway 

river, which runs a nearly straight course for perhaps thirty-five miles. 

‘The fortieth parallel passes near the center of the county, and the 

ninety-fifth meridian is just east of our eastern line. 

At the southeast corner of the county the altitude of the Missouri 

river at high water mark is about 850 feet, while the highest point in 

the county is nearly exactly 300 feet higher. 

THE AREA 

Of Holt county is a little more than 300,000 acres. Of this area per- 

haps 60,000 acres are bottom land, mostly prairie. Nearly one-half is 

high rolling prairie, while the remaining 90,000 acres is timbered hill 

country. 

THE SOIL OF HOLT COUNTY 

May be divided into at least four varieties,and these again into endless 

variations. The material of the high prairie in the central and northern 

part of the county, the Loess hills, which for the whole length of the 

county lie next to the Missouri bottom. Again, the vast sweep of the 

great bottom differs in its make up from each of the two first named, 

and all of these from the Nodaway bottom. 

To form the trenches where now lie the bottom lands of the Mis- 

souri and of the Nodaway, the forces long ago took away the loess— 

the sediment that was left over all else when the great lake was 

drained, removed the thin and varying sheet of drift, and scooped far 

down into the material that had been deposited at the bottom of the 

later oceans. But between the two river valleys and on either side of 

both, the strata of rocks and of shales, left perhaps by the very last 

ocean, are the visible foundation of our hills. 

Geology suggests a valuable bed of coal 300 to 400 feet below the 

waters of the Missouri, and probably extending under all of Holt county. 

The material of the ocean beds has been much disturbed, and 

enters into the composition of our soils. In the southeastern part of 

Holt county this formation is well exposed, and every stratum is easily 

accessible for a perpendicular height of more than 200 feet. 
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Fairly above high-water mark of the Missouri river we find twenty 

feet of a limestone, which analysis shows to contain ninety per cent of 

carbonate of lime. It is a good building stone, and burns into a good 

article of lime. 

Perhaps fifty feet higher is a thick bed of variously colored shales 

that could be easily ground into an excellent fire-proof paint. I have 

seen some very fine specimens of this shale of red, and some of purple 

colors, bright enough to make a good-looking paint for many purposes. 

The Indians, or perhaps the mound builders, have buried with the 

charred remains of human beings that may be found in hundreds of 

their mounds on the hill tops next to the river, many highly colored 

Specimens of the same shale. 

About twenty feet above this stratum of shale is another bed 

of limestone twenty feet thick—the same layer that furnishes the valu- 

able building stone taken out at the lower quarries at Parkville. Higher 

in the hills, the last legacy left us by the very latest of the oceans is 

the stratum from which comes the very famous building stone of Fort 

Leavenworth, and of the upper quarries at Parkville. For half a cen- 

tury has civilized man been among these hills, and to the present hour 

all these valuable things are nearly entirely undeveloped, in fact, nearly 

unknown; but the time draws nigh when there will be use and need for 

much that lies in the hills of Southeastern Holt waiting its time. 

In the times of the oceans this region was not a quiet one, as may 

be read from the changing features of these rock-beds,and in the days 

of the lake this part of Holt county was as much perhaps as any other 

a meeting place’of the waters, and of the endless variety of material 

brought from so many places by the innumerable and ever changing 

currents. 

Next above the last born of the oceans comes the Drift deposit ; 

that creation of debatable origin, but of very definite character, of 

uncertain thickness, never very deep, and in many places wholly want- 

ing. It has but little to do with our soils, but from it come valuable 

sands and clays. Mix this sand with the lime and the cements to be 

burned out of the limestones that lie just beneath, and we may have 

mortars for all of their purposes. Mix the drift sands with the clays 

of the same formation, and the best of bricks can be made, as has been 

proven forty years ago. There is no good reason why Holt county 

should continue to bring its pottery from Peoria, Monmouth, Cinecin- 

nati, or even from across the sea, while under our feet are the clays of 

the drift. 
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NEXT IN ALTITUDE 

Above the Drift comes the Loess, a formation quite different from 
any other on this continent; made under peculiar circumstances; 

brought together by the many currents that from three-fourths of a 

million square miles inet together and pooled their vast variety of 

material under the waters of the greatest of lakes. If you would know 

from whence all this was brought, spread before you a map of all the 

expanse drained by the Missouri river. Trace each river and rivulet, 

each brook and rill to their sources. Go upon the mountain sides and 

see the torrents, and on and up till you have found the places where 

the water trickles from the eternal snows; aye, and still on and up 

to where the cold endures forever, to where the fiercest storms of earth 

beat on the cliffs,and the avalanche crushes everything from its path,. 

and all is tending down, always downward. When you have compre- 

hended the size of the area drained, when you have somewhat acquainted 

yourself with the geology of that vast region, when you reason on the 

mechanical forces that have ground out and moved their products here, 

then may you understand how the upper story of Holt county was 

made. When we understand the chemistry of its materials, we shall 

know why this is “the best of all soils.” 

The loess, many feet in thickness, forms the upper part of all the 

high country of Holt county. Among the hills it is more or less pure, 

but on the high prairie itis much mixed, especially near the surface, 

with other material. 

The loess is a marl—it is mostly from limestone ground to an almost 

impalpable powder, mechanically mixed with other constituents, and 

chemically combined with other materials for a first-class soil, while its 

great depth makes it inexhaustible. Dirt brought up from many feet 

below the surface soon produces well. 

Mechanically the loess is quite peculiar. Wellsare often left un- 

walled. Cuts on roads are made perpendicular, or nearly so. Many 

cellars and caves are without walls, and are never troubled with water 

rising or coming through the soil into them. Roots of trees and all 

vegetations penetrate it to an unusual depth. 

The cliffs of the older rocks in many places have been worn away, 

and the loess sliding or washing from above has mingled with their 

particles, forming the soil of our creek bottoms, and of much of our 

slope land. This process of disintegration and mixing is what gives 

the hill country such endless variety to its soil, even when the loess is 

“very much the larger element. 
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Imagine, over the rocks of the ocean beds, a rolling prairie built 

of the loess with a varying mixture of the drift, and on its surface a 

soil two to three feet deep made from the decaying vegetation of un- 

measured centuries. That imagining is an existing reality on the up- 

land prairie of Holt county, one of the best and fairest tracts of farm- 

ing land in all the West. 

THE GREAT MISSOURI BOTTOM 

Is stillin process of construction. The material is being brought from 

the same sources and is of very much the same character as the loess 

of the hills, only that what is now coming down in this later stage of 

the process contains less of volcanic ash and more of sand than did 

the earlier washings, and the now greater growth of vegetation above 

sends down more vegetable matter than came in the long ago. The 

soil of the bottom is good enough, be it sandy or gumbo, to grow any- 

thing. I believe the time is not a generation distant when the system 

of reservoirs that is to be at and near the head waters of the streams 

that. make the Missouri river, and the irrigation that will take place, 

will so control the volume of water in the Missouri that overflow will 

seldom, perhaps never come. What will then be the value of the 3,000 

square miles of the great Missouri bottom that lie inside of our State? 

THEK SOIL OF THE NODAWAY BOTTOM 

Has been brought from the prairies of Iowa, and from such part of 

Missouri as is drained by the Nodaway river. A compound of loess 

and glacier products and humus, it could but be, as many years culti- 

vation has proved it to be, very productive. It sometimes overflows, 

but when the freshet has gone, the soil is all there and a little more has 

been added. 

From the level of our bottom lands to the tops of our highest hills 

the difference in altitude is nearly 300 feet. This gives us every possible 

slope and exposure, and, with the varying make-up of our soil, munch 

opportunity for choice as to where this or that vegetable or fruit or 

variety of fruit shall be planted. Nowhere else on the continent are 

apples and peaches so beautifully colored as among the hills of our 

peculiar formation in Missouri. No country produces a greater variety 

of vegetables. No soil puts into its products finer texture or higher 

flavor. 

The extreme mechanical fineness of our soil and its peculiar chem- 

ical character make it one of the best, perhaps the very best, to stand 

drouth. The year 1885 was very dry; 1886 was still drier; but the 

H R—9 
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longest and greatest of all drouths reached its worst in 1887; and even 

then no human being needed to lack for plenty of food, bread, meat, 

fruits and vegetables, and our stock did not perish of starvation. 

OF THE CLIMATE 

Of Holt county, not much needs to be said. It is the inter-continental 

climate much modified by our surroundings. Directly south of us isa 

wide sweep of river and of river hills for more than fifty miles. East 

of Holt is the Nodaway river and the timbered hill country of Andrew 

county. On the west side are the Missouri river and the hills of the 

Kansas side, while far to the northwest stretches more than a hundred 

miles of Missouri river, and of hills on either side, that stand guard 

between us and the fearful northwesters that rage unchecked over the 

prairies of Iowa and Nebraska. The history of fifty years shows that 

we have been less afflicted with drouth than the more open regions 

around us in any direction; and no blizzard has ever reached us as 

such, nor until very much of its fury had been spent. I firmly believe 

that our immediate surroundings will give us, especially in the southern 

end of the county, an important degree of exemption from extremes of 

heat and cold, from drouth and from destructive storms. Certainly 

our climate is the better for the rivers and the hills and the timber that 

are around us on the three sides. 

FOR THE PRODUCTION OF WEEDS, 

Native or naturalized, Holt county with confidence enters the lists as 

against all comers. Sunflowers sixteen feet high, rag-weed as tall, 

mustard, jimpson, careless weed, lamb’s-quarter. Hemp—on all of 

these the birds of the air build their nests, and the smell boy sports 

among their branches. At times we mourn on account of our weeds; 

but we are consoled when we remember that the soil that bears such 

weeds will and does produce crops just a8 well as it does weeds. 

CLOVER 

Does very well here, and reconstructs worn or washed places quickly 

and Gertainly.: * )*\ety # 

Passing through our big bottom along our creek valleys, up or 

down our slopes, over the ridges, looking from our high places, may be 

found a fair land to look upon; and, when the green leaves are on the 

trees, or when they put on their gorgeous fall colors, no county of the 

State has more of beauty than ours. Missouri is the beautiful State, 

and we have our full share. 
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HEALTH OF HOLT COUNTY. 

I quote the following from the very highest authority on the sub- 

ject: 

After a residence of twenty-five years in Ohio and ten years in Illinois and 

twenty years in this county, I can speak from comparison of these lecalities, and 

say truthfully that Helt county is much freer from disease than any place I have 

lived. About one-fifth of the county is bottom land, being the bottoms of the Mis- 

souri and Nodaway rivers, and generally we have some malarial fevers the latter 

part of summer and fall on the bottom lands; but since the overflow of 1883 the 

entire county has been almost entirely free from malarial diseases. In fact, we 

have had no epidemics of any kind for many years. 

In an extensive practice of twenty years here, I find less scarlet fever, less 

diphtheria and less summer diseases of children. While localities east of us are 

being ravaged with epidemics of diphtheria and scarlet fever, we have here only 

sporadic cases. Any one seeking a home in the west need have no fears of sick- 

ness, for this county will be an improvement so far as health is concerned, to 

almost any other country, especially to all places east or south of here. Four-fifths 

of the county is upland prairie and timber, having fine drainage, being well sup- 

plied with good pure water, a clear, dry atmosphere—all the essential elements to 

make it a healthy country. A. GOSLIN, M. D. 

THE TIMBER. 

In the settling up of Holt county the grand old trees of the natural 

forests were mostly slaughtered. Millions of rails were made from 

walnut and burr oak trees of large size and of finest quality. Millions 

of feet of lumber were cut from such trees and sold at about $8 per 

1,000 feet. In many cases those trees, if left standing till now, would 

sell on the stump for from two to five times as much as the farms from 

which they were taken would bring to-day. As I pass those rails I 

almost imagine I can hear them accuse the men who destroyed the old 

patriarchs from which they were riven. 

The cord-wood fiend followed slow after the first horde of the 

vandals, and his hand is still heavy. A small pittance hardly earned is 

his reward, unless, indeed, waste, destruction and the seeming desert 

he leaves behind him are gain and pleasure to him. But nature seems 

in haste to hide the shame. Every stump sends up shoots or suckers, 

and these soon form a vigorous second growth of young trees covered 

with as varied and as beautiful a leafage as can be found in any county 

in the Union. The invention of barbed wire and the stock law have 

done much to save our forests. I will name some varieties in their 
order as to quality: 

Cottonwood, mostly on the bottoms. 

Oaks—Black oak, red oak, burr oak, white oak and chestnut oak. 

Black walnut is plentiful and grows everywhere. 
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The red and the white elms are plentiful and grow rapidly. 

Soft maple and the willows are very plenty on the bottoms, and 

scattering hard maples are found among the hills. 

The linden is natural to our soil. 

Box elder, mulberry, Kentucky coffee tree, hackberry, sycamore,. 

wild cherry, honey locust, black and white hickories, ash and buckeye. 

Among the smaller trees or shrubs are iron wood, paw paw, red bud, 

black haw, red haw, sumac, three varieties, wahoo, white thorn, prickly 

ash, elder, dogwood, hazel, ivy, grape vines in variety, etc., ete. 

THE WINTER OF 1884-5 

Was a very cold one and the hardest on fruit trees of any ever known 

here for half a century. Following that came the great drouth of 

1885-86 and ’87. Each season was drier than the one that preceded it, 

and only very severe winters came after each summer of drouth. 

Very old apple orchards were fearfully injured, and bearing peach or- 

chards were mostly nearly wiped out. Berry patches were but little 

hurt by the winters, but in both ’86 and ’87 the raspberries were in- 

ferior and the blackberries dried on the bushes. Such a series of bad 

years had never been since the country was settled fifty years ago, nor 

any such single year as either one of the lasttwo years of the drouth ;. 

nor is it at all likely that such another time will visit our region inside 

the next century. 

As to the profitableness of apple growing here, allow me to refer 

you to the annual reports of our State Horticultural society made during 

the last few years, and more particularly to that for the year 1888, p. 216 

There you will find facts, figures, names and dates, localities, varieties 

and style of handling. I have not been able to learn from the old set- 

tlers that there was ever a total failure of apples. Many years the 

crop has been very heavy; most years a full crop; and only one year 

has it been estimated as low as one-fourth of a full crop. The average 

price of winter apples has been about the same as that of wheat. The 

results of apple raising here for a generation and a half have given the 

people confidence in the business, and apple trees are being planted on 

a large scale. One hundred thousand acres of Holt county should be 

used for apple orchards. 

PEACHES 

Were very profitable on the average from the time the first trees bore 

until and including the year 1882. Since then, killing of the blossom 

buds by winter extremes has taken place five years of the eight, and 

the trees were badly injured by three of the winters. Few persons are 

now planting many peach trees; though people still keep planting 
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enough, hoping to raise peaches for home use when they hit. No region 

in the United States produces better peaches than ours. 

PEARS 

We feared to plant, becase of blight; but a few men,notably Mr. G. T. 

Luckhardt, of our county seat, have succeeded well with them. There 

is a new interest taken in pear growing. 

PLUMS 

Have been profitable—some years very much so—and by planting the 

right varieties among each other, and then killing the curculio, can be 

relied upon to bring good pay for the Jabor given. 

CHERRIES, 

Except the Early Richmond, are not a regular crop, being sometimes 

very heavy and again light. The quality is very fine. 

GRAPES. 

We hope soon to control the rot, or rots, and then grapes will be 

as sure as weeds. In no place are they of better quality than here. 

STRAWBERRIES, 

When properly cared for, do very best. 

FOR RASPBERRIES AND FOR BLACKBERRIES, 

Our soil is a natural one. Perhaps no equal area in all the land has 

produced more or better wild blackberries than did the southern end 

of Holt county for many years, until fires set for that purpose destroyed 

the bushes. 

CURRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES 

Have done only tolerably well on the high lands, but on the Missouri 

bottom they bear crops that are simply immense. 

SHOWINGS OF HOLT COUNTY FRUIT. 

About fifteen years ago Mr. George Meyer took from his own 

orchards in the southern end of Holt county to the great fair at St. 

Joseph a large collection of apples, and easily took the first premium 

over the three or four States competing. At the show of fruit made 

at the meeting of the Mississippi Valley Horticultural society held at 

St. Louis in the fall of 1880, Mr. N. F. Murray, with peaches trom his own 

and his brother’s orchards, carried off the honors and the highest pre- 

mium for largest and best collection of peaches. Nineteen States 
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showed fruits. The affair was not a cheap one,and Mr. Munson, of 

Texas, and Mr. Van Deman, now for years pomologist of the United 

States Agricultural department, having been two of the three persons 

on the committee that made the award, is full and sufficient warrant. 

for its value. No locality showed better apples at that same meeting” 

than did Holt county. At Kansas City in 1883 Mr. Murray took first 

premium for largest and best display of fruit by any one person. In 

the same year Mr. Murray showed at the Nebraska State fair at Omaha 

three hundred plates of Holt county apples and some other fruits.. 

Only a technicality prevented his sweeping the largest premiums there. 

Holt county fruit was confessed to be the best and the highest colored 

of any shown. : The “ Kinzy,” a new seedling from Holt county, was. 

awarded the first premium at the New Orleans exposition of 1886, as. 

the “best fall apple.” 

At the greatest of all apple shows made, by the Missouri State 

Horticultural society at St. Louis in 1888, the showing of fruit made by 

Holt county was as good as that of any county in the State. To say 

that it was as good is the highest praise. 

At the New Era exposition at St. Joseph last fall, 1889, Mr. Murray 

exhibited eight hundred plates of apples, pears, peaches, plums, grapes,. 

etc., all from one neighborhood in the southern end of our county, and 

was awarded the $500 premium for best showing. 

At Omaha, at Council Bluffs, and no doubt at other places, small 

dealers, as a custom, have taken from the original packages peaches. 

raised in Holt county, and branding them “California peaches,” have 

habitually sold them for fancy prices. 

AS TO A MARKET 

For fruit raised here: One hundred miles north of us is the extreme 

limit of successful apple growing, and that is confined to a few counties. 

next to the Missouri river in each of the States of Lowa and Nebraska,. 

and ‘within the Loess deposit. No essential competition with our 

apples can ever come from the drift and glacier-made prairies of the 

Alst parallel. The crabs and the Russians produced there can not-be 

sold where the apples of Missouri are offered side by side with them. I 

speak after an acquaintance of thirty-seven years with this region. The 

Rocky Mountains on the west, the Gulf of Mexico on the south, and 

the limit of the inhabitabie country toward the arctic circle—these are 

the bounds of the American marketing place for our green apples, and 

the foreign markets yet unexplored are in the four corners of the globe.. 

In 1886 Holt county sold 200,000 bushels of apples at from thirty 

to fifty cents per bushel. 
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LATE PEACHES 

Might be made exceedingly profitable here if the seasons were to be 

as they were before 1883. 

BLACKBERRIES AND RASPBERRIES. 

The consumption of the fresh berries and of the fine things that 

can be made from them will more than keep pace with the production. 

The area where they will be raised is quite limited. 

If our fruits and fruit products here are handled in sufficient quan- 

tities, with good judgment, and honestly, we will find market enough ; 

nay, indeed, the men who want them will send after them. 

SCHOOLS. 

There are seventy-six school districts in the county, in any of 

which a good “common school education” can be had by any who will. 

There are six graded schools in the county, employing from three to 

eight teachers each. The county school funds amount to nearly $100,000, 

and the funds are on the increase. The interest on these funds is applied 

to the support of the schools. There are other sources from which the 

money for the annual use of the schools is derived, so that the total 

amount of money apportioned to the schools for the year 1888 was 

$15,620. 

CHURCHES. 

The Presbyterians have five churches in the county; the M. E. 

church, seven; M. E. church, South, three; Baptist, four; Christian, 

eight; Evangelical, four; German M. HE. church, two; United Brethren, 

two; Catholic, two; Lutheran, two; Church of God (Tunker), two. 

NEWSPAPERS 

Published in the county, five. 

SALOONS 

The county is almost free from. The jail is often empty. The well- 

equipped and well-managed poor farm has now but few residents. 

Formerly, when saloons were plenty, our paupers numbered thirty or 

forty. 
’ 

OUR ROADS 

Are as good as the average, at least, and the principal ones are kept 

in good repair. The streams have many bridges and most of the 

bridges are very good ones. 
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ASSESSMENT FOR 1888. POPULATION. 

Realvestate. a7 so esies sisyckeers $3,209" 900s 4Oreconk. veruaceerrecien sees emer 1, 200 
eETSOM A ae cents eee set ee he TY982 obo | MIOUNG Citys, sss ac css cess tees | 1,500 
VAI TOA ciao ers eerste oe isieis os Sy evil PTENIGlS SoGonu copadanonee se tec: | 600 
Releorapberscs ace cease CMU CRAIOn. ccryeisusretoniecreisis era.s) s\e' «si siereisiers 700 
Merchants and manufact’rs. 202,286. |) Horeste Cityncmiccctrect a+ <0. s ete 700 

—— —--—  Bigelow................. ce eeeees | 200 
PS OG ANE Geis caro stals seis. clerale cre DeOT9 SOL | | CORDING etter cisieeetcre = oe" erers ae | 200 

OT VES she nite daieeita se dala clet> Saree | 250 
RATE OF TAXATION. ING We BOUIG are creer icc gaicye vars, ave aterers 100 

About 22,000 in the county. 
Statestaxs. ce sceieccisicnte 40 ets. per $100 
County tax. iocs.0fe64 = 30 cts. per $100 

The value of the school buildings in each of these places ranges 

from $2,000 to $25,000. 

THE MAIN LINE 

Of the Kansas City, St. Joseph & Council Bluffs railroad enters Holt 

county at the southeast corner and runs on the bottom next the hills, 

passing near the center of the county and out atthe northwest corner, 

thirty-nine miles of the main line being within the county. At Napier 

a branch runs westward and crosses the Missouri river at Rulo on its 

way to Denver. From Bigelow the Nodaway Valley road runs north- 

east to lowa; and at Corning the Tarkio Valley road starts on its course 

also northeast into Iowa. 

FROM THE DEPTHS 

Below, up through its deposits of minerals, its beds of coal, its variety 

of soils, rock-beds and clays, its level lands, countless slopes and oak- 

crowned hills, the great river and the many rivers that run into it, I 

believe Missouri to be by nature the best State in the Union; and as 

a place where to build homes, Holt is one of its very best counties. 

No person needs to be alone in Holt county. The scholar, thinker 

and real gentleman can find fit company within our borders. The man 

of vast experiences can find his fellow, and compare notes with men 

whose deeds have equaled his own. All of our professions number in 

their ranks men who would be men anywhere. Our farmers and 

our fruit-growers are the peers of any in the land. The most degraded 

need not live in solitude, for in kennel or den, in cave or in the nest 

of unclean birds, he may find his like. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN. 

There is room, scope and verge for youin Holt county. Our re- 

sources are scarcely prospected—not at all developed. The near 

future should see one-third of our area covered with orchards and 

vineyards and market gardens. The vast regions north and west of us 
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that will soon count their population by the many millions, but where 

the fruits can not be raised, will call for all of our fruits, fresh, dried or 

canned, while the array of cities that stand on either hand of the great 

river will take immense quantities of the products of our gardens. 

Our hills should be made to yield up their treasures of building stone, 

of cements, of paints, of material for the brick-maker and of clay for 

the hand of the potter. Canneries and jelly factories should rise here 

and there on places easy of access from our hills, our slopes and our 

bottoms. 

We are not working to make Holt county nor the State a field for 

land speculators, nor a place owned by a rich few and worked by a 

poor many. It is home people we want, and each family owning its 

own home. We do not invite the great capitalist to make of our coun- 

try a plunder ground; nor do we want among us the men who would 

set law at naught and seek to destroy society. Millionaire, anarchist, 

Saloon keeper, please stay away. 

Good fruit lands, unimproved, can be bought for from $5 to $20 

per acre, and not more than five or six miles, at farthest, from some 

railroad station. 

To such as we invite we say, our lands can be bought cheap—in 

proportion to their real value, very cheap. The center of Missouri is 

the center of the best 400 miles square in North America. The center 

of the coming continental republic is within the borders of grand young 

Missouri. 

Now—soon—is the time to secure a place where you may build for 

yourselves and your children your share of the grand destiny that is 

just coming to this region, where is to be the highest civilization of the 

future. 

TEN MILLIONS 

Of human beings need not to crowd each other in Missouri. If there 

were built a wall that should confine the people within the bounds of 

the State and keep out all the rest of the world, the people on the in- 

side of that wall could find in its timber and its mines, or produce from 

its soil and its factories, everything necessary to first-class conditions 

of society and to an abundant comfort. 

COME AND SEE 

Missouri and her people, her cities and her villages ; learn of her finan- 

cial condition as a State; ascertain whatare her school and other funds, 

and what are her State institutions; see what can be seen of her min- 

eral wealth,and read what science says of developments yet to be made; 
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- examine her quarries; walk upon her soil and see the crops it bears; 

go among her forests when the leaves are green upon the trees, or when 

they have changed to the gorgeous colors they wear in the fall-time ;. 

look upon her fruits and see that they are beautiful—taste, and see that 

they are good. Search for facts and reject fancies. Judge for your- 

self, and if you come with earnest purpose to help yourself and to help 

to better society, you will find friends to appreciate and that will ap- 

preciate you. 

For information address— 

FOR HOLT COUNTY. 

Dr. A. Goslin, Oregon; T. C. Dungan, Oregon; Wm. Brodbeck, Oregon 3 

Wm. Kaucher, Oregon; Stephen Blanchard, Oregon; H. fT. Alkire, Oregon; Clark 

Irvine, Oregon; B. O. Cowan, New Point ; George P. Skeels, Mound City; D. W. 

Porter, Mound City; 5. Dunkelberger, Mound City; H. C. Smith, Mound City; 

S. F. Kellogg, Maitland; Levi Kauffman, Maitland; Richard Collison, Maitland ; 

Mathew Davis, Maitland; E. L. Hart, Maitland; Dr. J. N. Winston, Fortescue; 

Jacob Book, Fortescue; H. A. Dankers, Corning; C. Shults, Craig; A. M. Hun- 

ter, Craig; E. J. Kellogg, Craig; N. F. Murray, Elm Grove; W. R. Laughlin, Elin 

Grove; J. R. Milne, Elm Grove; A. G. Young, Elm Grove. 
. 

FOR ANDREW COUNTY. 

Wm. Ent, Savannah; S. R. Williams, Savannah; G. Segesseman, Amazonia; 

Chas. MeGonigle, ~amazonia; John Zimmerman, Amazonia; Ed. Robinson, Bole- 

kow; J. S. Denny, Fillmore; G. W. Walrath, Rea; V. W. Wilson, Whitesville; 

David Bonham, Empire; W. W. P. Slade, Helena. 

AMERICAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY’S ANNUAL MEETING 

i 

EpiroR RURAL WoRLpD: According to program, the Missouri 

members of the American Horticultural society left Kansas City on 

the evening of February 12, over the M., K.& T. R.R. Traveling that 

night through Eastern Kansas, the morning found us speeding over 

the Indian Territory. Before daylight it began to rain, and, without a 

moment’s delay, it continued the whole of the day, a cold, dreary, chill- 

ing rain. 

The beautiful country of the Territory looked dreary enough, but 

in the trained eye of the farmer and fruit-grower there could be seen 

some wonderful advantages, especially in certain locations. We finda 

variety of soil, some adapted to grazing purposes only; other soil 
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worthy of good cultivation in corn, wheat, oats or grass; other soil 

still, where the small, short stalks of cotton seem to indicate a good, 

fertile land, but as if the climate for cotton growing had been a little 

too cool and they had been trying to stretch the cotton belt too far 

north. 

Entering the Territory near Chetopa, Kansas, we passed through 

Vinita, Waggoner, Gibson, crossing the Arkansas river at Muskogee,, 

then the north and south forks of the Canadian river to McAllister. 

Here we find a branch road running out to the coal mines, where an 

abundance of good coal is found. 

At Atoka we find another branch to the Lehigh coal mines, where 

there is to be found plenty of the best of coal, and we saw train loads. 

of it going north and south to supply the railroads and surrounding 

country. 

Crossing Red river we find ourselves in the great State of Texas. 

at Denison. The continued down-pour of the cold rain of the 13th 

prevented us from spending even the hour alloted us in looking at the 

growing young city. But enough has been written of that city and 

country so that it is well known. : 

Part of the journey from Denison to Austin was in the night, so: 

that we could not tell of it at all; but if what we passed over, and did 

have an opportunity of seeing, is a good specimen of Texas, I do not 

wonder that Texans are proud of the State. Leaving Denison we went 

through Whitesboro, Denton, Fort Worth, Waco, Echo and Taylor to 

Austin, crossing the Brazos river at Waco, and coming to the north 

side of the Colorado river at Austin. 

Texas is certainly a State of wonderful distances and grand possi- 

bilities. When we begin to get it into our heads that Texas has an 

area of 250,000 square miles, larger than the Austrian empire and 

34,000 square miles to spare, larger than the German empire and 62,000 

more, greater in extent than France with her millions of inhabitants 

and 70,000 square miles to spare, we can get some faint idea of her ex- 

tent. No wonder Texans are proud of their State. 

The extreme length of Texas from north to south is 750 miles and 

from east to west 800 miles. The State is probably as varied in its 

topography as any in the United States. Eastern Texas is timbered. 

Southeast Texas is a vast open plain. West and northwest are the 

hills and mountains, and the extreme northwest is what is known as 

the Staked Plains or Panhandle. 

The soil is as various as the topography. The Commissioner of 

Agriculture of the State gives eight varieties of soil—black waxy, black 
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sandy, black pebbly, hog wallow, gray sandy, red sandy, sandy loam 

and alluvial. 

Black waxy soil is the richest and is adapted to grain-growing. 

Black sandy soil for fruit-growing. The alluvial soil is especially 

adapted to sugar growing. So much for the soils. 

Well, we reached Austin on the morning of the 14th, St. Valen- 

tine’s day. The cold rain had stopped as we reached Fort Worth, and 

a clear cold night set in. 

On the morning of the 14th we found the ground covered with a 

heavy white frost, which it seemed to us would injure garden truck and 

fruit, and I suppose it did. Itis said that this was about the coldest 

they have had, for they have had absolutely no winter. 

Grass is green and they have been having gardeus all winter, but 

it seemed strange to us not to find the peach treesin bloom. I had 

expected this far south to find them fully out, but such is not the case, 

and they seemed little farther advanced than they are with us in Mis- 

souri. 

The capital, Austin, is finely located on the north and south sides 

of the Colorado river. Tile capitol building is on the top of a hill, 

looking down Congress avenue to the Colorado river. This building 

is a fine granite structure, the second largest in the United States, and 

is built entirely of granite from Granite mountain, about sixty miles 

from the eapital. The length of the building is 566 feet, width 288 feet 

and height 511 feet, and it was built by Chicago parties for 4,000,000 

acres of land in the Panhandle—probably as good an investment as 

could be made with their lands, for Texas is like the millionaire who 

has more land or money than she knows what to do with. 

About Austin is located a number of State institutions—the uni- 

versity, asylums for the deaf and dumb, blind, insane, and also the 

State university. 

It would take too long to tell you of half of the advantages of 

Texas and her wealth, but will close this with a statement of the wealth 

of her public schools. The State endowment of the public schools is 

large—now about $7,000,000 in interest-bearing bonds, $10,000,000 

in interest-bearing land notes, and 28,000,000 acres of unsold lands. 

Besides this each county has an endowment of 17,000 acres of land. 

There will be no need of uneducated people in Texas long. 

The American Horticultural society arrived on Saturday, and will 

begin its session on Monday, when I will report progress. 

LAr G: 
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EpItoR RuRAL WoRLD: About one hundred members of the 

American Horticultural society were collected together this morning, 

when the informal reception was given to the society by Governor 

Ross in the State capitol. There were collected together men from the 

far East and North and South, men who came thousands of miles for 

the purpose of meeting with the society. At 10a.m. the Governor 

received each member, and shook hands with them as they passed be- 

fore him, and had a happy word for each one. 

The morning, except the reception, was spent in arranging the 

fruits, flowers and trees in the agricultural rooms of the capitol. 

Our State society of Missouri has on exhibition forty varieties of 

apples as fine as were ever seen anywhere. Rome Beauty, which 

measure fifteen inches around; W. W. Pearmain, the largest and most 

perfect apples I ever saw; Jonathan, which would make your mouth 

water ; Grimes’ Golden, Yellow Belleflower, Ben Davis, Winesap, Hunts- 

man, Clayton, Willow Twig, Janet, Ortley, Gilpin, Big Romanite, Law- 

ver, McAfee, White Rambo, Nickajack, Arkansas Black, Black Detroit, 
Smith’s Cider, Broadwell Sweet, W. W. Pippin, Peck’s Pleasant, and a 

new variety from Chas. Teubner, of Lexington, Mo., a seedling of the 

Bellflower and a very handsome apple. 

We have one plate of pears from C. T. Mallinkrodt, of St. Charles, 

Mo., which has kept from the exhibition at Lebanon and is in good con- 

dition. It truly seems to be a winter pear, and is named Krull’s Win- 

ter. The committee appointed will report on this fruit, and we expect 

to go back to Missouri with some new laurels. Our show of apples is 

an astonishment to these Texas people, and a wonder when they see the 

beauty of the specimens. We will have plenty of call next fall for 

apples from Texas, and we have a good market opened to us here. 

The agricultural rooms are filled with nursery trees from other 

parts of the country, and especially Texas. We find one-year apple 

trees 10 feet high and 3 inches around at the crown. Isee some of the 

most wonderful growths in all kinds of trees. A Pulwoa is 15 feet 

high and 10 inches around the crown at one year old. 

Evergreens, shrubbery, seeds, plants and roses from Galveston 

take the eye of our northen people, and they were anxious to have one 

in their button-hole, which was kindly furnished to each member. 

The afternoon session met at 3 o’clock, and Vice-President Munson 

called the 9th session of the society to order. The Secretary read a let- 

ter from President Earle, stating that he had met with an accident from 
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arun-away team and could not possibly meet with us. A sad disap- 

pointment to every one of the society. 

Letters were read from a great many prominent horticulturists 

in every part of this country, from Canada, and from across the ocean. 

It will not be possible to give even the names of all these. Two or 

three of them had died since the writing—notably, Peter Henderson 

and Samuel Barnard. 

Before the reading of these letters a welcome address was given 

by the mayor of the city in a few well-chosen. words, inviting the so- 

ciety to make themselve at home. A ‘more formal address was given 

by the Commissioner of Agriculture, Hon. L. L. Foster, in which he gave 

a story of some of the advantages of the State, and a wish that the 

society might see as much of it as possible. 

The Arbor Day society met at the capitol at the same time and are 

forming a State Arbor Day society—having in mind the decorating of 

the towns and cities and public grounds, just such work as our society 

is doing all over our grand State, and which should be done by the © 

Texas State society. 

The evening session was called to order by J. C. Evans, of Mis- 

souri, and the first paper on the programme was by Mr. Applegate, of 

Indiana, on “ Jefferson as a Horticulturist,” in which he told of the 

interest this great man took in all branches of horticulture, and how 

often he planted trees with his own hands; how he first brought rice 

into this country, and first did planting about Washington. He was an 

enthusiast in the tree planting line, and could hardly wait until he 

could be free from his routine of work to go back to his farm. 

The next on the programme was a poem on “ Johnny Appleseed,” 

and was very nicely read by Miss Belle Ragan, of Indiana. It was the 

history of Johnny Appleseed as he traversed the country, planting and 

planting the apple in various parts of the country for others to eat. 

The lecture of the evening, by Prof. J. Clark Ridpath, was listened 

to for an hour by an admiring audience, and often drew forth applause 

from the house, as he portrayed the future of this great people. The 

real work of the society will begin to-morrow. 

i As G; 

Austin, Tex., Feb. 17, 1890. 

JN Gy 

The second day’s meeting of the American Horticultural Society 

was called to order by J. C. Evans. First followed the report of Sec- 

retary W. H. Ragan. The report embraced an epitome of his work for 
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the last five sessions, for which time he has been secretary, and also 

the standing of the society in money maiters. The report was a history 

of the society since the timeof its beginning. Next followed a paper on 

WHAT I KNOW OF PEAR CULTURE—N. OHMER, DAYTON, OHIO. 

Experience of 32 years in fruit-growing. Planted four thousand 

pear trees. Mistakes: he planted too many varieties and too close 

together. Correct distance, 20 feet apart. Most of the trees have 

blighted, varying from 10 to 80 per cent. He found more money in the 

Keifer than any other. Dwarf planted ten feet apart, but did not bear 

long, and had to cut out every other tree; now they are doing well. 

Pear trees have paid better than other tree fruits he has grown, in spite 

of all obstacles. 

Question. How to market the pear? 

Answer. Ships them toother points and large cities. Picks firm 

and sells at wholesale. Picks as soon as they will separate from the 

stem. Never cultivates the pear after it begins to bear, but keeps 

them in clover. 

Mr. Onderdonk, of Texas, does just the opposite, and always cul- 

tivates. 

Mr. Stoner—Experience with twelve thousand trees in Louisiana, 

and has had wonderful success with them. Ripens them before he 

sends them out to market. Thinks they are the most profitable fruit 

to grow. 

Mr. Smith, of Indiana, has a large orchard; after coming to bear- 

ing age he seeded it down and yet the trees are blighting badly. 

The discussion then followed on the blight question and, as usual 

a number of theories as to cause and remedy were presented, but noth- 

ing definite was given, of course. 

It is a quaint scene to hear the different theories and experiences 

of our different fruit-growers from all over our broad country. 

THE LE CONTE PEAR—PROF. T. 8S. BRUNK, OF TEXAS. 

The paper took up the value of the Le Conte, all through the whole 

South country. Reports from many portions state, however, that the 

tree bligths more or less, and yet it and the Keifer are more free from 

blight than many other varieties in the South. The place for the Le 

Conte is in the South and not in the northern or middle country. 

GRAPE-GROWING—GEO. W. CAMPBELL, DELAWARE, OHIO. 

He took up the improvement of the grape question and especially 

the new varieties. He had been in the business for sixty years and 
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had seen the most wonderful changes in varieties and number of them. 

He described the manner of hybridizing the grape. 

Mr. Munson, who has been studying the grape so long and who 

has done so much in hybridizing, thinks it will yet bring out the 

grapes we want. As for himself, he must confess that he has failed to 

get just what he wanted all in one grape. The study we are making 

now is in the right direction, and we shall yet solve the problem. He 

mentioned Herman Jager, of Neosho, and Jacob Rommel, of Morrison, 

as efficient co-workers in Missouri. 

“ APPLE-GROWING ”—A PAPER BY MR. DAN CARPENTER, BARRY, MO. 

Discussion: Mr. Howell. of Texas, claimed that Northern Texas is 

also an apple orchard, and he has produced as fine apples as were ever 

grown in Missouri. 

Mr. Smith, of Indiana, thinks that we hardly appreciate the apple 

tree. We should plant them along the highway; and related the fact 

that he had done so, and the public used them as they wanted them; 

he thinks nothing ever paid him so well. 

Prof. Brunk thinks portions of Texas are good places for orchard 

growing, and portions are not. 

Mr. Onderdonk, of Texas, likes Lincoln apple as one of the best. 

Planted fifteen years ago eight varieties, and found only four or 

five which are good and profitable. Jones’ Favorite, Summer Queen,. 

are among them. 

Mr. Goodman stated that large portions of the State of Missouri 

were especially adapted to apple growing. If any one thought that he 

could grow any varieties at all places, they were mistaken. Some spe- 

cial varieties are genuine market apples in Missouri and will pay, while 

there are hundreds of varieties that will never pay. Among the money- 

making varieties are Grimes, Jonathan, Rome Beauty, Winesap, Wil- 

low Twig, Minkler, York, Clayton, Gano and Ben Davis. 

Whenever you succeed in finding special apples adapted to special 

localities, then those are the ones to plant. There are being found all 

over the southern country a number of apple seedlings which are val- 

uable, and in time will extend the apple growing to a larger portion of 

the states but to think now that Texas or the south land is an apple 

country is a sad mistake, as the report of Mr. Onderdonk of Texas 

shows, in spite of the fact that they can grow apple trees ten feet high 

the first year. 

At four or five years the tree stops growth nearly and becomes a 

dwarf; they should be planted fifteen feet apart each way. His report 

also on the testing eighty varieties and find only four or five varieties, 
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and those summer varieties to pay, satisfies us that Texas is no great 

apple country. 

A paper on vinegar making by Mr. Johnson, of Illinois, was also 

one in the right direction and showed how to use up our surplus food. 

Railroads and Horticulture, by E. T. Hollister of Missouri, was an 

excellent paper and dealt with the subject in a judicious way. Discus- 

sion showed that this was one of the most important matters on our 

hands, and a committee was appointed to prepare resolutions to be pre- 

sented to the society. 

The good people of Austin had prepared a grand entertainment for 

the society at the Millett opera house, and the society attended ina 

body. 

Austin, Texas, February 18, 1890. 

WE 

The American Horticultural society was called to order by J. C. 

Evans, of Missouri. 

A resolution of sympathy and respect to and for our worthy presi- 

dent, Hon. Parker Karle, was passed, and a telegram was ordered to be 

sent, embodying the above. 

The statement was made by Mr. Stoner of Louisiana that he had 

prevented the blight on his plantation of twelve thousand trees, by 

cutting out all immature shoots,as well as dead ones, and all unripened 

wood. Has pursued this course for a number of years with entire suc- 

cess. 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS. 

Hon. Parker Earle, President; Prof. W. H. Ragan, Vice-President ; 

Prof. E. A. Popenoe, Secretary; Hon. J. C. Evans, Treasurer. State 

Vice-Presidents will be reported at some future meeting. 

A paper by Peter Henderson, which was written only a few days 

before his death, was read by Mr. Saunders of Chicago. 

Following this Mr. Saunders offered a paper on the worth of Mr. 

Henderson and his life. - 

Letters from J. M. Smith of Wisconsin, asking that this society 

take some action ia regard to the World’s fair and the society take 

charge of the horticultural dapartment at that time. 

A letter from J. H. Hale of Connecticut was read and a resolution 

was sent which was introduced and adopted, namely: It asked that 

at the next census, statistics be collected of the value and amount of 

horticultural products of the United States. 

H R—10 
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A paper on the bamboo, by H. C. Ford of California, gave a great 

many interesting facts concerning it. It lives about forty years, and 

often grows forty feet in forty days. It is used for many purposes. 

Same varieties grow to be 120 feet high and two feet in diameter. 

Over thirty species of rattan are found and many of them are 

adapted to growth in California. One variety has been known to grow 

seventy feet in thirty days. 

Discussion on the bamboo brought out the fact that it was very 

hard to transplant, and can only be grown in special places. 

Gen. Henry McCulloch, one of the oldest settlers of the State was 

introduced and made a speech. He wasa co-worker of Gen. Houston, 

and was in this country when it was full of Indians. 

WEDNESDAY, 3 P. M. 

The first paper taken up was a paper on the “Banana,” by K. Ste- 

vens of California, claiming that it can be grown in special warm loca- 

tions in Southern California. 

A paper by J. M. Howell of Texas, on “Horticulture on the Staked 

Plain,” was an extensive report of the wonderful advantages of Texas, 

and especially of the staked plain, where land is sold at two dollars per 

acre. 

Paper by Wyman Elliott of Minnesota, on “Protecting Fruit and 

Plant Buyers by Statute,” was a masterly review of the curse of bad 

tree agents and swindlers, and of the good the Minnesota law had on 

them in keeping out all rascally agents. 

By urgent invitation of the citizens, the Society attended the opera 

“The Pirates of Penzance,” and it was one of the most enjoyable fea- 

tures of the session. To say that all the performers did well and drew 

fourth rounds of applause is not putting it too strongly. 

Vi. 

EpitoR RuRAL WORLD :—My last left us at Austin at the close 

of the American Horticultnral society’s session,a very pleasant and 

profitable one. 

On Friday the officers of the Granite Mountain railroad tendered 

the society a free ride and entertainment over its line to the Granite 

mountain and the falls of Colorado river. Passing along the valley 

of the river as we left Austin, we found some very valuable and fertile 

lands capable of producing, it would seem, almost anything. As we 

began to enter the mountain district we found the soil thinner, and 

becoming red and in some places sandy. 

I should say, from what I know of the red lands of Missouri, that 

this red soil was valuable for fruits, We find many farms opened, and 
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the cotton stalks standing, showing that cotton is their crop. We 

passed some rough and rocky country, and oftentimes a lime stone for- 

mation, which would indicate a good soil. Lime is burned in this dis- 

trict for the city of Austin, and shipment to other points. 

About noon we reached the falls and were taken in charge by 

the hotels, where we enjoyed a hearty dinner of as fine a fish as ever 

we ate. 

After dinner we visited the falls, one of the most wonderful water 

powers in the world, and destined some day to be used for manufac- 

turing the cotton now raised there, and shipped thousands of miles to 

be reshipped back again as manufacfured goods. The Colorado river 

here makes a fall of about fifteen feet over a solid granite bed and solid 

banks on each side, which seem to have been worn by the waters. 

Leaving the falls regretfully we again took the train. Onour return 

we stopped at the foot of the Granite mountain, where all the fine 

granite was taken for the capitol building. This mountain covers about 

one hundred acres, and is a solid mass of granite from top to bottom, 

no knowing how deep. Nota particle of soil or debris is on top of it, 

and it seems as if it was one solid rock. Stones of any size can be 

taken from the quarry, and it is only a question of how large they can 

be handled. 

Returning, we took the train for San Antonio, passing through 

some lovely country, and the beautiful and bountiful San Marcos 

Springs on the way. 

Reaching San Antonio about eleven p. m., we were compelled to 

divide and go to different hotels, for the town was full. On Saturday 

morning we viewed the ancient city of San Antonio, the old Alamo, 

which has become historic for its noble defenders, who perished within 

it. On March 6, 1836, 181 citizens defended this place against twenty 

times their number, and itis now aholy place among Texans. For 

thirteen days did this small force defend the Alamo against the thou- 

sands without. All perished in the struggle except one lady, a child 

and a negro servant. 

The mission of San Antonio was founded in 1744, and used as a 

mission for fifty years. It was then used as a fortress, and when Santa 

Anna entered Texas in 1835,it;was the Texans fortress. Santa Anna’s 

forces were defeated and recrossed the Rio Grande in 1836. Return- 

ing, he laid seige to the Alamo. General Travis and Bowie defended 

it. Col. David Crockett was with them, and it is said was surrounded 

by sixteen dead who fell by his hand. 

Taking carriages, the party was driven to different parts of the city 

and the old missions about three miles from the city. This mission 
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was founded in 1716 on the the banks of San Antonio river. It is stil? 

used for church purposes, and like all others, built so as to answer as a 

fortress—the roof being an arch of stone as solid as the walls. The 

land is in a beautiful location and is well watered by irrigating ditches. 

Going from thence to Govt. Hill, we had an opportunity of visiting 

one of Uncle Sam’s homes. Here quite a reservation is kept, about 

twenty acres of the most beautiful spot about San Antonio. The arsenal 

contains an abundance of arms for this portion of the country. 

San Pedro springs is one of the notable resorts of San Antonio 

and the spring is one of the important features about the city. San 

Antonio springs, the head of the river, is one of the beauties of the 

city. The old aqueduct is one of the notable features of the surround- 

ing country also. I can but mention many of these points of interest 

worth visiting—Alamo plaza, Military plaza, fair grounds, missions, 

city hall and custom house. The river running through the city, a pure, 

cool stream of beautiful water, is one of the most attractive features. 

of the whole city or surrounding country. 

At the close of the day we are rapidly driven to our hotels and 

then to the depot of the San Antonio and Aransas Pass railroad on the 

way to Aransas pass, and then Galveston. 

Passing through some more of the beautiful country, we saw 

abundance of cotton fields and thousands of cattle on the prairies. 

The country about Beeville, in Bee county, notably struck your corre- 

spondent as one of the choice locations in this portion of Texas for 

cotton, corn, vegetables or cattle. Oftentimes we saw some prairie 

which reminded us of home. Before reaching Rockport some of our 

party took a run across to Corpus Christi, while the greater portion 

went to Rockport, which we reached about 8 p. m. 

After a good night’s rest we took a sail on the bay and out to the 

Aransas pass. The wind was high and the boats were small, but the 

writer, with a few others, chose a smaller one so as to enjoy the rolling 

of the waves. Oft-times the boat would be washed by the waves, but 

it was part of our sport. The Pass can easily be improved to make 

deep water, and if so done, will give a wonderful impetus to the affairs 

of this portion of Texas. 

Returning, we again spent the night at Rockport, and at 6 a. m. 

we were on our way to Galveston. Two cars were at our disposal, and 

a very pleasant trip, indeed, had we on this journey. The people of 

Rockport would not allow us to pay our bills, and we could but only 

thank them and leave them with many kind remembrances. 

Passing through Beeville, Kennedy, Yorktown, Richmond and 

Houston, we reached Galveston late at night, glad to go to bed. 
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In the morning we were met by the officers of the city and taken 

a ride on a steamer out on the Gulf, out past the jetties. Here, also, 

deep water only is wanted to make the business of Texas develop 

wonderfully. Returning, we visited many portions of Galveston and 

the Beach hotel, seeing many of the sights and surroundings of the 

city. 

At 3 p. m. the Santa Fe gave us a special car for arun out to Hitch- 

cock, where Mr. Stringfellow had prepared a treat for the society in 

the way of a strawberry festival out of doors in February, something 

we are not used to. But surely we found the table loaded with berries, 

more than we could eat (and we are good fruit eaters, too). The ber- 

ries were ripening and in bloom at the same time, giving a season of 

about two months. 

But this is not all we saw. We visited a rose garden of five acres 

and saw them all in bloom in their beauty, Hybrids Bourbon, Noi- 

sette, Teas, all a mass of roses. The kind proprietor told each to pick 

what they wanted, and so they did. Hach went away loaded with roses. 

‘The writer found a row of Marechal Niel and gathered nothing but 

buds, which were kept until reaching home. 

The pear orchard of Mr. Stringfellow was a sight to behold, just 

blooming and with some pears set. They were the Le Conte, and pay 

enormously. The land about here, and in fact, all over here, is low and 

level, and yet seems to be peculiarly adapted to pear and_ berry- 

growing. 

Returning to Galveston after a very pleasant day and a very profit- 

able one, too, we were glad to again sleep. 

The next morning the Santa Fe, which road never does anything 

by halves, gave the whole party a free ride to Temple, Lampasas Springs, 

Dallas and Fort Worth. After a pleasant day’s ride over some more 

beautiful country we reach Lampasas Springs, where a banquet is in 

readiness for us and a delegation of the people ready to receive us. 

The next morning we were taken a drive about the town and the 

notable springs, where no doubt the largest mineral springs in the State 

are located. There is a fine hotel located here, and every arrangement 

made for the accommodation of those wishing to be benefited by the 

waters. Bath houses, lawns, games, hunting, fishing to satisfy the most 

exacting. 

The water seems to be as nearly like the mineral wells at Clinton 

and Nevada as anything we from Missouri could think of. With regret 

we leave the springs to start on the trip to Dallas. Belated, we reach 

the city about 11 p. m., and our old friend, J. M. Howell, is there with 

all arrangements for us at the hotel. 
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It is cold now, and when we wake up in the morning we find the 

thermometer down to 10 degrees above zero. Peaches in bloom, trees. 

leafing out, gardens made, lawns decorated, plants out and vegetables. 

up, and it was cold. I believe when it is cold in Texas it is colder than 

any other place I know of, even if the thermometer does not register 

s0 low. It is at least colder when it is not cold than it is in Missouri 

when it is cold. 

T expect the fruit was badly injured, and look for but few peaches 

from North, Texas. The party were taken in charge by our friend 

Howell and driven over the city, where everywhere were to be seen 

indications of growth and prosperity. This city seems more like Kan- 

sas City in its growth and push than any other city we have seen on 

our travels. 

Thus hurriedly have I given you a sketch of our travels through 

Texas, for fear I might weary you and your readers. We were glad to 

find so much very excellent land in Texas, and were agreeably surprised. 

to find so much of development as we saw. 

Truly this is a great country and a great people. Nothing seems 

to stand in their way, no obstacles too great to be overcome, and who 

can imagine what this country will be in another 100 years? Perhaps 

Bellamy is not far out of the way in “ Looking Backward” after all. 

Next time, Mr. Editor, we go on such a trip, all I have to Say is for 

you to come along, and we will try to make you happy, too. 

LAS Ge: 

RAILEOADS IN HORTICULTURE.* 

ad 

To say that horticulture is indebted to railroads for the important 

position it has assumed among the industries of the country is to make 

an assertion with which many people will not agree, without first giving 

some attention to an investigation of the matter; yet such is undoubt- 

edly the case. It is within the memory of many persons present when 

the only facilities for transportation in the great Mississippi valley were 

those afforded by the water-courses, and none but the most hardy 

varieties of fruits and vegetables could be sent to market, and only a 

limited market could be found for our products. 

* An address by E. T. Hollister, of St. Louis, Mo., before the American Horticultural society 

at Austin, Texas, February, 1890. 
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Peaches, berries and the more perishable articles could not be 

placed upon the distant markets, on account of the length of time re- 

quired to reach their destination, and the commercial horticulturist was 

a person almost unknown. To-day we find the country traversed in all 

directions by a net-work of railroads, which are constantly stretching 

out their arms and opeuing up new fields for operation, and by their 

assistance Louisiana is enabled to offer her early fruits and vegetables 

in the markets of Minnesota while her fields are yet covered with snow, 

and California is enabled to place her delicious fraits upon the tables 

of New York and the New England States. 

As it is to the interest of the managers of a railroad to foster the 

various industries along their line, so it is to their interest to foster 

such industries as are the most remunerative to the people; and as 

horticulture is the most profitable of any class of farming, the managers 

of any line of railroad that traverses a section adapted to the growth 

of fruits and vegetables should pay special attention to the development 

of that industry upon the line of their road, and when approached in 

the proper manner, and made acquainted with the wants of that sec- 

tion of country, will always be found ready to render all the assistance 

possible under the circumstances. Some years since,as the writer was 

about to start upon a visit to a newly-developed horticultural district 

upon a line of railroad leading out of St. Louis, he was addressed by 

the superintendent of the road as follows: 

Tell the people what to raise to make money, and we will give them good 

facilities for getting their goods to market, and low rates of freight. We do not 

care for the amount we get for carrying their products over the road. for if they 

are successful, they will not only induce their friends to settle near them, but hav- 

ing a liberal income, they willride upon our passenger trains, increasing our income 

from that source. They will build better houses, and live better, and our business 

will be increased by carrying their lumber, hardware, groceries, dry goods, pianos, 

organs and other articles that always follow in a prosperous community. 

And this I find to be the policy of all railroad managers, when the 

matter is properly presented to them. 

What would have become of the fruit-growers of Southern Illinois 

had the Illinois Central railroad refused to furnish them with the fruit 

train that annually carries their hundreds of cars of fruits to the 

northern markets? They would still be living in their log cabins, rais- 

ing corn and wheat, wearing their butternut clothing and living upon 

maize gems, “razor-backed steaks,’ corn dodgers and bacon. 

Were it not for the facilities rendered by the railroads extending 

north from the Gulf States, the people of those States would still be 

growing cotton and goobers, annually mortgaging their coming crops 

for supplies to carry them through the season, and would spend their 
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lives in their vain endeavor to pay off the mortgage upon the farm, 

which very few were ever able to accomplish; and the hundreds of 

car-loads of early potatoes, cabbage, green peas, string beans, cucum- 

bers, onions, squash, melons, apples, peaches, pears, berries, etc., that 

are annually transported over these roads, would not have been pro- 

duced for want of a market. 

As the carrier is indispensable to the producer, so is the producer 

indispensable to the carrier, and as their interests are so closely allied, 

both should use their utmost endeavors to become personally acquainted 

with the other, and by personal and confidential intercourse learn how 

best to promote their mutual interests, and much annoyance and many 

misunderstandings might thus be avoided. The managers of the 

various departments of a railroad company are always selected for their 

especial adaptability for the position they are to fill, and be quick to 

see anything that is likely to result in a benefit to their employers. But 

it is 80 common for people to seek to take advantage of a public ear- 

rier, that they are usually on the defensive, and slow to yield a point, 

especially to a stranger. 

Whenever you have any business with a transportation agent, 

always approach him in a business-like manner, tell him what facilities 

your business requires to make it a success, get his confidence by fair 

treatment, let him understand that you are not trying to get a conces- 

sion from him for the purpose of forcing some other line to make 

similar or better terms, and when you do receive a faver at his hands, 

treat it as strictly confidential, and you will soon gain his confidence 

and esteem, and always find him ready to meet you half way, and give 

you all the facilities in his power. 

OUR INSECT MUSICIANS. 

BY MARY E. MURTFELDT, KIRKWOOD, MO. 

Among the comparatively few insects that attract popular atten- 

tion and stimulate popular curiosity, not the least prominent are the 

so-called “musical” species. In comparison with the myriads that 

appear on the earth, round their little cycle of existence and disappear 
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in absolute silence—at least, so far as the human ear is cognizant—those 

that have the power of producing distinct and characteristic sounds, 

are not numerous in species, nor even, with some exceptions, in indi- 

viduals. This fact alone would invest them with peculiar interest, not 

only for the scientific investigator, but for the general lover of natural 

phenomena. But it is when we come to study the object of the varied 

hummings, whirrings and rattlings, and the delicacy and mechanical 

perfection of the organs by which the sounds are produced, that our 

interest depens into wonder and admiration. 

As a rule, musical organs are possessed only by the males, but in a 

few groups and a few peculiar species the females have a certain power 

of response. 

Since insects are capable of producing such a variety of sounds, 

it is reasonable to suppose that they can hear, and yet in regard to the 

general possession of this sense, there is much difference of opinion 

among authors. The other senses, sight, smell, taste and feeling, are 

demonstrably possessed by all insects except in a few abnormal or 

degraded forms. The organs of vision are usually conspicuous on the 

head of the perfect insect, and are most interesting in their structure. 

The sense of smell has been located in the antennae, and that of taste 

in certain microscopic depressions and papille at the base of the ligula 

or tongue, and on the underside of the maxille or inferior jaws. The 

tactile sense, while probably most acute in the antenne and palpi 

(mouth feelers), undoubtedly, as in the higher animals, pervades the 

entire surface of the body. The location and conformation of the 

auditory apparatus, on tbe contrary, has been a puzzle to many eminent 

histologists. In the few species in which true ears have been discov- 

ered, their situation is not confined to any particular region of the 

body. It would seem as though nature regarded them as somewhat 

superfluous, and placed them in one insect here and in another there, 

with little regard to correlative structure. Consequently, in the field 

locusts, the ears, or co-called “aural sacs,” are placed one on each side 

of the basal joint of the abdomen, while in the katydids and some 

other: of the green locustide, the ears are situated on the tibie or 

shanks of the fore legs. 

In only three of the primary divisions of true insects do we find 

especial organs for producing sounds. These are the beetles, locusts, 

crickets, etc., and the cicadas or harvest flies. 

Other insects which ‘give forth sounds, like the humming of the 

bees and wasps and the buzzing of flies and gnats, do so by means of 

the wings. That the latter sounds are to a certain extent voluntary is 

proved by the variety of expression which may be distinguished in 
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them by the acute ear. Who has not noted the difference betwen the 

hum of contentment and pleasure of a bee when flitting from flower to 

flower collecting its fragrant stores, and its notes of perplexity and 

anger when swarming or pursuing some intruder? Even the buzzing 

of flies seems to be somewhat under their control, as is proved by the 

absolute silence with which, upon occasion, they dart back and forth 

through our rooms. 

In the vast order of the Lepidoptera (the butterflies and moths), 

containing almost innumerable species, but a single one, so far as is 

yet known, has the power of emitting a distinct sound. This is the 

weird death’s-head sphinx moth of Europe (Acherontia atropos.) Itis 

a large and rather richly colored species, having on its thorax a dis- 

tinct skull and cross-bones in lighter shades. When seized or dis- 

turbed it sends forth a shriek of fright or pain, that, combined with its 

ghastly markings, gives good ground for the superstitious dread with 

which it'is everywhere regarded by the ignorant and credulous. The 

means by which the cry is produced, not only by the perfect insect but 

by its larve, has not yet been discovered. 

Quite a number of beetles have a claim to recognition as musicians, 

not by the buzzing that accompanies their lumbering flight, but by the 

squeaking sounds which they emit when captured, and occasionally 

when entirely undisturbed—for the mere pleasure in the “practice” evi- 

dently. 

The instrument, in the case of the long-horned beetles, is a little 

pointed rasp, on the underside of the second joint of the thorax, which 

grates, by the up and down motion of the body, over a ridge on the 

third joint. 

It may not be generally known, but the notorious curculio, small 

as it is, is in its way no mean musician. I well remember my surprise 

when sitting one evening in the twilight by my desk, on which was a 

jar containing a considerable number of plum curculios, at the singing 

sounds that proceeded from said jar. The sound is produced by these 

insects by rubbing the horny tip of the abdomen against the ridged 

margin of the wing covers. 

Prof. Riley says of this sound that “both sexes share in the power 

of producing it, and it no doubt serves as a mutual call, or is used 

under the influence of distress, fear or pleasure.” My own observa- 

tions lead to the conclusion that it is used chiefly as an expression of 

enjoyment—tear in all the curculionid beetles being expressed by ab- 

solute inactivity, in other words by “playing possum.” 

Our noisiest insects are found in the order Homoptera, the musi- 

cians constituting but a limited group, but making up in size and sound 
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and other interesting characteristics what they lack in number of spe- 

cies. These are the cicadas or harvest flies, famous even in classic 

times for the rattle of their kettle drums, which may be heard, under 

favorable conditions, at a distance of a mile. 

Of these insects we have in this country three or four annual spe- 

cies, besides the anomalous periodical or 17-year species—incorrectly _ 

termed the “ {7-year locust.” They are all large insects, with a broad 

head, pominent eyes, skarp, strong beak and glossy net-veined wings 

which close roof-like over the body. 

They feed entirely on vegetable juices, and their larve, which are 

grub-like, but with strong, spiny fossorial legs and a distinct head and 

thorax, live under ground upon the sap of roots and upon moisture ex- 

tracted from the earth. After changing to pupe they gradually work 

their way upward to the surface of the earth, and upon emerging crawl 

up the trunk of the nearest tree, where after a short rest, the back 

splits open and the perfect winged insect is disclosed. The pale brown, 

semi-transparent pup shells are often seen during summer attached 

to the trunks of fruit or shade trees. 

In these insects the musical organs consist of a pair of drums, sit- 

uated on the basal joint of the abdomen, just back of the wings. In 

the periodical species they are quite conspicuous, but in the annual 

species are concealed in the cavities under valves, which have to be 

cut away in order to conveniently examine them. Their structure is 

unique and beautiful, and I cannot describe it better than in the words 

of Dr. Harris, one of the pioneer entomologists of America. The musi- 

cal instruments “are formed,” he says, “ of convex pieces of parchment, 

gathered into numerous fine plaits lodged in cavities. They are played 

upon, not by sticks, but by muscles or cords fastened to the inside of 

the drums. When these muscles contract and relax, which they do 

with great rapidity, the drum-heads are alternately tightened and 

loosened, recovering their natural convexity by their own elasticity. 

The effect of this rapid tension and relaxation is the production of a 

rattling sound like that caused by a succession of quick pressures 

upon a slightly convex and elastic tin plate. Certain cavities within 

the body of the insect, which may be seen by raising two large valves 

beneath the abdomen, separated from each other by thin partitions, 

having the transparency and brilliancy of mica, tend to increase the 

vibrations and add to the intensity of the sounds.” 

It is the males only that are thus endowed, the females having no 

power of making even the faintest rejoinder. This fact seems to have 
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been known to the ancient Greeks, for one of their misogynistic cynics 

embodied it in the oft-quoted couplet: 

Happy the cicada lives, | 

For they all have voiceless wives. 

The common annual “ dog-day” or “harvest fiy” emerges from. 

the ground early in July, generally during the night. The winged in- 

 gect as soon as developed seeks the tree-tops, leaving the empty pupa 

shell clinging to the trunk. A few days generally elapse before the 

wings and drums are sufficiently hardened to admit of use, and it is 

quite amusing on warm, still afternoons to hear the soft tentative efforts 

of the little drummers apparently trying their instruments. 

After a few hot, dry days, however, we are liable to be startled late 

in the afternoon by a reverberating burst of music from the tree-tops 

round about. Beginning quite slowly and softly, the vibrations quicken 

and intensify until we are fain to muffle our ears against the prolonged 

and deafening whirr. Sometimes several will drum in chorus, at other 

times the notes will be taken up like the parts to a fugue, and again 

one solo performance will follow another, the vibrations diminishing 

gradually and the sound slowly dying away in a soft, descending note 

expressive of exhausted effort. These concerts are given gratuitously 

every afternoon and early evening for about six weeks. 

At long intervals—so long that human life seldom includes more 

than four or five of them—the unique and interesting 17 or 13-year spe- 

cies appears upon the scene. This is a North American insect, and in 

many respects the most peculiar entomological production of our grand 

division of the earth. 

The larvie, when first hatched from eggs laid in the twigs of trees, 

to the great disfigurement of the latter, are only about one-fifteenth of 

an inch long, snow-white, and so imponderable that they trust them- 

selves fearlessly to the breezes to bear them to the earth. Into the 

earth they at once make their way and begin their long, subterranean 

existence. Deeper and deeper they descend as year by year passes 

over them. A very little nourishment suffices for their slow growth, 

and their slight tapping of the roots of forest or orchard trees seldom 

results in perceptible injury to the latter. Owing to their concealed 

life it has been impossible to ascertain the number of moults which 

they undtrgo, but these are probably, as in all long-lived insects, very 

many. 

In the more nothern States after nearly seventeen years of under- 

ground life, they are moved by a mysterious impulse to begin their 

ascent. Resting a short distance below the surface, they discard their 

last larval skin and assume a form more fitted to encounter the changed 
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conditions that await them. Late in May or early in June the agile 

pup pierce the ground and emerge into the light and air. 

Prof. Riley, who has given much study to this insect, says: “The 

unanimity with which all those which rise within a certain radius of a 

given tree crawl in a bee-line to the trunk of that tree is most interest- 

ing. To witness these pup in such vast numbers that one cannot 

step on the ground without crushing several, swarming out of their 

subterranean holes and scrambling over the ground, all converging to 

the one central point, and then in a steady stream clambering up the 

trunk and diverging again on the branches, is an experience not readily 

forgotten, and affording good food for speculation on the nature of 

instinet.” 

Very shortly after the pup have fixed themselves, the skin splits 

on the back and the perfect cicada begins to struggle into the air, and 

after many efforts finally frees itself and clings with its weak legs to a 

leaf or twig until its wings inflate and assume the color and position of 

maturity. The body and wings are at first creamy white, with black 

dashes on thorax and legs, and the large round eyes are coral red. To 

quote another sentence from Prof. Riley: “There are few more beau- 

tiful sights than to see this fresh-forming cicada in all the different 

positions, clinging and clustering to the lower leaves and branches of 

a tree. In moonlight such a tree looks for all the world as though it 

were full of beautiful white blossoms in various stages of expansion.” 

A few days after such a scene the air will be stirred with low whir- 

rings, and presently throughout the country, from forest and orchard 

and shaded lawn, will resound the shrill screech or long-drawn, mellow 

Pha-a-a-a-aho, into which name the imaginative old Puritans translated 

the sound, supposing these insects to be “locusts,” and that they thus 

commemorated the obdurate Egyptian king whom they were first sent 

to plague. 

When the performers are very numerous the chorus becomes. 

almost unendurable—much like that of a higher-pitched and thousand 

times multiplied frog-pond. Fortunately they do not “perform” at 

night, and the relief and sense of silence that prevails when their music 

ceases is quite indescribable. 

They are noisiest during the first three weeks after acquiring their 

wings. Subsequently their drumming becomes intermittefit and less 

obtrusive, and in the course of four or five weeks, the females having 

meantime consigned their eggs to the twigs of the trees in which they 

made their brief aerial home, they fall victims to birds and other enemies 

or perish from disease, and again for long years disappear from the 

surface of the earth. 
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In the Southern States the period of development is not so long as 

in the North, being completed in thirteen instead of seventeen years. 

In the intermediate States the southern and northern races overlap 

and their recurrence is more frequent, the two races coinciding only at 

very long intervals. 

*It is in the order of the Orthoptera, however, that we find the 

musicians to constitute a full orchestra. Field locusts, popularly known 

as “grasshoppers,” house, meadow and tree crickets, orchelimums and 

katydids, are but a few of the “stars” of this numerous troupe. The 

midsummer heats, which somewhat diminish bird music, afford the 

most favorable temperature for the resonance of insect music. Through- 

out the Middle States, Hast and West, the first “rehearsal” is given 

about the fourth of July, when all the meadows are a-gleam with the 

mimic lanterns of the fire-fly. The crickets, orchelimums and the more 

robust and common locusts alone give the matinees. The locusts, 

climbing aloft on the stems of stout grasses, “fiddle” away by the 

hour, using the thighs of each hind leg alternately for a bow, and the 

ridged surface of the upper wings for the violin, and they now and 

then vary this performance by rattling together the margins of the 

wings in short flights, producing a cortinal-like sound. Meantime, the 

soft musical burr of the slender and graceful orchelimums lulls the 

senses, and the merry chirp of the criket is interjected to mark the 

time. As twilight deepens and and another instrument is added to the 

chorus, and where trees are numerous it is often impossible for human 

beings to carry on conversation at a distance of ten feet. Indeed, last 

summer I distinctly heard this insect chorus in the night above all the 

din and roar of an express train on which I was a passenger. With 

these louder notes sometimes mingles a peculiar, murmurous chirping, 

heard more frequently from damp, grassy hollows, which may be traced 

to that rare and curious creature, the mole cricket (Gryllotalpa). 

This is the largest of the so-called crickets and is fossorial in its habits, 

spending its days in digging its underground galleries, and at favor- 

able seasons emerging at night to inhale the dewy air and practice its 

little tune. 

Conspicuous among the strictly nocturnal choristers are the beau- 

tiful green locustida, known popularly and poetically as “ katydids,” 

which are entitled to more than a passing mention. There is quite a 

family of them, and each species has its characteristic note and style. 

Their musical instruments, though differing in tone and power, consist 

in all the species of a pair of tabourets, situated on the back and form- 

* This portion of the essay is copied from the American Agriculturist, Novem- 

ber, 1889. 
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ing part of the base of the wings, and in playing the latter are slowly 

half opened and closed, producing a peculiar, melodious rattle, which, 

when the movements are rapid, in some of the species, blends more or 

less into a continuous note. 

Leading them all in interest is the true or broad-winged katydid 

(Cyrtophyllus concavus), the only one of the group whose large, con- 

vex outer wings entirely enclose the body, and the transparent, lace- 

like under. wings. In the males the musical apparatus is conspicuous 

just back of the thorax. It consists of overlapping plates of translu- 

cent smoky-brown membrane, with a raised encircling frame and horny 

cross ridges. As the wings are slightly raised and alternately opened 

and closed, the ridges of one plate grate aguinst those of the other, and 

produce distinct sounds, resembling iteration and contradiction, which 

goes on for hours without apparent fatigue or diminution of enjoyment 

on the part of the performer—whatever may be the feelings of the lis- 

tener. To what fanciful mind we are indebted for the translation of 

these interrupted raspings into the accusation and denial with which 

we now associate them, not even a legend remains to tell us. Occa- 

sionally a poet’s inspiration moves him to disclose the secret, but not a 

single “katy” seems to have accepted the explanation, for to every one 

he seems to make only this reply: 

‘*T sit among the leaves here, when evening zephyrs sigh, 

And those that listen to my voice [ love to mystify ; 

I never tell them all I know, altho’ I’m often bid, 

I laugh at curiosity, and chirrup katydid!” 

It is a pity, perhaps, that Mrs. Cyrtophyllus Concavus is s0 abso- 

lutely dumb. No doubt, she alone, of all the world, knows what it was 

that “Katy ” did. The cousin that most resembles the true katyis the 

angular-winged katydid (Microcentrus retinervis). It is this species 

whose rows of gray-brown, bivalvular eggs are so common on slender 

twigs and vines, and are also often found on the cords of our window 

shades or any other convenient string indoors. I have even had them 

very neatly placed on the band of my sewing-machine —all of which 

proves defective instinct in a very important matter. 

The stridulation of this angular-winged species is more rapid and 

continuous than that of concavus, and has been compared to the “ rasp- 

ing of a stiff quill drawn across a coarse file,” but with a more musical 

quality. 

Another less obtrusive, but no less interesting, member of this 

group is the narrow-winged katydid (Phaneroptera curvicanda). Before 

it attains its wings, this species may often be found on low oak bushes, 

where it is conspicuous for its bright coloring—the body being beauti- 
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fully ornamented on top in yellow and crimson. At maturity its green 

color is somewhat tinged with purple. Its note is a soft little zeep, 

zeep, zeep, to which its dutiful mate— more favored in this respect 

than her female relatives—responds with a little musical chirp pro- 

duced by a sudden extension of the wings, as if for flight. 

There is another small family of nocturnal musicians which cannot 

conscientiously be omitted from the list. These are the snowy tree 

crickets, chiefly remarkable for the piercing shrillness and loudness of 

their notes. Of these, Gcanthus niveus and MH. latipennis are most 

common. They are small and very delicate in their structure, and are, 

in fact,a mere diaphanous embodiment of sound. The wings of the 

males are broad and glossy, and in the act of shrilling are elevated at 

right angles to the slender body, and vibrated so rapidly as to appear 

perfectly motionless. I do not know of any sound that will more sud- 

denly awaken one at night or more effectually banish sleep than to have 

one of these filmy atoms suddenly strike into his piercing solo from the 

folds of the window curtain, amid which he can only by the closest 

scrutiny be detected. 

It is quite a common practice to speak of the “song” of insects, 

but it will be seen from the preceding pages that the expression is in- 

correct, and that insects are all instrumental musicians. Indeed, noth- 

ing analogous to vocal organs have been discovered in their structure. 

Except in the case of the cicadas, the general principle of the instru- 

ments is that of the violin, viz.,a ridged surface rubbed back and forth 

over a tense membrane, or grated against another ridged or roughened 

surface. As has been noted, the development of this plan varies 

greatly according to the general structure and habits of the insect. 

It is very difficult to give by mere words any idea of the sounds 

produced by these little creatures. The attempt has been made more 

than once to represent them by musical symbols, but the success has 

has not been eminent. The human voice cannot render them,and even 

by mechanical means they are suggested rather than reproduced. They 

must be heard in the vast auditorium of nature to be fully appreciated. 

In conclusion, I will only add that the more intimate our acquaint- 

ance becomes with the insect world, the more compensations do we find 

for such annoyances as it occasions us. If the “horrid worm” is 

known to us as the potential butterfly or moth, if the borer that levies 

upon our fruit trees has characteristics that proclaim it the larva of a 

rare beetle, if the ferocious looking water insect is recognized as only 

the graceful dragon-fly in disguise, how much of pleasurable interest 

and even condonement for injury would there be in the association, . 
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instead of the dread and aversion with which these little creatures are 

now so generally regarded ? 

So of our insect musicians, if we learn something of the wonderful 

and ingenious mechanism of their musical apparatus and of the mys- 

terious impulses that prompt their use, the otherwise meaningless din 

that assails our ears becomes at once a tone in the symphony of nature 

whose loss would diminish the gladness of the summer days and take 

half the charm from the summer nights. 

REQUISITES FOR FRUIT-ROOMS. 

THEIR CONSTRUCTION, MANAGEMENT AND RETURN. 

I take it for granted that the Tennessee inquirer who wants a fruit- 

house or fruit-room for keeping perishable fruits and vegetables, and 

proposes to build the walls of boards filled in with sawdust, does not 

intend to employ ice for maintaining a low temperature, as such houses 

are only adapted to large establishments and require much skill in 

superintendence. For common or smaller capacity, the leading and 

essential requisites are: A building or room with non-conducting 

walls, and ventilating windows which may be opened on cool nights 

for the admission of cold air and be closed again for retaining this cool 

air while the temperature is higher outside in the daytime. In very 

cold weather in winter the windows are, of course, closed to prevent 

freezing. One or two thermometers are to be used and frequently con- 

sulted for maintaining an even temperature. Such a house, properly 

regulated, will keep fruit a few degrees above freezing through a large 

part of the year, except in summer, when there are no cool nights for 

filling the apartment with cold air. Ina building like this, regulated 

as described, winter apples, which commonly decay before the arrival 

of the warm weather of spring, have been retained in good condition 

until middle of June; and our early winter pears, such as Lawrence 

and Nelis, have been kept in fair eating condition into February and 

March. This fruit-room may be a separate apartment in the basement 

of a dwelling; or it may be a building specially erected for the purpose. 

If a separate building, it may be placed on slightly descending ground 

and sunk a foot or two below the surface; but this is not absolutely 

essential. Erect the frame of 6-inch studs, or 8-inch if the building is 

Hebe 
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large, and cover the inside, as well as the outside, with building paper, 

the studs being placed just far enough apart to receive the strips of 

paper with a little lap. Then board up both sides, thus covering the 

building paper. This doubie wall will be hardly sufficient protection 

against cold in the North, and additional protection is afforded by nail- 

ing vertical strips of lumber, an inch or two square, on every joist, 

adding another covering of building paper and another boarding. This 

will make three thicknesses of boards and three of building paper, and 

be sufficient to exclude hard frost without the addition of any sawdust 

filling, which, if used, will be liable to cause crevices by settling, or to 

be disturbed by vermin. Use double doors. 

Some fruit-houses have been built with 2-foot spaces filled with 

tan or sawdust, requiring useless labor and expense, as half that thick- 

ness would be quite enough in any case. The roof will be made in the 

same way as above described with the shingles added. For small and 

very simple fruit-rooms or fruit-houses, windows placed on opposite 

sides, which may be opened to any degree either for the gradual or 

copious admission of fresh air, will be sufficient. Fora separate build- 

ing, there should be a plank or board floor, with openings for the 

entrance of air from below, or there inay be a slatted floor, which will 

_always allow the entrance of the warmer air from the earth below and 

prevent the freezing of the fruit,in the same way that a basement is 

kept from freezing by the warmth of the earth. There should be 

ventilators in the underpinning of the building, which may be shut for 

the exclusion of warm air from without or opened for the admission of 

cool air in the night. When cold air is to be admitted, the current for 

its entrance is caused by an Epsy or Mott ventilator above the roof, 

which always produces an upward draft when there is any wind or 

breeze. A small fruit-room may occupy a portion of the basement of a 

house, if separated from the rest of the basement by a double brick 

wall, and a double wall is provided for the outside above the ground. 

The same treatment must be given ii as for a separate building, in main- 

taining a uniform temperature through windows on opposite sides, 

which are to be opened or closed as already described. Although less 

perfect than a separate fruit-house, it requires less care in attendance, 

and such fruit-rooms have kept winter fruit several weeks or even 

months longer than by common management. In large fruit-houses, 

two stories high, the entrance should be through the upper story and 

down a flight of stairs, so as not to disturb the cool and equal tempera- 

ture below in warm weather through the outside door. Fruit for im- 

mediate or early use may be placed on a series of shelves, one above 

the other, in the center of the apartment, for the attendant to pass 
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around to select ripening specimens. Long keepers, or such as Rus- 

sets, which shrivel easily, may be headed up in tight barrels, when they 

remain till spring. An intermediate way is to put the fruitin flat boxes, 

one and one-half feet square and three inches deep, one box placed 

above another, in piles two or three feet high. All are easily examined 

by setting the top one off, then the next, and so on, thus forming a 

new pile.—JOHN J. THOMAS, in New York Tribune. 

THE GREATEST FRUIT STATE OF THE WEST. 

EDITOR RURAL WoRLD: The magnitude of the fruit business in 

this State, or the value of the fruit produced each year, forms a sub- 

ject but poorly understood here or elsewhere. New York is without 

doubt the first State in the Union as a fruit producer, and Michigan is 

generally regarded next. The facts and figures already accessible or 

visible give Missouri the third place, although Illinois, Ohio and other 

States will claim this honor. For the information which forms the 

basis of this article I am indebted, in a measure, to the Secretary of 

the State Horticultural society, its President, and an extensive private 

correspondence throughout the State, and I am to no extent dependent 

on any wild or inaccurate guess-work. The great number of horticultural 

' societies throughout the State is now disseminating valuable informa- 

tion of this character that is beneficial to all concerned. 

To begin with, there are 5,000 or more fruit farms and 25,000 peo- 

ple employed on them in our State, and our annual crop is worth in 

round figures $5,000,000. At first glance these figures may appear ex- 

travagant, but the more you study the reports from the various coun- 

ties in the State devoted to this interest, the more you are convinced 

that the estimates are moderate ones. There are in the State nearly 

one thousand owners of what might be termed commercial orchards. 

There are scattered throughout the State hundreds of apple and peach 

orchards 40, 60, 80 to 160 acres, and a number ranging from 200 to 300 

acres. Our State differs widely from others in the area available for 

this purpose. Three-fourths of the counties in Missouri can produce 

profitably a great variety of fruits. Illinois, which enjoys a high repu- 

tation as a fruit State, presents widely different features, the bulk of 

her fruits being produced by a few of her southern counties. During 

the shipping season the fruit is massed at a few leading points, and 
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thus the display of her fruit resources is quite a formidable one, com- 

ing from such confined limits. In the northen portion of the State, 

however, orchards and berry patches would prove as much of a novelty 

ae cotton fields. 

Missouri’s fruit shipping points are spread over the State, and this 

wide distribution of orchards and small fruits leads to the securing of 

a diversity of markets. There is no Western State having access to 

more paying markets. An outsider would naturally conclude St. Louis 

was the market for a majority of the products of the State, but quite 

the reverse is true. Hundreds of shippers find Nebraska, Colorado, 

Texas, Kansas, Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota the best markets. 

Kansas City is now a great distributing center, and consumes every- 

thing grown in the western part of the State, and draws heavily on 

other portions of the State for her needed supplies. Apple buyers 

from Baltimore, Philadelphia, Boston, Buffalo and other leading eastern 

markets traverse the State usually every other year, the off season 

Kast, for their supplies. It may seem strange, yet it is true, that apples, 

for instance, net the Missouri grower a higher price than the New 

Yorker gets for his. <A full crop in New York means $1.25 to $1.50 

per barrel for the best fruit packed on the cars. Better figures are ob- 

tained for the best fruit in this State, regardless of the crop here or 

elewhere. Missouri can place her fruits in the Eastern markets almost 

as cheaply as Michigan, Indiana or Ohio, and far cheaper in the North- 

ern and Southern States, which usually embrace the best markets. 

Therefore in her relation to markets, a most important feature, she is 

admirably situated, for while having access. to all points she is not 

specially dependent on any of them. 

To review the field at length, or cover so important a subject in 

one article of this kind, I will not attempt, nor can I more than refer 

to afew of the counties where the business is conducted extensively. 

St. Louis county has 1,500 acres in strawberries, usually a heavy 

yield, together with a large apple, pear, peach, plum and cherry crop, 

all of which come to this market, and it may be added that about the 

time the local growers are ready for market, heavy shipments are com- 

ing from Southern Illinois, Kentucky, Southeast Missouri, Arkansas 

and Western Tennessee, which induces the remainder of the State to 

find more remunerative markets elsewhere. 

At least twelve fine fruit-growing counties, washed by the Missouri 

river, which passes through the heart of the State, find that great 

highway a cheap route to many good markets from the far north to the 

gulf, and the state is now so well equipped with railroads that nearly 

every shipping point on the river is touched by one or more roads, 
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affording favorable competition to distant markets. The six or seven 

counties located on the upper Mississippi, and embracing a magnifi- 

cent fruit region, are equally favored in the matter of transportation, 

and ship annually an immense quantity of apples. In this territory we 

find the town of Louisiana, which ships annually 30,000 barrels, aver- 

age crop. Clarksville, only ten miles away, 20,000. Further up we 

find Hannibal, which ships a larger quantity, and a dozen more river 

towns could be named that ship almost as freely. On the lower Mis- 

sissippi we find four or five counties that contribute considerable ap- 

ples, peaches and pears. 

Passing to the western part of the State, adjoining Kansas, we find 

Bates, Vernon, Barton and Jasper counties all actively and extensively 

engaged in the culture of small as well as large fruits, and will, I learn 

on reliable authority, have 3,000 acres in small fruits, bearing the com- 

ing season. They are also planting, freely, apple and peach trees, 

grape vines, etc. In the southwest we find Newton, Dade, Crawford, 

Laclede, Lawrence and Greene counties planting liberally peach and 

apple trees, fruits that have brought considerable money to that sec- 

tion of the State. Howell county, away down below the Ozark moun- 

tains, was unknown to fruit growers until a few years ago, when a trio 

of the most intelligent horticulturists in the State discovered the many 

favorable condi ions existing there, especially for peach culture. Hav- 

ing ample means and practical experience, they embarked in the busi- 

ness on a large scale, and already peaches have been shipped from the 

county by the car load that netted the owners nearly a dollar a box. 

It has to-day the finest peach and apple orchards in Missouri. The 

peaches, protected as they are by the Ozark range on the north, rarely 

fail. Even if devoted wholly to canning, or used for evaporating or 

drying purposes, peach raising there would be profitable. Howell has 

over 1,000 acres in peaches and a similar area in apples. 

The most northern tier of counties too we find a fertile fruit region. 

Mercer counjy would hardly be thought of in this connection, yet she 

has 4,000 acres in apple orchards, and for outside markets had 12,000 

barrels apples of the past season, Princeton alone shipping nearly that 

many. Adair county, with Kirksville as the leading fruit center, makes 

an equally favorable showing. Further along toward the northwest 

we strike the territory directly tributary to St. Joseph, a fine market 

and distributing center. Here we strike the Missouri river again, a 

valuable outlet to the far north for the several counties that are located 

along there and near valuable Nebraska markets. 

Down in the swampy Jands of Southeast Missouri we find the 

most extensive watermelon fields in the United States. Mississippi 
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and Scott counties are famous for their melon crops. During the ship- 

ping season the melon yield from this section supplies the entire 

northwest, and for three or four weeks two solid trains loaded with 

melons start out daily over the Iron Mountain railroad for their various. 

destinations—St. Louis, Chicago and Kansas City being her three lead- 

ing distributing points. It must be admitted from the foregoing, which 

only partly discloses the fruit resources of the State, that we here have 

something to brag of. 

I will say, in conelusion, that from a number of private letters. 

comes the information that while fruit-growing is generally admitted to 

be the most profitable feature of farming, it is surprising how badly 

orchards are neglected—more or less of them in every county in the 

State. The average farmer is so wedded to old methods it is hard to 

get him interested in commercial fruit growing. It is clear that the 

business, favorable as the showing appears, is not yielding near what. 

it is capable of doing, and will not, until that care and labor are be- 

stowed on it which is devoted to the orchards of New York and other 

Eastern States. There is a wide and inviting field in Missouri, which, 

I believe, will soon be recognized by hundreds of enterprising culti- 

vators toiling in less productive States at present. 

P. M. KEILY. 

St. Louis, January 3. 

HORTICULTURAL MEETING. 

[The following is a report of one of ourcounty society meetings, and shows how welk 

we are learning and how much good do our societies socially. ] 

It was our good fortune to be present at the first outdoor or lawn 

meeting of Greene County Horticultural society for the season, at the 

beautiful suburban home of its President, J. Kirchgraber. A goodly 

company from the city and country were assembled from 11 to 12 

o’clock. The character of the meeting was after the order of a picnic; 

the baskets were numerous and well filled with viands, which, when 

arranged upon long tables by the ladies, constituted a magnificent din- 

ner, which would have been tempting to the fastidious and in “quantum 

sufficit” for all present, and all were welcome. This first order of busi- 

ness suggests the wisdom of the society in recognizing a female mem-. 

bership, whose presence and efficient aid render these summer meetings 

so delightful and well attended. 
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The meeting was called to order after the dinner hour to receive 

reports from committees on orchards, small fruits, vineyards, flowers, 

ete., and to discuss horticultural subjects as presented—best methods 

in planting, cultivating, harvesting and marketing the various fruits for 

best results. 

Reports of the several committees make the following impression : 

The condition of small fruit gardens is unusually good, with prospect 

of abundant crop of the various berries. Strawberries are now at their 

zenith for the season, and are bringing $3 per crate to parties who 

handle them well. 

Vineyards are unusually vigorous and setting an over-crop of fruit, 

which must be thinned to get best results. 

Flower gardens were never so beautiful and attractive as now. 

Roses are especially fine and very abundant. 

Orchards in most vigorous growing shape, with but little sign yet 

of insect enemies, which may come later as usual. The average apple 

prospect is light. Peaches up to full crop that must be thinned. Plums 

abundant. Cherries not full, but fine. Pears below last year’s yield; 

trees putting on heavy growth of new wood, and no complaint of blight. 

The display of fruits and flowers was attractive and enjoyed by all. 

The strawberries were very large and fine. Bubach No. 5 was largest, 

and seems to be the boss berry this time hereabouts. 

The roses, pansies and other flowers by the lady members were 

rare offerlngs of beauty and fragrance. The following premiums were 

awarded: 
To best collection strawberries, twelve varieties, by Geo. E. Davis, 

$2.50; second to J. Kirchgraber, $1.50. Best quart Bubach, G. W. Hop- 

pins, 50 cts. Best quart Windsor Chief, Geo. E. Davis, 50 cents. Best 

quart Cumberland, G. W. Hopkins, 50 cts. Best quart Sharpless, E. H. 

Lair, 50 cts. Best quart cherries, J. Kirchgraber, 25 cts. Best basket 

cut flowers, Miss Lindsey, 50 cts. Best collection roses, fifty-two varie- 

ties, to Mrs. D.S. Holman, 75 cts. Best collection ever-biooming roses, 

twelve varieties, to Mrs. Wade Burden, 50 cts. Best floral design, Miss 

Rosa Holman, 50 cts. Best plate potatoes, J. Kirchgraber, 25 cts. 

Upon eall for essays, Miss Lindsey responded with a most accept- 

able paper upon the birds—their habits and utility about our homes, 

and specially as helpers in horticultural battles with insect enemies. 

But here is the paper to speak for itself: 

BIRDS. 

The subject of this essay was first suggested to me while listening 

to the joyous notes of my numerous choir these bright spring mornings. 
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And I have, when hearing their sweet music, taken fresh courage and felt 

that life was not all toil and weariness, but that even the arduous work 

of farm life had its compensation. Maurice Thompson well says while 

listening to the brown thrush, cat-bird, or better still the thrilling notes 

of the mocking-bird or the sweet oriole, we are hearing a lyre thousands 

upon thousands of years old. The earth was a grand and beautiful ball 

of water and forests and grassy plains with swarms of birds and insects, 

and legions of wild beasts and myriads of reptiles, a long dreary, odor- 

ous and tuneful age before man stood in the presence of his Maker and 

was called good, It would be charming if one could but have the 

record of the ages all arranged to read the bird songs backward as one 

may read backward through the songs of man to their first babblings 

in the oldest groves. When was the first blue-bird’s song uttered? 

Where did the cerulean wings first tremble among the young leaves of 

spring? 

It is currently reported that birds occupy their nests but once, but 

I watched a robin build her nest four years ago, and she has returned 

and used the same nest each year since. It being near my window, I 

have ample opportunities of seeing her motions. 

She built it onarainy Sunday. I might have been better employed, 

but I watched her with considerable interest. She first built it very 

compactly of twigs and leaves, then plastered it with wet mud which 

she carried in her mouth from the ditch near by, then left it three days 

to dry, after which she lined it with soft grass and leaves, laid her eggs, 

and in ten days her labor was rewarded by four little robins. All this 

time the good man robin sat on a tree near by and sang to her, Oh so 

sweetly! <A red-bird also reared two broods the season in one nest. 

Papa red-bird fed and cared for the first brood while the mother was 

setting the second time. 

I was much amused one day watching a battle between the cat-bird, 

mocking-bird and thrush; just like human singers, each one thought he 

could sing the sweetest and wanted the rest to keep still and listen. 

It is an actual fact that the mocking-bird will almost always quit sing- 

ing whenever the robin commences; he happens to be very hungry 

about that time and goes to looking industriously for a worm. The 

note of the robin is so loud and shrill he knows his musical trilling will 

be unheard. Birds, while not really a horticultural subject, are so 

closely connected with the work of the horticulturist as to make their 

study of great importance to him. It is estimated that one turkey will 

consume one gallon of insects in a season; then calculating from size, 

each quail, dove, mocking-bird or thrush, and all other birds of equal 

size, will certainly consume a pint; then sixteen would eat a peck, and 
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a drove of seventy-five or one hundred would destroy over a bushel of 

insects in one season, and we all know from our own observation they 

will easily do it. Old settlers of Illinois and Kansas say chinch-bugs 

and grasshoppers were unknown in those states before the quails and 

prairie chickens were shipped from there by the car-load. I can well 

remember as a little girl I ate apples without any fear of biting into a 

worm, and yet horticulturists begrudge the poor little birds a cherry. 

Even the brilliant little humming bird, acknowledged by all as the 

loveliest thing in nature, has its uses, for many flowers, notably those of 

the black locust, could not produce fruit were not their blossoms fertil- 

ized by the visits of the humming bird and bumble bees. 

The law of Missouri permits the killing of prairie chickens, quail, 

doves, larks and plover during all the fall and winter months, only pro- 

tecting them in the brooding season. But what we wantis not a license 

law, but prohibition, prohibition that will prohibit. The killing of birds 

is a crime against every fruit-raiser ; the State should prohibitit. There 

ought to be a law in every State entirely forbidding the killing of all 

birds at any season of the year, except possibly crows and hawks. I 

don’t like crows, and yet they are good scavengers, and I suppose they 

are a necessary evil. As to hawks, the good and evil they do is about 

equally balanced. 

If the different State horticultural societies were to ask for the 

passage of such a law, they could easily secure its adoption. And it 

certainly would be a great advantage to the farmers and fruit-raisers 

of the country. 

I have heard whole chapters, and some sections and a few para- 

graphs on the vain woman who wears a bird in her hat; but nota 

word, no, not a syllable on the cruel man who kills birds for mere pas- 

time or the gratification of appetite. All this hue and cry about the 

killing of birds for millinery purposes isa mistake. The real birds worn 

on hats and bonnets are very small in number. There is one firm in 

New York city employing four hundred women and girls who manufac- 

ture bird ornaments exclusively; they use nothing but the feathers of 

barn yard fowls, which are blacked and colored, thereby giving the 

poultry man a market for his otherwise unsalable feathers. 

I feel like saying with the farmer, when his little child had wan- 

dered, unknown to him, into the uncut wheat field; he seeing a bird 

fluttering ahead of him, stopped his team to look for its nest, so as to 

avoid destroying it, found his baby sitting by the nest watching the 

little birds. As he covered her face with kisses he said, God bless the 

birds, and so say I, and let all the horticulturists in the nation say 

amen. 
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After a talk on the approaching State semi-annual meeting and who 

would go, it was, on motion, announced that the July meeting should 

be held in Dolling park, just north of the city. 

After adjournment our president proposed a stroll about his pre- 

mises, which was accepted and very much enjoyed. Passing the orchards, 

vegetable, fruit and flower gardens, we were impressed with the idea 

of good taste, skill and industry so obvious all around. We note with 

regret a disappointment, and joke to our friend, as he was about to 

give us a surprise. Heled us proudly to his strawberries, where he had 

well kept a row of fine new seedlings, the best of which he had left 

carefully unpicked, to show us about a quart of fine, ripe berries on a 

single plant; when, lo, a self-constituted committee had just been there 

on a mission of inspection, and had tested the good qualities of the en- 

tire crop of that prolific plant. Now, if there was a reporter with that 

committee he ought to state freely his opinion of the merits of that new 

and most prolific strawberry. 

Before adjournment the society unanimously voted thanks to the 

President, his good lady, and Miss Emma, their daughter, for their hos- 

pitality and kind efforts at always making these meetings a success and 

so pleasant to all who attend them at their place. 

Meeting adjourned. 

ANCIENT FLOWER GARDENS.. 

MISS MARY HOLSINGER. 

[Read at the Summer meeting of the Missouri State Horticultural society. ] 

In the southwestern part of Asia, hundreds of years before the 

birth of our Lord, there flourished a mighty empire known as Assyria. 

Through six centuries of constant warfare the haughty Assyrians ex- 

torted tributes from the surrounding nations, till in the latter part 

of the seventh century B C., the Medes on the north and the Baby- 

lonians on the south arose to revenge the aggressions of centuries. 

An alliance was formed between the two determined vindictive armies. 

They marched against the wicked capital and Nineveh was swept from 

the face of the earth. 

Two independent kingdoms, known as Media and Babylonia, were 

built from the ruins of Assyria, and to insure future peace and friend- 
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ship, the Median princess, Amytis, was married to the seventeen-year- 

old son of the Babylonian king. 

The new kingdoms flourished. Babylon was already a rich and | 

powerful city when the conquering king died and was succeeded by his 

son Nebuchadnezzar. 

Possessed of marvelous energy, the new king began at once to 

enlarge and secure the boundaries of his domain. Jerusalem was cap- 

tured, Egypt was overrun, and Tyre was subdued ere the ambitious 

monarch was content with his realm. 

But the king was more than a great warrior ; he was a great builder, 

whose fame as an architect long outlived that of the conqueror. He 

began at once to rebuild and restore every temple and city in his 

country, so enriching his capital that Babylon became the largest and 

most magnificent city of the ancient world. 

Turn for a moment to the Orient, for a glimpse of the beautiful city 

as it stood in the days of the great king, Nebuchadnezzar. 

Remember, first, that the country of Babylonia was a vast alluvial 

plain, watered principally by the river Euphrates, a land of quickly 

maturing crops and scorching heat, of surpassing fertility, but little 

natural beauty. 

Hemming in the city on either side was a protecting wall of such 

large dimensions as to be the wonder of the whole world. It was built 

in form of a perfect square, which some historians affirm measured four- 

teen miles on each side, was ninety-three feet thick and three hundred 

and seventy-three feet high. Other authorities reduce the dimensions, 

giving atotal length of forty miles and a height of less than one hun- 

dred feet. The latter estimate is probably nearer correct, but even this 

gives an enclosed area of one hundred square miles, a territory much 

larger than that covered by the modern city of London. 

There can be no doubt thatthe walls were of great height, for when 

Alexander the Great marched to Babylon they still stood over seventy 

feet high after the wear and tear of centuries. 

One hundred massive gates of solid brass, twenty-five on each side, 

pierced the huge masonry, while almost as far up as the eye could 

reach, at the summit of these perpendieular heights, two hundred and 

fifty towers were studded. 

Within there were no buildings for the space of a quarter of a mile. 

Beyond this wide and vacant border, fields, orchards and gardens, alter- 

nated by tall buildings, enhanced the beauty of the capital. 

The entire city was laid out in large squares, the streets or roads 

crossing at right angles, one street running straight to each of the one 

hundred gates. 
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Through the heart of the city flowed the languid Euphrates; along 

its banks were quays of brick masonry of the same thickness as the 

imposing walls. Brass gates and steps led to the water’s edge, where 

dusky ferrymen waited to row the traveler across the quiet river. In 

the day-time the stream might also be crossed by means of a draw- 

bridge, an eighth of a mile in length, resting on piers and arches made 

of stone and fastened together with clamps of iron and lead. 

Near the center of Babylon stood the temple of Belus, with its 

eight towers, its three gigantic golden divinities, and away in the dis- 

tance in every direction were other temples and public buildings which 

crowded history does not take time to mention. 

From either side of the Euphrates rose a majestic palace sur- 

rounded by triple walls. On the east bank stood the Grand palace, 

built and used by Nebuchadnezzar. The outer wall, seven miles in 

length, was constructed of plain, baked brick. The middle and inner 

walls were made of the same material, but were fronted with enameled 

brick representing hunting scenes. 

The palace itself was built on a mound_-fifty or sixty feet in height, 

walled with brick masonry and paved at the top with enameled brick 

or stone slabs. 

Within the palace were the three famous halls of brass, one above 

the other, and so arranged that they could be opened by @ mechanical 

contrivance when needed on feast days. Within were spacious apart- 

ments, gold and silver vessels in abundance, and such magnificent 

architecture as the world bas rarely heard of since. 

Such was the city of which Nebuchadnezzar boasted. “Is not 

this great Babylon, that I have built for the house of the kingdom by 

the might of my power, and for the honor of my majesty ?” 

Such was the city when Isaiah prophesied: “And Babylon, the glory 

of kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldee’s excellency, shall be as when 

God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah. The wild beasts of the desert 

shall lurk in its ruins; the houses shall be full of doleful creatures; 

there shall the owls dwell and the Satyrs dance.” 

Well might Nebuchadnezzar smile as he surveyed the walls and 

temples, the works of his hands. Well might he rest, knowing that the 

fame of his name and the honor of his majesty would endure to the end 

of the ages. 

But the queen was not happy. She, too, saw the mighty works her 

lord had done, but they held no charm for her. She hated the alluvial 

plain of Babylonia, with its rich verdure at one season and its scorch- 

ing heat at another. She hated the monotony of the level lands, which 

the great buildings could not hide. 
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With the home-sick longing for her native land always in her heart, 

what were the gates of brass, the walis and temples to her? Gladly 

would she have exchanged them all for the rugged beauty of the rocks 

and trees of her childhood. From the terraces of her munificent home 

she would survey these mighty works; then, turning from the glare of 

the plain and the glitter of the palace, she would strain her eyes for a 

glimpse of the beloved hills of far-off Media. 

The king saw the drooping of his mountain-born queen, and was 

grieved that she should be unhappy where he was more than content. 

Much as he loved wealth, much as he loved power, much as he loved 

fame, he loved Queen Amytis still more. 

Faith, the great apostle tells us, can remove mountains, but love, 

ah, love can build mountains, and this despotic oriental monarch re- 

solved to build a garden which should resemble a mountain for the 

pleasure of his beloved Amytis. So the“Hanging garden” was erected, 

the magnificent structure which was the main glory of the already won- 

derful palace, and one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. 

It was a square, each side of which measured 400 Greek feet, cov- 

ering an area of over four acres. It was supported by several tiers of 

open arches, one rising directly above another like the walls of a Roman 

amphitheater, thus making one perpendicular line from the summit to 

the base. At each stage or story of the building a solid platform was 

built, from which the next tier of arches rose till the structure over- 

topped the walls of the city. 

Various estimates are given for the height of the garden. Remem- 

bering that it was built on the palace mound, making it in the start 

about sixty feet above the level, the height of the garden itself may be 

reckoned any place between 75 and 100 feet. 

The Euphrates river supplied the garden with water, which was 

brought thither in pipes, and raised by a system of buckets aud pul- 

leys to a large reservoir at the top, from which it was sent to refresh the 

garden. A chamber within the structure contained the machinery by 

which the water was supplied. 

To prevent the moisture from penetrating the brick- work and grad- 

ually destroying the building, there was placed between the bricks and 

the mass of soil, first, a layer of reeds mixed with bitumen; next, a 

double iayer of burnt brick, cemented with gypsum; last, and adjacent 

to the soil, was a coating of sheet lead. 

Wide steps led up to the summit of the artificial mountain, each 

landing revealing new groves, gardens and fountains. 

Covering the summit was a huge mass of earth, deep enough not 

only to support shrubs and flowers but trees of the largest kinds, some 
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of which were said to be twelve feet in diameter. Some of the columns 

which supported the arches were made hollow and filled with earth, so 

the trees might strike their roots down. 

In this unique garden were found the bright coffee berry, the pecu- 

liar flower of the fig tree, the hardy, evergreen olive, and the taller, 

nobler trees of the northern forests. The flora of the luxuriant tropic 

and of the soberer temperate zone were blended in perfect harmony. 

Fragrance and beauty were everywhere prevalent. 

Imagine the effect of looking up ove hundred feet, noting differ- 

ent varieties of rocks, shrubs and flowers at each landing, and at the 

summit the largest trees of all, then ascending the broad stairway, of 

finding new gardens and fountains, and among the arches stately apart- 

ments, doubly pleasant because of the surrounding beauty and the de- 

licious coolness. 

As Amytis made the tour of her novel pleasure ground, she must 

have been happier for this beautiful retreat, which served at once as a 

reminder of the beloved rocks and trees of her old home and her hus- 

band’s love in the new. 

The Assyrians frequently erected artificial elevations to support 

trees and flowers, which are known as hanging gardens, but they were 

placed on only a single row of pillars, thus giviug them a very moderate 

height. None approached in size and complication of structure this 

one built by Nebuchadnezzar. 

In the southeastern part of what is now Turkey in Asia, on the 

banks of the Euphrates river, there are numerous shapeless mounds 

which are all that remains to tell that it was once a populous country, 

inhabited by a rich and energetic people, the legends of whose achieve- 

ments still astonish the world. A few well-preserved bricks and pieces 

of pottery are all that remain of the once magnificent architecture. 

Not a trace of the mighty walls exists. Nothing marks the site of “the 

beauty of the Chaldee’s excellency” but these unsightly heaps, which 

rose in majestic grandeur two thousand three hundred years ago. 

On the east bank of the river are three great mounds which are 

thought to mark the burial place of the largest building. The most 

northern one, known as Babil, the true native name for Babylon, is a 

vast pile of brick-work of an irregular quadrilateral shape. 

Below the Babil mound, which stands isolated from the rest, are 

two principal masses, the most northern known to the Arabs as Al Kasr, 

meaning “The Palace.” 

It is an oblong square, seven hundred yards long by six hundred 

broad, and seventy feet in height. Excavators have discovered only tiles, 

fragments of stone and bricks of a pale yellow color, stamped one and 
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* all with the name and title of Nebuchadnezzar. There also have been 

found fragments of sculptured stone and slabs bearing the following 

inscription: “Grana, Palace of Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, 

Son of Nabopolasser, King of Babylon, who walked in the worship of 

Nebo and Merodach, his lords.” 

On the summit of the huge ruin grows a single tree, a tamarisk in 

kind, but altered past recognition by time and exposure. The simple 

Arabs declare it to be of a species not found elsewhere on the globe, 

and believe it to be the last distorted remnant of the wonderful Hang- 

ing garden of Nebuchadnezzar. 

Several hundred years later, when the history of Babylon was 

already ancient, another nation and people, vastly different from the 

luxurious Orientals, moulded the world’s thought from the shores of 

western Europe. 

The history of the East is henceforth but an occasional episode. 

The despotism of the eastern satraps is replaced by a democracy. The 

patriotism of the common people is replaced by the active patriotism 

“of the Greeks. The once fabulously beautiful, imperial garden we ex- 

pect to find replaced by numerous smaller gardens more in accordance 

with democratic ideas. 

In this historic land, to which we owe much of the life we live to- 

day, much of our love for the arts, much of our love of personal lib- 

erty—in this land which stands at the summit of the cultured world 

what may we not expect in the pleasing art of floriculture ? 

With disappointment we learn that little is known of gardening 

among the Greeks, but it was certainly at a low ebb as regards the or- 

namenial part. 

Writers on the subject are reproved for disregarding the Greek 

garden, but the ancients themselves have not thought the subject worth 

mention. 

From tbe time of the Persian rulers down to the latest Roman pe- 

riod, hardly a mention is made of gardens and gardening. 

Several reasons may be given for the Greek neglect of the art; 

their flora was insignificant, they admired beauty in the natural world 

only as it could be used in the arts, the gardens and households of the 

cultured class were cared for entirely by slaves; and lastly, the pride 

of the people was in the public buildings and not in the homes of the 

land. 

The oft-mentioned “groves of the gods” were composed mostly of 

fruit trees. Flowers were grown simply for cutting. The blossoms 

most cultivated were those appropriate for chaplets, and in these there 

was a regular trade. 
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We are assured the Greeks were passionately fond of flowers,-yet 

the people who could appreciate the poems of Homer, the paintings of 

Apelles, the sculpture of Phidias, grew leeks and onions in rows be- 

tween their beloved violets and roses. 

The Athens of to-day is almost a modern city. Where the long _ 

walls once stood a road now leads from the ancient city, lined on each 

side with poplar trees. The fields are gay with scarlet poppies. The 

landscape is Italian in character. But near the royal residence is an 

elaborate garden, where the “pine rustles to the palm and a thousand 

statues revive the dead mythology.” 

Near the famous Acropolis is all that remains of the academic 

grove of Plato. Adjacent to a thrifty farm-house are found some marble 

columns under a cypress grove, some fragments of antique carving 

built into a wall. But the place is restfully quiet and seems to be peace- 

fully haunted by the thoughts of the great, the broad men who there 

instructed the youth. In speaking of the place Chas. Dudley Warner 

says: ‘What imitations of immortality do we need since the spell of 

genius is so deathless ?”’ 

In the year 146 B. C., the degenerate Greek states fell a prey to 

the all-absorbing Roman power. From classic Athens the rough Ro- 

man soldiers carried home immense treasures of painting and sculp- 

ture, the few scattered remnants of which are priceless to-day. 

Of ornamental gardening in the early Roman period we are left 

wholly in the dark. It may be safely assumed, however, that during 

the early period when the whole nation was engaged conquering other 

nations, such a refining art was undeveloped. 

In later years there prevailed a stiff style of gardening, harmoniz- 

ing well with the uncompromising Roman character, and belonging 

especially to Rome. Pliny mentions a garden which is typical of all 

those of his time. He describes it as decorated with figures of different 

animals cut in box; evergreens cut into a thousand different shapes, 

sometimes into letters forming different names; walls and hedges of 

cut box, and trees twisted into a variety of forms. The gardens of the 

Quirinal in modern Rome are in the stiff style of box hedges and clipped 

avenues so characteristic of the city. 

Another historic spot is the garden of Servilia, the mother of 

Brutus. Here she received the devotion of the great conqueror, Julius 

Cesar. Here her noble but misguided son conspired his murder. 

Here also the devoted wife, Portia, questioned her honored husband 

as to the mystery which he refused to reveal, fearing her weakness 

under torture, till by the concealment of a terrible, self-inflicted wound 
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in the side, she proved that Cato’s daughter, “the woman whom Lord 

Brutus took to wife,” could suffer and be silent. 

Babylon, the seat of luxury, Athens, the seat of art, Rome, the 

seat of discipline, are all cities of the past. 

The site of Babylon is a scene of utter desolation, strikingly fulfill- 

ing the Old Testament prophecies. Athens has become a city of the 

present, inhabited by people of every country and of every clime. 

Rome, stern, haughty Rome, has been seduced by Italian beauty of 

sky and landscape till she has lost her ruggedness, and only the crum- 

bling ruins remain to tell of the city that was. 

7 B12 



WINTER MEETING AT LEBANON. 

The Thirty-second annual meeting of the Missouri State Horticul- 

tural society was held in Lebanon, Missouri, December 3, 4, 5, 1839. 

The society began to collect the day before, so as to arrange the 

fruits and flowers for the exhibition. 

On the day of the opening the beautiful opera house was found 

decorated with a fine display of grains, grasses, vegetables, fruits and 

flowers, besides a large lot of evergreen trimming and ornamentation. 

The whole of the arrangement is due to the effort of the local society, 

through Mr. A, Nelson, their president. 

Abundance of the finest apples ever shown were on the tables, 

while on all sides were flowers, plants, grains, grasses and ornamentals. 

It does any society good to visit such a place as Lebanon and find 

everything in readiness for their meeting and entertainment. 

It is no wonder that our members are enthusiastic and energetic 

when we find scattered all over our State just such earnest workers 

as we find at Lebanon, and such complete preparation as found there. 

In order to give an outline of the good program we had at Leba- 

non, I submit a report made by Colman’s Rural World of the meeting: 

STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

BY OUR OWN REPORTER. 

The Thirty-second Annual Meeting of the Missouri State Horticul- 

tural society convened at Lebanon, Tuesday, December 3, 1889. In 

matter of numbersit was not fully up to expectation, but those attending 

from different sections of the State were enthusiasts in their chosen 

vocation, and the meeting lacked nothing in point of interest. 

To the very hospitable people of Lebanon is due great credit for 

the royal manner in which they entertained and cared for their visitors. 

Henceforth, the hospitality of that prosperous little city will be pro- 
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verbial among the horticulturists whose good fortune it was to partake 

of it. 

The opera house was tastefully decorated; the stage was banked 

on either side by a choice collection of rare foliage and flowering 

plants, and suspended from above, on a pendant back-ground, was the 

word “ Welcome,” the large letters being formed of bright red apples 

of a uniform size. In front of the stage and through the main aisle 

were arranged the fruit tables, which contained an unusually fine selec- 

tion of the products of Missouri. It was a pretty sight, and the en- 

comiums bestowed upon the ladies of Lebanon for this display of their 

handiwork were well deserved. The towns-people crowded the house 

to its utmost capacity during the evening sessions, and were well 

pleased with the entertainment afforded. No more delightful weather 

could have been desired; the December sun shone clear and bright. 

TUESDAY EVENING. 

President Evans called the meeting to order, and prayer was offered 

by Rev. Albert Jump. 

The address of welcome was delivered by Hon. G. W. Bradfield, 

who won the plaudits of his listeners for his eloquent discourse. Treas- 

urer Holman, of Springfield, responded in timely and well-chosen re- 

marks. 

Then occurred one of the most pleasant features of the entire ses- 

sion—the presentation of a handsome gavel to the worthy President, 

Maj. J. C. Evans, by Miss May Johnson, the youngest member of the 

Laclede County society, on behalf of her co-workers. It was not on 

the printed program, and President Evans was taken unawares, but the 

charming little lady was in her element and acquitted herself in a man- 

ner highly creditable. The presiding officer, not unused to such oceca- 

sions, was in this instance nonplused, but when equilibrium was re- 

stored he responded in his usual happy manner. 

Prof. E. M. Shepherd, of Springfield, read an interesting paper, 

“ Utility plus Beauty,” following which was a recitation by Prof. T. L. 

Ruby, of Lebanon. 

WEDNESDAY MORNING. 

Upon the call of the president the assembly came to order, and 

listened to prayer by Rev. C. W. Dunn. Greetings were received from 

Kansas, Michigan and Indiana State societies in convention assembled, 

and returned by Missouri society. 

Hee 2 
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The first paper was “ Vinegar Making,” by Chas. Patterson, Adair 

county. Its reading occasioned considerable discussion, which resulted 

in a motion being made and carried, asking the society to take some 

action as a body to secure legislation in order to suppress the making 

of acid vinegar, or compel the manufacturers to brand ali spurious 

vinegar as such. The matter was referred to Committee on Legislation. 

Henry Speer, of Bates county, read a paper on “The Dark Side of 

Fruit Growing,” in which were mentioned the many vicissitudes attend- 

ant upon the grower of fruit. The usual discussion followed, and was 

participated in by Messrs. Ambrose, Murray, Clark and Bell. 

Secretary Goodman then read a carefully prepared paper on “ Pro- 

fit and Loss in Orcharding,” by Dan Carpenter, of Barry. Mr. Patter- 

son thought it one of the best papers he ever listened to, and this 

sentiment was heartily indorsed by many. 

“ What Management of Orchards has Secured the Best Results” 

was the subject of N. F. Murray’s excellent paper, in the discussion of 

which nearly every member joined, the culture of the pear and peach 

receiving much attention. 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON. 

The afternoon session was opened by 8S. A. Latimar, of Dallas 

county, who read a paper on “Plans for Home-made Fruit Evapo- 

rators.” 

A. R. Humphrey, of Laclede county, followed with a paper on 

“Tree Growing ”—especially apple. In the discussion it was brought 

out that some member found clover sown in orchards very successful, 

while others condemned the practice. 

Several questions were forwarded to the society by an absent 

Jasper county member, among them this one: Would youadvise plant- 

ing Clayton for commercial purposes? Mr. Kirchgraber, of Greene 

county, would plant it. Mr. Bell, of Cooper, found it a better market 

apple than Ben Davis, but does not like the tree. It is said to bea 

prolific bearer. The question created extended discussion, and devel- 

oped the fact that there was evidently a misunderstanding as to 

variety. Another question: Is Mammoth Black Twig a good keeper? 

Mr. Bell said few were acquainted with it; grows in Northern Arkan- 

sas, but not equal to Missouri apples. Prefers Clayton, which sells 

well. Question—-What about Arkansas Black? Mr. Gilbert—There 

are a few trees in Northern Arkansas, and it is said to be a long 

keeper, as late as May or June. President Evans spoke of an Arkan- 

sas man who found it a profitable apple. 
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J.C. Plumb, of Wisconsin, wrote: ‘“ What apple will supersede 

the Ben Davis? will any of the new varieties do it?” Mr. Thompson, 

of Henry county—TI have heard Gano will fill the bill; how about it? 

Mr. Gano, of Howell county—Great similarity between them, differing 

only in color. Mr. Murray thought Gano the best of the two, and 

asked as to the keeping qualities of the York Imperial, and its value as 

a commercial apple. Secretary Goodman—Think it gaining in favor 

wherever grown. It is a good bearer, good keeper, and worthy of 

attention. Prof. Clark—Have tested it along with twenty other vari- 

eties, and found it a good keeper. Mr. Speer—How long has the Gano 

been propagated? Mr. Gano—First buds were cut in 1871 or ’72, and 

distributed from Lee’s Summit, Mo. 

One of the committee on small fruits, J. N. Menifee, of Holt county, 

prepared a splendid paper on “ The Raspberry,” which brought out a 

spirited discussion as to the value of different varieties for market. 

Mr. Patterson would avoid the reds for both home and foreign market, 

while Capt. Hollister, of St. Louis, put Illinois reds on the Denver 

market in good condition, and thinks them as good as blacks, espe- 

cially Turner. Secretary Goodman—lI think difference in soil accounts 

for this success of Illinois reds. Question—JIs there any danger in 

planting too deep? Gilbert planted four inches and got only halfa stand. 

President Evans—I never knew a raspberry root buried that depth 

but it came up under favorable circumstances. Prof. Clark found 

Schaffer’s Colossal the poorest berry on the Station grounds, and the 

only variety injured. 

Judge Samuel Miller’s report on small fruits again gave the friends 

and champions of different varieties an opportunity to extol their good 

qualities. Mr. Hopkins, of Greene county—lI would not recommend 

any variety of strawberries for cultivation. 

A paper on “The Blackberry,” prepared by Jacob Faith, of Ver- 

non county, was read. In the discussion which ensued, one member 

advocated the practice of planting ten feet apart. 

Capt. Hollister offered some valuable suggestions as to “ Fruit 

Packages,” which the grower will profit by if he follows up the meth- 

ods advocated. He stated that appearance meant everything in mar- 

ket ; use neat, new packages, and be sure you are well informed before 

shipping. For peaches, thought one-third bushel box the best for St. 

Louis market, where re-shipment is to be-made; for local trade, a peck 

basket, covered with tarlton, is recommended. Wrap nicely and pack 

with care. Mr. Robards—What would you advise for long shipment 

of strawberries? Answer—24-quart cases, dry measure in every in- 

stance; and see to it that the box material is not damp; otherwise the 
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berries will become heated. Plums are generally shipped in similar 

packages, although some use one-third bushel. Compartment boxes 

have been found to be very successful for fine fruit. Matured peaches 

do betterif wrapped. Gooseberries stand shipment in almost any man- 

ner ; treated properly, it is one of the most profitable berries. Apples 

should be shipped in barrels, unless it be the earlier kinds, which do 

better in one-third bushel boxes. 

“Three Best Strawberries, Raspberries and Blackberries,” a paper 

written by Z. T. Russel, of Jasper county, called out various opinions 

by many members, as to the value of the different kinds as a commer- 

cial success. 

WEDNESDAY EVENING. 

The session was opened by orchestral music, after which Prof. H. 

W. Specking, of South St. Louis, read an instructive and scientific pa- 

per on “ Color in Fruits,” in the course of which he advised all who 

desired to raise highly colored fruit to see to it that it has plenty of 

light. 

‘Way Down upon the Suwanee River,” was cleverly rendered by 

Mmes. Homer Nelson, J. D. Bonar, J. D. Faulkner and Harry Nelson. 

Mrs. W. H. Owens, of Lebanon, is to be complimented on her pa- 

per, “ Flowers and their Culture. ” 

‘“* Lawns and Flower Beds,” by C. I. Robards, of Bates county, was 

an exelient paper and well read; the moral to be learned from it was, 

that poultry should not be considered a necessary adjunct to the suc- 

cessful cultivation of lawns or flower beds—not even the Christmas 

turkey. 

Mr. Fred Demuth, one of Lebanon’s accomplished musicians, then 

followed with a cornet solo, assisted by Miss Grace Moss, pianist. 

Mr. J. G. Kinder, of Vernon county, read a paper on the “ Pros- 

pects of Those Engaged Wholly in Horticulture.” Miss Eva Jump, a 

talented young lady of Lebanon, followed with a recitation. Mrs. C. 

C. Bell, of Cooper county, had an excellent paper on “* Waste Places.” 

Mrs. Homer Nelson’s solo was very much appreciated. 

J. M. Rice, editor of the Sarcoxie Vindicator, read a paper on 

“ Studies in the Woods,” which was well received by all, prepared as 

it was, in his inimitable style; the evening exercises closing with a full 

chorus of local singers. 

THURSDAY MORNING. 

Prayer by Rev. J. R. Love. G. W. Hopkins, of Greene county, 

read a paper on “ Missouri Fruits and Missouri Lands,” one of the best 

papers of the entire session. 
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_ A. Nelson, President of the Laclede county society, spoke in refer- 

ence to his trip to New York State, where he placed on exhibition a 

great variety of the products of Missouri land, and doubted not that 

this enterprise would redound to the benetit of the State. 

The reports of the Secretary and Treasurer were made. In the 

election of officers the rules were suspended and the old officers re- 

elected for another year, as follows: President, J. C. Evans, Harlem; 

Vice-President, N. F. Murray, Oregon; Secretary, L. A. Goodman, 

Westport; Treasurer, D. S. Holman, Springfield. 

Reports of committees on fruits, flowers and vegetables were made 

and adopted, which recommended that in future the name of the grower 

and his postoffice address be placed on all articles shown for premium. 

Invitations were received from Excelsior Springs, Poplar Bluff, 

Clinton and Kirkwood, asking for the meetings of 1890, but the selec- 

tion was left to the Executive committee, the morning convention clos- 

ing with a paper by Prof. Clark on “ Horticulture at the Experiment 

Station.” 

THURSDAY AFTERNOON. 

Prof. W. C. Calland, Springfield, Mo., made a very pleasing talk in 

presenting the “ Plans of Drury College Grounds,” asking for the sym- 

pathy and hearty co-operation of the society (which had always been 

given heretofore) in the perfection of the plan so generously made by 

the celebrated landscape gardener, Prof. M. G. Kern, for the ornamen- 

tation of the grounds. The response was made by Treasurer Holman, 

after which 800 ornamental trees were readily donated by members of 

the society from different sections of the State. 

“The Peach,” a paper by G. W. Hopkins, “ Thinning Fruit,” by J. 

Kirchgraber, both of Greene county, and the report of the committee 

on transportation, came in for their share of the discussion. 

Levi Chubbuck, Secretary State Board of Agriculture, read a 

paper on the “ Work of To-day,” which, with others, will appear in the 

Rural World as space will permit. 

Prof. Clark read a paper on “ The Potato,” the session closing with 

Mr. J. A. Durkes’ paper on “ Melons.” 

THURSDAY EVENING. 

The instrumental and vocal music of the 32d annual meeting was 

one of the most pleasant features, among which in this session was 

Mrs. J. D. Faulkner’s solo, which deserved and received great praise. 

“Our Forest Trees,” an able paper by Prof. M. G. Kern of St. Louis, 

was read by Secretary Goodman. Mr. C. C. Bell, of Cooper county, 
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followed with an excellent paper on the “ Mistakes and Disappoint- 

ments of the Horticulturist,” with some valuable lessons as learned 

from his own experience. 

J. G. Kinder, of Vernon county, a clever and enthusiastic horticul- 

turist, read a paper on “ Nature vs. Horticulture,” which contained a 

recital of his experience with the former, and closed with a word- 

painting of Nature as it can be seen. 

“Ornamentals,” by M. W. Serl, Lebanon, was an interesting and 

valuable paper. 

Mrs. F. N. Fortier, of Lebanon, recited Longfellow’s “ King Robert 

of Sicily,” and won the applause of every listener for her finished elo- 

cution. 

Reports of committees on finance, obituary and financial resolu- 

tions were made, and the business of the meeting proper was at an 

end. A chorus sang “God be With you Till We Meet Again,” and the 

benediction was pronounced. So closed the 32d annual meeting of 

the State society. ; 

THE LEBANON MEETING. 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3—7 P. M. 

Song by the choir, “ Away to the Meadows.” 

Prayer by Rev. Albert Jump. 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME BY HON. GEO. W. BRADFIELD. 

The people of Laclede county, and especially the citizens of Leb- 

anon, have looked forward with more interest to this meeting than to 

any event that has taken place here for years, and as evidence of their 

high appreciation of your visit they have impelled me to extend to you 

a kindly greeting and a cordial welcome to their homes and to their 

hospitalities. The close and intimate relation that exists between us 

as hosts and guests, suggests that we should have something more 

than a mere introduction. We know you, and the high character which 

the society bears, but you have but a limited knowledge of your hosts- 

We know that we have in this State men of thought and culture that 

are engaged in agriculture and horticulture. We have no bassoo to 
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sound our own praises, but we have invited you here that we may 

hear from you, and learn from you, and profit by the instruction. 

It has been but a few years since this county and this town had 

no space upon the map of the State of Missouri. Our railroad was 

completed twenty years ago, and it was my office to welcome the offi- 

cers of the Southern Pacific railroad to the city. All that you see 

now, or almost all, has been accomplished since that day. The county 

now has a population of 15,000, with eighty school districts. In every 

township there are houses in which to worship Almighty God. This. 

city has extended its boundaries. It has eight churches dedicated to 

the service of Almighty God, with seating capacity for the entire pop- 

ulation, white and colored. Weare proud of our women here, and I 

feel more proud when speaking of them than I do when speaking of 

our lazy, trifling men. 

Our farmers once had the idea that there was nothing worth rais- 

ing but wheat and corn, cattle and hogs. When prices became low 

they became discouraged. They had not dreamed of the possibilities. 

of horticulture. Fortunately, for us there came a man from the North 

and located among us who believed that we could grow fruits. He 

went to work first to organize an agricultural society; then he started 

a horticultural society, with women to help. Some months ago he 

found that there was to be an exposition in his native city, and he went 

to work and gathered together a car-load of Laclede, Webster and 

Greene county productions, which he carried to the exposition at 

Buffalo, N. Y.; and the very poorest apple he had in his collection was 

finer than the best apple they had from their own State. The person 

to whom I refer was no other than the person of Mr. A. Nelson. 

The advertisement of our county went all over this country. It 

was a difficult matter to sell our surplus fruit before, but this fall deal- 

ers have come into this county and bought all the apples they could 

procure. It has taken the hump out of the backs of our agriculturists, 

and they stand erect like men. You, Mr. Nelson, have come here in 

the very nick of time, when the people all over this county are asking 

for information in regard to horticulture. One young man (and the 

only objection we have to him is that he cannot be persuaded to take 

a wife) is going to plant 20,000 trees near this town. “Silver Dick” is 

going to plant apple trees. We will profit by your teaching, for we are 

in a position to need it for our future guidance. Looking at your pro- 

gram, we find that you have selected the very topics upon which we 

need information. 

I desire to impress upon your minds that we have not invited you 

here for a corner-lot boom. Our only beverage is our pure, natural 

magnetic water. 
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It now only remains for me, in the name of the people of Lebanon 

and Laclede county, to extend to you our old-fashioned grasp of friend- 

ship, the pump-handle and the pendulum shake. Glad to see you; make 

yourselves at home. 

REPLY OF PRESIDENT J. C. EVANS. 

We are disappointed to-night, for we expected the Hon. N. J. 

Colman. He permitted his name to go on the program, and so we did 

not make any other provision to fill that place on the program. I will 

call upon a gentleman to say a few words—our old and honored friend, 

the Treasurer of this society. 

Mr. Holman—lI thank you for the honor and the pleasure of say- 

ing a few words. I shall not attempt to respond to the very able 

address so fity made on this occasion. 

Ladies and gentlemen of Laclede county, allow me to say for 

the Missouri State Horticultural society, we thank you most heartily 

for the kind words so well expressed by Mr. Bradfield. It is our first 

meeting here, but we knew we would be welcome. We came to learn 

and to teach; and the missionary spirit is mutual between the society 

and you. That we come to a land adapted to horticulture is shown by 

such apples as these before me. We come to consult with you, to ex- 

change ideas with you, a mutual exercise profitable to us both. We 

come to talk to the point. I give place to the paper to be read by our 

Secretary. That will tell you more good than I could tell you in a 

whole evening. We thank you again for your kind welcome. 

President Evans—I ask the Secretary to read a paper not pre- 

pared for this meeting, but I think it is well adapted to this meeting. 

Vocal quartette—‘ Peter Piper, Pumpkin Eater.” 

Paper read by Secretary Goodman. 

THE WORK OF THE MISSOURI STATE HORTICULTURAL 
SOCIETY, 

AND THE HORTICULTURAL OUTLOOK. 

The work consists first in organization; organize, organize for 
mutual benefit and improvement. Too much of our time, money and 
energy is spent in the wrong direction. If we could all act in accord, 
one taking one part, one another, and each doing his work systematic- 
ally and judiciously, and then report them to some headquarters, you 
can imagine what a saving it would be. We need our State well or- 
ganized, each county well represented, each prominent fruit-grower 
well posted in all the affairs of the State, working in unison and 
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accord with all others, and thus through the State becoming a power 

and knowledge not to be slighted. 

The development of the fruit interests is something we have been 

trying to accomplish during the last few years. We have by meeting 

together and talking and investigating made known the fruit interests 

of the State far beyond their own contracted sphere. From almost 

every point along the Missouri river, from St. Louis to’ the boundaries 

of Iowa and the corner of Nebraska, we have been developing the 

apple interests of our State. Thousands of acres of those rich lands 

of Northwest Missouri have been transferred into beautiful, bountiful, 

beneficial orchards, until more money is made on one acre of orchard 

or other fruits than on ten of other products—developing these and 

all of the lands of the State from the North to the South and the Hast 

to the West for the fruits of Missouri. 

Then scientific study is attracting attention all over our country, 

and especially in the fruit line. Our growers are becoming more ob- 

serving, and are reporting things they do not know and facts they do 

not understand to our scientists, until we are getting an army of them 

to work in different portions of our country and in different lines of 

study. We are opening up a field broad and wide, and inviting our 

young people and our old people to step in and examine for themselves. 

Here is a field for those who love study and who are willing to enter 

it, where there is no better opportunity in the whole range of profes- 

sions to expand and grow and become noted in some special line of 

work. I have only to point to Prof. B. T. Galloway and his success in 

one of these lines of study, and those of us who know him know his 

worthiness. 

Advertising our possibilities is a very important part of our work, 

and yet we can do only a very small portion of the work which should 

be done. A State with everything at her doors, with everything within 

her borders, with the wonderful possibilities lying before her, needs 

only to be well advertised to have people come to her borders. Min. 

erals of all kinds, woods of all kinds, soils of every class, all of the 

grains and grasses, fruits in endless variety, climate the healthiest, 

water in ‘abundance—what more is needful in the upbuilding of a 

State except for the people of our country to know it? In connection 

with the State Board of Agriculture, we are trying to do a small por- 

tion of what should be done. 

Market and transportation, especially in the line of our fruits, is a 

matter which needs to be brought before our railroad companies and 

express companies in the strongest possible way. When we can get 

our transportation companies to understand the importance of foster- 
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ing our truit interests and helping to develop them, we have made @ 

long step in the right direction. To do this we must organize, collect. 

statistics, interview our companies, show them the importance of 

a little concession, and above all induce our fruit-growers to plant in 

larger quantities, to take better care of their orchards, to get all your 

neighbors to grow them, and make your town a regular fruit station of 

such proportions, and of such a unity of action, packing everything to 

a certain grade and guaranteeing every package, that the companies 

cannot but hear you and respond. 

Sending out information such as we have an abundance of, giving 

our people instruction in varieties, modes of planting, care, cultivation, 

how to fight the insects, how to pack our fruits, where to sell them, 

how to grade them, where, when, what, how to plant—could we but 

get our people to understand some of these things which are so im. 

portant to their success, half of our work would be done. We can do 

this in no mean way by meeting and comparing notes. The horticul- 

turist is the most liberal man in the world, for if he has a new plan, or 

new idea, or new fruit, or new market, or new location, or new fact, or 

new discovery, or new variety, or new blunder or new humbug, even, 

he is sure to give it to the people without money and without price. 

In this comparing of notes we can accomplish a hundred times more 

through our local societies. We can therefore be of assistance to them 

in many different ways, helping them in sending out and helping them 

in collecting, meeting with them and giving assistance whenever 

wanted. The local societies, where well met and imbued with enthusi- 

asm, have a hundred chances of helping one another in their monthly 

meetings, and time and place to put it into practice. 

My last point or points on the work of the society are: The love 

of the beautiful, both in public and private homes, the general upbuild- 

ing of the cause and the development of a love for the work. 

We have sought to bring about the planting and beautifying of our 

public grounds, colleges and parks, with the assistance of one the best 

landscape gardeners of the country. We have without cost visited 

some of our college grounds, had them laid off in a beautiful sys- 

tematic plan, and they are now trying to work with that end in view. 

Kidder college, Kirksville, Warrensburg, Drury are now trying to carry 

these very important plans into execution. The school-houses by the 

hundreds all over our State have been beautified by thousands of trees 

planted through the efforts of our society and our local societies. Ten 

or fifteen years later you will see the benefit of such work. 

Did you ever go into Forest park, St. Louis? Well, if you could 

have seen that place fifteen or twenty years ago. you would certainly 

a 
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not recognize it. You will wonder still more when I tell you that all 

that planting was done by the hundreds of thousands of trees, and 

nearly all in one year, so that the beautiful park we now so love to 

visit was all in the mind of this landscape gardener, Prof. M. G. Kern, 

in its perfect beauty years and years ago. So we are trying to-day to 

plant and induce planting of all our public grounds and school-yards. 

Do you think there is any other business or profession which offers 

better opportunities or inducements than does the horticultural work 

of this State? I tell you we want earnest, enthusiastic horticulturists, 

who are willing to work and study, and open up new lines of labor and 

the general upbuilding of the cause. 

We have call day after day for good, energetic, enthusiastic, en- 

lightened horticulturists all over the country ; places are ready for many 

a man, if they were only ready to step in and fill them. 

A love for this business must be a prime motive power or we are 

not so sure of success. There is a sort of pride in the heart of every 

man to see whatever he has in hand prosper and grow to a successful 

end. In no line of work is this more noticeable than in the mind of the 

horticulturist, for when he begins to plant orchards, to lay out lawns, 

open out parks, fill our green-houses with cuttings and plants, deco- 

rate our streets or beautify our flower beds, or even perfect our vegeta- 

bles—when this mania for planting and growth has once hold of you it 

will develop sucha love for the work that you wiil never let it go. So 

much for the pleasant work of our State society—the outlook is 

brighter, if this is pleasant. 

I believe that the first lessons I took in horticulture were when my 

mother took me into the yard or garden, where we had a small nursery 

of seedling trees, and showed me how to bud them in the top branches 

or how to change some of our June roses by the same means into our 

best hybrid perpetuals. Ever since that time I have planted and 

planted and planted in our yards, in our parks, in our nurseries and in 

our orchards, by the thousands and thousands, until it seems to me that 

I should be entirely lost if I could not as each spring-time comes 

point out a new place or a new orchard. 

If we look at the condition of horticulture at that time, or even 

here in Missouri twenty years ago, we find orchards of few varieties, 

prominently the Jenneting, orchards of few acres, orchards with but 

little care, no special effort at orcharding, no special plan as to varie- 

ties, no special markets in view, a sort of haphazard manner of doing 

all these things in an easy-go-long way, resulting often, of course, in 

quite a number of dollars as pay for the marketing; and yet it was a 

lesson to no one, or rather a lesson of laziness. Of course we have too 
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much of this on hand now, but I am glad to say that that day is pass- 

ing rapidly away when there is any pay to it, and consequently will 

soon be lost or past entirely. 

What I have said about our orchards is also true about our small 

fruits, vegetables, flowers, tree-planting along our streets, and beauti- 

fying our lawns, too much, of course, neglected to this day, but gradu- 

ally improving. 

Our growth in all these directions has been slow, gradual, sure. 

In small fruits we see hundreds of thousands of boxes of the luscious 

berries, strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, going to market every 

day through the entire season. We see some of our inland cities now 

using thousands of boxes of them where a few years ago you could 

scarcely sella quart. We see our large cities full of them from the 

very earliest of the season until the end. We see used in thousands of 

our families fruits daily. where years ago they thought them only an 

expensive luxury. 

Only the other day I met the man who was express messenger on 

the Illinois Central R. R., and who carried the first shipment of straw- 

berries from Southern Illinois to the Chicago market. To-day we see 

whole train loads of them going to Chicago daily, while from that one 

little town which sent the first shipment there are often loaded ten or 

twelve car loads daily. On the western border of the State lives the 

man who helped to plant the first vines of the Concord grape. Now 

we see car load after car load of these grapes shipped all over our 

country. Near the center of this State lives one who originated some 

of the strawberries which have paid such enormous returns to our 

fruit-growers. 

But cur growth has not alone been along this line; our stone fruits 

have year by year been increasing in value, notwithstanding the failure 

of the peach in a portion of the State. And our large fruits—how have 

our orchards grown! how have the varieties increased and improved! 

how has the care and cultivation changed ! 

We have to-day orchards of 40, 60, 80, 100, 160 acres, all planted 

_ of one or two or three varieties, while we have others of 200, 300 or 

400 acres, all planted strictly for commercial purposes. The day is not 

far distant when our apple buyers can go to one of these orchards and 

get all the fruit they want to pack, and that all of uniform packing 

and standard varieties. Where before we had only a few doubtful 

varieties, to-day we have standard varieties—good, hardy, productive, 

handsome standard market varieties—not all of them, of course, suited 

to all parts of the State, but especially suited to some part of it—Red 

June, Benoni, E. Pennock, M. Blush, Mother, Lowell, Fulton, Red 

’ 
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Streak, Jonathan, Rome Beauty, Grimes’ Golden, Smith’s, Winesap, 

Willow Twig, Clayton, York, Ben Davis, Gano, Babbitt, Minkler. 

Growth in flowers, flowering shrubs, trees, could you for a moment 

think I could give you an inkling even of what the change has been in 

this direction? But cast your mind backward twenty years, and then 

think of what you see now in our best lawns, gardens, green-houses or 

parks. The wonderful change in our roses, geraniums, chrysanthemums, 

pansies, in our evergreens of endless variety, the new shrubs, herba- 

ceous plants, trees—let your minds rest for a moment on what you 

know of improvement, and then remember that is but a drop of the 

whole. 

In vegetable growing of all kinds, you do not want me to even 

mention them in this paper. 

In the southeast part of our State we have two or three little towns. 

which last season shipped nearly 4,000 car loads of melons all over our 

State and Northern States. 

In forest tree planting, beginning in Nebraska a few years ago, un- 

til now you see millions of trees planted each year in our new forests, 

and on Arbor day we see fifteen States with their Governors and 

other State officers (or if they don’t they should be), with thousands. 

upon thousands of others all over our country planting trees, planting 

trees. I tell you it will not be many years until Arbor day will be as 

notable a holiday as Christmas, New Year’s or Fourth of July, and the 

whole country will be planting, planting, planting. 

School-house decorating and home-lawn planting is to-day as im- 

portant a matter in our minds as was the old log cabin to our ancestors. 

They both are a necessity. 

Horticulture, in its broadest sense, has spread all over our land; in 

extent it reaches from the east to the west, from the north to the south; 

nearly every community is at this day more or less interested ; from 

the barren plains of the west, which are gradually being reclaimed for 

orcharding, to the cold of the north, where we are now growing some 

good edible varieties of crab apples, in value from a few thousands of 

dollars, until now we see the whole country filled with the produce ; 

and from reports made ten years ago we find some of our States run- 

ning up to the millions of dollars, and our State not far from the front. 

A full crop of fruit in this State is to-day worth ten millions of dollars. 

How we have improved in our condition! To-day we find strawberry 

growers, raspberry growers, grape growers, peach growers, apple grow- 

ers; the whole tendency of this age is to specialities, and we find our 

fruit men not a whit behind the rest. When a man makes a business 
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of a certain department of the work, he is sure to take care of it and 

make it pay. 

In our commercial orchards and in our new varieties, we find the 

promise of our profession. If we can induce our members to plant 

good, large commercial orchards, of 40, 60 or 100 acres, of a few varie- 

ties, take care of them, and not starve the trees by growing crops con- 

tinually on the ground, my word for it, when he gets a crop of fruit by 

the thousands of bushels, he will find buyers plenty to buy them and 

money plenty to reward him. 

In Missouri we are no whit behind others in the development of 

new varieties among all these fruits. Strawberries, we have a number 

from our old friend Sam/’l Miller, of Bluffton; raspberries and black- 

berries from a number of our members, until now we have certain va- 

rieties which are planted exclusively, such, for instance, as the Hop- 

kins, by the 10 or 20 acres, and they are the mo%xt profitable of any 

other variety. Not long since I found on one of the southern farms a 

blackberry vine without a thorn: suppose it should turn out to be as 

good as Snyder, what a boon we should have. 

In grapes we have hundreds of new varieties, and it not be long 

ere we can grow grapes like the grapes of Kelly Island. We have 

the names of Geo. Hussman, Jacob Rommel, H. Yeager, I. Busch, G. 

EK. Meissner, who are using or have been using every effort to reach 

the end in view. 

Among the apples we have hundreds of earnest investigators who 

have and are now bringing forth the old and the new varieties into such 

notice as to attract attention. The Gano, Shackleford, Babbitt, Clay- 

ton, York Imperial, Howell, Holman and a number of new seedlings are 

being found all over the Ozark region, until we hope some day to show 

you an apple as large as Rome Beauty, as handsome as Lawver, as good 

as Jonathan, as hardy as Romanite and as productive and early a bearer 

as Ben Davis. 

Lastly, what will our future be? An era of specialties. Each one 

of our affairs are becoming so important, and each one takes so much 

special work that, you cannot find the man who will or can do all them 
successfully. 

In studying our insect life, we want an entomologist who can 
devote his entire time and energy to this special work. Why, thereare 
whole nations of insect people among our insects whom we do not even 
know; we have whole tribes and states of them who are our friends, 
and whole armies of them who will fight our foes if we but will marshal 
their forces and show them the enemy. He is the best general who 
can and will use all his reserve force when needed. Let us then use 
these insect mites to help fight our battles. 
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In botany our specialists are opening up new fields day by day, and 

to-day our scientists would think you silly to attempt more than to study 

the fungi or germs on our plants, when there are whole forests of these 

plant growths, each as distinct from the other as are the trees in our 

forests, and which can only be studied with the aid of a powerful 

microscope. Well, we will have specialists in this line in the future. 

In soils, how much we know and much we still must learn. Can we 

feed our soils or plants and produce results we so much want to know ? 

Can we feed our fruits and get better ones? Does the soil affect the 

growth of the fruits, and if so,in what way? If one variety succeeds 

in one locality and fails in another, what is the cause of it? In climate, 

have we secured the knowledge we want? Why is a plant hardy, and 

what makes it so? Why do plants and trees winter-kill? Can we grow 

from certain families of trees, others which will be more hardy, and if 

so, how? All of these questions, so hard now, will some of them be 

solved in due time? In our fruits, what of the future of them? If I 

answer that the past quarter of a century is only a beginning of what 

the future will be, can you appreciate it? Growth,in not only one line, 

but in every single department of our horticultural work, is the watch- 

word of the fruit men. 

I have no time to mention all these departments, flowers, vege- 

tables, forestry, green-house, ornamentals; the future is bright, and 

our steps will not be backward. 

And now, as there is so much to do and so much to say, it is my 

only excuse for this paper. It seems as if every department needs 

so much to be said that I can hardly hold my pen from running away. 

But when we see large commercial orchards covering all our rich 

lands, peaches and apples on the Ozarks, grapes on our hills, apples 

all over the State in large special orchards where buyers can load 5, 10 

or 20 car loads from one orchard; knowing how to feed our orchards 

as we feed our hogs, knowing how to care for them as we care for our 

horses, and knowing how to train them as we do our children, doing 

nothing to injure them, nothing to discourage them, never causing them 

to weep with sorrow, pain or shame, then we shall all see the future as 

T now see it. 

ADDRESS BY MISS MAY JOHNSON, 

Presenting a gavel to the President from the Laclede Horticultural society. 

MR. PRESIDENT: In all cases, and under all circumstances, a pre- 

siding officer should be armed with the weapon of his office, and, fearing 

you may need a weapon to defend the high and exalted position as- 

signed you as President of the Missouri State Horticultural society, 

H R—13 
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our society, of which I am one of its youngest members, has selected 

me to present you with this beautiful gavel, made from wood the fruit of 

which horticulturists so much delightin. The head of tbis gavel is made 

from the wood of the Bartlett pear, the Willow Twig, the Ben Davis. 

and the Winesap apple. In presenting to you this gavel we hope and 

trust that you may live long to wield it and use it as President of the 

State society ; and we further trust that through your labor of love as. 

a horticulturist, and as President, you may bind and cement the differ- 

ent societies of the State together as firmly and closely as are the 

different pieces of fruit-wood in the head of this gavel. And now, on 

behalf of the Laclede County Horticultural society, I present it to you. 

RESPONSE OF THE PRESIDENT. 

Miss JOHNSON: Ian only thank you, and through you the La- 

clede County Horticultural society, for this beautiful gavel. I assure 

you that as long as I occupy this position I shall endeavor to wield it 

to the advantage of the noble society to which you belong. I prize 

this gavel most highly, and thank you again. It means work—that is 

what we came here for. I have looked forward to this meeting as one 

of the greatest importance we have ever heldanywhere. I feel it more 

to-night. I feel the fear, to some extent, that our discussion will not 

be conducted just as it should be. I feel a weakness on my part to do 

just what should be done for the best interest of the society. I ask 

your assistance. If I make any mistakes, they will be of the head and 

not of the heart. 

I now call for an address by Prof. Shepherd, of Springfield, Mo 

UTILYLY PLUS BEAOLY., 

The ideal paper before such a society as this should be instructive 

and practical. That person who is the most conversant with a given 

subject, who has made it a success or failure, is the one best adapted 

for its discussion. 

It seems like the refinement of cruelty to assign to me a topic that 

more properly belongs to the gentler sex, and any failure to present it 

adequately I shall beg to have shared with him who is responsible for 

this first mistake. 

Suggestion is, however, of value as a method of instruction, and 

it may be that even one whose chief relation to horticulture has been 

to enjoy the labor of others may drop some word that shall lead to 

profitable thought. 
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As will be readily seen, this topic is a broad one, being applicable 

to all the departments of animate and inanimate nature; but here we 

shall consider only what utility plus beauty may have to do with horti- 

culture. 

The useful has been defined as “that which makes man’s life more 

easy or more agreeable.” Nature herself supplies us with very few 

useful things. Excepting the earth, which sustains us, the air which 

we breathe, and the water which we drink, what else is due solely to 

her? All that we own or possess is due to the conquest of labor. 

Man has the power of selecting, working over, adapting and assimilat- 

ing various objects in nature, so that, though he has no power of orig- 

inating, by developing the resources at his hand, he puts the stamp of 

usefulness uyon many objects that were before of no value, or even 

dangerous to his fellow-creatures. But all this is done only at the 

expense of much time and almost infinite patience. 

An unthinking person is apt to regard a beautiful collection of 

fruits and vegetables as marvels of nature’s handiwork, but they are 

not so. They are the marvels of human industry. Let him look at the 

superb apples and pears that we raise in Southwest Missouri, and then 

remember that, originally in Asia, they were small, dry and worthless 

pomes; at our magnificent peaches that first existed as coarse and in- 

significant fruits, and at the mammoth potato that was, many years ago, 

only the very small tuber of a South American plant—let him look at 

these, and he will see that it is from the apparently worthless and some- 

times even noxious gifts of nature that, by careful selection and culti- 

vation, all that is most useful to us, and beautiful, has been produced. 

Even the staple of our food was, in its original state, a minute seed, 

growing spontaneously in Egypt, unfit for bread. Note to what a high 

state of cultivation man has, to-day, brought the one item of wheat. 

But utility alone does not satisfy the human mind. There are 

instincts within us which demand that beauty of form and color shall be 

a valued accompaniment of beauty of adaptation. Man’s efforts for 

man must be viewed in their esthetic as well as their practical aspect. 

The beautiful is closely connected with the useful. They act and react 

upon each other, and, in their mutual relations, are capable of almost 

unlimited development. We must all agree with Mr. Gladstone, who 

says that “the sense of beauty is not, under natural and equal circum- 

stances, the inheritance of a few, but is meant to be, should be and may 

be the universal inheritance of mankind.” The cultivation of this much 

neglected sense should have a place in the earliest scheme for the train- 

ing of the childish mind; instead of the hideous objects which are so 

/ 
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constantly placed before them for amusement and companionship, why 

should not their hearts and eyes be educated to appreciate the marvels 

of bird and insect life around them, or to take delight in the cultivation 

of fruits and flowers, an occupation for which none is too high and none 

too low. 

Mr. Darwin has long ago called our attention to the utility of beauty 

in the animal kingdom. He tells us how the brilliant plumage and 

beautiful markings of the males of many birds, insects and other ani- 

mals have, by the theory of natural selection, helped to preserve the 

various groups of the animal kingdom. And he has also shown beauty 

to be a valued adjunct of utility in the exquisite blending of harmoni. 

ous colors in flowers and fruits. What superficial observation might 

consider as furnished for the delectation of man alone, he has shown 

to be of most important service in the economy of plant life. The bril- 

liant coloring of flowers, in striking contrast to the green leaves, attracts 

insects and birds which, by their visits, convey the pollen from one to 

another, and thus bring about fertilization. It is a well-known fact 

that we should have no apples or pears were it not for insects. Equally 

important is the rich beauty of our fruits that so attract the animals 

which serve as disseminators of seed and planiers of new harvests. 

It is often the circumstance of utility alone which gives an element 

of beauty to what would otherwise be unattractive. That substance, 

so homely in form and color, dug from the bowels of the earth, becomes 

the ‘“‘black diamond” because of its brilliant service to almost every 

interest of human life. The ignorant mind may widely separate the 

beautiful and the useful, but the broadening influences of education 

tend more and more to correlate them. Let us hope thatthere are but 

few minds so closed to esthetic influences as that of the Yankee, who, 

before the magnificence of a Niagara, could only exclaim: “What a 

place to run a mill!” 

What a recent writer has said of the average Englishman in con- 

nection with this part of our subject is equally true of the average 

Awerican: “The weakness of the Englishman lies in the want, or scanty 

action within him, of the love of excellence for its own sake. When 

this love is absent or feeble, men will not undergo the strain of aiming 

ever at the highest. Consciously or unconsciously, every man has for 

himself a standard for work. In the energy with which he works up 
to that standard, the Englishman is, perhaps, unmatched; but the 
standard itself is too low. Itis not the standard of the excellent, of the 
ideal, of the very best the mind can conceive in each kind and form; it 
is what the custom will take; it is the standard of the market.” 
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It is the high standard that pays in the long run. Much might be 

said of beauty from the commercial standpoint, and to no class of peo- 

ple might it be more fitly said than to the gathering before me. You 

have learned by practical experience that the highest standard pays 

best in every department of horticulture. But you have a higher mis- 

sion to fulfill than the mere turning of the useful and beautiful into an 

equivalent of dollars and cents. Esthetic, no less than practical, and 

moral no less than esthetic considerations, have an important part in 

the results of your labors. Itisnot enough that you incidentally render 

life more pleasant and the world more beautiful us you go along, but 

it should be your aim to do these things to the greatest extent within 

your power. 

What may be called the “glacial period of beauty” in Southwest 

Missouri is long since past. The melting influences of man’s well- 

directed labor have changed the baren face of nature, and anew spring - 

time of loveliness and promise is before us. Homes spring up where 

the wilderness has held sway. The spirit of progress is abroad, and to 

make these homes fit types of an uplifted race is one of the great aims 

of such a society as you represent. Not only has each one his private 

interest at heart, but the spirit of public improvement calls forth your 

endeavors in whatever directions may best serve the common interests 

of all. One can scarcely estimate the power for good which such a 

society may represent, not only to its immediate environment but to 

the country at large, when it adds to its first duty of self-support and 

development the broader office of lending a hand wherever utility can 

serve or beauty adorn either the face of nature or the handiwork of 

man. 

Music by orchestra. 

Recitation: “Shamus O’Brien,” Prof. F. L. Ruby. 

Song: “’Tis time that we should part,” by quartette. 

COMMITTEES. 

Obituary.--D.S. Holman, C. I. Robards, A. Nelson. 

Finance.—A. Ambrose, Henry Speer, W. G. Gano. 

Fruits.—G. W. Hopkins, J. A. Durkes, C.C. Bell. 

Flowers.—J . W. Clark, Mrs. W. H. Owens, Mrs. D. R. Deffendeffer, Mrs.Wm. 

Johnson. 

Vegetables.—E. F. Hynes, J. G. Kinder, J. Kirchgraber. 

Transportation.—J. G. Kinder, C. I. Robards, Z. T. Russell. 

Final Resolutions.—D.S. Holman, G. W. Hopkins. 
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WEDNESDAY, DEc. 4—9 A. M. 

Opening prayer by Rey. C. W. Dunn. 

The Secretary read greeting by telegraph from Kansas Horticul- 

tural society. 

Mr. E. A. Riehl, delegate from the Illinois society, was welcomed 

as a delegate from the Illinois State society and invited to take part in 

all our deliberations. 

The report of the Committee on Orchards was called for. 

Mr. Gano—I have no written report to make now, but will try to 

have a report ready to go into the printed report. 

VINEGAR MAKING. 

BY CHAS. PATTERSON, KIRKSVILLE, MO. 

Genuine cider vinegar has always been the favorite article with the 

great mass of consumers in this country, and wherever it can be ob- 

tained. Therefore we find nearly all imitations branded and colored as 

cider, apple, fruit, or some other name implying a close connection with 

horticulture, which it would be our duty to expose and repudiate if we 

had no other interest at stake than the name. 

At some time in the past it seems that whisky formed the basis of 

most of these imitations. But at the present time it is very rare to find 

them made of anything but the cheapest acids on the market, namely, 

sulphuric or muriatic acid. In several weeks’ travel to introduce a 

genuine article, I have not found a single barrel that I had reason to 

believe was made of either cider or whisky, except an occasional slump 

of home-made cider vinegar. The fact seems to be that acid vinegar 

can be made so much cheaper than even free whisky that the latter is 

completely driven out, as well as cider. Occasionally I find a grocer 

who honestly aims to get the best grade, and has paid nearly enough 

price to justify him in believing he has the genuine. But on close in- 

spection it is generally found too pungent, both in acid and spice flavor, 

to expect that it would stand a scientific test. After testing one or 

more samples from any factory, we can form a nearly correct estimate 

of all their grades by allowing for extra strength, color and flavor, and 

the highest strength is surely the most poisonous. The factory being 

located in a famous apple region,and even running steam cider-presses 

and making immense quantities of cider, seems to be no guarantee 

at all that we will get genuine cider vinegar there, as I have proved in 
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several cases. The so-called white wine vinegar is simply the same 

as all the others, but without the coloring. . 

It may be of interest to some to explain that white wine vinegar, 

according to the books, should be the same as red wine vinegar, ex- 

cept in color, and that both are a by-product of wine from grapes, and 

are valued in the same proportion to cider vinegar as wine is to cider. 

It is certainly very safe to say that neither one was ever offered in our 

markets extensively, and that the name white wine must have been 

adopted here because scarcely anybody knows what it means. 

I have found some late advertisements of malt cider vinegar, but 

I did not take any pains to find and inspect the article itself, because 

the name is to me sufficiently indicative of some fraud. If it were 

genuine malt vinegar, as made in Europe, it would probably take rank 

somewhat below our whisky vinegar. But in this country it would 

most likely be made of stale beer, which is not relished much on either 

side of the temperance question. But the name of malt cider is so evi- 

dently intended to deceive, that it needs no exposure. It shows, how- 

ever, that the consuming public is putting these enterprising manufac- 

turers to their utmost ingenuity to keep up the fraud. 

The question I want to submit to you is: How long will we sub- 

mit to having our products thus scandalously falsified? How long will 

we allow from one fourth to one-half of our millions of bushels of apples 

to rot on the ground, because a few enterprising men have found out 

how to make a plausible, though poisonous, imitation so cheap that 

we cannot compete with them in price? We assume to some extent to 

instruct the public for the enjoyment of health and luxury; how long 

will we allow millions of fellow-men to flavor their dainty food with 

poison? I have not the slightest misgiving as to the answer to either 

of these questions by any one within hearing, or who may read our re- 

ports, nor the great mass of the public, if they could be well informed 

on the subject. But more than mere sentiment is required. A numer- 

ous and emphatic expression to the Legislature when it convenes may 

be necessary. We may expect to meet still-hunt lobbying by moneyed 

interests, but if the sentiment of every housewife and voter could be 

asserted, I would have no fears for the issue. 

It would seem unnecessary for me to discuss the injurious proper- 

ties of these acids on the human system. We all have a horrid dread 

of them, and the fact that no maker ever dared to label a barrel what 

it was really made of proves that they are fully aware of this sentiment. 

Another fact, that New York and several other States impose a fine of 

not less than one hundred dollars on any one who makes or offers for 

sale any vinegar containing lead, copper, sulphuric acid or other ingre- 
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dient injurious to health, proves that some authorities know these 

articles to be injurious to health. I have seen free users of it who be- 

lieved it had seriously injured them, and who attributed recovery to 

abstinence from its use. How many such cases may have occurred 

when neither doctor nor patient has suspected the cause, we can 

never know. Every reason and argument used in favor of the Oleo 

law applies with much increased force in favor of a law to suppress 

this dangerous fraud. Nothing short of suppression will protect the 

public. Some one must have authority to take samples, and some one 

must be competent to determine their composition, which must neces- 

sarily cost something. The law should also prohibit coloring and 

branding whisky and other vinegar to imitate cider. 

At present it is true that there is not one-tenth nor one-twentieth 

enough cider vinegar made to supply the demand, if acid were pro- 

hibited, and there never will be at the prices acid vinegar can be made 

at. But suppress the acids and imitations of cider,and every farmer 

who harvests a fair supply of apples for his family could easily make 

a barrel of vinegar from the culls, besides his own supply, even with 

the common hand-press, and all those who sell shipping apples could 

make proportionately more, until it would become as regular an article 

of export as apples are now, and bring the farmer as much per bushel 

by putting some extra work on them. I can supply at least ten counties 

myself with vinegar, from only a part of the culls that would otherwise 

have gone to waste in our county. 

In conclusion, I may as well confess that I feel pecuniarily inter- 

ested in such a law, but Ido not propose to wait for you to get it 

enacted and put in force. Before you can possibly do that, I shall have 

either gone clear under, and been suppressed myself by the acid 

vinegar, or I shall have established a business so firmly, in spite of 

this unfair competition, that I will not need your protection as much 

aS Ido now. Iam glad to say that I believe the public sentiment will 

amply sustain me in my efforts to introduce a pure article, if I can put 

in work enough to place it before them in the right manner, of which 

I think I have made a fair beginning. 

DISCUSSION. 

A. Ambrose—I was very much interested in the paper. I think 

he is on the right track. The consumer prefers pure cider vinegar, but. 

it seems almost impossible to get it. 

C. C. Bell—I believe that is true, not only in regard to vinegar 

bui also to many other things, the products of agriculture. A few years 

ago I bought a good outfit and made the culls of my apples into jelly. 
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I made good jelly, but could not make any profit from it in competition 

with the counterfeit goods on the market. 

N. F. Murray—{ most heartily indorse the paper by Mr. Patterson. 

A friend gave me some of his experience in regard to selling pure cider 

vinegar in Iowa. He found trouble in sellingit. I had no trouble in 

our town one year, but the next year I had the hardest kind of work 

to sell it, for the merchants said that when they gave their customers 

the pure article once, they would not be satisfied with the adulterated 

article. In order to create ademand, you must haveasupply to fill the 

demand when it is created. 

E. T. Hollister—My experience is that the acid vinegar is so nice 

and clear that city people prefer it. Cider vinegar makes a sediment 

and they throw it out. The merchant will buy the article upon which 

he can make the most profit. You will find it very difficult to introduce 

the genuine article, unless you have laws compelling the dealer to sell 

his goods for what they are, and not for what they are not. 

Mr. Patterson —-I make six per cent vinegar. I carry bottles of 

my vinegar to every house in town, and tell them where they can find 

such vinegar at the stores. The people are more ready to make the 

change than the grocers; but the latter found that it made trade for 

them to keep pure cider vinegar. In several instances they have sent 

for the second barrel before the money for the first was due. The 

consuming public are more ready for it than the grocerymen. I think 

that even the city people would be more ready for it if I could reach 

them in the same way. I think the time will come when we will supply 

the whole United States. The gain for the horticulturist is small as 

compared to that of the consuming public in being saved from the use 

of injurious and poisonous chemical acids. 

J. C. Evans—I think Mr. Hollister strikes the key-note when he 

says that we want laws enacted requiring the merchent to sell his wares 

for just what they are; and the only way to get the laws enacted is to 

keep the subject agitated. Let the Society indorse this paper. 

Capt. Hynes—I move to indorse that paper of Mr. Patterson and 

memorialize the Legislature to pass a law requiring the cheaper adul- 

terated vinegar to be put on the market only under the proper name. 

It is obtaining money under false pretenses to label these barrels of 

chemicals “pure cider vinegar.” They have no right to sell a spuri- 

ous article for a good article. 

J. G. Kinder—Shall we allow them to sell it, even under its true 

name — why allow them to Sell it at all? 

Capt. Hynes—It might not be constitutional to prohibit its sale en- 

tirely. Let those who want the cheaper article have it. 
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E. T. Hollister —Every man who goes to the store with his jug 

wants cider vinegar. He would go home with the jug empty if told 

that he could get only acid vinegar. 

As a substitute for Capt. Hynes’ motion, the subject was referred 

to the committee on legislation. 

The following resolution was passed: 

Resolved, That this society indorse the sentiments expressed in the paper on 

vinegar just read by Mr. Patterson, and recommend that the legislature of the state 

of Missouri be requested to pass a law that will protect the interests of the fruit- 

grower in this: that the manufacturers of vinegars and jellies, butters, jams and 

wines made of fruits will be compelled to put their goods on the market under their 

proper name, showing what they are manufactured of, under heavy penalty. 

THE DARK SIDE OF FRUIT GROWING. 

HENRY SPEER, BUTLER, MO. 

The business of growing fruit has many dark phases as well as 

most other occupations, and as a member of the Committee on 

Orchards, I shall confine myself to a few that particularly affect the 

grower of apples. It is certainiy dark enough for, the grower when, 

after paying a high price for a lot of trees, doing a large amount of 

work, and finding that either through the fault of the nurseryman or 

agent, or through his own carelessness, he has a lot of dead and dying 

trees which are worthless. How many planters have had this kind of a 

cloud to pass between them and their visions of pleasure and profit. 

None can tell, but their number is legion. 

Another cloud that has darkened the sky of the fruit-grower, to a 

greater extent perhaps than any other, is a bad selection of varieties. 

He plants those varieties that were favorites in his boyhood days, in 

father’s old orchard, only to find that they were worthless in his pres- 

ent location, or ripened at a time that they could not be profitably 

marketed, or failed to fruit at all in paying quantities; or after making 

a fine growth for a few years and bearing few choice apples. we have 

one of our test winters followed by a dry, hot summer, and the pet 

favorites are dead, and instead of the handsome, fruitful tree we have 

an unsightly trunk, and the high hopes are blasted. Or he buys a bill 

of trees of a Re-Lie-able agent of a Re-Lie-able nursery. He plants 
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them with great care, cultivates them well, has a fine young orchard of 

which he is proud; he keepsa plat of it so he may know just where the 

different varieties are planted; he waits year after year for his trees to 

bear, and when they come into bearing he finds his Jonathans are 

Janetts or his Ben Davis are Summer Sweets; what his feelings are I 

leave you to imagine. 

And after he has successfully raised an orchard and has a fine 

crop of fruit, he sometimes finds a very poor market. How many 

wagon loads of what should have been fine fruit (and in fact was fine 

fruit when it grew on the tree) have we seen made almost worthless by 

improper handling and hauling. The grower sees quitea dark side when, 

after drawing such a load of apples ten or more miles to town, he has to 

dump them out for little or nothing or take them home again. Or he 

does as I know of one case this season: he packs them up in barrels 

in a poor shape, improperly assorted and packed, and ships them to a 

grain dealer to sell for him, and just about gets pay for his barrels. 

The fruit business certainly has not a roseate hue for this man. 

But why dwell upon the dark side of this question? Is it neces- 

sary for me to speak of the ravages of borers, mice, rabbits, canker 

worm, codling moth, curculio, caterpillar, and all the other destructive 

pests that at some time or other come in to cast a cloud over the busi- 

ness of fruit-growing? I think not; the most of us have been there— 

we have all made mistakes and suffered losses. 

It is the province of this society to point out the dangers that 

stand in the way of successful fruit-growing, as well as to hold up to 

view the roseate-hued side of the business. We are here to hear and 

tell of failures and successes, that others may profit by our experience, 

and that we may learn to avoid the mistakes of the past. 

DISCUSSION. 

A. Ambrose—So far as I am individually concerned, I am well 

pleased with the paper, but I don’t think our friend enlarged upon 

the “ dark side of fruit-growing”’ as much as he might have done. I 

want to say that I expected he would come down heavy upon the 

nurserymen, but he let them off very lightly, for which I thank him. 

N. F. Murray—I think he left off one of the darkest sides of the 

business, and that is transportation. It is no use to grow fruit and 

give all the profits to the carriers. I consider this as the darkest 

cloud hanging over the producers of this country; but were it not for 

the drawbacks and dark sides, fruit would be worthless. 

C. J. Robards—As to the dishonest agent or nurseryman, the man 

who in this age of information is gulled into planting worthless trees 

is without excuse. 
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Prof. J. W. Clark—Make your arrangements fer transportation 

with the carriers beforehand, and don’t wait till the crop is half sold. 

As an experiment in packing, I took six barrels of apples; three I 

assorted, making two grades, two barrels of No. 1, one barrel of No. 

2; the other three I barreled without assorting. Then I went to a. 

dealer in town and told him I wanted three barrels of apple deliv- 

ered at the depot; his apples were as good as mine when they were 

on the trees; they were at the depot when I got mine packed, and I 

sent them all to P. M. Keily, St. Louis, and told him to sell them just 

as if he had a car load of each kind. When the returns came, the 

first three barrels averaged $2.10 each; the second three, $1.80; the 

three from the dealer, $1.40. They said that they examined every. bar- 

rel: “ Your No. land No. 2 were in perfect order, the No. 3 were 

ruined in handling.” Bad packing is one of the drawbacks. I don’t 

think the fruitman who has apples to ship will find any fault if he 

ships them right. 

C. C. Bell—I agree with the Professor as to packing plese there 

is all the difference in the world in the methods. Some men make too 

many barrels, putting in everything but the tree. I don’t say that the 

commission men ever rob us, for they are all honest; they do have to 

dump a good many barrels. I have found transportation a great 

trouble. How can we get apples to the consumer at such rates that 

the people can eat all they want ? 

Henry Speer—I don’t think it is necessary for me to offer any ex- 

cuse for not touching upon this transportation question; I don’t feel 

equal to the task. Two years ago I shipped two ear loads of apples to 

Texas, one to Houston, the other to north Texas. The cost of ship- 

ping to Houston was $45, to north Texas $60, making $15 more for the 

shorter distance than for the longer. Hither the one was too much or 

the other was too little. There was something wrong. 

A. Ambrose—I think we have brought out all the more important 

points. I don’t know but that we had as well consign some of our 

shipments to the grain dealers as to some commission men. For there 

is a class of commission men who try to live without labor at the ex- 

pense of the producer. Commission men of good standing should 

have our trade. 
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PROFIT AND LOSS IN ORCHARDING. 

DAN CARPENTER. 

The program makers, like a veritable Handy Andy, have the knack 

of doing the wrong thing at the wrong time, yet it can hardly be hoped, 

as in Handy Andy’s case, that any benefit will be derived by any one 

from their blunder in this instance, for certainly they have assigned the 

wrong man to the subject, or the wrong subject to the man. 

But desiring always to be subservient to the will of superiors, the 

attempt is made and the failure must be charged to the program 

makers. 

' The subject, “ Profit and Loss in Orcharding,” assigned me for a 

paper, presents itself in various phases to different minds. 

To most minds all profit consists in the accumulation of dollars, 

and all loss in the failure to increase them above the cost of obtaining. 

To some, however, profit consists of personal improvement, intellectua 

advancement and moral development, regardless of increase of wealth 

and loss in the failure to accomplish some of these desired ends, even 

though wealth may be gathered in heaps and dollars piled up in pyra- 

mids as high as those of Egypt. 

This paper will endeavor to present both phases of the subject, 

leaving the choice of the most desirable with my fellow travelers to 

the land of ambrosial fruits and perennial flowers. 

In 1866 I planted an orchard of apple, pear, peach and cherry 

trees, a small vineyard with small fruits for family use, hoping at fruit- 

age to retire from mercantile life, and beneath my own vine and fig tree 

(the fig tree, not figurative but real, I suceeeded in bringing into fruit- 

age in open air), enjoy the quiet and comfort of a rural life, devoted to 

experiment and development in fruit-growing. But the best laid plans 

“o’ mice and men gang aft’ aglee.” 

The severe contraction of the currency by the banks, and the with- 

drawal of the “ circulating medium” by Secretary McCulloch and his 

successors for thirteen years prior and preparatory to “ resumption of 

specie payments,” bursted the bubble of hope I had been blowing, and 

with thousands of others, I found that redoubled energy, vigilance, 

economy, industry, labor and toil were necessary to avoid the crushing 

force of the withdrawal of over a thousand millions of the nation’s 

money from the channels of commerce. 
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“Hope deferred maketh the heart sick,” so, to “ keep head above 

water” it required continuance of mercantile pursuits as well as care 

for an orchard, planted with flattering prospects of golden reward, 

dividing attention—hence neither was a success in a financial point of 

view, and my profits must be looked for under the moral division of the 

subject and the heart healed by a renewal of hope. 

The planting and growing of each department to fruitage was done 

at the following cost: 

1,200 apple trees from 1866 to 1876 Shug ih toa 6 ne Nece eveualave: y Orolo carats sae ec toa eaehs $496 05: 
313 pear Be eee EE SOAS O TOD IDE DODOD DAG OD DdGeO IOOHO OME D 214 56 
100 cherry sis Oe oreo y poio’s ote iene porate cre ai stolersi a ehare tustelerevaR Molec avs oie clan 40 30: 
50 peach ue oe PP OnOC ACA AGO cd oneu oe: Toe lio DOnbameta aeunc 15 00 
35 plum ue oe wie enletalis wpe aie: tebe lovera etarctareus alee cue eratesary © ciemursisene 22 00: 

HOOF or aApevANeESHy4 Years). csc Vi aicieaice o semie ete cleo al erereeleretete aie sietarsetoleratte sie ake 246 65 
50 raspberries, 3 years......... cya aVarebateroionate EE heehee clas valetor fal abate (oust sistoteioepae 10 30: 
DOMDIACKDEELIES: s.: Sets chsc sins, ec ie's ba sd tahever ol aboreints eenecevaler aver aaversters ie clots a ircters 5 00 

Whortleberries. currants and gooseberries............. ...22--euescoeee: 5 00 
Goosebernies ama Hos. 2 sisrsfisis: s saesispe, ole otal orale aye eyeiere opeeieiere auate © Sieres ws aude cores 16 60 

A MOL ae reer ei een A cid ner Inn G Oran pramcIny oo Oo COME CUE aa ce j; 1,071 46 

Possibly enongh minor items of expense have escaped my accounts to 
PAIse the COSCO eee tee eta Reon 1,200 00 

Interest on this sum from 1871 to 1888, 17 years, 8 per cent, a very low in- 
GETESETORiGHe]: GUNES! aici oc 4s, acessy/aseie efor eyo cba ates ei ohe Tarot ecole terstoiekent eleierersiete 1,632 00: 

UD a 3 soo, ins lege ook Ssichatwia| A insvgrays ia are Suerte tone eget Blais tt ae esas 2,832 00 

Supposing the crops of vegetatales, cereals and grasses grown in 

the orchard were sufficient to pay rent of land and cost of their own 

production, also for pruning trees and gathering the fruit (which they 

did), we have simply to ascertain the net proceeds of fruit sold, strike 

a balance and find net results. 

The net amount of sales from 1876 (10 years after setting, when all 

were in full bearing) to 1888 inclusive, thirteen years, was: 

ESET UE Ges Sestess Saceals ines Ses vokeis iw ds. Sve Aiphavap ies Sh dca apo d,cksehege SCANS MATA ae ae $3,268 80 
RGR or. jctayie! avatars, evo ate Ow oveialsjeielara'talergioa Selaaree bin weit oie eee ee el | eee | 427 72 
| CD O11 Mw a Meir oe ae fo ars at ae Se ee Ak ele OC CEN GT ae 138 05 
Cherries, 6 years. Spa destenekoGgaratensyanese spot wialbca\iorscstencyecsketow sie reve te, oiGiay she leis leial terete eases 32 74 
Peaches, planted only fortanily Use, 3... 0. ccc c cack sand te sone lee eee ee 29 20 
Plums, 3 years, planted only for family uses. .200n. gon snes ee lene cess 15 07 
Berries, ‘years, planted only for family use.. 4.0) cg. ec cee e| ret ee) 9 03 

OU cieto sascha ine calc saree eine the Ga Ss ainscrd Raton eee eae ea cent ade es 3,920 61 

SPAT BALIYE GLE Cir) t, crarete ke peieecele ines es nye ala b odor cguraaedeiote Brame eee $1,200 00) 
PP VGARUSMINUPLESL,-8: Der COUb.< oo meiene ccc vouecd. choo Meck teeen 1,632 00| 2,832 00: 

EDLADCE PTO. «5 cs wispaaieiathin crate otis evamwicn St cx arn ka ticle Me ais AE he choes abe 1,088 61 

That is, $64.03 per year, for seventeen years, equal to $2.56 per 

acre net annual profit on 25 acres. 
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Thus thirteen crops return the capital invested, seventeen years’ 

interest on same, and $2.56 net profit per acre each year. Rent of land 

paid by other crops grown in orchard from a financial standpoint is not 

very encouraging. But when it is considered that three years of rea- 

sonably full crops are all the seasons have given, and that these three 

gave $2,209, or $249 over half the net proceeds of the thirteen years, 

it will be seen what might have been except for drouth, cyclones, 

hail-storms, grasshoppers and poor management. To this may be added 

eleven barrels vinegar on hand, which can be estimated to suit your- 

selves; and the further and more pleasing fact that fruits for three 

families on the farm were furnished “without money and without 

price,” while a number of others enjoyed the privilege of “ wind-falls ’” 

to the full extent of their desires. The facts and figures proper to the 

subject end here. But— 

THE MORAL PROFIT. 

I turn now from the financial to the moralaspect of the subject to 

ascertain if there can be profit without increase of worldly goods. 

From the second year’s vintage five barrels of wine were made—some 

reasonably fair—one of which was consumed in the family, milk being 

scarce that year. [The printer will please omit this in parenthesis.] The 

second, “placed on tap,” by some “mysterious Providence” (what a 

mighty load of mishaps “ mysterious Providence” has to bear), found 

its way through the faucet to the cellar floor, indicating that some of 

Noah’s descendants were following closely in his footsteps. 

(Aside. The old fellow must have stepped heavily, else the sands 

of time would have obliterated footprints made over 4,000 years ago.) 

The remainder was converted into vinegar. 

The lesson taught is at variance with the theory of wine-makers, 

that “with wine plentiful and cheap enough for everybody to use as 

milk,” there would be no drunkenness. It might lessen the use of 

strong drinks which are said to be raging, but any beverage containing 

eight to seventeen per cent of alcohol, as do all our native wines, can 

never advance the cause of temperance by its constant and common 

daily use. 

Let wine-makers howl if they will, the common use of such mild 

drinks is but educating the appetite and the physical system to desire, 

demand and have stronger stimulants. 

This lesson well learned is worth much more than $10 an acre pro- 

fit on an orchard, and should be placed to the credit side of the moral 

balance sheet. 
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The beautiful, in art and nature, has a refining, elevating and puri- 

fying influence upon our moral nature, and nowhere is it felt and real- 

ized more than when watching buds swelling, leaves developing, petals 

unfolding, fragrance floating upon the air—fruits of a thousand flavors 

growing, maturing, ripening for the gratification of the appetite and the 

multifarious tastes of the human race. Also in studying the wonder- 

ful chemical processes in the laboratory of nature, as the components 

of earth, air and water are converted into plant food producing all 

flavors—the most delightful fragrance and painting fruits, flowers and 

foliage, with tints and colors inimitable and unapproachable \by the 

finest pencils of the most celebrated artists. 

How our thoughts and hearts run outward and upward to “ Our 

Father in Heaven” in praise, thanksgiving and gratitude, for His loving 

kindness in providing so profusely for the gratification of every desire 

of our physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual natures—providing so 

richly and abundantly for the comfort, health and happiness of His in- 

telligent and immortal creatures, while they labor and toil among 

thorns, thistles, weeds and worms, to produce such grand returns. 

In the midst of banks of flowers, oceans of fragrance and pyra- 

mids of ambrosial fruits, dull indeed must be our perceptive, dead our 

moral nature, and dwarfed our intellectuality, if we are not profited 

beyond the price of rubies, the value of gold or the wealth of the 

world. God pity him who only labors to “heap up riches, not know- 

ing who shall seatter them,” and then passes into the unknown, ‘having 

not the true riches that endure forever. How poor, indeed, will that 

soul be which, engulfed in the maelstrom of wealth-gathering in this 

world, has not been educated, purified and qualified by association 

with the good, true and beautiful to enjoy the fruits growing beside 

the river of the water of life which flows from beneath the throne of 

God. 

Shall we not consider these moral influences as they, acting upon 

ourselves, our boys and girls, qualify us for the purer and more holy 

pleasures of a higher and better life, as a part of the profits of orchard- 

ing, and place them to the credit side of the moral balance sheet of 

life ? 

What is the profit of Olden fruit farm in dollars and cents, great 

as it is, compared with its moral influence on the citizens of the 

Ozarks? What shall it profit the members of that great country to 

gain millions of dollars, and in that “great day” find themselves un- 

qualified to cultivate an acquaintance with the gardener in the Paradise 

of God? 
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With all these possible benefits, there ought to be a profit in or- 

charding which cannot be computed in dollars and cents. Every fruit- 

grower ought to plant a cion from the “tree of life,” irrigate it from 

the “fountain of living waters” drawn through the channel of faith, 

kept open by prayer, praise and thanksgiving to Him who rules the 

universe and governs His creatures for their best interests in time and 

eternity. Thus shall the garden of the heart be watered with dews of 

divine grace and filled with love to God and man, securing for us an 

everlasting inheritance, “ with God and heaven all our own.” 

Let us place all these to the credit side of our balance sheet, and 

we shall enjoy “ profit in orcharding” through the endless cycles of 

eternity. 

DISCUSSION. 

Chas. Patterson—I think that is one of the most useful papers we 

have ever listened to. Weare apt to make too bright a picture for the 

future. I have found this out, but I still have an abiding faith that I 

can do as well at fruit-growing as at anything else. 

In gathering apples, I think it well to use a step-ladder to keep 

heavy boots from injuring the tree. I use half sacks swung over the 

shoulder; what is better? When do you assort the first-class apples 

from the culls ? 

Mr. Casson—One point in Mr. Carpenter’s paper suits me very 

well. He refers to the contraction of the currency. This I consider 

very much against the products of labor. It has a greater effect upon 

the price of our products than anything else. If there was the same 

currency we had in 1868 we would not feel the pressure of low prices. 

J. G. Kinder—I think there is room for a good deal of discussion 

on the paper. If $2.50 per acre is the measure of the profit of fruit- 

growing, we had better dissolve this society and go to raising castor 

beans. They pay $12 to $15 per acre. 

W. G. Gano—Mr. Carpenter is one of the greatest men this society 

can boast of. This is a true paper of his experience. I offer a motion 

that this society extend to him a vote of appreciation for this valuable 

paper. 

C. C. Bell—I think Mr. Carpenter has given us just what he has 

done. We find that the apple has borne all the burden, and the other 

things have been an expense to the apple. I would not advise anybody 

to plant a single grape-vine for profit in making wine. The public sen- 

timent is against the business. I think the apple will pay a very con- 

siderable profit. I believe that any man who will plant the right kind 

Hon 14: 
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of apples in the right kind of soil, and care for them properly, will make 

it pay. I will contract for the apples ten years hence. I believe that 

an orchard will pay for the land every year for ten or twelve years. 

N. F. Murray—The supply of fruit for three families for thirteen 

years is quite an item of profit. The fruit may have sold for much 

higher prices in the years when it was séarce and there was little or no 

surplus to sell. The account stated that it had paid eight per cent on 

the entire valuation for seventeen years, furnished the fruit for three 

families, and made a net profit of $2.50 per acre for the whole time: 

what business has paid better in the Jast seventeen years ? 

Chas. Patterson—Perhaps a few varieties of apples paid all the 

profit. 

C. C. Bell—From a forty-acre orchard with six rows of Ben Davis, 

29 rows of Gentt and five rows of summer, fall and mixed varieties, 

which paid but little, I have bought the crop for six or seven years at 

prices varying from $800 to $1,500 per year. If the owner had planted 

the whole orchard in good market varieties, I would have paid $4,000 

for the crop more freely than I paid $1,000. He made the mistake of 

getting wrong varieties. 

President Evans—Mr. Carpenter is a neighbor ef mine. He is 

farther from being a commercial fruit farmer than any man I know of. 

Four-fifths of his varieties are almost utterly worthless. He has about 

enough of small fruits to supply himself and his neighbors. Very little 

of his fruit goes to market. He has not enough to take to market at 

one time to make it pay to take it to market. Notwithstanding all 

these drawbacks, his apples have paid a little profit. The motion is 

that we give this paper of Mr. Carpenter’s the hearty indorsement of 

this society. It is carried. 

WHAT MANAGEMENT OF ORCHARDS HAS SECURED THE 

BEST RESULTS ? 

N. T. MURRAY, ELM GROVE, MO. 

en 

Now, ladies and gentlemen, you have the subject assigned to your 

humble servant by our worthy Secretary for a paper at this meeting? 

and were it not for the fact that doctors differ in horticulture as well as 
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in physics, I might cut the answer short, very short indeed, and simply 

say the best management has in all cases secured the best results. But 

if we were to ask some eminent physician who seldom ever lost a patient 

with the most fatal disease the secret of his success, and he should 

answer, I give my patients the very best treatment, we would hardly 

be satisfied; not a bit of it; we would want to know all about his plan 

of treatment, and would kindly ask him to give us all the facts in detail, 

the kind of medicine used, size of doses given, how often and all about 

it. So itis in horticulture. We live in a progressive age, and a united 

call comes to us on the wings of the wind from the four quarters of 

the globe for the best of everything; it flashes out to the horticulturists 

of America from the web-like net-work of electric wires that envelope 

the globe for the best of her fruits. Last year Europe consumed one 

million and three hundred thousand barrels of apples from the United 

States, and they were so well pleased with them that there is an in- 

creased demand this year at advanced prices. So I take it, that if we 

are to supply the markets of the world with the best American fruits, 

it is time we were inquiring what management of orchards has secured 

the best results, and studying hard to arrive at the correct answer to 

this all-important question to the horticulturists of our country. 

In attempting to outline an answer, the first thought that presents 

itself to my mind is, for whom and what am I writing? For the gratifica- 

tion of the experienced horticulturists that constitute the membership of 

our State society, and the pleasure of our honored visitors? A very 

worthy object indeed; but, my fellow-members, our society and its 

influence for good in the work of horticulture is no longer confined 

to the narrow limits to of its own membership. Our reports are read 

by thousands throughout our State who are not members of our State 

society, and by scores in other States. So our papers read here and 

our discussions will go upon record and become food for thousands of 

horticulturists, all anxious to know the whole truth and nothing but the 

truth. To this end I shall most earnestly labor, trusting that I may be 

able to cast some ray of light along the pathway of my fellow men who 

may be struggling hard to reach the goal of success in horticulture. 

We have in Missouri such a variety of fruit, soil and climate, that 

I shall of necessity be compelled to treat this subject at some length, 

in order to be understood. On all the bluff formation, the sandy bot- 

tom lands and the rolling prairies that have a porous subsoil, orchards 

need no under-draining. Onall wet lands underlaid with hard-pan or 

clay that will hold water, the orchard should be under-drained; if not, 

all after management will fail to give satisfactory results; this is appli- 

cable to all kinds of fruit. Apple trees should stand twenty-five feet 
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apart each way on poor land and thirty feet on rich or bottom lands $ 

heads formed at three to four feet high and no forks. The ground 

should all be cultivated in root crops or corn for the first five years, 

after which the cultivation should be continued for fruit alone. Care 

must be taken that trees are not barked or broken in working among 

them, and the entire surface of the orchard should be kept real fine, 

smooth and level. Experience has proven that an apple tree in the 

orchard will grow one-third faster when the surface is kept thoroughly 

fine and smooth with hoe and garden rake, than those cultivated alone: 

with corn cultivator. 

It is not our purpose to recommend any one of the many imple- 

ments now in use for stirring the soil for the cultivation of the orchard, 

of which there is a great variety, and same quite good ; but in our opin- 

ion there is great room for improvement in the line of implements for 

orchard culture. What our orchards need to give the best results is 

frequent stirring of the entire surface to the depth of only two inckes, 

and the finer and smoother the surface is made each time the better. 

In extreme drouths it will act as a mulch and give wonderful results.. 

A friend recently related to me that he had two large trees of New- 

town pippin in his old orchard on the bluff, which had been in grass 

for years, that they bore so little fruit they did not pay for their room, 

concluded to try an experiment, and dug around one of them out as far 

as the branches extended, and spread one wagon load of stable manure 

around over the ground dug; did this in the spring, and one year from 

the plowing season he picked forty bushels of fine apples from it, but. 

the other, not so treated, had a meager and worthless crop. 

Young orchards should never be mulched with straw and coarse 

manure and left without cultivation. It will induce the roots to run 

and feed very near the surface, and they will suffer a great check and 

damage if plowed in after years. The rule should be to thoroughly 

cultivate the orchard while young and middle-aged, but as they grow 

older and the roots become exposed (as they will on sloping lands), then 

they should have a top-dressing of fine manure and a good mulch of 

straw. If this application extends entirely over the surface of the 

orchard, all the better. But bear in mind that when you abandon cul- 

tivation and a ‘opt mulching you must keep it up. 

Orchard trees should be moderately pruned each year. Cut out 

all dead, broken and cross limbs; keep the tops as evenly balanced on 

the trunks as possible; cut out water-sprouts while the trees are young; 

but after they bear a few heavy crops and begin to droop their branches 

from the effect of being weighted down with fruit, you will notice that 

the tops that seemed too thick prior to bearing now appear quite open 
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and exposed in the center, and water-sprouts begin to appear well up 

on the limbs. This is the evidence of a law of nature—an effort by 

the tree to repair the damage done, and it is a great mistake to cut 

them out indiscriminately; a number of the best should be left to grow 

where needed, and the thinning and cutting should be among the un- 

‘der limbs, many of which will be found in an unnatural and bad condi- 

tion, their vitality exhausted, many of the sap-cells broken or bursted 

by the frequent bending for months under a load of fruit. By careand 

proper treatment you can carry on a renewing process, and soon have 

the tops looking like a young orchard and your apples large and fine. 

Do all pruning with a sharp knife or fine, sharp saw,and paint all large 

cuts to prevent the wood from checking and starting rot. 

The advantages of heads formed at three and a half to four feet 

are, trees will be stronger and not liable to break when loaded with 

fruit, as some of the limbs will tip the ground and thus give relief to a 

strain that would cause them to break when twisted and swayed by the 

violence of the storm. The bodies being shaded, they are not liable to 

‘Sun-scald or bark-burst, and the fruit can be gathered at one-half the 

cost that it can from very high tops. When the orchard is yielding 

heavy crops, care must be taken to stimulate the trees with manure and 

extra cultivation to enable them to ripen their fruit and maintain their 

normal condition. If not done, you will be getting fruit at the expense 

of the vitality of your trees, and premature decay will be the result. 

Some few varieties of apples seem to grow and bear abundant crops in 

almost any soil, from poor to very rich, and over a wide range of coun- 

try, while others seem more local in their nature, and require special 

care and treatment to get good crops. Hence, if the orchard be made 

up with a selection of varieties from eastern catalogues, as many of our 

Missouri orchards were in an early day, not suited to our soil and cli- 

mate, no after management, though it be extra good, will ever give sat- 

isfactory results. 

This is the rock on which thousands have stranded any many more 

will, as the people are continually buying varieties from traveling men 

representing nurseries in distant states, not suited to our climate and 

soil. JI know a number of such orchards in North Missouri that hardly 

pay rent for the land they occupy, while others who were not carried 

away with new, strange and impossible things and strange gods, but 

planted our standard home varieties, are making money. One man, 

with such an orchard of sixteen acres planted sixteen years ago, has 

netted $9,000, the Ben Davis, of which there are 220 in the orchard, 

having netted in one year $60 per acre. Thus far I have spoken of 
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the apple, the king of all fruits, and outlined that system of manage- 

ment that in my experience and observation has secured the best re- 

sults. 

But the same treatment is applicable to all other orchard trees. 

except standard pear, which should be planted on deep and well-pre- 

pared soil; dig large holes in the fall and leave them open through 

winter. If the soil contains plenty of iron, so=much the better. It is 

in a measure an antidote to blight. Cultivate the same as apple the 

first five years; then sow in grass and let them remain so, unless they 

become stunted and exhausted, then dig around them and give a top 

dressing of manure; prune very sparingly from the start. In case of 

blight, cut off all affected branches at once and burn them, but wash 

and cleanse your tools for every tree you prune. Without this precau- 

tion you had better not cut. Thirty-two years ago my father began 

cutting blighted pear branches that appeared first on Flemish Beauty 

and some other varieties, burned the branches, but used the same knife 

and saw without cleansing, and soon had the blight all over an orchard 

of one thousand trees, and remarked that the more he cut the worse the 

blight spread. It was evidently carried and spread by the use of the 

tools. 

Dwarf pear trees should be planted on good, deep, rich land, and. 

have continuous cultivation not more than one or two inches deep, and 

giae them a top dressing of manure at least once in two years,and when 

the branches become stunted from fruiting, cut back and renew grad- 

ually. With a proper selection of varieties and intelligent culture, pear 

growing in Missouri has proven quite remunerative. And yet itisa 

lamentable and shameful fact to Missourians that with a soil and climate 

capable of producing an abundance of the largest, finest and best-fla- 

vored pears that grow on this continent, our large cities are supplied 

with California pears. 

Peach orchards should have thorough and continuous cultivation, 

and after they bear one or two full crops they should be cut back—not 

allthe branches at one time. Remove dead and broken limbs, cut out 

very weak branches, and shorten back one-third or one-half the remain- 

ing top every alternate or third year, according as you start in. This 

will give you a constant supply of vigorous bearing wood and large, fine 

fruit, not only like the fine specimens you picked from the first two crops,. 

but often larger and higher colored. The very finest specimens I -ever 

grew were picked from old trees treated in this way. This plan, or one 

quite similar to it, was recommended some years ago by J. P. Berck- 

mans, of Augusta, Ga., and I am thoroughly satisfied that it is the cor- 

rect treatment and will give the best results. 

os 
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Wild Goose plum orchards have paid well where other varieties of 

native plums have been planted among them to fertilize the bloom, and 

where they have been cultivated and curculio-killed off or held in check. 

Some have failed to get satisfactory returns for the fruit, but in most 

cases it is due to letting them get tooripe before shipping. They must 

be picked as soon as they begin to turn red and shipped in berry cases 

to northern markets. When managed in this way they have netted from 

$200 up to $800 per acre. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Thompson—What objection has Mr. Murray to trees headed 

only 18 to 20 inches high ? 

Mr. Murray—I have tried trees that height, but cannot see any 

advantage. You cannot cultivate as well when they are young. My 

experience has proved that the height I speak of is the happy medium, 

I prefer very low trees to very high ones. Six foot trunks soon die. 

E. T. Hollister—One suggestion: it is almost impossible to get 

good Missouri pears. Now in my commercial experience, we found 

only one party who put his pears up in such shape that I could sell 

them to advantage. If our Missouri people would handle their pears 

as the California growers, we would not have to go across the Rocky 

mountains for our pears. 

A. Ambrose—We have not the pears to handle. 

Mr. Hollister—I have seen nice pears spoiled in handling. 

Mr. Durkes—Missouri pears are left on the trees too long, and 

packed in large packages to bruise. They should be wrapped like the 

California pairs. 

W. G. Gano—Why does Mr. Murray recommend to cut back every 

second or third year? Why not cut back every year? 

Mr. Murray—lIf the whole tree is cut back, it will grow too thick 

in the middle, and the fruit will be dull colored. Cut one-third or one- 

half each year, early in the spring, before the sap starts at all, at any 

time in February or March. 

Mr. Ambrose—I would say in regard to Mr. Murray’s statement 

about pruning the pear every third or fourth year, I think the best 

results come from cutting back the young wood of dwarfs every year. 

Capt. Hynes—Sixteen years ago I planted sixteen pear trees. 

Those planted in rich garden soil have died long ago. One planted in 

virgin soil is good yet. 

Mr. Murray—Where the soil makes a very large growth, such cul- 

tivation as that of which I spoke would be bad. We must not jump at 
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conclusions where the tests have been made 300 miles apart in very 

different soils. Cultivate so as to have the trees make a good, but not 

an over-rank growth. 

Mr. Gilbert—The LeConte with me has made seven and one-half 

feet growth this year, but the pear is said to be a failure. 

A. Ambrose—Between high cultivation and none at all,some trees 

in the garden and some on the lawn: those on the lawn have made no 

crop; those in the garden a good one. Kieffer bears a good crop with 

me. 

J. G. Kinder—If our virgin soil will make trees grow till of bear- 

ing age, good sense should teach us that then we should keep up the 

fertility of the soil. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

HOME-MADE FRUIT EVAPORATOR. 

8. A. LATIMER, LONG LANE. 

Following is a simple, cheap and successful plan for building a 

fruit evaporator, upon which there is no patent: 

Construct a frame-work of scantlings, the edges of which should 

be dressed so that all the scantlings will be exactly the same width. 

Cut them four feet long and fasten together with strips of plank three 

inches wide and of sufficient length to place them exactly three feet 

and one-fourth of an inch apart. These strips should be fastened to 

the side of the scantlings near their ends. Make seven of such frames 

and place them two feet apart, and fasten together by nailing on the 

ends of the scantlings strips of plank for plates and sills, as wide as 

the scantlings and twelve feet two inches in length. Side up with 

weather-boarding, or what is much better, flooring, shiplap or boxing, 

which should be placed on perpendicularly. At each end there should 

be a door. The roof should be made in the ordinary way, except a 

vent at the top two inches wide the entire length of the evaporator. 

A trough-like covering should be made for this opening and placed 

one inch above the roof. Strips of moulding to support the trays 

should be tacked to the inner edge of the studding. These strips 
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should be at least one-half an inch thick and not more than one inch 

in width. Begin six inches above the lower end of the studding and 

tack these strips three inches apart. 

The trays or frames upon which the fruit is to be placed should be 

just two by three feet and one inch in depth. The tray frames should 

be made of strips one inch square. The bottom of the trays should 

be made of plastering laths two feet in length. They should be placed 

about one-fourth of an inch apart, except in the center of the trays, 

where there should be a vacancy of two inches to give proper ventila- 

tion. The laths at each end of the tray should have their outer edge 

dressed, and they should be placed on in such a way as to give the tray 

a play endwise in the evaporator of one eighth of an inch. » There 

should be seventy-two of these trays. 

The evaporator, when completed, should be placed over a furnace 

of stone or brick, made similar to a sorghum evaporator furnace. 

Dig a trench ten feet long and as deep as desired for a fire-pit, and 

wide enough when lined with brick or stone to be fifteen inches from 

wall to wall. Cover the front end of the furnace with a wide flat 

stone, and the remainder of the furnace with heavy sheet iron or pieces 

of old stoves. 

Around this furnace build walls two feet high. The distance 

between the side walls should be three feet, and that of the end walls 

twelve feet. Upon these walls rests the evaporator. 

There should be two or three openings the size of a brick left in 

the side walls near the ground for the entrance of cold air to drive 

the heat rapidly upward. Close these when necessary. Attach to 

the rear end of the furnace a stove-pipe and let it pass through one of 

the side walls and up on the outside of the evaporator to the height of 

eight feet. Beneath the trays and above the furnace suspend by wires 

a strip of sheet iron three feet wide and ten feet long. Bend this in 

a semi-circle so that the edges of the sides will be two feet apart. 

Place this sheet iron as near to the trays and as far as possible above 

the furnace, with its convex side downward. It will then direct the 

currents of hot air into the air chambers on either side of the evapo- 

rator. From thence the heated currents pass underneath and over the 

trays to the opening in the center of the trays; from thence upward 

and out through the ventilator at the top of the evaporator. 

If you observe closely the above specifications, you need not have 

any trouble in constructing an evaporator. However, some of my 

horticultural friends may not understand my plan in every particular. 

To all such I will write if they enclose stamp. eos 
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TREE-GROWING, ESPECIALLY 1HE APPLE. 

A. R. HUMPHREY, LEBANON, MO. 

There is but little difference, if any, on either the fruitfulness or 

longevity of a tree whether they be grafted or budded. When a cion 

is grafted or a bud budded on a 3-16 of an inch stock, either whole or 

piece root, and grown in moderately rich soil, without stimulating 

fertilizers, and that cion or bud makes a growth of three feet the first 

season, all the conditions necessary for the perfect development of that 

tree have been complied with. 

The age of trees to plant in the orchard is a question about which 

there is a wide difference of opinion. One-year-old trees, with good 

care and cultivation, are better than any otherage. They cost less 

than half to transport or plant than two-year-old trees. They start out 

their heads evenly balanced because they have plenty of room, which 

is not the case with trees in crowded nursery rows. I admit that two, 

three and four-year-old trees taken up and transplanted with great care 

and cut back properly do very well, but it is difficult to get a four-year-old 

tree taken up without injuring many of its roots. Care should be 

taken to keep the roots from getting dry after being taken from the 

nursery. Fall planting is the best in this part of the State; ifthe fol- 

lowing season be dry, they will be much less affected than those planted 

in the spring. Trees should not be planted deeper than they stood in 

the nursery. The holes should be dug large enough to admit the roots 

in their natural position, placing the larger roots toward the south- 

west, cover the roots with good, loose surface-soil and tramp down 

firmly. Raise the soil in fall planting in a cone shape around the tree 

to hold it firmly and turn the water from it. The soil for the apple 

should be moderately rich—not retain water on the surface—and the 

subsoil should be what is commonly known as red clay. Cut back 

yearlings to 2 or 2 1-2 feet, larger trees in proportion to the injury the 

roots received in taking up: that is, if the roots are much injured cut 

off most of the branches. Have low-header trees; plant on a north 

slope if you can; mulch the first year after planting; cultivate oftenin 

order to retain all the moisture possible around the tree, which is the 

secret of getting a satisfactory growth each year. On thin soil exposed 

to high winds plant twenty or twenty-four feet apart; on rich soil well 

sheltered, twenty-eight to thirty-five feet. The care or neglect of an 

orchard for the first four or five years after planting in a great meas- 

‘ 
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ure determines the profit or loss of the orchard in after years. A 

proper annual pruning during these years will so shape the trees that 

but little pruning will be necessary, except thinning out in the center, 

for several years afterward. By this course of treatment a saw will 

never be required in the orchard, unless to take off a broken limb. 

Never sow wheat, oats, rye, millet or timothy in an orchard. Clover 

is not so objectionable, especially if the first crop is used for a mulch. 

Examine each tree carefully at the end of each season, and if it has not 

made a satisfactory growth, try and find the reason and remedy it at 

once if possible. Strong fertilizers should be used sparingly, and late 

cultivation avoided in order to let the wood harden so it will not be 

injured by freezing. 

The following were read: 

CARTHAGE, Mo., October 26, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Westport, Mo.: 

DEAR S1r—I am arranging to put out 350 apple trees next spring, 

-and wish you would answer some questions for me. 

First—From your own observation as to fruiting and profitable 

market apple, would vou advise planting Clayton? Answer, yes. 

Second—lIs Shannon Pippin of any value? Answer, no. 

Third—What do you know about Shackelford? It makes an extra 

fine looking tree, and is recommended by Wild Bros. Answer, similar 

to Ben Davis. 

Fourth—Is Mammoth Black Twig as good a keeper as Ben Davis, 

and would you plant it? Answer, yes, to some extent. 

Fifth— Arkansas Black, what of that? Answer, do not know 

enough about it to say. 

The peach crop was about a fizzle; nearly all rotting with us. 

I want an orchard for market, and want to plant something besides. 

Ben. Davis, if there is as much money in them. 

Very truly yours, 

C. A. EMRY. 

MILTON, WIs., December 2, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN, See’y Mo. Hort. Soe’y: 

DEAR S1rR—I have much desired and anticipated being with you 

at your winter meeting in that mountain town, Top o’ the Ozarks. But 

finding I cannot do so, I want to be enrolled and counted as one of 

you from this time. 

I have not seen your program, but will take this opportunity to 

say a few words on some points of interest to Missouri horticulturists.. 
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In reading past volumes of your excellent reports, kindly furnished 

me by friend Holman, I find so far that your chief discussions have been 

on varieties and markets; and as commercial fruit and tree growing has 

been, and is to be for some time to come, your chief concern, will 

you please put the question, what apple will supersede the Ben Davis as 

a commercial fruit? 

If I were there to speak to this question, I would remark, that 

while the Ben Davis and Willow,as grown in your latitude, are not bad 

to take in the several ways of culinary art, they must more and more 

take a back seat in the top o’ the market, or at least must be supple- 

mented by something like the old Greening and Spitzenberg, for choice 

eating and cooking. Will Grimes, Jonathan, Roman Stem, Rome 

Beauty, or any of the newer apples come in here? 

In fact, you need some addition to both lists, for the market de- 

mands variety as well as quality. When the Concord is discarded 

from the grape list for general culture, then will Ben Davis be dropped 

from the commercial list for the Southwest. Both, or others of their 

class, will always form the bulk of the fruit grown for the general market, 

for they can be put on the market for less money. Everywhere the 

very choicest fruits are correspondingly delicate, and most subject to 

outside troubles in their growth. But as I have said, you should and 

you can grow apples to compete in the northern markets with Michi- 

gan, Ohio and New York. The rich and populous states and cities of 

the Northwest will be ultimately your best market, and so you do 

well to look diligently and perseveringly for better things in the apple 

line. Where are they to come from? 

YOUR OWN SEEDLINGS. 

While you may get some help from the north, the chances are one 

hundr: d fold in favor of your own latitude, or south of you in the apple- 

‘growing regions of Arkansas, or west in Kansas, for new varieties of 

value to you. This isin harmony with known facts, and sustained by 

reasons I cannot here bring up. 

I say west and not east, because the west has in its pomology the 

best elements of all the east, from which to cross-breed and develop 

the best, under western climative influences, and so the chances are so 

much the better for local adaptation. 

Another great question with you, as everywhere now, is the grow- 

ing ascendancy of insect and fungoid destroyers. 

The present year has been one of signal failure and disappointment 

from these two causes over a large part of the old apple-growing dis- 

tricts of ‘our country. From the prospect of a large crop in early sum- 
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mer, this fruit at the close of the shipping season rules the highest in 

all markets of any year since the war. Where is your surplus to-day ? 

My first extended visit in Missouri was in the fall of 1880, when dili- 

gent inquiry failed to show a failure of this crop up to that time, from 

the codling worm. ‘his fall I saw in Greene county the worst failure 

in commercial orchards I have ever seen from that cause (except in 

Wisconsin). I think your oak and hickory ridges will not suffer from 

fungoids very much, but everywhere you will have the codling and cur- 

culio to fight, and what are you going to do about it? These are the 

“little foxes” that spoil the hopes of the orchard, and only organized, 

intelligent and persevering work can head them off. 

These are standard questions which will always be with you; and 

many others will crowd in to,spice your discussions. 

And so, as your State grows in wealth and culture, the question of 

horticultural adornment will more and more claim your attention. 

The home in country and city has large claims on horticulture for 

its health, comfort and beauty. 

And so the Missouri State Horticultural society has a large and 

growing field of usefulness, which should have both the sympathy and 

the material help of the State. 

I hope at no distant day to be one with you in this work, as I have 

been for over fifty years in Wisconsin. Ever since I first saw those 

rich limestone magnesian hills of the Ozark range, I have had full faith 

in Southern Missouri as the apple region of the West. 

My greetings to all Missouri fruit-growers. 

J.C. PLUMB. 
* 

DISCUSSION. 

L. A. Goodman—I would never cut the top bud from a tree in 

planting. In planting 2-year trees never cut the center shoot. Let it 

grow up straight as long as possible. The buds at the tops of the 

branches have more power to draw the sap than other buds. Trees 

pruned thus will have fewer forks to split. I would never cut the cen- 

ter bud from a tree unless it is in the case of peaches, which sometimes 

grow six to eight feet high in one year. 

Prof. Specking—TI think the side branches should be subordinated 

to the main branches. Never have the branches divide into two equal 

parts. 

Mr. Gilbert—Some peach growers say cut back the tree to two 

and a half or three feet at planting. In planting that way last spring, 

I did not lose a treeinathousand. I understood Mr. Gano to say that 

he would not cut back a peach unless he wanted it to branch lower. 
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Mr. Gano—The peach branches very easily. A 1-year peach will . 

branch at every bud. I would not cut the terminal bud unless it is too 

high. If you cut the center bud five, to seven branches of equal size 

will come out, and your tree will split down in course of time. 

Mr. Gilbert—At our last meeting the low top peach was advocated ; 

if we do not take out the terminal bud how can we have a low-top tree? 

I have a 1-year peach tree over nine and a half feet high. It made over 

250 feet growth. If it grows that way for six or seven years, how will 

we get the fruit? 

Prof. Specking—A two-story step ladder would be necessary to 

get the fruit. If we kept growing for 400 or 500 years, how would we 

get our hats on our heads? 

Henry Speer—I believe that clover is an injury to every orchard. 

My experience has led me to believe that clover is the worst thing I 

ever sowed in the orchard. The roots of our trees do not perhaps 

penetrate any deeper than the roots of the clover. If this be true, in 

dry seasons the clover may rob the trees of the moisture. 

Mr. Kirchgraber—One of our most successful orchardists sows 

clover in his orchard. He is Mr. Scholten; you need not fear that the 

clover will rob the trees. 

J. G. Kinder—Some trees have no terminal bud. The Karly Har- 

vest has no central shoot. 

DISCUSSION OF VARIETIES. 

Mr. Kirchgraber—I would plant the Clayton largely in Greene 

county; it produces to perfection ; it bears young; it keeps as long as 

the Ben Davis. ° 

C. C. Bell—I found some Claytons last fall, and I like them so well 

that I would pay an extra price for them. I do not like the tree; it is 

very erect, somewhat like the N. Spy. I would pay more for the Clay- 

ton than for the Ben Davis. The trees on which I got the fruit were 

planted very close tegether, and that may have caused their very erect 

growth. 

Mr. Kirchgraber—They grow similar to the Willow Twig with me. 

The twigs are limber; it is a prolific and regular bearer. The apples 

were injured this year by a severe hail-storm, so I have none to show. 

C. C. Bell—Mr. Monsees is the man of whom I bought the Clayton. 

He told me only last week that its erect habit of growth was his only 

objection to the variety. 

Mr. Durkees—It erows very erect with me. 

Mr. Wild—I believe that Mr. Bell has the right view. The tree is 

a very upright grower and lives long; it is a stiff grower. 
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' Ts the Shannon Pippin of any value? 

Mr. Kirchgraber—lI think the Shannon is only a synonym of some 

kind grown in Ohio. 

Mr. Murray—lIt is of no value withus. We don’t consider it worth 

planting. 

C. C. Bell—I have just received a letter from Texas saying that the 

Claytons sent there were very fine. 

THE SHACKLEFORD. 

Mr. Patterson—It was recommended to me as better than the Ben 

Davis, but lately that has been contradicted. It is perhaps a seedling 

of the Ben Davis. I have no extravagant expectations of it. Itisa 

very straggling grower, like the Little Romanite. I have seen the fruit. 

It is a little hard to tell it from the Ben Davis. 

L. A. Goodman—The tree is more Jike the Willow Twig, but the 

fruit is so much like the Ben Davis that it would be hard to separate 

them if mixed; it is fully as large or a little larger than the Ben Davis. 

THE MAMMOTH BLACK TWIG. 

©. C. Bell—I don’t think many members of the Missouri Horticul- 

tural society are acquainted with the Mammoth Black Twig. It grows 

in north Arkansas. I like the fruit, but I would rather have the Clay- 

ton. I don’t consider it a very long keeper. 

President Evans—I have kept some of them till spring without 

any loss. 

THE ARKANSAS BLACK. 

Mr. Gilbert—I have read that it keeps better than the Ben Davis. 

It has been kept with ordinary care until May. 

President Evans—A gentleman from Arkansas told me it was one 

of the best they are growing. He is a buyer and shipper. 

Secretary Goodman—Mr. Plumb, of Wisconsin, asks what apple 

will supersede the Ben Davis, if we have found such a one. 

Mr. Thompson—It was thought for a while that the Gano would 

fill the bill. 

President Evans—How much better is the Gano than the Ben 

Davis? 

W. G. Gano—The difference between the two apples in quality is 

very little; the most difference is in color. 

N. F. Murray—I once thought I could tell the difference by taste, 

but in trying I got them mixed. I now claim that you cannot tell the 

difference unless you see them. 
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President Evans—You cannot tell the difference after they are 

peeled. 

Secretary Goodman—The Gano is more beautiful than the Ben 

Davis. 
THE YORK IMPERIAL. 

Secretary Goodman—The York Imperial is growing in favor. Itis 

of the Romanite family, a good keeper and good a bearer. 

Prof. Clark—The York Imperial was one of the best keepers we 

had in twenty varieties. 

Henry Speer—Before we leave the Gano, I would like to inquire 

how long since it has beendisseminated? Last fall I found among some 

Ben Davis trees a tree which bore an apple like the Gano. 

W. G. Gano—To the best of my knowledge the first buds were cut 

from the original tree in 1871 or 1872. 

Mr. Wild—Does any one know if the Gen. Lyon resembles the Ben 

Davis ? 

Mr. Gano—The Gen. Lyon is avery small apple, a very long keeper, 

and that is the only thing that can recommend it. 

THE’ MINKLER. 

Sec. Goodman—The Minkler and all of the Romanite family are the 

best apples we have for Southwest Missouri. All over this district we 

have found many seedlings of the same type. They are the best-keep- 

ing apples, and if they were larger they would be very valuable. 

Mr. Wild—The Minkler I don’t think will be as profitable as the 

Little Romanite. Itis slower in bearing and grows more spreading. 

The Langford I think will fill the bill better than the Minkler. 

The Yellow Transparent has fruited with us, and I don’t see that. 

it is much earlier than the Early Harvest. Their shape and size were 

very satisfactory. 

Mr. Ambrose—I have had it in bearing for three years. I find it a 

very few days earlier than the Early Harvest, but it blights every year,. 

so Lam perfectly disgusted with it. I would like to know if this is the 

history of the Yellow Transparent. 

Mr. Wild—I don’t think it is any more subject to blight than the 

Red June. We have no blightin the crab. 

3LUFFTON, Mv., November 30, 1889. 

FRIEND GOOoDMAN—TI can easily feel now that I cannot well be 

with you at Lebanon next week. 

Although able to work around home, traveling and change of habit 

upsets me. Old age is telling on me. I have a few subjects to offer, 
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which, if you think worth reading to the Society, you can do so; if not, 

it will only be the loss of time you take while perusing this. 

I notice that in the Minnesota Horticultural society honey and 

‘amber cane were discussed, and knowing that horticulturists all like 

things that are “sweet and lovely,” I suggest that this subject be intro- 

duced and discussed. 

When we consider the immense quantity of sugar used in our day, 

and the trusts got up to raise the price, it seems to me it is our duty to 

endeavor to remedy the matter. A colony of bees on my place, num- 

bering nearly one hundred, give us no little pleasure, and furnish us 

with a luxury such as but few other things can. 

There is enough of sweets furnished by the flowers of the land to 

supply the whole population, if we only increase the bees sufficient to 

gather them. 

There are no doubt members of our society who can throw much 

light upon this subject and stir upaspirit of honey-raising that willsave 

an immense amount of sugar-buying. Honey can be used in so many 

ways instead of sugar that if its raising were gone into properly, we 

could, witb the addition of Amber and a few other causes, defy the sugar 

trust and keep millions of dollars in the country that now go to foreign 

countries for sugar. 

It is now too late to give the plan for this season, but will state 

that twice have I made syrup from the juice of both Early Amber and 

Yucatan cane almost equal tu honey. To ten gallons of fresh juice I 

used about two pounds of pure yellow clay; mixed the clay with enough 

of the cane juice to bring it into the consistency of cream; then pour 

it into the mass, stirring well. Letit stand eight to twelve hours, and the 

sediment will all be at the bottow, and the liquid as clear as pure water. 

Pour off carefully, and evaporate quickly. 

There are fine syrups made around us here, but I never get any as 

good as the above was. The cane taste is entirely absent. 

Here we have two ways of supplying ourselves with a luxury that 

speculators and sharks make it difficult for the poor man to enjoy, and 

in these we have a pure article without any adulteration. 

To those who are very fond of honey, but who cannot get it, I 

would recommend jelly made of Seckel or Bartlett pears. It comes 

nearest to it. Of course, this takes a little sugar, but only one-half the 

quantity usually required for jelly will answer for this. 

Bodily absent, yet in spirit I am with you. Wishing youall apleas- 

ant and edifying meeting, Yours fraternally, 

S. MILLER. 

H R—15. 
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Wricur City, Mo., November 23, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Esq.: 

Your favor of the 11th is before us, requesting a report from us. 

on Warren county. As our attendance at the annual meeting is uncer- 

tain, we will at least give a report: 

Warren county has no organized horticultural society. The nat- 

ural adaptation of our county to horticulture on account of soil, alti- 

tude, ete., is not well enough known yet. Our county can boast of as 

good and perfect fruit in size and quality ; in fact fruit we might say of 

every description grows to perfection here. Read what the American 

Farm News, published at Akron, Ohio, has to say about our county as 

to fruit-growing: 

We have in the office of the American Farm News an apple weighing, when 

picked, 283 ounces, and measuring 16 inches in circumference. We desire to ask 

our farmer friends if they can match or outdo this, and ask them to write us of their 

investigation. It was given to Frank Peifsnider of the Farm News by deputy 

sheriff G. W. Leak, of Warren county, Missouri. A number of pears weighed 14 

pounds, while peaches and berries were in abundance during the season, and of ex~ 

cellent quality. The beautiful picture of orchards loaded with elegant apples that 

would rival for magnificence a Florida orange grove or a California vineyard, were 

amarvel to behold. We doubt if any Statein the Union is better adapted to fruit- 

growing than Missouri, or if any county in the State can beat Warren county for 

quality. 

So far there was but little interest taken in fruit-growing, and the 

greater portion of our orchards in our county are neglected and not 

cultivated, nor taken care of. At the present low prices of grain and 

live stock, the people are beginning to understand that fruit-growing 

pays better. There is a good opening now for energetic fruit-growers 

here, as there are many farms here that can be bought at a reasonably 

low price, well adapted to grow the choicest fruit. We will give, as 

nearly as we could collect, amounts of apples shipped this season, raised 

in our county: Warrenton, 1,060 barrels ; Wright City, 3,710. Varieties. 

of apples which are the most productive and profitable are, Maiden 

Blush, Jonathan, Ben Davis, Willow Twig, Rome Beauty, Grimes’ Gol- 

den. Pears bear regularly every year. Bartlett, Duchess, Seckel and 

Keiffer succeed well. Of peaches we had a full crop this year, and 

obtained good prices. Amsden, Early Crawford, Late Crawford and 

Old Mixon did well. 

Plums had an off-year this year. Wild Goose and Damson did 

best. Cherries never fail—Karly Richmond, English Morello, Late 

Duke, Rene Hortense, Sappington and Napoleon. Grapes—Moore’s 

Karly, Concord and Pocklington. Strawberries—Old Iron Clad, Cres- 
cent, May King, Jessie and Sharpless, did very well with us. Rasp- 
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berries—Ohio, Gregg, Sowhegan, Cuthbert, Marlboro and Turner. 

Blackberries and gooseberries, when planted and cared for, as a gen 

eral thing grow and produce heavy crops... We have no trouble with 

rust. Yours truly, 

POLSTER BROS. 

THE KASPBERRY. 

J. N. MENIFEE, OREGON, MO. 

Perfect as we horticulturists are, like other folks we have our hob- 

bies, and [ think the strawberry is one of them. While the writer is too 

warm a friend to the strawberry to say a word against it, yet if it is not 

over-estimated I am quite sure the raspberry is under-estimated. Its 

intrinsic value is not appreciated by the masses. Horticulturists, too, 

in their enthusiasm for the strawberry lose sight of the raspberry. The 

raspberry is found growing luxuriantly all over Missouri along the 

rocky hillsides, in the sand and clay loam, in the open sunlight and in 

the shade, everywhere except in wet or swampy land, but delights 

most in a cool, shady location. It is of easy culture, bears abundantly 

and quite regularly, ripens just between the strawberry and black- 

berry, nicely filling the gap. It is easily picked, ships well, and the 

rich colors of the ripe fruit give it a most pleasing appearance when on 

the market. In quality it is not excelled, either fresh or cooked. It 

requires very little sugar, and when canned or evaporated retains its 

color and delicious flavor most perfectly, with very little shrinkage. 

The plants bear neglect well, but respond liberally to kind treatment. 

Where to plant: In orchards on northern slopes, or almost any- 

where that the land is rich and well drained. Howto plant: When 

the ground has been thoroughly prepared, mark off with a broad shovel 

plow, cover the plants lightly in the furrow, leaving them three inches 

below the surface of the ground; as the plants grow to bear, level the 

furrows. By this mode the plants have roots deep enough to resist 

winds and drouth. Put the rows seven feet apart, set plants three 

feet apart in the rows. 

Pruning begins the first season. When the plants are ten inches 

high the bud should be pinched out, which checks the upward growth, 

and induces laterals or limbs to start out; this makes a low, stocky 
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plant that will not blow down in succeeding years; prune or top the 

young canes or stalks when twenty to twenty-four inches high, which 

is easily and rapidly done with a sharp pruning knife. Run over the 

patch twice a week until all are topped. In March or April cut out all 

the old wood or brush, leaving the laterals from ten to eighteen inches 

long. Gather up the brush; it is excellent for washes or ruts. 

The above instruction does not apply to red raspberries that 

sucker or sprout from the roots, but to all such as take roots at the 

tip ends of the plant, which include Schaffer’s Colossal. 

Plants that grow from suckers should be planted in rows four feet 

apart each way, allowing from six to ten canes to the hill; keep down 

all suckers, prune in spring, cut the tops away, leaving stumps from 

sixteen to twenty-four inches high. Red raspberries are too soft to 

bear the rough handling that railroad men give our fruit, and unless 

grown near a city market will not pay. I have very reluctantly dis- 

carded all the reds except Schaffer, which is hard to propagate, and 

requires heavy pruning. It is one of the best. 

What to plant: Having been in the berry culture business for 

nearly twenty years, and having grown nearly all kinds of raspberries, 

both old and new, I venture to name what is best to plant, well aware 

that what is best with me may not be the best with you. For early, 

Souhegan ; medium, Hopkins; late, Ohio Black Cap. But should it be 

my privilege to give a list at our winter meeting in 1890, I expect to 

put Palmer instead of Souhegan, and perhaps Ada for Ohio Black Cap. 

While we in Holt county were completely swamped last season in 

other berries, the raspberry crop was short, through neglect as usual. 

But our berry growers begin to see their mistake, and at this writing 

the prospect for the coming season is quite hopeful; having a fine 

growth of well-matured berry plants of all kinds, we hope for such an 

abundance of berries next season that the poor as well as the rich may 

have plenty. As good horticulturists we would not only cultivate and 

prune our orchards and gardens, but cultivate also a kindly feeling 

toward all, especially the helpless poor, We would prune out selfish- 
ness, pinch back ambition, and cut off bad habits and cultivate patience 
and charity, that we may rejoice in an abundant harvest of the fruits of 
righteousness laid up against the time to come. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Patterson—I fully agree with the writer as to the little value 
of the red raspberry for market. I have picked them in the morning 
and have had them come back on me in the evening. This year the 
Schaffer would not sell at all. I don’t know what to do with what I 
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have of them. Last year it winter-killed, or appeared to be winter- 

killed. Souhegan, Mammoth Cluster and Gregg are good. Where 

you have just enough to fill the market they pay very well. I had too 

many. I gave no protection over winter, but they can be bent down 

and covered. 

Mr. Gilbert—Is there any danger of planting the raspberry too 

deep? I planted two acres last spring, fouriuches deep. Half of them 

died. 

Mr. Patterson—I think it will pay to take care. They are some 

trouble to plant, as we found last spring. It paysto take special pains. 

I think planting so deep was wrong. If you plant apple trees deep, — 

they will put out roots just where they want them. 

Pres. Evans—It is possible that a very heavy rain baked the 

groundand kept them down. I have seen them come through six or 

eight inches of soil. 

Mr. Gilbert—The ground may have been a little wet; it was not in 

first-class condition. 

Mr. Speer—I plant mine from my own plants after they have 

grown out of the ground. Green plants live well, but they are trouble- 

some to plant. 

Mr. Hollister—I am loth to vote the red raspberry out of existence. 

I have reshipped the Turner from Southern Illinois to Denver in good 

condition. They use shallow pint baskets. 

Sec. Goodman—lI think the soil of southern Illinois must be better 

suited to the red raspberry than ours. I have never been able to ship 

them half way from Kansas City to Denver. 

Mr. Murray—Mr. Menifee has grown almost every variety known. 

We have abandoned all the reds for commercial purposes. I am thor- 

oughly convinced that it requires a peculiar soil to grow them large 

and firm. Schaffer’s was partially killed, yet it bore a very abundant 

crop of berries. 

Prof. Clark—The Schaffer was the only variety injured at Columbia 

last winter. Whenit ripens it is a very poor color, and when you pick 

it it crumbles very badly. I don’t like the flavor of it, but tastes differ. 

I consider it the poorest we had there. 

Mr. Ambrose—We have always had a ready market for it in our 

town. It sells alittle higher than others. 
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SMALL FRUITS. 

JUDGE SAMUEL MILLER. 

——- 

L. A. GoopMAN, Secretary Missouri Horticultural Society : 

As usual, it will be nearly impossible for me to be with you at the 

next meeting at Lebanon. The next best thing I can do is to send in 

. my report. If the others of the committee send theirs to me in time, 

they will be forwarded to you. 

STRAWBERRIES. 

The crop with us was a most encouraging one, and although so sit- 

uated that sending our berries to market, they were a profitable crop. 

Crescent, Capt. Jack, Hart’s Minnesota, Windsor Chief and Sucker 

State all did well. Of the newer ones, Belmont, Jessie, Bubach No. 5 

and Gandy promise well. Mammoth did poorly. Bubach No. 5 and 

Gandy impressed me so favorably that my main plant next spring will 

be of these two. Of the still later ones I have Perfection, Warfield, 

Comet, bore no fruit. Eureka, Mrs. Garfield, Jane, Townsend’s No. 

3 and No. 7, set out last spring, bore some superb berries, and certainly 

promise to win a place on the list. Quite a number of other new ones 

have been added to my list this fall, some of which were planted yes- 

terday, November 15, from which I expect some fine fruit next year. 

Of course these must be covered soon to protect against frost. Out 

of the large number of promising new ones just brought out, it will 

be strange if we do not get some perfect ones. 

RASPBERRIES. 

The earliest black caps were Centennial and Souhegan, the former 

by odds the best; Hopkins, Mammoth Cluster and Gregg for late ones. 

All did well. 

For red, Turner for early, Schaffer and Thwack for later. Cuth- 

bert and Marlboro are nearly failures with me. All did well but the 

latter two. 

BLACKBERRIES. 

Snyder, earliest and one of the best. Western Triumph, Taylor, 

Stone’s Hardy are all good ones. Erie and Minewaska showed off 

well. Lucretia Dewberry pleases me well, and will be a success here. 
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I tie the fruiting vines to stakes, and they look well when in 

bloom, and taste well when the fruit is ripe. Large and handsome cur- 

rants and gooseberries did tolerably well. Downing, Houghton and 

Orange are my gooseberries. Of currants I have only Red Dutch and 

White Grape. Crop ordinary. 

PLUMS. 

With the exception of Wild Goose and Golden Beauty, the Turk 

(curculio) took the field and all these latter failed. Buta tree of Lom- 

bard on a neighbor’s place has a full crop of fruit, the finest I have 

seen for years. 

Wild Goose is of but little use here, as we don’t use them. Golden 

Beauty must be thinned out or it will be small. The curculio stings it, 

but I never found a worm in one. They are very late in ripening, are 

too hard for the cureulio when they attack them 

My list of plums that might bear next year comprises about twenty 

varieties. 

CHERRIES. 

Bauman May, Elton, Rene Hortense, May Duke, Gov. Wood and 

Napoleon, all bore a fine crop—Napoleon the most profitable of them 

all; five bushels from one tree. 

Grapes were, with the exception of a few varieties, nearly a fail- 

ure. Marsella, Dr. Wiley, Cynthiana and Norton were about the only 

ones that matured a crop. The pressure of work at the time the 

bunches should have been sacked is where the failure is chargeable. 

That sacking is necessary here is not only owing to the danger of 

rot, but to protect from birds, insects and a species of curculio. An 

-apiary of seventy colonies of bees within a hundred yards of my vine- 

yard is no little tax on my grapes. The birds, yellow-jackets and 

wasps are the pioneers, cut open the berries and the bees follow. I 

have seen three bees come out of the hull of one large grape. 

If I could be there at Lebanon during the session, it would be a 

great pleasure to me, but the going and coming is where the trouble 

lies. In summer, when not too far off, it may be possible that I can be 

with you sometime, if spared a few years longer. But if absent in 

body, I am with you in spirit. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Robards—I don’t like to do away with all the red raspberries. 

Many customers call for them every season. 

Mr. Ambrose—Mr. Miller speaks of the Snyder as the best black- 

berry. In Vernon county we could not do without the Kittatinny. 
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Mr. Page—I would not give the Snyder standing room. I prefer 

the Kittatinny and the Lawton. We don’t want any better than the 

Lawton. We ship it to Denver successfully. My experience with the 

raspberry is that we can’t get them to market in suitable condition— 

not even the blacks. I shall not plant any more raspberries. The Kit- 

tatinny is my main crop. Lastspring I had the rust, but it was checked 

by sprinkling air-slaked lime upon the plants. Three applications 

stopped it. 

HK. A. Riehl—I venture to predict that the gentleman will have 

plenty of rust next year. Lime does no good whatever. The only 

way to get rid of it when you have once had it is to destroy the patch. 

The only way to prevent it is to grow your plants from root-cuttings. 

Plants grown from root-cuttings taken from plants which had the rust, 

show no signs of it. 

Mr. Hopkins—I have had enough experience to know that what. 

would succeed in one place may fail in another. Last spring I planted 

Windsor Chief and Cumberland Triumph strawberries. The Bubach 

is a fine plant, a good grower, fine, large berries, rather soft, though I 

shipped two cases to Denver in fair order, and they sold for a fair price. 

The Jessie this year was caught by a frost. The Windsor Chief has 

been more profitable to me than anything else. The Belmont is cocks- 

combed and doesn’t bear enough. Western Triumph I consider one of 

the best blackberries we have in the vicinity of Springfield. 

Mr. Robards—I would like to make a suggestion by way of warn- 

ing in regard to one or two varieties. The Cumberland seems to be 

very variable. With me it is a very poor fruiter. It bears large ber- 

ries, but very few of them. The Jessie promises well for size. For all 

purposes the Crescent has no equal. 

Mr. Hopkins—I want better berries, though the Crescent as grown 
in Illinois is a very good kind. 

BLACKBERRY CULTURE. 

JACOB FAITH, MONTEVALLO. 

This subject, blackberry, assigned to me by our worthy Secretary, 
is the subject of my choice. 

For this paper it is necessary to take facts and figures to calculate 
investments. 
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The blackberry is the most neglected and will endure more neglect 

than any berry I know of. For profit, considering the amount of 

work required, it leads all berries. No berry is more delicious when 

properly ripened than the blackberry; none more valuable for medical 

wine, and it has no equal for health during its season, which is over 60 

days. Pick blackberries for market when you see the birds sample 

them, and for wine and family use wait until you see the bees gather 

the honey. 

The blackberry can be grown with little care, and may be called 

the berry for the lazy man, whom we have in every locality. I well 

remember gathering wild blackberries forty-six and more years ago 

among logs and brush. But nature has seen fit to lessen, vear after 

year, the berry of the forest, and it soon will be of the past. Two 

seasons ago I put pickers at work in a patch of wild berries where all 

other brush had been cut to give room. I promised to pay double 

price, but soon the pickers gave up the job because the1e was no money 

in picking little wild berries at two cents a quart. Also there was no 

money for me in paying double for picking, and only sell for half as 

much as the tame berries in the market, while the boxes, shipping and 

marketing were just the same. I hearit often said, cultivate and prune 

the wild blackberry and they will grow as large as the cultivated varie- 

ties; but such is not the case. I will say to those who think so that if 

they will come to my place at ripening time and see a few wild bushes 

that came up voluntarily, and compare these with tame varieties, they 

will notice quite a difference. I believe all the culture and pruning 

would not make the wild blackberry yield forty bushels per acre; while 

hardy tame varieties yield sixty to 110 bushels per acre. My black- 

berries the two past seasons yielded ninety to one hundred and ten 

bushels per acre; they were cultivated twice and harrowed three times. 

My corn along side of blackberries was plowed three times and harrowed 

twice, and yielded twenty bushels the year before last, and thirty-five 

this season per acre. 

As it takes 16 to 24 months for blackberries to come into bearing, 

and as the cost of plants ete. is considerable, some people hesitate to 

plant, and ask, will it pay? Let us figure and see. About 3,000 plants 

are required for an acre of ground, at $4 per thousand, costing $12> 

plowing and marking the rows, $3; planting, $2; rent for one-half acre 

(as the first year half the ground can be planted in potatoes or other 

crops), $1; of cultivating one-half acre, $5; pruning, $1.50; total of first 

year’s expense $23. For the second year: for interest, $2.50; rent, 

$2; culture, pruning, $3; total, $32.30. The second year they bear 

about 20 bushels per acre, making 160 gallons, which sell for 25 cents 
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a gallon; deduct for picking 4 cents per gallon, 4 cents for box material 

and 2 cents for marketing, which makes a total of 10 cents, leaving net 

price of 15 cents per gallon, or $24, This leaves for both years a bal- 

ance due on cost of production of $8; interest, 85 cents; rent, $2; 

culture, $2; pruning, $3; total, $16.13. 

The third year they bear 75 bushels, or 600 gallons; at 15 cents per 

gallon bring $90, and after deducting the $16.13 for cost of production, 

leaves a net profit for the three first years of $73.81; and if my farm 

were within a few miles of a shipping place instead of twenty miles, 

this profit would be double. These vines will bear five to eight more 

crops with but little work after the first year. 

CULTURE. 

Plow land as for corn. Mark the rows eight feet apart, and for 

the strong growers nine feet is better. Mark rows six to eight inches 

deep and drop about two feet distance in the rows. Root-cuttings are 

best, but if plants are used, cut all the tops off so that the roots may 

get well established before they are required to supply nourishment for 

long tops. Potatoes or other crops may be grown between the rows 

the first season, after which the vines will require the whole space. 

Stir the ground frequently the first year with a two-horse cultivator to 

keep down grass and weeds, being careful during warm, dry weather, 

not to disturb the small roots feeding near the surface. Blackberries 

should be planted very early in the spring, and after rains ground 

should be raked with an iron tooth-rake. I prefer root-cutting three 

to six inches long, and to grow plants for nursery stock one inch long 

Prunivg.—The first season, when shoots or canes are twelve to 

eighteen inches long, cut them off. This can be done with a corn-cut- 

ter or hedge-knife. I use a German reaping-hook. This clipping off of 

canes or stalks will cause the growth of laterals or branches; these in 

turn also cut off ten to twelve inches. It is necessary to go along the 

rows every two or three weeks to do this work, as new shoots will grow 

up during the summer. The second year let the canes grow three to 

four feet high—owing to the strength of canes and varieties—before 

clipping, a8 described above. Being thus kept within bounds, they will 

present a neat, compact and productive appearance instead of rambling 

stragglers hanging across between the rows. 

Much is written in books about cutting old canes out soon after the 

fruitis picked. Of late years I let the old canes stand until early spring. I 

claim, as the blackberry and raspberry canes are of a biennial growth— 

the first season the canes and the second the berries—and after matur- 

ing the fruit require no more nourishment from the roots. 
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Blackberries and raspberries, after fruiting seven to ten years, be- 

come unprofitable and can be easily killed by cutting all canes off as 

goon as the berries are picked. Plow the land at once and repeat in 

two months, after which the land will be in a better condition than 

when the berries were first planted. Two years ago I had a patch of 

blackberries nine years old that became unprofitable, and I wanted only 

one more crop, so I cut all young canes off as soon as they came up 

to give all the nourishment to the berries. The yield of that ten-year- 

old patch was better than the two previous seasons. This will show 

that to let suckers grow between rows will lessen the crop. Suckers 

are mostly caused by cutting or tearing roots with plow. After first 

season blackberries should be plowed shallow, not more than two to 

three inches deep, but often. 

VARIETIES. 

The Kittatinny blackberry in Southwest Missouri leads for profit, 
like Ben Davis apples: but as they winter-kill, say one year out of six, 

or reduce the crop to one-fourth, we should plant some iron-clads, such 

as Snyder, which never have been known to winter-kill in our climate. 

Lawton, Wilson and other varieties I could name will winter-kill atout 

one year out of three. Crystal-white and others winter-kill two seasons 

out of four. Some people want blackberry bushes without thorns. 

My experience with thornless blackberries is, no briers and no 

berries. 

The blackberry dates back to 1842; the Lawton was the first in 

culture, like the Wilson strawberry. As the blackberry and its culture 

is in its infancy, and not sufliciently interested, I will close for this 

time. 

I made every possible effort to make this paper profitable. 

Mr. Patterson—I don’t think the blackberry is the “lazy man’s 

berry.” If you let it alone, it is a failure. Mr. Faith plants too close. 

I would plant eight or ten feet wide, so that I could cultivate with a 

two-horse implement, such as the Acme harrow. 

. 
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FRUIT PACKAGES. 

E. T. HOLLISTER. 

I have said so much upon this subject of fruit packages that any- 

thing I can say now will be but a repetition of what I have said before.. 

Neat, new, nice-looking packages, and those that are best adapted to 

the market in which you expect to sell your goods, are the kind to use 

most profitably. First inquire in your market what package is most. 

used, then get a good one, for a great deal depends upon a neat pack- 

age. A third bushel box is too small for pears. I have always recom- 

mended the California style of box for pears. It is of a size and shape 

that you can pack well. I mean what they call the bushel box, though 

it holds only about seven-eighths of a bushel. However, in our market 

we use the third bushel boxes for pears. For re-shipping mature 

peaches, we use the peck basket. In Michigan they put four peck 

baskets in a crate. They have also used a handle basket, properly a 

grape basket, for peaches. 

Mr. Robards—What size packages would you use for strawberries 

for long shipment? 

Mr. Hollister—The 24-quart case—full size dry-measure quarts. 

These wine quarts are made to swindle somebody. 

Sec. Goodman—One year I sold to a man who required me to use 

the small quarts. 

Mr. Hollister—Another point: always get your box-material in 

time to let the boxes thoroughly dry before you use them. If you use 

wet packages, they will heat. The dry box will absorb the moisture 

from a crushed or bruised berry, and prevent it from injuring other 

berries. 

Wild goose plums in quart boxes, in 24-quart cases, carry better 

than in any other shape. 

Prof. Clark—Some use grape baskets for plums. 

Mr. Hollister—It is a very good package. 

Sec. Goodman—What do you think of a shallow box with only one 

layer for fine peaches ? 

Mr. Hollister—I have used it but little. Compartment boxes, like 

egg cases, are used for extra fine peaches. I have had very little ex- 

perience with wrapped peaches. Fully matured peaches will perhaps 

come in better shape in that way, but I have not had enough experience 

with it to recommend it. Some growers in Arkansas have used the egg 
shipping cases. 
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Gooseberries will stand shipping in almost any shape. Barrels will 

do as wellas anything for them. Let them grow till home-grown straw- 

berries are out of the way, and sell them between the strawberry and 

the raspberry. 

The Red June apple may as well be carried in third bushel boxes 

as in any other way. I would not recommend bushel boxes for early 

apples. 

Sec. Goodman—Last summer nice Red June apples in third bushel 

boxes sold for as much as peaches in the Kansas City markets. 

C. C. Bell—It is well to get a good package. In apples, two things 

should not be overlooked: First, full measure; a man, for a time, 

may gain by small measure, but the public will soon find it out; second, 

there is money made by using good, well-made barrels. 

THE THREE BEST STRAWBERRIES, RASPBERRIES AND 

BLACKBERRIES. 

Z. T. RUSSELL. 

The subject of the “ Best Varieties” is one of great interest as 

well as importance to all berry growers. It is continually before their 

minds, and while it is as old as the business itself, paradoxical as it 

may seem, itis ever new and comes in for a share of attention and 

discussion at almost, if not quite, every meeting of horticultural people 

wheresoever held. 

And notwithstanding its repeated discussion, over and over again, 

it still is, and in the nature of things must remain, an open question to 

a great extent. There are so many varieties,and new ones being intro- 

duced each year; so many kinds of soil, modes of cultivation, and 

variation of the seasons, that but few growers could agree on all varie- 

ties in any given list. Hence it must not be expected that the present 

list will suit, or be the best for every one. But it will be such as from 

years of experience and observation has been found best on the 

grounds of the writer—the soil being what is called “timber soil,” a 

limestone, clay loam, ranging in color from nearly white, through gray 

and red, to nearly black. It is free from sand, but in places contains 

considerable gravel and stones. 
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In the consideration of this question, much depends upon what is 

to be done with the fruit after it is produced,and upon the demands 

of the market where it is to be disposed of. If it can be disposed of 

at a near market where it will be used up in a short time, without much 

handling, then the varieties that have size and quality would, without 

doubt, be the most profitable, and on that account the most desirable, 

especially if they are of average merit in other respects. 

But if a distant market is to be reached, requiring much handling 

and several hours spent in transit, then firmness is of the first impor- 

tance while quality and large size are left quite in the background. 

In this paper it is taken for granted that by “ the best berries ” is. 

meant the ones that are considered as the best for market purposes. 

And it is believed that those varieties called “market berries”—those 

which, while they are very productive of good, even-sized, handsome 

berries, are possessed of great firmness—are in the main the most 

profitable. 

Coming directly now to the subject of varieties, the first to be 

noticed is 

THE STRAWBERRY. 

It is noticed first because it comes first in its season of ripening, 

in the number and variation of its varieties, and first in point of profit | 

and of ravishing deliciousness. 

As the best three varieties I would name Captain Jack, Crescent 

and Warfield No. 2. Taken as a whole, they excel all others in yield, in 

firmness, in hardiness and health of plant, as well as in fine appearance, 

and even size of fruit. 

The Captain Jack has made more money for the writer than any 

other variety, under similar circumstances. It is hardy, healthy, the 

most prolific bearer of all, and excepting its parent, the old Wilson’s 

Albany, it exceeds all others I have seen in firmness, or its ability to 

stand up for a long time under rough treatment. It is among berries 

here what the Ben Davis is among apples. It will bear handling and 

make money for its grower. As illustrating its firmness, I beg to make 

the following statement, for the truth of which I can vouch in part: 

A few crates of it were shipped by express, the past season, from 

Carthage to Kingston, N. M., which is in the southwest portion of the 

territory near the border of Old Mexico. They were four days on the 

road, and the last forty miles was by stage-coach through the mountains, 

and yet they reached their destination in fair condition. 

They also run remarkably even in size through the whole season, 

being larger than Crescent, both in the average size, and in single speci- 

mens. They also stand the drouth, while fruiting, better than any other 
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variety, and their smooth uniform shape and prominent golden seeds 

give to them a most attractive appearance. 

The Crescent Seedling holds the next place here, at the present 

time, in point of profit, but it is in great danger of being superseded 

by the Warfield No. 2. It is extremely hardy, very productive, and firm 

enough if properly treated to carry to any but the most distant markets. 

It was shipped from here the past season to Colorado points with 

entire success. It has probably brought more money into this county 

than any other three varieties combined. Still it lacks somewhat of 

being a perfect berry, its weak points being a lack of firmness and a 

tendency to run small toward the close of the season. Both of these 

defects, however, are to a great extent under the control of the culti- 

vator. 

Warfield’s No. 2 is noticed last of the three because I am not cer- 

tain where to place it. JI have no doubt of its being one of the three 

best ones, but have not tried it sufficiently long yet to be positive that 

it is better than the sorts already named, or than either one of them; 

but from what I know and have seen of it, I predict that it will soon 

fill the place heretofore held by the Crescent. 

It is even more vigorous and productive than the Cvescent, and is 

far more firm; indeed, little more could be asked in that direction. It 

is larger and darker colored than the Crescent and as handsome a berry 

as any one could wish to see. I have every confidence in itand believe 

that a field of it and Capt. Jack will make more money for the grower 

than could be got from any other kinds on the same land. I regard 

them as being the par excellence of market berries for this locality and 

soil named above. 

RASPBERRIES. 

As the three best raspberries I name, in the order of their ripen- 

ing, Souhegan, Hopkins and_ Gregg. 

Souhegan is the most desirable early kind I have tried. It is 

hardy, withstanding both heat'and cold as well as any other. It is 

almost identical with Tyler. It produces good crops of firm, glossy- 

black berries, and ripens its whole crop in a short time, at the first of 

the season, when better prices are usually obtained for it than for 

varieties of later maturity. 

If confined to one variety, I would choose the Hopkins. It is 

quite early, a strong grower, and exceedingly hardy, being affected less 

by heat and drouth than any other. It excels all others in yield, and 

the berries are rather large and attractive in appearance. The only 

fault I can urge against it is that it is not quite firm enough to stand 

long shipment. 
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The Gregg is the latest raspberry and the best late one of which I 

have any knowledge. The berries are exceedingly large—in fact the 

largest and also the firmest of any variety known to me. It will stand 

more handling than others, and, on account of its size, always brings 

the highest price the market affords. 

Its weak point is that it is more sensitive to moisture in the soil 

than most others, and on this account suffers more from “ winter-kill- 

ing,” so called, unless the land is thoroughly underdrained in some way. 

BLACKBERRIKS. 

The best three blackberries that I know of are the Kittatinny, the 

Early Harvest and some more Kittatinny; in fact, if it were not for ex- 

tending the season, this one variety would be enough, and better than 

more. These two cover the whole season, and do it so completely and 

so well that there is no need of a third variety. 

The Early Harvest is not only one of the early blackberries, but it 

is the best one of the lot, ripening along with early raspberries, and 

producing a tremendous crop of fair-sized, sweet berries that are firm 

enough to go almost anywhere. The yield of this variety is something 

beyond belief; it must be seen to be appreciated. Its season is nearly 

over when the Kittatinny begins to ripen. 

Of Kittatinny I need say but little. It is very large, productive and 

handsome, and when placed upon the market, such sorts as Snyder 

have little show alongside of it. I regard it as the best and most 

profitable blackberry that one can grow in this section. 

DISCUSSION. 

President Evans—They must have at Carthage a locality peculiarly 

well adapted to the Early Harvest blackberry. I have never had such 

a good account of it before. I am glad it does well somewhere. 

Prof. Clark—It made more money than any other at Columbia. It 
is very early, and does not have to compete with the native wild ber- 
ries; it sells. 

Mr. Riehl—It is perfectly worthless with us. We should have to 
lay it down and cover it. 

Mr. Murray—It it worthless in North Missouri. 
President Evans—I think Mr. Russell will tell us another story 

when be has had a few more years of experience. 
J. G. Kinder—I saw his patch last summer. It is in a nice little 

valley, protected by little woodland. 
Mr. Hollister—We have had two years’ experience with it in St. 

Louis county. With a few, we worked them off successfully. One | 
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party to whom we shipped some of them wrote: “Don’t send us any 

more of those mulberries.” 

Mr. Riehl—Some of you speak very badly of the Snyder. It will 

set five times as much fruit as it can mature. If you prune too severely 

you will not geta crop. I noticed that I got my fruit from very small 

canes, or from the laterals. I prune to 24 inches. When the laterals 

have made some growth, I stop them again, and make a third set of 

laterals. In this way I get fine fruit from the Snyder. 

President Evans—I indorse every good word for the Snyder. We 

have found that on rich ground it should be cut severely. I have 

never tried this double pruning. The Taylor is also good. 

Mr. Riehl—We find the Erie very much like the Lawton. It has 

a very large core which you cannot cook to pieces. The Agawam we 

have grown, but can find nothing in it. 

NIGHT SESSION. 

The evening program was one of the best ever offered, and was 

one of entertainment and instruction. Pleasant and delightful music, 

songs and recitations were interspersed with the regular work. First 

came a double quartette, which was enthusiastically encored. Then 

followed a paper, 

FRUIT GKOWING IN MISSOURI. 

G. C. BROADHEAD. 

The State of Missouri, with its 67,000 miles of area, certainly is 

much varied as to its topography, its geology and its flora. 

A line passing from the northeast to the southwest part of the State 

will leave most of the timbered land on the southeast, with chiefly 

prairie land on the northwest. 

The Missouri river, or rather from six to ten miles north and one- 

half the distance from its mouth to Kansas City, is the dividing line 

between the chiefly hilly country to the south and the rolling land and 

“prairies lying northwardly. Continue this line southwestwardly and its 

approximate course would be from mouth of Lamine river southwest- 

wardly via Sac river, Cedar county, Lawrence, and southwestwardly. 

Kast and south of this may be considered as belonging to the Ozarks. 

The soils of South Missouri are often silicious, sometimes sandy or 

else largely resulting from the decomposition of magnesian limestones, 

H R—16 
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the latter assisting very much in promoting the fertility of certain 

tracts which otherwise would be sterile. In this region the hills often: 

ascend by steep slopes to plateaus of thinner soil, on which the growth 

is chiefly post oak. But all of this region is capable of giving welcome 

returns in the shape of peaches, apples and especially grapes, as well 

as all of our other smaller fruits. The wild grape, asit grows upon the 

limestone slopes along the hillsides, is often large and delicious, prov 

ing the capability of the soils. 

A large area of South Missouri contains deposits of iron ore, and 

T have noticed especially at the mines the additional luxuriant growth 

of vegetation, especially of the blackberry. 

The sandy hills, or where the soil is flinty or silicious, and, of course, 

thin, seems to be the favored home of the huckleberry, of which I 

have observed three or four species, including the delicious blueberry, 

ripening in July. 

The Chickasaw plum is indigenous to the valleys, and includes sev- 

eral varieties, shading from rich yellow to deep red. 

The north and west Missouri region embraces an area of gentle 

undulations and rich soil, becoming richer in the northwest. The 

natural home of the strawberry was on these prairies. In other locali- 

ties the blackberry and raspberry flourish, and by cultivation do also 

flourish on the prairies. The strawberry, blackberry and raspberry are 

found throughout the State. 

The Chickasaw plum is not found in Northwest Missouri, but. 

flourishes in the eastern part of North Missouri. 

The Pruvus Americanus is found throughout the State, and in- 

cludes sweet varieties as well as some that are disagreeable. 

The persimmon does not grow west of a line passing northeast. 

from Clay county, but is very common everywhere else. In Southwest 

Missouri itis very abundant. 

The wild black cap raspberry grows nearly everywhere, being 

especially abundant in South Missouri, and will successfully bear cul- 

tivation. 

The blackberry (two bush species) also seems at home nearly 

everywhere, especially on sandy soil. The dewberry is rarely found 

except on thin soil as a trailing vine. I would like to see it cultivated. 

The first vineyards in Missouri were made in Gasconade county, 

between 1835 and 1840. When I first became familiar with them, about 

1853 to 1856, the Catawba was the principal grape grown, with a few 

Virginia Seedlings. The grapes then sold readily at 20 to 30 cents a 

pound, and one could never tire of eating them. It possessed that 

quality above all others. One could eat apparently a great many, rest 
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awhile and eat again with no inconvenience. All other grapes since 

raised seem to clog too soon. But, alas, the day for the Catawba in 

Missouri has past, and we have to take what we can get. 

Vineyards were planted upon the hillsides at Hermann, where it 

was almost impossible to climb, and people accumulated wealth by rais- 

ing the grape, and were as happy and contented as any people upon the 

face of the earth. The Hermann hills would bring to mind their native 

vine-clad Rhineland hills. After Hermann it was not long before the 

vine was common upon the hills around Boonville, and then all along 

the Missouri and at many other localities. 

These hills also seem to be well adapted for the peach, especially 

where the loess clays abound. Further north in Missouri is a little too 

cool for the peach. ; 

Excepting the insects, natural enemies to the apple tree and its 

fruit, North Missouri has largely supplied the market with apples. 

South Missouri, when proven at all, has yielded well, but over that im- 

mense area until recently there were scarcely any orchards. Within 

fifteen years past I have traveled over some entire counties of South 

Missouri and seen neither a good apple orchard nor peach orchard, nor 

a vineyard, while I knew that their rocky hills and valleys were capa- 

ble of enriching the owners and making them comfortable in the pos- 

session of good fruits. South Missouri needs development in this line. 

The owners of North Missouri orchards have derived profit from them, 

but in South Missouri it is only near the larger streams and occasion- 

ally near the railroads that the fruit industry stands forth. 

The species or kind of fruit and character of that fruit, as well as 

its cultivation and returns to the producer, depend very largely on the 

soiland subsoil. These, also, in their several characters are determined 

by the underlying geological formation. The beds of solid rock, lime- 

stone, sandstones or shales of North Missouri are generally overlaid 

by deposits of drift clays, which are deeper in the north and east, be- 

coming thinner to the westward. In Western as well as Southern Mis- 

souri, the underlying rocks give distinctive character to the soils. 

Hence the surpassing productiveness of Western Missouri. The drift 

of North Missouri varies from 20 to 100 feet-in thickness. and although 

sand-beds are often included, the predominance of clay-beds to form a 

clammy soil and flat-topped ridge makes it unfavorable for growing 

either fruit or grain in very wet or very dry seasons. Where the under 

clays are thrown out and mingled with the soil it is thereby improved, 

especially on account of the added lime. 

Where valleys are more frequent the surface soils are also more 

diverse, on account of the mingling of sands, clays and other material. 
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Along the Missouri river the hills are covered with deposits of 

loess, which consists of a finely comminuted clay, generally porous, and 

of course affording more free underground circulation for moisture 

and fertilizers, so necessary for the proper nourishment of the plant. 

In South Missouri the soils are all based on disintegrated material from 

adjacent and underlying rocks. There is more included gravel and the 

drainage is consequently better. In North Missouri, where the drift 

chiefly forms the base of the soil, the soils are of transportation and 

have been borne from a long distance. 

CoLumstiA, Mo., November, 1889. 

After another piece of music by the Glee club of Lebanon, the fol- 

lowing was read: 

THE OULTIVATION OF FLOWERS OF THE GARDEN. 

MRS. W. H. OWENS, LEBANON. 

From the beginning of the history of the earth there has been the 

history of the garden with it, and the love of gardens seems to be a 

part of the affection of most of us, like the love of all other lovely 

things. 

Whenever the prophets, for example, wanted figures to illustrate 

the uttermost of blessing and beauty, they were wont to use the gar- 

den for their similes. “And their souls,” said Jeremiah, “shall be as a 

watered garden, and they shall not sorrow any more;” while Isaiah 

makes the promise, “and thou shalt be like a watered garden and like 

a spring of water, whose waters fail not”—as if promise could no 

further go.” F 

Nor did the poets of old time forget them. And was not half the 

beauty of Babylon and the forgotten cities made by the architects who 

hung their very roofs with gardens ? 

How much they thought of gardens in those old times when the 

song of songs was sung. “Thy plants are an orchard of pomegranates 

with pleasant fruits, camphor with spikenard, spikenard and saffron.” 

In fact the song of songs would be as badly off without a garden 

as “Paradise Lost” itself would be, or as “Paradise Regained” instead. 

But, precious as gardens were in those long gone days, in those hot 

countries with their bare hill-tops and arid plains, they are no less | 

pleasant to-day, and in our own temperate regions. 

There is no one who owns a house but longs for a bit of land that 

Shall be attached to it; and few are there, even among the crowded 
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eities, who do not make the most of the little strip of yard, with a peach 

tree in its corner, a grape-vine on its walls and roses everywhere ; 

while the man in the country, where all things are possible, who does 

not care for a garden, is something to be looked at and looked over, 

that one may see what is the matter with him—for something is. All 

the women in the country, at any rate, want a garden. In spite of all 

drawbacks, these garden-loving women never give up their gardens, 

and year after year the larkspur spindles there, the bluebells and the 

columbine grow more pale, and the little deep blue Star of Bethlehem 

opens as if it were the cachet with which every garden should be signed 

and sealed, in memory of that spot of the east where not only the first 

gardens grew, but the gardens most sacred of all. 

Flowers and gardens have always played a great part in all our 

dramas and romances. In “Romeo and Juliet” you see the heavy-headed 

flowers hanging in the moonlight: much of the action of “Twelfth night” 

goes on in Olivia’s garden, of “Much ado about nothing” in Leonato’s 

garden; and we have a Venetian garden in the “Merchant of Venice,” 

and lessons in Sicilian gardening in the “Winter’s tale.” What one 

poet did, all the others did; and the novel of modern days would be 

missing its opportunity to make much of the luxury of life that did not 

give us a garden scene. For a garden is the out-door home, where na- 

ture makes roofs and walls, hangings and pictures, where sunshine and 

birds and flowers are not guests, but members of the family. 

One always thinks of a garden as being peopled by lovers, by plea- 

sant gray-haired people sitting in its shades, by happy children with 

their pets and plays; we are only too sure that there are few things 

better in life than the possession and cultivation of a garden. 

How beautiful are the traditions and history of each and every 

flower of the garden. Let us take for instance her most favored, “the 

rose.” 

As, in music, grace notes become blended with the leading melody, 

sustaining and embellishing it through infinite variations, so, inwrought 

with rose history are legends fancified as fairy lore; traditions rich in 

rare imagery ; romance in which love and war wage chivalrous defense 

of white or crimson emblem. Dark were the world without mythical 

light, even as to color. 

The Romans regarded the rose as the emblem of silence as well as 

of love and joy, and frequently represented Cupid offering one to Har- 

pocrates, the God of Silence; and on festive occasions suspended a rose 

over the table, intimating to the assembled guests that the conversa- 

tion was to be literally, as well as metaphorically, “under the rose.” 
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The rose is mentioned by the earliest writers of antiquity. _Herod- 

otas speaks of the double rose; Solomon sipvgs of the rose of Sharon; 

Isaiah of the desert that shall blossom as the rose. 

The old name of Syria meant the “band of roses,” and from Damas- 

cus came the beautiful “Damask perpetual.” Of all Syrian bloom, the 

rose of Jericho is the most wonderful. There is an old legend that it 

grew in the desert in places where the Virgin Mary touched her feet 

when fleeing into Egypt with the Infant Jesus, and they say too it will 

always bloom at Christmas time. 

This curious sbrub will fold its leaves and flowers upward and 

become dry, brown and shriveled, but if immersed in water its bloom 

and foliage are suddenly renewed as if by magic or enchantment ; hence 

it is known as the Resurrection rose. 

Among the ancient Romans roses were used with a profaseness 

and extravagance almost incredible in later times. 

When Cleopatra went to Cilicia to meet Mare Antony, she caused 

the floor of the hall to be covered with roses to the depth of eighteen 

inches. ; 
Lurks there the breath of coquetry in rose odor! 

She who thus employed it is Shakspeare’s best exponent of the art 

of fascination. 

At a fete given by Nero, the expenses incurred for roses alone were 

4,000,000 sesterees, or about $100,000. Roses were used in wreaths and 

chaplets to adorn the brows of poets and orators. The Greeks and 

Romans used them to ornament the statues of Venus and of Flora. At 

their marriage ceremonies they played an important part, and were 

often strewn in the aisles of churches. 

Tombs were covered with them, and many of the wealthy Greeks 
and Romans left large legacies for the especial purpose of ornamenting 
their burial places with roses. Even at the present day the white rose 
has lost none of its emblematic sacredness for bridal or burial. 

In Roseburgh park, England, a rose tree marks the spot where 
James II of Scotland met a tragic death, during the War of the Roses. 

In league with Lancaster (red rose) his army attacked a battery, 
one of the guns burst, and he who at Stirling Castle had dared and 
slain the Douglas, was himself suddenly laid low. 

There is a strange fascination in these old histories of contention 
for the English crown! The white rose victory at St. Albans and 
Northampton, the death and defeat of York at Wakefield, again the 
bloom of triumph at Towton, the march of the army of the crimson rose 
to London and restoration of Henry VI, the flight of Edward IV into 
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Holland, his return when the white rose victories of Barnet and Tewks- 

bury ended the War of the Roses in the final overthrow of Henry, who 

died in the Tower soon after. 

In Auerbach’s strangely beautiful romance, “On the Heights,” Im- 

garde records in her journal, “Of all flowers I find the richest morning 

dew on the rose. Does it give the richest perfume? Does the per- 

fume form dew? No green leaf has so much dew on it as the leaf of a 

rose.” Roses have been christened by the florists from celebrities of 

all times and climes. Tradition, legends and romance are inwrought in 

the history of all the flowers of the garden, and they also all join in 

that grand floral chorus which says: 

We go to fulfill our glad mission to earth, 

We praise the great Being who gave us our birth, 

And lessons of meekness and love we impart, 

As we whisper of hope to the desolate heart. 

In the chamber of sorrow how oft we appear, 

And our leaves are impearled with affection’s warm tear ; 

We hush the sad moanings of sickness and pain, 

And restore to the cheek its bright blushes again. 

We smile in the palace, we bloom in the cot, 

And there is the dearest, the loveliest spot, 

For we list to the prayers that at evening ascend, 

Where peace with contentment and innocence blend. 

O’er the graves where the loved ones and the cherished ones sleep, 

We tenderly bow, and we silently weep ; 

We’ll ever proclaim to the creatures of earth, 

The goodness of Him who gave us our birth. 

LAWNS AND FLOWER BEDS. 

C. 1. ROBARDS, BUTLER, MO. 

The generous wording of my subject gives me so great latitude 
in the discussion of it that I shall not be liable to make any mistake in 

its treatment, for while I have to discuss lawns and flower beds, you will 

see that I am at liberty to present either the model lawn and flower 

beds or the popular or fashionable lawn and its accompaniments, or I 

am at liberty to condemn them all. 
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A universal model may be very difficult to present, for the reasons 

that not only are there varied tastes and opinions as to varieties of 

grasses and plants, but also the fact that surroundings and location 

have much to do with their construction. 

If I should be so egotistical as to mention my own lawn and flower 

beds, I would like to make the explanatory statement that my wife, who 

is a passionate admirer of blue-grass lawns, is also very much enamored 

of Houdans and Plymouth Rocks, associated with just enough turkey 

to provide nicely for Thanksgiving and Christmas. 

Who could object to a bountiful supply of undoubtedly fresh eggs 

every day in the year, or who would say that the frisky and tender 

spring chicken is ever a drug? 

All this you may think has little to do with lawns and flower beds, 

but we found that the Houdans and Plymouth Rocks and even the 

Christmas turkey were more industrious than ourselves in the cultiva- 

tion of that lawn. It was truly astonishing, the industry displayed by 

those birds in their determination to assist usin our labor. They plied 

their feet so vigorously that when they became fatigued by this process. 

they would lie down on their sides and pulverize the soil with their 

shoulders and wings. Thus we united our labors that spring and sum- 

mer to make a lawn, only to result in a disgraceful failure. On the 

return of another season we tried a different plan. We could not decide 

to sacrifice the innocent fowls, so we resolved to imprison them until 

the grass and the flowers should get a good start; so with a new supply 

of mixed lawn grass a second bountiful sowing was made, and the result. 

was a substantial matted covering of bright green clover. 

We have white clover and red clover, and the children find many 

stems with four and sometimes five or six leaves. We imagine we can 

also now and then detect a solitary spear of blue-grass. We procured 

a lawn mower and ran it down to a nice level, and agree that it is almost. 

as nice a8 blue-grass; at any rate it is a beautiful green. Occasionally 

we released the fowls and gave them the privilege of enjoying it for an ~ 

hour or two. 

Moral: Inarace for life a grass lawn will have a prospect for 

winning if it can have about a year and a half the start of domestic: 

fowls. In this plat we have here and there dotted an evergreen, such 

as Norway spruce, Siberian arbor vite, Scotch pine, a trailing juniper 

and a few flowering shrubs and perpetual roses. Over the porch afew 

climbing vines of the passion flower, ampe.opsis, coral honeysuckle, 

and at one corner a clematis Jackmanii, and at one corner of the lawn 

a bed of all colors of mixed verbenas. This is not a model lawn, but it 

is ours, 
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COUNTRY LAWNS. 

A fashionable country lawn is not always a thing of beauty. Un- 

fortunately they too often combine characteristics that are more remark- 

able for uniqueness than for beauty, yet there is a greater similarity in 

them than in city lawns. 

For instance, there is a greater uniformity in the styles of grasses 

and plants used in them, being often composed of such plants as are 

better known for their medicinal virtues than for their beauty. Here 

we frequently find the vigorous stramonium or Jamestown weed; many 

colors and shades of the family of convolvuli, and the ambrosia, arte- 

misifolia, known by the less euphonious name of rag-weed or hog- 

weed. 

Most farmers also seem to be impressed with the idea that to be in 

fashion certain articles of doubtful ornamentation, such as ancient salt 

barrels, bits of rusty stove-pipe, infirm or three-legged chairs, one- 

legged wheel-barrows and parts of earthen jars, are essential to a pro- 

per effect in a fashionable lawn. If trees are planted they will not be 

tolerated unless they belong to the class known as fruit-bearers, and 

they will not be allowed space unless they enter into a broken or dying 

condition as soon as possible. To this condition of unsightliness we 

find some agreeable exceptions, but I believe that in all these excep- 

tions you will find that the owner or occupant is an educated mem- 

ber of some horticultural society in good standing. 

Had I ability and experience sufficient to entitle me to a position 

of adviser as to the proper construction, laying off and arrangement 

of alawn, comprising the greatest number of essentials for adornment 

and attraction, I would make such a complete description that every 

one desirous of beautifying a home would be at no loss as to a plan. 

In the absence of such experience, however, allow me to suggest that 

itisin our province to warn any who will heed our advice to avoid 

too close planting of shrubs in the front portions of our lawns, for the 

important reason that the added yearly growth of apparently small 

shrubs and trees so soon destroys the effect first intended. 

A charming solid green, with an occasional clump of small grow- 

ing or closely trimmed evergreen, with now and then a perpetual rose, 

a bed of mixed tulips, to be followed by a covering of mixed verbenas 

would suggest some of my ideas as to a lawn that might contain ele- 

ments of beauty, to be improved upon or arranged according to the 

tastes of the owner. 

Truly the lines have fallen in pleasant places to all who have the 

privilege of uniting with our local horticultural societies, but more 
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highly favored are those who have the additional benefit of a connec- 

tion with our State society in their noble work. ; 

Their influence is seen in the city. Itis manifest in the country. 

He who would educate his children to love nature must cultivate 

nature in her most beautiful forms. 

After the rendering of a delightful cornet solo, the following was 

read: 

PROSPECTS OF THOSE WHOLLY ENGAGED IN HORTI- 

CULTURE. 

J. G. KINDER, NEVADA, MO. 

—EEEEEEE 

The subject assigned to me necessarily requires that I should look 

into the future to some extent. Now I am not certain but Bro. Good- 

man assigned me this subject because thinking no matter what subject 

chosen, I would draw on my imagination anyhow, so he might as well 

suit the subject to the individual. Or perhaps he thought 1 was a 

prophet, or the son of a prophet. In any event I do not think I am 

required to draw on my imagination, or to be much cf a prophet to 

emphatically assert that those wholly engaged in horticultural pursuits 

have a prospect, and a good sized one at that; but what that prospect 

is depends a great deal on the individual himself. If he is abreast of 

the times, keeps posted on the best methods of culture, best varieties 

and species of fruits to cultivate to suit the market he would supply, 

reads the papers and declines to believe more than one-fourth that gets 

into print, is industrious and honest, I believe he has a better prospect 

of health, wealth and happiness than any man engaged in that noblest 

of all pursuits, the tilling of the soil. 

But if this individual is careless of his methods of culture, and of 

handling the products of the orchard, vineyard and berry patch; if he 

puts too much faith in every fancy colored novelty presented to him 

by the silver-tongued tree dispenser, instead of making the bulk of 

his plantings of old, standard, well-known varieties, that are not only 

generally successful, but are particularly so in his locality, because 

sometimes a variety of fruit must be generally successful, in order to 

become sufficiently well known to be in demand—lI repeat, that unless 

he keeps abreast of the times’and posted on all these essential points, 

he has a most brilliant prospect of making a. stupendous failure, and 

it will not be long that he will be wholly engaged in horticulture, 
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because a good share of the time he will be engaged in hiding out from 

his creditors. But in order to more fully point out the reasonable 

prospects of those who would engage in this industry, I will present a 

few estimates in detail of what may be expected from the culture of 

our most staple fruits; and I would say here that the standard objection 

of the doubtful Thomases, over-production, is one I have heard for 

twenty-five years, and I presume was heard twenty-five years before I 

heard it, and will be heard long years after we are all forgotten. Yet 

over-production has never overtaken this industry, and never will of 

those fruits that are in popular demand, if well grown and placed on 

the markets in attractive shape. 

That there are varieties an@ grades of fruit which may not be pro- 

fitable to grow and market, I do not deny; as instance the peach crop 

of the past season, when thousands of bushels rotted in the orchard— 

some before ripening, some after—because they would not pay to ship; 

and yet peaches have sold in the market this season as high as six dol- 

lars per bushel. The unprofitable result to the one was through ignor- 

ance of the proper variety to suit the market he would supply, perhaps 

much of it to his method of culture; to the other it was the reward of 

intelligence and industry. The better methods of peach culture are so 

well known that it is almost useless to repeat them, and I defy any one 

to point out an instance where they have not brought success to the 

planters who located in a district where climatic conditions were reason- 

ably suitable to the growth of this fruit, and he had ordinary facilities 

for marketing the product. To sum up in a few words, it requires con- 

stant and thorough cultivation, heavy pruning and the thinning of the 

fruit to the capacity of the tree to fully develop. This 1s the price of 

success in peach culture—no more, noless. Of course there are insect 

enemies to fight, but insect enemies and diseases are enemies or friends; 

it depends on how you look at it. My neighbor destroys these pests 

and protects his crop. I fail to do so, and my crop is destroyed. The 

law of supply and demand rewards my neighbor with the price both 

our crops would have brought; this he could not have secured if it had 

not been for his insect allies working on my crop. So with the apple. 

Of the hundreds upon hundreds of thousands of apple trees that have 

been planted in Missouri, perhaps not one-half have ever come into 

bearing, because of the carelessness and neglect of the planter; not 

one in ten perhaps were of varieties that were profitable. Then is it 

any wonder that the impression is held by many that apple-growing is 

not profitable? Now let us look into this matter and make a few com- 

parisons. An apple tree given ample room occupies four square rods 

of land, or about the same amount as is required to grow one bushel of 
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corn in a fair season. Now this tree may be grown to six years from 

planting, and the land also will grow nearly as much of any other crop 

at the same time; from this time on to ten years, this tree should pro- 

duce one barrel of fruit yearly, worth $1.25, or about as much as five 

bushels of corn. From ten to twenty years, we may reasonably expect 

from three to four times this yield, and the cultivation will be less if 

anything than would be necessary for corn. Now under these circum- 

stances, I think I would have a better chance to obtain a mortgage on 

my neigbor’s corn-field than he would have to get one on my orchard. 

Yet, there are perhaps five hundred acres of corn grown in Missouri 

to-day to one of apples. 

Astronomers tell us that they art continually discovering new 

planets, not because they had before failed-to carefully look over space, 

not because these planets had not previously existed, but because it had 

taken from creation up to the present time for the light to travel over 

the immense distance that intervened. So it is with this horticultural 

light. It seems to be backward in breaking in on the understanding 

of a great many. So much so is this the case that the true horticul- 

turist need not be alarmed at the prospect of being driven out of the 

business by the average farmer, who will, most likely, stick to his corn. 

As we come to consider the less staple and more perishable small 

fruits, we find the risk somewhat greater, and the chance of larger 

profits greatly enhanced. With these the profits vary from nothing to 

hundreds of dollars per acre, and those engaged in small fruit culture 

should be satisfied if a series of years had netted a satisfactory return 5. 

and I believe it is impossible to find an instance in our whole State 

where the culture of strawberries, raspberries or blackberries had not 

paid a reasonable profit one year with another for the time engaged in 

it, nor do I think it likely, only in special localities where the business 

may become for a time overdone, that the business will be less profita- 

ble in the future. Of such fruits as gooseberries, currants and cher- 

ries I think the future offers greater inducements in their production 

than of many other fruits. Particularly is this so of the cherry—as 

of all the different species of fruits, I know of not one so uniformly 

productive as the cherry when confining ourselves to the Murrello 

family ; and though markets are sometimes unsatisfactory, still when we 

consider the demand for the canned and evaporated article, we are 

assured of a fair remuneration always. 

Of pears, quinces and plums I believe, with the knowledge we 

have of varieties, that in the growth of any of these the future offers 

very fine profits. Of plums will mention that our honorable president, 

Mr. Evans, informed me that from one tree of the blue Damson variety 
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he had picked seven bushels and sold them for $4 per bushel. Now, 

we are all ready to admit that he is a good horticulturist, and I wouldn’t 

wonder if he was just as good a salesman, but I don’t believe he can 

raise more than seven times as many to the tree as I can, and sell them 

for over four times as much per bushel, and even this would give me 

one dollar’s worth per tree; and as 160 trees will stand on an acre, 

yielding $160, or enough to buy on the market to-day 800 bushels of 

corn. So I ask, what’s the matter with growing damson plums? Of 

pears, will say this: that if only one tree out of four lived to a good old 

age and bore the average crop, they would be very profitable to 

grow. Many believe they can do much better than this, and with the 

hardy families being introduced, such as Keifer, Duchess and the Le 

Conte in some sections, we may expect to grow pears with as little 

risk of loss as almost any other fruit. 

Of the grape, my favorite fruit, can only say that with this as with 

all other fruits, the profits depend on the care and culture and selec- 

tion of varieties, perhaps to a greater extent even than any other fruit. 

That our markets are at times over-supplied and prices unsatisfactory, 

there is no doubt. Still, I believe that with late varieties for a south- 

ern market, there isa good prospect of fine profits. The greatest menace 

to profitable grape growing, worse even than the rot, is that on the 

Pacific slope and in many of the valleys this side, in Arizona and New 

Mexico, they have the climatic conditions more suitable to grape pro- 

duction than we have in our State, and the time is not far distant when 

our markets will be supplied from these regions at prices that would 

not be remunerative to the grower here, because of the labor required 

to care for them. In the meantime experimenters are at work, and it 

is not improbable that in the near future we may have varieties equal 

or even superior to the California product, that will be as free from 

disease and as prolific as theirs. On the whole, when we come to re- 

view the probabilities of profitable fruit production, and compare the 

prospects with that of many other branches of business, we certainly 

should be encouraged; and our Stateand county horticultural societies 

are doing a grand work, both for the State and for its people, in direct- 

ing their footsteps into this path that leads both to health and to pros- 

perity. 

A recitation was finely rendered by Miss Eva Jump, Lebanon, Mo. 

After a vocal solo given by Mrs. Nelson, of Lebanon, the follow- 

ing paper was read: 
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WASTE PLACES. 

MRS. C. C. BELL, BOONVILLE, MO. 

In looking over the broad field of Nature, we find its landscape 

varied in color and design. Here a meadow carpeted by soft grasses, 

where lowing herds breathe contentment; there a hillside clothed with 

forest trees to its very summit, and beyond, where things material be- 

come ethereal, is the sun pouring down its rays of cheerfulness and 

splendor, shedding over all a light that all Nature, down to the tiniest 

birds and bees seem exhilarated. And yet, in this same landscape we 

find places that even the sun’s cheerful rays cannot brighten—waste 

places. 

There was once in the vicinity of London a place called “ The Fire 

Fields,” which was a most unhealthy, clayey swamp. It was the dread 

of all night travelers, and also of all classes of people. At length in- 

ventive genius was brought to bear on that unwholesome place, and it 

was found to havea fine substratum of gravel. The clay was taken 

from the top and burnt into brick, and now on that same spot stands. 

some of the finest residences in London. 

This may be suggestive of a hint of our influence morally. There 

are moral swamps in every city, both large and small, which are espe- 

cially adapted for the attraction of the innocent, and our influence may 

be great in“ rescuing the perishing.” Mankind was placed in this. 

world to do good. This great mission is not confined to a few, but to 

all. But let us see the good mankind has accomplished in reclaiming 

the wastes. 

Years ago our continent stood with its rich land a waste. Many 

were the places where the tread of man was never heard. Its inhabit- 

ants are few and scattered, living chiefly by their bow and arrow, and 

groping on in ignorance and superstition. An intelligent and enlight- 

ened people buy the waste for a mere song, clear the dense forests, 

till the ground, build up cities, and bring the goid from its hiding place, 

until the civilization has spread to its most distant parts of the continent. 

Let us view the present: are there not waste places in our land 

to-day ? / 

We acquire land, build our homes: what is the appearance of our 

yards? Asa general rule we find the industrious, thriving people with 
their yards beautifully adorned with shrubs and flowers, while in the 
rear we find a small garden furnishing them with all the vegetables 
they can consume. After the day’s work is over, either physical or 
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mental labor, a few hours’ light work in the garden or among the flow- 

ets is not only restful and elevating to the mind, but also a profitable 

accomplishment. 

But, on the other hand, let us examine the indolent class. We find 

their yards a waste; the land, rich enough to furnish them with all the 

vegetables they can consume, is usually occupied by a pack of dogs. 

We venture into their homes, and as we look around us, we wonder if 

they belong to this progressive age or to the American Indian. They 

are the ones who are heard to complain of “ hard times.” They think 

not farther than the next day; soon old age overtakes them, they find 

themselves without homes and their lives a waste. Indolence not only 

invites poverty, but is a natural consequence of it. 

There are times in our domestic life which may be called waste 

time. This may be used to great advantage by reading good literature, 

work in the open air and trying to make our homes attractive and 

pleasant; or, it may be perverted by gossiping, tearing the character 

of others in shreds, making ourselves miserable and all those around 

us—not merely using the waste time to a disadvantage, but neglecting | 

those duties which are necessary. 

It is in our hands to reclaim the wastes, to make those places beau- 

tiful and profitable. It is to a great degree in our hands to make our 

lives a waste, or beautiful and profitable. In other words, “we are the 

architects of our own fortunes.” This world is open to us to choose 

for ourselves, the life of the indolént or of the energetic. 

Let us endeavor to do our part in this progressive work, which 

will not only prove a benefit to us but to the community in which we 

live. 

STUDIES IN THE WOODS. 

BY J. M. RICE, EDITOR VINDICATOR, SARCOXIE, MO. 

Why I am supposed to know of anything about the woods when I 

live in town, perhaps Mr. Goodman can tell; yet it is true, I am 

decidedly in “the woods” while trying to find something to say to- 

night. 

I suspect my friend Wild has told our Secretary of the current 

rumor, that I sharpened my apple trees and drove them in the ground 

with a sledge-hammer. 
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However, I was glad when I learned that this meeting was to be 

held in Lebanon, ’mid her woodland surroundings, where such open- 

hearted hospitality has met us so lavishly. 

It is said that lofty heights lead to lofty thoughts, and here on the 

summit of the Ozarks we can look back retrospectively to the towering 

cedars of Lebanon, where Christianity first met and began the conquest 

of the earth. Your churches, your Christian homes, your progressive - 

people, your modern civilization render by contrast the glories of 

your ancient namesake, at the feet of Mt. Carmel, overlooking the blue 

Mediterranean, where Hiram made golden apples for Solomon’s pic- 

tures of silver, and made the cedars of Lebanon worthy of their place 

in history, as you have done yours. 

Empryo horticulturists we all were, when boys, around the old 

homestead, and it pains us now to think the woods of our boyhood are 

fast disappearing. 

You remember the path that led down to the old spring, through 

the woods, beneath the old oaks, at the old home; and you can hear 

mother calling from the spring, when you were wading after minnows, 

utterly oblivious of the fact that you were sent after water. 

Do you remember the old chestnut tree up on the hiil, while that 

little brown-faced girl, in a sun-bonnet, held her apron to catch the 

chestnuts you sent rattling down through the branches, while you 

builded air castles that make you sigh for now. Life in the woods then 

was indeed studies, poems of unwritten joy, and peans of silent song, 

where children’s voices mingled with that of song-birds; and we some- 

times wonder now, why God, in His infinite wisdom, does not let us 

linger, children forever, in the woods. 

You remember the little brown school-house down by the woods, 

and the hole in the wall from which you watched the jay-birds in the 

oaks by the brook, and heartily wished you were a jay-bird—that you 

could take wings and fly away and be at rest. 

You remember the road that led you home, through the woods, 
from school, how you played tag, and swung your dinner buckets, and 
yelled to let the whole world know that you were alive, and was real 
gladof it. If along this road you divided a rosy-cheeked apple, that 
mother had tucked into your pocket, with a rosy-cheeked girl, who 
pretended she did not want it. 

Ah! How dear now are the memories of our childhood woodland 
homes—homes that heaven came very close to sometimes, and show- 
ered upon us blessings and sunshine, and made all the world to us 
golden and crimson with the tints from hands of artist angels ; who 
painted the sky so blue, the woods so green, scattered the frosts of 
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winter, which in turn changed the green to gold, and brought the hap- 

piest season of the year after the crops were garnered and the fires 

were kindled in the old kitchen hearth-stone. 

_ It was then we drove the cows home through the woods, down in 

the meaGcow, saw the glorious autumn sunset, heard the village church 

bell at evening vespers, while nature’s great organ pealed in the thunder 

cloud, and the angels went away to pray. 

You remember that morning when your trunk was packed and you 

leit for college, but never knew what the sacrifice was to pay for your 

tuition ; you know that mother hugged you a little closer that morning, 

and father tried to tell you about what would be expected of you at 

college. When you returned the road to town had grown much longer, 

and a few years had so changed the little valley over by the creek that 

the hill with the chestnut trees was much closer to the house than 

before ; the spring was still there, the lane was just as familiar, and as 

you got the first glimpse of the moss covered roof of the old home- 

stead your heart beat fast, and then you saw mother on the porch, and 

sister came running out, andin afew minutes you had been hugged 

again, and was eating the choicest apples, that had been saved in honor 

of your return. 

We often wonder now why the apples over in old Bedford’s 

orchard were so much better to our boyish taste than those of home. 

Then Bedford had a dog; to be chased by Bedford’s dog, and eat Bed- 

ford’s apples, was our besetting sin. It was about this time the tree 

agent came around, and a man will have to study along time in the 

woods to find out how atree agent could supply any quantity of Wine- 

sap apple trees out of a limited stock of Ben Davis. 

Going home from church through the woods, listining to her soft 

voice—words that fell like a benediction to our listening ear, banished 

every word of the sermon from our memories, and we ‘worship only 

these.” “You’ve all been there.” She was the flower of the flock 

and no wonder the American people are demanding a national flower 

THURSDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 5. 

Session called to order by the President. 

Opening prayer by Rev. J. K. Love. 

After which the following well-written and well-read paper was 

heard: 

ist bie lyf 
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MISSOURI FRUITS AND MISSOURI LANDS. 

G. W. HOPKINS, SPRINGFIELD, MO. 

The above subject assigned me on the program is of such vast mag- 

nitude that I cannot hope to treat the question in a paper of this kind, 

in a manner that will be of much benefit, without making it so long that 

the society will become wearied with its reading. 

MISSOURI FRUITS. 

In the beginning, I take the position that there is not a county in 

the whole State of Missouri but what will produce some kind of fruit. 

Of course some kinds are brought up to a higher state of perfection in 

some localities than others, owing to difference in soil, latitude and cli- 

matic influence. Apples, pears, plums and the small fruits are grown 

successfully in most all parts of the State. But the home of the 

peach is on the southern slope of the Ozarks. Here, nature has estab- 

lished a barrier against the bleak, wintry winds which sweep over other 

portions of the State, generally killing the fruit, and often the trees. 

In the Ozark region the peach crop is rarely a failure. The fruit 

ripens up in all its perfection, colors beautifully, and the quality is 

unsurpassed. Missouri fruits now have a national reputation. The 

exhibitions which have been made by the State society on several 

occasions have been an object of wonder and admiration to all who 

have seen them. ‘No grander display of fruit was ever witnessed on 

the American continent than that shown by Missouri at the World’s 

fair at New Orleans, and last year at St. Louis. And so we might say 

of the many displays made by our local societies at different fairs over 

the State, though on a smaller scale, were just as good so far as they 

went. 

The display of fruit and other products of South Missouri collected 

and shown by Mr. Nelson of Lebanon, at Buffalo, and other points in 

New York, seemed to impress the citizens of that grand old State, so 
long famous for its horticultural products, that there was a State out 
west called poor old Missouri, which would come out victorious every 

time in a horticultural show. This is the true way to advertise ; carry 
the proof along with you. Our sister State of Kansas adopted this 
plan. Just as soon as her young fruit trees began to bear, collections 
were taken to Boston, and exhibited before the Pomological society and 
every other available place, and Kansas at once took front rank as @ 
horticultural State. 
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T am firmly of the opinion that the exhibition of fruits made by the 

horticulturists of Missouri has done more to advertise the State than 

all the chambers of commerce or immigration societies ever organized 

within her borders. 

Apples, peaches, pears, plums, apricots, quinces, grapes, cherries, 

strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, gooseberries, currants, dew- 

berries, huckleberries, all grow in Missouri. Figs were ripened this 

year in the vicinity of Springfield on the farm of Mr. Haseltine. I would 

not, however, advise any one to raise figs as a matter of profit. I 

simply allude to this to show what can be done, and in connection 

with other things to demonstrate the great possibilities of the State. 

If the society will pardon me, I desire at this point to touch ona 

question though a little off of the subject is of vital importance to every 

fruit-grower, not only in Missouri, but in every other State in the Union. 

I allude to insect enemies which prey upon our fruits. Not a great 

many years ago our fruit was generally sound. Now our apples are 

wormy, our peaches are wormy, and so with our cherries and plums. 

Twelve years ago it was an easy matter to gather from a few orchards 

sufficient good fruit to make a display at our fairs. Now we have to go 

over a large extent of territory to make anything like a decent show. 

And so with everything that grows from mother earth for the suste- 

nance of man. 

These enemies are increasing by the million, and there is nothing 

in the whole cereal or vegetable kingdom but what is subject to their 

ravages. 

I am no alarmist, but I believe the time is coming, unless there is 

some united action for their destruction, when there will be war for 

very existence between man and the insect creation. Having passed 

through the grasshopper scourge along the western border of Missouri, 

I have some idea of what desolation means. I have seen it in the 

middle of summer when nota blade of grass was to be found on the 

face of the earth, not a leaf upon the trees, no sign of life in all the 

vegetable creation, and everything looked as bare and desolate as mid. 

winter. 
This is but typical of what we may expect if insects should ever 

become so numerous as the hoppers were at that time. But light 

seems to be breaking. Already a few bold and intrepid warriors have 

begun to hurl the engines of destruction in the shape of arsenical poi- 

son against the enemy with telling effect. Let the work go bravely on. 

Let all horticulturists unite in one solid phalanx, move on the enemies’ 

works, and keep a spray of poison floating over every orchard in the 

whole country. Then, and not till then, may we expect to have sound 

fruit. 
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MISSOURI LANDS. 

Missouri has an area of 69,415 square miles. Within this territory 

is found every conceivable kind of soi]. Beginning in the northwest- 

ern portion of the State we have the Loess formation. Then along the 

Missouri valley is found a rich alluvial soil, underlaid with a bed of 

marl of great depth. South of the river begins the limestone, then the 

mulatto soil, and lastly in South Missouri the gravelly formation with a. 

red, porous subsoil. In such a diversity of soil it is not strange that 

everything can be raised which grows in the temperate zone. Missouri 

is one of the great corn-producing States, standing this yea) as second 

in the list. While not producing as much wheat as some other States. 

the quality is better. 

The soil in some sections of South Missouri seems to be peculiarly 

adapted to growing a quality of wheat, from which is made as fine’ 

flour as can be found in any market. The six roller mills in Spring- 

field ship annually thousands of barrels of flour to New York and other 

seaboard cities, which always commands the highest price. 

Tobacco is raised in Callaway, Howard, Chariton, Webster, Chris- 

tian and Douglas counties, of as fine quality as that produced by the 

celebrated tobacco States of Kentucky, Virginia and North Carolina. 

But I will not particularize further. 

In addition to the above mentioned articles, Missouri soil produces 

oats, rye, barley, hemp, flax and all kinds of vegetables. In the south- 

ern part of the State thousands of bales of cotton are raised annually 

and shipped to the St. Louis market. Missouri is also blessed with 

untold wealth beneath the surface in her great mineral deposits. There 

is enough zine and lead south of the Missouri river to supply the world 

fora century. Her mountains of iron and inexhaustible beds of coal 

proclaim to the world that a supply of these essential articles will be 

found here for ages. 

I am proud of one thing, that on account of her great and varied 

natural resources the people of Missouri have always been self-sustain- 

ing. History gives no account since the formation of her territorial 

government of her citizens having to beg for the necessaries of life. 

This is more than some of the new States and Territories can say. 
With a great blow and flourish of trumpets they have proclaimed to 

the world their many advantages, causing thousands of citizens to 

leave comfortable homes in the older States and come within their 

borders, where they soon fall an easy prey to the merciless land-sharks. 

The story is soon toid. Money all gone, crops fail, mortgages fore- 
closed, left penniless and destitute. I believe the great railroad mag- 
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nates of the country will have to answer on the day of judgment for 

the way they have conducted business here below. In order to sell 

their lands, much of which is worthless, they have flooded Europe with 

their agents, who, by false representation, have induced men to leave 

the fatherland, to brave the perils of the great ocean, and find homes 

in the treeless, rainless desert of our western frontier, or in the bleak 

and blizzard-stricken regions of Dakota and other portions of the 

northwest. The result is now that many of these victims are at the 

point of starvation and death. 

Lands in Missouri are as cheap if not cheaper than any other State 

in the Union: Good farms of unsurpassed fertility can be bought a 

few miles away from the cities and towns from $15 to $50 per acre, ac- 

cording to improvements. In South Missouri there are yet thousands 

of acres of government land subject to homestead and entry at $1.25 

per acre. Millions of acres of good fruit land can be bought from $2 to 

$5 per acre. Who would be without a home when one ean be pur- 

chased so cheap ? 

There are many portions of South Missouri that have been com- 

paratively unknown, until within the last few years, to the outside 

world. The impression prevailed abroad that this section of the coun- 

try was nothing but a pile of rocks, and unfit for the habitation of man. 

But this delusion is fast passing away. Men of experience, capital, 

brains and pluck have bought lands, planted largely to fruit, struck a 

bonanza, and demonstrated beyond a doubt the vast possibilities of 

South Missouri. Immigration is coming in by the thousands annually. 

Lands are being taken up rapidly, and the time is coming when cheap 

land in Missouri will be a thing of the past. 

Let us proclaim from the mountain tops, from the hillsides and 

along the valleys, that grand old Missouri stands to-day as the peer of 

any State in the Union. That she has more good, fertile lands, raises 

more and better fruit, more minerals and has more good-looking women 

than any other commonwealth in the great republic. 

Missouri is geographically situated almostin the center of the Union ; 

lying midway between the two great oceans east and west, and the 

northern lakes and the Gulf of Mexico on thesouth. The great Father 

of Waters, the longest river in the world, in its course to mingle its 

waters with those of the Gulf, flows along the whole eastern border of 

the State. The Missouri, the second longest river in North America, 

runs for more than 2,000 miles from its source in the mountains of 

Montana, strikes our State, flows quite a distance along its western 

border, then suddenly turning in a southeast course, sweeps through 

the entire State and empties into the Mississippi near St. Louis. Two 
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great trunk lines of railroad, after traversing the entire length of the 

State, and another line having a terminus on our western border, cross. 

the continent giving us a connection with the States and the Pacific 

slope. 

Surrounded and penetrated as Missouri is by these great arteries 

of commerce, together with her undeveloped resources, what is to hinder 

her in time from taking her place as one of the foremost states in the 

great American Republic. Let us then in the future repel with scorn 

aud indignation the many insults that have been heaped upon the name 

of our grand old State. The first man we hear saying “poor old Mis- 

souri,” why just —— tell him he is mistaken, that we are now sailing 

under a new name. And now in conclusion, gentlemen, let each and 

every one of us go back to our several homes firmly impressed with 

the belief that we, as horticulturists, are representatives of one of the 

noblest callings ever practiced by any portion of the human race. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Gilbert—In our part of the State we have the cureculio, which 

stings the peaches. One-half of them in Southern Missouri are wormy.. 

What is the most practical way of growing fruit without worms ? 

Pres. Evans—I think the paper gave the remedy. 

Mr. Gilbert—I think Mr. Hopkins has placed the value of the land 

too high. I bought 300 acres at the price of the rails used to fence it. 

at $1 per hundred. 

Mr. Nelsoun—I wish to confirm the remarks made in reference to 

my trip east. I took flour from different mills in this country, with 

which I went on the Board of Trade at Buffalo. Among those I met. 

was a lot of the old millers I had known before. I offered to put my 

flour in the hands of any baker they might select, in competition with 

theirs. They would not accept the challenge. They said they knew 

what kind of bread could be made from flour from wheat grown in 

Southwest Missouri. 

We had one table, 126 feet long, covered with apples and backed 

with corn. I can say, without fear of contradiction, that the poorest 

samples from Missouri equaled in every particular the best samples 

from the-four or five states of the east which had fruit at the exhivi- 

tion. I spent ten days at Buffalo. That fruit had gone through a very 

trying ordeal. The car was packed full. Some of our best specimens. 

of corn spoiled. Some of our finest Lowell and Maiden Blush apples 

were gone from excessive heat, but I took to the Inter-State at Elmira 

150 plates of apples, where they excited just as much wonder. Some 

of the people said: “If we only felt safe we would send our sons to 

Missouri.” 
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J. M. Rice spoke of the resources, agricultural, horticultural and 

mineral, of Jasper county. Only let the people see what Missouri has 

to show. 

Mr. Carson spoke of the wonderful natural resources of the same 

county, but for financial, commercial and political reasons he said it did 

not pay to develop those resources. No man can produce wheat for 

65 cents a bushel. 

Pres. Evans—Yet you cannot deny the fact that the State is self- 

sustaining and always has been, while the rich states of Kansas and 

Dakota have had to ask for assistance outside. 

SECRETARY’S REPORT. 

L. A. GOODMAN. 

Mr. President, Members, Ladies and Gentlemen : 

Again has a year rolled around. Faster and faster seems the time 

to pass in this busy State of the West, in this rushing country of the 

United States, in this flying world of ours, in this the fastest age ever 

known to man. 

It is no wonder we say “time flies,’ when we have hardly turned 

ourselves around or settled ourselves in our new year ere we have 

again to change our dates when writing, or our place of work, or go 

over the same work again. 

Again, dear friends, do we meet in annual convention, the thirty- 

second, to think over our studies of the past year, to talk over our 

successes or our mistakes, to meet one another in social intercourse, 

to proinpt each other in our profession, and to report the results of the 

year. 

The time has come when labor and diligence, watching and work- 

ing, knowledge and experience, business and enterprise, is just as much 

needed, in fact more so, in the profession of horticulture than in any 

other branch of labor or profession in the whole country. 

The time for “spontaneous production” in the line of our fruits 

has passed forever. 

For amoment let us look at the past in the different departments 

of this work. A retrospective view may do us some good. 
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Twenty years ago, even in the suburbs of Kansas City, there were 

very few orchards, gardens or small fruit plantations, and even if there 

had been there would have been small market for any great surplus. 

I well remember the first year I began clearing my ground and 

planting out the berries and orchard. Right next to me lived an old 

man, one of the first settlers of the community, who had been living 

there for forty years. Every day he would come over where I was at 

work and watch with curious eye everything I was doing, from the plant- 

ing of the strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, on the fruit farm, to the 

ornamentation of the front yard with hundreds of evergreens. “ Well,” 

he said one day, “you are the biggest fool I ever saw. I have been 

here forty years, and all that time I have been busy cutting down and 

plowing up just such things as you are planting. You may depend 

upon it that you will never make a dollar out of all this nonsense.” 

But he lived to see a wonderful change in all this, and even planted 

some trees, grapes and evergreens on his own place. 

Since that time, when a few hundred cases of berries would supply 

the whole market of Kansas City, until the present, there has been a 

gradual growth of the fruit interests all over ourcountry. And whata 

wonderful change has there been all over our State in the last twenty- 

five years. From a few hundreds of acres of orchards and small fruit 

gardens then scattered over our State, mostly along the Missouri river, 

now we see hundreds of thousands of acres everywhere, until even 

the Ozark region of South Missouri is being covered with some of 

the grandest fruits the country or the world has ever seen. 

Twenty years ago I traveled through some portions of the State 

on horseback, and often it would be five, ten, fifteen miles between 

houses, and scarcely an orchard to be found; but now you will find 

this same beautiful land covered with happy homes and orchards in 

abundance. 

Then it was said by those who should plant trees that their apples 

and peaches brought only 25 to 50 cents per bushel, and when the 

orchards now being planted came into bearing they would not be worth 

the gathering. 

I have seen the time in Michigan when apples sold for 10 cents 

per bushel, and yet five years later, when there were, ten times -as 

much fruit, they sold for 50 cents per bushel. 

I bought apples and peaches when I came to Missouri for 25 to 

50 cents per bushel, yet this year peaches sold for from $1 to $3 per 

bushel, while apples are now bringing 75 cents to $1 per bushel. The 

fact is, the more you can get people interested in this fruit business, 

the more will the masses consume, and we will have a demand for all 

we can raise, 
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As has been the growth in the small fruits, grapes, peaches, pears, 

apples, so has it been in the vegetable line, among our flowers, with 

the ornamentals, and the only thing we are now lacking in is the plan of 

marketing and the cost and means of transportation. 

Our transportation problem is the one serious question which now 

confronts the fruit-grower. There are markets in abundance all over 

our land, if we but had the means of reaching them. 

It will take every member of our society and every fruit-grower in- 

terested to settle this matter. When we see'such organizations springing 

up as the one just organized at Carthage with the sole object of secur- 

ing transportation rates to the various markets, when they bring these 

facts to bear upon our express companies, with statistics of what they 

will probably have for shipment, when they show these companies that 

it is so many thousand pounds shipment at a low rate and nothing to 

ship at the high rate, then we shall see the companies giving aid and 

assistance in every way possible. 

Quick, cheap transportation is one thing now to be desired for the 

fruit-grower; this, with the honest commission man to do his work 

well, and you can scarcely realize what an amount of fruit could be and 

would be grown. But of these we shall have a report from our trans- 

portation committee, and then discuss them. 

And w.at of the ornamental in the past? Outside of the cities, 

and large cities at that, we saw very little of flowers or ornamental 

planting. But now you will in many of our villages and on our larger 

farms see indications of landscape gardening or planting in a judicious 

and systematic whole. 

It is along step in the right direction where we see such yards 

and lawns as are seen in many parts of our State. 

Where we used to see one or two straggling evergreens trimmed 

up like a street tree, now we see hundreds of them scattered eve-y- 

where. 

In our rush for fruit-planting, I beg of you, friends, that you for- 

get not the ornamenting of your grounds, 

But we see a general awakening everywhere in horticulture in all 

its phases, branches, divisions or departments. 

You will see improvements in our land and its manner of cultiva- 

tion, a change in our class of tools and horticultural contrivances, a 

difference in manner of propagating and of the amount propagated, a 

contrast in the orchards as now planted for commercial purposes from 

those of twenty-five years ago, new ideas about care, cultivation and 

pruning our orchards, a much needed change in the number of varieties 
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now necessary in acommercial orchard, no fear now of having too many 

apples in any one place. 

Our business is becoming systematized so that a fruit-grower has. 

one or two or three varieties of strawberries, one or two of raspberries, 

one or two of blackberries, peaches to run through the whole season of 

four months, grapes all to come in early, pears to ripen late, and apples. 

of only such varieties as will fill up the spaces made vacant by the 

others. 

And what a wonderful awakening is this! How contagious it has. 

become, how surely, but quietly the people of the Hast and North are 

realizing the advantages offered them, and are filling up the vacant spots 

in our grand and glorious State ! 

And what of the future of this work? Shall it be as continual a 

growth and as sure a development for the next fifty years that it has 

been in the last fifty years? We have every reason to expect as much 

if not more. 

I wonder if we people 2ven begin to comprehend the wonderful 

possibilities of this great State. If I should tell you that the last few 

years has seen the fruit interests grow from afew hundreds of thousands 

of dollars up to millions, you will scarcely appreciate the value of the 

statement. But when I tell you that men from all over the North are 

now daily seeking every apple he can find, at prices beyond our asking» 

you will see that we have had some fruit to sell. 

Did you ever see such fine peaches, pears and apples as have 

grown this year in South Missouri? Here among the hills of the 

Ozarks we find some of the best fruit lands in the United States—not 

only apple lands, or peach lands or small fruit gardens, but fruit lands 

embracing all of these. 

Well, these cheap, poor, neglected, stony red lands are worth much 

more than the lumberman thinks, when he is cutting off all the timber 

fit for lumber, ties or posts. He is taking the first crop off of it, but 

there will be another crop to be taken off in a few years which will 

enrich the people instead of making them poorer. 

Do you know that the peach region of Delaware and New Jersey 

and Maryland is fast being hemmed in on all sides, until there is but a 

small portion, a very small portion of the original lands now left of the 

famous peach region. 

But right here, we are in the midst of what is destined to be the 

greatest and grandest peach region of all the country. 

This red soil, these high hills, the rocky, mountainous, flinty 
lands, rich in all which will make tree growth, has been hidden away in 
this southern land long enough. 
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It is our province to let them be known, and we are doing this by 

our fruit shows, by our State society, by our local societies, by our indi- 

vidual efforts, and by the results shown from some of our orchards, and 

by the fruits now on the tables. 

Allin the world this land wants is some men of intelligence and 

grit to develop them, open them for settlement and improvement. 

From every county of this special region comes the report over and 

over again, “ come and see our apples,” “our peaches,” “our berries.” 

Before this land is one-tenth as well developed as are the famous peach 

regions of Delaware, it will be known world-wide. 

I do not speak disparagingly of any portion of the State when I say 

what I do about this district. Our State as a whole is ahead of any 

other State of the Union. 

Do you want blue-grass lands? Here you can find them along the 

Missouri river equal to those of noted Kentucky. Doyou want meadow 

lands? You can find them in the northern part of the State equal to 

those of Michigan. Are you seeking rich farms? You will find our 

rolling prairies equal to the flat lands of Illinois. Will you have tobacco 

lands or hemp lands? Along the Missouri river you will find the bot- 

toms equal to those of Virginia, in her best days. Are you after fine 

horses? Look about you. Do you need an extra fine mule or jack? 

Here you can get them. Vermont has fine sheep, we have better. New 

York has grand cattle, we have grander. Do you see a mine of coal, 

iron, zinc, paints, lead? Nowhere in such abundance as in Missouri. 

Are there fine quarries of stone? We have the best of limestone, 

granite, sandstone, marble, onyx. Do you wish health giving springs? 

All over our State they are in abundance. Are you seeking pine? Our 

south country is filled with it. Are there wagon or bridge timbers in 

Indiana? We have them more abundantly. Would you see beautiful 

prairies? Here they are. Can others grow grains? See the abund- 

ance of corn, wheat, oats, barley, rye, hay, flax, timothy seed, clover, 

hemp. tobacco, potatoes, cabbage, celery to rival that of Kalamazoo, 

strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, grapes, pears, peaches, apples, 

as fine a8 ever were seen. Would you have me say more? Nay, but I 

would never get through telling of the advantages of Missouri in soil, 

climate or productions. 

And of all this western horticulture, what is the part our society 

should play in its development? While our western horticulture is 

distinct and special in its work and development, our State societies 

have caused them to be so. 

It is necessary in all the peculiarities of this great business_for our 

State society to do her part, and she is ready to give heraid wherever it 
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is found necessary to do so. In many of these business enterprises it 

is not her province to take control of them, but to assist every organi- 

zation in accomplishing all ends which are for the best interests of the 

fruit-grower. 

A LIBRARY. 

To accomplish all this and to increase the interest of our people, 

we should have a library and place of abode. We now have a number 

of hundreds of volumes, but we need a number of new books, a num- 

ber of books of reference, a number of our old standard works. 

Nearly every prominent society has now a good library, and it is 

an important matter, as well as a necessity, that some of these works 

be put in our library. We wanta place of abode and place of meeting. 

This cannot be better accomplished than by having a good library for 

reference. An hundred dollars or 80 spent for books will furnish a 

better nucleus around which to draw our friends and members than can 

be offered in any other suggestion we can take up. 

A LIST OF FRUITS AND FRUIT PLATES. 

If we could havea lot of our best fruit plates collected and bound 

together in good substantial binding for reference when we get mixed 

up in our varieties, we could could more easily identify them and give 

more satisfactory answers when called upon. 

To accomplish this end I have written to the Rochester Lithograph 

company of Rochester for prices. They offer to furnish, in good binding, 

the plates of as many of the varieties as we may want at seven cents 

each, all alphabetically arranged. You can casily see how much help 

this would be to us in finding varieties. I trust we may soon have the 

money to do just this thing. 

An entomological work for beginners would be of wonderful as- 

sistance to our young people, and if we could only get our entomolo- 

gist, Miss Martfeldt, to write such a work, it would, in all probability, 

be adopted into our schools in time, and be of great benefit to us all. 

The State Board of Agriculture agree to stand half of the expense if 

we will. This is a matter important to our Executive committee, and 

should be attended to at once in consultation with the State board. 
Our printing, as usual, is at the option of the State Printers. Last 

year we had to have it done after being sub-let by the Tribune com-. 
pany. This was done at the last moment, and was rushed through in 
haste. We have the promise of the printers to begin the work in Jan- 

uary and finish it up in due haste. 
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Our expenses will all be reported upon by the treasurer, as the new 

law requires us to report to the State Auditor and draw our money as we 

need it. This requires us to present this report of our expenses every 

time we draw any money from the State Treasurer. 

I have consequently every time buying anything kept a bill of it 

and submitted it to the treasurer, and he will so report. 

Our membership I wish to change somewhat, so that each local 

society will have just so many members as actually pay their member- 

ship to their society. We ask all our local societies, therefore, to 

_ revise their list and weed out those who do not take enough interest 

to pay their dues to their society. 

If we could have an increase in life membership it would be a good 

thing for ourselves and our society. I wish we had a hundred life 

members, and that all that money could be used for a library and books 

of fruits and plates. 

Transportation and marketing, the very important and all-essential 

feature of our business, loses all its value if we fail to pick, handle and 

grade our fruits. 

What I mean is that if we have the best of transportation, as some 

have, an excellent market, as others have, quick communication, as 

still others have, or even a market at our doors, as is often the case, 

yet if we have all this, I say, and do not properly pick, handle and 

grade our fruit, one-half our profit is gone. The instance given by 

Prof. Clark in your hearing is but one instance in many that has come 

to my knowledge. The same fruit graded to certain sizes will always 

pay better prices than the same fruit not graded. Let this be our 

motto: ‘Good measure, sound fruit, well packed, carefully graded 

and fully guaranteed,” and we shall have less trouble with our mar- 

kets, commission men or transportation companies. If we can warrant 

our fruits, as do our flour mills their flour, half our troubles are at an 

end. 

And now, dear friends and members, here in your beautiful young 

city on the Ozark hills, which a few years ago many thought worthless, 

we see such fruits, such orchards, such improvements, that it will not 

be long ere hundreds of thousands of acres will be covered with fine 

commercial orchards, and thousands of car loads of fruit be scattered 

all over the country. 

I see here about you the apple orchard of America, as famed as 

are the raisin fields of Fresno, or the wine fields of Woodland, or the 

orange groves of Riverside, or the pear orchards of San Jose, or the 

plum plantations of Vacca valley; and our peach orchards rivaling 

those of Delaware and Maryland. 
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To this end let us work in unison, with united hearts and hands, 

ever a unit in the good work, calling on our Legislature for what is 

necessary to let this be known among our people and the people of 

other states, until we see our prophecy fulfilled and our people healthy, 

wealthy and wise. 

D.S. Horman, Treasurer, 

TREASURER’S REPORT. 

Lrsanon, Mo., Dec. 5, 1889. 
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Mr. President :—Your Committee on Finance beg leave to report that they 

have examined accounts of Treasurer Holman and find them correct. Your com- 

mittee would recommend that an appropriation of $100 be made to purchase books 

on horticulture. 

All of which is most respectfully submitted. 
A. AMBROSE. 

W. G. GANo. 

HENRY SPEER. 

Adopted. 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS. 

All the old officers were re-elected. 

Secretary Goodman read a notice sent by W. H. Ragan, of Indiana, 

secretary of the American Horticultural society, in regard to the next 

meeting of his society at Austin, Texas. 

E. T. Hollister—Allow me to suggest to the members of this soci- 

ety that the American Horticultural society is one of the most impor- 

tant in existence in this country. It is really a child of the Missouri 

Horticultural society. I remember attending a meeting of this society 

in St. Louis where the American Horticultural was first suggested. I 

have never attended any more interesting meetings than those of that 

society. 

Pres. Evans—Membership in that society gives us a broader view 

of horticulture. It gives us an idea of what is being done in horticul- 

ture in the whole country. The two meetings held in California were 

worth hundreds of dollars. One man said he would not take $2,000 

for the benefit he had from his trip. 

J. M. Rice spoke of the transportation problem and the association 

of fruit-growers at Nevada. 

Secretary Goodman—lI fully sympathize with the movement, but 

a8 a State society we should have nothing to do with combinations or 

associations for commercial purposes. 

N. F. Murray—We shall take up this very matter at the next meet- 
ing of the Holt county society. 

Mr, Chubbuck—I would like to state that I have opposed the 
State Board of Agriculture taking any part in any trade or commercial 
association. 

A. Ambrose—We want only your co-operation as individuals and 

not as a State society. 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The meeting was called to order by the President, and the reports 

of committees were called for. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AWARDS. 

Mr. PRESIDENT: The Committee on Fruits have made the follow- 

ing awards: 

APPLES. 

Best 20 plates—Ist premium $20, entry No. 16, Howell county. 2d premium 

$10, entry No. 25, T. J. shinkle. 

Best 6 varieties for family—Ist premium $6, entry No. 18, Howell county. 2d 

premium $4, entry No. 27, T. J. Shinkle. 

Best 6 varieties for market—lst premium $6, entry No. 17, Howeil county. 2d 

premium $4, entry No. 5, A. Nelson. 

Best 6 varieties for show—lst premium $6, entry No. 19, Howell county. 2d 

premium $4, entry No. 28, T. J. Shinkle. 

Handsomest plate—Ist premium $2, entry No. 29, 'T. J. Shinkle. 2d premium 

$1, entry No. 8, A. Nelson. 

Plate largest apples—lst premium $2, entry No. 22, Howell county. 2d pre- 

mium $1, entry No. 10, Laura Nelson. 

Best market for South Missouri—Ist premium $2, entry No. 33, T. J. Shinkle. 

2d premium $1, entry No. 24, Howell county. 

Best market for North Missouri—lst premium $2, entry No. 45, N. F. Murray. 

No second. 

Best new seedling—ist premium $3, entry No. 46, Teubner & Aull. Said to 

be aseedling of the Yellow Belleflower, which it much resembles in shape, color and 

quality, being a mild, pleasant, subacid, fine-grained apple, and has the appearance 

of being a good keeper. We think it worthy of trial. 

2d premium $2.00, entry No. 21, Howell county—A very large, beautiful bright 

yellow apple, very fair and handsome, quality very good and we think it worthy of 

trial. 7 

Entry No. 30, T. J. Shinkle, we find to be an apple of medium size, dull yel- 

low color and very good quality. : 

Entry No. 35, E. F. Hynes—Has no qualities torecommend it that we can see. 

Entry No. 36, E. F. Hynes—We believe to be the Huntsman. 

The apple sent in by Mr. S. H. Nowlin, of Arkansas, we can see nothing in of 

value ; it may however have merits for the section from which it comes, for its 

bearing and keeping qualities, but we have hundreds of varieties already tested 

that are superior. 

PEARS. 

We find on the tables from C. T. Mallinkrodt, of St. Charles, a medium-sized 

light yellow pear of good quality. If as late and good a keeper as it is said to be, 

which it has the appearance now, judging by the samples before us, it will have a 

value, as we have no pears that will keep well into the winter in this ciimate, and 

we therefore recommend it for trial. 

H R—18 
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We also find one entry of Keifer (No. 34) that are so far beyond their proper’ 

stage of ripeness as to be no criterion of the quality of this pear when in proper 

condition. 

Your committee wish to congratulate you on the most excellent display of ap- 

ples we have found on the tables—not so large in the number of varieties shown 

as many other exhibits we have seen, but of unsurpassed excellence for the condi- 

tion, size and color of the fruit shown. 

Best packed bbl. of apples—Ist $5.00 premium, entry No.—, Homer A. Nelson ; 

2d $3 00 premium, entry No. 39, A. Nelson. There were four entries, all of them 

showing most excellent packing, and it was very hard for the conimittee to decide 

to which to award tbe premiums. 

Your committee, in looking over this fruit coming from the different sections 

of the State, with their many different soils and climatic conditions, the prairies of 

the Southwest, the high plateaus of the Ozarks, the steep and rocky bluffs, the 

loess of the Missouri and Mississippi valleys, the rich black soils of the north and 

the alluvial bottoms of the streams, see very plainly a great need of more than one 

Experiment station for this great State, and would recommend that this society de- 

vise some way by which a number of sub-Experiment stations can be established to 

test the various fruits, especially the new in the various sections. 

Your committee would also suggest that if, in addition to the name of the 

fruit, each card had on it the name of the grower and the locality where grown, it 

would be a means of educating all that cared to learn asto the fitness of the various. 

varieties and kinds of fruits to the different sections and soils of the State. 

Horticultural exhibitions like yours are made for the purpose of educating the 

members and general public, and not for the purpose of making a show to draw the 

crowd like those at a fair. 

We know what we now recommend is a radical departure from the usual cus- 

tom. It has generally been held that an awarding committee should not know who. 

were the exhibitors of the articles they were to pass upon, but practically this 

amounts to very little. A well-posted committee can generally tell where the dif- 

ferent exhibits come from. We believe that few horticulturists areso base as to be 

influenced by any knowledge of ownership of exhibits upon which they are called 

upon to pass judgment, and it would be better to run the risk of such favoritism 

than to lose the benefit to be derived by having the name of grower and locality on 

the card. ; 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
E. A. Rear, 

J. H. Durkss, 

C. C. BELL, 

Committee. 

Capt. Hynes spoke of the manner in which Mr. T. J. Shinkle had 

started his orchard, coming into Howell county only eight years ago 

with only a team of horses and five dollars in his pocket. 

Mr. Shinkle—I have gathered this year seven bushels of apples. 
from one tree planted in the spring of 1883. I planted only one acre. 

The Ben Davis made the largest yield, but the White Winter Pearmain 

made nearly as large. I sold the Pearmains for $1 per bushel and the 
3en Davis for 60 cents. 

Mr. Holman—We rejoice with Mr. Shinkle. Long live and happy 
live Mr. Shinkle. He isin the right place and in the right business. 
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COMMITTEE ON FLOWERS. 

Report adopted, and the recommendation concurred in. 

Premiums awarded on flowers: 

Miss Emma Kirchgraber, lst on best basket of flowers, $3. 

The committee recommend that the following sums be given for the fine ex- 

hibits of plants decorating the hall as an acknowledgment of their appreciation : 

Mrs. A. Nelson, $10. 

Mrs. J. G. Lingsweller, $6. 

Mrs. J. T. Bradshaw, $3. 

Mrs. M. W. Searl, $3. 

REPORT ON VEGETABLES. 

The undersigned, Committee on Vegetables, submit the following report. 

We award on the best peck of potatoes, premium $1, to J. Kirehgraber; vari- 

ety, Early Puritan. 

Beets—Best peck, $1, A. Nelson. 

Celery—Best, #1, Mrs. E. Elis. 

We also find on exhibit a general collection of vegetables not entered for pre- 

mium that weconsider worthy of notice, being in good state of preservation and of 

fine size and appearance, particularly the potatoes 

We also find a splendid exhibit of 130 varieties of potatoes, among which are 

four new seedlings from the State experimental farm at Columbia, Mo., in charge 

of Prof. Clark, which in itself isa school. We have here (and the student can see 

for himself) all these varieties, grown under the same conditions—culture, soil, 

climate. Notice the growth, the quality and the peculiarities. It also speaks for 

itself the good work that is done for the people under the fostering care of Prof. 

Clark. 

We also find on exhibit quite a number of varieties that are not named, noth- 

ing to indicate from whence they came, or the variety—nameless. We would re- 

spectfully recommend that hereafter all exhibitors name all varieties, whether 

for premiums or for exhibit only. 

EK. F. Hynss, 

Jos. KiIRCHGRABER, 

J.G. Kinper. 

It was moved and carried that all fruit on exhibition should bear 

the name of the grower and the locality where grown. 

Invitations for future meetings of the society were received from 

Excelsior Springs, Poplar Bluff, Clinton, Kirkwood and Kirksville. 

W.G. Gano moved that the place of the next summer and the next 

winter meeting of the society be referred to the Executive committee. 

Carried. 

HORTICULTURE AT THE EXPHRRIMENT STATION, COLUMBIA. 

Prof. Clark said that he had succeeded in producing pear-blight by 

inoculation with the sap of a blighted tree. He had also cultivated 
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the blight in the laboratory and thence inoculated healthy trees, pro- 

ducing the blight. He found the Kieffer not blight-proof, and that there 

was very little difference in the prevalence of blight in sod and culti- 

vated ground, A healthy growth, well ripened, is the best way to keep 

off the blight. If your tree is growing all right, let it alone or treat it 

as you are now doing. Hither forcing or neglecting a tree causes 

disease. 

The bacteria of pear-blight, under a microscope of 600 diameters, 

looks like fine dust. 

J. G. Kinder—Does blight enter the circulation of the sap? 

Prof. Clark—The only real live part of a tree is just between the 

bark and the wood—the candium layer. What grows this year is dead 

next year. 

HORTICULTURE AT THE EXPERIMENT STATION. 

PROF. J. W. CLARK, COLUMBIA. 

The work of the Horticultural department of the Experiment sta- 

tion for the past year has been that of testing the several varieties of 

fruits already on the grounds, in bearing condition. ; 

Planting out of both new and old varieties of large and small fruits, 

in order to test them side by side, and under as nearly the same con- 

ditions as to soil, exposure, etc, as possible. 

The keeping qualities of 21 varieties of apples have been compared. 

Seeds from six firms doing business in the State were tested to find 

the percent of good and poor seeds in each lot. The average percent 

of germination varied from 60 to 89 percent. 

The following are the names of the firms from whom the seeds 

tested were obtained, and the order of germination: Dingee & Conard 

Co., West Grove, Pa., 89 per cent; T. Lee Adams, 419 Walnut St., Kan- 

sas City, Mo., 71 per cent; Plant Seed Co., 812, 814, N. 7th St. St. 

Louis, Mo., 66 per cent; Michel Plant and Seed Co., 911, N. 4th St., 

St. Louis, 63 per cent; C.C. Young & Son, 1406 Olive St., St. Louis, 61 | 

per cent; W. W. Harnden & Co., 417 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo., 60 

per cent. The results of these tests were published in Bulletin No. 6, 

of the Experiment station. 

Forty varieties of strawberries were fruited upon the grounds the 

past summer, which ripened in regard to their first picking, as follows: 
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The Jessie blossoms fully ten days before the Crescent, and for 

this reason is a poor variety to plant with it as a fertilizer although it 

produces an abundance of pollen. This early flowering and late ripen- 

ing I consider as a bad feature in a strawberry, for a day’s difference in 

the time of blossoming may make the difference between a good crop 

and none at all, when there occurs a late frost. 

The ten most profitable sorts fruited on the grounds were as fol- 

lows: Crescent, Haverland, Captain Jack, Miner’s Prolific, Bubach 

No. 5, May King, Cumberland, Triumph, Crawford and Gandy. 
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Of the black cap varieties the following were the most profitable 

in the order named: Acme, Palmer, Hopkins and Gregg (for between 

these two varieties there was little or no difference) and Hillborn. 

Of the red varieties the Cuthbert, Turner and Palmer were the 

most profitable. 

The Marlboro did little or nothing; growth very poor. Thomp- 

son’s Early Prolific crumbled badly and the berries poor-shaped and a 

shy bearer. Schaffer’s Colossal, berries poor color and flavor; fruit 

crumbled badly ; canes injured during the past winter. Lowest tem- 

perature 7 degrees below zero. 
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The most profitable variety was the Early Harvest. On account 

of its early ripening the whole crop was disposed of before the other 

varieties were ready to market, and also before wild blackberries were 

ripe. 

The two varieties that ranked next were Kittatinny and Agawam. 

It may be well to state that the lowest point the mercury reached dur- 

ing the winter was 7 degrees below zero. 

The grapes in the vineyard suffered from the effects of black rot 

to a very great extent. The mildew showed itself on the grapes when 

they were quite small. To test the value of the sulphate of copper 

mixture, the whole vineyard was syringed once, and a certain number 

-of rows were selected and these were syringed every two weeks dur- 

ing the whole season. Asthe season advanced and the grapes ripened 

there was a very marked difference between the vines syringed regu- 

larly and those that were not. (6 pounds sulphate copper in 16 gal- 

lons of water, and 4 pounds of lime in 6 gallons of water.) 

Of the grapes that were not syringed regularly, fully three-fourths 

were rotten, while of those syringed regularly,not over one-fourth were 

poor. It should be borne in mind that the past season has been a 

favorable one for the growth of fungous diseases, and a hard season 

for the use of fungicules, as the frequent rains tended to wash the 

material used off of the leaves and fruit. 

Of the newer varieties planted, the Niagara, Pocklington and Pot- 

ter fruited for the first time. The Niagara was of fine flavor, bunch 

large, vine vigorous grower. Pocklington, bunch and berries of good 

Size and shape, flavor not equal to, Niagara, but good vine—a good 

grower. Potter,a black grape of good size, bunches medium, quality 

medium; the growth of the vine was good the past season. 

Experiments with pear-blight have been carried on in order to find 

out the different ways the disease can be produced in a tree, and to 

see if something might be discovered by the use of which this disease 

may be controlled. The experiments have not been carried on long 

enough to warrant any conclusions beyond what has already been pub- 

lished; that the disease is caused by a species of bacterium, Microccus 

amylovorus. This minute organism is of vegetable growth, whose 

spores (or seeds, as they may be called in a general way) are carried by 

the atmosphere from tree to tree; that the disease can be produced 

by inoculation from diseased portions of either the bark, leaves or 

fruit there is no room to doubt. I have produced it in all of these ways, 

and have cultivated it for four generations in the laboratory entirely 

independent of the tree, and then taken it back to the tree and pro- 

duced the disease. 
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Fruits for testing were received from: 

Frank Harlan, Canton, Mo.—Shackleford apple; cions Seedling: 

apple, No. 3; Strawberry, No. 1. and pecan tree. 

Charles I. Robards, Butler, Batcs county, Mo.—Two plants of 

Wells grape. 

C. W. Russell, Ironton, Mo.—12 blackberry, Arcadia. 

S. Frogner, Hermann, Minn.—1 lb. No. 50 potato, early; 1 lb. No. 

64 potato, late. 

Charles Patterson, Kirksville, Mo.—2 trees Rankin apple. 

K. Leston, Virgil City, Cedar county, Mo.—2 trees Thorp apple. 

Herman Jaeger, Neosho, Newton county, Mo.—Cions 8. Ferger- 

son apple; 1 Elvira seedling grape, No. 100; 1 Jaeger grape, No. 73; 

2 Vitis Rupristris (type); 1 grape, a cross of V. Rupristris with Lince- 

cremia. 

Stayman & Black, Leavenworth, Kan.—12 Stayman’s No. 1 straw- 

berry; 12 Stayman’s No. 2 strawberry; 6 Stayman’s No. 5 raspberry ; 

1 Jewel grape; 1 No. 18 grape; 1 Standard grape; 1 No. 26 grape; 1 

Ideal grape; 1 No. 42 grape; 1 No. 15 grape; 1 No. 44 grape; 1 No.. 

47 grape. 

N. F. Murray, Elm Grove, Holt county, Mo.—2 trees Babbitt apple. 

A. Ambrose, Nevada, Mo.—5) Paris apples. 

Northrup, Brasban & Goodwin Co., Minneapolis, Minn.—Kalama- 

zoo celery (package); package dwarf Lima beans; package Golden 

Ball lettuce; package Siberian cucumber; package War Club cucum- 

ber; package Kentucky watermelon; package Anticipation pea; pack- 

age Summit pea; package Haines’ No. 64 tomato; package Goodwin’s. 

Imperial German pansy. 

A. M. Nichols, Granville, Licking county, Ky.—Nichols’ Stone to- 

mato. 

Prof. L. R. Taft, Agricultural college, Lansing, Mich.—Faust’s. 

American Hybrid tomato and Ignotum tomato. 

DRURY COLLEGE. 

The plan of the grounds, by Prof. Kern of St. Louis, was taken: 

up and discussed. The plan was much admired by all present. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Holman—This is an interesting branch of horticulture. We 

do not come to beg for money or help. When Prof. Kern was at 

Springfield he saw there was a grand opportunity to make something 

nice by properly laying out and planting the college grounds. One 

part is intended for a botanic garden; another for the ladies. We 
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want it beautiful for the students that come there from other parts of 

this State and from other States. I think that when this work is done 

it will be a joy forever. Our local society feels and wants to act, but 

we cannot do all that we want to do. Next spring there will be trees 

to plant. We feel this must be done. We ask for trees and plants. 

We ask for sympathy, not for your money. 

Mr. Goodman—Several years ago Prof. Kern offered to go to any 

part of the State and form plans for the grounds of any public institu- 

tion in connection with the State society. He has now laid out four. 

We pay only his expenses. Now these grounds want to be planted. 

We want to have a special meeting of all the members who can go 

there next spring and do some of this planting. They are not rich, 

and we shall have to have some trees. I will take your name and the 

number of trees you will give to help plant these grounds. 

Wis eA GOOGMIANG Jac ccn-ccele ce cas.celcaes TODA ee Bo WAIL AGI RRO cao oueomasdsoneode 100: 
SO SUB VAIMS oe aretha wiclsicteteretod ets-eve ei% SOM CPI GRODaAnd sis santos nee eon ces 100: 
IN Gey Hye NUT ARV ints poi syciayaysisciais a! \sistelejeleieie LOOM VAS Aan LOs@rreacciesiecn sac hsp avoyevsyebohes 100. 

We expect to get a list from Prof. Kern of such trees as we will 

need. 3 

Mr. Chubbuek— Please remember Kidder Institute. There will be 

room there for any trees you may have left at Drury. 

Mr. Holman—I want to thank this society, and especially the nur- 

serymen who have responded so liberally. 

Prof. Callhan—I also return my thanks. 

THE PEACH. 

G. W. HOPKINS, SPRINGFIELD, MO. 

I know but little about the peach the present year, except what has. 

come under my immediate observation. In the vicinity of Springfield 

the trees went through the winter in good condition, bloomed profusely 

in the spring and gave every promise of a bountiful crop. The early 

varieties set a full crop, in fact, too full, and those that thinned, found 

their fruit much nicer. I went over some of my trees three times, and 

I find it will pay. Itis not such a job asa great many people might 

imagine. After the early peaches were gone, the Springfield market 

was almost bare of home-grown fruit. We had a remarkably wet sea- 

son, and the late fruit seemed to rot on the trees before ripening. 

Whether the late crop was similarly affected farther southin the peach 
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belt, I have not been able to find out. I saw some very fine late 

peaches that were shipped from Webster county, grown on the farm of 

Col. Lisenby. There were several kinds among them, but all were 

seedlings, some of which would compare favorably with our budded 

fruits. 
Speaking of seedlings, a new one, originating in Polk county, was 

introduced in a small way the present season. The fruit ripens a little 

earlier than anything we have, is of better quality, and is said not to 

rot so bad as those varieties belonging to the Hale family. Itisakind 

of half and half between a free-stone and cling, and is called the Gallon 

peach, the name of the originator. The crop of fruit north of what is 

known as the peach belt, except in some few localities, was light. The 

severe winters of the past had so injured the older trees that they had 

either been cut down or were in no condition to bear, were the season 

ever so favorable. The trees set since are not old enough to bear. 

We cannot advise our northern friends to set peaches extensively 

for commercial purposes. It is too uncertain. But plant some every 

year; you will hit it some time, and what a reminder it will be of “ye 

olden time.” In a quarterly published by the section of vegetable 

pathology of the United States Department of Agriculture, Dr. Erwin 

Smith contributes a paper on “peach rot and peach blight.” He takes 

the position that the disease is caused by a parasitic fungus, which pro- 

duces many small ash-gray tufts on the discolored surface of the rotting 

fruit. These tufts consist principally of spore dust, which is washed 

by rains and blown about and causes the rot to develop in sound 

peaches whenever it falls upon them under proper conditions. Hot 

and moist weather are the most favorable conditions for the germina- 

tion of the spores and the rapid spread of the rot. 

The Doctor finds that the fungus lives over the winter in the de- 

cayed fruit, and in this way is reproduced year after year. The prac- 

tical importance of this discovery is very great. Could the rotted fruits 

of one season be entirely destroyed, the fungus would disappear and 

the rot with it. For this reason all rotting peaches should be re- 

moved from the trees and buried or burned as soon as discovered. 

These remarks also apply to the rot of plums and cherries, which 

is caused by the same fungus. ‘ 

Not being very well posted on fungus and spore dust, I will leave 

the question to the scientific gentlemen of the society. 

The peach trees have made a strong and vigorous growth the pres- 

ent season, and notwithstanding the excessive late rains, the young 

wood seems to be ripening up in fair condition for winter. We hope 

that the buds will not be injured, and that next year we shall have a 

bountiful crop of this most delicious of all fruits. 
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WaRRENSBURG, Mo., Nov. 20, 1889. 

L. A. GoopMAN, Secretary Missouri State Horticultural Society, Westport, Mo.: 

Dear Str—Although I have not the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with 

you, yet I almost feel like I had. 

Your name has been familiar to me for many years in connection with the hor- 

ticultural interest of this State. 

Iam a sort of amateur fruit-man myself, devoting much of my spare time to 

the cultivation of the strawberry, raspberry, blackberry and other small fruits. I 

have given a good deal of attention to the peach also. 

I am led to write at this time from a perusal of your letter of 4th inst. addressed 

to my friend Mr. Levi Mohler. who sent you some peaches of a very late variety. 

The peaches sent were grown on my place. I have named the peach ‘*Reese’s 

November ” The history of this peach is somewhat unique. Some years ago I set 

out some 200 budded trees, purchased from the Mohler nurseries. Among these were 

two labeled ‘‘ Beatrice Early ;”? only one of these survived. ‘The following year it 

bore one peach. I soon saw that it was not the Early Beatrice or any other sort of 

an early peach. I watched its progress with the greatest interest. Long after the 

Steadly, the Heath and all other late peaches that I knew anything about were gone, 

my nondescript hung on and continued to grow, showing no sign of ripening. On 

the 30th day of October. it had not begun to soften. The following day (81st) it 

blew a continuous gale, and I did not think of my precious peach. The following 

morning (Nov. Ist), on awakening early, it came intomind. I repaired at once to 

the tree and found the peach lying on the ground, having undoubtedly been blown 

from the tree by the fierce winds of the preceding day. On examination, it 

proved to be a free-stone peach, and though only just beginning to ripen, of a beau- 

tiful appearance and most delicious flavor. i was so strongly impressed with the 

value of so late a peach, and especially of so fine a flavor, size and appearance, that 

the following August I budded a great many ; but unfortunately the hail-storm the 

following May, and the drouth of the incoming summer, destroyed all the young 

trees. Meantime, the parent tree began to exhibit symptoms of decay, and I 

became seriously alarmed at the prospect of losing entirely this splendid variety. 

The main trunk of the tree was finally broken off in a storm, but fortunately some 

two or three feet above the graft. New shoots appeared from the old stump, and 

this year produced about a peck of fruit; but not so perfect as the original peach. 

This result was due, I think, partly to the age of the original tree and partly due 

to some adverse peculiarity of the present fruit season—no fruit on my place of 

any description having this year reached its usual degree of- perfection. It is my 

purpose (if spared, both myself and the tree) to bud quite a number of trees next 

season. Last August I secured the services of Mr. Mohler and he budded quite a 

number from this tree, but the season being unfavorable, he tells me but ten of these 

survived; and as these have yet to pass the ordeal of the coming winter, their fate 

is of course uncertain. I hope that we may at least succeed in saving for future 

generations a peach which I fully believe has no rival as to lateness and flavor in 

the United States. 

With great respect, [am truly yours, 

A. W. REESE. 

Mr. President and Members of the Missouri State Horticultural Society : 

We see by your circular that we are booked for a report on the plum, which 

wili be short, as we have planted and fruited about all the plums put upon the 

market, and find nothing worth planting but the Wild Goose. We see in one of 
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friend Stark’s catalogues that Mariana had ripened 85 per cent of its fruit. We had 

it bearing the past season on its own root, on Peach and Wild Goose stocks, and 

should have had at least ten bushels of plums; but instead of ripening 85 per cent, 

ours rotted 98 per cent ; but as a stock for working other fruit on we think it valu- 

able. 

Of peaches, we place Druid Hill and Bonanza at the head of the list. Druid 

Hill ripens with stump-fruit equally as good, and a much better bearer. Bonanza, 

with me, ripens with Solway—not 15 days later as per catalogue—but is a grand good 

peach, a sure bearer, hardy tree, heavy foliage, and holds its foliage the latest of 

any peach tree we grow. 
D. F. Emry. 

A resolution was passed asking the Legislature for aid to make 

exhibits outside the State, to advertise the resources of the State and 

to open up markets for our products. 

N. F. Murray—The way to get good peaches is to plant a few trees 

every year. They cost but little. The people regretted the past season 

that they had not kept planting. Those who had good trees had an 

abundance of fine peaches. Plant a few good peach trees every year 

or two; then if a peach season comes you will enjoy good peaches. 

Mr. Gano—I will give a list of such good kinds as I can call to 

mind: Mountain Rose, Early St. John, Family Favorite, Elberta, Wil- 

kins, Mrs. Brett, Wheatland of the Early Crawford family, Smock, 

Solway. These varieties cover the season. Henrietta is a little later 

than Solway. 

THINNING FRUIT. 

BY JOSEPH KIRCHGRABER. 

Nature, in her efforts to reward the labors of the horticulturist, 

often lavishes her gifts too plentifully on him, for which he ought to be 

thankful, and he generally is, but the gift of too much is very often a 

burden to the fruit-grower, and many a way he devises to diminish the 

over-plentifulness ; and one way of reducing the surplus is by the 

process of thinning the fruit on the tree. Many not familiar with the 

operation wonder what its meaning implies, and here in these few lines 

I will try to explain to the best of my ability. 

First, what is thinning? A reduction of part of the crop by tak- 
ing a certain quantity of the fruit off of the trees or vines. Why 
should we thin our fruits? As every intelligent fruit-grower knows, 
or ought to know, that too much fruit on a tree or vine is not a very 
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profitable crop, because the fruit is generally small, and therefore not 

so salable as larger fruits, it certainly follows if a fruit-grower has 

large, fine and highly colored fruit he need not fear for wanting a market. 

The only way to obtain the best of results is by thinning. A large 

apple, pear or peach sells even in a dull market quicker than smaller 

fruits, and therefore it pays to produce the best of everything. It is 

equally certain the larger and finer the fruit, the better the flavor, for 

fruit grown on a tree or vine too full never has that quality, than where 

there is only a moderate quantity on the tree. Who likes a small Ben 

Davis or a small Winesap, or any other kind? Even a small strawberry 

don’t taste as good as a larger one, should the cream be ever so rich; 

certainly there are some exceptions, for sometimes a very large fruit is 

often coarse, but it always outsells the small; therefore, thin your 

fruits. The farmer thins his corn, the market gardener his radishes 

and other crops, the florist thins his chrysanthemums, and all do it for 

the same object, to obtain the largest and best of the various kinds. 

Why should the fruit-grower thin hisfruits? Weshould thin our fruits 

for another reason, and that is for the sake of the health of the tree. 

A tree with too much fruit on is overtaxed, and very often a feeble 

growth is the result, and in a few years the tree gets sickly and prema- 

ture decay follows, for the vitality of the tree or vine is overtaxed in 

ripening too much fruit. It is much better and more satisfactory to 

have fine specimens and not so many, and in the long run a few bushels 

of first-class fruits bring more money than a great quantity of small, 

knotty and scabbed fruits, and besides there is more pleasure in handling 

fine specimens ; therefore, thin your fruits. Not only apples, pears and 

peaches are benefited by thinning, but plums, quinces, and especially 

grapes, are very much improved by thinning. 

I saw, the past season, a number of Concord vines literally loaded 

with fruit, but mark the results. Very little of the fruit was fit to eat; 

the berries were small, the bunches smailer, and in many instances the 

vine so much damaged as to be almost worthless. Strawberries can 

be made double their size by a liberal thinning. In fact, the very best 

show fruits of any kind for exhibitions are produced by this method. 

Why do young trees or vines bear at first much better and finer fruits 

than when older? Solely because the tree or plant has not so much 

fruit to ripen. The production and ripening of the seeds of any kind 

of fruit takes more of the vitality, and often nearly destroys the tree 

or vine. Very often whole orchards may be seen sickly and in an un- 

healthy condition, poor growth, and looking stunted. The principal 

cause comes from overbearing. Nature sometimes thins the fruit in a 

cold winter or a late spring frost, but Jack Frost not being a very good 
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horticulturist, often goes to the other extreme—he does not take the 

trouble to do the work understandingly, but thins the whole entire crop 

clean out. When is the proper time to thin? After there is no more 

danger of late frosts, and the young fruit is well formed or about one- 

quarter grown. At any rate, by that time the fruit grower can better | 

judge, for often a good deal of the young fruit drops from one cause 

or another. 

It certainly is work to go over a number of trees to thin the fruit, 

but when by so doing you can increase the quality, and get more 

money in the market for the crop, besides the satisfaction it gives to 

have the very best of the kind, and save your trees or vines, then it 

well repays for the work done. How to thin: On small trees it is 

easily done, but on large ones it is more laborious, for a step-ladder is 

needed. Remove a part of the fruit by picking it off; if a tree is very 

full, one-half or better two-thirds should be removed, and in sucha 

way so as to have the remaining fruit evenly distributed over the tree. 

Thin your fruit, and you will find that it pays, and it pays big. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Gano— I used to think it was not practicable to thin fruit. 

I used to neglect it; but this last year it has been my lot to thin thou- 

sands and thousands of bushels of peaches’ It was not half the work 

that might be imagined. We left the peaches from four to six inches 

apart on the twigs. Our men varied from 100 to 150 trees each per 

dey. We took off thousands of bushels of fruit. The seed exhausts 

the tree, not the fruit By thinning you increase the size of the fruit 

without increasing the size of the seed. I would advocate thinning 

fruit by all means. We can strip them off very rapidly. 

EK. A. Riehl—I heartily indorse all that has been said on thinning 

fruit. It is less work to thin your fruit than it is not to thinit. When 

you market yourpeaches you will have to pick them all, and they have 

to be handled more if you leave them all on the tree than if you 

dropped them on the ground while they are small. It is cheaper to 

thin them and drop them on the ground than it is to cull them after 
they are picked. Ihave done it,and I know what I am talking about. 
If you once thin you will never give it up. Some varieties of fruit 
grow large because the trees are tender and don’t set a full crop. I 
want those that set large crops, and I can give them size. Apples I 
think can be thinned by pruning. Let peaches get about the size of 
marbles or hickory nuts. It is the formation of the seed that is the 
tax on the plant. 

We are not satisfied that we can fight the cureulio with poison, 
and for that reason we head our trees about four feet high, so we can 
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run a curculio catcher under the trees. Avoid acute angles in the 

branches of your trees, or they will break down. The peach will not 

grow together in an acute angle. I want peach trees very open. Some 

of my best trees have only three or four limbs and no uprights. I 

want all the tree exposed to the sun. It is necessary to remember 

that the fruit is borne on the last year’s twigs. Are those twigs on 

the whole length of the limb or only at the ends of the main branches ? 

If the latter, then the weight of the fruit will act on the limb like a 

lever and split it down. Keep the little twigs all along down the 

length of the main branches. You have got to’prune every year, tor 

if you once lose these twigs you cannot regain them. 

Secretary Goodman—I have never pruned in that way, but cut 

back from one-third to two-thirds of the growth made last season; 

this, of course, takes off from one-third to two-thirds of the fruit, 

which is part of the thinning. When we were done thinning, the 

ground was literally covered with peaches. 

Mr. Hollister—I can give you an illustration of the benefit of thin- 

ning peaches. Seventeen years ago Dr. Hull, of Alton, thinned his 

peaches to six inches apart on the twigs. He put his peaches in peck 

baskets, which sold for $1.25 each, while his neighbors sold theirs for 

$1.75 per bushel. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. 

C. I. ROBARDS, BUTLER. 

Your committee appointed to investigate and report upon the fruit 

erowers’ and shippers’ interest of Missouri, would respectfully recom- 

mend that, in their opinion, the true way to overcome the dificulties 

lying in the way of fruit transportation is to offer every inducement 

possible to encourage fruit and vegetable growers to embark more ex- 

tensively in the business of producing. We believe the truth of the 

old adage that none are so far from market as those who have nothing 

to sell. In other words, we belive that the interest of buyers is more 

surely and more speedily attracted to districts where extensive crops are 

grown than to places where little is offered for sale. We would also 

recommend that a plan of close co-operation by shippers will more 

speedily accomplish the desired end; that a union of interests will not 
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only cement the shipping fraternity in closer relations to each other, 

but will bring to bear a greater pressure of influence on transportation 

companies. 

To accomplish these results your committee would respectfully 

Resolve, That we use every influence and inducement in our power to induce 

fruit and vegetable growers to form themselves into societies or organizations for 

the purpose of agreeing upon and counseling with each other as to kinds of crops 

desirable to plant, as to acreage to be increased each season, also as to combinations 

for shipment in order to bring transportation companies to a recognition of our 

needs. 

Resolved. That we believe that, by close co-operation, we may avoid the too 

frequent mistake of improper shipments and consignments. 

We would also suggest that the most probable source of relief 

and benefit will be found in acquiring the advantages gained by ship- 

ping to distant markets in refrigerator cars. This will necessitate, of 

course, the ability to fill such cars daily or at stated intervals, and it is 

not only necessary to have such quantity of fruit, but the growers of 

the same shall have made some previous agreement or arrangement to 

80 ship it. It is also suggested that itis important that fruit-growers 

should raise such fruit as in their season of ripening would give con- 

stant employment to the transportation companies throughout the sea- 

son, and thus make it an object for them to give the best of modern 

facilities for preserving shipments, thereby enabling us to greatly widen 

the field of our operations. 

Received and adopted. 

DISCUSSION. 

N. F. Murray—I fully agree with Mr. Robards that no one is so far 

from market as he who has nothing to sell. We used to believe that 

competition would give us low rates, but that day is gone. I believe 

the only thing we can do to get relief is to present the subject to the 

express and railroad companies, and show them that it will be to their 

interest to give us lower rates. Our railroad in one case gave us 
nearly fifty per cent reduction, and we still paid about fifty per cent 
too much. Let us organize and go before them. Let the State protect 
the individual, and make witnesses of those who have been robbed. 
Let us organize in a sensible, businesslike manner throughout the 
State, and ask for laws fixing the rates at something near what is just 
and right. The railroads are public property, built by the aid of the 
State and the public. 

Secretary Goodman—We want the local societies to work, and the 
only way to get them to work is to keep the subject agitated. Pass 
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resolutions asking for lower rates ; you may think it does no good, but 

if we are continually asking, it will have some effect. 

Mr. Chubbuck—It is no use to make a request of railroads unless 

they can see something in it for themselves. 

President Evans—It is no use to go to them unless you tell them 

what you have to sell; so many acres of strawberries, etc.; and the 

more you have the cheaper rates you can get. 

REPORTS FROM COUNTIES. 

N. F. Murray—In Holt county we had nice peaches, and the price 

was high. The early crop of cherries and plums was fair. The fore 

part of the season was wet. 

Tree planting and fruit planting is increasing. I also find a readi 

ness to organize horticultural societies. Our trees are in better condi- 

tion than they have been for ten years. 

C. I. Robards—We believe that we are now ina very good condi- 

tion. Our winter meetings are held at the residences of families. We 

have one very encouraging factor: as we meet members upon the street 

they seem to think we can give them some information. Our work is 

prosperous. 

C. C. Bell—The Central Horticultural society has not been as active 

this year as we have been before. Peaches were good; apples next to 

a failure. Our numbers are about 225 or 230, but they are not very 

active. There is a lack of interest. By hard work we have succeeded 

in holding an exhibition this year; and weexpect to renew our interest. 

We have nearly a thousand dollars at interest, and we want to have a 

hall of our own some day. 

A. Ambrose—Thete is one thing in that report that I seriously ob- 

ject to going to record, and that is, that the writer doesn’t believe in con- 

tinuing the practice of giving good dinners. It is the only way we can 

induce our Secretary to go and attend to business. 

I would like to have up the subject of grafting on the whole root. 

Prof. Clark—I suppose you mean what is called the “ old oak pro- 

cess.” The phrase is intended to deceive. What has an oak to do 

with an apple-tree? Allit is is this: Instead of cutting a seedling 

into three or four pieces and making a graft of each piece, they make 

only one graft of each seedling root. They claim that the trees have 

better roots. Nurserymen usually take about three inches of root and 

make several grafts of one seedling. An apple tree doesn’t have a tap 

root after the first year, and thatis destroyed, whether you would make 

one graft or several of each seedling. I have here specimens of root- 

H R—19 
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grafts and of seedlings, both set last spring. The root-grafts have as: 

good roots as the seedlings set for budding. Here are two trees which 

were grafted by the “old oak process.” I consider the two methods. 

of equal value if they have equal roots. 

Mr. Gilbert—A gentleman from Arkansas told me he had orders. 

for two car-loads of trees grafted by the “old oak process.” 

N. F. Murray—I believe that forall practical purposes the common 

system practiced by all nurserymen, of cutting the seedling roots into 

several pieces, is all right. 

J.C. Evans—So far as the question of the deterioration of the 

tree is concerned, it doesn’t make any difference. The “old oak process” 

is not practicable. The object of grafting is to get a tree of the vari- 

ety you want, and it makes no difference how much root you take so 

you get a good tree. 

I will say that the old Missouri Valley society appointed delegates 

to this meeting, but they are not here. The old Missouri is in good 

working order. Its fruit farms are in the city, but we weare still meet- 

ing and doing good. I might say the State society is an outgrowth of 

the old Missouri society. 

REPORT ON POTATOES. 

BY PROF. J. W. CLARK, COLUMBIA. 

There were planted at the Experiment station 138 varieties of po- 

tatoes, 135 of which were purchased of G. D. Howe of North Hadly,. 

Mass. Two new seedlings were received of S. Frogner, Herman, Min., 

for trial—seedling No. 50 and No. 64; also one new seedling for trial 

from C. E. Angell, Oshkosh, Wis., seedling No. 27. 

These 138 varieties were planted May 4, 1889. The rows were 

furrowed out 3 1-2 feet apart, and the potatoes dropped about 19 inches 

apart. 13 hills were planted of each variety, each occupying 21 feet of 

row, with the exception of the three varieties sent for trial. 

The soil upon which the potatoes were planted was a clayey loam, 

and was fertilized with ground tobacco stems and bone at the rate of 

600 pounds of the former and 200 pounds of the latter per acre. The 

yield varied from 106 bushels to 439 bushels to the acre. This includes 

both the large and small potatoes. 
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The size yield was probably influenced by the lateness of planting, 

as a large per cent of the tubers were under size. Little or no scab 

was seen, and only one or two cases of rot. The time of blossoming 

was from June 17th to July Ist, or from 44 to 55 days after planting. 

The growth of the vines was good, no disease showing itself up to 

July 24, when the foliage was green and healthy. At this date I went 

East, and was gone about a month. On my return I found that the 

one left to take notes during my absence had failed to note the ripening 

of each of the several varieties, but stated they were all fully matured 

August 12th, and for this reason I cannot give the dates of ripening. 

The average yield of potatoes per acre for the State the past sea- 

son, as given by the Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture, was 

103 bushels, and the quality was 97 per cent. 

The average yield of potatoes given in the official returns from 

Washington for the whole country is 76 bushels per acre. 

In the Eastern and Middle States the crop was poor both in yield 

and quality, The crop of the State of New York is given as only 56 

bushels per acre. 

. The yield in the Western States is given as better. That of the 

Rocky mountain region was much less than was expected, and the 

quality scarcely medium. 

MELONS. 

J. A. DURKES, WESTON. 

As cities increase and population centralizes more and more, easy 

and rapid transportation is sought for to carry the fruits from distant 

fields to the consumer, in conditions pure and fresh as possible. With 

railroads and express trains, this, at the present day, has become a mat- 

ter of perfect ease, and to supply the vast markets of the land becomes 

the aim and study of the grower; he finds that certain localities have 

a peculiar adaptation to certain fruits or vegetables, and ever being 

alive to opportunities thus presented to him, makes a specialty of it. 

Melon-growing, at the present age is becoming a specialty. There is 

not a person in this broad land in possession of a small tract of land 

or lot in town or village but delights to have and tend his patch of 
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melons, and enjoy the luscious fruit of his labors with his friends and 

family. But as an industry with the view of supplying our vast and 

increasing markets, it is yearly growing into importance. 

When the gold fields of California were opened, Mr. G. G. Briggs, 

instead of digging for gold, made a specialty of planting melons in the 

valley near one of its streams, and in a few months his wagons were 

carrying the products of his fields far and near to hungry miners, 

thereby reaping a rich and golden harvest. 

One of the best things we have from that otherwise much overrated 

territory, Oklahoma, is that Mr. Hubler last summer planted on his 

claim an acre of watermelons, and sold from it one hundred and twenty- 

five dollars’ worth. 

Most of you are aware that in the southeast corner of our State 

lies a tract of land most peculiarly adapted to this fruit, and they have 

there made a specialty of growing melons by the hundreds of acres, 

and to become better informed and mutually benefited, have formed 

themselves into a “Melon-Growers’ Association.” The shipments last 

season from this region alone were upward of four thousand car loads 

of melons. . 

In the rich alluvial bottom lands between Kansas City and St. 

Joseph large fields are exclusively set apart for the culture of this 

vine ; especially near the several lakes in this region, everything seems 

to be most favorable to a luxuriant growth and fruitfulness of the 

melon. From these statements it will be seen that the melon requires 

a warm, rich, sandy alluvial soil, a situation where every ray of sun- 

light can be had; consequently very clean the fields should be. Con- 

stant and thorough cultivation is very necessary. This is a plant that 

cannot bear neglect. The rich, crispy sweetness of the melon depends 

in a large measure on its rapid and unstinted growth. 

The musk varieties can be in hills from six to eight feet apart. A 

liberal enriching of the soil with a few shovels of well-rotted manure, 

with addition of a little guano, will give good results. Cutting back 

should be attended to; thinning the fruit in some seasons more than 

others cannot be overlooked where good specimens are desired. Of 

the many varieties of this class, there appears to be no marked prefer- 

ence among planters. 

The watermelon requires more space than the former, and is more 

partial to a warmer situation. In general treatment one will do for the 

other. Many gardeners start the seeds in hot-beds on pieces of sod 

or loose woven baskets. This is done in order to move the plants 

without breaking the roots and causing a check in the growth. 
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Of the watermelon family, Kolb’s Gem seems to be favorite among 

the market growers. For family, none better could be planted than 

Peerless. Mountain Sweet, Mountain Sprout and Biack Spanish are 

favorite sorts. Too much care cannot be exercised in keeping melons 

distinct from one another where seed is desired for future use. 

The pollen of the flowers mix very readily with any of the cucumis 

family. The effect will not be perceived in the fruit of the same sea- 

son, but the seed the succeeding season may bring very unsatisfactory 

fruits and much disappointment to the grower. 

Though not prepared at this time to say much on this branch of 

fruit-growing, we are glad that it has been called to the attention of the 

society, and hope these hasty notes will call your discussions to a sub- 

ject we thus far have wholly overlooked. 

NIGHT SESSION. 

The following letters were read: 

Portar Buiurr, Mo., Dee. 1, 1889. 

Mr. L. A. GoopMan: / 

Dear Srr—It is impossible on account of the national meeting of the Farmers’ 

and Laborers’ union in St. Louis, Dec. 3, for me to attend your meeting or prepare 

the report called for. I will prepare it on my return and send it in to go into the 

minutes of your meeting. 

Further: Woplar Bluff asks for the next June meeting of the Missouri State 

Horticultural society. It will comply with every demand or request of the mem- 

bers. Fraternally, 

Gro. W. REGISTER. 

Cuinton, Mo., Dec. 2, 1889. 

Mr. lL. A. Goopman, Secretary of the State Horticultural Society (now in session at 

Lebanon): 

Dear Srr—I was instructed by the members at our last meeting, Nov. 30, to 

correspond with you at once. They desire you to try to so arrange to have the 

next State meeting held at this place, Clinton, Henry county, Mo. This society 

extends to your society a cordial invitation and welcome, and promises you to do 

all it can tu make the meeting a success if you come. With so generous a people 

as Clinton and surrounding country have, who have shown their kind hospitality to 

other societies, will do the same again and will welcome your society. I believe 

niany members and delegates would like to have a meeting here, so they would 

have a chance to see the two great artesian wells, one 800 feet the other 840 feet 

deep. Other attractions and conveniences for you are here, such as street cars, 

gas, electric light, water-works, Baird college, ete. Yours respectfully, 

J. M. PRETZIzZGER, 

Secretary of Henry County Horticultural Society. 
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Soutn Havun, Micnw., October 14, 1889. 

Sec. L. A. GoopMaNn: 

Dear Sir—Y ours of the 10th inst., with notice that the annual meeting of your 

society is to oecur on December 3-5 next, is at hand. Our annual meeting will occur 

on that date also, at Hart, Oceana Co. 

Trusting that yours will prove a pleasant and profitable occasion, I am 

Very truly yours, 

T. T. Lyon. 

Division oF PomMoLoey, 
WasHINGTON, D. C., October 14, 1889. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, } 

My Dear Goopman : 

Your preliminary card regarding the annual meeting of your society at Lebanon 

is just received. It would be apleasure for me to attend the meeting, but I do not 

suppose it willbe possible for me to do so, unless something occurs which I do not 

now anticipate. However, it may be that I can leave here for a short time and can 

go west then. Ifso, I will let you know. 

Very truly, 

H. E. VanDeman, Pomologist. : 

Orrcon, Mo., December 2, 1889. 

To the officers and members of the Missouri State Horticultural Society—greetings : 

As it has been the will of our Heavenly Father to prevent me from meeting 

with you this year, my heart goes out to one and all for your health, happiness 

and prosperity. 

My indisposition prevents the Doctor from meeting with you, for which we 

both regret, more than we can tell. May God bless you all, and when the prayers 

are offered, remember those who are upon beds of affliction. 

Yours interested in the work, 

j Mrs. Dr. A. Gosrin. 

In a few days I received this notice, and our friend and co-worker had gone to 

rest, mourned by all who knew her.—SxEcrErary. 

In Lovinc REMEMBRANCE 

—or— = 

SARAH Q. GOSLIN, 

born 

September 1, 1835, 

died 

Saturday, December 7, 1889, at 9:15 a. m. 

**How lovely is Thy dwelling place, 

O, Lord of Hosts, to me.” 

Funeral services conducted from the Presbyterian church. Oregon, Mo., Tues- 
day, December 10, 1889, at 10:00 a. m. 

The following will give you the reason for my promising our re- 
port to the Society so much earlier this year. Alas, my failure ! 
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“TRIBUNE PRINTING Co: 

You will see by enclosed that our meeting will soon be held. 1 have to make 

a report to our Executive committee of the prospects of our printing. 

Could we begin our work just after January 1, 1890? I shall have all things 

ready then and shall be glad to get itout of the way as soon as possible. If not 

then, can you give us a date when you will begin ? 

5 L. A. GoopMan. 

Dear Srr—We will get at your report in January, but are unable to say at just 

what day. Will notify you. 

Yours, etc., 

TRIBUNE PRINTING Co. 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON FINAL RESOLUTIONS. 

Mr. PreEsIDENT: Your committee on flnal resolutions would respectfully report 

that we believe it to be the sense of the members of this Society, after having en- 

joyed, as we deem it. a most pleasant, instructive and profitable meeting, with the 

intelligent, progressive and hospitable citizens of Lebanon, in the following resolu- 

tions: 

Resolved, 1st. That the heartiest thanks of the Missouri State Horticultural 

society are hereby tendered to the Laclede Horticultural society and the citizens 

of Lebanon for the hospitable entertainment of members and visitors at their homes 

and for their sympathy with us in this work. 

2. Tothe Mendelssohn Musical society for the excellent music furnished for 

our entertaiment, and to all others who have contributed to entertain. 

3. ‘To the Laclede Horticultural society for furnishing this hall for our place 

of meeting, and for the beautiful gavel presented to our honored President. 

4. 'To the ladies who have so artistically decorated this hall and for the inter- 

est they have manifested in our work. 

5. To the railroads and hotels for reduced rates. 

6. To the press for their extended notices of our mectingy and their efforts to 

aid us in carrying forward the work of the Society. 

7. To Mr. A. Nelson, the President of the Laclede County Horticultural so- 

ciety, who has by his untiring and intelligent labors contributed so largely to the 

success of this meeting, and especially do we recognize his efforts in making the 

horticultural exhibit at Buffalo, N. Y., thereby advertising abroad the great natu- 

ral resources of this State, and showing our own people the superiority of Missouri 

as a horticultural State. 

Respectfully submitted. CC. C. Brun, 

D. 8S. Horman, 

G. W. Hopkins. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON OBITUARIES. 

Missouri Horticultural Society: 

Your committee have to report the painful fact that since our last meeting 

this society has lost an esteemed member in the death of Capt. E. P. Henry of 

Butler. 

So well, so long and so favorably known by you all as one of the most efficient» 

faithful members of this State society; that at the call of his name this evening, 

and his absence from his accustomed place among us, the sense of regret and sorrow 

we here express is, no doubt, felt by all. 
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Capt. Henry was a gentleman of large measure in the good qualities whick 

constitute an almost perfect man. Enterprising, liberal, charitable, with those 

rare sensibilities which secured to him at once the abiding friendship and esteem 

of all who knew him, and 

His numerous friends can well attest, 

That those loved him most who knew him best. 

His Bates’ county friends wil! miss him much, and so will we all, for we lose his. 

valued counsel and presence, which were above price. A good horticulturist and 

a true Christian man, his life was devoted to doing good ; and now that he rests his. 

works still live. 

Again, near the city of St. Joseph our friend and fellow-laborer, Mr. Nelson, 

has been taken—though not so widely known, he was known to be a prominent, 

successful orchardist—a square, honest, good member of this society, esteemed 

where he lived—such men have large value, and the world needs more of them. We 

regret his loss, and wonder why the best workers are thus taken. 

One of the lady members and finer literary workers of your society may not. 

dease and edify us more with finely written and admirably read essays on flowers 

or other subjects of kindred beauty. 

Mrs. Rhodamier, of Centralia, is dead ! 

She was a member of your standing committee on flowers, and her report was. 

called. May we not hope her report is made of the flowers in Eden, and read by 

the angels to-night ? s 

This lady was an esteemed correspondent and member of the Home circle of 

the Rural World. Weare in sympathy with the members of that circle while they 

mourn; and we rejoice to see better pens than ours tracing there the model lines. 

of merited tribute. Every week when we read the Rural we will think of her as. 

they do. 

Now, since in the Providence of God, both man and woman must die, and 

even the best as we see escape not; therefore, 

Resolved, That, in death of our members and friends we bow in submission to 

Him who is too wise too err and too good to be unkind. 

Resolved, That we deem it fit that we cherish the virtues of our departed friends 

and be admonished to be also ready. D. 8S. Hotman, 

A. NELSON, 

C. [. Roparps, 

NATURE VS. HORTICULTURE. 

J. G. KINDER. 

Not unfrequently we hear brother horticulturists back up their 
opinions by the assertion that they are correct because they are copied 
from nature. Now, in view of my experience, when I hear a man say 
he goes according to nature it just makes me tired. As we are on this 
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subject I don’t know but it would be well to mention some of the 

things nature has done for me in the past season, and will say right 

here, if there is any one present that hasn’t had as much nature as 

would do him this season, and thinks he will need more than his share, 

I speak first to let him have all my surplus. 

To start with, last spring nature, by warm and genial smiles, made 

a regular posey bed of my strawberry patch. Then she turned the 

cold shoulder and Jack frost stepped in and spread devastation. Na- 

ture took a weeping spell and saturated the ground for weeks at a 

stretch, and at the same time spread a veil over the face of the sun and 

chilled the drowned plants, and put the soil in the very worst possible 

condition, and when it was just about suitable to make bricks, sure 

enough, out came the face of the burning sun, and weeks of dry, 

windy weather, and baked the bricks. Oh yes, nature and I were in 

the strawberry patch together quite frequently this summer, so was. 

crab grass and myself; we had it up and down, I may say, until the 

joints of my anatomy were worn threadbare, as the Irishman would 

say. Nature sent a hail storm which didn’t knock the daylights out of 

my windows; oh no, but when the storm was over the daylight could 

get through the windows easier than it did before. This same deluge 

of frozen rain knocked the bark off in twenty places on each of the 

five hundred young apple trees just planted. Nature also three con- 

secutive times sent a flood,a regular old gully washer, and washed 

down the branch a young apple tree, just because I set it in a low place 

in order to square out the corner of my orchard. Three times I fished 

that poor tree out of the drift-wood and re-set it where it belonged, 

and it became so that when a dark cloud came up I would grab my 

shovel and start for that tree, until nature, seeing I was determined, 

just gave it up, so I thought, and just as I was beginning to feel big 

over my victory, she sent two weeks of dry weather and a borer, and 

killed that tree too dead to talk about. 

Nature, no, I mean the agricultural department, sent our society a 

sack of seeds. 

Now nature had evidently got in its work on most of these seeds 

previously, but a rare exception was in some Dutch case-knife beans; 

they did come up and grew finely, and I went four miles to get some 1n- 

fant black-jacks to set up for them to cling to. In good time they were 

heavily loaded, and they were of rich and splendid flavor, so much so 

I forbade wife cooking any more, having visions of acres of beans and 

a big bank account. This fall I went out to gather my case-knives, 

but nature had been there a few days before and put in possession of 

each of those beans, from ten to twenty liitle black, fat weavels. It 
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was then I realized why they were so rich in flavor. But why pursue 

the subject? every one knows that Nature sends the chilling blast that 

freezes the very marrow in our bones, then turns around and melts the 

frost and marrow both. Then there are the chinch bugs, two kinds, 

potato bugs, mosquitoes, flies that tickle our noses and do lots of other 

things very reprehensible, fleas that won’t flee, for they are always 

right close to you. Oh, no! I never make any effort on my part to let 

nature take her course. J find she can do that without my consent or 

approbation. If we could, as it were, put a ring in nature’s nose, and 

teach her to lead pretty well, I do not deny that quite frequently she 

could be made useful. But the horticulturist that lets nature have 

her course without any remonstrance, is going to get badly left. 

But hold! why there’s another side to this picture that I had not 

noticed before. Here are deep, shady woodlands, and waving fields of 

golden grain, yonder the silvery sparkle of the distant river as it winds 

through fertile valleys and around the base of wooded bluffs and 

up and beyond, silently guarding this fair scene, stands the rugged 

mountain grand, whose beatled crags break the floating clouds that 

would hide his frowning brow. Millions of, brilliant gems hang spark- 

ling on leaf and blossom, to charm the eye of him who would breathe 

the glorious freshness of the morning air. Silver frames are seen en- 

circling the clouds that float lazily across the midday sky. A thousand 

beautiful evening tints spread over orchard and meadow, across hill- 

top and forest, which no artist’s brush may ever hope to capture. 

And as twilight deepens from out the limitless firmament above, 

comes the twinkling light of numberless beautiful stars, whose brilliance 

only fade before the cold pale face of the changeful moon, which, mov- 

ing slowly up over the eastern hills, spreads a new and silvery beauty 

over leaf and flower and dewey grass. 

Is it music, sweet music you would hear? then listen to the mur- 

mer of running brooks, the humming of busy bees among sweet flowers, 

the sighing of summer winds through the rustling, quivering leaves. 

Hark! Across the woodland hills from distant pasture land, where 

sleek herds graze, comes the faint, peaceful sound of tinkling bells; 

from out the gloomy forest glen comes the deep-toned voice of the bay- 
ing hound who tireless and persistent with unerring scent, seeks out 
the lightest footfall of the frighted deer. 

The lively rattle of the yellow-hammer on yonder deadened snag 
as with horny bill he carves out a home for self and mate, is music to 
the ear, because it brings to memory the sights and sounds of boyhood 

days, and so with the cheerful call of Bob! Bob-white! as it rings out 
sharp and clear on the morning air, and the joyful shouts of happy 
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childhood as they follow their tiny boat that floats adown the whirling 

dancing stream. Yes the laughter of happy childhood is heard because 

this is the music of home, we hear of a rural home, and if none of this 

is yet sweet enough, then call on our feathered friends whose trilling 

throats as they flit from bough to bough, give forth a melody whose 

richness no art can equal, and man, puny worm that he is, has learned 

to love these sights and sounds, and in a measure appreciate these 

priceless, though free-will offerings of a bountiful nature. 

This same lavish hand paints the beautiful tints in the heart of the 

fragrant rose, the bloom on the cluster, that adorns the clinging boun- 

tiful vine, and paints the scarlet cherry that bends and brightens the 

laden boughs. Gold and crimson are each and both used in coloring 

with delicate shadings, the tempting, ever welcome, healthful apple. 

He paints the blush on the soft cheek of the downy peach, as beautiful 

as that on the sweet face of maiden fair, and this too he paints—no he 

doesn’t either, not always, I take it back. 

But with this exception, nature ever bountiful, sometimes too boun- 

tiful, calls not for assistance in adorning this fair world of ours with a 

beauty, out and beyond the ability of mankind to fairly appreciate, 

much less to copy. And unhappy indeed is he who cannot in these 

pleasant sights and sounds around him, find some recompense for many ° 

of the trials and struggles that meet him on life’s toilsome journey to 

that unseeu world beyond. ’ 
J. G. KINDER. 

BULBS FOR FALL PLANTING—HOW, WHEN AND WHAT 

TO PLANT. 

J. KIRCHGRABER, SPRINGFIELD. 

What to plant is generally the first consideration of amateurs in 

bulb culture, while in reality it is of the least importance. It matters 

not what our selection may be, as regards species or varieties, whether 

we invest little or much, if the bulbs are not properly planted, the re- 

sult—failure will be the same. The disappointments, however, will be 

proportionate to our expectations and expenditures. Whether we pay 

$1.00 each for our bulbs, or $1.00 per dozen, unless they are properly 

planted, the one will be no better than the other, and the cheaper, if 
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well cared for will give better results than the more expensive when 

neglected. 

The bulbs we chiefly depend upon for early spring flowering are 

the Hyacinth, Tulip, Crocus, Snowdrops and the Narcissus, all of 

which are here in this latitude hardy. In Holland, the home of the 

bulbs, the classes here named, as well as Lilies of all denominations, 

are never allowed to freeze other than very lightly, if at all. How shall 

we protect? It matters little how, the more convenient is the better 

plan. A good method is to cover the beds with leaves to the depth of 

4 to 6 inches, keptin place by light brush. Leaves are the most natural 

mulch and the most effective. Coarse manure and litter of any kind 

answer a good purpose, but requires a greater depth to fully protect, 

and is more unsightly. 

The soil you have is the best one. It matters not what that soil 

may be, you cannot well change it, consequently you have no choice. 

The conditions are all you can regulate. Whatever the soil, make it 

rich for all manner of bulbs, but do not use other than well-rotted 

manure, you can hardly use too much; do not usé fresh stable manure 

by any means, for it would be better to use none at all than unfer- 

mented. 

The time to plant is a vital consideration. All Dutch bulbs should 

be planted during the month of October, for the greatest protection of 

bloom, but at that time our gardens, when properly managed, present 

the most gorgeous appearance and cannot be disturbed, consequently 

we must await the coming of frost, which destroys all tender forms, 

and it is timely here to say, that the beds to be planted with bulbs for 

spring flowering should be occupied with tender annals or bedding 

plants during summer, in order that they may be removed quickly after 

their beauty has faded. AIl bulbs lose vitality rapidly after their period 

of rest is over and the new growth commences, which will be in the 

later part of September, if an opportunity is afforded them. The 

Crocus suffers the most from this cause, andif not planted early, better 

not plant at all. The Hyacinth can remain dry without much loss until 

the first of November. The Tulip and Narcissis will do well if not 

planted until the middle of December providing the soil is put in good 

condition, and then thoroughly protected against frost. By all means, 

plant every bulb as soon after October first as possible. 

WHAT TO PLANT. 

As to varieties, taste must dictate, cost does not always indicate 

worth in the garden. Some Hyacinths multiply their bulbs rapidly, the 

very beautiful as well as the common in appearance. This has much 
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to do with the price, frequently a poor flower will bring a higher price 

than a better variety that increases morerapidly. For the open border, 

second sized bulbs are better, not simply because they are cheaper, but 

they are better because they will not break up in small bulbs, while the 

large or so-called first-class bulbs break into many parts the second 

year, and then give only small spikes, if any. For general effect would 

advise planting what are termed “ bedding Hyacinths,” which are small 

sized bulbs of the standard varieties. Hyacinths for glasses or pots 

should be of the first size, as they never bloom afterward, their strength 

being all thrown into the flower of the present year. Bulbs that have 

been grown in pots may be made to bloom in the open border a second 

year, but the spikes are smaller. 

A fine display of tulips can be had with little expense, by buying 

mixed bulbs; and for garden decoration they are very effective. If 

Tibbon lines or masses of a different color are desired, named varieties 

must be selected in order to secure harmony in the arrangements of 

color. 

HOW TO PLANT. 

Hyacinths should be planted four inches deep, tulips and narcissus 

three inches, crocuses two inches; the bulbs can remain where planted 

for a number of years, but should be taken up every two or three years 

and freshly planted. After the bulbs are done flowering in the spring, 

remove the dead tops, work over the ground and plant small growing 

annals, suchas verbenas, phlox drumondii or many others. The object 

of planting such plants is to shade the soil in our hot, dry summers. 

Narcissus are perfectly hardy after they become established, and should 

remain for many years undisturbed; in fact they do much better after 

having been planted several years. 

The snowdrop is another persistant grower, and if allowed to 

remain where once planted, will drive even the grass out. It, with the 

crocus, Should have some warm cozy corner by the house, where, if out 

of reach of cold winter, it will come into flower early in March, an unmis- 

takable evidence that spring has come. 

AFTER CULTURE. 

After the bulbs are properly planted, as soon as cold weather sets 

in, cover the beds with some kind of mulch and they will make a good 

growth of roots during the early part of winter. In the latter part of 

February, take the mulch off, and as soon as the plants show above 

ground, work the soil when it is dry and in due time your labors will 

be rewarded with a fine display of bloom. Everybody having a small 

garden should have a bulb bed, for they don’t cost much and are so 
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easy grown. Last spring a very fine display of hyacinths and tulips 

were greatly admired by passers-by, grown by Mrs, A Demuth. 

What could be more beautiful than a bed of hyacinths in bloom ? 

Being one of the very first of Flora’s children to awake after the long 

and dreary winter months of nature’s sleep. 

Hyacinths are often grown in glasses; for that purpose the very 

best of-first class bulbs should be selected; fill the glasses with rain- 

water, then place the bulb on top of the glass so as to touch the water, 

set the glasses into a dark closet free from frost, and as soon as the 

bulbs have filled the glass with roots, bring them to the light, into a 

room not too warm, and in a short time the lovely fragrant flowers will 

appear; change the water in the glass occasionally. 

WHEN TO MARKET FRUIT. 

BY E. T. HOLLISTER, ST. LOUIS. 

Owing to the difference in the time of ripening of fruits in the 

different latitudes, and the difference in the seasons in the same lati- 

tude, itis impossible to name a date for the marketing of any variety 

in any particular location, therefore I might answer the question by 

saying that in the case of small fruits and tender varieties, the time to 

market your fruit is whenever your fruit is ready for market; but, as 

this reply would not be satisfactory to those who selected this subject 

for me to write upon, I will select a few varieties, and give you my 

ideas as to the time and coudition in which they should be placed be- 

fore the purchasing public. 

The first and most important upon the list of small frnits is the 

strawberry, which should be permitted to become fully colored but not 

soft, before being picked, when it should be carefully taken from the 

vine, in all cases with a small part of the stem attached to the berry, 

carefully placed in a neat package of the kind required by the market 

in which you dispose of them, rejecting all green, dirty or vver-ripe 

berries, placing those that are on the top of the package with the stems 

down so as to make them present an attractive appearance. 
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A strawberry patch should be picked over every day, so as to pre- 

vent over-ripe and soft berries from geting into the shipments to injure 

their sale and depreciate the market, and, if you have no market for 

your Saturday’s berries, you should pick over the patch just the same, 

and you can well afford to give them to your neighbors who have none 

of their own, and you will be well repaid for this generous act, not 

ouly by their expressions of gratitude, but by the much better price 

you will receive for the next picking, because of the absence of over- 

ripe stock. 

Raspberries should not be permitted to get fully ripe or soft, es- 

pecially the red varieties, which should be taken off when they are of 

a light red color, or a8 soon as they will slip from the stem, because, 

owing to their delicate nature, if permitted to get fully ripe they will 

arrive in the market in an unsalable condition. 

Pears should be taken from the tree before they become mellow 

but not before they attain their full growth, which may be determined 

by the ease with which they separate from the twig when taken in 

the hand and turned bottom upwards. 

Peaches for a home market should be permitted to attain their full 

size and color, and sufficiently ripe for immediate use, but for shipment 

should be taken from the tree as soon as they bave made their full 

growth, but before they become mellow. 

Plums should be harvested as soon as they begin to color, because 

when removed from the tree they mature and color very rapidly, and 

if too ripe will decay before they reach the consumer. 

The time to market apples varies with the class of fruit produced, 

as the summer and fall varieties must be marketed as soon as they ma- 

ture, otherwise they will decay and prove a total loss, while such varie- 

tiesas Ben Davis, Jonathan, Huntsman, Willow Twig and that class of 

fine or showy fruit should be disposed of during the first half of De- 

cember, so as to enable them to reach the various consuming markets 

before the holidays, because at that time they always sell for better 

prices than at any other time, but the Jennet should be held until the 

latter part of January or first of February to insure the best results. 

The latter is one of the best, and, if properly handled, one of the best 

paying apples on the whole list, but one that usually pays the producer 

less than almost any other variety. 

The reason for this is the anxiety of the grower to realize upon his 

crop, forcing such a great quantity of them upon the market in the fall 

before they are fit for use, and at a time when there are/so many more 

mature and showy varieties to be obtained, they must of necessity be 
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sold to speculators, who buy them to hold in store till their season ar- 

rives, and who must be paid for the venture. 

If the producer would be more patient and hold his Jennets back 

till the market was ready to receive them he would realize much better 

prices, and we would not hear so much about the unprofitableness of 

this very excellent apple. 

THE MISTAKES AND DISAPPOINTMENTS OF THE HORTI- 

CULTURIST. 

C. C. BELL, BOONVILLE, MO. . 

Since nature by fixed and unchangeable laws “wisely ordained by 

that all creative power,” is continually changing matter, together with 

this progressive age in which we live, it would require supernatural 

powers of foretelling the future and controlling the elements to make 

it possible to avoid all mistakes and disappointments in life. 

But since mankind is not endowed with such superhuman powers, 

we must content ourselves with the natural condition of things and 

make most of the powers at our command. 

We find, therefore, that in all vocations of life, success and failure 

go hand in hand, and where often the brightest hopes are entertained, 

we are not seldom beset by disappointments. But while many disap- 

pointments are due to the uncontrollable causes, we find by careful 

observation, that the majority of failures are the natural consequences 

of mistakes and mismanagement on our part. 

As a rule, our success should be credited chiefly to the knowledge 

we possess of our calling, and its practical and proper application, 

rather than what some may term “luck.” 

This great truth is apparent everywhere. We see here a business 
man, well equipped with goods, money and health, and apparently noth- 
ing in his way on his road to success, yet we soon find him losing 
ground, and finally he makes a wreck and a failure while his neighbor, 
who started poor and in debt, grows up side by side, to prominence 
and wealth. The one makes a success, with no advantages to start out 
while the other with all at his command makes a failure. 

In days of dark superstition this might have been ascribed to the 
work of imaginary forces—to the mythical gods of fortune or misfor- 
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tune But in this material age, where figures and results govern, we 

must call it by its true name “mismanagement.” 

The horticulturist of to-day is no exception to this rule. His mis- 

takes and disappointments are many, and often so disastrous that we 

ean but admire the wonderful perseverance displayed in battling for 

SUCCESS. 

But because some conditions do exist is not conclusive evidence 

that they should exist. We are endowed with reason and with the 

experience, success and failure of others at hand, we may accomplish 

much if we will try. 

In looking at this question from a practical standpoint—and I be- 

lieve we should deal with it chiefly on that line—on the basis of dollars 

and cents, because we find that the chief aim of the horticulturist, like 

every other business, is to make it pay the best possible return for 

time, money and Jabor invested. This being true, the horticultural suc- 

cess in Missouri depends chiefly on four leading conditions: 

1st. To know what our soil and climate are best adapted for, and 

how their products compare in point of quality and quantity with other 

parts of the world with which we come in competition. 

2d. To know that we plant the right variety, and thatit is astaple 

commodity and that there is a demand for such produce. 

ard. To know that our locality is accessible to market. 

4th. To give it our personal attention, and if possible make it a 

leading specialty. 

After we have carefully considered and settled these satifactorily, 

then it will be necessary to know that there is always something for us 

to learn yet, remembering that progress continually brings changes, 

and we must keep up with the times. When we fully realize all this, 

then we are on the right road, and then shall we find, “The mistakes of 

the horticulturist diminished and his disappointments comparatively 

seldom.” 

I remember when a boy, the efforts of my father in horticulture, 

chiefly grape-growing, which in those days, in many sections of Mis- 

souri, was all the rage; Boonville was then known as the vine elad city 

of Missouri. 

The imagination could then in a short space of time compute such 

marvelous paying profits, which in our day can only be equalized by a 

California real estate agent. Apparently it was only necessary to own 

a few acres of ground, plant it in grape vines, and in a short space ofa 

few years sell enough of the luscious fruit of charming nectar to be- 

come independently wealthy. 

H R—20. 
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Imbued with this theory, my father, with many of his neigbors, 

planted largely of the grape vine. Vineyards soon dotted many a hill, 

but after about three years of hard toil and expense, the first disap- 

pointment revealed itself. Mostly of the wrong varieties had been 

planted. Here I might say in the language of our friend Speer, of 

Butler, “That it is certainly a dark outlook after discovering you have 

planted the wrong varieties.” 

To make the best of this mistake, everybody set to work to graft 

in other varieties. I well remember what atask it was during the chilly 

weather of March and April to bend over in a kneeling position all day 

long adjusting the grafts into the roots of the old Vines. 

This done at considerable expense and labor and a loss of about 

two years of time, disappointment No. 2 was at hand—grape rot and no 

sale for wine. California wines of superior quality, produced in large 

quantity, and much cheaper, brought the final wreck. 

However, this failure was chiefly due to the non-observance of the 

first condition to know what our soil and climate are best adapted for 

and how their products compare in point of quality and quantity with 

other parts of the world, with which we come in competition. 

Of course, it is human to err, and as I said in the beginning, so 

long a8 we are human, mistakes will be made, and especially twenty- 

five or thirty years ago, ata time when conditions of soil, climate and 

varieties had not been extensively tested. 

However, the leading mistakes of those days are inexcusable now; 

we have the experience of others before us, and should profit by their 

mistakes and success. 

The practical horticulturist of to-day knows (or may know if he 

will inform himself) what to plant and how to doit. All branches of 

business aS we progress and improve them take on a fixed system, and 

run into specialties. This is not only the tendency of this age, but the 

natural fixed law of evolution and progress. 

We find this clearly demonstrated when we compare civilization 

with barbarism. The wild man of the forest has but few if any systems 

of trade or occupation. But to the degree that civilization advances 

various employments and distinct systems of occupation and trade in 

specialties follow, actual business experience has clearly demonstrated 

the one important fact, and I think the most requisite to attain success, 

to make, if possible, a specialty of your respective calling and confine 
yourself strictly to it, learning and studying it in all its details, thereby 
becoming master of it. “The jack of all trades is master of none.” 

That man who undertakes to raise the steer and take off the hide, 
tan it into leather, make the shoe, and sell it to the actual consumer, 
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finds himself in a labyrinth of work and trouble, and at the end comes 

out in debt. 

Success is not obtained or fortune made that way. But this com- 

mon mistake is especially characteristic of the American nation. In 

our struggle for the almighty dollar we often try to do too much, diver- 

sifying our efforts, doing things in a hap-hazard, half-done manner, or 

in other words, we get too many irons in the fire. 

My theory is, whatever your business is, if possible, make a spe- 

cialty of it, and by personal, intelligent and industrious application, 

success will follow. A lesson in this line, for which years ago I paid 

highly, impressed itself on my mind. 

In 1869, a farmer boy, unacquainted with business, I started on 

foot from “Old Missouri” to seek my fortune in the far West. After 

trying my hand at mining and other work in Colorado, I finally landed 

December, 1870, in Austin, Texas, where I secured employment as 

porter in a wholesale grocery house. By strict economy and hard 

work, I had in the fall of ’71 saved up about 200 dollars. Seeing the 

Arkansas apple peddler selling at 50 cents a dozen on the streets of 

Austin apples which he had hauled loose in his canvas-covered wagon 

from three to four hundred miles, I at once thought I had struck it 

rich, as I dispatched all my available funds, (with promise to send more) 

to a friend in Boonville, Mo., who complied with my request, bought 

and shipped for me 500 barrels of apples. This was before railroads 

were built direct to Texas. My shipment had to go via St. Louis, New 

Orleans, across the Gulf to Galveston and finally 75 miles by mule or 

ox team to Austin, Texas. 

While this was a roundabout, hazardous route in a southern climate 

for apples, yet by proper management it might have been a success. 

But desirous of holding my position and make this deal and its alluring 

profits as a side issue, I entrusted to others what I should have done 

myself—namely, to select varieties suitable for that tour, climate and 

market, and pack them properly, to look after rates, quick transit and 

innumerable things requisite to make it successful. In this all I made 

the mistake which resulted in a complete failure. In short, when I 

settled up this apple speculation of but few weeks duration, I found 

my hard earned money all gone, and myself over $700 in debt, working 

at the rate of less than $50 per month. 

This was my lesson No. 1 in apple shipping. It took me sometime 

of hard work and economy to earn enough to pay out. But the lesson 

was a good one. But in conclusion to the subject. 

The mistakes and disappointments of the horticulturist I have in 

this, so far, only suggested some outlines as I view the subject, and 
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that proper management is the great factor of success, but must add 

that the Missouri horticulturist of to-day is not at sea like, by neces- 

sity, some of our veteran horticulturists were before or at the birth of 

this society. Over thirty years have passed; conditions of soil and 

climate have been tested, together with costly and actual experiments 

as to the right varieties, quality, utility and market demand. With all 

this now at our command we have comparatively fair sailing. Horti- 

culture in Missouri is no longer an experiment, but a grand established 

paying success. 

While we cannot hope to compete in producing wine with Califor- 

nia or oranges with Florida, we know we can produce certain varieties 

of fruit and horticultural produce in quantity and quality unexcelled— 

chief among this, the apple, the king of all fruits. 

I might go into details to give you many dates, figures and results 

which have come to my knowledge during the past fourteen years, 

while I have made apple packing and shipping a specialty, but the 

display of apples before us to-day tell the possibility of Missouri far 

better than pen can describe it. I simply ask where on the face of the 

earth can we be excelled in this line? 

There are perhaps three things at this time needful. 

Ist. More confidence and interest displayed, and more capital 

invested in horticulture. 

2d. Intelligent and systematic work, selecting the right thing for 

soil and other conditions, increase quantity of production and make it 

a specialty, and the figures and results as given in yesterday’s paper of 

our friend Carpenter will be tenfold increased, and the mistake as re- 

ported by Mr. Spreer, of poor markets, poor packing and shipping to 

a grain dealer shall have ceased to exist. 

3d. Some system by which we can reach our markets quicker, 

and at a cheaper rate of transportation. 

But as the latter is foreign to the subject allotted me, and as I have 

now perhaps occupied too much time, must close. Hoping, however, 

that this society will give this matter of transportation due considera- 

tion, and that the day is not very distant when we shall secure by Leg- 
slative enactment the much needed and to all concerned just reform. 
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OUR FOREST TREES. 

PROF. M. G. KERN, ST. LOUIS, MO. 

Finding myself advertised in your program for a paper in honor of 

our forest trees, I submit to the inevitable and offer my mite respect- 

fully to the entertainment of this present session of the horticultura] 

society of the State, trusting that the poetical and rhetorical embellish- 

ments of which this broad subject so liberally admits, will be added to 

by the eloquence of speakers taking part in the discussion which is to 

follow the reading of the several papers tendered to this annual reunion. 

Collectively considered, our forest trees are our forests, destined 

in the economy of nature to perform the most momentous functions in 

the equilibrium and moderation of climatic conditions, in the perpetuity 

of the life springs of our water courses, in the supply of raw materials 

of the most indispensable necessaries of life and civilization, and neces - 

sarily in the general prosperity of the nation. Intelligent inquiry into 

the most rational means best to be adopted for the maintenance of an 

even balance of the scale of cause and effect or of perpetual supply 

and want is therefore by no means so chimerical a proposition as many 

seem to think, who delight to ridicule the warning voices frequently 

heard amidst the irresistible and boisterous current of the develop- 

ment and clearing up of even the remotest ends of our common country. 

The laws of nature are immutable and they cannot be ignored or 

wilfully counteracted without inflicting consequences which the tres- 

passer may easily foresee, be he a humble individual or the smartest 

nation on the face of earth. The majestic rivers of America will not 

maintain their wonted volumes of water if the mountain ranges in 

which their untold fountain heads are hidden beneath the shade of 

mighty forests are recklessly denuded and given up to the cattle kings 

and their minions. Wholesale destruction of forests covering moun- 

tainous regions will not merely dry up the living waters springing from 

the bosom of mother earth, but cause spasmodic floods to break loose 

upon the fertile lowlands, spreading ruin and devastation over hun- 

dreds of miles of territory along their course. 

Wise legislation for the protection of forest districts directly tribu- 

tary to a perpetual flow of living water is surely one of the most im- 

perative necessities of our fabric of politicat economy, a question in 

which the National as well as State governments are equally interested. 

Next in importance is the protection of the forest districts at large 
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still owned by the federal government. The most deplorable laxity in 

the enforcement of the laws of ownership has long existed. Whole- 

sale timber stealing, criminal carelessness in starting destructive forest 

fires and reckless waste of widespread mountain forests is going unre- _ 

buked and unpunished, almost at a premium. 

Hon. Carl Schurz, ex-Secretary of the Interior, says on this subject, 

in an address delivered before the American Forestry association, as- 

sembled in Philadelphia, October 15, ultimo: 

“ When I entered upon that important office, having the public 

lands in charge, I considered it my first duty to look around me and to, 

study the problems I had to deal with. Doing so I observed all the 

wanton waste and devastation I have described. 

“T observed the notion that the public forests were everybody’s. 

property, to be taken and used or wasted as anybody pleased, every- 

where in full operation. I observed enterprising timber thieves not 

merely stealing trees, but stealing whole forests. I observed hundreds. 

of saw-mills in full blast, devoted exclusively to the sawing of timber 

stolen from the public lands. 

“T observed a most lively export trade going on from gulf ports, 

as well as Pacific ports, with fleets of vessels employed in carrying 

timber stolen from the public lands to be sold in foreign countries, 

immense tracts being devastated that some robbers might fill their 

pockets. 

“T thought that this sort of stealing was wrong, in this country,. 

no less than elsewhere. Moreover, it was against the spirit and letter 

of the law. I, therefore, deemed it my duty to arrest that audacious 

and destructive robbery. Not that I had intended to prevent the set- 

tler and the miner from taking from the public lands what they needed 

for their cabins, their fields, or their mining shafts; but I deemed it 

my duty to stop at least the commercial depredations upon the pro- 

perty of the people. And to that end I used my best endeavors and 

the means at my disposal, scanty as they were. 

“ What was the result? No sooner did my attempts in that direc- 

tion become known, than I was pelted with telegraphic dispatches from 

the regions most concerned, indignantly inquiring what it meant that 

an officer of the government dared to interfere with the legitimate 

business of the country. Members of Congress came down upon me, 

some with wrath in their eyes, others pleading in a milder way, but all 

solemnly protesting against my disturbing their constituents in this. 

peculiar pursuit of happiness. I persevered in the performance of my 

plain duty. But when I set forth my doings in my annual report, and. 

asked Congress for rational forestry legislation, you should have wit- 
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nessed the sneers at the outlandish notions of this “foreigner” in the 

Interior department; notions that, as was said, might do for a picayun- 

ish German principality, but were altogether contemptible when applied 

to this great and free country of ours.” 

From this pen picture of the forestry system administered by the 

general government in the past, let us glance for a moment over the 

system pursued by many lumber syndicates, cutting down the pineries 

of the North, and grasping with a greedy hand those of the Southern 

States. ‘A don’t care for the future, go through it atl” policy has 

ruled this industry in the past, and is still holding sway, and will con- 

tinue as long as new timber lands can be bought up, comparatively 

speaking, for a song. <A cyclone of devastation has passed over a 

large portion of the most valuable pine districts of the Northern 

States, as timber becomes scarcer; the last vestage of the stumpage 

left behind in flusher days, is cut off to feed the mills for a substitute 

of the heavy saw logs of the past. 

The denuded and ruined lands are then turned over to the animal 

industry for range and pasture. 

The advocates of a rational system of American industry, in har- 

mony with the enlightened and civilized ideas of our day, claim protec- 

tion for the public forests against the reckless modes of devastation, 

at least as far as wise legislation and faithful enforcement of the law 

can allay these evils. They claim the reservation of forest ranges in 

which the headwaters of our leading rivers and their principal tribu- 

taries are located. They do not pretend to say, as often accused, that 

these reservations should be kept unused, or be miserly guarded, but 

that they should be made useful in a way preventing their ultimate 

destruction, perpetuating in this wise for posterity the national bless- 

ings flowing throughout our water courses, and from our wealth of 

forest resources unequalled by any other land. The day is past to re- 

turn no more when a rational consideration of this important subject 

can be stifled or ridiculed by an outery against foreign notions im- 

ported from abroad. 

The day, on the other hand, is not distant when the intelligence of 

the people will force the legislatures of the States to institute commis- 

sions to guard and protect their respective forest interests. New 

York has already taken the lead in this direction to atone to some 

extent for the devastation of the Adriondack mountains, the conse- 

quence of which isa diminution of thirty or fifty per cent of the volume 

of the waters of the Hudson and Mohawk rivers. Pennsylvania is 

clamoring loudly for some redress from the spoilation of her mountain 
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ranges and will force her legislators into timely action. May I be per- 

mitted to remind the people of our State of the old adage “an ounce 

of prevention is better than a pound of cure.” 

Our State, world renowned for the fertility of its soil and the gran- 

deur of its forest wealth, is deeply interested in the issue. I trust that 

this society, the intelligent exponent of the horticultural intelligence 

of this State, will lend a sympathetic ear to the pleading of a cause 

powerful in importance for weal or woe, but cried down as a visionary, 

expensive and not yielding quick and tangible results. This plea is 

surely not a hysterical wail against the clearing of forests for agricul- 

tural purposes, but a warning against the senseless system of destruc- 

tion, of which the people of the older States are so very sick and 

tired. 

Our forest trees, considered as the components of the Sylva of 

North America, surpass by far the trees of other continents both in 

value and variety. They have been transplanted into every country 

inhabited by civilized nations. What would the forests, the parks and 

shaded avenues of European cities do for a substitute of trees of North 

American origin? But do we prize them as highly as Europeans do, 

and in planting, do we select the best, the finest or most lasting? The 

mention of a few samples of our preferences will answer the above 

queries. Asarule the great desideratum with most planters is quick 

growth and ease of procuring something that will represent a shade 

tree in a few years. The elm and soft mapleare in consequence planted 

anywhere and everywhere, and the finest kinds,as sugar maple, tulip 

tree, the linden and others are ignored in the same ratio. This may be 

excusable for street planting, but to fill up the yards and home grounds 

chock full of the commonest stock denotes a lack of judgment as well 

as refined taste. In the evergreen line three European importations, 

the Norway spruce with Scoth and Austrian pine, have the greatest 

run both in the nursery and with the planter, while three American 

kinds, the white red pine and American white spruce are comparatively 

scarce in the trade, and consequently but sparingly planted. The Eu- 

ropean kinds are highly ornamental for a certain number of years, but 

lose their vigor gradually when developed into beautiful specimens, 

while the American kinds when once fairly started assume more beau- 

tiful proportions from year to year, showing that they feel at home in 

their native soil and atmosphere. 

Space forbids the mention of many kinds deserving better recogni- 

tion in forest as well as in ornamental planting, than generally accorded 

to them. Much useful information is yet to be disseminated amongst 

the people, which can best he done by the local nursery trade, but the 
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trade cannot reasonably be expected to grow stock from which there 

is no justifying demand. Hold out a profitable thing and popular edu- 

cation will catch on quite freely, but talk of things beautiful and re- 

fined and trade will slack off perceptibly. 

_ The same might perhaps be the case if I should attempt to speak 

of the graceful and charming combinations, harmonious and contrasted 

in which our forest trees have grown up by accident, as it were, yet 

still as factors in the designing hand of nature, how charming are na- 

ture’s modes of design, yet how little noticed and imitated in our 

attempts at ornamentation of homesteads of refined ond educated peo- 

ple. Well may we say in this connection, God made the country, man 

the town. 

ORNAMENTALS. 

BY M. W. SEARL, LEBANON, MO. 

Not long since, I was informed that I had been set apart for the 

production of a “paper” on this occasion. The honor was one for 

which I had no aspirations. Myreason for this, with the probable value 

of this paper, may be illustrated by an incident connected with my first 

appearance as a horticulturist. In February, 1883, as some present will 

remember, the annual meeting of the horticultural society of the Mis- 

sissippi Valley was held in the city of New Orleans. 

The idea of a pleasant excursion at a cheap rate was tempting. I 

procured a membership and joined the Missouri contingent for the trip 

to the Cresent City. Among the gentlemen whose acquaintance it was 

my pleasure to form at this time was Mr. E. T. Hollister, of St. Louis, 

who, on several of these occasions, has sought to impress upon horticul- 

turists the impropriety of placing the finest berries and most lucious 

peaches altogether on top of the baskets. Well, Bro. Hollister was the 

correspondent of a paper somewhere away down in the cane brakes of 

Arkansas, and in writing up the excursion, stated that Southwest Mis- 

souri was represented by that eminent horticulturist, M. W. Searle, who 

did not raise any fruit, but could tell the best wolf story of any one in 

the crowd. Now, the first part of the statement was very nearly solid 

fact, but for along time I could not recall the wolf story. I finally 
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remembered an occasion when some of our Kansas City friends indulged 

in a little pleasantry at the expense of the part of Missouri which I~ 

was supposed to represent, insinuating that there were rocks on our 

hills, and that wolf scalps with us were an important commodity. Asa 

matter of self-defense, I referred to arecent debate in our State Legis- 

lature on ‘his subject, in whithit transpired that Jackson county, inelud- 

ing Kansas City, had that year drawn from the treasury twice as much 

bounty as Shannon county, and that the conviction wasirresistable; that 

the people of Jackson either raised wolves as an industry or scalped 

their dogs. 

The wolf story was borrowed for the occasion, but to discuss the 

subject assigned me, before a body of practical horticulturists, with only 

borrowed facts, might again prove thata little knowledge is a dangerous 

thing. I may, however, more safely refer to the mistakes of my life, 

which have been many in this field, and in conclusion note some more 

promising results speaking for this locality only. 

A mistake in ornamental planting which, year by year manifests 

itself as a growing evil, has been referred to a thousand times, yet in 

attempting the embellishment of our grounds, nearly all of us fall into 

the same error. I refer to over-planting. Our enthusiasm leads us to 

attempt a botanical garden on the limits of a town lot. Trees and 

shrubs which flourish with tropical luxuriance in illustrated catalogues, 

are planted until the ground is filled beyond measure; yet every season 

brings some new marvel which is given a place with the omnibus idea 

that there is always room for one more. 

With a deep soil and favoring climate, we might establish a mina- 

ture jungle, but with the conditions prevalent on the Ozark plateau. 

Natural selection and the survival of only the most hardy if not pro- 

ductive of beautiful results, at least gives breathing room. 

A double row of maples or elms forming a canopy over the walk 

on one or more sides produces a grateful shade; but if these trees are 

re-inforced by others of like habit scattered over the grounds, the cul- 

tivation of flowers, foliage beds or of fine shrubbery is almost precluded. 

The hungry tree roots exploring in every direction and far beyond what 

might be thought their reach are sure to find every especially enriched or 

watered plat, and in an incredibly short time these plats become a dense 

mass of rootlets, and our weaker favorites give up the unequal contest. 

I have sought a remedy by cutting trenches once or twice each season 

around portions of my grounds, which I desire to protect from this 

invasion, with partial success, but often some crafty root would dive 

below the dead liné and come up under a flower bed with the precision 

of a mining engineer. Two remedies have been suggested to my mind, 
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a heroic clearing out of the more aggressive trees or the planting of 

only such shrubs as can hold their own. 

Another mistake which has been productive of infinite discour- 

agement is the planting of rare and costly exotics, which, so far as 

my experience and observation go, with few exceptions are dreary fail- 

ures, and spoil any design we may undertake to carry out. I speak of 

design, for the end must be seen from the beginning to obtain a satis- 

factory result. In regard to larger shade trees, soft maples will con- 

tinue to be planted by those who desire speedy growth, but they are 

far from proving most satisfactory in the end, yet with abundance of 

room they make large and symmetrical trees. 

The Norway maple, though of slower growth, is the most beauti- 

ful of its order, and is to be commended for its sturdiness and ability 

to withstand the winds. The same is true of the hard maples gener- 

ally. The catalpa Speciosa and the Sycamore prove satisfactory on all 

but thin soils, with an impervious clay near the surface, which causes 

them to present a sorry appearance after a drouth. The box elder and 

several varities of our native oaks, form beautiful trees when not 

crowded. The tulip is an upright and elegantly formed tree, with foli- 

age of remarkable beauty. As single specimens, no tree in our climate 

can surpass the cut-leaved weeping burch, which should have a place 

in every collection where large trees are admissable. The sweet gum, 

with its starry and fragrant foliage and corky bark, is well worthy of 

cultivation. The sweet chestnut, though indigenous to but few places 

west of the Mississippi, is easily grown and forms an attractive tree. 

The Scotch larch, differing from most deciduous trees, is generally 

admired. The black walnut is a beautiful tree, especially in deep soil, 

but is liable to attacks of the tent caterpiller. 

Among shrubs and smaller trees which have proved satisfactory 

here are the holly, the mahoma and the privet, either as ornamental 

hedge plants or as single specimens; the purple fringe, altheas, bar- 

berries, wigelias, syringias, spirea Van Honte, thunberyii, hydrangea 

grandiflora, upright honeysuckles, snowball, and the hardy magnolias, 

succeed admirably. 

The evergreen trees which have proved best adapted to our 

locality are the arbor vite, hemlock, Irish juniper, Norway spruce, 

white pine, rhetnospora, aurea, plumosa, and the Lawton cypress. The 

Scotch and Austrian pines are too coarse and branching for small 

grounds. 

The native red cedar may be recommended for its ability to with- 

stand drouth and to thrive in almost any soil, and is unsurpassed as a 

hedge plant or ornamental screen, but care is necessary that the lower 
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branches be not deprived of sun and air by any growth in close prox- 

imity. 

After repeated failures many conclude that only persons who are 

favored by luck can succeed with evergreens, when, with small trees, 

if decently dug and planted, there need scarcely be more uncertainty 

than with apple trees, bearing in mind only, that the roots must not 

dry for a single minute. 

With deciduous trees a frequent cause of discomfiture comes from 

a scalding of the bark on the side exposed to the mid-day sun, by 

which the tree is rendered liable to attacks of the bark borer, which 

may completely girdle the tree before his work shows on the surface. 

This trouble is most likely to occur when the vitality of the tree has 

been lowered by recent transplanting. I have found a convenient 

remedy in wrapping the trunk with light cotton cloth, or even paper, 

until the growth again becomes vigorous, aud the branches extend suf- 

ficiently to shade the trunk. A thick coat of whitewash might answer 

the same purpose, but this is not always at hand when but few trees 

require attention. ; 

The list which J have given might be considerably increased, but 

it will, I think, present sufficient variety in form, foliage and habits of 

growth for home ornamentation. The planting of parks and public 

grounds and of flowers I leave to the consideration of specialists in 

their department of horticulture. 

FRUIT-GROWING IN HENRY COUNTY, MISSOURI. 

M. L. BONHAM, CLINTON, MO. 

This county seems to be especially favored as a fruit-growing region, 

although there have been but few that have put their time or thought to 

fruit-growing here, but those that have succeeded unusually well. In 

this county apples are a great and paying crop almost every year, and 

mostly with no or very little attention; but those who have put their 

minds and muscles to intelligent orcharding have succeeded beyond 

their expectation. Protecting trees against the destructive rabbit and 

borer, pruning, thinning fruit and spraying to destroy the codling moth, 

are all necessary to the best success with the apple, and are all soon 
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effectively done if goneat, at the right time and with a will. It seems 

that almost any of the old sorts do well here, or at least well enough to. 

be satisfactory for family use but not for market. There are several 

fine sorts that are usually good, that drop their fruit too early to keep 

long and some drop before they mature their fruit. I might mention 

the Jonathan, R. I. Greening, N. Spy, Wagoner, Rome Beauty, ete. 

The sorts most commonly grown for family use are Jennett, Winesap, 

Rome Beauty, White Pippin, Missouri Pippin, Huntsman’s Favorite, 

Smith’s Cider, Tolpehockin, Ben Davis, Little Romanite, White Winter 

Pearmain, Red W. Pearmain, Vandeuer, Romanstem, E. Harvest, Red 

June, Maiden Blush and Rambo. I will mention here that the Maiden 

Blush is growing in favor as it has so many good culinary qualities, be- 

sides being a very fine desert apple and seems to be well suited to our 

climate and soil. But when we count on apples to bring us the money, 

and a sort that bears young, regularly, never overbears, is very hardy, 

healthy, of fine size, and a bright, attractive color, and in the shipping 

market brings the highest price, that sort is the Ben Davis, or at least 

we think so in this county as nothing in our experience has equalled it 

in all those good points. There are about 400 acres in apple orchards, 

as near as I can estimate from my knowledge, and perhaps one-half 1s 

not very well cared for. 

The peach has been of late years a failure here as a crop to be de- 

pended upon, although we can generaily reasonably expect a crop every 

alternate year, yet we cannot count on them as a profitable market 

fruit. The sorts mostly grown are Amsden, Alexander, Remer’s Early, 

Crawford’s Early and Late Foster Stump of the world, Heath cling, O. 

M. cling and free, Picquett’s late and Smock. Foster I think is the 

finest of its season. For a cling stone the Heath is generally con- 

sidered best. I think Picquett’s late is the finest late free stone, yet 

the last two sorts are sometimes injured by our August drouth. We 

have no market peach orchards. 

Pears, I am sorry to say, cannot be depended on, on account of the 

blight, but by planting with good judgment as to sorts and situation 

we can raise very fine pears. They generally do best in a neglected 

and unfavorable place for growth. Of the Dwarf sorts I consider the 

two best for this place to be the “ Duchess” and “ Jersey,” although 

the Seckle and a great many other sorts do very well. The Leconte 

and Keiffer are very promising sorts for standards. The Bartlett is 

generally given up as it is almost sure to blight. There are no market 

pear orchards here. 

The cherry has not a wide range of successful sorts. I consider 

the Early Richmond and English Morello the only sorts to depend upon ; 
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they are very good for sour sorts and do extremely well here, hardly 

ever failing to bring a full crop of perfect fruit. 

The Wild Goose Plum is king here; it is very fine for its class, and 

the trees generally bear so full that they have to be propped to keep 

from breaking, and produce immense crops of perfect and excellent 

plums. The Miner is generally considered very good, and the best late 

plum. The Weaver, DeSoto and several other late sorts of same class 

do not do well here every season, on account of drouth and heat. 

The different sorts of Damsons do well occasionally, but by spraying 

to destroy or drive off the curculio the most of the blue plums can be 

raised almost every year. We are trying the Simonii, a Northern 

Chinese plum, (it is very large and fine, but so far it is a shy bearer). 

We are also trying several Japanese and Russian sorts that are very 

hardy in tree, but are not yet tested as to fruit or productiveness here. 

There are several acres in plums here, and a great deal of fruit is 

shipped into the Northern States. 

Grapes are grown only for family use, but little wine is made and 

what is made is on a small scale for family or home use. The Concord 

is the principal sort grown, although there are many other sorts that 

do well. Moore’s Early is very fine in appearance and does well. 

Pocklington, Perkin’s Elmira, are very hardy white sorts. Ali are sub- 

ject to the rot and it seems that training and high trellis and “sacking” 

is the only way to success. 

Blackberries do well generally, especially if they are not given too 

high culture, as I think manuring and too much cultivation tends to 

make tender and to cause the rust. The Kittatinny is generally con- 

sidered the finest sort. Itis not as productive as Snyder, yet its fine 

quality and size makes it desireable as a market sort; it has not been | 

killed by freezing but two winters in twenty years that I have grown 

it here. Iam testing a new seedling that is very fine and promising; 

it begins to ripen about July 4 and continues until after the middle of 

August. There are about four acres of blackberries in this county 

grown for market. 

The raspberry does well here. The Doolittle and Souhegan are 

grown mostly for early fruit. The main crop in black caps are Gregg 

and Mammoth Cluster; for red sorts, the Turner and Cuthbert. The 

Gregg and Cuthbert are best for market. 

Our soil and climate seem to be especially adapted to the success- 
ful growing of the strawberry; with a very little care they produce im- 
mense crops of very fine fruit; we generally feel safe in expecting at 
least 100 bushels to the acre in rough field culture. We grow a great 
many sorts, but I think the Chas. Downing and Crescent Seedling are 
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o ur best sorts for market. Cumberland Triumph is one of the finest 

s§ orts and does well for family use, but is not considered profitable for 

market. 

We generally use a 12-inch turning plow, running close to the cen- 

ter of the row and turn the plants over from each side toward the 

center, having from six to eight inches of the row standing, making a 

ridge in the middle. I leave the ground a few days in that way, and 

then go over with a hoe and clean the small row left thoroughly ; after- 

wards I use a cultivator on the ridge between the rows, running several 

times between the rows until the ground is leveled and well pulverized. 

I keep clean with hoe and plow until about August 15, after that I let 

the runners spread, but if rows are gone over occasionally and scatter- 

ing runners are either cut off or straightened with the row they will do 

better. We mulch with prairie hay or clean straw about December 15 

to January 1. JI never commence mulching until the ground is frozen 

hard enough to bear up a loaded wagon. I put mulching on just thick 

enough so I can not see the plants. In the spring I leave the mulch- 

ing on but go over after plants are mostly through, move the straw 

where too thick to middle of the row. There are grown eight to ten 

acres in strawberries for market. 

NUT CULTURE. 

[Read by J. P. Applegate before the Floyd County Farmers’ Institute at Edwards- 

ville, Indiana, Nov. 23, 1889. ] 

The subject will be divided under four general heads: Where to 

plant, when to plant, how to plant, what to plant. 

WHERE TO PLANT. 

Anywhere that room can be found to plant a tree. Nuts can be 

profitably grown along the northern side of the garden, if it is large 

enough, and all farm gardens should be large. Many, if not in fact all, 

nut trees are suitable for lawns. 

The roadside is an appropriate place. The walnuts and hickories 

especially make admirable roadside and lane trees. Waste places may 

be made useful, as on most of them some kinds of nuts can be grown 

with less labor and money outlay than are required to otherwise make 

such places profitable. Hillsides can be utilized to grow English fil- 
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berts, the sweet, hard-shelled almond, and chestnuts. All these find 

their natural home on rugged steeps, and all are profitable, especially 

the filbert and chestnut. 

The walnut wants fertile soil, the richer the better, so that its cul- 

tivation on a large scale necessitates the use of good land, and the 

question of comparisons of profits comes in. 

The hickory and pecan will flourish on land too wet for corn, wheat. 

and other cereals, but must not be planted where lands are too fre- 

quently overflowed, or where water stands too long, but they will stand 

a good deal of water. They are mostly found in the wild state along 

streams in rich alluvial bottoms, though like the sycamore, whose roots 

love water, they are sometimes found on dry, hilly land. 

WHEN TO PLANT. 

If transplanting trees, do the work whenever you are ready in 

spring or fall. If there is any difference it is, perhaps, in favor of 

spring, so far as certainty of life is concerned, but then the weather is 

generally so much better and the average farmer has so much more 

spare time in the fall, it is safer to advise fall planting as the advice is 

then more likely to be followed. 

Nuts may also be planted in spring or fall, though it is less trouble 

to plant the nuts in the fall as soon as gathered, and thus save winter 

care and handling. Trees planted in fall need a little more protection 

by mounds or mulching, and nuts planted in fall must be protected 

from squirrels and other rodents. 

The time in fall or spring to plant nuts or trees of course depends 

upon the season and the location. No iron bound rule ean be laid 

down on this point. March or April for spring, and September, Octo- 

ber and first half of November for fall, will hit most seasons. 

HOW, TO PLANT. 

One great bug-bear in the way of nut tree planting has been the 

idea that they could not be transplanted without great labor and risk. If 

men go to the woods and dig up trees several years old with long tap 

roots which must necessarily be cut off, the tree will die unless it has 

extra care. Nut trees from the nursery where they have been properly 

‘handled are no more difficult to grow than the peach, apple or pear. 

The cheapest, and probably the best way for the farmer to grow 

nut trees is to gather or buy nuts in the fall, being careful to get the 

best obtainable of each variety, put them in a rich bed of earth three 

to six inches apart in rows twelve to eighteen inches apart, cover them 

about twice the depth of the diameter of the seed, and when the 
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weather turns cold cover them two or three inches deeper with leaves, 

straw, rotted manure or other good mulching material. Remove the 

extra covering in the spring, cultivate carefully and give some shade 

through the heat of the summer; transplant in nursery rows in the 

fall; hill up the rows, give them strawy manure or other mulching 

through the winter, cultivate the next summer and plant in the fall 

where wanted, observing the precautions usually followed in the fall 

planting, and success will follow as often as it does with any other tree 

planting. The farmer who does not want to take this time and trouble 

can secure all kinds of nut trees adapted to this climate from reliable 

nurserymen in various parts of the country at reasonable rates. Wal- 

nut, hickory and pecan trees have been successfully budded and grafted. 

The oftener young trees are transplanted the more fibrous roots 

they have. “The pecan tree transplants about as readily and safely 

when one or two years old as any other tree and older trees when root 

pruned or transplanted every two years will live and do well witha 

little care in transplanting,” says D. B. Weir. 

The after cultivation of nut trees is substantially the same as for 

any other orchard trees. 

The distance apart to plant depends upon the kind, the location, 

the soil and the purposes for which they are grown. For nuts, the 

walnut, hickory, chestnut and pecan should be given about the same 

space as the apple, 36 to 42 feet. Some advise planting peach and nut 

trees alternately, as the peach trees will be beyond their prime before 

the nuts will need the room. Almonds and filberts should be planted 

from 12 to 15 feet apart, If planting for timber as well as nuts, the 

trees should be five to eight feet and rows eight to twelve feet apart. 

Nut trees are usually of slow growth at the start, but increase in 

geometrical ratio with age and good cultivation. A loose soil is espe- 

cially craved by the walnut and pecan. When the seeds of these trees 

first found lodgment in Southern Indiana, their roots penetrated the 

undisturbed mold of centuries, they struck deep, and the giants that 

once reared their heads on our hills and in our valleys, now, alas, all 

laid low, were monarchs of their kind. With proper fertilizers and 

cultivation, our children, if not ourselves, may witness a new growth 

of these mighty trees that our forefathers and the older of ourselves so 

ruthlessly felled. 

Fertilizers increase the size of tree and nut, and also bring them 

into bearing earlier. 

In planting nut trees the same rule should be followed that the 

best orchardists now follow, of planting several trees of the same spe- 

cies near enough for the proper action of the pollen. 

H R—21 
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Nuts usually come true from the seed, and therefore great pains 

should be taken to get the best. 

Experiment has shown that nuts slightly dry, especially chestnuts, 

will sprout, so that nuts may be bought in the market, if fresh, and 

grown with but little loss. 

WHAT TO PLANT. 

All kinds of nut trees are profitable in their natural habitat, and 

some may prove so out of their native home. The hickory grows ev- 

erywhere in the middle West, and would be profitable for waste places 

and roadside planting, if every tree was barren. The shellbark hickory 

comes into bearing in about ten years, and is worth more in the market 

than the average peach, pear or almost any other fruit. 

Of the value of walnut timber all are aware. Timber men figure 

that it would be a good investment to buy lands suitable for walnut 

trees at anything under $25 per acre and raise nothing else on it but 

walnut timber. But the nuts will outsell apples, and when properly 

managed produce abundantly. The age at bearing depends largely on 

the kind and treatment. Of course trees grown close for timber will 

not produce like those planted for orchards, and the grower must elect 

whether he will grow for nuts or trees, or combine the two. 

White walnuts (butternuts) bear abundantly and command good 

prices. 

England imports 150,000 bushels of walnuts from the Continent 

annually, and would take a good many more were an effort made to 

ship them regularly from this country. English walnuts would do well 

in Southern Indiana if the hardier varieties were planted and a little 

attention given while small. They have been snccessfully grown in 

New York. Trees planted in Bergen county, New Jersey, in 1854, 

have borne every year since 1864. When we consider the number of 

bushels of English walnuts imported every year and their value, an 

estimate may be made of the profits to be realized by their cultivation 

here. 

The English filbert will also grow and bear here or wherever 

peaches dowell. They come into bearing early, and occupy compara- 

tively little space. 

Of the American chestnut we all know something. But we donot 

know of the profits awaiting those who plant the improved varieties 

and take care of the trees as we do our orchards. It has been demon- 

strated that Japan chestnuts will bear in New York and New Jersey 

and that the tree is hardy here. The advantage in growing them is to 
be found in tke fact that they come into bearing as early as the peach, 
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the trees are smaller than the native chestnut and the nuts much larger 

and command a higher price. All chestnuts, by transplanting and cul- 

tivation, come into bearing early. Prof. Satterlee says he has young 

trees growing that are the grandchildren of nuts planted twenty years 

ago. Prof. Budd tells of a row of chestnut trees in Benton county, 

Iowa, started from nuts planted eleven years prior to 1886, the trees at 

that date being six to eight inches in diameter, twenty-five to thirty- 

five feet high; some of them bore at seven years; at nine they bore 

fair crops, and that in size of tree they compared well with ash, elm 

and butternut planted at the same time. Chestnuts, as heretofore said, 

make beautiful lawn, roadside and orchard trees. 

All things considered, I believe pecan trees would pay better in 

the long run than any nut or fruit tree that can be grown in Southern 

Indiana. Of course the best hardy varieties should be selected. To 

grow them from the nut to bearing trees would require about the same 

time as the Bartlett pear from seed, say ten to twelve years. That is 

a long time, but for five years of the time almost any crop can be grown 

in the pecan orchard, and many crops can be profitably grown until the 

trees come into bearing, so that the time does not run against the profit 

of the future crops. They last for a lifetime—even three or four— 

counting 383 years as a generation. Originally they were found grow- 

ing in various parts of this State, Ohio, Illinois and Missouri, and are 

now growing wild in the latter States and along the Wabash river in 

this State. Pecans will grow wherever the ordinary hickories and oaks 

flourish. In California and Texas, they have borne crops at seven 

years. By good culture they will bear in this section at ten years from 

the seed. 

There are many varieties and some bear much earlier than others. 

As to their hardiness, the pecan has been grown in New York and Iowa. 

There are large trees near Niagara Falls. Sixty miles north of Peoria, 

Illinois, D. B. Weir says there are large bearing trees. He also says 

pecan trees have stood 36 degrees below zero in Illinois. Prof. Budd 

says the pecan is hardy in [owa beyond the northern limit of the Ben 

Davis apple. Mr. Moon, of Bucks county, Penn., commenced raising 

pecans 35 years ago, and finds it very profitable. A Texas grower says 

that at fifteen years his pecan trees averaged $15 to the tree. An or- 

chard of a hundred trees would afford a nice income. On the gulf 

coast, growers have dug up and thrown away orange trees to plant 

pecan trees. Nearly all the large nurseries are prepared to fill orders 

for pecan trees. 

Nut growing is safe from over-production for many years to come 

People are slow to take up anything out of the regular routine, and 
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those who first embark in nut culture will have a long series of years 

with but little competition. That is an important item to consider, 

In a visit to the plum orchard of Mr. J. B. Johnson, at Greencastle, 

he said he had advised a young man about to plant ten acres in fruit to 

put five of the acres in nuts. Said he, the grower has all the fall to 

gather his nuts and all the year to market them. Think of that, you 

strawberry and raspberry growers, who must get your fruit to market. 

the day it is ripe or lose it. And the same can be said of the peach 

and plum-grower. A whole year and the whole country for a market. 

for nuts! 

The risks of frosts and drouths and insects and other drawbacks, 

attend nut culture as they do everything else that grows. The weevil 

infests the hickory, chestnut, pecan and even the filbert ; the mistletoe 

kills the walnut trees if not fought. Yet none of them are worse, or 

even as bad, as the curculio on plum and peach, the codlin moth on ap- 

ples, the cut worm and crown borer on strawberries, and the saw fly 

and other insects on raspberries. In the sweat of the face must we 

gather nuts as well as fruits. 

Nut trees aid in keeping the boys on the farm. It would bea good 

plan with that end in view, in many cases, to put the nut culture into 

the hands of the boys. It would be a present delight and something 

definite for them to look forward to. 

The future value of nut trees, if the farm is put on the market, 

should be considered. Thke the average 100-acre farm in this town- 

ship, put the price at $50 per acre, equal $5,000. Plant nut trees pro- 

perly selected, every other rod around that farm, which can be done by 

planting nuts at an expense of $5, or less, or with one-year-old trees at 

a cost of $20 or $25. How much would those trees add to the appear - 

ance and selling value of that farm at the end of twenty years? Why 

enough to pay a per cent per annum upon the cost price of the land 

for the 20 years, to say nothing of the nuts gathered from the trees for 

the latter half of the period named. 

There is still another and higher view to take of the matter. It is 
our duty to plant trees. We owe it to the children we will leave be- 
hind. Already the denuding of our lands is being severely felt in many 

parts of our country. It is only history repeating itself. Go view “ the 
country round about Jerusalem.” That land where once was rich verd- 
ure is a barren waste; where once the eye was pleased with the green 

of the trees and the palate tickled with luscious fruits, is now bleak 
sands and mossless stones. Italy, Spain, France, all teach the lesson. 
sy a liberal system of forest restoration France is repairing the rav- 

ages of former neglect, but in Spain, valleys and hillsides that once 
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blossomed with the grape and the olive, whence came the wine and oil 

of commerce, now are treeless, vineless waste places, affording only 

sheds to hurl destructive floods on valleys yet fruitful. We must heed 

these lessons; we must plant trees and encourage others to plant, that 

we may save our fair land as a fruitful heritage for succeeding genera- 

tions. 

After a song the Society adjourned until the semi-annual meeting. 



REPORTS OF COUNTY SOCIETIES 
AND 
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GREENE COUNTY. 

By request of Secretary Goodman, of the State Hoticultural soci- 

ety, to make a report of the fruit interest of Greene county, I will try, 

if I can, having had hardly the necessary time to prepare a full and 

detailed report, such as should be made to be of any great benefit. 

Greene county, as a fruit producing region, stands in the front ranks. 

in Southwest Missouri, and lam almost tempted to say in the whole 

State, for from this county, were repeatedly shown at various exhibi- 

tions, apples which did the county credit, especially last fall at St. 

Louis Exposition show, and even there we could have done better, had 

we known what we know now. First and foremost of the fruits of this 

county stand the apple, and we have in this county an abundance of 

lands well adapied for the production of apple orchards. In the last 

12 or 16 years a number of enterprising men have engaged in the raising 

of apples as a business, and they have fairly well succeeded. Of course 

a good many mistakes were made, especially in the selection of varie- 

ties. By our mistakes and partial failures we learn good lessons. The 

growing of apples in this county is on a steady increase, and more care 

and attention is given to orchards planted. Every spring good-sized, 

new plantations are made, mainly of Ben Davis, Willow Twigs, Hunts- 
man, Grimes’ Golden, Jonathan and a few others of well-approved 

kind. Not having a correct list of the number of acres planted with 
apples, but it is fairly safe to say that the number would be 2,000 acres 
in the county. Generally the orchards are in fair condition, for the 
planters begin to understand that it pays to cultivate, and to be suc- 
cessful he must cultivate well; it is also true there are a number of 
orchards in rather a deplorable condition, and the product of such is. 
accordingly. It is a mistake to plant large orchards by single individ- 
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uals, better plant only 10 acres and cultivate well, than to plant 40 or 

80 acres and pretend to cultivate. Greene county, with her railroad 

facilities, offers excellent inducements to the orchardist. We havea 

fair home-market for first-class apples or other fruits. One of Greene 

county’s most successful apple-growers, Mr. H. Scholten, has a model 

orchard which he cultivates well,aod sprays his trees and makes it pay 

and what one can do others can do likewise. 

Of pears, there is not much to be said; they do well here, but un- 

fortunately the blight occasionally destroys some trees. Good, well- 

ripened pears bring a fair price in the Springfield market; the kinds 

mostly grown are Bartlett, Duchess, Sheldon, Howell, Madeline, Louise 

Bonne and Seckel. 

Peaches succeed well here, but the extent of the orchards is not 

as large as ten years ago, since the winter of 1880-81, then most of the 

bearing orchards were destroyed. But a renewed interest in the plant- 

ing of the peach is manifested, for quite a number of orchards are be- 

ing planted. Good peaches have been scarce here for several years. 

Mr. J. M. Kelley has a ten-acre orchard, and last year he had a 

splendid crop, and it paid him well. He made a mistake in planting 

too many Amsden’s. 

Mr. H. Scholten has also a good peach orchard with too many 

Amsden’s planted, as this variety rots badly and is rather poor at best. 

I would recommend planting Hale’s Early, Haines’ Early, Crawford’s 

Early, Stump the Worid, Health Cling, Ward’s Late Free, Foster, and 

Old Nixon’s Free, and a few others. 

Of plums—this fruit succeeds well in this county, and there is a 

good demand in our home market at fair prices, the extent of planta- 

tions is small, and here is a field for profit by planting small orchards. 

The kinds mostly grown is the Wild Goose. 

Cherries also are profitably grown here and do splendidly. The de- 

mand is fair. The kinds grown are Karly Richmond, English Morello 

and May Duke. 

Quinces are almost wholly neglected, but can be grown to perfec- 

tion here; there is always a good demand at big figures. 

Grapes. grow finely, and our long summers bring them to perfec- 

tion when properly cared for. The extent of plantations is very small, 

but a renewed interest is taken in the planting of the grape. A small 

vineyard of one acre, planted about four years ago, did finely last 

year. Concord is still the leading kind planted. Virginia Seedling, as 

a wine grape, succeeds well here and is free from rot. Several planters 

are experimenting with the newer sorts. Of small fruits all kinds grow 

in this county to perfection, and a good deal of an interest is taken 
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especially in strawberries. A number of acres are in bearing of this 

luscious fruit, and some of our best growers are making some money. 

Mr. G. Hopkins, G. Davis and others have demonstrated, this past sea- 

son, that the strawberry can be grown in Greene county better and 

finer than anywhere in the State. Of course, they cultivate accord- 

ingly. The kinds mostly grown are Cumberland Triumph, Crescent 

(too many small berries), Sharpless, Jessie, Bubach, Windsor Chief or 

Champion, and a few others. 

Raspberries also do finely here, the kinds generally planted are 

Hopkins, Gregg, Turner’s and Shaffer’s Colossal. A number of acres 

more will be planted next spring. 

Blackberries are at home in this county, and it pays well to grow 

this fruit. The most popular kinds planted are Kittatinny and Snyder, 

a number of good-sized patches are in bearing, and still more are being 

planted every spring. The general outlook for fruit culture in this 

county is in a healthy condition. The number of acres planted to small 

fruit amounts to about thirty acres. 

JOSEPH KIRCHGRABER. 

SPRINGFIELD, Mo. 

BARTON COUNTY. 

REPORT OF BARTON COUNTY HORTICULTURAL SOCIKETY, 

For the year ending December 1, 1889. 

This society was organized in the city of Lamar, January 12th, 1889; 

with nineteen members. The membership has steadily increased until 

it now numbers fifty-three. During the year the society have held 

seven regular meetings, two fruit shows and one basket meeting. Papers 

have been prepared by the members on subjects of interest to the 

society, questions pertaining to horticulture have been discussed and 

much information obtained thereby. 

The display of fruits by members was highly spoken of and enjoyed 

by those of our citizens who saw them. . 

Mr. C. H. Brown, proprietor of the Lamar opera house, showed his 

appreciation and regard for our society by donating the use of the opera 

hall to the society to hold the fruit shows in. 

Premiums were awarded to the following persons: 

W. O. Short, Golden City—First on the largest and best display of 

strawberries. 

Wm. Kaderly, Dublin—Second premium on the largest and best 
display of strawberries. 
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John Moore, Lamar—First premium on the best plate of straw- 

berries. 

‘At the second display of fruits, premiums were awarded to the fol- 

lowing persons: 

C. H. Fink, Lamar—First premium on peaches, first on apricots, 

first on blackberries. 

R. Brown, Lamar—First premium on apples; five varieties in all. 

J. Todd, Lamar—First premium on the Kittatinny blackberry. 

Wm. Morris, Lamar—First premium on early cabbage. 

Altogether the society is proud of its record for the time it has 

been in existance. 

You will please find enclosed the names of paid up members. 

| B. D. Hays, Sec. and Treas. 

LAMAR, Mo., Nov. 27, 1889. 

DALLAS COUNTY. 

BY S. A. LATIMER, OF LONG LANE. 

If I should make this report as large as the peach crop was in 

our county the past season, you would find it as tedious and trouble- 

some as the crop of peaches was to us; however, the time spent in 

perusing it would not be lost if it proved to be as profitable as our 

erop of peaches. 

The large crop of the past two years encourages us in the belief 

that the long series of failures so discouraging in the past, have been 

broken, and we may now expect better things in the future. 

Trees set two and three years ago have made a fine, healthy growth. 

The dry weather during the fall has fully matured the young growth of 

wood, and the outlook for young orchards was never more encourag- 

ing for a large crop of peaches. The time has been when the peach 

was one of our surest crops, and may it not be again ? 

I believe the secret of success lies in planting largely, if not solely 

of home-grown seedlings. The peach is too finea fruit to give up with- 

out a mighty effort. Therefore, plant for home use if not for market. 

‘*Tf at first you don’t succeed, 

Try, try again.”’ 
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Dallas county is fast coming to the front as an apple growing 

county. Our orchards are generally in good condition. Insect ene- 

mies are few; more damage being done by borers than all other insects. 

Highty per cent crop, 75 per cent of marketable fruit. Commercial 

planting is increasing, and here lies the future success of fruit-growing 

for profit. We must plant more abundantly if we expect shippers to 

come in, and remunerative prices. 

The number of varieties in our orchards should be greatly reduced. 

We have learned, in the sad school of experience, that our orchards. 

have, for profit, too many varieties. We should plant more of well- 

tried varieties and less of untried ones. 

Ben Davis is our chief variety. We replant all other varieties 

with it. It has proven to be the hardiest, most productive and profit- 

able variety we have. In the future we will plant almost entirely of 

the Benjamine. 

We believe, without boasting, that the hill country near the top 

of the Ozark mountains, from which we report, is nature’s best apple 

lands of the West. The steady increase in the quantity and quality of 

our orchard products makes this apparent. 

If our farmers could only realize the natural advantages with which 

they are surrounded they would certainly utilize them to better ad- 

vantage. Here lies a grand mission for horticultural societies. 

Pears and plums are hardly worth mentioning, there being but 

few planted. 

Strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, gooseberries and currants 

succeed well. 

Owing to late frosts, our crop of grapes this season was very light. 

Usually vines are loaded down with fruit and every one possessing a 

few vines have grapes in abundance. 

Allin all, I think this county well adapted to fruit-growing. The 

soil and altitude make it an assured source of pleasure and large profit. 

ST. CHARLES COUNTY. 

Small fruits, with few exceptions, grown in the county for home 
use. Near the city of St. Charles, which affords a market, some are 
grown and are generally successful and selling at remunerative prices. 
The public demand is increasing rapidly and plantings are being 
enlarged annually. 
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The favorite strawberry hereabouts is the Crescent, with Cumber- 

land, Chas. Downing, Capt. Jack or other good pollenizer near or inter- 

mixed. Glendale has borne well several seasons and is a good late 

kind. 

Raspberries were a fair average crop, with good prospects for ’90.. 

Of the red sorts, Hansell, Rancocas, Thwack, Turner and Cuthbert 

succeed well. Marlboro is not profitable, failing to throw up canes. 

enough to bear a good crop. The fruit is large, firm, good quality and 

color. If others have been successful in growing this variety will they 

give us their manner of culture and treatment? Unless it can be made 

productive and profitable it will stay but a short time. Schaeffer’s 

Collossal is not satisfactory—cane too unruly and not altogether hardy 

and fruit of poor color and flavor until over-ripe, when it is too soft to 

carry even to a home market. Of black caps the Gregg has ousted all 

others for main crop. The Ohio is a good early sort. 

Blackberries, cultivated and wild, were an abundant crop, with 

prospects for next season for another. Some years back the “rust” 

almost destroyed the Kittatinny and Lawton, at that time about the 

only kinds grown. Later Snyder was introduced, and withstood the 

disease successfully, becoming almost the sole variety cultivated. Re- 

cently the Kittatinny and Lawton both recovered, and have shown no 

trace of rust. While this condition remains the Kittatinny will be the 

principal sort with us until we find something better. Taylor promises 

well, appearing very hardy and fruitful—berries of good size and 

quality. Wilson Junior is early, hardy and fruit of good quality in 

both size and flavor. Itis of feeble growth, however, and is sorely 

deficient in bearing. Would be glad to learn what success others had 

with this otherwise desirable sort. 

Lucretia dewberry is an entire failure with us. Has anyone suc- 

ceeded satisfactorily with it. 

Currants are grown with uncertain success—too much so to en- 

courage planting further than for family use. 

Gooseberries, like most other berry fruits, are grown for home 

consumption generally. The native sorts do well. 

The grape has found a congenial abiding place, mostly on the bluff 

hills along the Missouri river. The soil and lay of these hills appears 

specially adapted to the healthy development of the grapevine. The 

area devoted to grape culture in the county is about 200 acres, of 

which 145 are in and about the town of Augusta, in the extreme south- 

western portion of the county. The grapes are made into wine almost 

entirely, and yielded 45—50,000 gallons in 1889, while the crop average 

was not over 60 per cent. The sorts now mostly grown are Norton’s 
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Elvira and Missouri Riessling. Cynthiana, Ives, Catawba, Noah and 

Martha are also grown to some extent, but only in locations that have 

proved suitable for their culture. Besides the above, most of the new 

sorts are on trial with the hope of finding some grape still better than 

those we have now. Concord has been almost eradicated on account 

of its susceptibility to “ black-rot,” and grape men are looking for some 

grape to take the place which has the good qualities of the Concord 

and not its faults. Will Moore’s Early be this grape? Its showing last 

season seems to justify the hope. Notwithstanding its faults the Con- 

cord dominates where grapes are planted for home use only. Grape- 

growers want no more of it, however. 

Cherries, plums and apricots are met with on almost all farms. 

The Morello’s are our heartiest of the former, of course, and mostly 

relied on, nevertheless many of the Duke, Heart and Bigareau cherries 

do fairly well on warm, dry soils of moderate fertility. The plums 

grown are mostly of the Chickasaw strain. Damson succeed moder- 

ately wellon upland. The foreign sorts are so often destroyed by cur- 

culio that their cultivation is almost abandoned. The crops of these 

fruits was about an average, but the “cedar birds” were equal and used 

up all or most of the finer cherries,and a large portion of the Richmond 

also. 

Peach culture, owing to the long series of failures, was almost 

abandoned lately, hence there are comparatively few trees in bearing 

condition. What we have of trees set a good crop of fruit last spring, 

but about maturity a mildew caused a rot, which destroyed a very large 

per cent of the fruit. I notice that the Department of Agriculture is 

examining into this disease, and recommends remedies. Unless some 

way is discovered to battle down this fungus, it will hurt peach culture 

seriously. 

Pear trees grow and flourish well, but soon succomb to the blight 

from which cause growers found no encouragement to plant further 

than for family use. What trees there are, had abundant crops, and 

less blight thancommon. Kieffer has been exempt from blight or other 

disease and bore well. Tree and fruit are quite satisfactory, and many 

will plant on the faith won by its behavior so far. A good, long-keep- 

ing winter pear is wanted among our list of varieties. Such the 

** Kruell’s winter,” found at St. Charles, will prove in your relator’s 

opinion. It was on exhibition at Nevada meeting, 1888, and again at 

Lebanon, 1889. If this sort holds what the one tree now bearing pro- 

mises, it will be a valuable acquisition for pear-growers in the South- 

west. 
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The apple crop of the county was 60 per cent of a full average, and 

yielded gbout 60 barrels of marketable fruit over a home supply. The 

surplus was mostly sold to dealers on the trees or delivered at the 

various shipping points in the county. The prices obtained were satis- 

factory and remunerative generally. While all the leading sorts bore 

more or less fruit the Maiden Blush, Northern Spy, Rambo, Pennsylvania 

Redstreak, Ben Davis and Rawles’ Janet (the latter a very full crop) 

yielded fullest crops. In but few instances apple-growing is regarded 

as the principle object, and is more of a side issue (wheat and corn 

being our staple crop), in consequence of which orchards very often do 

not receive the attention they ought. In all cases where orchards re- 

ceived proper or only fair attention, the returns were by far the most 

satisfactory of any crop grown on the farm, comparing ground and time 

occupied in producing them. 

Taken altogether, it appears that fruit-growing in the county is on 

the increase; more attention being given the selection of varieties as. 

well as better care bestowed upon the trees. 

Apple-growing in St. Charles county is most successful as to yield, 

size of fruit and length of time that trees live to produce good fruit in 

the point of land lying northeast of St. Charles forming a wedge-like 

strip or peninsula, between the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, extend- 

ing about 25 miles in length. This land is of alluvial character and in- 

exhaustible fertility. Besides the two rivers there are two lakes, many 

miles in length, extending lengthwise through this tract, and a failure 

in apples here is an exception. The growth of trees on this land is 

wonderful, and as arule, their productiveness is also. While the color 

and quality of the fruit grown there, is not as good as those grown on 

upland the greater size obtained is more than equivalent in salableness. 

In the lower portion of this point, the potato and onion find a soil 

especially suited to their development, and are grown to the extent of 

many steamboat cargoes with very satisfactory returns generally. 

In this part of the county, in fact in the bottoms bordering these 

great rivers, the pecan nut is indigenous, and groves of it are numer- 

ous. Their yield of nuts amounts to many bushels annually. The groves 

are being cared for lately, and quite remunerative to their owners. 

The upper or western portion of the county is mostly rolling upland of 

great diversity of character. The divide between the Mississippi and 

Missouririvers runs westward from the city of St. Charles to the boun- 

dary. On this ridge, and toward the Mississippi, timber and prairie 

alternate about equally, while on the Missouri slope nearly all is timber 

land becoming very hilly, and the extreme southwestern part almost 

mountainous. All of this land is well adapted to horticulture, and the 
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great diversity of soils, exposures and altitudes fits this portion for a 

great variety. The northern slope is better adapted to the apple than , 

other fruits, while the southern offers locations and advantages especially 

to the grape, peach, pear, plum, ete., difficult to excell even in the far- 

famed “ Ozarks.” 

Respectfully submitted, 

C. MALLINCKRODT. 

TANEY COUNTY. 

BROWN BRANCH, Mo. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Esq., Westport Mo.: 

DEAR SrR—I will make a short report for Taney county. 

The fruit growing interests of this county are a minor factor in the 

family living, “hog and hominy” being the rule, but Iam glad to see 

that the people are awakening to the fact that there is something in 

fruit. There have been several thousand trees set out this fall, mostly 

for family use. This is one of the best counties I have been in for 

fruits of all kinds, gooseberry and currants excepted. The former mil- 

dew, and if mulching won’t save the currant we will have to do without 

them. 

Grapes are one of nature’s gifts, growing wild on hill and dale. 

We are troubled some with rot, but no wonder; no manure, no prun- 

ing, no anything; just put them out by the “ garden wall” and let them 

go. 

Pears are a success as yet. Annual crops of fine fruit, if there is 

not a change for the worse, there is good money in pears in Taney 

county. . 

Peaches we have had for the past three years, with a good prospect 

for the fourth. 

Plums do well, with no insects to bother them, though this may be 

because of our ignorance, not knowing the insects when we see them. 

I have been over a good part of Southwest Missouri, the south 

part of Kansas, the famous apple-producing region of Arkansas (the 

far-famed Boston mountains), and I have never seen finer fruit any- 

where than right here in Taney county. Large, fine, handsome apples 

with a flavor that carries me back to Minnessota, where we paid nine 

dollars per barrel for them. 

All we need is wide-awake, energetic men, willing to invest a dol- 
lar and wait afew years for returns, to make this one of the finest 
fruit-producing counties in the State. I will close by casting a vote 
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for two-year-old trees to set and no trimming or cutting back at time 

of setting. I have come to this conclusion after several years obser- 

vation. Yours truly, 

M. J. SMITH. 

GENTRY COUNTY. 

Kine City, Mo., November 25, 1889. 

L. A. GoopMAN, Secretary Missouri State Horticultural Society : 

DEAR S1R—I will endeavor to comply with your request in writ- 

ing the report for Gentry county. It would require a very lengthy 

report to describe all of the fruits of Gentry county, and the adabta- 

bility of the soil to the different fruits, and their care and culture. 

Strawberries do exceedingly wellin this county. There are but 

few families that do not have an abundance of this fruit. They give 

quick returns—they can be put out in the spring and the following 

spring we can have an adundance of nice fruit, or we can put them 

out in the fall and the next spring havea good crop of fruit. The 

leading varieties cultivated here are Sharpless, Capt. Jack, Crescent, 

Browning and Jessie. As to care it is best after the weather begins to 

get cold to cover them lightly with straw and let it remain until all 

danger of freezing is past in the spring. The cultivation of this fruit 

is on the increase each year in this county. 

GRAPES. 

Grapes are raised here in considerable quantities, Concord being 

the principal grape raised, although there are some other varieties 

grown as the Clinton and Worden, but the Concord leads all other 

varieties. We can hardly treat it bad enough not to getacrop. The 

growing of this fruit is also on the increase in this county. It is hard 

to find a family but who have from afew vines to a good-sized vine- 

yard. 

PEARS. 

As to pears, they are a fruit that has not received much attention 

until within the last few years they are being planted more extensively 

and seem to be doing well, especially the Bartlett, Keiffer and Seckle ; 

the trees grow, do well and bear early. I planted a few Bartlett’s 7 

years ago, and they have borne fruit 3 years; the only fear is blight. 

PEACHES. 

As to peaches, we are rather too far North for the successful 

growing of this crop, although a few years ago we bad several good 
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crops, but the extreme cold winters of the last few years caused a 

failure of this crop and killed most of the trees. This year the pros- 

pect for this fruit was good until the bloom was about shed, when we 

had a cold spell which killed nearly all the fruit. The seedlings seem 

to be the hardiest with Amsden, Crawford’s early and late. 

PLUMS. 

Plums, until the advent of the curculio, seem to be in their native 

clime. Our timber lands are full of wild plum bushes which would 

bear a bountiful crop each year were it not for the hated and despised 

curculio. As to the cultivated varieties the Wild Goose and Blue 

Damson are in the lead, and bear large crops when means are taken to 

exterminate the curculio pest. 

As to currants, gooseberries, blackberries, raspberries, dewberries, 

and the early Richmond and Morrello cherries, all do extremely well in 

this county, and the planting and cultivation of them is on the increase 

each year, and nowhere else have I seen such good success with these 

fruits with so little care. 

APPLES. 

Apples in limited quantities have been raised in this county almost 

from its settlement. The county is about one-third timber land and the 

other two-thirds prairie. 

The first settlements were in the timber along the streams, the 

early settlers often planting seeds they had brought with them. The 

prairie portion of the county was very sparsely settled up to the time 

of our late civil war, consequently there were but few orchards planted 

on the prairie until about the year 1869 or ’70, when emigration from 

the East began to come in, and consequently to plant orchards, which 

have gradually increased ever since until the apple has become one of 

the important products of the county. Lying in the great corn belt of 

Northwest Missouri, the tendency has been too much to the raising of 

corn and hogs, but I am glad to say there is more interest being taken 

in the raising of fruits. 

The varieties doing best for summer are Early Harvest, Red As- 
trichan, Red June and Early Redstreak. Fall varieties: Rambo, 
Famense, Maiden Blush and Fall Orange. Winter varieties that do 
best are Ben Davis, Missouri Pippin, Minkler, Lawver, Jonathan Grime’s 
Golden and Jenneting. 

The county being crossed from southwest to northeast by the St. 
Joseph and DesMoines R. R., and from northwest to southeast by the 
Omaha and St. Louis branch of the Wabash R. R., give us excellent 
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outlets for all of our products. This year (at my own station, King 

City,) there were shipped about 20 carloads of apples, and this year’s 

crop was about one-half short and there are hundreds of young orchards 

in the county which will soon come into bearing. The prices realized 

were from 35 to 40 cts. per bushel. 

From the above report you will see that this county is finely adapted 

to the raising of all the leading varieties of fruit, with a soil unexcelled 

in fertility in the State, and with good transportation facilities to sec- 

tions of the country that cannot raise fruit, or raise it successfully, the 

fruit business is bound to become an important factor in the county. 

Respectfully submitted, 

NoRMAN C, SHULTZ. 

WAYNE COUNTY. 

PIEDMONT, November 23, 1889. 

Mr. L. A. GoopMAN, Secretary Missouri Horticultural Society : 

DEAR SrtR—Having been applied to for a report from this county 

in regard to fruit growing and its interests, I make the following brief 

report. 

This county is situated on the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & South- 

ern railroad, and is from 120 to 140 miles south of St. Louis, and the 

second county north of the Arkansas line, and the third county west 

of the Mississippi river. The county is traversed from the north to the 

south by the Black and the St. Francois rivers, and is well supplied in 

all parts by living creeks of different sizes. 

The lands between the creeks are undulating, and in places quite 

hilly, that is or has been covered with a growth of timber, such as oak, 

hickory and pine. 

The soil is clay and clay-loam with sand in the bottoms. The up- 

lands are well adapted to all kinds of fruits, both large and small. 

There has been but little commercial planting done yet, but 

the planting for family use is getting to be quite extensive, and is 

growing larger every year. There is no doubt but that fruit-raising 

could be made profitable as soon aS enough went into the business 

that they could get transportation that would justify. As it is-there 

was peaches shipped from here last summer to Central Illinois that 

paid a good profit. 

All the different varieties of the different fruits that are adapted 

to Southern Missouri that have been tried here do well. The writer 

HER 22 
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has seen as fine apples, peaches, pears, grapes and small fruits here as 

are usually seen in any other section. The crops are almost sure. 

The borer and other destructive insects are nut numerous. The 

winters are mild and the climate seems to be well suited to fruit rais- 

ing. We look forward to the day that fruit-raising will be a leading 

feature of this county. 
HENRY GRIFFING. 

KNOX COUNTY. 

BARING, November 18, 1889. 

Mr. L. A. GOODMAN: 

DEAR S1r—I hereby acknowledge the receeipt of the program of 

the winter meeting of our State Horticultural society. I must express 

my regret of not being able on account of indisposition, to meet with 

you, but shall be with you in spirit and desire, and but wishes for 

you and for the success of the meeting, which cannot help but suc- 

ceed, as I see in the program and arrangement thereof, and the names 

of the.noble veterans of horticulture, who have done so much to en- 

lighten all true lovers of the noble art of horticulture. It always 

does me good to read the experience, the excellent essays and discus- © 

sions of our noble horticulturists in our State report, for the last copy 

of which I tender you my thanks herewith. I saw in it an offer, by a 

Mr. Speece, of Carthage, some plants of a seedling strawberry to mem- 

bers for trial, and wrote to him enclosing a stamp for reply on what 

condition he would send some out for trial, but to my regret, never 

received an answer. I grow a number of strawberries for fruit, and 

would have liked to have tried his variety. I will give you a short re- 

port on fruit on a separate sheet. 

The apple crop in this part of Knox county is rather a light one, 

especially as far as winter apples are concerned, some varieties having 

a fair crop, others scarcely any; Ben Davis in the lead as usual; winter 

apples are selling in Edina at 75 cents per bushel, which seems to in- 

dicate a short crop. 

It is rather hard for me to make a good, general report on the 

condition of trees at this writing, as I never get far from home, but 

from what | notice around me, trees that receive any care, and occa- 

sional cultivation are in good condition, have made a satisfactory 

growth, and show the promise of a full crop for next year. It seems 

to me that the codling moth has done less damage this year than com- 

mon, the scale attacked some varieties severely, but after the drouth 
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set in, its work was stopped, and most of varieties outgrowed the 

effects : last year, for instance, Maiden’s Blush was clean, and this year 

it was badly scabbed, while my Ben Davis showed much scab in June, 

but came out clean and of most excellent quality. 

Plums were generally an abundant crop, as also cherries, strawber- 

ries and small fruits. 

Grapes, medium crop, mildew and black rot reduced the crop to 

medium or below, owing to the age and care taken of the vines. I ap- 

plied the Bordeaux remedies to my vines four times for experiment, and 

am well pleased with the result. My vines have not ripened up sucha 

nice crop of leaves for years before, and have ripened up a splendid 

crop of clean wood for next year. But I have learned not to spray 

vines again during blossom time, for doing that, crisped up about one- 

half of my crop. I noticed perenospera on my vines on May 20. I 

was very busy at that time, and did not get to apply the remedy until 

the 30th of May, they were not in bloom as yet. I had read to spray 

also at blossom time, so I sprayed again on June 6, at which time about 

one-half of the vines were in bloom, and that I believe done the mis- 

chief, losing about half of my crop. We must learn from experience, 

and give each other our success or failure, for each is worth knowing 

to all interested workers. 

I forgot to mention that we had a fair peach crop, considering the 

condition of the trees, they also have made a good growth, and are 

going into winter quarters in good condition. I hope peaches may do as 

well again, as they did before the last six test winters. 

According to my experience with strawberries, my soil being a 

dark, heavy loam, I find the following varieties the most productive: 

Bubach No. 5, Crescent, Jersey Queen and Mt. Vernon, Jersey 

Queen best in quality. While Sharpless, Wilson, C. Triumph, Piper’s 

Seedling, Bidwell, Old Iron Clad, have done so poorly on my kind of 

soil, that I have discarded them; would be glad to find some good, 

large, productive, perfect blossom kind, to fertilize Bubach. 

I will close by wishing you and all who will attend the meeting at 

Lebanon, a good time, and live in the hope of meeting with you at some 

future meeting, is the wish of 
Yours respectfully, 

PETER DAILING. 
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY. 

Huaeo, Mo., January 29, 1889. 

Along the Wabash R. R., in the counties of St. Charles, Warren, 

Montgomery, Callaway and Audrain, can be found some of the very 

best fruit land in the State, where all kinds of fruit can be grown with 

profit, except peaches, though the latter also do well in some seasons. 

The most of that land lays between the Wabash R. R. and the Missouri 

river, and will soon have the benefit of another railroad, the Cleveland, 

St. Louis and Kansas City, which is now in course of construction. 

Good fruit land in these counties can yet be bought very reasonable 

and within a short distance of a railroad. In St. Charles county there 

is very little unimproved land to be had any more. Plenty of improved 

farms however, which could easily be turned into good fruit farms, can 

be bought from about $15 to 25 per acre, according to improvements. 

In the other counties named, however, unimproved land, which is the. 

very best for fruit can be bought at from $2.00 to $8.00 per acre. I do 

not know of any improved fruit farms to sell, as parties that are in 

possession of such, do not desire to sell. The fruit that is grown in 

the localities named is of very fine size, color and quality, which has been 

amply proven by late fruit displays. 

Respectfully, 

F. LIONBERGER. 

MILLER COUNTY. 

ELDON, November 24, 1889. 

Mr. L. A. GOODMAN, Secretary State Horticultural Society : 

Fruit has yielded rather above the average this year. The dry 

weather injured the quality and size of the peaches to some extent, yet 

there was a full supply. Apples were good. Grapes and all kinds of 

small fruits yielded well. There is not as yet a large supply either of 

small fruits, or quince, pears, apricots or cherries. 

We havea large acreage of land that could be devoted to the cul- 
tivation of fruit with profit, and more attention is being paid to these 
crops than before. 

There was less complaint of pests injuring both the fruits and the 
garden than usual. N. J. SHEPHERD. 
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RIPLEY COUNTY. 

DONIPHAN, November 25, 1889. 

L. A. GoopMAN, Secretary Horticultural Society, Westport, Mo.: 

DEAR SiR:—Regarding the fruit-growing in this county, 15 per 

cent more care taken in planting out trees and vines than 4 years, 3, 2 

orlyearago. Notmuch careis taken with them after planting only with 

few exceptions. All fruits that have been tried here do well, with the 

exception, Purple-Duane plum and the currant, as I stated in my report 

in 1884. We never havea failure of large fruits such as apples, peaches 

and pears, and they are of good flavor. 

According to the situation and soil of this country (Ripley county), 

small fruit is earlier in the spring, getting ripe by from seven to ten days 

earlier than anywhere east or west. Nine years ago, and ever since, I 

have in my nursery a seedling strawberry of the Wilson variety that 

gets ripe earlier by seven to ten days than east or west of us, or 100 

miles south of us. I have sold several thousand plants on the strength 

of it. I find it is partly in the lay of the country, and a part in the way 

they are cultivated. 

There is a big opening for great many good men with plenty of 

grit to make money raising fruit, because they can buy improved land 

or farms cheap. Land in the woods, the price at a song, and sing it 

yourself. Yours, 

J. G. HANCOCK. 

COLE COUNTY. 

JEFFERSON City, Mo., November 23, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Esq., Westport, Mo.: 

Yours of November 11th is received, and in answer to your inqui- 

ries, will say I am afraid I cannot give you as correct or full informa- 

tion of the state and cultivation of fruits in this county as I would like 

to. Unfortunately we have no local horticultural society, and I can 

only write of what comes under my immediate observation. If any 

other correspondent in Cole county can supply you with a fuller re- 

port, please throw this aside. I assure you I appreciate your annual 

report, and it seemed to me your report for 1888 was better than any 

preceding one. 
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Of small fruits, we find the cultivation of strawberries decidedly 

the most profitable. In this locality the Crescent and Kentucky have 

done better than any other varieties we have tried to grow. In the 

future, perhaps, we may find some varieties that are equally as good,, 

if not better. Among the May King, Bubach and other new varieties, 

which we are testing, we have two varieties of our own, seedlings from 

the Kentucky. We will have to give them a trial before we can say 

much about them, or even give them a name. 

Our strawberry plantation consists of about five acres, and as. 

others in this vicinity are engaged in growing them, we find the home- 

market entirely too small to consume our fruit. We, therefore, de- 

pend largely on shipping. There is no fortune in the business, yet we 

have been reasonably successful. 

While our fruit brings us modest returns for our own labor, we have: 

the additional satisfaction of benefiting the public generally, viz.: the 

factory from which we get boxes, cases, etc., the express company wince 

carries the fruit, the many young people we employ who earn their first 

dollar on our fruit farm. The beautiful fruitas it enters the markets isa 

healthful relish to consumers. 

When not wiater-killed, raspberries do well in this county. We 

cultivate the Turner, Brandywine and Mammoth Cluster. We have 

never shipped any to distant markets, but sell them mostly at home, 

and ship to small neighboring markets. 

We are trying to grow dewberries, which we think will do well 

here, as this is their native home. They have not fruited yet, so we 

cannot say much in their favor. 

Some years ago blackberries did splendid here. We cultivated 

the Wilson, Lawton and Kittatinny. Of late years the vines rusted, 

and the fruit did not develop well, but presented a kind of crippled 

appearance when ripe. 

We are trying to grow some new varieties, which we hope will do. 

better. 

Grapes, like blackberries, did well here years ago, but of late 

years they have been a miserable failure. What few we had, we grub- 

bed out long ago and threw them away. We never felt like trying 

to grow them again. Perhaps some one might succeed in growing 

them here, but I never will. 

We have only a few pear trees, they are mostly the Seckel and 

Bartlett. They bear heavily every alternate year. I have never paid 

much attention to this fruit, and whether they bear this way in other 

places I cannot say, but our trees do go. 
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When not killed by a severe winter, peaches do splendid here. In 

putting out our peach orchard, we carefully selected varieties that 

would succeed each other in the time of ripening, so as to lengthen 

the peach season as long as possible. We have picked our first peaches 

from the Alexander trees on the 20th of June, and almost constantly 

had ripe peaches from that date to the middle of October. Thus 

making the peach season last fully one-third of the year. 

This year we found the early peaches did not sell so well as the 

late ones. We sold Crawford’s readily at a dollar per bushel. The 

early market was completely glutted. Almost any variety of peach 

will bear well here in a favorable year. 

We have paid but little attention to plums. What few trees we 

have are the Miner and Wild Goose. They both do well, though the 

Wild Goose is decidedly the best. I understand the Damson does 

well in some orchards; can say nothing about it from experience. 

When we put out an apple orchard some years ago, we knew but 

little about varieties. We took care to divide selections between sum- 

mer, fall and winter apples. As some of the trees in the orchard were 

destroyed by borers, we were more careful in selecting varieties to suc- 

ceed them. Many of our apples we do not know the names of to-day. 

The Winesap, Northern Spy, Missouri Pippin and Ben Davis are 

among favorite varieties. 

A family apple orchard is a most desirable thing on a farm; but we 

do not consider a large apple orchard profitable. 

All things considered, the soil and climate of Cole county are well 

adapted to the cultivation of fruit generally. 

FRED Yost. 

CHRISTIAN COUNTY. 

Mr. L. A. GooDMAN, Secretary of Horticultural Society of Mo.: 

DEAR Sir: As there is no organized society in Christian county, 

and as I have an interest in fruit-growing, I will try to give you the 

things I have learned in this part of the State, having been a resident 

here for forty-five years. 

When I first came here we had good crops of fruit on peaches, 

grapes and plums, and we could gather without laboring for the same. 

Apples where they were planted did well. But now we have to con- 

tend with various insects which were not here forty years ago; and 

from 1840 to 1860 we had but few failures to raise good crops of fruit; 

but from 1861 to 1887 we have failed on peaches two thirds of 
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the time, on apples one-fourth and plums the same—all on the account 

of cold winters. Whenever the thermometer gets fifteen below zero, 

peaches will all be killed in the bud, and a good portion of the apples. 

There are some varieties of northern apples will stand those sudden 

changes here. We hayvesplendid soil here for fruit trees, such as apples, 

plums and cherries. The sweet cherry will not stand the winter here. 

Pears and quinces blight so that they cannot be raised for a profit. We 

can raise strawberries, blackberries and raspberries, and, in fact, all 

kinds of berries that will stand this climate. The untiring vigilence is 

the price of good crops; with that we have good crops of all the berry 

tribe. We have two classes of soil here, one is early and the other is 

late. Fruit grown on early ground is in danger of late frost, but it will 

produce the most fruit. Grape is a failure here, both tame as well as 

wild. There is an insect here stings them a little while after they shed 

the bloom, and they turn black and fall off the vine; and all the chance 

for us to have grapes is to tie up the bunchesin papersacks. Some years 

the insects do not come in such quantities to killall. The cureulio 

stings the plum and some kinds of apples. We have a small insect 

that came to my notice some three years ago, about the size of the 

Buffalo gnat, and of yellowish gray color. It stings the bloom before it 

opens and stings the buds as they begin to form leaves, and they die. 

The insect is worse on pear trees and Kelsy Japan plum. The late 

frost I suppose killed them last spring, as they did but very little 

damage. We have the codling moth and the gouger also, but with all 

these drawbacks, we can raise good apples and some varieties of plums, 

and I think in the main we have a good fruit country. 3 ees Es 

—- 

AUDRAIN COUNTY. 

BENTON City, Dee. 2, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Secretary Missouri Horticultural Society, Westport, Mo.: 

DEAR SiR: In reply to your request that I send you a report in 

regard to fruit-growing, its interests, ete., I will say: Audrain county 

is especially adapted to the production of grain, grass and live stock, 

and these pursuits occupy the attention of our people too much to the 

exclusion of horticulture, though this county is equally well adapted 

to the growing of fruit. 

The small fruits, especially strawberries, are grown now more than 
formerly, so that the home demand is mostly supplied by the home- 
grown, except some California fruits, which seem to go everywhere on 
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account of its good looks, I suppose, but regardless of quality. Some 

varieties of pears are doing well, Flemish Beauty and Keiffer taking 

the lead. 

Peaches gave a good crop this year, the most productive and sala- 

ble being the Alexander, Crawford’s Early, Crawford’s Late, Stump 

the World and Heath’s Cling. Of plums, the Lombard is decidedly the 

best yet tried here. There would be millions in it for some enterpris- 

ing nurseryman if it was a new variety and the entire stock in his own 

hands, but being an old sort, we do not generally hear it especially 

mentioned. The Wild Goose plum is doing well here. The Marianna 

plum tree has been quite extensively sold through this portion of the 

State for several years past, but I have not seen any in bearing yet. 

The apple crop is about an average, the Ben Davis standing first 

in point of productiveness, and selling as well as any in our local mar- 

kets, though quite inferior to Rome Beauty and several other sorts that 

are doing well here. 

In an assortment of one hundred apple trees, for home and market, 

I would recommend the following list for this section: Summer—2 

Early Harvest, 3 Red Astrichan, 2 Yellow Transparent, 2 Duchess of 

Oldenburg, 2 Red June, 1 Sweet June, 2 Autumn Strawberry (which is 

jate summer here), 2 Sops of Wine. Fall—5 Maiden Blush, 5 Rambo, 

5 Snow or Famuse, 5 Smiley’s Fall Red. Winter—25 Ben Davis, 10 

Willow Twig, 15 Rome Beauty, 5 Jenneting, 5 Wagner, 4 Winesap. 

The Yellow Transparent or Russian Transparent is later than the 

Early Harvest instead of earlier, as it was said to be when first intro- 

duced here, but it is a fine fruit. The Lawver does very poorly on 

prairie land, but quite well on bottom land. Our soil is a dark clay 

loam with a very compact sub-soil. 

It is my opinion that growing apples for market would pay at least 

as well here as any other pursuit, but there are as yet but few market 

orchares in the county. For market, I think Ben Davis and Rome 

Beauty would pay better than any others. These varieties, shipped by 

the grower in straight car lots of either sort direct to the best mar- 

ket attainable, or to the locality where they are to be consumed, would 

beat growing corn for twenty-five cents per bushel, or beef for three 

cents per pound, and the indications are that the time is coming when 

Audrain will be one of the best apple producing counties in the State, 

as itis now is one of the best as to the value of its products. 

Respectfully yours, 

B. F. WYLDE. 
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HOLT COUNTY. 

BY WILLIAM BRODBECK, OREGON, MO. 

As I have been selected to make a report for our county in regard 

to fruit-growing, and the way we have been cultivating, I beg leave to 

submit the following report : 

PEACHES. 

Mrs. Thomas Kreek has three acres in peach orchard—over one- 

half of these trees turned out to be inferior seedlings. She sold the 

seedlings at 50 cents per bushel and the budded at $1 50 per bushel. 

She sold for cash 8500 worth; and if the trees had all been budded, 

they would have cashed $1,500, as the budded trees had more bushels 

than the seedlings. But take the original sale of $500, this would be 

over $165 per acre. This $165—produced from one acre—would pay 

the interest on $1,650 at 10 per cent; on $2,062 at 8 per cent, and on 

$2,760 at 6 per cent. This peach orchard was cultivated about like 

corn. 

STAWBERRIES. 

Mrs. Kreek also had one-half acre of strawberries. She sold for 

cash, besides what the family used and gave away, $135, making $270 

per acre. These were plowed once after the crop was gathered and 

had no more work until the next crop was gathered again. The varieties 

are Cresent Seedling, Minor’s Prolific, Glendale and Windsor Chief. 

Mr. Luckhardt raised 163 full-grown stawberries on one plant, 

counted by John Hasness, of the Crescent. Plants cultivated in stool. 

This certainly beats California, or any other place but Holt county. 

GRAPES. 

Concord and Cynthianna grapes pay $75 to $100 per acre with 

moderate cultivation. 

BLACKBERRIES. 

We plow blackberries once or twice a year and hoe once or twice, 

pinch them back, remove the old canes and cut back the latterals in 

the spring. With this kind of cultivation, { picked this summer 800 

quarts from one-fourth of an acre. Sold them at 73 cents per 

quart; this would be $240 per acre, and would pay the interest on 

$2,400 at 10 per cent; on $3,000 at 8 per-cent and on $4,000 at 6 per 

cent. These were from the Snyder, which is the chief kind generally 

planted with us. We will put the average crop of blackberries at $100 

or even $75 per acre, which is an under estimate of the average crop 
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of poorly cultivated patches. Even in unfavorable seasons this would 

pay the interest on $750 at 10 per cent; on $937.50 at 8 per cent and 

on 1,250 at 6 per cent. \ 

RASPBERRIES. 

Soughegan, Gregg and Hopkins raspberries receive about the 

same attention and labor as blackberries, and produce about the same 

or better results, selling at 8} to 123 cents per quart. 

PEARS. 

Mr. George P. Luckhardt is about the most successful pear grower 

I know of in this county. He favored me with the following list of 

the different varieties of pears that are a success and profit with him, 

with very little blight, viz.: Beurre d’Angou, Clapp’s Favorite and Ty- 

son, the very best standards, while Doyenne, Boussock and Sheldon are 

good. Among the dwarfs are Duchess d’Angonlenne, Seckel, White 

Doyenne (D. and and St.) and Belle Lucrative, as the best, and Beurre 

Superfine, the very best. These trees were set in 1866 and the original 

orchard contained 1,000 trees of 300 Standard and 700 Dwarfs. His 

mode of cultivating is to cultivate two or three years, keep well trim- 

med; after that stop cultivating and trimming and sow in grass. Pears 

set here in 1857 have averaged $75 to $100 per acre for 28 years from 

the varieties already mentioned. Have no pools or standing water 

close to the trees, as the pear cannot stand standing water about it.. 

Our soil in Holt county, with its natural under-drainage, certainly can’t 

be excelled anywhere—California not excepted—for pear growing, were 

it not for the blight. The blight is the same in many States. All other. 

fruits can be made a success with much less labor than it can where 

there is hard-pan. I believe the blight has about run its course; epi- 

demic or diseases will rage for a while in both the animal and vegeta- 

ble kingdom and then subside and all is well. The celular tissue, 

organic structure or protoplasm, the physical basis of life, is the same 

in both. 

THE APPLE. 

In Holt county, Missouri, we regard the crop an almost entire fail- 

ure this year; however, there were between 200 and 300 car loads of 

apples shipped out of Holt county. Samuel Davidson’s Jenets brought 

him $80 per acre this fall. This orchard bas been in timothy for 12 

years, and he mows as much hay as if the trees were not there. The 

hay pays him for the labor he gives the trees, so that he has the apples 

clear. The $80 would pay the interest on $800 at 10 per cent; on $1,000: 
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at 8 per cent, and on $1,333 at 6 per cent. The Jenet is called one of 

the poorest commercial apples we have, and the above is about the way 

many of our orchards are cultivated in Holt county. The most of us 

cultivate our young trees three to tive years and then put in grass. The 

outlook for orcharding, and the adaptability of Holt county for fruit- 

growing cannot be surpassed anywhere. There is an abundance of 

cheap land with a natural under-drainage, into which the roots can pen- 

etrate deep down to the moist ground. Mr. N. F. Murray, and a few 

others, cultivate their old orchards. In California they take better 

care of their orchards. They cultivate continually—15 or 20 times a 

season. It looks to me, if labor is worth anything, their profits must 

be small. Irrigation is another great expense, and they have no profit 

of hay or pasture as we do in Holt county or in Missouri. I can’t see 

why land should sell for any more in California than land in Holt county 

or Missouri. 

I have it from good authority that visitors from other states pro- 

nounced the Holt county fruits that were on exhibit at the St. Joseph 

Exposition, by N. F. Murray, as not surpassed by fruit of any other 

state in size, color or quality. Some who had eaten California pears 

said ours were ahead in quality. We all know that the Holt county or 

Missouri apple is far superior in quality to those of Southern Califor- 

nia and takes much less labor to raise it. 

This certainly was as fine a display of fruits as could be found any- 

where in the world to be gathered and put up by one man, and at his 

expense. Mr. N. F. Murray deserves great praise from the people of 

Holt county for his energy and good taste in exhibiting these fruits of 

Holt county, and it truly deserved the first premium of $500. 

The fruit interests are increasing in Holt county. Good fruits are 

in demand and are ready sale at good prices. In old orchards we have 

nearly all the varieties that are named, and some that have never been 
named. Our young orchards are largely filled with Ben Davis, Jonathan, 
Willow Twig, Winesap and Maiden Blush. This collection makes a 
profitable commercial orchard. 

Our fall weather is generally very favorable for fruits, the ther- 
mometer gradually falling, growing colder by degrees—in fact we most 
always have very moderate weather until Christmas, which gives ample 
time for the wood to ripen, and to-day, December 9, 1889, the plows are 
running. 

November 8 they had eight inches of snow as near by as Platts- 
mouth, Nebraska, and southwest of us at Topeka, Kansas. Stout, rug- 
ged cattlemen froze to death in the fine climate of New Mexico. Such 
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storms occur frequently northwest and south of west of us where there 

are such cold snaps so early in the season, fruit-growing is very uncer- 

tain. 

Take it all in all, Holt county is as good and healthy a climate for 

mankind and fruit as can be found anywhere. Horticulture paves the 

way for knowledge; she leads us to the well of wisdom, and if properly 

directed delights in teaching us to appreciate the wisdom and good of 

Him who created all things. 

Wm. BRODBECK. 

CLAY, COUNDY: 

SMITHVILLE, December 2, 1889. 

Mr. L. A. GOODMAN :— 

Your favor is at hand. We have in this county fine fruit land. 

Strawberries, raspberries and grapes do well. There is quite a stir 

among the farmers as far as ten miles out from Kansas City in the 

cultivation of strawberries and raspberries. 

Grapes do well, but are somewhat neglected. Any of the rolling 

land is adapted to fruit-growing. 

Blackberries are not as sure as the other fruits named. Still the 

hardy Snyder is almost sure, and I suppose in the course of time there 

will be many more raised than now—when we learn what varieties to 

plant. The wild blackberries did well here. 

AsI said before, the people are taking an interest in the small 

fruits near Kansas City, but being a stock-growing country, there is 

but little attention paid to the small fruits after you get beyond the 

range of the market wagon, although now and then you will find a 

little more enterprise, and even where neglected there is always as 

many berries a8 can possibly be expected under the treatment, and 

where properly cared for bear fine crops of fruit. But we raise large 

crops of apples, plums and cherries. 

Peaches are not a sure crop. In my residing here twenty-one 

years, I have taken particular notice of the fruits named. Peaches 

have averaged about three crops in five years. I see no particular dif- 

ference in varieties. 

Cherries, I plant only the Early Richmond. They are hardy and a 

good bearer. 

Plums, I raise the “ Wild Goose,” which do well here. There are 

few grown for sale, of cherries or plums, shipped out to market. Some 

peaches are sent out because the natives can not afford to pay what 

they will bring on the market. 
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Pears do not appear to do well, at least that has been my observa- 

tion. They blight badly and die out young—generally—now and then. 

A tree will bear some nice pears, but have not been profitable so far. 

But now I will speak of that king of fruits, the apple. The soil 

and all appears to be well adapted to their culture. The trees have 

some enemies when young. Among the worst are the borers and rab- 

bits, and next is live-stock (domestic), sheep, horses and cattle. 

Twenty years ago when I set 500 apple trees, I was called a crank, 

crazy lunatic, ete. Now there are thousands of young trees growing, 

and they grow about as readily as the hazel did in olden times. Many 

have made the mistake of planting untried varieties, and have failed. 

I have found it best to plant but few varieties—‘ the old tried ones.” 

The Ben Davis is among apples what Concord is with grapes, Early 

Richmond with cherries, and Wild Goose with plums—the stand-by. 

There are other varieties that yield well, but none that are as profitable 

as the Ben Davis. Being an early and abundant bearer, fruit good 

size and good color, make them the most profitable apple. I have also 

been successful with Winesap, Jenneting, Red Romanite and other 

varieties, but none one-half as profitable as Ben Davis. I think in 

apples we can compare with any part of the State. I almost said any 

part of the United States, and if I had I should not have taken it back. 

Iam sorry I could not come. Hope you will have a good time. 

I am yours truly, 

C. AUL. 

HENRY COUNTY. 

CLINTON, Mo., Nov. 27, 1889. 

L. A. GoopMAN, Secretary State Horticultural Society: 

DEAR Sir—We offer the following report from our society: I 

take pleasure in saying our society is in a reasonably prosperous con- 

dition. Its membership has doubled this year. Our wives, sons and 

daughters have become members. Our summer meetings were held at 

the houses of the members. The ladies always prepared a picnic lunch 

for these meetings. Each monthly meeting was a success, generally 

having essays to be read at these meetings, with the regular order of 

business. The ladies generally furnished us with vocal and instrumen- 

tal music. All enjoyed themselves hugely, and will be sorry when 

winter sets in. We will have one more meeting in the country. Our 

- winter meetings will be held in some hall in Clinton. We had fruits 

and flowers exhibited at two of these summer meetings, and gave pre- 
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miums for first and second best of each kind. Our apple crop was 

short, as I stated to you some time ago, 33 per cent of a crop, the price 

being good, 35 to 50c a bushel for good shipping kinds. There has 

been, according to the estimate of a careful shipper who is in a posi- 

tion to know, close to 8,000 barrels, maybe more, shipped out of the 

county—money received $10,000—from the several railroad stations. 

The strawberry crop was the largest and best in quality of any pre- 

vious year. The strawberry is grown by many families, and for market, 

from | to 10-acre patches. 

The raspberry and blackberry is now grown by nearly every fam- 

ily in the county, and much of it for market. I forgot to say how 

many crates of berries were shipped from here, yet I am not in a posi- 

tion to say actually. I got a man to make a report who is in a position 

to know. He says 2,200 crates. The average price received was $2.95. 

The peaches were good and plenty of them where there were trees. 

The plums were nearly all wormy. Each year there is a gain in plant- 

ing fruit trees and berries. 

Our present officers are M. L. Bonham, President; E. Green, vice- 

President; J. M. Pretzinger, Secretary; H. T. Bevis, Treasurer. Our 

membership is forty, including some that have not been to our meet- 

ings this year or paid up their dues. Our regular monthly meetings 

are always held the last Saturday of each month. The essays read at 

the different meetings, or part of them, were on “ Stone Fruit,” ‘“‘ Home 

Attractions,” “ What Kind of Apple for Profit,” “‘ Apple Tree Borers,” 

“‘How to Protect Stone Fruit from Cureulio,” “On Raspberries,” “On 

Flowers,” “ Home Decoration,” “Attractions for the Society,” ete. 

Yours respectfully, 

J. M. PRETZINGER, Secretary. 

GASCONADE COUNTY. 

GASCONADE City, Mo., Nov. 29, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Secretary, Westport, Mo.: 

Sir—I herewith submit the following report for Gasconade county 

in regard to fruit-growing : 

SMALL FRUITS. 

To my knowledge there are no small fruits grown for marketing 

purposes in this county. A great many farmers in our county do not 

grow enough for the use of their families. However, there is no doubt 
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that all kinds of small fruits could be grown here as well as in any 

other part of this State. I believe a cannery at Hermann or at some 

other point along the Mo. P. R. R. would meet with success. This 

would be especially profitable for those farmers who own small tracts. 

GRAPES. 

The area of vineyards has rather decreased since the last eight or 

ten years. A great many wine-growers who formerly made their own 

wine have to sell their grapes now to large wineries. The prices for 

erapes have come down, and rot very often diminishes the crops. Cul- 

tivation is done in most the vineyards with greatest care, also all other 

kind of necessary work. I believe if less wine was made, but of bet- 

ter quality, the general outlook for wine-growing would be far better. 

PEARS, PEACHES AND PLUMS 

Are not grown to any extent for marketing purposes in Gasconade. 

Growing of pears cannot be recommended as our climate don’t agree 

with the tree. If one sets out pears it is the most profitable to plant. 

dwarf pears. Bartlett and Seckel will generally answer the best. All 

kinds of peaches can be grown here of finest quality, and if we had an 

evaporating establishment it certainly would pay to grow them in large 

quantities. The same cannot be said about the plums, as most varieties. 

will bear only a few years. The Damson plum answers the best, and 

the German plum, or Freetschge, gave abundant crops in my orchards. 

several years. 

APPLES. 

There are also but a few land-owners in this county growing apples. 

for marketing. Many farmers even have no apples for home use. And 

still there are hundreds of acres in our county well adapted for the 

culture of this standard fruit. A great many of the eastern and south- 

ern sites along the Missouri and Gasconade rivers and along the differ- 

ent creeks emptying in the latter river could be converted to fine 

orchards. There have been a good many trees set out here during the 

last years, but as many did not know how to care for them, the borer 

and other insects destroyed them, the trees died, and the end was dis- 

couragement. But in case an orchard is tilled right, the trees planted 

with care and in proper width in regard to soiland variety, also pruned 

right at the proper time, the bark kept smooth, the insects destroyed, 

the soil cultivated as often as necessary, according to its contents, and 

fertilizers applied if necessary, also the fruit gathered at the right time 

and with greatest care,and when shipped selected carefully and packed 
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honestly in fine new barrels in the common way every one knows now. 

I can say, can say by my own experience, that no fruit would give a 

greater success in this county than the “Golden apple.” For varieties 

I would recommend the following: Summer: Red June, Early Har- 

vest, Red Astrachan, Siberian crab. Fall: Twenty Ounce, Maiden 

Blush, Wagoner, Fall Queen, Pennsylvania Red Streak. Winter: Ben 

Davis, Rome Beauty, Jonathan, Winesap, Jenneting, Roxbury Russet, 

Limber Twig. 

In summing up I can say that Gasconade county is highly adapted 

in many locations for fruit- growing, and that even in times when most 

all other products are so low that very little or no profit is left to the 

hard working tiller of the soil, those who know how to grow fruit will 

get a very fair compensation. Let us hope, therefore, that our own 

farmers and home-seekers will help to increase the well paying fruit- 

growing. Very respectfully, 

FERDINAND FLEISCHER. 

LINN COUNTY. 

LACLEDE, Nov. 28, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Esq.: Am in receipt of your card asking for a 

statement from this county. 

The apple crop of Linn county turned out better than our expec- 

tations in June last. The latter part of the season was very favorable 

for the growth and maturity of the crop. As near as | can ascertain 

fifty thousand barrels of choice fruit have been shipped from this 

county at good prices this fall. As this was the off-year, the result 

gave general satisfaction. 

The State society held here in June greatly increased the interest 

in apple-growing. A great many new orchards for market purposes are 

projected. 

Pears, ninety per cent. 

All small fruits very abundant except grapes, which were hardly 

fifty per cent. 

Although rather difficult to work up a general interest, our county 

society has held several interesting meetings. 

Sincerely regretting that I cannot be with you at Lebanon, I hope 

the meeting will prove interesting and profitable. 

Respectfully, 

RALPH SMITH. 

H R—23 
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PUTNAM COUNTY. 

Nov. 26, 1889. 

Being asked to make a report on how fruit does in the county of 

Putnam, I submit the following report: . 

We have had no market only home use till this year to give any 

encouragement to the cultivation of fruit. There were 15 carloads of 

apples shipped from a little station on the Milwaukee, Chicago and St. 

Paul railroad by the name of Powerville, in the northwestern end of 

this county this fall. A great many varieties of apples do very well in 

this county, such as Jonathan, Ben Davis, Jannet, Limber Twig, Sutton 

Beauty, Roman Beauty, Roman Stem, Winesap, Red Romanite, Golden 

Russet, and a great many other varieties do weli. There was plenty 

of good fruit went to waste here this summer for want of a market.. 

Gooseberries and currants do very well. Blackberries and raspber- 

ries do very well most of the years—that is, the hardy varieties, with 

proper care and cultivation. 

Strawberries, by good cultivation and heavy mulching put on in 

winter and left on in summer. Peaches don’t do well here. Last year 

was the first in six years—any tree that had any life was full last sum- 

mer of very good fruit. To be certain of peaches here we would have 

to lay them down in the fall and cover them with dirt or slough grass. 

like we do our tender grapes. Of grapes, Concord have done the best 

of any I have tried—have not missed raising some Concord grapes in 

the last 26 years. I have tried to get Moore’s Early and Worden, but 

they always send me something else. Plums once in a while bear very 

full, but not very certain. Pears would do if we could get the trees to. 

live. About 20 years ago I planted 30 standard pears; they all did 

well till they got old enough to bear. Inside of three years, after they 

bore a few pears they were all dead but one, and it bore a few pears 

this last Summer; it stands about 15 feet from the house on the west. 

side—in the shade about one-half the day. Mr. Runyon of St. John, 

has a few dwarf pears in his yard on the west side of his house, on 

deep black loam soil, that has been full of very nice pears for the last. 

five years 

The coming Morello cherry and Early Richmond do very well— 

only one total failure, to my recollection. I find it pays to eultivate 

most all kinds of fruit well. You can nearly double apples in size and 

quantiy, also the smaller fruits. In damper climates it doesn’t make so 
much difference, and I find the best location is where the ridges slope 
to the north or east. I would not advise to set apple trees closer than 
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24x30 feet, and not let them fork close to the ground. I would say 

that there were a good many young trees set out here in the last two 

years, and I think there will be more in the spring. Quincy and the 

Pike county nursery both sold trees here the last year. 

d2 2. Scorr. 

CARROLL COUNTY. 

CARROLLTON, Nov. 29, 1889. 

L. A; GoopMAN, Secretary: Your letter of enquiry to hand. 

Our apple crop was only medium, and only few orchards were full 

Ben Davis and Willow Twigs were most abundant bearers. The fruit. 

was injured by the core worm, the Smith, Vandevere seemed to be in- 

jured the most. Jonathans, H. Favorite, Rome Beauties, all had a small 

supply, but nowhere to compare with the demand for this kind of — 

fruit. I think I see a demand for other good apples that will command 

a price beyond Ben Davis, the above mentioned varieties with Tulpa- 

hockens, Domenios, Belleflower and other nice varieties will out-sell 

Ben Davis; this is what I noticed among our buyers. 

A party came from New Mexico, exchanging their products, apples, 

etc. I had some samples of Carroll county apples, and Mr. D. L. Sam- 

muel bought five cars of our apples; would have bought more, but 

was late in getting started on trade. Others have ordered more from 

them since they went out. 

Our farmers are still planting new orchards and enlarging old 

ones. We havea healthy growth in apple increase, but not what it 

should be. 

As to peaches, we have had so few crops in last 15 years, and trees 

killed by freezing so often, that we have no peach trees to amount to 

but little. 
Our raspberry and strawberry interest is growing in acreage, but 

not any surplus. 

We have some new apples to me. Will youkindly make me an as- 

sortment of 1,000 apple trees of the kind for best orchard, for the fruit 

and future demand ? Yours, 

W. S. CRrovucs. 
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BUTLER COUNTY. 

PoPLAR BLUFF, Jan. 2, 1890. 

Few counties of the State have a greater diversity of soils adapted 

to the growing of fruits, vegetables, grains and grasses than Butler. 

Black river traverses the county from north to south through the central 

part, thereby dividing the county into two physical sections, the lighter 

uplands of the western part, and the alluvial bottoms of the eastern. 

No prairie lands are found in the county. 

Situated on the extreme southern boundary of the State, and with 

a moderate altitude, the climate is temperate and well suited to fruit 

culture, yet fruit growing, as an industry, is almost wholly undeveloped. 

Enough, however, has been done, to establish the fact that the apple, 

the peach, the pear and the plum, together with strawberries, raspber- 

ries and blackberries, all succeed well on our uplands and on our drier 

bottoms. 

The plum, the grape and the blackberry grow wild in our forests 

and waste lands, and bear abundant crops almost every year. 

Of apples, Ben Davis, the Winesap, the Nickajack, Grimes Golden, 

Red Astrachan, Red June, Maiden’s Blush, Early Harvest, and many 

others have proved to be profitable sorts of our locality. 

The peach seems to do quite well here, on both uplands and dry 

bottom. I have been a resident here for eight years, and during this 

period have not seen a total failure of the peach. 

But I have been peculiarly impressed with the success of the pear 

in this section, and in a belt of country extending one hundred miles 

to the south of this. If California grows finer or more lucious pears 

than this belt can produce, they have failed to reach our markets. 

I know of no section that promises more to the pear-grower than 

Butler county, or Southeast Missouri in general. 

Our county can offer cheap lands, as well as many natural advant- 

ages to those desiring to engage in fruit-growing. 

Very respectfully, 

GEO. W. REGISTER. 

CEDAR COUNTY. 

L. A. Goodman, Secretary: As per request, I give you a few 

remarks pertaining to fruit matters in this (Cedar) county. There is 

quite an interest manifested in the planting and production of apples, 
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strawberries and raspberries, etc.; other varieties of all our common 

fruits does as well here as any where in southwest Missouri, except 

peaches, which occasionally fail on account of fruit buds being frozen 

in winter. Our soil here is varied and of all qualities of limestone and 

sandstone, of timber and prairie. And landis exceedingly low in price. 

Timber lands (which are best for fruit) can be bought for $1.50 to $5.00 

per acre. I have never seen finer fruit any where than is grown in our 

county. Our county is about half prairie and half timber. We yet 

have no railroad cutting our county, though there is one or more under 

contruction, and is expected to be completed soon. There are railroads 

all around us, and our fruit is hauled out to those roads to be shipped 

and other counties get the credit forits production. Our fruit-growers 

and agriculturists north and east do not know the advantages we have, 

or else they would many of them come and make use of some of these 

lands that are lying idle and make the wilderness blossom as the rose. 

I have been here upwards of twenty years, and can say by experi- 

ence and observation that timber upland is best for apples and peaches 

and that it must have more cultivation than prairie, and that all orchards 

to bear good crops and to be long-lived, must be cultivated yearly; 

and it is much more necessary to cultivate timber orchards than prairie, 

and that we must wage a vigilant war on insects, rabbits, etc. We must 

spray all large orchards after bloom drops. I am using Nixon’s No. 3 

pump with two hose put on farm wagon. Two men at nozzles, one at 

pump and one to drive. Have water hauled and in open ended barrels 

before hand, and we can spray many hundred treesin one day. I would 

advise planting young trees and go yourself to nursery and see them 

dug. Start the heads low, and at planting, cut off three-fourths of the 

ends of each and every longer branch or limbs, thus shingling off the 

ends of those branches causes them to throw out more laterals, and in 

after years you can thin from among those laterals and proportion your 

top as you wish and thereby not have any crotches or forks to cause a 

split down when the tree is old. When the tree is fifteen or eighteen 

years old, it is a heavy loss to have our trees split to pieces as seen in 

other orchards all over our country, and such can be avoided by prun- 

ing while young. My last planting on sandstone prairie two years ago 

was Ben Davis, Winesap and Red Romanite. Persons planting on 

timber land, other varieties may be added, and will do very well, par- 

ticularly Jonathan and Minkler. Grimes’ Golden, the tree is not hardy, 

and Willow Twig, the trees split easily and the skin of the fruit is very 

tender, easily bruised and is subject to speck while yet on the tree. 

Our shippers and commission men can tell us varieties that sell 

best, though generally they know little or nothing of the kind of soil 
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it takes to produce best quality of certain varieties. We must have 

varieties that will adapt to the soil we are going to plant on. I have 

seen McAfee Red on rich limestone timber land that was first-class in 

every respect, and to plant it on sandstone prairie is worthless, and so I 

could run on through a long list of varieties. 

EH. LISTon. 

CRAWFORD COUNTY. 

Fruit growing in Crawford county has not received the attention 

in vast years that it deserved. Grain and stock-growing have received 

the greater attention while the high rates of transportation offer no in- 

ducements for the growing of fruits for shipping other than winter 

apples. While the small fruits yield reasonably well where cultivated, 

they are at present grown only in a small way for family use and home 

demand. 

High freight rates and rot made grape-growing unprofitable, hence 

the vineyards are all plowed up. 

Peach, plum and cherries are grown only for home use, and they 

mostly of the common varieties. The trees grow very vigorously and 

are generally very productive. This is especially so of the Chickasaw 

plum and the sour cherries of which we have not had a failure for sev- 

eral years. This year cherries were so abundant they were scarcely 

worth picking, and large quantities were left on the trees for the birds. 

Pears grow very vigorously and are very productive. The dwarfs espe- 

cially produce heavy crops of very fine fruit. The blight has affected 

them very slightly for the past eight years. I have never found a dwarf 

pear troubled with round or flat head borer and rarely find them troubled 

with insects of any kind, and it seems that the pear might be grown 

here at a good profit. 

Apple growing is beginning to receive considerable attention, and 

where the orchards have received the most attention, I think it has 

generally proven profitable. The varieties mostly planted are Ben Davis, 

Winesap, Jonathan and Rome Beauty, with Ben Davis more largely 

than all others. Apple planting is increasing each year at least twenty- 

five per cent, and it will be but a short time ere the fruit from this sec- 

tion will more receive the attention of buyers. The cultivation con- 

sists Ist, the major part, who grow weeds and grass in their orchards. 

2d,a small portion who grow small grain; 3d, the balance who culti- 

vate with no crop. The apples are grown mostly onuplands. The trees 
do not make such dense, rank growth, hence the fruit colors up very 
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finely. The outlook for growing of apples for commercial purposes is 

best attested by the increase in the planting, and they will continue to 

increase 80 long as it proves profitable, and the growing of grain and 

other farm products so unprofitable. The uplands of this county are 

capable of producing winter apples of the finest quality to supply the 

State of Missouri. S. M. 

GRUNDY COUNTY. 

November 30, 1889. 

Grundy county has an undulating surface, and is well drained by 

parallel streams running through the county from north to south. Be- 

tween these streams are beautiful divides. These uplands are pecu- 

liarly adapted to the small fruits, especially strawberries, raspberries 

and blackberries, which bear enormous cropsevery year. The Snyder 

blackberry is wonderful in its productiveness. 

Mr. Aaron Haynes, of Lincoln township, picked 320 gallons of 

berries from 400 hills occupying one-fourtk of an acre. I saw his canes 

when the fruit was at its best, which was the grandest sight that I 

have ever seen in the line of smail fruit. The berries were worth 40 

cents per gallon, which shows the handsome profit that there is in this 

berry. 

The Early Richmond and English Morelio cherries do well. 

The Wild Goose and Damson plums are being planted liberally, as 

these varieties are proving to be reliable. 

Almost every farm has a small vineyard of Concord grapes, and 

some of the white grapes do reasonable well. 

The Seckel, Clapp’s Favorite and the Keiffer pear are a success 

here. I have been watching the Keiffer in Mr. Frank Lowen’s orchard, 

in Trenton, for the past three years. It bears full crops every year, 

and this year was so full that he had to prop the trees to keep them 

from breaking down under their immense load of fruit. I counted on 

one limb only one inch in circumference 54 large pears. Mr. Lowen 

sells his pears at $2 per bushel, and now regrets that he didn’t plant 

1,000 trees. I am now satisfied that this pear can be as successfully 

grown as the Ben Davis apple. 

Peaches, apricots, ani that class of fruits, suffer from our severest 

winters, but we have a good crop of peaches occasionally. Our 

county is fast becoming famous for her fine apples. I think I have 

received a peck-basket full of inquiries this fall for winter apples. 

4 
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The varieties mostly inquired for are Ben Davis, Willow Twig and 

Jonathan. These inquiries came from points in Iowa, Nebraska, Mon- 

tana, New Mexico, Texas and Colorado. 

The Ben Davis, Willow Twig and Jonathan grow to perfection 

on the tops of our divides, and for a large commercial orchard I would 

not plant anything else extensively, although many other varieties do 

well and should be planted in the family orchard. I have sold our 

apples at points in Iowa along side of apples from New York and 

the East, and was surprised to see our apples so much better than the 

Eastern apples, and have always been able to out-sell them. If I mis- 

take not the signs of the times, there will be a great many commer- 

cial orchards planted in the near future. 

When we take into consideration the low prices of other farm 

products, when we see a bushel of apples selling for twice as much as 

a bushel of corn or potatoes, and three times as much as a bushel of 

oats, and a demand for good apples that can’t besupplied and an in- 

creasing demand that will out-grow the supply, the young man in Mis- 

souri that don’t begin to plant apple trees can’t see afar off. 

Yes, Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, Montana, Nebraska and Iowa,. 

are looking to Missouri for-their apples. It is easy for anyone to see 

that apple-growing is the important thing for the Missouri farmer. A 

great deal depends on the location for an orchard. The first lesson 

to be learned is the old adage that “an apple tree can’t stand wet 

feet.” Give the orchard the highest land on the farm. If you can’t 

get trees ata home nursery, grow them yourself from grafts; you don’t 

need budded apple trees. Give agents and tree peddlers a wide birth. 

Prepare your ground well before planting; if in a hurry, this may be 

done by breaking strips four feet wide, pulverized well. <A single fur- 

row with a large plow for the cross-rows will run deep enough if 

2-year trees are to be planted. Plant shallow and hill high, add to 

the hill several times during spring and summer. This hilling or mound- 

ing acts as a mulch, steadies the tree to its place and is the cheapest 

preventive against the borer that I know of. With the mounding the 

cultivation of the crop in the young orchard is sufficient cultivation 

for the trees. I have quit washing with soap and lyeas the trees will 

grow fast enough in our deep, rich soil, and will be hardier. 

I find from observations taken from all over the county, that the 

orchards that were seeded to clover, at about five years old, are giv- 

ing the best satisfaction. Don’t head lower than four feet. My low- 

topped trees are going to pieces, and sun-scald the same as high trees. 

Keep the top thinned to the proper number of branches during the 
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five years of cultivation, after which never cut out a branch unless it 

blights. Keep out water-sprouts and borers, and you will have apples 

and money if you have planted Ben Davis, Willow Twig and Jonathan. 

THos. LUKE. 

LEAVENWORTH, November 27, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN: 

DEAR Srr—Yours of the 11th, with the program, was duly received.. 

I very much regret to say that since its receipt I have been too unwell 

to be able to write an article on the new grapes. I have waited some 

time hoping to be able to do so but find I cannot. You will hardly 

wonder at my disability to do so when I inform you that I am to-day 

89 years old, am very much crippled, and suffering much pain contin- 

ually from rheumatism and cannot move about only with the use of a 

cane in each hand or with crutches, and am now troubled with some 

affection of my eyes so that I am not able to see plain enough to read 

ordinary print—so you will see that my days of grape-growing must 

soon close, but the vines will continue to grow all the same. Wishing 

you and your society great succes, which I think you deserve, I am 

most 

Respectfully yours, 

JOHN BURR. 

LEAVENWORTH, KAN., July 28, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Esq. : 

DEAR SiR—I have had in mind to send some specimens of my 

grapes, but so far have missed doing so, and have concluded that it 

will be much more satisfactory to see the fruit on the vine, the charac- 

ter and growth of the vine, etc. I shall be pleased to have you, also 

Mr. Evans, come up and take a look at them. The early ones are be- 

ginning to color and will probably be ripe about the 10th to 15th August.. 

(I can notify you as to best time.) JI am anxious to have you see my E. 

Victor which has been spoken of as a feeble grower and the fruit too 

small to be profitable. Such is not the case here, the vine 1s more vigor- 

ous than Concord, perfectly hearty and healthy and one of the most 

prolific known, entirely free from rot or mildew, the clusters will aver- 

age nearly or quite as much in weight as Concord and are very compact, 

but never crack, ripen quite two weeks before the Concord, and in this 

market sell for double the price of Concord. I have no interest in it 
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now, and have not sold nor owned a vine of it since 1887, except a few 

I am fruiting for my family use. I have a few of the Jewel, also Moore’s 

Diamond, which should ripen early, according to reports, also a two- 

year seedling (in its third year) with one cluster showing color on the 

20th, some days earlier than any other, promising to be a week earlier 

than any grape known to me. My Standard grape is now coloring, but 

it does not ripen before the Concord, has not missed a full crop of per- 

fect fruit since it commenced bearing eight years, it keeps a long time, 

an excellent grape. Later comes the Ideal, the Paragon, the Eclipse 

and others ripening about or near the middle of September; some of 

these are said to be better than any others known in this country, and 

all are hardy—at any rate come and see. It will take but little time 

from Kansas City, and I think you will feel well paid to spend a couple 

of days, one in August and one in September. Stayman & Black have 

been very unfortunate; last year they lost all their grapes by a late 

frost, and this year are all cut off by hail, and the Doc had typhus 

fever, and was sick all winter, and has rheumatism this summer. Please 

let me hear from you. 

Respectfully yours, 

JOHN BURR, 

310 Osage St., Leavenworth, Kan. 

LEAVENWORTH, September 13, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN: 

DEAR Sir—Book received, for which please accept kindest thanks. 

I send you to-day by United States Express a little basket of grapes 

—one cluster of the Minnehaha—a production of President Wilder, 

three-fourths Vinifera, from one of Roger’s Hybrids, crossed by Mus- 

cat. I like it better than any other hybrid I have. It has perfected 

its fruit perfectly for four years. Vine very vigorous and productive, 

but like all hybrids, requires protection. Two clusters of my Stand- 

ard, one of the most reliable grapes grown, has vot missed bearing a 

full crop of perfect clusters and berries since it commenced fruiting, 

eight or nine years, and will remain perfectly on the vine throughout 

the season; is a hardy, healthy and vigorous vine; it has shown no rot 

or mildew, nor cracking of the berries; will make a perfect shipper. A 

part cluster of an Ideal, overripe, but will probably give some little 

idea of it if it reaches you in good order. Also, a few berries of the 

Eclipse, overripe, and only about one-half its ordinary size, they being 
the last onthe vine. Mr. Evans proclaimed it the richest grape he ever 
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tasted—you will hardly find it so now, I fear. I also putin a few ber- 

ries of the Jewel, just to show its admirable keeping qualities for such 

an early grape. My vines are strong, vigorous and healthy and gain- 

ing in vigor as they grow older, and they produce so bountifully, I have, 

until this and last season, cut off at least one-fourth to one-third of the 

grapes set, and then have left as many to ripen as I dared to for the 

health of the vine. 

Last year my grapes were cut off by hail, and this year reduced 

over one-half by the long spell of cold rain and two frosts near the 

last of May when the vines were in full bloom, and our cool and rainy 

summer has prevented all the grapes from ripening to their full perfec- 

tion. They lack the saccharine matter to a great degree, that softens 

the pulp and gives that character and fine flavor they ordinarily have 

in a good season. I know of no grape that compares with the Jewel 

for its good quality and very early ripening. It appears to me that it 

is the grape to set out to supply the great want for a very early good 

fruit. There is none to compete with it. 

Respectfully yours, 

JOHN BURR. 

NEosHO, Mo., November 29, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Esq.: 

DEAR S1R—Your favor received. I had commenced a paper for 

your meeting, as required, but am not able to complete it, since I am 

called to Philadelphia by a brother in the last stage of consumption. 

Therefore, will only state what I consider of the greatest practical 

importance, viz.: That I again repeated, on a large scale this year, the 

experiments to prevent mildew and rot by early and frequent spray- 

ing with Bordeaux mixture. It proved a complete success, not only 

as a preventative of mildew (Peronaspora), but likewise in saving even 

such grapes a8 Concord and Geethe from rot, and this during one of 

the most favorable seasons for rot and mildew in grapes ever experi- 

enced here. I sent my detailed report to the Department of Agricul- 

ture in Washington a month ago. It will be published soon, and I sup- 

pose you will desire to add it to your records. 

Very respectfully yours, 

. HERMAN JAEGER. 
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CAMERON, Mo., December 6, 1889. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Secretary: 

DEAR Str—Complying with your request in the announcement of 

the Lebanon meeting, I send you herewith a few notes which you may 

use in your report if you so desire. 

There is, I believe, no society in this county. These notes relate 

to this locality only. 
Yours respectfully, 

E. L. POLLARD. 

CLINTON COUNTY. 

The fruit industry in this part of the State is as yet almost wholly 

undeveloped. To be sure we raise our own apples, have some pears, 

occasionally a few plums and in favorable seasons some peaches and 

of late years a good supply of small fruit; but fruit-growing as an in- 

dustry is a thing of the future. 

This is not owing to an unsuitable soil or the want of a market, or 

an unfavorable climate, but to a want of practical, energetic, men to 

take hold of the business in a scientific and business-like manner. This 

is all that is needed to make the fruit business a success in this locality. 

Nearly all of the common varieties of apples do fairly well where 

half cared for. The Ben Davis and Willow Twigare the most profitable 

for market. The latter pre-eminently so on timber soil. 

More attention has been paid during the past few years to the 

small fruits. Raspberries are now being planted quite extensively. 

Among the black cap varieties the Gregg is the most profitable. It 

usually winter-kills some, but being a rank grower there is usually 

enough wood left to mature a crop. The Nemaha is almost identical 

with the Gregg, though possibly more hardy. 

The Cuthbert is our best red raspberry, the canes making a strong 

upright growth, and the berry being of large size and bright color, 

while the Shaffer is a complete failure, at least, as a profitable market 

berry. 

Of strawberries we have found nothing, all things considered, that 

will equal the Crescent. The Jessie made a very poor showing, the 

fruit being very irregular in form, while some of it blasted and much 

rotted before ripening. This may have been due to the unusually wet 

season, but under the same conditions the Crescent did remarkably 

well, the Bubach doing fairly well, producing very large fruit in a mod- 

erate quantity. 
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The Snyder is our most reliable blackberry, while the Erie pro- 

mises little, though it has not been thoroughly tested. 

In ’86 and ’87 the raspberry bushes through this section were 

badly affected with anthracnose, but for some reason they escaped its 

attack this season and are now in excellent condition and almost en- 

tirely free from it. 

The Shaffer seems most subject to this disease, some bushes hay- 

ing been killed to the ground, while the Gregg seems least so. 

Considering the destruction of these fungus diseases of the rasp- 

berry, we think the plan of raking out and burning the trimmings more 

safe than that practiced by some growers of cutting them up and work- 

ing them into the soil. 

In the planting of the raspberry the tendency here is toward the 

hedge-row system. Of course it has its disadvantages, but for field 

culture it seems to be preferable. 

We are more convinced than ever that, to raise raspberries pro- 

fitably, we must plant close, manure heavily, prune close and renew 

plantation often. 

E. L. POLLARD. 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY. 

Hueo, Mo. January 25, 1890. 

L. A. GOODMAN, Westport, Mo.: 

DEAR SrR: Owing to my misfortune of almost losing my hearing, 

which I have reported to you before, I could not attend to my duties 

as a presiding officer, in fact, I could not even take part in the discus- 

sions any more, for which reason but few meetings were held by our 

society during summer and fall, nevertheless fruit-growing has taken 

a good start here, and is pushed with great vigor. 

About the members not answering questions, I feel like I should 

put in a few words for them. With a very few exceptions, they are all 

Germans, who can neither read nor write in English, in fact, the most of 

them cannot understand the English language. I am sure the most of 

them would answer questions if they could. They are excellent horti- 

culturists, that is, whatever they do in the way of culture is well done. 

They are all planting plants and trees as fast as they are able to buy 

them. New orchards will be set out the coming season, varying from 

one to twelve acres each. 

The past summer was the first time that any fruit was shipped 

from here, which found a ready market at good prices. Most of it 
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went to Omaha, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Minneapolis, while a lot of choice: 

apples were also sent to Mansfield, La. 

I will here give you the names of some of our best members, who 

are now raising strawberries and are setting out large orchards : 

F. Gutmann, F. Utz, F. Kimmich, C. Hausser, K. Smalzried, C. 

Grabenstein, Mrs. F. Grabenstein, G. Bochert, C. Hoerer, H. Walter 

F. Buecheli, Jos. Muellerschoen, ete., all of Hugo, Mo. Besides these 

there is Mr. J. Drummond and Mrs. F. Thornhill and W. Loane of 

Hugo, Mo. They also are greatly interested and do not see why they 

do not answer questions, perhaps they do. But you must not feel hard 

about those others, for they cannot do it. There was some talkamong 

the Germans about reorganizing in German, which would be done at 

once, but it would shut out the Americans. I cannot tell how the 

matter will yet be managed. 

The Ben Davis apple will be very extensively planted here in the 

future, with a few Jonathans and Huntsman, but few others. Of pears, 

Clapp’s Fav., Howell and Keiffer’s. We areall afraid to plant Le Conte, 

though our experience last summer was that it would sell well. Bartlett 

is of no value with us, fully 50 per cent of the fruit we find knotty and 

defaced, so as to make it unsaleable. 

Of strawberries, Cumberland, Captain Jack and Crescent are likely _ 

to be planted largely for years to come here, or at least until some of 

the newer sorts prove to be more profitable. 

I was very sorry I could not be with you all at Lebanon, though I 

could not have enjoyed the discussions, ete., 1 would have enjoyed 

seeing the fruit. I had got as far as St. Louis, where I had some busi- 

ness to see to, but could not get off in time to come. I then took the 

money I should have spent, had I come, and got me some books that I 

needed badly. I am now having quite a library, and shall keep on 

adding to it. I now have such works as Downing’s, Thomas and 

Barry to refer to, and I find that I need them quite often, and don’t see 

how I got along without them so long. 

I have been experimenting with new fruits a great deal the past 

season. I fruited Y. Transparent the first time on grafts, set on Early 

Harvest, and am now convinced that it is a week earlier. The Rist, 

however, topgrafted on Lawver, got ripe nearly a week before Y- 

Transparent. This is not the Reist described by Downing, but origi- 

nated with a Mr. Rist, of near Table Rock, Neb., where S. Barnard first 

brought it to notice. I have just learned about Mr. Barnard’s death. 

Our best workers are indeed dropping off fast. 

I intended sending you a report on New Fruits for the winter 

meeting, but after getting the program, I dropped the matter, seeing 
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that our committee was dropped off, but instead one of the members 

billed to report on the subject. However it was then my intention to 

attend, in which case I could have reported in person. 

Most respectfully, 

F. LIONBERGER. 

CALDWELL COUNTY. 

CowGILL, November 30, 1889. 

I with pleasure report to you the prospects for fruit-growing here 

in Caldwell county from the best information I can get. The soil in 

Caldwell is fertile and contains no doubt very many of the chemical 

substances necessary for the growth of all kinds of fruit grown in this 

latitude. The Hannibal & St. Joe railroad passes through the north part 

of this county, and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad passes 

through the south part of the county from east to west. These roads. 

. give us good facilities for shipments of fruit, ete. About the worst 

drawbacks here against fruit-growing is negligence and carelessness 

on the part of many persons who attempt to raise orchards. Much 

money is spent for young trees and vines, etc.. many of which are set 

out or planted very imperfectly, and many left almost to take care of 

themselves. Ina little time many of them are killed by borers or 

stock or other things, and the man then buys more trees and sets out 

another orchard likely to share the same fate. There may be one 

farmer in ten that is careful with their orchards, or at least reasonably 

careful. This class of farmers have plenty of apples, which shows at 

once the great horticultural wealth of Caldwell county to be developed 

in the future by men who are careful with their orchards, as we know 

_ that the soil of Caldwell county is remarkably fertile with a basis of 

limestone, nicely rolling with the highest land capped with the loess or 

bluff formation, and naturally well-drained and being the home for the 

apple and blue-grass and clover. 

All know that the farmer is eo ralie in a rush of work, and often 

the orchard is neglected. Bushes and briars and weeds grow up in 

the orchard. Water-sprouts grow freely. Droves of hogs are put in 

the orchard. They wallow in the mud and rub their bodies against the | 

trunks of the trees, which injures the bark of the trees, or the sap ves- 

sels or tubes through which the tree receives nourishment, or the 

chemical elements necessary for the life of the tree. Hogs might be of 

much advantage in the orchard if they could be kept from rubbing © 
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their bodies against the trees, injuring or destroying the bark on 

the trunks of the same. Our orchards are no doubt many of 

them starving to death for many causes. We may prune too 

much, which may induce too many fruit buds, and the trees bear 

too heavily and become stunted and ruined. Moderate pruning 

and moderate crops of apples would no doubt help our orchards 

to live longer, as the chemical elements in the soil would be more 

gradually exhausted. We learn from scientific and learned men that 

51 per cent of the ash of apple tree bark is lime. If that is true, 

which I do not doubt, the trees must die as soon as the lime within 

reach of the roots of the trees becomes exhausted, and it cannot bea 

very long time, as it is said that a very large per cent of lime is re- 

quired also for the sap-wood of the trees. Much lime also may be re- 

quired for the growth of the apples, and much also for the bushes and 

briers and weeds and blue-grass or clover sods that may grow about 

or near the trees, which may all require more or less lime for their lives. 

Is it any wonder then that our apple orchards are starving to death. 

I can see no remedy only to give them back these natural chemical ele- 

ments of which the trees have been robbed or taken from them. As I 

have lived in the great State of Missouri more than fifty-seven years, 

I have seen many changes in many things; and I am glad to know in 

these later years that so many refined and intelligent men and women 

are working with a great zeal to advance the great horticultural inter- 

ests of our great State; and that our worthy representatives and legis- 

lators, with many other distinguished men, seem willing to assist by 

public appropriations in advancing the great cause of horticulture. 

Hoping that the meeting at Lebanon may be the means of doing much 

good in advancing the cause of horticulture in our great State and 

elsewhere, Iam yours truly, 

WILLIAM McCRAY. 

BATES COUNTY. 

BUTLER, Mo., Dec. 20, 1889. 
Mr. L. A. GoopMAsN, Secretary Missouri State Horticultural Society: 

DEAR StR—I have the honor of reporting to you that pursuant 
to appointment I attended the meeting of the Illinois State Horticul- 
tural Society at Hamilton, Ill, December LOth to 12th, 1889. I arrived 

_ there at noon of the first day and found the society in Session, with a 
goodly number of live, progressive horticulturists present, and with 
all the officers at their posts. 
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The program was very closely adhered to. 

The officers and members appeared to appreciate the value of 

‘time. 

Mr. G. B. Bracket of Iowa,a man well and favorably known to 

most Missouri horticulturists, was present, representing that State. 

The next morning we were pleased to meet our old time friend W. H. 

Ragan of Indiana, representing that State. 

The program of the evening of the first day was devoted entirely 

to the young folks, and was very interesting indeed. I would call the 

attention of our society to this feature, as one which it might be wise 

for us to copy. The future of horticulture rests with the young peo- 

ple, and the sooner they are caused to feel that at least a portion of the 

responsibility rests on them, the better it will be. I hope some means 

may be devised to interest more of our young people in the work of 

the society. I found a very good show of fruit on the tables and 

several varieties not usually seen in our Missouri collections. There 

was quite a collection of grapes, some of them in fine condition, nota- 

bly Goethe, Black Defiance, Triumph (white), Niagara (white), Irving 

(amber), in fine condition, and Norwood, a large black grape, in best 

condition of any, and of fair quality. I found a box of apples and 

pears from Secretary Goodman awaiting me, which, by the courtesy of 

the fruit committee, was placed on the tables as Missouri fruit. I 

assure you it did not suffer by comparison, but called forth a great 

many favorable comments. At the close of the meeting it was donated 

to the Illinois Society. One feature of the fruit exhibit I wish to call 

especial attention to. Each exhibitor put his name and county on the 

entry card, thus showing where and by whom the fruit was grown. It 

thus became not only an objeet lesson in fruit-growing, but a good field 

for comparison and instruction as to what varieties are adapted to the 

different localities. This is a feature we may well take into consider- 

ation. With our wide range of soil and climate, I see no good reason 

why we may not adopt it. 

The reports of the secretary and treasurer showed the business 

affairs of the Society to be in good shape, with $1,200 in the treasury. 

They receive $4,000 per annum from the State, which gives them a 

good fund with which to work. 

They have established nine horticultural experiment stations, three 

in each of the three fruit districts of the State, under the control of 

the executive board and auxiliary to the State experimental station, 

each in charge of a director and paid for actual labor done. They 

hope to soon make these stations of vast benefit to the fruit-growers 

H R—24 
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by testing all new fruits as they are introduced and recommending 

nothing but those which prove valuable. 

The proceedings throughout were instructive and entertaining,. 

and your representative is under obligations for many courtesies, and 

felt when departing that he was leaving friends whom he hopes to meet. 

again and renew the acquaintance so happily begun. 

Respectfully submitted, 

HENRY SPEER. 

LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS, Nov. 25, 1889. 

Mr. L. A. GOODMAN: 

According to request that we have anything to suggest or offer to 

send it to your meeting, and also attend if we could, we have been 

sick so long and feeble, that we find it impossible to attend your meet- 

ing, which we should very much like to do. We therefore send the 

within report on new grapes, and if worthy can use it. Hope you will 

have a good meeting. Respectfully yours, 

J. STAYMAN. 

NEW GRAPES. 

DR. J. STAYMAN, LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS. 

L. A. GooDMAN, Seeretary of Missouri State Horticultural Society: 

We give youa short report of some of the new grapes as they 

appear here in Kansas. 

NIAGARA. 

This perhaps has been more overrated than any other grape, it- 

being neither hardy in root or vine, and rots as badly as any. It is fine 

in bunch and berry, of fair quality and would bring a good price if it 

could be grown. 

EMPIRE STATE. 

This is not altogether hardy, a fine grape in quality, but it does not. 

set fruit well and rots and mildews badly, not profitable. 

POCKLINGTON. 

This is very hardy, vigorous and productive, of large size and fair 

quality, more valuable than either of the above. ‘ 
VICTORIA. 

This is of the same class as the last but not so large, about of the 

same quality. 
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FRANCIS B. HAYS. 

This is also of the same class and of about the same value. 

WHITE IMPERIAL. 

This is a very vigorous, healthy grower, hardy and productive. 

An early grape of the very best quality, bunch large, compact, very 

medium, very sweet, much like Duchess but of much better quality. 

WHITE BEAUTY. 

This is perhaps the most valuable white grape we have, taking it 

altogether. A free, strong, healthy, hardy grower, free from rot or 

mildew and very productive: bunch large, compact, handsome, very 

medium, or above, of the best quality, as pure as an European grape; 

very valuable for market. 

FARRELL. 

This white grape is described as follows: “It is hardy and vigor- 

ous as the Concord and very productive; bunches very large, from 9 

to 10 inches long, weighing a pound or over; berries not quite as large 

as Catawba; far ahead of Delaware in quality; the best grape I ever 

tasted.” It appears with us so far hardy, very vigorous and hardy; 

ripens in September. 

MINNAHAHA. 

This is a new hybrid grape of the very best quality, but requires 

winter protection; is very sweet; not profitable but better than Lady 

Washington; Duchess and Triumph of the same class. 

ANN ARBOR. 

This is of no value except for jelly and not the best for it, unless 

taken before fully ripe. 

LEAVENWORTH. 

This is a Concord seedling, very hardy, vigorous and productive, of 

excellent quality; the best, very early white grape of the Labrusea type 

that we have seen, much better than Lady and equally as early; large 

bunch and berry ; appears free from rot and mildew; a valuable early, 

hardy market grape, easily grown. 

MOORE’S DIAMOND. 

This grape is a vigorous, strong, healthy grower, but not altogether 

hardy, of fine quality, but rots some. If this grape was perfectly hardy 

and did not rot it would be valuable. 
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ECLIPSE. 

This is one of Mr. Burr’s seedlings, very strong and vigorous; 

hardy; bunch, large-shouldered; not very compact; berry large, ten- 

der, sprightly ; of the very highest quality ; the best large white grape 

we are acquainted with; much superior to Niagara or Pocklington; 

ripe atout with Concord. These embrace about the best of the white 

grapes; we now will give a list of a few of the red ones. 

EUREKA. 

This is a seedling of Delaware, but a much larger bunch and berry; 

fully its equal in quality; a strong healthy grower; hardy and produc- 

tive; free from rot and mildew; one of the very best. 

PERFECTION. 

This is another seedling of Delaware, strong, healthy and hardy ; 

bunch large, compact; berry, clear red, medium; fully equal to Dela- 

ware if not better; free from rot and mildew. If ever a grape can be 

called perfection this deserves it, as this comes nearer it than any one 

we have yet seen. 

IDEAL. 

This is one of Mr. Burns’ seedlings which he describes as follows: 

“‘ Vine very vigorous, hardy, productive (overbears), a seedling of Del- 

aware, same color, and ripens about the same time, and about three 

times its size, quite as large as Catawba, with compact, large beautiful 

clusters ; fruit very tender and delicious, without pulp when fully ripe; 

flavor very delicate and refined, surpassing any grape yet introduced.” 

NORFOLK. 

This is a Catawba in taste and better in quality, more hardy and 

rots and mildews much less; a desirable grape when grown. 

WELLS’ SEEDLING. 

This is a large showy grape of good quality, somewhat musky but 

not unpleasant; vine strong, healthy grower, and appears hardy, may 

prove a good market grape. 

MARSALA. 

This is of the Labrusca type and of the class of Dracut-Amber, 

but larger, 'more showy and pulpy; fine for jelly and canning; hardy 

and healthy, rots but little. 
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WOODRUFF’S RED. 

This is a very large, showy grape of the above type, but of better 

quality; strong, hardy, healthy grower; if it does not rot may prove 

a good market grape, particularly among those who like the Concord. 

JEFFERSON. 

This is a hybrid about as kardy as Salem, but more showy and of 

better quality; it is an excellent grape but uncertain, requires winter 

protection. 

ULSTER PROLIFIC. 

This is rather a feeble grower, healthy and tolerably hardy and of 

good quality; it is better than Vergennes, Wyoming Red or Pough- 

keepsie Red; neither of these are desirable when we have so many 

better ones. 

MOYER. 

This grape is fair in quality, but like Jesseca, a white grape, is too 

small in bunch and berry to ever be valuabie in Kansas, where we 

want large, showy fruit. 

BRIGHTON. 

This grape might be classed with Jefferson, for it is neither hardy 

or productive, and rots and mildews badly; of no value; it is of ex- 

cellent quality when you get it. 

We will now give you a list of black grapes: 

MOORE’S EARLY. 

This is a large grape, rather small bunch, not quite equal in quality 

to the Concord ; its earliness is the only thing to recommend it. 

EARLY VICTOR. 

This is about as early as Moore’s, but of much better quality, 

larger in bunch but smaller in berry; it is a good, early grape where it 

does not rot. 

WORDEN. 

This is so near like the Concord that it might be dispensed with ; 

we can find no difference in them. 

. JEWEL. 

This is a seedling of Delaware, originated with Mr. Burr. It is 

without a doubt the earliest and best in quality of any early grape yet 

introduced, free from rot and mildew; hardy, healthy and vigorous ; it 
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remains in perfection on the vines longer than any grape known; bunch 

rather large, berry full, medium and equal to the Delaware in quality; 

ripens about ten days before Moore’s Early; the very best for early 

market or wine; it is very rich and sprightly; commands the highest 

price in the market. 

PROGRESS. 

This is another of Mr. Burr’s seedlings, and one of the fiuest in 

quality; bunch and berry large; vine vigorous, hardy and healthy; so 

far free from rot and mildew; ripens after the Concord; a very prom- 

ising new grape. 

STANDARD. 

This is another of his seedlings from Delaware; rather large in 

bunch and berry, of fine quality; one of the best for late market and 

wine; vine vigorous and hardy. 

OSAGE. 

This is also a seedling of his of the Concord class, but larger and 

better; hardy, healthy and productive; if it proves free from rot it 

will be a good market grape. 

EATON. 

This is a large Concord of about the same quality; it has not, 

however, made as strong growth as Concord, but it is showy and at- 

tractive; if it does not rot may prove a valuable market grape, worthy 

of trial. 

OZARK. 

This is, perhaps, the most remarkable grape ever produced. It is 

the strongest grower of any vine we have, hardy and productive as 

Cynthiana of the same type, with a bunch and berry nearly as large as 

Concord, that will hang on the vines after frost. It is a late grape, 

coming in after all others are over, free from rot and mildew. We 

never saw a vive with such heavy foliage that remained green so long 

in the fall and ripened its wood and protected its fruit so well. This 

grape is of native Ozark type, different from all others in taste and 

quality, something entirely distinct and new, originated from a lot of 

unknown seed, many of which bear the same type; a valuable late 
market grape that will handle and ship anywhere. 
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VERNON COUNTY. 

The Vernon county Horticultural society has held monthly meet- 

ings during the past year, which have been uniformly interesting and 

instructive, and as a rule well attended. After midsummer the meet- 

ings were held at the homes of various of the members, and through 

the efforts of the lady members, who but lately have become an honor- 

ary and esteemed addition to our ranks, we were treated to a regular 

feast of good things. The latter feature, however, I would not advise 

general adoption, because many members, among whom I may mention 

brothers Page and Ambrose, not having as much self-control as they 

might have, became too full for utterance, so to speak, and this very se- 

riously affected our discussion. 

Our membership, aside from the “commissary department,” has 

increased three-fold, at least. Our acreage planted to fruit, has increased 

fully twenty-five per cent. The ratio of small fruits will show even 

much greater increase. Have had a good yield all along the line. Ap- 

ples not up to an average crop, and quality inferior. Peaches, an ex- 

cessive crop of inferior fruit, mostly caused by trees being overladen, 

poorly cultivated and not trimmed at all. Plums, not a full crop, mostly 

Wild Goose grown, plenty of curculio; the latter we treat with all the 

hospitality that our community has become noted for; we give him the 

best we have and we find him a hungry guest. The Damson plum ap- 

pears to do well when planted on its own roots. The Wild Goose does 

best on the peach stock. The Mariana plum I would pronounce a stu- 

pendous humbug; about the most so that was ever perpetrated on a 

confiding people. Next to this, stands close up, the Prunus Simoni 

plum, Professor Budd, of Iowa, to the contrary, notwithstanding. 

Of cherries, the Morello family only can be rocommended of these 

‘The Richmond, Montmorency and English Morello are the leading vari- 

eties grown, the English Morello the most profitable. Our cherries are 

the most uniformly certain and productive of any fruit grown, but until 

lately have not been planted for market. Very few pears grown, not 

near enough to supply home demand. Of those planted, the Duchess 

has given the best satisfaction, and of this variety we claim we have 

grown the largest specimen ever heard of, being no less than one pound 

eleven and one-half ounces. Can readily substantiate this by responsi- 

ble parties who weighed it. The Keiffer pear, whichis but just coming 

into bearing with us, promises to become the Ben Davis among pears? 

being practically blight-proof and excessively productive, trees six 

years from planting yielding two and one-third bushels, of a good, 
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sprightly flavor, and good enough when well ripened in the house. Of 

strawberries we grow many varieties. The first choice for profit being 

the Crescent seedling with Miner’s prolific for a fertilizer, though some 

prefer the Crystal City, which undoubtedly is a good fertilizer, but its 

only redeeming quality. The Glendale, Cumberland, Downing and 

Sharpless are also favorably mentioned of the well-tried varieties. Of 

the newer varieties the Jessie is probably the most generally indorsed, 

with Bubach and Belmont close up. But the Warfield, Haverland, 

Cloud, Monmouth and Speece’s Perfection are looming up and it is. 

among these is the coming market berry, and I believe its name will be 

Warfield. 

Our culture is the matted row, sometimes matted with weeds, but 

when our growers do the best they know how they insist on the weeds. 

growing over the fence on someone else’s land. Old patches are shifted 

one-half the width of the row; by this system berries can be grown on 

the same ground indefinitely. Excessive manuring is not considered 

beneficial, and the day is coming when it will not pay to expend forty or 

even twenty-five dollars onanacre of ground manuring it, because that 

much money will buy one or more acres of virgin land, and there are mil- 

lions of such acres in Missouri capable of producing at least one hun- 

dred bushels per acre, and it would be hogish to ask more; this is men- 

tioned because small fruit- growers, as a rule, cluster around the towns, 

and very foolishly pay as much for a patch of five acres as they would. 

have to pay for forty acres a few miles out. They think this is necessary 

because they must have manure, but with more latitude and by plowing 

under green crops they can fertilize cheaper than in any other way. 

Of raspberries, we grow principally the black caps for market, 

with choice lying about even between the Souhegan and Gregg. Cul- 

ture consists in requiring the weeds to grow somewhere else. Canes. 

are topped at about two feet to get a strong lateral growth, both for 

productiveness and the necessary shade to the main stem. 

This culture is identical with that recommended for the blackberry,. 

except canes are topped at three to four feet. The Kittitinny is the 

favorite variety—is good enough—Snyder and Early Harvest have 

some friends, but generally they are not profitable. Gooseberries bear 

about four times as much fruit as they ought to do, considering the 

care received, and always sell for fair prices. Currants wont stand the 

treatment received and refuse to respond to neglect—scarcely any seen 

in market. 
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GRAPES. 

This is another fruit like the gooseberry that gives about a four- 

fold return for the care bestowed, but the quality is such that they are 

slow sale on our home market at about 2 cents per pound and are dear 

at the price; will not pay to ship asa rule. Concord mostly grown» 

some attention being paid to introducing both earlier and later varie- 

ties than Concord. Of the early, the Moore’s Early, Moore’s Diamond, 

Challenge, Early Victor and Worden are promising. Of the later varie- 

ties or late keeping varieties—the Lindley, Agawan, Salem, Aminia, 

Geethe, all Roger’s Hybrids, and the Jefferson and Triumph are all 

very much superior to Concord in flavor—about equal—-some fully 

equal in productiveness, and can be kept until after Concords are gone. 

It is understood that all these varieties should be sacked to prevent 

rot, and they will all pay for the trouble it takes to do it. 

The irrepressible perambulating tree merchant, like the poor, we 

always have withus. I leftseven canvassing our unfortunate community, 

with several nurseries to hear from. It has always been a difficult mat- 

ter to decide whether this horticultural “insect” is a benefit or other- 

wise. It is argued that if they are the cause of two trees growing 

where only one grew before, they certainly are a public benefactor. 

But ever so much depends on what kind of a tree itis. If a Keiffer 

pear or a Johnathan apple, then I agree; but if it happens to bea 

prunus simona plum (one of them “prunus simonied,” send me a dollar 

and a quarter’s worth), or a Russian mulberry, and come to think, why 

pitch on to the poor mulberry, as it, [honestly believe, is no more of a 

humbug than any other Russian fruit; and I want it put on record that 

Russian fruits have cost the people of. these United States more than 

Alaska did and are not near as much use to us. So I think it depends 

a good deal on what is sold whether the tree dispenser is a benefactor 

or not. On the other hand, if by the help of his portable art gallery, 

showing Concord grapes as big as transcendant crab apples, and with 

prices magnified to suit he induces some moss-back to plant a tree, 

even if as is usually the case, he could get as good or better stock 

of his home nursery for one-third the money, we all know that he 

wont do it; and perhaps, through this agency, the generation coming 

on may learn to love horticulture and the blessings it will bestow ; and 

on the whole, we conclude this ever-present necessary evil comes high, 

but we must have him.. 

One other matter not mentioned was the successful effort of mem- 

bers of our society in connection with those of neighboring counties 

in getting a material reduction in express charges on fruit shipments. 
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By making a combined effort the rates were reduced about 20 per 

cent, all of which goes to show if you want anything of a transporta- 

tion company do not be backward in asking for it; and a good way to 

do is, a8 soon as one request is granted, to turn right around and ask 

another. There is not the slightest fear in the word that they will 

grant more than they can afford to. 

J. G. KINDER, Secretary. 

PIKE COUNTY. 

Mr. L. A. GOODMAN, Westport Mo. : 

DEAR Sir: Your postal of the 9th inst. at hand, also the reports 

came to-day, for which please accept our thanks. We have glanced 

over the report hastily, and it contains many good things, a little chaff 

of course, but thatis to be expected in all things, as there are some that 

know but little that will talk. The fruit show was a grand success, and 

it should be productive of much good for the State. However, the 

printing of a thousand or two reports is but a drop in the bucket to 

what might be done. If the reports could be printed in hundred thou- 

sand lots and scattered broad-cast over the East, the effect could readily 

be told by the emigration it would bring, especially of the better class» 

just what we need and not the refuse of Europe. 

The State Society is doing a great deal of good, but if the means 

were at hand, ten thousand times as much good might be done with the 

same effort. Scattering these reports ison the same principle as adver- 

tising. An advertisement run a few times in a few papers does a little 

good, but barely perceptible. However, run the same ad. in hundreds 

of papers scattered all over the land, and follow up with catalogue and 

circulars, etc., sending them out by the thousands, then you can readily 

see that it pays. 

I would like to see the matter properly brought before the Legis- 

lature, and now as we have a wide-awake and enterprising Governor, a 

man up to the times, think he would be willing to make a recommenda- 

tion to the Legislature in favor of a good-sized appropriation for 

advertising the State, and what better advertisement could the State 

make than its horticultural resources ? 

I regret very much that our business has caused me to miss several 

of our meetings. The last meeting and the Nurserymen’s Protective 

Association came at the same time, so that I could not attend both, and 

believing that our interests were in Chicago, went there. 
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By the way, I was very much interested in the reports from Howell 

-and other southwest counties. Have not yet given up the idea of going 

down there and perhaps doing some planting. Do you know of a good 

piece of orchard land near the Gulf road that could be bought ata 

reasonable price, and will you be at Olden much this summer: if so, 

when? May be able to run down there. 

We have made quite a large planting near Denver, which has been 

the cause of our not planting more here. Also we have another 120 

acres out Broadway from Denver where we shall likely plant next 

spring, unless the real estate owners serve us as they did you with your 

home orchards. 

The only drawback to orcharding in Colorado is the water question. 

It is expensive and sometimes the supply is short. However, we have 

bored two artesian wells, and are piping same, using the California sys- 

tem, which makes us independent of the ditch companies, and by con- 

stant deep cultivation, we are able to getalong with but little water. This 

is the secret of agriculture onthe plains. The great trouble with those 

people there is, they depend on the water too much. They expect it to 

make their crop, and the little cultivating they do is simply scratching, 

not one out of ten cultivates. 

Our brother, C. M. 8., who lives near Denver, was here the past 

two weeks, and he reports that so far they have had an abundance of 

rain there, and have not as yet doneany irrigating. Last year they had 

no rain and but very little ditch water, and notwithstanding that the 

season was trying, we only lost about 10 per cent of our trees. It is 

wonderful how the soil there holds moisture when properly cultivated. 

Judging from our increase of sales, which has increased each year, 

you may rest assured that the people are planting trees. Our plant 

now is about four times the size when you were here last. 

Now we would be especially glad to have you come and look 

through our stock, and knowing that you are interested in pears, our 

blocks of same would greatly interest you. We have the soil for pears. 

We notice every now and then that some “wise” man has something 

to say against the “tree missionary,” and there are some that should be 

drummed out of the country, but as a class they will compare favorably 

with any other class of business men. The salesmen are not so much 

to blame as the parties they work for. The way they are managed con- 

tains the whole secret, except tree dealers who do as they please; but 

the nurserymen that sell to these dealers are as much to blame as the 

dealers, though they consider themselves innocent, yet they have the 

“gall” to advertise for the dealer’s trade. 
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You perhaps well know that planters—I mean commercial planters 

—generally buy direct at wholesale. They know what they want and 

send for it, but the average farmer and other small planters, as a class, 

buy from salesmen. 

If left to order by their own judgment, not one out of ten, no, not 

one out of a hundred, will buy a bill of trees. They really don’t know 

what they want, and are afraid to order from catalogues, for they want 

to see the trees before they pay for them, and besides, very few of them 

have any idea that they need trees or want them, until convinced by 

the salesman that they need them and should have trees. In fact, the 

desire must be created. 

To get them interested, it takes a salesman capable of gaining their 

attention, talking them into a bill of fruit trees, ornamentals, ete., and 

after they have been talked into it and have the trees brought to them, 

they will plant them, but if left alone the average farmer will be 100. 

years behind the times. These are facts from experience. The horti- 

cultural and agricultural papers “preach” as though all buyers were 

converted men, and know just what they want. That is where they 

make iheir mistake, for few farmers are interested ; in fact, three-fourths 

of them never see a horticultural or agricultural paper, and I don’t 

think I am alone when I state that the salesmen and this retail system 

of selling nursery stock has done more good by scattering fruit over 

the land, awakening an interest in horticulture, than all the horticul- 

tural and agricultural papers put together. ' 

Selling trees is like selling many other things, and if a party knows 

he wants a certain thing, he has made up his mind, and he may order 

from an advertisement, but orders of this kind received by nurserymen, 

wholesalers, dry goods, agricultural machinery, or any other line of 

goods will be few and far between compared with the business done by 

traveling men. Personal influence is the key note to success. A mer- 

chant or farmer will appreciate having a house send their solicitor to 

them, as they like to see and talk with the man they are buying of, and 

the house that employes no traveling salesman, no matter how good a 

reputation its goods may have, don’t last long. 

Perhaps you remember that the Greely-Burnham Grocer company 
of St. Louis established an immense trade through salesmen, and think- 
ing they could dispense with salesmen, giving their customers the bene- 
fit of the salesmens’ salaries and expenses, they tried it, but had to go 
back to the old way or fail. 

Now let me give you an instance, though it is only one among hun- 
dreds; your are personally acquainted with T. V. Munson in whom 
there is no higher authority in the country in horticulture; he also does 
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some nursery business by sending out catalogues. Now a man of his 

standing, as a man, of course, is popular and well thought of at home. 

Yet this summer, some of our best salesmen have gone into Denison, 

Texas, and sold several thousand dollars worth of stock to the citizens 

as well as to the farmers, and not one word has been said against Mr. 

Munson or his business, for it is above reproach, and besides that is 

not our style of doing business. Now if these Denison parties who 

have sent us their orders were left alone, we think not one out of a 

hundred would have gone to Mr. Munson of their own free will and 

bought a bill of trees, and had he mailed them catalogues perhaps two 

out of a hundred would have given him an order. 

You will please pardon me for bothering you with such a long let- 

ter, but I wanted to give you the erperience in regard to agent busi- 

ness, for nine-tenths of the men that get up and talk in the various 

farmers and similar meetings over the land, seem to think that travel- 

ing men of all kinds, nurserymen particularly, should be abolished; 

stop this system of selling nursery stock, and three-fourths of the nur- 

series in the country will be forced to go out of the business, and the 

remaining fourth should necessarily cut their plant down fully three- 

fourths, and then they would have surplus stock every year. 

You, perhaps, have no idea of the vast quantities of stock that is 

sent to every corner and section of the country. Of course it is just a 

little on this farm and a little on that, but the aggregate is simply im- 

mense, and those not acquainted with the nursery business of the United 

States can form no correct opinion of the business and the way of 

doing it. 

You may think my assertions are rather strong, but I think you 

have been in the business somewhat yourself, so that you will appre- 

ciate same far more than those without experience. It is the inex- 

perienced talkers that know so much about the business of others and 

do but little at their own. 

With regards to yourself and family, I remain 

Yours truly, 

WE. SPARK, 
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THE WORK OF TO-DAY. 

BY LEVI CHUBBUCK, SEC’Y MISSOURI STATE BOARD OF AGKICULTURE. 

The Honorable Secretary of the Missouri State Horticultural 

Society has given me a subject for discussion at this time that is as 

wide as the world and as comprehensive as are the efforts of mankind; 

but as he did not intend to burlesque my ability to handle completely 

so profound a subject, it is to be assumed that he expected me to only 

touch it in spots, as it were. 

“The work of to-day.” Is there any to do? The labor agitator 

will say there is not enough to keep all employed, and for proof will 

give figures showing how many tramps there are and how many thou- 

sands in every city are recipients of charity. He will then denounce 

capitalists and manufacturers and all classes whose income is greater 

than that of the most ignorant of laborers, as receiving more than their 

just due; and the use also of machinery and other factors in reducing 

the amount of labor necessary for the production of any commodity. 

He does not seem to comprehend that the use of machinery and the 

consequent reduction of the amount of labor needed in producing an 

article is not simply so much saved to the manufacturers, but that there 

has been an equal, if not greater advantage, accruing to the users of 

these articles in the reduced cost of them. So that, beyond ques- 

tion, the thrifty persons, even though their incomes are small, can enjoy 

more of the comforts of life, those things which largely make up the 

difference between civilization and savage life, than was possible for 

people of the same rank 100, 75, or even 50 years ago. There is a very 

large number of unthrifty persons in this world who feel the pinch of 

poverty and who would, no matter what conditions surrounded them. 

With some of these the condition is due to a failure to utilize the re- 

sources at their command through neglect and laziness, and with others, 

the more numerous class, because of lack of skill. It is to the latter 

cause of poverty that I wish to refer, and if possible, point out in that 

connection some of the work of to-day, and more particularly the work 

that is to be done in the agricultural and horticultural fields. 

As to the former class, it seems hardly worth the while to spend 

any time in discussing the case. It matters not how well it might be 

presented or what advice might be offered which, if followed, would be 

the means of bettering their condition; they are not present to hear it 
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and would not take the trouble to read it if published in the public 

prints and scattered broadcast like snow-flakes over the face of the 

earth. Hence we are of necessity confined for a subject of discus- 

sion to the nonprosperous class who are so from lack of skill, a class 

which, in all professions and callings, far out-number the skillful, while 

in the general calling represented here the preponderance in number 

of the unskillful over the skillful is simply overwhelming. 

The great Webster remarked to a young man who came to him for 

advice as to the calling in life to choose, and who objected to going 

into the law because the profession was so crowded: “There is plenty 

of room at the top.” The remark has almost universal application, but 

nowhere has it more force than with the tillers of the soil. Notwith- 

standing the fact so often referred to by orators and essayists that 

agriculture has been the occupation of mankind since his creation, ever 

has been and is to-day the occupation of the largest part of the world’s 

population, I believe it is a fact beyond dispute that in no other oceu- 

pation of mankind worthy to be regarded as a calling is there so 

laméntable a lack of the technical knowledge and skill pertaining to 

their business as among farmers. Why this is so would be too long a 

story to tell. That it is not due to lack of brain force and natural 

ability in the agricultural class is patent from the fact that this class is 

the never failing source from which other professions and callings are 

being constantly recuperated by accessions of fresh blood and brains.. 

The time has been in this, our land, when the farmer was regarded as the 

peer of the representative of any other class. In the days when Wash- 

ington managed personally his estates and Jefferson undertook the task 

of improving the plow, no profession commanded more respect than did 

husbandry. But since that time there have been great changes and 

the world has made wonderful progress. Civilization has gone forward 

with mighty strides. Science has been transforming the face of the 

earth and adding more to human knowledge in one year than the race 

used to gain in a generation. Into all the nooks and corners of life 

has this inquisitive goddess been peering, and in none has she un- 

earthed more facts than in the field and garden. With the aid of the 

spirit of the rocks, geology, she has studied into and determined the 

origin of our soils; how ages upon ages ago mighty forces were at 

work grinding mountains of rock into dust, until it was fit for plant 

food. Then with chemistry’s aid she has determined the component 

parts of this soil and learned what part of it is suitable for plant food 

and how this can be conserved and renewed. She has dallied with 

the spirit of the flowers and learned from her many secrets concerning 

how these “stars in earth’s firmament ” came into and have their being, 
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and not the “stars” only, but their less brilliant but more domestic 

sisters, the grains, vegetables and fruits. 

Noticing the myriads of insects that were feeding on the fruits 

and tlowers and devastating garden and fleld, science undertook the 

task of determining their habits and life history, and of devising means 

of preventing their depredations. Her attention was called to the 

existence of diseases among plants. The grains rusted, grapes rotted, 

apples had the scab, peach trees had the yellows, potatoes decayed 

and disease and death seemed everywhere in the vegetable world. So, 

making use of the microscope, one of her modern and most valuable 

devices for finding facts, she inquired into the causes of these plant 

diseases and has succeeded to a wonderful extent in determining them 

and applying remedies. 

But to undertake to enumerate all of the ways in which science has 

developed knowledge applicable to agriculture would occupy more 

time than is at my disposal. Suffice it to say that it would be difficult 

to point out a direction in which science has worked so fruitfully dur- 

ing the last fifty years that has not yielded a multitude of facts of value 

to the tiller of the soil. And the result is that instead of agriculture 

being now ruled by Art, as has been the case since man began to till the 

soil, it is now under the sway of Science. 

Let us stop for a moment and talk about that word “science.” 

Many, particularly farmers, seem to have a dislike for and dread of it. 

There is nothing terrible about the word, and it is not one which 

must be kept at a distance. Science means simply an accumulation of 

facts systematized. Everybody of intelligence has more or less of the 

elements of science. A farmer may have an utter contempt for the 

science of botany, but every fact which he knows about plants is merely 

so much of that science, and if all these were summed up it would be 

found that he has a good deal of the despised article in his head. A 

simple admission of this fact on his part would be avery long stride on 

the road to knowledge. And here, if I mistake not,is the beginning of 

much of the work of to-day in our field. The farmer must be led to an 

appreciation of the value of knowledge, and then to the acquisition of 

it. I refer to technical knowledge directly applicable in his business 

of farming. I said that farmers were lamentably lacking in technical 

knowledge. This, no doubt, is seriously questioned, but let us examine 

them a little. 

Of the 300,000 farmers in the State of Missouri, what proportion of 

them, do you suppose, knows what constitutes a pistilate strawberry, 
or knowing this, would be able, by examination, to distinguish a variety 
of one class from one of the other?) And yet any practical strawberry 
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grower will admit that a knowledge of this simple yet scientific botan- 

ical fact and its application to the business of raising strawberries is 

essential to success. But very few of our general farmers are raisers 

of strawberries, you say, and so have little use for that fact. Here comes 

in an illustration of how facts are organized into a science, and by get- 

ting knowledge thus systematized, a little will go a good way. A very 

little study of botany would show what is meant by staminate and pis- 

tillate flowers in general, and the fact, once properly acquired, has an 

exceedingly wide application. Then it is so linked to other facts that 

when gained, countless other facts are also gained, and but little effort 

is required to add vastly to the store of knowledge. 

But I did not intend and have not the time to thus generalize. 

Let us ask the farmers of Missouri a few more questions, and we will 

try and confine them to familiar things. 

How many of you out of 1,000 can tell where are the stamens and 

the pistils of acorn plant? What is the office of the pollen dust that 

falls from the tassel so freely during the growth of the plant, and how 

is the office performed? How many can tell anything about the root 

system of a corn plant, how extensive it is, the prevailing direction 

and manner of growth, what its offices are and how performed, what 

these roots take from the soil, how this material is incorporated into 

the substance of the plant, and a hundred other facts that come troop- 

ing along if one but gets hold of the leading ones? And who will say 

that the possessor and user of these facts will not bea better corn 

raiser than one who does not havethem. A very cursory study of the 

root system of a plant will modify the methods of culture to be ap- 

plied to it, and as soon as the difference in the manner of growth of 

different classes of plants is understood, the raiser of these plants 

will at once modify his methods of culture to suit the different require- 

ments, and every fact which he may gain and which has a bearing 

in this direction will have its effect in determining the character of the 

method. 

But we might go on and ask similar questions in all the depart- 

ments of farming, in stock-breeding and feeding, dairying, ete., and we 

would find much the same kind of answers. Should we ask about the 

cost of producing any given kind of crop, we would still get very un- 

satisfactory answers. Very few indeed of our farmers can tell with 

anything like accuracy the cost of growing a bushel of corn or wheat, 

a thousand pound steer ora barrel of apples. Would you expect to 

find such a state of affairs in connection with other lines of business? 

Until our farmers have been brought to a higher appreciation of the 

H R—25 
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necessity of all the technical knowledge pertaining to their business 

that is to be obtained, there is an abundance of work to be done. When 

this is done, our Agricultural College will have a hundred students 

where it now has one, and meetings of this character will call together 

overflowing audiences. 

What I have said may sound harsh, but if it is true, it is not the 

part of kindness to refrain from saying it, even though it is disagreea- 

ble. My desire is to do what I can to advance farmers’ interests, and 

want to see this done in the most effective manner possible. 

THE BABBITT APPLE. 

E_m GRoveE, Mo., Dec. 1, 1889. 

L. A. GoopMAN, Secretary Missouri State Horticultural Society: 

Srr—In answer to your request for facts as to the “ Babbitt” 

apple: 

The Babbitt was produced from seed of the New England Baldwin. 

The place of its origin was Tazewell county, Illinois. The date of its 

originating was at least as early as the year 1838. Propagated by C. 

W. Babbitt at his nursery in Woodford county, Illinois, in 1844 or 1845, 

In 1847 I saw the trees in my uncle Babbitt’s nursery, and noticed them 

as the largest trees of their age, among an extensive collection of 

varieties; also, for the large size of their leaves and the stoutness of 

the new growth. 

In the spring of 1848 my father was planting an orchard beside 

our village of Granville, Putnam county, Illinois. He allowed me to 

plant next the town arow of eight of those trees. My reason for 

wishing to plant them there was on account of their size and beauty ; 

and in a few years I had a row of the very largest and finest trees of 

their age that I ever saw grow in Central Northern Illinois, and in due 

time, apples. 

My brother and myself went to Oregon in 1853 to start the first nur- 

sery in the then new Territory. Beaten by a visitation of grasshoppers, 

we returned to the States, and in 1858 J. G. Laughlin & Sons did start 

our nursery at College Springs, Page county, Iowa. The Babbitt was 

not one of our old first list of trees, but about twenty-three years ago 

we had it sent from Illinois; and my father and brother each have the 

trees of that age in their orchards at College Springs, lat. 41 deg. 

For thirty-two years I have not seen the trees I used to know in 

Illinois; but to my personal knowledge they passed the memorable and 

terrible winter of 1855-6 unhurt, and I have been informed that up to 
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twenty-two years ago they had stood the winters there perfectly. The 

‘trees of that variety have been under my own eye for twenty-three 

years in Iowa, and now for six years in Holt county, Missouri. During 

that six years have occurred several among the very worst winters 

-ever known for apple trees; also the great three years’ drouth of 1885, 

1886 and 1887, and not a tree of the Babbitt has been smirched by the 

winters, nor more than merely held back by the summers of the great 

‘drouth. No other tree has endured all these trials any better, if in- 

-deed, just as well. Illinois, lowa and Missouri, the testing has now 

been going on for half a century. The variety was known as ‘Western 

Baldwin,” until at the annual meeting of our State Society, held at 

Lexington, December, 1886, when by request of Mr. N. F. Murray and 

myself, the society named it ‘ Babbitt,” in honor of the man who pro- 

pagated it forty-four years ago; a tardy tribute of a measure of justice 

to the memory of a man whose life was much more for others than for 

‘himself—late, for it came long years after a railroad accident had de- 

‘prived him and those he left behind him, of his life. > 

My father, J. G. Laughlin, still living at College Springs, Iowa, has 

‘in one of his orchards in Page county, fifteen hundred trees planted 

twenty years ago. The orchard is mostly made up of the standard 

varieties: Ben Davis, Winesap, Willow Twig, Jonathan, etc., with a 

large number of trees of the Babbitt. His testimony is that the Bab- 

bitt trees have up to date borne more per tree than the trees of any 

other variety ; that the trees are in at least as good condition as any 

others; that the apples have sold for more per bushel than any others ; 

and that where they are once sold they will sell easily ever afterward. 

My brother, J. B. Laughlin, still in the nursery business at the old 

stand, bears a similar testimony as to the trees of the variety in his or- 

chards. C. E. Babbitt, son of the man for whom the apple was named, 

now living at College Springs, says that in his large old orchard they 

are his best trees and his most profitable variety. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Tree, a very strong, large grower; shoots large ; leaves very large ; 

wood hard and tough. Asa support for a ioad of apples it is mechan- 

ically the best tree I know of. It scarcely forks at all, but throws out 

its limbs in a shape and style peculiar to itself. Every limb has an un- 

usual enlargement where it is joined to the tree or larger limb. I do 

not remember ever having seen one split in any way. After forty- 

two years’ acquaintance, partly in each of three States in three different 

latitudes, and growing from three distinctly different soils, I do not 

hesitate to place myself on record as saying that itis one of the very 

best trees in either nursery or orchard. 
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FRUIT. 

Size, large, one-fourth to one-third larger than its parent, the New 

England Baldwin; shape, like its parent, and specimens vary in shape 

in the same way; color very much like its parent, but with more of 

red; flesh, fine-grained, juicy, crisp, rich, and of a peculiarly fine acid, 

that plainly resembles the acid of the lemon; use, baking, stewing, 

pies or jelly, for each and all of which it is simply the best; in cooking 

it literally melts. It is ready to cook as soon as it has its size, but is 

so acid that few people like to eat it uncooked until the latter part of 

its season, when it is a favorite eating apple. Season, Ist of October 

to April, but can be kept in good condition till May. 

A child worthy to be born in the Great Wide West from seed of 

the apple that by reason of its real superiority of tree and fruit has 

held highest place in our Great Little East for generations. 

I have not, nor do I expect to have, any pecuniary interest in the 

sale of the trees of the Babbitt, directly or indirectly, presently or re- 

motely, to the value of one cent, but I do expect to plant it in orchard 

heavily. 

_ There is no monopoly of this variety, for it has been already sent 

to a number of men to be further tested in different places in five or 

more different States. My motive in this matter is the same that moves 

our best fruit raisers to hasten to tell all they know, and very often to 

hurry to give away cions, or trees, or vines of their choicest originat- 

ings or findings. 

For my own or for my childrens’ sake I could poorly afford to 

trifle with the reputation that I have been so many years earning, by 

making a misstatement or even a mistake. 

W. R. LAUGHLIN. 
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TREE-PLANTING. 

[The following paper was read at the meeting of the Warsaw Horticultural Society, 

in Hamilton, by A. C. Hammond.] 

When the subject of tree planting is referred to, the question is 

often asked, are the present inducements sufficient to justify the com- 

mercial grower to continue to plant largely, or the ordinary farmer even 

a limited number of fruit-trees? In reply to this question I will say, 

that if I were just entering upon my life work, I should prefer horticul- 

ture to any other branch of business, and should expect to make it 

more profitable, and it certainly would be more pleasant, than ordinary 

farming. This may seem a wild proposition to those who look only on 

the dark side of the question, but those who take a broader view will 

understand that the misfortunes of the last decade have driven the 

careless and unskillful orchardist from the field; their orchards are a 

wreck and will never be replaced, and the owners have engaged in 

other business that requires less thought and patience. 

We know better where and how to plant and how to cultivate than 

we did years ago. We have learned that it is not so much the cold of 

winter as the scorching drouths of summer that kills our trees, and 

that this unfavorable influence may be overcome by means of cultiva- 

tion, fertilization and mulching. We have learned that insects and dis- 

eases, that have in the past made it impossible to grow any of the 

orchard fruits, can be successfully combated by the use of insecticides 

and fungicides. This will enable the orchardist hereafter to put a 

superior quality of fruit on the market, which will always sell at a pay- 

ing price. 

But more important than this is the planting for home use, as this 

phase of the question interests every one who owns a piece of land, 

from a town lot up to the largest farm; and I wish to impress upon the 

farmers of Hancock county the importance of planting all kinds of 
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fruit trees in sufficient quantities to fully supply the needs of their fam- 

ilies. 

I will say to these men, if you want information as to varieties of 

apples, attend the meetings of the Warsaw Horticultural Society, and 

ask questions and listen to the discussions, and you will get as reliable 

advice and information as anywhere in the State. Ifyou can’t do this, 

write to some of the members, or visit some of your successful neigh- 

bors, and they will render you valuable assistance. Don’t neglect the 

pears because so many trees have been lost by blight. Its attacks are 

much less fatal than ten years ago, and we understand the conditions. 

of success better than ever before. Don’t forget the peach trees. We 

have had a long list of failures, but it is more than probable that during 

the next score of years we may gather twelve or fifteen crops of fruit. 

Plums and cherries have been so universally destroyed by curculio. 

for many years that they have been abandoned by all but the specialist. 

But it has now been demonstrated that the curculio, the meanest of all 

insect pests, can be destroyed by spraying with arsenites. You may 

therefore now plant these delicious fruits with the confident expecta- 

tion of gathering an abundant harvest. 

The time has come when every farmer who has one or two hundred 

fruit trees needs a spraying outfit, just as much as he needs a corn- 

planter or horse-rake. The cost is comparatively small—from $6 to. 

$15. After the force-pump is procured, the expense of saving the fruit. 

will scarcely reach five cents a tree, an investment that will pay a hun- 

dred per cent a year. 

In behalf of this society I desire to sound a note of warning in the 

ear of the unsophisticated granger. The tree-peddler with his winning 

ways, his glib tongue and wonderful picture-book, is abroad in the 

land. He is willing, as a special favor, to sell you Russian apple trees 

that will stand fire, floods and drouth, for the modest sum of forty or 

fifty cents apiece, or trees budded or top-grafted that will endure the 

climate of Siberia, for the same reasonable price. After he has supplied 

you with apple trees, he will sell you a bill of blight-proof pears and 

eurculio-proof plums for a like modest sum. Now let me whisper in 

the ear of my brother granger (this I know from experience), that some 

of these fellows go to the nurseries and buy their refuse stock, at two- 

or three dollars a hundred, with which they fill their orders. 

There are honest tree agents that represent honest, reliable firms, 

that are worthy of confidence and patronage; but give no orders unless 

you know the agent and the firm he represents are reliable. Under no 

circumstances invest in high-priced varieties, except as an experiment, 

as all of the new and much-lauded fruits are being tested at the Experi 
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ment stations, at the expense of the State, and as soon as results are 

reached they will be made public. 

MAKING CIDER VINEGAR. 

A Kansas orchardist not long since asked how to make cider vin- 

egar, to which we replied as to some essentials. Following will be 

found an article by Mr. L. B. Bryant, of Princeton, Il., Secretary of 

the Cider Makers’ Association of the Northwest, contributed by him 

at our request. The article is as follows: 

The essentials for making cider-vinegar on a small seale area 

grinder to grate up the apples into a fine pulp, a good press to extract 

the juice, barrels to put the juice in, a frost-proof room or cellar to 

store the product in, and, of course, a good supply of apples. 

I would not advise, under any circumstances, the use of the little 

hand-mills that are scattered all over the country.. They grind the 

apples so coarsely and the presses have so little power that not much 

over one-half the juice is obtained. The cider is not clear, but full of 

pomace; and altogether it is a slow, hard way to make cider with them. 

If the work will warrant it, buy a grater which can be run by 

power and a medium-sized press which can be worked by hand. This ma- 

chinery can be obtained of concerns which make the building of cider 

machinery a specialty. If the business does not warrant getting such 

an outfit, have the cider made at a good custom mill. Any plan of 

extracting the juice from the pomace by leaching, without pressing, 

will probably result in failure. 

Ordinary, good wind-fails will make good material for vinegar, but 

care should be taken to reject all immature, wilted as well as rotten 

apples. The better the apples the better the product. When the cider 

is made it should be put into good iron-bound barrels and ranked up 

out of doors, put in the shade, and allowed to ferment. The barrels 

should be placed on timbers or poles elevated from the ground sufii- 

ciently to allow the contents to be run off into other barrels. It isa 

great convenience to have a tank to put the cider in as it runs from 

the press. This will make the vinegar stock of more even strength 

and give it a chance to settle. 

Draw off the tank when needed for a fresh supply of cider, by a 

faucet placed an inch above the bottom of the tank. The barrels in 

this case should not be filled more than three-fourths full, and may be 

put at once into the cellar or other place of storage; but it is prefera- 

ble, if early in the season, to rank up out of doors, as before directed, 

until cold weather. 
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On the approach of freezing weather rack off the vinegar stock 

into clean barrels (only three-fourths filled) by means of a faucet placed 

in the end of the barrel, or preferably with a syphon made of five- 

eighths rubber tubing. This should be raised an inch above the bot- 

tom of the barrel to avoid drawing off the sediment. All settlings 

should be put into a separate barrel. The barrels can now be ranked 

up in their winter quarters, the bungs taken out and remain undisturbed 

until the contents become good vinegar, provided they are kept in a 

furnace-heated cellar or other artificially heated room. 

An ordinary cellar is too cool to make vinegar quickly, and if such 

a place is used for winter storage the barrels can be removed to a com- 

mon shed on the approach of warm weather, remembering always to 

rack off the contents before a barrel is moved. Never put barrels in 

the sun in hot weather, as they will be spoilt and the contents lost. 

When the vinegar is thoroughly made, a cool, dry cellar is an excellent 

place to store it, and the barrels may he filled and bunged up. 

In many cider mills the pomace is pressed once, then reground or 

picked to pieces and pressed again and the product used for vinegar. 

If water is added to this repressing it should only be sprinkled: The 

pomace can then be used, while fresh, for feeding stock of all kinds; 

but care should be taken at the commencement, and it should always 

be given in regular rations, the same as grain. 

I have said nothing about the theory of vinegar-making, nor have 

I described vinegar generators and expensive apparatus, as it has been 

the purpose of this article to tell how to make good vinegar on a 

small scale. No one, of course, will expect to go into the vinegar busi- 

ness extensively without posting up thoroughly. 

Until recently but little attention has been paid to the purity and 

quality of the vinegar used by the mass of consumers. So that it had 

a sharp “tang” it was all right; but now this is slowly changing in 

many localities, and the strength and quality of vinegar are prescribed 

by law in some States. 

In conclusion, I will call special attention to these points: To 

make good cider or vinegar use good, clean apples; exposure to heat 

and air is what makes vinegar. To have bright, clear vinegar free 

from must, rack it before moving it, if it has been standing for any 

length of time, and thoroughly clean the barrels as soon as emptied. 

Good vinegar cannot be made out of a large quantity of water and a 

little cider. Strong, late-made cider may bear the addition of a little 

water, but that made early in the season will not. Hard cider is not 

vinegar, and no attempt should be made to dispose of any vinegar until 

it is clear and thoroughly made. Cheap instruments for testing the 
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comparative strength of vinegar can be had, and should be used by 

every one who expects to market vinegar. 

If all this seems to be too much trouble and expense, the manu- 

facture of vinegar had better not be attempted, but the apples sold to 

some one in the businessregularly. Poorly made cider vinegar not only 

injures the reputation of the maker, but hurts the sale of all cider vine- 

gar.— Prairie Farmer. 

OHIO STRAWBERRY EXPERIENCE. 

This has been a year to cause the horticulturist anxiety. Up to the 

time of the strawberry harvest, the weather was favorable. Then the 

rains were a burden; the fruit would not stand shipment, and the irreg- 

ular periods of gathering caused much overripe fruit. But with all 

these discouragements we had good crops and fair prices. 

Warfield No. 2 has our preference over all other varieties; not 

only its size makes it valuable, but its color, firmness, flavor and pro- 

ductiveness all add to its value. After watching it quite closely, we 

have become very favorably impressed with its merits, and would ad- 

vise all growers to try the variety. 

Bubach No 5—A pistillate variety worth trial on every fruit farm. 

In another year or so it will be one of the leading market berries. Its 

immense fruit, vigor and productiveness make it valuable. We recom- 

mend it highly for field culture. 

Haviland—Pistillate, noted for size and productiveness. It is the 

berry for the masses for a home market. I advise other varieties for 

shipment. J never saw a berry fruit more profusely. 

Logan—Very attractive, and we had not looked for much. When 

we wanted some fine specimens, they could always be found in the Lo- 

gan bed. It is large, has a beautiful color, and is quite firm. 

Burt Seedling—Claimed by some to be same as Capt. Jack, perhaps 

it is, but it produced the largest fruit of any variety with us. A wet 

season will bring it to perfection. 

Gandy’s Prize—A berry of value on account of its lateness; of 

good size, but poor flavor. In productiveness similar to Cumberland, 

and it has a large, fresh bur which adds to its value. 

Jessie—We were disappointed in this; while the fruit is quite large 

and some of it beautiful, it is not carried through the season. But with 

us it is of more value than Sharpless. 

Monmouth—Harly, quite large, firm; some small fruit throughout 

the season, dne in part to the wet weather. 
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Bomba—Very early, of good size at first, with excellent flavor. A 

strong grower. 

Pearl—Very good in every respect, but not having a fair test, we 

prefer not to say much now; a good grower, fruit excellent. 

Pineapple—Thrifty, good size, not so productive as in some places. 

Hampden—Moderately productive, poor grower, firm. Said to be 

of value in its native home, Massachusetts. 

Gold—Late, size medium, Carnot recommend for field culture, as. 

it is too hard to grow. 

Summit—Large, good flavor, moderately productive, but inclined to 

rust; fruit of large size. 

Lida—Good grower, size medium, and is said to be productive in 

some localities, but is not with us. 

B.lmont—Set much bloom, and some fine fruit, but the larger part 

of its bloom did not mature. 

Crawford (new)—Claimed to be very large and attractive. Wehad 

some fruit this season, which was fine, but it is too soon to judge from 

our test; it will evidently bea popular variety. 

Eureka (uew)—Very large, and said to be very productive. Flat- 

tering reports have come to us of this which we are inclined to credit. 

We believe it will prove valuable. 

EK. W. REID. 

SNYDER AND TAYLOR BLACKBERRIES. 

Editors Indiana Farmer : 

I read to-day what Prof. Troop has to say about raspberries and 

blackberries inthe Farmer, also your comments. I have Snyder, Wal- 

lace and Taylor blackberries, and know how abundant, large and deli- 

cious the Taylor is when healthy; but during the last two years it has. 

acted in an unaccountable manner, coming up to the ripening season 

and apparently all right, even after it had commenced ripening, then it 

would suddenly seem to be struck with some kind of disease that would 

paralyze the bearing plants. The berries remain hard and unpalatable 

and we let them remain on the bushes. This was not occasioned by 

drouth, as the last two ripening seasons were accompanied with plenty 

of rain. During the last two seasons I raised and sold about 480 bush- 

els of blackberries, and of this amount about 460 bushels were Snyder. 

However, there is a fruit-grower living about ten miles northeast of 

here, that grows about as many blackberries as I do, and this man tells 

me that Taylor does splendidly for him. But I noticed in market that 
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the bulk of his crop was Snyder. But it is the old story: What will do 
well in one place is worthless in another. La. 

Muncie, Nov. 24. 

—We cannot account for the failure of your Taylors in ripening un- 

less on the theory that they set too much fruit to ripen well. They 

tend to overbear, and unless the soil is very rich cannot perfect all the 

fruit that is set. Try thinning out about half the bearing canes.—Eds. 

PEACHES FAILING IN DELAWARE. 

Time was when the peach seemed a fruit that would grow almost 

anywhere in this country. Its limits get more and more diminished as.’ 

time goes on. A representative of the Philadelphia Record, a few 

weeks ago, had this to say of the famed Delaware region : 

In ten years a Delaware peach will be as rare a thing in this market as it was 

thirty or more years ago, when old Major Reybold shipped the first cargo of the 

fruit to Philadelphia from his farm near Delaware City. There are nowno peaches 

grown about Delaware City; the peach belt has moved south on the Peninsula. In 

ten years peaches have become a precarious crop, and it looks now as if the greatest 

peach country of the world will in a decade be as bare of peach trees as it was when: 

Reybold planted his first orchard. ‘‘The Yellows,” the deadly enemy of the peach, 

has driven the orchards out of existence, and the average crop, which wasa few 

years ago more than 3,000,000 baskets, is now less than 1,900,000. 

Peaches have been for thirty years more plentiful and more luscious in the 

eastern cities of the United States than anywhere else in the world, and the pros- 

pective complete collapse of the growing of the fruit in the great peach belt so near 

this city, is a most interesting fact. 

The peach crop of the Delaware and Maryland peninsula has for the past twen- 

ty-two years been worth more than $2,000,000 a year to the little stretch known as 

‘the peach country,’ extending thirty-five miles north and south of Dover, the 

capital of Deiaware, and thirty miles east and west between the two bays. In the 

past twenty-two years, including 1888, the Delaware railway, which drains this 

peach country, has shipped 37,356,417 baskets of the fruit, and fully 15,000,000 bas- 

kets have found their way to market by water. 

Thirty-five years ago peaches grew well, even around Chicago, and 

any point across the lake was good for a heavy crop half a dozen years 

after planting. Now the location in which it pays to grow them gets 

more and more circumscribed year by year.—Prairie Farmer. 

PACKING PLUMS FOR MARKET. 

The plum is perishable, and more care in handling is required than 

often is given, especially on sorts designated to be sold on the retail 

stands of distant cities. These certainly should be picked with stems 
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adhering and carefully laid in five pound to eight pound baskets; in all 

cases picking the small and inferior fruit by itself, to be marketed as 

second class. And while the varieties designed for preserving need 

not be so carefully packed, equal care should be bestowed in sorting, 

that no imperfect fruit be packed in packages denominated first-class ; 

in doing which, you will find some one ready to purchase your fruit at 

its fair value, giving you fair compensation for all your labor and care, 

and you, in conclusion, abundantly satisfied that well-grown plums 

shipped in clean, neat packages, at the proper time and to the proper 

markets, are a crop not to be despised.—S. D. Willard, Western New 

York Horticultural Society. 

PEACH AND PLUM ROT. 

One after another the diseases which have heretofore baffled the | 

skill of the cultivator, and often caused his pockets to be stillempty at 

the close of the fruit season, are brought under control. The rot of 

peaches, and still more of plums, has long been a source of annoyance 

and loss to the growers, but if they will follow the suggestions which 

Prof. Erwin F. Smith, of the Mycological Section of the Department of 

Agriculture, offers as a result of his observations in various peach grow- 

ing sections of the United States, concerning peach rot and peach 

blight, they may in a measure be able to overcome this serious obstacle 

to success. 

The disease, says Prof. Smith, is due to a parasitic fungus which 

produces many small ash-eray tufts on the discolored surface of the 

rotting fruit. These tufts consist principally of spore dust, which is 

carried by animals, washed by rains, or blown about, and causes the 

rot to develop in sound peaches whenever it falls upon them under: 

proper conditions. The most favorable conditions for the germination 

of the spores and the rapid spread of the rot are hot and moist weather. 

This fungus also causes a very characteristic blight of twigs and 

branches. In rainy seasons this is quite apt to occur, especially if the 

rotting fruits are allowed to remain upon the tree. The fungus lives 

over winter in the decayed fruits, and in this way is reproduced year 

after year. In the spring these dry, wrinkled fruits, which have been 

left upon the earth or still cling to the branches, swelland soften under 

the influence of repeated rains, and produce a new crop of spores ex- 

actly like those of the previous season. 

The practical importance of this discovery is very great. Could 

the blighted twigs and rotted fruits of one season be entirely destroyed, 

the fungus would disappear and the rot with it. The more nearly com- 
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plete this removal ofinfectious material can be made, the safer will be the 

succeeding crop. During the growing season the fungus produces in- 

numerable spores and spreads its infection very quickly. For this 

reason, all rotting peaches should be removed from the trees and buried 

or burned, as soon as discovered. This can be done during the pick- 

ing season without much additional expense; but it may frequently be 

necessary to do it before the fruit is ripe, if the grower would save any 

portion of it in a marketable condition. Finally, not a single rotted 

fruit should be allowed to winter over. All must be destroyed. 

If fruit growers would unite and follow this method systematically 

for a series of years, the losses from peach rot would be reduced to in- 

considerable proportions. These remarks apply also to the rot of 

plums and cherries which is caused by the same fungus, known as Von- 

ilia fructigena. 

BLACK KNOT. 

Black Knot on the plum may be destroyed with a mixture of lin- 

seed oil, turpentine and kerosene. The kerosene must be used with 

care, for if allowed to spread over the branch it will destroy it. Lin- 

seed oil alone, if applied two or three times, answers the same purpose, 

but the turpentine and kerosene make it prompt and efficient. The time 

is when the knot begins to make its appearance early in summer and 

afterward.—Prof. Maynard before the Maine State Pomological Society. 

CORELESS APPLES. 

Horticulturists are now endeavoring to breed out the trouble- 

‘some core from apples. We quote fromthe New York Tribune: “Two 

cases lately put on record of seedless sorts of apple—one of them 

represented as a large and good winter variety—come directly in class 

with Professor Claypole’s proposition to breed out the troublesome 

core from the best of our fruits. It is worthy of attention, especially 

as the trees are much more exhausted by the production of seeds than 

by that of their development, and usually more seeds, less eatable 

pulp and the harsher its quality.” 

THE FARMER’S ORCHARD. 

In many cases it is not what it should be, especially if there is 

no ready market for the fruit at hand. The difficulty is chiefly due 
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to neglect. It is easy for the owner to get the impression that his 

location is not adapted to fruit-growing, and hence it is useless to 

make any well-directed efforts. It seems plain that the land that is 

suited to any of the branches of agriculture will also grow some form 

of fruit. There are many things that ail the farmer’s orchard ; it is 

expected to bear fruit year after year without much attention. Per- 

haps if it resented such treatment there might be better orchards 

among the farmers, for what one expects his fields to yield a bounti- 

ful crop of corn or rye year after year with no more attention than is 

bestowed upon the average orchard? Many orchards dwindle away 

because as the trees die they are not replaced by new ones. In fact, 

the old trees that have declined should be removed at once so that 

young trees may be growing. It is several years at least before young 

trees bear profitable crops, and it does not pay to let the land be idle 

by waiting for useless trees to die. Nevertheless age does not always 

terminate the usefulness of a tree. I have seen many trees long after 

their maturity bear a good crop of apples each year. Those orchards 

that are healthy, and yet produce but little, evidently lack nourish- 

ment; there has been no manure applied and the deficiency has not 

been replaced. If there is a coat of sod it should be turned under. 

After this give a dressing of manure and harrow it well. Plow this 

under and turn the furrow stilldeeper. Ashes are better than manure, 

as they are richer in potash, and should be saved for the fruit trees. 

Many orchards suffer from the want of drainage; for this reason it is 

best to choose locations on high ground. Let drainage be provided, 

if necessary, for where there is undue moisture manure and cultiva- 

tion will do little good. Old trees become covered with rough, scaly 

bark that should be removed by a short-handled hoe or other conve- 

nient tool. Apply a wash of strong soapsuds to the trunk; this will 

give the bark a healthy appearance, and as it washes down will fertilize 

the roots. 

Less attention is given to pruning than we should hope to find. 

Since this is neglected for several years the growth of the tree be- 

comes too dense for the fruit, and when the trees are cut it is neces- 

sary to remove many large limbs; this hastens decay and is a loss of 

growth. 

You cannot mutilate many trees after they mature without detri- 

ment to them, therefore, it is much better to remove the shoots as 

they appear, which can be easily done once a year. Prune the trees so 

to admit the sunlight as much as possible. It is desirable to let such 

branches remain as will facilitate climbing when the fruit is to be 

gathered. Do not cut off the small twigs at the extremities of the 
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branches, for this will injure the tree. Remove the fallen limbs and 

rubbish and burn them at a convenient distance; this should be done 

not only for the sake of neatness, but it will also destroy the eggs of 

many insects. Study those varieties of fruit that succeed best in a 

locality. If there are vacant corners in the lots plant some apple 

trees there. I have noticed isolated trees bear more fruit than those 

in orchards, hecause they are not crowded, as the case usually is when 

many trees are together.—Robert L. Dean, in Farm and Vineyard. 

RENOVATING RUNOUT ORCHARDS. 

We often meet with an orchard of apparently healthy trees, which 

is practically fruitless. The owner may tell us that it formerly bore 

abundant crops, but of late years the trees have “run out.” Why have 

they “run out?” They formerly gave good crops of apples. All the 

other land on the farm was expected to give but one good crop, but 

this of the orchard was made to give a crop of grain, ora crop of grass 

or clover, to be taken off as hay. The soil soon became tired of doing 

this double duty. The trees “gave out” because they were robbed of 

food; the first thing they need is feeding. Of course, if the soil needs 

draining, lay the needed tiles at once, or as soon as the soil will allow. 

Such orchards are usually in grass; draw ou a heavy dressing of ma- 

nure and spread it, and, as soon as the soil is in proper condition, turn 

over the sod and the manure with the plow; with the hot weather the 

sod will decay rapidly. When this is found to be well rotted, give 

another plowing,and a deepone. If ashes can be had, spread a heavy 

coating and harrow; in the absence of ashes, harrow in a good dress- 

ing of lime. If the trunk and larger branches are covered with loose 

scales of old bark upon which lichens and mosses have a foothold, 

scrape off the loose bark, using a blunt, short-handled hoe as a scraper. 

Then in a damp time or thaw, wash the trees with soft soap, made thin 

enough to apply with a brush. Use home-made soft soap, made with 

lye or potash. That sold at the stores is usually merely hard soap 

mixed with water and very deficient in strength and quite inferior to 

the home-made. Mix the soap with enough water to work readily, go 

over the scraped portions with it, and leave the spring rain to finish 

the work. In due time the bark will be found beautifully smooth and 

deprived of all foreign growth. The soap that has been washed into 

the soil will act as a useful fertilizer. Long neglected trees usually 

require pruning, and this must depend upon the condition of the tree. 

Never cut outa branch without good reason for it. If the top has 
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become crowded, cut out enough branches to let light and air into the 

center ; if grown one side, remove the branches needed to restore the 

balance. If large wounds are made, smooth the surface and paint 

them over with some dark-colored paint.—American Agriculturist for 
January. 

Among peculiar products may be classed vegetable milk, and 

among interesting vegetables, the various cow-trees. It is much to be 

regretted that the attention of strict vegetarians has not been called to 

the possibility of excluding animal milk from their dietaries, for had 

their attention been seriously called to the cow-trees, we would have 

had more information to offer than this which we have been able to 

collect from our reading. We have noted eight species of plants which 

furnish an edible milky sap, belonging to eight genera and seven natural 

orders. 

Brosimum galactodendron (Urticacex). In 1633, Laet, in his deserip- 

tio indiarum occidentalim, lib. 18, says that in Venezuela there are trees 

which give out a liquid which coagulates like cheese, and which is. 

eaten at meals. This tree, peculiar to Venezuela, was observed by 

Humboldt, who says that the vegetable milk of the palo de vaca [Ga- 

lactodendron utile, H. B. et K.|] has an agreeable taste and an aromatic. 

smell. At Caucagua the natives call the tree arbol del leche, milk tree. 

The further account is quite pastoral. “On the barren flank of a rock 

grows a tree with coriacious and dry leaves. Its large woody roots 

can scarcely penetrate into the stone. For several months of the year 

not a single shower moistens its foliage. Its branches appear dead and 

dried; but when the trunk is pierced there flows from it a sweet and 

nourishing milk. It is at the rising of the sun that this vegetable foun- 

tain is most abundant. The negroes and natives are then seen hasten- 

ing from all quarters, furnished with large bowls to receive the milk,. 

which grows yellow and thickens at its surface. Some empty their 

bowls under the tree itself; others carry the juice home to their chil- 

dren.” Samples of this milk analyzed by Bousingault showed it to 

contain: Water, 58.0; wax, ete., 35.2; sugar, ete., 2.8; casein, 1.7; 

alkaline earths, alkalis, phosphate 0.5; undetermined 1.8 per cent. 

Seeds were germivated at Kew Gardens, England, in 1881, and plants 

sent in 1882 to Australia, India, Feejee Islands, Java, Singapore and 

Ceylon. 

Clusia galaciodendron (Guttifere). This is another of the palo de 

vaca or cow-trees of Venezuela. The milk is said to be used freely by 

all, especially by children, although it has an astringent taste. It is 

said that one tree of this species will yield a quart in an hour. 
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Tabernemontana utilis (Apocyner). The cow-tree of British Guiana 

and Demerara is called hya hya by the natives. The lactescent juice is 

said to be bland and wholesome, resembling cow’s milk in appearance, 

but rather sticky. Brown says: “The Indians showed us the milk 

tree, from an incision in the bark of which we obtained a good flow of 

thick, white, creamy sap, of a rich nutty flavor, but a little of it went a 

long way.” This tree was described by Arnott in 1830. 

Mimusops elata (Sapotacex). The cow-tree of the Amazon. Hern- 

don says it is called there echenique, and that the fresh milk was used 

as afood anda beverage. As brought to him, it had a foamy appearance 

as if just drawn from the cow, and looked very rich and tempting. It, 

however, coagulates very soon, he says, and becomes as hard and tena- 

cious a8 glue. Bates says the milk is pleasant with coffee, but has a 

slight rankness when drank pure. It soon thickens to a glue which is 

exceedingly tenacious. He was told that it was not safe to drink much 

of it. Wallace says the milk exudes in abundance when the bark is 

cut; it has about the consistence of thick cream, and but for a very 

slight peculiar taste.could scarcely be distinguished from the genuine 

product of the cow. Another authority gives the name of the tree as 

the Massaranduba. 

Malouetia lactiflora (Apocynes). Miers says this is a very lactes- 

cent tree, yielding in South America a vegetable milk used by the 

natives, and also forming a useful varnish, according to Schomburgh. 

Asclepias lactifera (Asclepiadex). The cow-tree of Ceylon, Bur- 

man relates that when cow’s milk is wanting, or for other reasons, the 

juice of this plant affords a substitute, and that the leaves are also 

cooked with foods that require animal milk. 

Euphorbia balsamifera (Euphorbiace). In the Canary Islands, 

this species is called Tabayba dulce and the juice is sweet and harm- 

less, as Humboldt says. The juice is said to be similar to sweet milk, 

and thickens into a jelly to be used as a delicacy. It is doubtful 

whether from this scant mention this species should be included among 

cow-trees. 

Mammilaria simp’ex (Cactez). This species is said to yield a sweet, 

milky and wholesome juice.—W. L. Sturtevant, in Am. Garden. 

TRANSPLANTING. 

Nearly every vegetable will endure transplanting without per- 

manent injury, and this practice simplifies garden work and adds much 

H R—26 
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to the area of a small garden. Lettuce can grow a month or more 

in the seed-bed before the transfer; beets sown in the same way can 

be set out in the garden when the ground is warm, and will be two 

or three weeks in advance of those planted from seed in the spring, 

and the roots, if pains is taken in the work, will be of good form; peas. 

can be transplanted into moist or well-watered soil and will grow 

thriftily; beans do best if grown in pots or flats, a8 many seeds in a 

place as would be planted in a garden, and, when well up, shifted dirt 

and all into the out-door hills about the Ist of June. By this method 

we get cucumbers much earlier, and they can be grown to the third 

leaf before they are set. All forms of cabbage, onions and celery 

should be transplanted; and melons in this way can be had much 

earlier. Parsnip, carrot, salsify and roots of that nature are not im- 

proved by transplanting. 

Plants of any kind should be given a permanent home before they 

are overgrown in the seed-bed. Too large plants are less likely to 

make perfect vegetables than those set when at the proper size. Seed- 

lings will only attain a certain point of growth in: flats, and when this 

period of stagnation is reached no more growth can be expected with- 

out a change of soil or location. If the plants have good roots and are 

set toward evening in freshly prepared soil they will live. A strong 

wind is more destructive to young plants than the sun’s rays, and 

if the soil is well prepared and pressed lightly about the roots, most. 

plants will grow even in the sun without shelter. A bath in thin 

mud is a good preparation for the roots of some plants when they must. 

be set ina dry time. Watering after or during the time of transplant- 

ing is much practiced, but, unless the weather is very dry, the plant 

will do as well without if properly set. Cabbages and like plants, if 

lifted a day before they are to be set and left ina cellar, will make a 

new growth of root, so as to gain rather than lose time by the day’s. 

delay.— W. H. Bull, in Garden and Fruit. 

HOW TO GROW CELERY. 

Buy good new seed from some reliable seedsman. Select a very 

rich level piece of ground for seed-bed—if prepared in the fall all the 

better; it should be plowed or spaded twelve or fifteen inches deep 

and made perfectly fine; atop dressing of wood ashes one-half inch 

deep and enough salt to whiten the surface of the bed, thoroughly 

raked in with a garden rake before planting seed, will be found very 
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beneficial. Plant early in the spring, soon as the ground is in good 

condition for handling, make the rows fifteen inches apart and drill the 

seed evenly and pretty thick, cover one-half inch deep, tramp the earth 

firmly with feet, after which smooth off the bed with back of garden 

rake, then cover with brush. Soon as plants are up so as to show 

,#long the row, remove the brush carefully and hoe the plants; if 

weather is hot and dry replace the brush for a few days, and remove it 

just after rain or during a cloudy day. You need have no fear of seed 

rotting on account of early planting; we have never lost any in this 

way, but have lost many plants by them perishing under a crust of 

earth, hence the need of brush on seed-bed. Keep the plant-bed clear 

of weeds and in fine mellow condition by a free use, of the hoe and 

fingers.. When the plants are four inches high shear the tops off to 

two inches; this gives the plants a chance to heart up; in June trans- 

plant to the field, which should be level or nearly so, very rich and well 

prepared by deep plowing early in the spring and replowed once or 

twice and harrowed before setting the plants. Near city markets a 

crop of early garden vegetables may be grown and sold from the land 

before planting in celery. The rows should be five feet wide, plants 

five inches apart in the row. If plants are large enough, commence 

setting out the first week in June and continue to plant in rainy and 

cloudy weather up to the fourth of July; take up the plants with a 

spade; cut off the long top roots and dip the roots in a paste of clay 

mud thick enough to adhere to the roots and completely cover them, 

dip a small handful at a time and place in dropper’s basket, mark out 

your rows by use of light wheels or runners, make holes for plants 

with spod (a stick five feet long by one inch thick and sharpened to a 

point at one end), have dropper place the plants in the holes, and have 

your best and most careful hands to follow and set the plants, taking 

care to place the plant deep enough so none of the white root or crown 

will be left exposed to the air, and not so deep as to cover up the cen- 

ter bud; see that the root is straight down in the hole, and fill the hole 

perfectly full, pressing the dirt very firmly about each plant. If the 

work is well done no shade will be needed; after planting, cultivate, 

hoe and weed, keep perfectly clean. 

If the plants grow very slow during July and August, don’t grow 

impatient and neglect them, but cultivate right along. If they grow 

fast and spread, don’t get in a hurry about banking, let them grow and 

form a large heart. Banking celery in Missouri during August will 

cause it to rot. By first week in September throw the earth toward 

the celery row with turning plow, close as possible without covering 

the plants; only plow one or two rows at a time so as to have fresh 
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earth to work in, then take the plant in left hand and press the earth 

close and firm around the plant with the right hand, forcing the leaves 

into an upright position; this is called handling ; as svon as this is done, 

plow again with turning plow and bank the earth up near the top of 

plants and repeat this as often as needed. We usually bank it three 

or four times by the 15th of October, after which time it will be very, 

unsafe to leave it out unless banked up extra well near the top. Some 

years ago we lost a nice lot on the 16th and 17th of October by freez- 

ing; the ground was dry and banking could not be kept properly in 

place, plants opened at the heart and froze, injuring the blanched 

celery in heart so as to cause it to rot. Last fall we left some out till 

the middle of November, but itimproved but very little during the last 

two weeks. 

Celery that is not wanted for use until January and later should be 

handled and banked once to keep in upright position, and may be 

planted in rows four feet wide, and the blanching can be done in the 

trench. Before commencing to take up celery to store for winter, 

trenches should be dug near your work-shop; they ought to be one 

foot wide and as deep as celery is tall, then throw dirt from celery row 

with plow and then cut under the plants with a sharp spade, pull the 

plants up carefully, shake off most of the soil and store in trench in 

perfect upright position and as close as you can press it; if it wilts 

much pour water in along the side of trench so it will wet the roots and 

not the heart of plants, which might cause rot; take plank one foot 

wide and nail together trough fashion and cover the trench, put in a 

six-inch wooden pipe ventilator every forty feet, cover deep enough 

with dirt to keep from freezing, leave the ventilator open except in 

cold to very cold weather, then stop them with hay or straw. 

To store celery for family use, put two inches of moist earth or 

sawdust in the bottom of a boot box, place the celery in with roots on 

the earth in upright position and set in cellar; if it wilts pour water in 

so it will run among the roots. 

Celery grown on upland will be more solid and keep longer than 

that grown on muck or low, wet land. I know of no good reason why 

Holt county, Missouri, should not become famous for celery-growing. 

I have never had a failure and grew two crops in 1886 and 1887, both 

years noted for severity of drouth and heat, that sold in the market 

alongside of that from the world-renowned celery gardens of Kalama- 

z00, at a8 high prices, and gave as good satisfaction. Celery is one of 

the most healthy and life-giving vegetables that God has given to man, 

and should be on every man’s table in its season. 
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The best variety to grow is the Golden-hearted Dwarf. Would not 

advise any one to plant merely for a dozen or two plants—to make it 

profitable large quantities must be grown. The old idea which pre- 

vailed when the pioneers in celery-growing began at Kalamazoo, Michi- 

gan, that muck or wet soils were necessary for the successful growth 

of celery has long since been exploded. It has been found to do well 

on any good land, and our soil and climate are better than that at Kala- 

mazoo. Better celery can be grown here than any that comes from 

there. 

N. F. MURRAY. 

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBBERY. 

There is no way in which the external attractions of a residence 

may be increased so perfectly, and at so little expense, as by the plant- 

ing of ornamental shrubbery. Unlike architectural structures, it does 

not require the labor of the hand to bring out every part, but natural 

growth develops into beautiful forms. It requires only a good soil, 

planting in the first place, and training into the most effective shape. 

A certain amount of smooth lawn in connection with the shrubbery, 

serves to develop its charms. 

But the surroundings must be kept in a neat condition. We some- 

times see planted grounds which have been entirely neglected after- 

ward. Weeds and grass have grown among the ornamentals and con- 

verted them to “brush.” They have been allowed to grow into strag- 

eling and neglected forms. It is a simple and easy task to give them 

all the necessary attention. A selection of the best shrubs is of course 

important, and such a selection was made at a horticultural meeting in 

Rochester by those present, who placed the following at the head of 

their lists: The first four were Deutzia gracilis, Wiegela rosea, purple 

fringe and Japan quince. These had the greatest number of votes. 

Next in order were Persian lilac, Deutzia crenata and Spircea lanceolata. 

After these were white fringe, snowball, plum-leaved spirea, Tartarian 

honeysuckle, double-flowering almond, Forsythia and crimson currant. 

The following had fewer votes: Purple barberry, rose acacia, Siberian 

lilac, Josikea lilac, double white lilac, Magnolia obovata,-Deutzia scabra, 

tree peonia and silver bell. Plant these in natural groupings, with a 

due proportion of smooth shaven lawn between, and a natural beauty 

may be produced exceeding anything which formal architecture can 

give.—Rural New Yorker. 
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TREES IN WINTER. 

Trees to many persons, are attractive only when they are clothed 

with leaves, and many people whose interest in them is considerable 

do not notice those peculiarities which make it easy to recognize one 

tree from another after the leaves have fallen. But to the real lover 

of trees, they are equally beautiful and interesting at all seasons of the 

year; and no one can pretend to know trees well who cannot distin- 

guish the different species as quickly and as easily in winter as in spring 

or summer. If trees are considered from an ornamental point of view 

only, almost every one of them has some special and peculiar beauty 

which is only displayed in winter. The fine spray of the beech is seen 

only at this season of the year, and there is no more beautiful object 

in nature than the delicate ramifications of the American beech seen 

against the clear blue sky of a brilliant winter day. The sturdiness of 

the oak is only realized in winter, when the knotted strength of its 

limbs is not disguised under their covering of leaves. The birch is a 

far more graceful and attractive object in winter than at any other sea- 

son of the year; and what is there more stimulating to the imagination 

than to stand on a clear winter’s day and look up into the marvelous 

structure of one of the great elms which, here and there, still grow 

near some of our northern rivers? The bark of all trees appears, at 

least, more beautiful in winter than at other seasons, because the eye, 

undisturbed by the contemplation of masses of foliage, can then take 

in all the details of its varied texture and wonderful colors. 

GARDEN AND LAWN TALKS. 

If one wants a nice lawn there is no better time to begin than the 

autumn. A great many lawns and door-yards are very uneven and 

full of hollows, as a result of inattention. Where this is the case it is 

not necessary to plow the ground unless it is very rough, for a few loads 

of mold from some convenient spot will often make the whole space 

level, and very often what can be wheeled on in an hour or two makes 

a vast improvement. When I came where I now live, the front yard 

was very uneven and well seeded to weeds. It was too late to do any- 

thing that season, but in the spring I cut sods from the roadside, and 

after filling the holes put the sods over. In a month I had a green 

door-yard free from weeds; and it has continued so since then. 
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REPAIRING OLD LAWNS. 

It is not much work to cut sods, and you can cover a good-sized 

piece of ground inaday. I grind a garden spade until sharp, and with 

this cut strips as wide as the blade and two inches thick, rolling it up 

as itis cut. When the rolls get of convenient size for handling they 

are wheeled to the place where they are to be used, unrolled like a 

strip of carpet, laid down and firmly tramped. If this is done in early 

spring no further attention is necessary; but if the weather is warm, 

and especially if it is dry, it is much better to water copiously as soon 

as a loadislaid. Where the depressions in a lawn are only a few inches 

deep they may be filled with mold; the grass will grow through and be 

all the thriftier for it. 

TO MAKE A NEW LAWN, 

Work should be begun in the autumn by grading and leveling the plot 

and applying a heavy coat of fertilizer to be dissolved and incorporated 

with the soil during winter. In the spring sow a mixture of grasses at 

the rate of two bushels to the acre. Every seed dealer makes a mix- 

ture of this kind, and it is best to buy it thus as the mixture is properly 

made. Do not be in too much of a hurry to use a mower. Usea 

scythe the first year, as a lawn mower cuts too closely and exposes the 

roots to the hot sun.—Miller Purvis in Prairie Farmer. 

THE WEEDS AND THE FLOWERS. 

I wish I had a garden all my own 

Of rare, sweet flowers, and where the vine has grown 

'’o cheer the passer-by, and bless me too, 

With occupation, and with health’s bright hue. 

No land have | but this small patch of weeds, 

A door-yard, such as every housewife needs; 

A garden, such as I would fain enjoy, 

Is mine in dreams alone, not for employ. 

Reflecting thus, I snatched a weed, in haste, 

And said, O why this strip of ground be waste? 

T’ll set out from a box, now full of roots, 

The red Petunia, then new little shoots 

Will spreading grow, and here at my back door, 

I’1l have a dozen blossoms, if no more. 
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*T was strange how many straggling weeds I found, 

All growing strong and covering the ground ; 

And as [ pulled the weeds and placed with care 

The plants I loved, and left them smiling there, 

These lines came in my mind as quick as thought ; 

I give them here, and you may read or not; 

I like them, for to me they’re strictly true, 

And bid me take of life a fairer view ; 

They teach me that we might have brighter hours, 

And see life’s weeds supplanted by the flowers. 

THE LINES. 

Where weeds will grow the flowers can bloom, 

And clustering fruitage shed perfume; 

Where briars and thorns oppress the ground, 

The Kose and Lily might be found. 

Then pluck the weeds, the briar and thorn, 

And with the Rose life’s path adorn ; 

Let its sweet odor fill the air, 

To banish grief and lighten care. 

Where sadness reigns, smiles should appear, 

And hope‘s warm sunshine dry the tear; 

Where sorrow fills the heart with woe, 

True sympathetic love should flow. 

Then dry earth’s tears; quell grief and pain 

With love which answers back again, 

Till the cold world of want and care 

Blooms as a garden every where. 

—M. D. M. in Vick’s Magazine for May. 

WOMEN HORTICULTURISTS. 

That has a pleasant sound to those who are familiar with the pos- 

sibilities in this direction, but the damper which shuts it out from the 

list of near probabilities is the too familiar one of American false and 

foolish pride. The devotee of society shudders as she thinks of toil in 

the fields. She calls to mind the tales she has read of the women 

laborers in the cotton fields of our own south; visions of women work- 

ers in the vineyards on the Rhine flash before her mental vision, and 

she recoils in disgust. Goodness knows, we would not have our women 

labor as do those we speak of, but why not let her use her brains in 

this direction, supplying the physical deficiency from the mental reser- 

voir? The titled ladies of the old world are not so averse to trade as 
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tradition would lead us to believe, or as are the sensitive women of our 

own country, for thus they advertise: “ My gardener will send a superb 

collection of twenty-five dozen perfectly hardy flowering plants for one 

guinea. Hon. .”’ This from a lady of the haughty English 

nobility! Why should we hesitate in a choice between methods of ob- 

taining a livelihood when in horticulture are independence and health, 

in the shop sickness and starvation wages? The American Garden be- 

lieves in the women—may God bless them—and “one who has tried’” 

is now engaged in telling our readers how horticulture as a business. 

for womenis already an accomplished fact, and how its doors are opened 

to thousands more. This should be an inspiration to many. 

MAGNITUDE OF AGRICULTURE. 

As far back as 1880, the value of the farms of the United States 

exceeded ten thousand million dollars. To the unremitting industry of 

their owners these farms yielded an aggregate annual value of nearly 

four thousand million dollars, in the production of which a vast popu- 

lation of nearly eight million of toilers utilized nearly half a billion 

worth of farm implements. The value of live-stock on farms, estimated 

in the last census to be worth over one thousand five hundred million 

of dollars, is shown by the reliable statistics collected by the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture to be worth to-day two thousand five hundred and 

seven million dollars. A low estimate for the number of farmers and 

farm laborers employed on our five million farms places it at nearly ten 

million persons, representing thirty million people, or nearly one-half 

of our present population. Secretary Rusk adds that “upon the pro- 

ductiveness of our agriculture, and the prosperity of our farmers the 

entire wealth and prosperity of the whole nation depend. The trade 

and commerce of this vast country, of which we so proudly boast, the 

great transportation facilities so greatly developed during the past 

quarter of a century, are all possible only because the underlying in- 

dustry of them all, agriculture has called them into being. Even the 

product of our mines is only valuable because of the commerce and the 

wealth created by our agriculture. These are strong assertions, but 

they are assertions fully justified by the facts and recognized the world 

over by the highest authorities in political economy.” 
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ROMANCE OF AN AGRICULTURAL MAN. 

While contemplating nature’s store, 

Now full of treasures rare, 

Rich fruits of agriculture’s skill, 

Garnered with patient care, 

It is quite proper that I should, 

As briefly as I can, 

Tell the picklure history of 

An agricultura] man. 

As you’d at once surmise, he has 

A Mammoth cabbage head, 

Also a Flat Dutch turnip nose ; 

His cheeks are turkey red ; 

He has an carly roasting car, 

A sweet potato eye; 

His chin May Beardless be, and yet 

fis face is ne’er a-rye. 

His Early Breakfast radish hair 

His crown is covered o’er, 

By use of a cox comb he keeps 

It arranged pump-at door. 

His Tulips are of Cherry red, 

When parted they disclose 

His ever poplar wagin tongue 

And harrow teeth in rows. 

No corn among his toma toes ; 

With all mankind at peas; 

Though lofty and at least Shang-hai, 

He moves about with ease. 

His thoroughbred, well-fatted calves 

Hold Plum his Early frame ; 

He boasts of a Fainbank account, 

Enjoys a shire of fame. 

A dande-lion hearted beau 

Is he, though called a bore, 

Of Nonesuch save he have I herd, 

Nor think that | Wood mower ; 

And yet when in his Rusty-coat, 

Sporting a sugar cane, 

The Maidens Blush and watch his gate, 
He stalks about so vane, 
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In Thyme he found himself to be 

Concord by Cupid’s dart, 

He Early Rose and sought his choice, 

Laid bear his Bleeding Heart, 

And thus to her the felloe spoke,— 

‘<I never tive of thee, 

Be yolked with me, my Duchess Queen, 

And I your ‘* hub” will be. 

“°Twixt us there shall no Warfield be, 

I am yours to command; 

Furlong my Oxr-heart you’ve possessed, 

Now take my harvest hand.” 

** Seek-no-farther, John Deere,’ she said, 

** Sulky though I may seem, 

° I'll bee your matz, and lettuce now 

Make a good double team.” 

So clad in rich Red Astrachan, 

Cut gourd, with yoke and bows, 

Made by the latest cattle-log, 

With ‘ Planet Jr.’ hoes ; 

A Mammoth Cluster of Little Gems 

About her Nectarine ; 

With Peach Blows in her flaxen hair, 

This fair Italian Queen. 

With Jonathan a gardener, 

The bridal path drove past, 

A Dominie found empowered to 

With a twine binder fast. 

Onion der hillside they now dwell, 

Beside a single-tree, ; 

Whose Limbertwigs their cottage shade, 

They live in hominy. 

FARMERS’ SONS WHO BECAME FAMOUS. 

Washington, Adams, Monroe, Andrew Jackson, Van Buren, Tyler, 

Polk, Taylor, Buchanan, Lincoln and Garfield were all born on farms; 

Henry Ward Beecher was a country boy, who loved farm-life all his 

days; William M. Evarts came from a farm in Vermont; Chauncey 

M. Depew used to run barefoot around Peeksville until Vanderbilt took 

a fancy to him; Whitelaw Reid is from Ohio, and was thirty years rid- 

ding his hair of hay-seed; De Witt Talmage first expanded his lungs 

calling to an ox team; he still looks country all over; Sunset Cox hoed 

potatoes as a lad on his father’s farm near Zanesville, Ohio; Abram 
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S. Hewitt was a rosy country lad, whose garments were made by the 

village seamstress when he first went to New York. The list might. 

be continued indefinitely. 

BULLETIN NO. 53, MICHIGAN EXPERIMENT STATION. 

Spraying with the Arsenites. By A. F. Cook. P. 8. 

Professor Cook has varying results with spraying for the curculio. 

He finds that the insect is destroyed when rains are infrequent, but 

frequent showers wash the poison from the smooth fruits. He finds 

carbolized plaster a good remedy also, under like conditions. This is 

prepared by stirring one pint of crude carbolic acid in fifty pounds of 

plaster. This powder is thrown freely over the trees. Professor Cook 

makes the following conclusions: “The arsenites and carbolized plas- 

ter will protect against the plum curculio if they can be kept on the 

tree or fruit. But in case of very frequent rains the jarring method 

will not only be cheaper, but much more effective. Again, as our wild 

fruits are more cleared away we must have plums in our orchards to 

protect the apples from the curculio. When apples are seriously stung 

they become so gnarled and deformed as to be worthless. It will pay, 

then, to set plum trees near by or among the apple trees. Then we will 

escape mischief among our apples from the curculio, and will only need 

to spray our apples once to destroy the codling moth, and can treat the 

plum trees three or four times with Paris green or carbolated lime in 

case we have only occasional showers, or can jar the trees when the 

rains are very frequent. For the apples we can use London purple, one 

pound to 200 gallons of water. For the plums we must use Paris green, 

one pound to two or three hundred gallons of water.” We suggest to 

Professor Cook that he add kerosene emulsion to the arsenite mixture 

to increase its adhesiveness. 

Great injury to foliage has been reported from many parts of the 

country from the use of London purple, particularly upon the peach. 

Professor Cook made many experiments to determine the cost of this 

injury, and his conclusions are these: “ London purple is more injurious 

to the foliage than is Paris green ; and white arsenic—arsenious acid— 

is more harmful than is either London purple or Paris green. This is 

doubtless owing to the soluble arsenic which is quite abundant in Lon- 

don purple, and almost absent in Paris green.” 2. “ Peach foliage is 

especially susceptible to injury, and cherry foliage the least so of any 

of the kinds treated.” 3. “It would seem that London purple and 

white arsenic, used just before a rain, are more harmful than when used 

—_—_ 
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during a drouth. We not only saw greater injury when a rain followed 

spraying within two or three days, but secured the same results by 

spraying soon after treatment with pure water. This also accords with 

the view that the injury comes from the presence of soluble arsenic.” 

4. “Tt would seem that spraying soon after the foliage puts out is less 

harmful than when it is delayed a few days, or better, a few weeks.” 

5. “ London purple may be used on apple, plum, cherry, pear and most 

ornamental trees, but on these should never be stronger than one 

pound to two hundred gallons of water. If the application is to be re- 

peated, as it must be for the curculiv to prove effective, or if it is to be 

used in June or July, Paris green should be used in the same propor- 

tion as above, or else we should use only one pound of London purple 

to three hundred gallons of water. I now think this necessity is more 

due to time of application than to the fact of increased quantity of the 

poison.” 6. “If the arsenites are to be used on the peach to defend 

against the curculio, Paris green only should be used, and that not 

stronger than one pound to three hundred gallons of water.” 7. “The 

injury done tothe foliage is never immediately apparent. It usually 

shows somewhat the second day, but the full injury is frequently not 

manifest till the fifth day, and often not till the tenth.” 

The bulletin details experiments to determine if sufficient poison 

falls upon the grass under heavily sprayed trees to cause injury to stock. 

Samples of grass were analyzed and others were fed to a horse; both 

the chemist and the horse declared that the poison was not sufficient 

to cause damage—an interesting conclusion. 

Professor Cook recites instances of heavy loss to bee-keepers in 

neighborhoods where orchardists sprayed their trees while in bloom. 

The adult and immature bees were alike killed. This destruction of 

bees is entirely unnecessary, as there is no occasion whatever for 

spraying trees when in bloom. 

BULLETIN NO. 6, OHIO EXPERIMENT STATION, 

Containing Notes of Experiments Upon Various Insects. By Clarence 

M. Weed. 

Mr. Weed has repeated -his experiments of a year ago upon the 

destruction of the curculio on cherries and plums by means of London 

purple. It has now been proved by several observers that the adult 

curculio feeds upon leaves and fruits, and spraying with the arsenites 

has become a settled practice in many parts of the country. Mr. 
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Weed’s general conclusions must be convincing in the efficiency of this. 

method of dealing with one of our worst pests: 1. “That about 

three-fourths of the cherries liable to injury by the plum cureulio can 

be saved ky two or three applications of London purple in a water 

spray, in the proportion of one ounce to ten gallons of water. 2. That 

a sufficiently large proportion of the plum crop can be saved by the 

same treatment to insure a good yield when a fair amount of fruit is 

set. 3. That if an interval of a month or more occurs between the 

last application and the ripening of the fruit, no danger to health need 

be apprehended from its use. 4. That spraying with the arsenites is 

cheaper and more practical than any other known method of prevent- 

ing the injuries of this insect.” The plum experiment of this season 

gave a remarkable illustration of the benefits of spraying. The un- 

treated trees “set a good crop of fruit, but it was entirely ruined by 

the curculio, not a single plum being left to mature. The crop in the 

orchard, however, was immense, one-half of the fruit on many of the 

trees being artificially thinned, and then bearing so much that the limbs 

bent to the ground, and in some cases broke on account of the great. 

weight.” 

Mr. Weed has made extensive experiments with that persistent 

pest, the striped cucumber beetle. This is one of the worst insects in 

the vegetable garden. “Fencing out the insects by covering the 

plants with some form of tent or gauze-covered frame” was the only 

entirely successful method of preventing devastation. “The cheap- 

est and most satisfactory method employed is that of protecting each 

hill by a piece of plant-cloth or cheese-cloth about two feet square. 

This may be done simply by placing it over the plants and fastening 

the edges down by small stones and loose earth. It is better, how- 

ever, to hold it up by means ofa half-barrel hoop or a wire bent in the 

form of a croquet arch.” Several styles of these coverings are figured. 

Other methods employed were the use of hen manure, cow manure, 

kerosene, carbolic acid, bisulphide of carbon, coal-soot, saltpeter, gyp- 

sum, pyrethrum, slug shot and peroxide of silicates. “Of these, perox- 

ide of silicates had a decided effect in preventing injury, and where 

the plants had been well started before being attacked, saved them from 

destruction. But it did not save them where the beetles were go nu- 

merous that they burrowed down to meet the sprouting plants.” 

The strawberry root-louse is a new insect which Mr. Weed names. 

Aphis Forbesii, in honor of Professor S. A. Forbes, who first called 
attention to it. It has proved a serious pest in some parts of Ohio 
and Illinois, and is no doubt distributed elsewhere. The insects ap- 
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pear in great numbers, from July to the close of the season, “on the 

crowns and between the bases of the roots, at and just beneath the 

surface of the earth.” The remedies appear to be rotation, and the 

disinfecting of plants taken from lousy plantations, by dipping the 

roots and crowns of the plants in kerosene emulsion. 

WASH FOR APPLE-TREE BARK-LICE AND BORERS. 

Mr. J. L. Bowers, in Insect Life, says: “TI find the most effectual 

wash for bark-lice on apple and pear trees and borers in apple and 

peach trees to be the following recipe: Five pounds of potash and 

five pounds of lard dissolved in five gallons of boiling water; one peck 

of good stone-lime slaked in five gallons of boiling water, while hot,. 

mixed with potash and lard. The above mixture can be kept in an old 

tub or barrel for any length of time. To use, add to each gallon two. 

gallons of boiling water, and while hot apply to trunk and large limbs 

with an old broom. If this mixture is applied to trees while young 

~ and used year after year, the bark of the trees will be kept as smooth 

as glass, and all bark-lice and borers destroyed.” 

PRESERVING FRUIT FOR EXHIBIT. 

Liverpool salt is dissolved in clear water until the brine is strong 

enough to float the fruit. Let this stand over night, and then strain 

through a cloth until the liquid is perfectly clear. Place the fruit to 

be preserved in thoroughly clean wide-mouthed jars; fill to the brim 

with the brine and then close tightly. While this method for a long 

time perfectly preserves the bloom and color of the fruit, it, of course, 

unfits it for eating. Twigs with the fruit and foliage attached, when 

preserved in this way, are exceedingly attractive for exhibition pur- 

poses.—Pacific Rural Express. 

The time is approaching when the festive rabbit will be after the 

tender trees. To head him off, smear the trees with a wash made as 

follows: Quarter bushel of lime, one-half pound of copperas and one- 

half pound of glue; add the glue and copperas dissolved, to the lime, 

after slaking, and apply now with a brush. 
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INSECTIVOROUS BIRDS. 

We have friendly and unfriendly birds, as we have desirable and 

undesirable insects. Those birds which are named below have sterling 

virtues placed to their credit, but some of them may also have a weak- 

ness for the destroying of friendly little insect parasites. But perfec- 

tion must not be looked for, and we must give them credit for the good 

offices performed of which we have a knowledge. 

The following birds are to be classed among the most helpful 

kinds in the general warfare against insects: Robins—cut and other 

earth worms. Swallows, night-hawks and purple martins—moth 

eatchers. Pewees—striped cucumber bugs. Wood thrushes and 

wrens—cut worms. Cat birds—tentcaterpillar. Meadow larks, wood- 

peckers and crows—wire worms. Blue-throated buntings — canker 

worms. Black, red-winged birds, jays, doves, pigeons and chippies— 

strawberry pests. Quail—chinch bugs, locusts. Whip-poor-wills— 

moths. Hawks, all-night birds, owls, ete., tanagers and black-winged 

summer red birds—curculios. There may also be mentioned the fol- 

lowing insect pest destroyers: Nut crackers, fly catchers, chimney 

swifts, indigo birds, chipping and song sparrows, black birds, mocking 

birds, orchard orioles. 

Michigan is one of the States in which a bounty is paid for the 

extermination of the English sparrow. But according to a late bulle- 

tin from the Experiment station of that State the bounty too often 

helps forward the destructive work of the sparrows by killing other 

insectivorous birds. Too many of the county clerks cannot distinguish 

the head of an English sparrow from that of a linnet or a thrush, and 

money is actually paid for the destruction of such valuable birds as 

the song sparrow, the red-polled linnet and the evening grosbeak— 

birds which are protected by the State, under a law which makes their 

slaughter a misdemeanor to which a penalty of five dollars is attached. 
The bulletin gives such illustrations and descriptions as will enable the 

officers to distinguish between the native birds and the foreign nui- 

sances. Nevertheless the law should be amended so as to make it the 
duty of the county clerks to inform themselves and to collect a fine 
for every native bird offered for a bounty. It isto be remembered that 
the English sparrows destroy fruit, grain and vegetables. They attack 
blossoms, young fruit and grain at harvest time. They eat some insects, 
but they protect more than they feed upon by driving away native in- 
sectivorous birds. Wrens, martins, swallows, blue-birds and even 
robins and wild pigeons suffer from these marauders, who destroy 
nests, young birds and eggs for no other apparent purpose than to 
drive these birds out of the neighborhood.—Garden and Forest. 
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THINNING FRUIT. 

The practice of removing the surplus fruit from trees which have 

ambitiously undertaken more than they can properly perform without 

injury to the present crop, and permanent injury to the trees them- 

selves in many cases, iS an operation which needs only a careful, thor- 

ough trial to commend itself to all painstaking fruit-growers. Many 

who acknowledge that the crop, after thinning, will sell for more money 

per tree than if not thinned, are still unwilling to admit that the gain 

will pay for the extra labor involved. Well, about how much more 

time is required to remove 500 apples, pears or peaches in June and 

500 more in October than would be occupied in picking the entire 1,000 

in October? 

Further than this, it is a well-known fact that the production of 

the seed of a fruit causes by far the greater draft upon the vitality of 

the tree than the formation of the pulp surrounding it; also, that 1,000 

small apples will contain nearly twice the weight of seeds found in 500 

specimens double their size of the same variety, and thus be much more 

exhaustive to the tree. An incidental benefit which may result from 

thinning of fruit: The horticulturist may, in thinning the fruit, notice 

many young shoots that by pruning time next spring will become stout 

limbs to be cut off; whereas, now they may be easily rubbed off, while 

the plant-food required for the formation will besaved for the tree and 

fruit. Popular Gardening. 

A CHEAP EVAPORATOR. 

Prof. Arnold, before the Michigan Horticultural Society, said: 

Ata small expense I made a dryer that did good work. I laid up a 

brick wall of three sides, about thirty inches square and three feet 

high, inside of which I placed an old box-stove of large size, and on 

top of the brickwork I set a box 27x28 inches inside, and about five 

feet high above the brick work, with a door in front, which, when open, 

would admit ten sliding trays twenty-seveninches square. These trays 

were made of light basswood frames and mosquito netting tacked on 

the underside of the frames, although they could be used either side up. 

The netting required replacing once during the season. In the even- 

ing my son or hired man would pare about a barrel of apples in an 

hour, one other person and myself would trim the ends, cut the apples 

H R—27 
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half in two, and our two little giris, aged seven and nine, would spread 

the fruit on the trays and I would slide them into the dryer. In this 

way we usually filled the dryer in sixty or seventy minutes. We en- 

deavored to have the temperature 150°, and about 120° after the fruit 

was partly dry. We had a ventilator, 6x27 inches, near the top, which 

could be opened or closed as desired, but should always be kept open 

while in use. 

At bed-time we filled the stove with large wood, closed it tight, 

and in warm, dry weather our apples would be nicely evaporated in the 

morning. Out of this little, cheap dryer we have taken over seven bar- 

rels of nice evaporated apples, well pressed down, over two barrels of 

peaches, besides currants, corn, etc. J should have said that this 

dryer being one inch longer from back to front than the trays, itadmits 

a space of one inch at the back of the first tray, and also at the front 

of the second, and so on alternately. I have found this better than a 

half inch space in back and front of each tray. 

YOU CAN’T AFFORD IT. 

You cannot afford to throw away or waste wood ashes; to expose 

manure to the action of the sun and rain; grow weeds; raise inferior 

plants; keep poor, unremunerative stock; use poor seed; let boards, 

nails, glass or tools get out of place or broken; let your neighbors 

grow better flowers and plants than yourself; neglect your mental 

culture; think that you are smarter than your neighbors; not to keep 

a set of books; be ignorant of the topics of the day; let insects eat 

your plants and flowers without making a prompt practical protest; 

neglect thorough cultivation; have a dirty house or shed; expect to 

gather figs from thistles; to let others think for you; or to keep foul- 

mouthed, bad-principled men about the place.— American Florist. 

FERTILIZERS FOR FRUIT TREES. 

The science of agricultural chemistry leaves us yet in the dark 
about many important points concerning the rational and economical 
feeding of our crops. It has failed, thus far, to furnish us definite, ab- 
solutely reliable data upon which we might base our calculations, or 
map out a certain line of action with any kind of assurance that we are 
right. 
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The different kinds of fruit, for instance, quite likely require differ- 

ent elements of plant-food, or these in different proportions. But we 

are as yet unable to say, this tree needs so many pounds of nitrogen, 

0 many of potash, and so many of phosphoric acid, of which the par- 

ticular soil furnishes so many of this, and so many of that, leaving just 

0 much to be supplied by applications of fertilizers. And probably it 

will be a good many years before we will reach this state of absolute 

knowledge, if ever. 

We know, says Mr. W. J. Green, in Ohio Farmer, that pears will 

thrive best on heavy soil, and quince trees require a damp soil, but we 

give little consideration to the elements in the various kinds of soils. 

‘The best that we can dois to supply our trees with about what we think 

is required, basing our judgment upon experience. Fruit trees require 

at least a dozen different chemical elements, but nearly all these ele- 

ments are present in most soils in sufficient quantities. There are only 

three elements, nitrogen, potassium and phosphorus, that we are likely 

to be called upon to supply to any ordinary soil. 

Stable manure, a8 everyone knows, contains the elements named, 

but itis not always suitable for fruit trees. It may safely be used on 

thin, poor soils, and upon old apple orchards. In such cases there is 

nothing better. 

1. On rich soils no nitrogen is required for fruit trees, and to ap- 

ply fertilizers containing nitrogen in such cases is not only wasteful 

but harmful. 

2. When the soil is naturally poor or has become exhausted, as 

shown by weak growth, stable manure, nitrate of soda, sulphate of 

ammonia or ground bone may be tried and useful. 

3. On apple orchards that have borne several crops, wood ashes 

(leached or unleached), ground bone or basic slag should be applied 

annually. 

4, On peach, cherry and pear trees use fertilizers containing phos- 

phorie acid and potash, but little or no nitrogen. Enough of the lat- 

ter element- will usually be found in ground bone. Stable manure, 

blood, etc., induce too strong growth.—Popular Gardening. 

THE GRAPE INDUSTRY IN MISSOURI. 

[Read at the annual meeting of the American Nursery Association. ] 

Mr. PRESIDENT: That you have requested me to say a few words 

about the grape interest in Missouri, I suppose is only due to the fact 

that Missouri grapes and Missouri wines have a good name and well 
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established reputation throughout the country, and though perhaps the 

grape industry of our State is not as extensive as it is in some other 

sections, in the quality of our products, especially our wines, we stand 

second to no other, neither the Golden State on the Pacific nor the 

Empire and Buckeye States in the Kast. 

It is now some forty or fifty years ago that grape culture on any 

extensive scale was first attempted in Missouri by the German settlers. 

on the banks of the Mississippi and Missouri rivers. The success. 

which crowned the first attempts of these pioneers, especially around 

the town of Hermann, quickly encouraged others to follow, and grape 

culture soon assumed quite an important role in the industries of our 

State. At first the old Catawba and Isabella, together with a small 

proportion of Norton’s Virginia, supplied the bulk of the vines planted 

here, until with the introduction of the Concord, a new impetus was. 

given to grape culture, and vineyards sprang up all over the State. In 

those days the dreaded grape diseases (rot and mildew) were almost 

unknown, and grape culture seemed not only to be one of the most. 

profitable, but also one of the safest and most reliable pursuits. For 

some years this proved really the case, but alas, that did not continue 

so. By the advent of the black rot and mildew, grape culture in Mis- 

souri, in common with grape culture throughout the largest portion of 

our country, received a severe check. The old Isabella and Catawba 

were the first to fail, and even the Concord after a few years proved 

unreliable over a great extent of territory, and many vineyardists who 

had staked all their hopes, their labor and expense on these varieties 

became discouraged and abandoned their vineyards or gave them over 

to other cultures. Not so, however, those who were fortunate enough 

to have planted the Norton’s Virginia, or other varieties less subject 

to the attacks of fungoid diseases. Their vineyards continued to 

flourish and yield remunerative returns. More attention was neces- 

sarily given to such varieties and kinds as Cynthiana and Ives. Per- 

kins gained more prominence. New varieties originated in Missouri, 

were introduced, notable among them the Elvira, Missouri Riesling, 

Etta, and Montefiore, which succeeded well, and have given a new 

courage to many of our grape growers. Some of the varieties named may 

not be what we would call first-class table grapes, but they are reason- 

ably reliable, produce good crops, and their fruit finds ready disposal 

in the markets for canning, cooking or preserving, or through the 

presses of the wine cellars. 

What is the most encouraging and most important, however, ap- 

plies not only to Missouri, but to American grape culture throughout 

the country, is the well founded hope that the grape may soon have 
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his greatest enemies (the dreaded grape mildew and black rot) under 

‘control, and may prevent their ravages by timely applications of the 

copper salt remedies, which have so largely been experimented on, and 

with generally favorable results during the last two years. 

If, as I am almost convinced, this hope shall be verified, our finest, 

choicest and most delicate table grapes, as well as many additional 

valuable wine grapes, will be grown successfully, not only in Missouri, 

but through a vast extent of our country, where the grape has hitherto 

been considered a rather unreliable fruit, and American grape culture 

will take a development that will place it high in the ranks of our na- 

tional grape agricultural industries. 

As to the copper salt remedies before referred to, full directions 

for their preparation and proper application can be obtained from 

Department of Agriculture at Washington, which, under the direction of 

the late Commissioner and Secretary, and former President of this 

Society, the Hon. Norman J. Colman, of Missouri, deserves the highest 

credit for the great attention which it has given to this and other 

matters pertaining to practical horticulture. In view of this, and in 

further view of the excellent administration in general which he has 

given to his department throughout the term of his office, I beg to con- 

‘clude my remarks, Mr. President, by moving that we, as his brother 

nurserymen in convention assembled, express our recognition by an 

especial vote of thanks or approval to Norman J. Colman for the ser- 

vices which he has rendered as the head of the Department of Agricul- 

ture. He is a member of our fraternity of whom we may all feel proud, 

and of whom none need feel jealous. 

G. E. MEISSNER. 

CAN PLANTS BE ACCLIMATIZED? 

The above question is one which ought to be answered for this 

locality, as well as for other parts of Canada. If it can be answered 

in the affirmative, then we could probaly grow in this Dominion all the 

tropical and sub-tropical perennials, trees and shrubs whose fruit and 

flowers are so attractive to the eye, and so pleasing to the palate. If 

in the negative, what time, labor and expense would be saved in plant- 

ing varieties of the vegetable kingdom unsuited to the locality it is 

desired to grow them in, when a thermometrical test would settle the 

whole question. 
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A careful examination of the works of scientists, who have done: 

much in experimenting in this subject, and from a little practice of my 

own, the fact has been disclosed to my entire satisfaction that habitual 

attempts to grow plants in a greater degree of cold than that in which 

their life was destroyed at the first attempt, however much prolonged,. 

produced no effect on such as are propagated by buds, grafts, layers or 

cuttings. The hardiness which is found to exist in plants is innate and 

inherent in themselves, and appears to consist chiefly in the power of 

the sap-cells to contract and expand readily, under different degrees of 

temperature. One of the peculiarities of the hardiness of vegetable 

forms is that many of our frost-resisting plants have come to us from 

warm climates, where they are found in their wild state—such, for in- 

stance, as the Japan lilies, which, in suitable localities, bloom profusely.. 

In this locality, where there is an average of over forty days during 

each winter when the glass sinks tozero,and not infrequently to thirty 

degrees below that point, certain classes of plants which can be 

artificially protected during severe winter weather, can be cultivated 

with success as far north as the summer season is sufficiently lengthy 

to open its flowers or ripen its fruits. Allusion in flowers is made to 

the rose, and in fruits to the grape, the blackberry, etc. One would 

Suppose that any plant so protected would succeed, but many attempts. 

to cultivate the peach by artificial protection have invariably failed. 

With regard to the hardiness of some cultivated fruits, it must be 

borne in mind that soil and situation have a good deal to do with the 

power of the plants to resist cold. Often when the border line of the 

freezing limit is reached, a well-drained soil and good cultivation will 

give such robustness to vegetation that the plant defies the icy air 

which whistles through its branches. As a rule the vegetable kingdom 

is as much opposed to wet feet as are mothers in regard to their young 

offspring. It is certainly true that many of our domesticated plants do 

produce seedlings hardier than their parents, such as the plum, the 

grape, or the apple, but this after all may be,and probably is,a relation 

to the original stock, such as the wild vine, the crab, etc., so that after 

all we must conclude that the weight of testimony is against the theory 

that plants may be made to resist a greater degree of frost than the 

original hardiness which exists within themselves when first procured 

in a wild state. P. E. BUCKE. 
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WEATHER PLANT. 

Several scientific societies of Vienna have been investigating this 

wonderful plant. Itis claimed that its weather-foretelling properties 

are thoroughly verified. This is a new plant, and it is claimed will 

prove very valuable. The Austrian marine war department is to give 

it a trial on shipboard. 

KELSEY’S JAPAN PLUM. . 

One of the largest and best of the new plums brought to the 

United States from Japan in recent years is the one named after Mr. 

Kelsey, the California fruit-grower, who was the first, or one of the 

first, to have it in bearing in this country. It is a fine large plum, of a 

rather peculiar shape and of very good quality. 

Unfortunately it has not proved hardy in a considerable portion 

of the North, trials of it having resulted in the loss of the trees after 

one or two years’ growth, by the occurrence of a rather more than 

usually severe winter. 

We suggest a trial of it in a limited way, in sheltered situations in 

Central and Southern Pennsylvania, Ohio, etc. The east end of a 

dwelling house would be a good place. A tree in such a situation, 

planted four or five years ago, and now nearly large enough to bear, 

has been doing well. The warmth of the house, in addition to its effect 

as a windbreak, serves as a protection against the severe storms, which 

nearly always come from the points to which the tree is but slightly or 

not at all exposed. 

THE ORIGIN OF CHOICE FRUITS. 

Since grafting or budding merely multiplies the particular variety, 

whatever it may be, without making any essential change in it, it has 

been asked how choice fruits originate. 

There are two ways, though these two are but one under two dif- 

ferent conditions. 

1. By accident, as it may be termed: seeds are dropped in some 

fortuitous way—by birds often—in favorable localities, and trees, “after 

their kind,” spring up and grow. 

2. Persons plant seeds on purpose, choosing those from which 

they think the best results may be expected; sometimes taking pains 
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to cross two varieties, applying the pollen of one to the pistils of 

another when in bloom, and then planting the ripened seeds of the 

latter. 

The trees produced in all these cases are seedlings, in horticultural 

language; andas a general rule the tendency is to revert to the original 

wild type, with vigorous, rough wood and austere fruit. But occasion- 

ally a fine variety is obtained, and once in a long while a variety of 

surpassing excellence, like the Celestia apple, Grosse Mignonne peach, 

or Seckel pear. 

Many—perhaps most—of the choice fruits have been obtained in 

the first-mentioned way. “ Dutch Jacob,” as he was called, found the 

Seckel in full bearing when on one of his annual hunting expeditions, 

on a tract of wild land bordering on the Delaware, near Philadelphia, 

over a hundred years ago. Stuart’s Golden apple was among a lot of 

other promiscuous seedlings planted in the orchard of the late William 

Stuart, in Southeastern Ohio; and was the only valuable apple of the 

lot. Rome Beauty was originally a sprout which came out below the 

graft among a lot of trees purchased from the old Putnam nursery at 

Marietta, Ohio; and as fruit trees were scarce then, and as both graft 

and sprout had roots, the two were cut apart and planted out, and this 

sprout from the seedling root became the famous Rome Beauty apple. 

Teas’ Weeping mulberry, one of the most beautiful weeping trees, and 

considering its great hardiness, the best, was discovered in a row of 

seedling Russian mulberries, in Jasper county, Mo. 

Many choice fruits have been obtained by the second method; by 

Knight, Van Mons and others in Europe, and more recently by pomol- 

ogists in the United States. The late L. E. Berckmans, and his son P. J. 

Berckmans, the President of the American Pomological Society, have 

received some choice varieties of the peach in Georgia. The success 

of the late Dr. Kirtland, of Cleveland, O., with cherries is well known. 

The late Reuben Ragan, of Indiana, raised a number of choice apples 

from seeds of the Rawles’ Janet, for which he seems to have had a 

partiality in common with many others. Dr. Stayman, of Leavenworth, 

Kansas, has had marked success with seeds of the Winesap. One of 

his varieties, Stayman’s Winesap, is twice the size of the parent and 

even better in quality, though hardly as highly colored. Celestia, one 

of the finest of all apples, was raised by Dr. L. S. Mote, of Miami county, 

Ohio, from seed of the Stillwater Sweet, a tree of which grew near a 

tree of the Yellow Belleflower, which must have supplied the fertilizing 

pollen, as Celestia shows characteristics of both. The late Thaddeus 

Clapp and his brother Frederick, of Dorchester, Massachusetts, raised 

some choice pears, chief of which are Clapp’s Favorite and Frederick 
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Clapp. The former is clearly a cross of Flemish Beauty and Bartiett, 

having fruit resembling Bartlett, and brownish-purple shoots like those 

of Flemish Beauty. 

It may be added that few of those who have produced choice new 

varieties of fruit have ever made any money by it. It has been with 

them generally a labor of love, and a disposition to benefit society ; 

more satisfactory—may it not be said, more praiseworthy ?—than the 

accumulation of wealth. And yet there is encouragement even of a 

pecuniary character. He who originates a choice fruit isa public bene- 

factor, and “the laborer is worthy of his hire.” There is reason in all 

things, and if the matter is properly presented, fruit-growers will not 

object to paying an extra price for a tree of a fine new variety, when it 

is considered how many thousand have been raised and tested and dis- 

carded before the one valuable variety was obtained.—WNational Stock- 

man and Farmer. 

EXTERMINATING APPLE MAGGOTS. 

Prof. F. L. Harvey, of the Maine Agricultural Experiment station, 

has spent nearly two years investigating the habits of the apple mag- 

gots, and ina Bulletin just issued to the Station he gives much valua- 

ble information on the best means of their extermination. We extract 

the following : 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES. 

1. Keep the orchards in grass, and in the autumn or spring burn 

under the trees to destroy the pup that are in the grass roots. 

2. If the orchard is in cultivation, the conditions are favorable , 

for the maggots to go into the ground, but they never go deeper than 

an inch, and deep spading or plowing in the spring will destroy them. 

3. Orchards on sandy soil and in sheltered places with a southern 

exposure are worst affected. In planting orchards such conditions 

had better be avoided if possible. 

4, Prevent by legal enactment the importation of foreign fruit 

from localities known to be infested. The pest was undoubtedly intro- 

duced into Maine by the importation of foreign apples, and each year 

there is a new invoice. No matter what methods are adopted, they will 

prove futile if each year in all the towns of the State maggots by the 

hundreds are thrown upon the ground in worthless and infested foreign 

fruit. 
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DIRECT METHODS. 

1. The flies are very stupid, although they appear otherwise. 

When resting on the leaves or apples they can readily be taken with a 

small insect tube or bottle. By placing the mouth cautiously over them, 

they are not disturbed, and soon crawl inside. We took thirty this 

way from a single tree in about an hour and a half. Making no allow- 

ance for mishaps, and supposing a fly lays three hundred eggs, and one- 

half of the flies are females, the progeny of a single fly the third sea- 

son would be capable of laying nearly seven million eggs. The killing 

of even a few flies materially lessens the number and holds the pest in 

check. 

2. The fact that the larve do not leave the fruit before it is ripe, 

and are still found in abundance in the windfalls, would indicate the 

most vulnerable points in the life-history of the insect, and suggest 

two methods of checking the pest, viz.: Taking care that the larve in 

the gathered fruit be not allowed to transform; and destroying the 

windfalls. The apples gathered for home consumption and for market. - 

may contain many maggots, a8 our observations show the larve are still 

in the fruit when ripe. The chances that these larvee find the conditions 

for development are much less than those that go into the ground from 

the windfalls, but the pest may be spread through marketed fruit or be 

perpetuated from fruit stored or used at home. 

DESTROYING IN STORED APPLES. 

a. Infested apples in market places are a fruitful source of the 

pest, and fruit dealers should be required to burn or bury all apple re- 

fuse, and not throw it on the ground. 

b. The maggots in stored apples soon leave them and go into the 

pupa state in the barrels or bins. If marketed, the pupe go with the 

fruit in the barrel and may spread the pest. In bing and barrels in the 

cellar the pup no doubt retain their vitality, and the flies emerge in 

the spring. Asa precaution the bins should be carefully swept, and 

the barrels shaken into a tight vessel and the refuse buried or burned. 

Apple refuse from home use should be destroyed and not thrown upon 

the ground. 

c. The maggots are not able to crawl out of a box, and the refuse 

from market places, etc., could be thrown into a tight box or barrel, 

and the maggots prevented from going into the ground. The refuse 

could occasionally be buried a foot deep. 
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DESTRUCTION OF WINDFALLS. 

3. Thorough and universal destraction of the windfalls is the most 

hopeful means of checking the pest. To carefully gather the fallen fruit. 

every day from the early and late varieties, from August 1 to Novem- 

ber 1, and burn or feed it, would destroy many of the maggots. Sheep 

or hogs might be allowed the range of the orchard to eat the windfalls. 

To leave the windfalls on the ground would favor the most rapid mul- 

tiplication of the pest. It is some trouble to gather the windfalls, but 

it would be little compared with the benefits derived, if the pest can be 

checked. This fly annually destroys much fruit in some parts of the 

State, and its ravages are increasing, and it threatens, unless checked, 

to be the most serious pest to apple-growers. Its ravages are some- 

what circumscribed, but it will spread unless checked. Such a serious 

enemy needs concerted and determined action. The importance of 

rigidly adhering to this method for at least two years cannot be too 

strongly urged upon fruit-growers whose orchards are infested with the 

apple maggot. 

THE HEROIC METHOD. 

4, If the above methods do not succeed, there is a radical one 

that cannot fail. The destruction of the entire apple crop for one sea- 

son in the infested districts of the State, by giving the flies no place to 

rear their maggots, would about destroy the pest. We do not think 

this will be necessary if the careful destruction of windfalls and infest- 

ed fruit is practiced. Should such a radical means be necessary, the 

flies could be allowed to deposit their eggs, and the fruit approach 

maturity, when it could be gathered and fed and not prove a serious 

loss. 

SUMMARY. 

1. Thoroughly and promptly destroy all refuse from infested fruit 

apple pomace, waste about the house, ete. 

2. Promptly destroy windfall apples and infested fruit. 

3. Destruction should be immediate after the gst of August, and 

nothing short of deep burying, burning or feeding to swine or cattle 

will be effective. 

4, These precautions should be universally adopted. 

5. The sale or importation of infested fruit should be prohibited 

under severe penalties. 
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CIDER AND VINEGAR MAKING. 

I consider the small natural apples that grow on high ground and 

gravelly soil best for cider for bottling. If for winter use, almost any 

rich, pleasant apples can be used—about two-thirds sour and one third 

sweet. For bottling, I prefer all sour. Every cider-maker will be 

obliged to decide for himself by experience what varieties are best. 

Apples should be fully ripe to make best quality cider, and this is often 

overlooked by cider-makers. 

I believe epples are sometimes assorted in order to grade the juice, 

but such a practice is expensive; and I think a better way is that the 

farmers who furnish the apples should go over their orchards about 

October 1st to 10th and gather all the apples that have fallen and have 

them made into vinegar. The apples that remain on the trees will be 

nearly all perfect, and they should be gathered before they freeze at all. 

They should then be piled in heaps of about fifty bushels on the ground 

(they should never be stored in a building), where they should remain 

about ten days to ripen. They will then be ready for cider, which 

should be made about November Ist to 20th, or before the apples can 

freeze very much. 

In regard to profit: It sometimes pays better to put all the apples 

into cider, and sometimes it pays better to barrel the best. This de- 

pends entirely on the market. Last season we had hundreds of bushels 

of as nice winter apples as I have ever seen brought to our mill to be 

made into cider. In some other years we get none. 

The apples should be ground very fine, in order to get all the juice, 

and we run a power press, which we prefer to hand power, though 

good cider may be made either way. At our mill the cider runs from 

the press into a 30-barrel vat, and is racked off the same day on which 

it is pressed, being strained through a fine cloth strainer. Everything 

about the mill and press must be kept clean and sweet, or it will be 

impossible to make first-quality cider. 

After the casks are filled, they should be placed in a cool cellar as 

soon as possible, and the bungs taken out, and care should be taken 

that every cask is full. The cider will commence fermentation in a few 

days, and the cask should be left open as long as the foam continues 
to rise from the bung-hole. When it settles back in the barrel the 
bungs may be put in. 

After this, if the barrel shows any sign of pressure, a vent hole 
should be made with a very small gimlet, and it should be closed after 
the cask is relieved. After remaining ten days, the cider should be 
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racked carefully, care being taken not to draw the sediment, and again 

the barrels must be filled full and bunged tight. This racking may be 

repeated two to three times, or until the cider is perfectly clear, then 

it should not be disturbed till February or March, when it will be in 

condition to bottle. Put one teaspoonful of sugar in each bottle and 

cork tightly. If cider is to be kept to sell by the barrel, it is a good 

plan to filter it after it has fermented a few days, and add some anti- 

ferment and store it away till it is wanted. 

Apple pomace I have always considered worthless, but of late 

farmers have been using it as feed for cows, and claim that it is better 

than any kind of roots. I have not tried it, but I know those who 

have done so with good results. 

There are many kinds of generators for making vinegar. I have 

never used any. What vinegar I have made has been made by the old 

process of putting the cider into casks, filling them two-thirds full and 

letting the cider stand till it turns to vinegar, which usually takes about 

two years. If any one were going into the vinegar business largely it 

would pay to use some kind of generator, as in this way the vinegar is. 

made much more quickly. 

When cider is bottled it is a good plan to use champagne bottles, 

with a nice label, and have the corks nicely wired. If sold by the 

barrel, it is the quality of cider that tells. The business is fairly profit- 

able if well managed, and the quantity now sold is much larger than a 

few years ago. My business has increased from 200 barrels to over 

3,000 barrels yeariy in twenty-five years, and the demand for good cider 

appears to be increasing. Apple juice is made into jelly in many parts 

of the country, but I think the business does not pay very well. For 

boiled cider—that is, cider boiled down from five gallons to one—there 

is a moderate demand at fifty cents a gallon, which pays well.—d. H. 

Andrews in Rural New Yorker. 

THE TOMATO-WORM PARASITE. 

I am frequently asked concerning the origin of the péculiar egg- 

like objects often seen on the backs of tomato-worms. These are not 

eggs, however, but are the cocoons of a little parasitic fly which is an 

enemy of the worm, and the way they originate is as follows: Some 

fine summer day, when the tomato-worm is enjoying his meal of the 

leaves or fruit of the tomato,a small, black four-winged fly alights 

upon his back and deposits beneath his skin, by means of a long needle- 

like instrument called the ovipositor, great numbers of minute eggs. 
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In a few days these eggs hatch into little legless grubs which absorb 

the juices of the worm and develop at his expense. In a few weeks 

the tomato-worm stops feeding—its body being literally full of the grubs. 

When full grown, these grubs bore holes in the back of their host and 

crawl through the skin and escape. As soon as they are on the out- 

side, they begin spinning white silken cocoons, which are the objects 

frequently mistaken for eggs. Within these cocoons they change to 

the pupa state, and in abouta fortnight emerge as four-wisged flies 

like those by which the original eggs were laid. 

Tomato-worms, affected by these parasites, seldom live to change 

to the pupa state, and never, so far as known, complete their transfor- 

mations. : 

But these little parasites do not always have things entirely to their 

liking, for they are themselves subject to the attacks of a still smaller 

parasite which destroys primary ones—differing both in form and color. 

These secondary parasites, as they are called, are quite different from 

the species of primary parasite which attacks the tomato-worm is calied 

by entomologists Apanteles congregatus. It is a black, while the sec- 

ondary species may be either yellowish-brown or brilliant-bluish green. 

Any one can get these parasitic flies by enclosing some of the co- 

coons in a box or other receptacle.—Clarence M. Weed in Am. Garden. 

CIDER AND VINEGAR MEN. 

The meeting at Chicago last week was a very successful one, the 

attendance being large, the display of implements larger than ever and 

the membership roll increased to a figure never before reached. The 

officers elected are as follows: President, G. W. Hilliard, Brighton, 

Ill.; Vice-President, S. C. Hassler, Louisiana, Mo.; Treasurer, A. R. 

Whitney, Franklin Grove, Il.; Secretary, L. R. Bryant, Princeton, Ill. 

Resolutions were passed as follows: 

Resolved, That we are heartily in favor of laws against adulteration of foods 

and for honest goods, requiring all articles to be honestly branded and sold for just 

what they are; and that we earnestly desire the honest and intelligent enforcement 

of such enactments. 

Resolved, That we give our hearty support to the movement in favor of a gen- 

eral uniform national law against adulteration, and urge the Congressmen from our 

respective districts to give this subject their earnest attention. 

The convention is to meet in St. Louis next year. Executive com- 
mittee to fix date. 

—— 
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FLOWERS FOR BUSY PEOPLE. 

For a number of flowers, obtained with little trouble, nothing sur- 

passes a bed of herbaceous perennials and hardy bulbs. A good long 

bed should be marked out, filled with rich mellow soil, and planted in 

spring or fall, placing the tallest growing plants at the back or in the 

center. Most perennials can be grown from seed, but busy people had 

better buy plants instead, which are much less trouble, and will bloom 

first season. Among the best sorts to plant are the Perennial Phloxes, 

which bloom a long time in immense panicles of white, rose and pur- 

ple; the Delphiniums, in long spikes of blue; the Hollyhocks, double 

as Roses, and the new Helianthus, large as Dahlias, and yellow as gold. 

The more modest Achillea and Feverfew, which are a mass of white 

blooms all summer, should not be forgotten, nor the Bleeding Heart ; 

coming at a time when flowers are scarce. 

If to these are added Crocus, Tulips and Daffodils, which will 

bloom as soon as frost is out of the ground, and Chrysanthemums for 

late blooming, a succession of flowers will be had from early spring to 

late fall. Only early varieties of Chrysanthemum should be chosen for 

out-door display. In addition, every perennial bed should have at least 

the Candidum and Auratum Lilies, and a white, pink and red Pzonia. 

Though their season of bloom is not long, their large, handsome flow- 

ers attract much attention, and please the “ men-folks ” better than any- 

thing else. 

If care can not be given to shrubbery, restrict yourself to Snow- 

balls and Lilacs, which do not mind neglect. For Roses, take time to 

care for Mad. Charles Wood (crimson), La France (pale pink), Gen. Jac- 

queminot (dark red), and Washington (climbing white). These are con- 

stant bloomers, hardy, and only need pruning and enriching in the 

spring. Nothing is easier to care for in the way of climbers than the 

Honeysuckle and Passion-vine. With these you will have all the flow- 

ers needed at little expense and trouble. The Perennial needs no care 

but au occasional hoeing, and a dividing of clumps of roots once in a 

while.—Mrs. Lora S. La Mance in Popular Gardening. 

/ 

EXPENSIVE DECORATIONS. 

The banquet to the Pan-American congress on October 23, at the 

Grand Pacific in this city, was a grand affair. The floral decorations 

were all that money could furnish, including several pieces very unique 

as well as beautiful. The largest was a map of the Americas, fourteen 
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feet square, made of cape flowers, with the colors the same as on the 

standard maps, its corners festooned with roses. Electric lights, of the 

incandescent kind, were so arranged as to give the affair a magnificent 

appearance. It was in the form of a picture and hung on the south 

wall of the banquet hall. On the opposite wall was arranged an im- 

mense shield six feet square, around which were the flags of sixteen 

nations, all made of cape flowers. Three large pieces were on the table. 

The most elaborate was the center-piece, a huge bank of “Ameri- 

‘can beauties” roses—not over-plentiful in the market now. However, 

1,000 of them were used to form the bank. Electric light was intro- 

duced beneath the structure. On the west end of the table was a de- 

sign representing an ocean steamer, the hull of which was of ivory, with 

port-holes through which a flood of electric light poured. The spars, 

rigging, smoke-stacks, ete., were of smilax and roses. At the east end 

was a miniature train of cars made of smilax festooned with roses. 

The twenty-three windows in the room were banked with roses and 

ferns, and in front of each mirror was a Grecian urn filled with La 

France roses. Each table also contained a huge basket of flowers. 

The cost of the splendid display was in the neighborhood of $1,500. 

Prairie Farmer. 

THE BEST SIX ROSES. 

In reply to W. C., page 231, the selection must of course depend 

somewhat upon circumstances. If they are wanted for local trade in a. 

small town where cheap flowers only are wanted, then I would advise 

the following: Bon Silene, Marquis de Vivens, Papa Gontier, Niphe- 

tos, Pearle des Jardins and Souvenir de Wootton. But if the flowers 

are wanted to compete for good prices, or in other words, if really 

choice flowers are wanted, then I would say: The Bride, C. Mermet, 

Mme. Hoste, W. F. Bennett, Mme. Watteville and Duchess of Albany,. 

to which should be added for a place of any size, La France, Mme. 
Cusin and Sunset. This will give the grower a good variety of colors, . 
and all are good roses. 

There appears to be some difficulty with some growers in getting 
some of the above varieties in the best condition. Papa Gontier, 
to get it fine, should be grown in a somewhat cooler temperature 

than most of the others; Bennett on the other hand will do better in a 
slightly warmer temperature. Mme. Cusin and Mme. de Watteville 
should remain on the bushes till nearly wide open; then cut and placed. 
in water in a cool cellar for a few hours they are very beautiful, and 
always meet with ready sale. Bennett also should be allowed to open 
wide before it is cut, particularly in cold weather.—J. N. May. 
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THE NATIONAL FLOUR. 

Upon the hill the golden rod, 

With royal grace in every nod, 

Salutes the sun, as far away 

He heralds forth the joyous day. 

Dainty in form, with perfume sweet, 

Arbutus, in some cool retreat, 

Expands her many graces rare; Jue 

And shuns the daylight’s ruthless glare. 

A dainty jewel richly set, 

You find the modest violet ; 

Within some cool and shady grove 

It welcomes those who chance to rove. 

But on a crisp and frosty morn, 

Who sees the griddle cake with scorn? 

Above them all its merits tower, 

The good old-fashioned buckwheat flour. 

— Merchant Traveler. 

SYMBOLISM OF FLOWERS. 

In all ages, and among almost every people, flowers have been 

adopted as symbols, types and emblems of human combination, affec- 

tion and loyalty. The reader need scarcely to be reminded of the red 

and white roses which were the badges of the Lancastrian and York 

rivals to the English throne. But the symbolism of flowers dates back 

to periods far alder than the time of the War of the Roses. The 

ancient nations had their emblematic flowers. The special flower of 

the Hindoos, for instance, has always been the marigold. The Chinese 

display, as their national flower, the gorgeous chrysanthemum. The 

Assyrians for ages proudly wore the water lily. Egyptians delight 

most of all in the heliotrope; though the papyrus leaf, used by the 

ancient Hgyptians in place of paper, may also be regarded in a high 

sense as the symbolic plant of the land of the Nile. 

The Greeks and Romans were in the habit of distributing the 

flowers in their luxuriant gardens among their gods and demigods, just 

as in yet remoter times the sweet basil and the moon flower were sa- 

ered to Asiatic deities. In the Roman custom, to Juno was devoted 

the lily, to Venus the myrtle and rose, to Minerva the olive and the 

violet, Diana had the dittany, Ceres the poppy, Mars the ash, Bacchus 

H R—28 
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the grape leaf, Hercules the poplar and Jupiter, naturally, the monarch 

of trees, the oak. So we may infer that among the Romans the lily 

and the oak were the emblems of power; the myrtle and the rose of 

love; the olive and the violet of learning: the ash of war, and the 

grape leaf of festivity. 

Even the days of the, week, as we use them now, are named from 

deities who had each its special flower. The sun (Sunday), the sun- 

flower; the moon (Monday), daisy; Tuesday (the god Tui’s day), the 

violet; Wednesday (the- god Woden’s day), the blue monkshood; 

Thursday (the god Thor’s day), the burdock; Friday (the goddess 

Frea’s day), the orchids, and Saturday (Saturn’s day), the horse tail. 

We also find that in our time the sacred days in the calendar of the 

English church have all their flowers or plant emblems, the principal 

of which are the holly for Christmas, the palm for Palm Sunday and 

the amaranth for All Saints’ day. Monarchs and nations have often 

had their symbolic flowers. The thistle is the emblem of Scotland and 

the shamrock of Ireland. The fleur de lis is the badge of the royal 

house of France, and the amaranth of Sweden. The rose blooms for- 

ever on the royal arms of England.—Florist. 

A GREAT FLORAL DISPLAY IN MEXICO. 

A dispatch to Chicago Herald, dated April 27, says: “The Flower 

Feast or Combat of Flowers began at 4 o’clock this afternoon. One 

hundred thousand people were on the promenade of La Reforma and 

the Avenida Juarez. In addition to nearly 500 unadorned carriages 

containing sight-seers there were over 40 carriages adorned with flowers 

and ribbons and fully 1,000 horsemen added gayety to the scene. The 

quantity of flowers was enormous, four carloads coming from Jalapa 

alone. The first carriage in the line was a small pony-carriage repre- 

senting a basket of flowers and containing the children of Delfine 

Sanchez, of the Inter-Oceanic railway. The decorating of this car- 

riage cost $500. Next followed a victoria beautifully decorated with 

flowers in the form of a nest. In the procession were a pony-pheton 

and carriage representing large bouquets, afour-in-hand decorated with 

flowers in the Spanish colors and attended by 40 cavaliers on horse- 

back. Then followed a victoria decorated with flowers, a landau cov- 

ered with flowers to represent a bouquet drawn by horses with gilded 

hoofs, the victoria of the German Charge d’ Affairs, which was decorated 

with water lilies, and the coupe of Mr. Trumbull decorated with lilies. 

The carriage of Mrs. President Diaz was made to represent a bouquet 

of pure camelias. Unfortunately the celebration was brought to a 

hasty conclusion by rain.”—Prairie Farmer. 
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CARING FOR TENDER ROSES. 

Having succeeded in wintering 90 per cent of my tea roses for two 

years where the ground freezes two or three feet and the mercury drops 

twenty degrees below zero, I feel my experience might be worth some- 

thing to my rose-loving friends. 

The experience has been dearly bought, and has been the out- 

growth of many kind personal suggestions from celebrated florists, 

many of which werea detrimentto me. I havea bed of twenty varieties 

in heavy clay soil raised, or rather drained, by a ditch on one side more 

than a foot deep, so that no water can stand around the roots in winter 

Neglect of this has caused me the loss of many pets. I keep the plants 

healthy and free from all pests by a mixture of Hainmond’s “slug shot” 

and “grape dust” applied once a week, regularly. 

The soil is enriched with cow manure mixed with sand, and some- 

times a little liquid manure. We donot use horse manure atall. Before 

the fall rains come on, I set over the bed, which is six feet square, a 

frame two feet high on one side and eighteen inches on the other, made 

of inch boards and covered by two sliding sashes, which I only open 

on very pleasant still days from early fall till late in the spring (May Ist 

at least), till after the raw winds have gone. I bank. up around the 

boards with a foot of dirt, which I keep up level with the sash. This 

completes the operation, with the exception of laying over the sash 

after December Ist, until I uncover in the spring, enough boards to 

about two-thirds cover them. This protects the plants from too much 

sun heat, and also free from heavy snows. 

Do not mulch the plants with anything unless you want them to 

mold or root-rot. . 

Do not let any water enter the frame (if heavy soil) from early fall 

till late in the spring. 

Do not make the mistake, because the sun shines in March or 

April, of opening the sash. The extra heat will not hurt them half so 

much as the cold, raw wind. 

Do not be in a hurry to remove the frame or banking after the 

roses are uncovered in the spring. 

In a word, keep out the water and spring winds and you will have 

the pleasure of picking roses every week from the middle of May till. 

Christmas.—A. H. Godard, in Am. Garden. 
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FLOWERS AND THEIR CULTURE. 

BULB CULTURE. 

In our last issue we gave the methods of treating hyacinths, tulips, 

narcissus, jonquils, amaryllis and crocuses, but the list of interesting 

bulbs islong. We will give a few more that amateurs or lovers of 

flowers should try: 

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA. 

Some think this the most beautiful and the easiest to grow of all 

winter flowering bulbs. They are prized for the delightful fragrance of 

their delicately colored flowers, which, when cut, will remain in good 

condition in water a long time, a week or more. One plant is sufficient 

to perfume a large room. Its cultivation is simple ; it requires only to 

be potted in October, to be watered sparingly at first and placed under 

the benches in the green-house till they start to grow, or they can be 

immediately placed in the sunny window and watered more as the 

growth progresses. ‘These bulbs sell for five cents apiece, or fifty cents 

per dozen. 

LILY OF THE VALLEY. 

This is one of the most beautiful and admired of spring flowering 

plants, and universally sought for its neat and chaste outline and deli- 

cious odor. Itis hardy and permanent for beds. It has become a 

popular plant for forcing, which is easily done by planting the pips in 

pots, from six to twelve in each, watering freely, keeping in a cool cel- 

lar till they start to grow, when water freely and bring to the light. 

They generally bloom in three or four weeks after planting. Florists 

manage to have blooms almost the entire year by keeping the pips 

dormant in ice boxes. They can be had at thirty-five cents per dozen. 

THE LILY. 

The name lily is the symbol of all that is fairest, finest, sweetest 

and best in the world; eulogy itself can not climb higher or express. 

more. Even the Highest Teacher bade us “ consider the lilies how 

they grow.” ‘The number of varieties are almost without end; from 

every part of the temperate and tropical world and of every color of 

the rainbow, except, probably green. There are fully over 150 varieties 

of lilies under cultivation. The best varieties come from Europe, India, 

America and Japan. Among the finest varieties are the following; L. 

Auratum (Golden Japan Lily), L. Candidum (Madonna Lily), pure, white 

and sweet scented ; L. Speciosum, and a number of varieties are also 

— 
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Japan lilies. i. Harrison or Bermuda LHaster lily, which is extensively 

used for forcing, for which purpose select bulbs must be procured if 

early results are desired. These are so carefully handled and con- 

trolled by experienced florists as to have a whole house of them bloom 

on exactly a certain day, generally by Easter Sunday. No rules can be 

given for this work, as they must have moisture and heat in amount to 

Suit the climate in which they are grown. Experiment is most reliable 

for every locality. Pot them off in October, and keep a daily record of 

heat, moisture, svil and treatment, and after a couple of years they can 

be controlled so as to bloom at a certain, fixedtime. L. Auratum needs 

but little fertilizing, and ordinary light soil, with no manure, suits it 

best. For out-door culture these bulbs of all lilies should be placed 

at least six inches deep in the soil, and when winter comes on a slight 

protection is best of some leaves or strawy manure. For pot culture, 

place rather deep in five-inch pots in September, October or Novem- 

ber, using a compost of half-rotted sods, one-fourth well-rotted manure 

and one-fourth sound; put out of doors in a bed where water will not 

‘stand and cover over with ground or sawdust about three or four 

inches deep, and leave till cool weather sets in or they start to grow 

freely. Bring into a cool place in the house or green-house, and bring 

them up gradually to sixty degrees. Water sparingly until the buds 

show. 

CYCLAMEN. 

We desire to call the attention of lovers of flowers to this beauti- 

ful, fragrant and useful winter-blooming plant. Itis only within recent 

years since the inter-crossings with Cyclamen Persicum, that many im- 

proved varieties have brought this beautiful plant into general notice. 

Florists this year are giving it considerable notice and recommend it 

as a highly desirable winter-blooming bulb. The Giant Cyclamen pro-— 

duces a large head of showy flowers of a lovely white, shading to 

vamber and smoky pearl, tipped with carmine. It is planted in pots in 

soil as recommended for lilies placed out-doors for a couple of weeks, 

till started, when it is brought in-doors, and in six weeks from the time 

of potting they will likely bloom. They will not bear too heavy water- 

ing. If they are to be planted out-doors in beds, they are most effect- 

ivein groups of one sort, of from three to a dozen or more in a group. 

‘They are also very handsome for borders under the windows, or in 

window boxes, vases, rustic baskets, raised mounds, ete. They should 

not be disturbed under two years. Plant a couple inches deep in 

October or November. They are sold at ten cents each or one dollar 

per dozen by mail. 
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SNOW DROPS. 

These are earliest of all spring flowering bulbs. They are quite 

hardy; any soil will answer if not too dry. They should be planted 

early in the fall two or three inches deep, and may be left in the ground 

for years. Their effect is most striking if massed in beds. To get 

them to flower in-doors they should have a season of growth during 

the fall out-doors. Place in pots early,and plunge in cool frame, water 

well and aid growth as muchas possible so as to allure them into 

blooming by Christmas or later. They are worth thirty cents per dozen. 

GLADIOLUS. 

Some varieties of Gladiolus are fine potting plants and should be 

treated same as Freesia refracta alba. It is well to bed out the hardy 

varieties in the fall, as they make finer and earlier flowers. 

IXTAS. 

These bulbous plants are of gorgeous colors, having flowering” 

spikes of over a foot high, thickly set with star-shaped flowers. Grow 

in pots or boxes like Freesias. 

SPARAXIS. 

These bulbs form good companions for Ixias if planted in the same. 

pots with them. The colors contrasted make a beautiful display. These 

should be tried by lovers of flowers. They are treated same as 

Freesias.—Southern Horticultural Journal. 

NECESSITY OF A VINEGAR LAW. 

L. R. Bryant, Princeton, said: While pure alcohol and cider vine- 
gar may be equally wholesome for domestic use, the latter has quali- 
ties which make it far preferable, such as richness, flavor and aromatic 
qualities. Such being the case, one would suppose cider vinegar would 
be used almost exclusively, but not over ten per cent of the vinegar sold 
in Illinois is made from cider. Probably forty per cent of the whole is. 
sold as cider vinegar; so three-fourths of the article sold as cider vine- 
gar is a fraud on the consumer, and an injury to the orchardist, because 
it lessens the demand for the second grade of apples. These state- 
ments are founded on chemical investigation. Part of this imitation 
vinegar is alcohol vinegar, colored and flavored to imitate cider vine- 
gar, and part of it by test (chloride of barium) will show sulphuric acid. 
New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Minnesota have strict laws 

, 
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- on this subject, prohibiting the sale of poisonous vinegar: for instance, 

that with sulphuric acid in it. The law does not, however, interfere 

with the manufacture of any legitimate vinegar, provided it is sold under 

its own name. This is a matter of interest not merely to the orchardist 

and cider-vinegar maker, but par excellence to the consumer. In clos- 

ing, Mr. Bryant urged the society to take some action in the line sug- 

gested. His request was heartily complied with in the passage of a 

motion requesting the Illinois Legislature to pass a suitable law—an 

operative one to protect consumers and producers. 

WHEN TRUE CIVILIZATION COMES. 

I write in answer to your favor asking an expression of my opinion 

as to fences. It is, in brief, that now I am compelled to fence all my 

ground, in order to keep my neighbor’s stray cattle out of my grounds. 

My neighbor ought to fence in his own stray cattle, and leave me free 

to build a fence or not, as I please. In fact, if every man took care of 

his own cows, his own sheep, his own chickens, there would be no need 

of other fences except for boundary purposes, and stones at the cor- 

ners of the plot make both a cheaper and a more durable boundary. 

In a truly civilized community no fences will be needed to protect one’s 

property from incursion of trespassers or estrays. There will then be 

left, 
Fences for enclosures of cattle, 

Hedges for ornament and seclusion, 

Stones for landmarks and boundaries. 

—Lyman Abbott in American Gardener. 

A MAIL PACKAGE FOR FRUITS. 

The American Agriculturist calls attention to a mail package for 

green fruits, such as a single specimen of an apple, pear, lemon or 

orange. We recollect receiving a pear from the Idaho Pear company 

in the same kind of a package. 

Melt out one end of an old fruit can which is large enough to re- 

ceive the fruit, or cut the can down if it is too long. Then cut the open 

end of the can in slits half an inch wide and about as deep. Insert the 

fruit in proper packing and bend down every other one of the narrow 

tongues of tin. Then cut a paste-board top to fit the can, place it on, 

and fold down the remaining tongues to hold it firmly in place. Wrap 

the whole in paper and you have a solid and convenient package.— 

Santa Clara Valley. 
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We have received the following suggestive note from F. K. Phoenix, 

of Wisconsin :—“Our agricultural depression suggests a familiar com- 

parison: A young man inherits a fortune and becomes dissipated and 

wastes away his fortune. In a lucid interval he seeks a farmer friend’s 

counsel as to how to recuperate. What does the farmer tell him? 

‘Quit your dissipation. Be sober and attend to business.’ What else 

could he tell him? And now will some one of our practical farmers 

tell me why that advice is not as good for a dissipated nation as for a 

dissipated person? Dissipation is the trouble with America, American 

farmers and workers. If they do not themselves dissipate, they vote 

to license the many impoverishing forms of vice, crime, dissipation and 

folly from which every farmer and worker suffers. It is all in the 

family or nation, and for every wrong, unprofitable act done by any 

member, all must suffer. Why is not this simple, common-sense busi- 

ness truth and the swift redeeming power of the farmers’ ballot for 

national temperance taught, especially in our farm journals and insti- 

tutes ?”—Rural New Yorker. 

FRUIT ON THE FARM. 

The Western Rural intends to keep harping upon fruit on the farm 

until there is more fruit grown. One of our most enterprising farmers 

and writers on horticultural and other farm matters says, that- while 

but few farmers should undertake fruit-growing as a business, with a 

view to making money out of it, there is no farmer, whether his land is 

rich or poor, or the area small or great, but should plant fruit for the 

family; and, notwithstanding occasional failures and the many enemies 

the fruit-grower must contend with, there is no other way in which, at 

the same cost, so much of luxury ean be provided for the family. 

Fruits are also healthful, and those who eat freely and regularly of 

fresh, ripe fruits are usually free from derangements of the stomach 

and bowels. This is not true of. fruits bought in market, which are 

often stale and unwholesome; but on the farm, where they can be had 

fresh, children may be allowed to eat all they want through the season, 
and will be benefited rather than injured thereby. A moderate amount 
of land devoted to fruit, if managed intelligently, will furnish a constant 

succession from the time strawberries ripen till freezing weather, and 

a sufficiency to can for winter use, and it should be the aim of every 

farmer to provide fruits for this succession. 

The first requisite in fruit-growing is common sense, and to see 
how fruit-growing is managed on many farms one might think this a 

oe 
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searce commodity. The farmer who will thoroughly prepare his land 

and cultivate grain crops, will plant a few peach and cherry trees in 

the fence corners, and pay no further attention to them, and will grow 

@ crop of grain in the apple orchard each year, and from these neg- 

lected trees expect a full supply of fruit for the family. 

To successfully grow fruit of any kind requires intelligence in the 

selection of location for the orchard or garden and of varieties, and 

thorough cultivation of the soil and attention to the wants of the trees, 

and without these, failure is assured as certainly as it would be if a 

crop of corn was badly put in and then left without further care. There 

is no mystery about fruit-growing, and no valid reason why every 

farmer should not succeed, at least with some varieties. 

MR. ELLWANGER’S NEW BOOK. 

The following “ Garden Syllabus,” as the author styles it, strikes 

us so favorably that we present it verbatim: I. Whatever is worth 

growing at allis worth growing well. II. Study soil and expense, and 

cultivate no more space than can be maintained in perfect order. III. 

Plant thickly; it is easier and more profitable to raise flowers than 

weeds. IV, Avoid stiffness and exact balancing; garden vases and 

garden flowers need not necessarily be used in pairs. V. A flower is 

essentially feminine and demands attention as the price of its smiles. 

VI. Let there be harmony and beauty of color; magenta in any form 

is a discord that should never jar. VII. In studying color-effects do 

not overlook white as a foil; white is the lens of the gardener’s eye. 

VIII. Think twice and still think before placing a tree, shrub or plant 

in position. Think twice before removing a specimen tree. IX. Grow 

an abundance of flowers for cutting; the bees and butterflies are not 

entitled to all the spoils. X. Keep on good terms with your neigh- 

bor; you may wish a large garden favor of him some day. XI. Love 

a flower in advance, and plant something new every year. XII. Show 

me a well-ordered garden and I will show you a genial home. The 

Garden Story is from the press of D. Appleton & Co., New York. II- 

lustrated, 345 pages. 

CURIOSITIES OF PLANT LIFE. 

Leroy Dunstan, a well-known naturalist of New Orleans, has re- 

cently returned from a two years’ absence in Central America, where 
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he has been engaged in research and study of the floral fauna of the 

country. He relates a very singular discovery, that of a plant growing 

in one of the swamps about the great lake of Nicaragua, which may 

well be denominated a vampire, or a cuttle-fish, from its long tentacles. 

and blood-sucking propensity. 

Mr. Dunstan’s attention was drawn to this singular vine by the cries 

of his dog, and on going to him he found him enveloped in a net-work 

of rope-like vines, and it was with great difficulty he succeeded in lib- 

erating the poor animal, whose hairless skin appeared to have been 

sucked in spots, and its body was covered with blood. In cutting the 

vine the twigs curled around Mr. Dunstan’s hand and clung to it so 

tenaciously it required considerable force to free the member from its 

clasp. A very adhesive gum exuded from the plant, of a very powerful 

and nauseating odor. The power of suction is contained in a number 

of infinitesimal mouths. When dormant, it appears like a dry, dead 

vine, but as soon as anything comes in contact with it, it instantly starts 

into motion, turning and twisting upward in a life-like manner, exuding 

the sticky substance and enwrapping the object with celerity. Its 

voracity is said to be very great—it devouring at one time over ten 

pounds of meat: that is, absorbing the blood and then throwing off the 

refuse. 

SUN-DEW PLANT. 

Here we have another wonderful plant with tentacles to clasp the 

prey, though of quite a different character and on a much smaller scale. 

The leaf is somewhat the shape of a palm-leaf fan, fringed around the 

edge and covered over on the upper surface with what are called ten- 

tacles, because they seem so much like these arms of certain sea ani- 

mals, with which they capture their food. The leaf is hollowed alittle 

in the center and has drops of a sticky sweet substance to entice in- 

sects. When one alights on the leaf, instantly the fact is apparent to 

the tentacles, and they begin to curve over to the center where the fly 

is caught, and hold it there, while a liquid acid is poured over it, which 

Serves as the gastric juice in our stomachs, to dissolve the food. 

Another wonderful thing about this leaf is, if the fly alights on the 

side or anywhere from the hollow center, the tentacle nearest to it 

bends over and conveys it to the middle of the leaf where its stomach 

is located, and then all of the numerous arms move toward it and clasp 

it. After the eatable portions are absorbed, the waste is thrown off. 

Some have experimented with these plants by giving them different 

kinds of food. When a few drops of milk are poured on a leaf, it will 

curve up around the edges, making the depression deeper and more 
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cup-like, and the tentacles will bend over to drink it. Does not this 

seem very life-like and intelligent? 

Dr. Darwin experimented with one by feeding it with cheese for a 

long time ; the plant turned a sickly yellow, and died of dyspepsia. 

VENUS FLY-TRAP. 

This is another curious insect-eating plant. At the tip of each leaf 

there is a trap formed quite like a clam-shell, with two valves hinged 

at the back and edged all around with sharp thorns. On the inside of 

the valves are three long hairs, which are very sensitive, and the in- 

stant they are touched the valves close, the spikes interlock, and the 

insect is securely trapped. The valves remain closed until the food is 

digested. 

Then there are the Pitcher plants, very numerous in variety of 

construction; big pitchers, little pitchers; some growing on slender 

vines creeping on the ground, others air plants, hanging from trees, 

others with pitchers upright and resting on the ground, half a yard 

high, filled with several quarts of pure water for the thirsty traveler. 

These are not constructed as traps for insects, but birds not infre- 

quently, in quenching their thirst, fall into the reservoir and are drowned 

The insect-catching pitchers have honey glands to allure, and the inside. 

of the pitcher is lined with delicate hairs pointing downward, so that it 

is easy for inseets to enter, but almost impossible for them to return. 

Travelers have told a wonderful tale about the Tartarian Lamb, a 

plant that grows on an uncultivated salt plain of vast extent, west of 

the Volga, resembling a lamb, with a skin covered with a downy sub- 

stance and head and limbs distinctly formed. Itis attached at the navel 

to a stalk about three feet in height, and it turns about and bends to 

the herbage around it for food. When this dries up the lamb perishes. 

This plant is really a species of Fernlibotium barometry. It is said to 

present arude appearance of an animal covered with silky hair-like 

scales, and if cut into is found to have a soft, flesh-colored substance. 

When through drouth the herbage dries up, this plant, no doubt, per- 

ishes from the same cause. It is sometimes cultivated in green- 

houses as a curiosity.— Mrs. M. D. Wellcome, in Farm, Field and Stock- 

man. 
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A LITTLE SAROASM NOW AND THEN IS RELISHED BY THE 

MILDEST MEN. 

You ask for a score of reasons in favor of the fence. I will trou- 

ble you with a less number. 

1st. Householders are generally rich, and in order to stimulate 

trade and labor they should be required to spend some of their surplus 

cash in putting up fences around their grounds. 

2d. If properly made and kept in repair, fences can be depended 

on to keep trees, shrubs, flowers and vegetables from straying into the 

road, and thus obstructing travel and possibly injuring animals that 

have a right to the public highway. 

3d. They add so much to the beauty of the landscape and to the 

attraction of any particular neighborhood, especially when out of re- 

pair. 

4th. Fencing material is so abundant in this country. There 

might be difficulty in getting rid of it if some was not used for road 

fences. This will apply in an especial degree to the prairie country of 

the west. 

5th. This being a new country and the soil wonderfully produc- 

tive, it don’t take much work to raise enough to live on, and if house- 

holders were relieved of the necessity of making fences, time would 

hang heavily on their hands, and perhaps some of them would get into 

mischief and thus into prison. You see, when a man is fencing, he is 

not stealing his neighbor’s chickens. 

6th. Some people want to keep cattle and horses, and if the far- 

mer don’t fence in his growing grain, these cattle and horses could go 

off the grass into the growing crops, and it is sometimes dangerous, 

owing to a tendency of such grain-stuff to produce colic or other dis- 

orders in the innocent animals. This must be prevented, and who has 

So good aright to fence as the man who will persist in trying to raise 

such dangerous stuff as wheat or corn? 

7th. Sometimes in along wet spell the farmer’s plowed fields 

get very muddy, and if they are not properly fenced, travelers’ horses 

might get out of the road and into the field and thus get mired, and 

thus travel would be greatly impeded. This is not likely to occur if 

the roads are properly fenced. 

8th. Drovers sometimes wish to drive animals across the country 

from one point to another, and this is easily done if the roads are pro- 

perly fenced, but if not, it is very difficult. Sometimes the drover is 
greatly annoyed by the careless farmers leaving a gate open, or leaving 
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openings in the fences at intervals of a mile or two from cross roads. 

I suggest the propriety of stringent legislation at an early day to rem- 

edy such defects in fencing of public highways. 

9th. Sometimes householders and farmers neglect their fences 

till they get out of repair and. other men’s stock get into their fields, 

which furnishes excellent ground for a quarrel and law-suit, and also 

good food to those who are given to gossip. 

10th. Some men think a farm is worth more if it is fenced into 

barn-yards and pig-pens, and as it requires more time to plow forty 

acres so fenced than it would if all were in one field, it is of especial 

advantage to the laborer who does the work, for the longer he works 

the more pay he gets. 

lith. Another great advantage in having lots of fences is that 

they all take room, and as the ground that they occupy don’t have to 

be tilled, you save seed at planting time. 

Now, Mr. Editor, you have eleven reasons why the country should 

be fenced—the more the better. I won’t stop now to give you any 

more, though they are plenty, but I think a proper consideration of 

these will settle the question, and if so, these are enough.— W. A., 

Ottawa, Kas. 

BILL NYE IS NOT “ON THE FENCE” ON THIS QUESTION. 

I do not believe in fences, of course. They are not ornamental 

and they are expensive. The line fence has kept more people out of 

heaven than rum, I believe. Satan would get a good vacation if it 

were not for the line fence between hot-headed neighbors. 

Stone walls are all right in regions where stone is the principal 

crop, and where it is necessary to fence in the boys in order to make 

them stick to the farm, but fencesin the abstract are a useless and fool- 

ish little tradition that should have disappeared at the time when peo- 

ple decided not to burn witches or bore holes with hot irons through 

Quakers’ tongues.— Bill Nye in Am. Garden. 
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GENERAL STRUCTURE OF INSECTS. 

Illustrated by electrotypes from drawings by Prof. C. V. Riley, Washington, 

D. C.. and zine process work done under the supervision of Mr. Joseph Bridgham, 

of Providence, R. I. 

CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

What is an insect? This does not seem like a question difficult to 

answer, and yet how few either of grown persons or children would be 

able to define an insect otherwise than as “some sort of a bug.” Now 

it is true that all bugs, properly so called, are insects; but it by no 

means follows that all insects are bugs. On the contrary, genuine bugs 

form but a small proportion of the fluttering, buzzing, crawling myriads 

to which the term is generally applied. 

Insects are among the most familiar of natural objects. They are 

met with in all climates and situations, and in greater or less numbers 

at all seasons of the year. They claim our attention in a thousand 

different ways. We admire the beauty of form and color in some, and 

shrink from the grotesque ugliness of others. Many species injure 

and annoy us personally or damage or destroy our property, while on 

the other hand a few, like the honey-bee, the silk-worm and the cochi- 

neal insect, produce some of our choicest luxuries. Is it not well then 

for us to endeavor to learn something of the structure, habits and dif- 

ferences of a class of animals with which we unavoidably have so much 

to do? 

How few people realize that there are as wide differences between 

insects and some of the animals that are usually classed with them— 

H R—25 
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for example, spiders, millepeds and earth-worms—as there are between 

cows and chickens and serpents; and there are far greater distinctions 

between butterflies and beetles and grasshoppers than exist between 

horses, cows and sheep. This may seem strange to one who has given 

the subject no attention, but a little careful observation will convince 

him of its truth. 

It is impossible to obtain a definite idea of the structure of insects; 

and their place in the scale of being without comparing them critically 

with other kinds of animals and noting the points in which they differ. 

To obtain this knowledge without the aid of books would involve a 

wide field of observation and a great deal of labor in systematizing 

the information gained. Therefore, to aid and direct the observations 

of the student, we will glance hastily over the outlines of the classifi- 

cation of the animal kingdom as arranged by the great French natural- 

ist, Cuvier, after whom it is called the “ Cuvierian System.” According 

to this system all the animals, on or in the earth, monstrous or minute, 

are arranged in the four following Sub-kingdoms: 

I. BACKBONE animals (Sub-kingdom VERTEBRA), such as have an 

internal bony frame termed a skeleton, the axis of which is a spinal 

column composed of a number of peculiar joints called vertebra. Ex- 

amples—Man, Birds, Fishes and Reptiles. 

II. RINGED or ARTICULATE animais (Sub-kingdom ARTICULATA), 

having an external tough or horny framework composed of rings or 

articulations enclosing the muscles and other soft tissues. Examples— 

Insects, Spiders, Millepeds, Crabs. 

III. Mowuusks (Sub-kingdom MoLLuUSCA), soft-bodied animals 

usually enclosed in shells. Examples—Snails, Slugs, Oysters. 

IV. STAR or RADIATE animals (Sub-kingdom RADIATA). These 

are formed somewhat upon the plan of a star or asterisk, with all the 

members branching out from a common center. Examples—Starfish, 

Sea Urchin, Coral animal. This division includes mostly marine ani- 

mals. 

Each of these Sub-kingdoms is divided into several very distinct 

classes. Passing over the classes of BACKBONE animals, we will con- 

fine our attention to the ARTICULATA in which insects, although by no 

means the largest representatives, occupy, on account of their more 

specialized structure, the highest rank. The classes of ARTICULATA 

are five in number, viz.:* Insects nsecta), Thousand-legged worms or 

Millepeds (Myriapoda), Spiders (Arachnida), Lobsters and Crabs 

(Crustacea), and True Worms (Annelida ). 

*According to Cuvier, whose plans will answer our present purpose. 
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For convenience this classification may be tabulated thus: 

{ Vertebrata. { Insecta. 
| -Articulata........ | Myriapoda. 

Animal Kingdom. 4 { Arachnida. 
| Mollusea. | Crustacea. 
Radiata. | Annelida. 

In proceeding to separate true insects from the other members of 

their sub-kingdom, the most obvious distinction is that they alone 

among articulates ever possess wings. There are, however, some in- 

sects, mostly of the worst repute, such as fleas, bed-bugs, lice and a 

few others, that never acquire wings. We have, therefore, to seek in 

some other organ, or set of organs, a characteristic by which we can 

distinguish any insect from other articulates, and one which will, if 

possible, have a peculiar development in each of the classes. Sucha 

distinction is found in the number of the legs. Thus insects, in their 

perfect or adult state, always have six legs, neither more nor less— 

although in some butterflies the front pair of legs, not being used, are 

of diminished size, and are tucked up out of the way. Millepeds, as 

the name denotes, have numerous legs, from thirty to four hundred; 

spiders and mites have eight legs; crustaceans from ten to fourteen legs, 

while the true worms have no legs at all in any stage of their existence. 

We have, therefore, only to count the legs of an articulate animal to 

find out in which of the preceding classes it belongs.* 

The term insect, which is derived from two Latin words, in and 

seco—cut into—in reference to the ring-jointed or insected body, was, 

by some of the earlier writers on natural history, applied to the entire 

group of the articulates, and the various classes were distinguished as 

“ six-legged insects,” “eight-legged insects,” ‘“many-legged insects,” 

and so forth. But as the structure of these animals was more thor- 

oughly studied they were found to be more widely separated than was 

at first supposed. The term “insect” was restricted to the six-legged 

class, and other names, more suitable, applied to the remaining classes. 

Insects are further distinguished from other articulates in having the 

external framework composed apparently of ‘hirteen or fourteen rings 

or joints, which are separated into three regions, the first joint forming 

the head, the succeeding three the thorax, and the remaining nine or 

ten the a)domen and its appendages. 

In the millepeds the number of rings varies from ten to two hun- 

dred, and the head alone is distinct from the abdomen. In the spiders 

the joints are so closely consolidated that two only can be _ per- 

ceived, the first forming the combined head and thorax (cephalo thorax ) 

and the second the abdomen. In the crustaceans the number of joints 

is variable, and in some species the division is into three regions, as in 

*Except in the case of the young of some Mites, which also have only six legs. 
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insects, while others bear some resemblance to spiders in the arrange- 

ment of the joints. In the framework of the worms we find numerous. 

joints, but no distinct head, thorax or hind body. 

Another and very interesting peculiarity of insects is found in 

their transformations or metamorphoses. Insect life begins with an 

embryo contained in an egg. From this egg hatches the first active 

form, which is called a larva (plural larve), the term signifying a m isk, 

because the true form of the insect is considered to be masked or con- 

cealed at this stage of life. All caterpillars, grubs and maggots are 

larve. When the larva is full grown it changes, in most cases, to a 

very different object, and is then termed a pupa (plural pupe), from a. 

word meaning a doll or mummy in reference to its quiescence and the 

swathed or bandaged appearance of its members. From the pupa in 

due time emerges the perfect insect or imago (plural imagines) which is 

the final form and the one in which it possesses wings, unless it be- 

longs to the few wingless species. 

The chief office of the perfect insect is to develop and lay the 

eggs from which another generation of larve will hatch, and, in the 

case of some species, to provide food for their young. 

To briefly recapitulate, in answer to our opening question: An 

insect is an articulate animal having the external skeleton composed of 

a number of rings or joints, which are separated into three groups to 

form a distinct head, thorax and abdomen. It has six legs, and, in its 

perfect state, has two or four wings, and is further characterized by 

changes of form and habit called metamorphoses. 

The science which treats of the structure, habits and classification 

of insects is called Entomology, a term composed of two Greek words 

which signify a “ discourse on insects.” 

Economic Entomology has for its object the investigation of the 

habits of injurious insects, with a view to the better preservation of 

our persons and property from their attacks. It also includes experi- 

ments with such species as are or may prove to be valuable for their 

products or properties, and endeavors to ascertain which are indirectly 

useful to man on account of their parasitic and cannibalistic habits. 
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CHAPTER II. 

EXTERNAL STRUCTURE OF INSECTS. 

In our introductory chapter were 

noted some of the differences between 

insects and vertebrate animals, and also 

between insects and other articulates. 

Now in order to comprehend these dis- 

tinctions still more clearly, and to under- 

stand how the various parts and organs 

are modified to produce the almost 

innumerable diverse forms, it becomes 

necessary to examine the general struc- 

ture still more critically. 

Se ee Ll) The external crust or skeleton of an 

insect forms a many-jointed tube in which, as has already been men- 

tioned, are enclosed and protected all the softer vital parts, such as 

the muscles, nerves, the air and blood vessels, etc. The most common 

form of this tube is more or less cylindrical, but in some insects it is 

-shortened and flattened so that the outline is oblong, oval or nearly 

circular. This body-wall is composed of fourteen ring-like sections or 

segments which are more or less closely connected. Of these joints 

‘the first, forming the head,* is most distinct. The three joints forming 

the thorax have the appearance of being firmly soldered together, and 

it is often difficult to trace the divisions In the abdominal region, on 

the contrary, the rings are loosely connected by a flexible and elastic 

membrane, which allows them to move freely in any direction. Two 

or three of the terminal joints of the abdomen are changed from their 

original shape to form and support stings, piercers, forceps, and the 

‘like, so that we are seldom able to distinguish more than six or seven 

distinct rings in this part of the body. 

It must not be supposed that the fourteen joints are the only divi- 

sions of the insect skeleton. If this were the case we should never have 

occasion to admire the grace of the butterfly’s flight or the surprising 

agility of various beetles and bugs. The fact is that each joint, although 

it may appear like a simple ring, is composed of from six to nine vari- 

ously shaped pieces, each piece, however closely fitted to the others, 

being capable of independent motion by the muscles within. Otherwise 

-an insect would never be able to move a wing or leg or other organ 

*Dr. Packard considers the head as composed of four joints. 
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separately. On the thorax of many smooth, hard shelled insects, like 

wasps and beetles, we can readily trace the divisions of each joint by 

means of fine impressed lines. 

The insect crust varies greatly in texture and thickness. In some 

insects, and especially in many larve, it is very thin, easily bent and 

easily broken; in others it is hard and brittle like shell, or dense and 

impenetrable like metal. Examples of the shelly texture are found in 

the pupe—termed chrysalides—of butterflies and moths, while the ~ 

metal-like covering may be seen in the cases of the beautiful Brazilian: 

beetles, often used by jewelers in the place of gems, which are so 

hard that they can only be pierced by a drill. 

The majority of insects have the head separated from the thorax 

and the thorax from the abdomen by deep incisions, or the contraction 

of the connecting joints. This will be understood by a glance at the 

illustration at the head of this chapter, or better still by examining the. 

body of a bee, a butterfly or a fly. 

The back or upper surface of the body of an insect is termed the 

dorsum or dorsal surface, or tergum, the sides the pleurites or lateral 

surfaces, while the under side is the venter or ventral surface. The top- 

of the thorax is sometimes further distinguished as the notum, the 

under side, or breast, being correspondingly termed the sternum. 

In exact scientific description a number of other terms are used 

to indicate the various divisions of a segment, or to refer to precise 

localities on the body, but these are not necessary to a general appre- 

hension of the stracture and would only confuse and discourage a. 

beginner. 

CHAPTER III. 

THE HEAD AND ITS APPENDAGES. 

Fic 2 As with the higher animals, the head of an insect 

ay is more especially the sensorial region, because it 

Saar b contains the organs of sight, touch, taste, smell, and 

a (Qe) possibly in some species, of hearing also. The sense ] 
RF \ of feeling is not, of course, confined to the append- 

Hl | IA | \ ages used by the insect for touching objects—which 

ff OSV X in this sense correspond to the human hand—but ex- 

oceipit: b, epieranium tends caer the oe surface of the body. 

Bo awes Certain localities on the head are frequently re- 

ferred to in descriptions of insects. The more important of these are: 

Head of Wasp: a, 
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the Occiput, which is the back upper part, (Fig. 2, a); the epicranium, 

the front upper part, (Fig. 2,b), and the Clypeus, which occupies the 

space between the epicranium and the mouth. The top of the head is 

also sometimes called the Vertex; the front, the face or Frons; the 

sides, the cheeks or Gene. The manner in which these parts are de- 

veloped varies greatly in different insects. 

The principal appendages or organs of the head are the Mouth, the 

Eyes and the Antenne. 

The mouth presents a variety of forms, being adapted in different 

insects to the kind of food upon which they subsist, and also to the 

various offices, besides those of mastication or suction, which are per- 

formed by it. 

All the variations in structure, however seemingly diverse, are 

made upon two plans, viz.: jaws for biting and beaks or tubes for 

sueking. 

The mouth of a biting insect consists of six dis- 

tinct parts, collectively called Trophi. These parts 

are the lips—upper and under—and two pairs of 

, Strong, horny organs which form the jaws and move 

/ from side to side and not up and down like the jaws 

of the higher animals. The upper lip is called the 

Labrum (Fig. 3, c), and the under lip (not shown in 

the illustration), the Labium. These parts are sub- 

a, trons: by. epictoma; ject to great changes in shape, and seldom bear much 

mandibles; J; maxiite: resemblance to the lips of Vertebrates. The upper 

labial palpi; 7, antenne. Or principal jaws are termed Mandibles, (Fig. 3, ee). 

They are strong and sharply toothed, and are the chief instruments for 

seizing and tearing the food. 

The lower jaws (Fig. 3, ff) are called the Mazille (sing. mavilla), 

and are usually more slender and flexible than the mandibles and termi- 

nate in a point. 

Besides these six principal mouth parts, most insects have from 

one to three, generally two pairs of slender-jointed organs, called 

Palpi (sing. palpus) or mouth-feelers. One pair is attached to the 

lower jaws, and are termed the mazillary palpi (Fig. 3, g), the other 

pair, connected with the lower lip, are the labial palpi (Fig. 3. h). Their 

office seems to be to aid in the selection of food and to brush impurities 

from the face and antenne. 

The sucking or haustellate insects have the same number of mouth 

parts, but they are developed on an entirely different plan. In some 

species, such as the true Bugs, most of the parts are united to form a 

stiff, jointed beak, with which the leaves of plants or the skins of ani- 
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mals are punctured and the juices or blood extracted. In others, like 

the Butterflies and Moths, the combined parts form a long, flexible 

tube usually called a tongue, through which the nectar of flowers and 

similar fluids may be drawn. In others still, the lower lip and the 

maxille together form a sort of tongue for collecting sweets, while the 

mandibles are not altered. Bees and Wasps have this kind of mouth. 

The organs of vision are situated upon the epicranium in front or 

near the top of the head. 

They consist of a pair of prominent compound eyes (see Figs. 2 

and 3, dd), composed of a great number of six-sided lenses. In shape 

these compound eyes are round, oblong or reniform (kidney-shaped). 

In addition to these, many insects are provided with three small single 

eyes, called ocelli (sing. ocellus), situated upon or near the apex of the 

head, in a triangle, a8 shown in Fig. 2, c. 

All these eyes are fixed in their sockets, but protrude so much 

that some of the lenses face in each direction, and the insect has no 

need to turnits eyes to obtain warning of approaching danger, or in 

its search for food. It has been suggested that the compound eyes 

serve the ordinary purposes of vision, while the ocelli are used upon 

objects that are near and minute; but thisis mere conjecture. Some of 

the best observers and most careful investigators assert that with all the 

provision that has apparently been made for sight in insects their vision 

would seem to be very imperfect, especially for objects at a distance. 

Black and brown are the colors most commonly seen in the eyes of 

insects, but many species have eyes that gleam with the tints and bril- 

liancy of jewels, and add not a little to the beauty of the species. 

The most striking appendages of the head of an insect are the 

Feelers or Antenne (sing. antenna.) These are many jointed organs in 

which the sense of touch is thought chiefly to reside. Many experiments 

go to show that they are also the organs of smell. They are of a great 

variety of forms, a tew of which are represented in Fig. 4. The differ- 

ent shapes are distinguished as Knobbed, capitate, laminate, pectinate, 

filiform, ete. They are usually attached a little below and between 

the eyes, aS shown in in figures 2 and 3. 

A knowledge of the form and position of the antenne is very im- 

portant in the classification of insects, especially in such orders as the 

Coleoptera (beetles.) 

All the functions of the autennz are probably not yet known; but 

it has been ascertained that besides serving the purposes already men- 

tioned, they are also indispensable in guiding the flight of all winged 
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species, and are, to a large extent, the in- 

struments of communication between in- 

dividuals of the same kind, as among ants, 

and no doubt aid the perception of in- 

sects in many ways that are beyond our 

comprehension. 

: The sense of hearing in insects is not 

“ considered to be as generally developed 

as in the higher animals. Yet unques- 

tionably many insects do hear, although 

the special organs of this sense have been’ 

located in comparatively few species. 

Such ears as have been discovered are 

Antennae of insects, adapted from not found on the head, but on the front 
authors. 

Fig 4, 

ge eheeue ig nae ce beetle. legs and at the base of the abdomen. 
2, capi ate sé 6c 

i 

Sand 6. nif aes These will be more particularly described 
5 and 6, filiform ee 6e 
7, bristle tipped ant. of fly. ; , 7 
8, knobbed ant. of butterfly. BEN succeeding chapter. 
9, feathered ant. of moth. 

CHAPTER IV. 

THE THORAX AND ABDOMEN. 

The three segments immediately back of the head constitute the 

Thorax or chest of an insect. This division of the body is very com- 

pact and usually somewhat globular, or barrel-shaped. Each of the seg- 

ments or joints composing it has received a special name; the anterior 

one—next the head—is termed the Prothorax ; the middle one, the 

Mesothorax, and the third or posterior one the Metathorax. Each of 

these divisions, though apparently entire, is in reality, as has already 

been observed, made up of several irregularly shaped pieces, which are 

connected in such a way as to afford free play to the strong muscles 

within. 

The appendages of the thorax are the wings and legs. The wings 

of insects are their most conspicuous members, upan which the beauty 

and, in a great measure, the safety and enjoyment of most species de- 

pend. 

In their adult and perfect state nearly all insects possess these 

organs, the only exceptions being the members of a few small groups, 

such as fleas, bed-bugs, lice, some of the ants, and the females of a few 

moths and beetles. 
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In their general structure the wings of insects show a number of 

very distinct plans or types, which have been made the basis for the 

system of classification commonly adopted. 

The wings are attached to the mesothorax and metathorax, and 

where present, are always four in number, except in the order of the 

two-winged flies ( Diptera), where only the upper pair are fully devel- 

oped, the lower pair being represented by little hammer-like organs, 

called Halteres or Poisers. 

: J Fg 5. Wings are composed of membrane, more 

or less transparent, stretched over a frame- 

work of horny tubes, termed veins or 

nerves. The number and arrangement of 

these tubes constitute the Venation or Neu- 

ration of the wings, to which frequent refer- 

ence is made in descriptions of insects. 

There are usually from three to five princi- 

pal veins in each wing. These branch and 

intersect very differently in the types of 
different families. The spaces between the 

veins are called cells, which are also named 

and numbered in regular order.* 

The first or upper wings are variously 

designated as the Anteriors, the Superiors 

of abate, B.pper and'upder wingeO! the PERE GS: to the URE or un- 

der pair are applied the opposite terms of 

Posteriors or Secondaries. Many of the best writers use the simple 

terms of fore and hind wings. | 

These organs exhibit an almost endless variety of outline, texture 

and ornamentation. The wings of butterflies and moths, for example, 

are broad and of rather frail texture, and are covered with minute 

fication, and for the convenience of any that may be interested, [append the terms 

applied to margins, veins and cells as follows: On the wing of an insect the upper 

edge, from where it is joined to the body to the most distant point, is the costa or 

costal edge. The extreme point is the apex. (In the figure A, just above b+.) The 

outer edge extends from the apex to the inner angle at d+, and the inner edge from 

this point to the insertion of the wing. The veins are the costal vein, just below 

a; 6, sub-costal vein; d, median vein; 5', 62, 6%, 64 and 6°, sub-costal veinlets; d', 

d*?,d* and d*, median veinlets; ¢, internal vein; f, discal cell. The other cells bear 

the names of the veins which enclose them and are numbered from the costal vein. 

In B, a is the costal vein ; 1, 2,3, costal cells ; 4, 5, 6, sub-costal cells; 7, 8, 9, median 

cells; 10, 11, 12, sub-median cells; 13, internal cell. The veins and cells in the under 

wings correspond to the principal ones in the upper. 
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are comparatively small, being modified into simple sheaths, often of 

metallic hardness and luster, beneath which the longer and broader 

membranous lower wings are compactly folded, except during flight. 

In the majority of other insects the wings are translucent or transpar- 

ent, more closely veined and not clothed with scales or hairs. The 

other organs of locomotion are the legs. In fully developed insects 

these are invariably six in number. Someof our most conspicuous but- 

terflies, it is true, seem to have but four, but the absence of the front 

pair is only apparent, and close examination will reveal them folded 

close against the breast and perfectly formed, though small and use- 

less. The legs of insects are modified in many ways to adapt them for 

running, leaping, burrowing and swimming, according to the habit of 

the species. Each leg consists of six parts: a large flattened joint 

called the coxa, which is attached to the body; this is succeeded by a 

joint which is very variable in form, usually small, but in some species. 

large and having the appearance of an ornamental appendage, and is 

termed the trocanter (plural trovhantines); next to this is a long and 

often very stout thigh or femur (plural femora) succeeded by the shank 

or tibia (plural tibie), to which is attached the foot or tarsus (plural 

tarsi), consisting of from two to five small joints, and in many species 

terminating ina pair of sharp claws, sometimes with a pad-like suck- 

ing disk, termed a pulvillus, between them. 

Fig 0. The abdomen in insects is composed 

of ten remaining segments. In most 

species, however, the hindermost 

rings are modified into the apparatus. 

for reproduction and are drawn more 

or less within the body, so that only 

from five to seven joints can be clearly 

distinguished. It is in this part of 

the body that the form of the typi- 

cal ring can be traced with greater 

Legs, original and adapted ; A, leg of preda- accuracy than in any other region, as 
ceous beetle ; a, coxa; b, trochanter; c, femur; 

d, tibia; e, tarsus; f, taraal claws; g. tibial the segments are not apparently con- 

shut), 2, ee oe Uses clothed witly bale for col; olidated assim. the ithorax)(bub/are 
lecting pollen; C, front leg of mole cricket, fit- 

ted for burrowing in the earth; a, femur; b,tibia; held together quite loosely with elas- 
c, tarsus; D, leg of water beetle adapted to , 2 
swimming. tic membrane. 

Along each side of the body is a row of more or less conspicuous 

orifices. These are the openings through which the insect breathes, 

and are termed stomata or stigmata or spiracles. They conduct to air- 

tubes, to which more particular reference will be made in a succeeding 
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chapter. There are nine or ten, sometimes eleven pairs of them, two 

on the thorax and the others on the abdomen. 

The only appendages of the abdomen are the organs of reproduc- 

tion, which, in some species, as the bee and the wasp, are connected 

with those of defense, in the form of stings. They consist, externally, 

of various sorts of forceps or claspers in the male, and of saws, augers, 

swords, and more commonly, piercers and stings in the female. All of 

these instruments are very ingenious in their construction and admi- 

rably adapted to the work for which they are designed. They will be 

described in detail when the species to which they pertain are under 

consideration. 

CHAPTER V. 

INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF INSECTS. 

The internal structure of insects consists of the Muscular, Nervous 

and Circulatory systems, together with the organs of Respiration, Nutri- 

tion and Secretion. 

The examination of these parts is a work of great difficulty, owing 

to their extreme delicacy and minuteness. Much of it requires a high 

power of microscope and the skill of a hand experienced in dissecting ; 

consequently the descriptions—as with the characters of external struc- 

ture—cannot be easily verified by the observations of the tyro. Only a 

brief account, therefore, will be attempted in this chapter. 

The Muscular system lies just within the external crust, or body- 

wall, to which it is closely attached. Its use is to hold the segments 

and their various appendages in place, and to move them according to 

the pleasure or necessity of the insect. It consists of a great number 

of distinct fibres, not gathered into bundles like those of higher animals; 

but spread out in thin Jayers over the parts requiring their action. In 

their arrangment the muscles correspond to the jointed structure of 

the body. Each segment has muscles that stretch from its front edge 

to the front edge of the one succeeding it, and others that in like man- 

ner connect the hinder edges. There are also bands of muscular fibres 

passing around the body and others still that extend obliquely from one 

joint to another. The muscles of insects are a pale yellow color and 

of a soft, jelly-like consistence. But, although so delicate in tex- 

ture, their contractile powerissurprising. Thus, many insects, of which 

the flea is a good example, are enabled to leap more than one hundred 
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times their own height, or to sustain, without injury, weights several 

hundred times that of their own. The lofty and long-continued flights 

of some species, the capacities of others for running, burrowing, bor- 

ing into hard substances, and for carrying or dragging heavy burdens, 

all attest the wonderful strength and elasticity of their muscles. 

The Nervous system consists of two delicate cords which extend 

longitudinally, the one above the other, along the ventral side of the 

body. Insects have no brain, properly so called, but the lower or 

external cord has a series of swellings or nerve knots called ganglia, 

varying in number from two to ten, from which nerve fibres are dis- 

tributed in various directions. The ganglion in the head is, in many 

species, larger than the others, but does not differ from them in any 

other particular. Next to that the ganglia of the thorax are most 

developed, especially in perfect insects, since from them the supply of 

nerve-force for the wings and legs must be derived. The upper or 

internal cord is a simple thread without nerve knots or branches. It 

lies very close to but scarcely in contact with the ganglionic cord. We 

find in this nearly equal distribution of nerve force, the reason why 

many insects can live for a considerable time after a part of the body 

has been crushed or severed, and why the separated parts seem to be 

alike endowed with vitality. 

The Circulato:y system of insects is as yet but imperfectly under- 

stood. The blood is cold and colorless, or with a slight yellowish tint. 

It doesnot flow through tubes corresponding to ourarteriesand veins, but 

seems to bathe the other tissues without being confined to special chan- 

nels. There is, however, a long, narrow membranous sae, situated near 

the upper surface of the body, which forms a sort of heart, the pulsa- 

tions of which can be distinctly seen in many thin skinned insects, 

especially in larve. This tube is called the dorsal vesssl, and is divided 

into several chambers by valves which permit the blood to pass onlyin 

a forward direction. The blood enters the dorsal vessel through open- 

ings in its sides, and, flowing toward the head, is expelled through a 

large artery called the aorta, from whence its course can no longer be 

traced. In its progress it is aerified by contact with the air vessels 

and mixed with chyle from the stomach, and is thus prepared to nour- 

ish the organism. It is scant in quantity compared with the blood of 

vertebrates, and the circulation seems to be slow. 

Respiration or breathing in insects is performed, not through a 

single trachea or air-pipe communicating with a pair of lungs, as in 

most of the higher animals, but through a series of delicate tubes which 

divide and subdivide so as to permeate all parts of the body. The 

openings to these tubes are in most insects on the sides of the seg- 
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ments and are termed the spiracles or stigmata. They vary in number 

from two in some water insects to eleven, usually nine, pairs, and are often 

quite conspicuous, especially in larvee. In their perfect state insects 

breathe mainly through the first four or five pairs of orifices, and conse- 

quently most species may be easily suffocated and killed by a sharp 

pinch or continued pressure on the thorax. Many insects have large 

vesicles connected with the trachea which they inflate when about to 

fly, thus lessening their specific gravity and enabling them to continue 

long on the wing with less muscular exertion than would otherwise be 

necessary. The breathing organs ofaquatic insects are termed branchia. 

They are analogous to the gills of fishes and present many very sin- 

gular forms. 

The organs of Nutrition are few in number and simple in structure. 

They consist principally of the mouth, already described, by which the 

food is seized and masticated, and, internally, of a large, long tube in 

which digestion takes place. This tube is the alimentary canal, and 

occupies a central position in the body of the insect. In the more 

lowly species it is simply a straight duct or sac extending the whole 

length of the body, but in the highly organized forms it is contracted 

at intervals so as to form several chambers, each of which has a dis- 

tinet function. It terminates in a convolution of minute tubes that are 

supposed to represent the liver and the small intestines of higher ani- 

mals. The esophagus or gullet opens into the first chamber or cavity 

of the central canal, which is analogous to the crop. This in turn com- 

municates with a smaller cavity which is ridged internally or covered 

with hard, tooth-like points, and performs the office of a gizzard from 

which the food passes into the largest alimentary division, represent- 

ing the true stomach. In the latter are secreted the gastric and pan- 

creatic fluids which, mingling with the comminuted food, prepare it to 

nourish the system. The digestive powers of insects are enormous in 

proportion to their size, many species of herbivorous larve being 

capable of digesting more than twice their own weight of leaves in the 

course of a day. 

The organs of secretion, aside from those that elaborate the fluids 

necessary to digestion, consist mainly of the salivary, odoriferous and 

poison glands. The salivary glands, so called, are greatly developed in 

such insects as the silk-worm, and the bee and wasp. They consist of 

two tubes, running parallel to the anterior portion of the alimentary 

canal. In the silk-worm and other larve of the same family these 

glands secrete the gum which, when drawn out through a little pointed 

tube beneath the mouth, becomes the beautiful and valuable fibre 

known as silk, 
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The salivary fluid is used by the bee and wasp to moisten and 

cement the particles of sap and wood from which the brood and honey 

cells are made. 

The odoriferous organs are of various construction, and are located 

in some species in one part of the body, and in others in another. They 

are designed in some cases asa means of attraction between the sexes; 

in others to repel the attacks of their enemies. 

The poison glands are situated sometimes in the mouth, but more 

frequently at the tip of the abdomen. The poison is of the nature of 

an acid, and is injected into wounds made by the jaws or by the piercer 

or sting. Its use is to ward off or revenge the attacks of foes and to 

paralyze or kill the prey required by the insect for its own food or as 

food for its young. 

CHAPTER VI. 

TRANSFORMATION OF INSECTS. 

Transformations of alepidopterous insect, the corn worm or boll worm (Heliothes armigera), 

after Riley; a, b, egg, magnified; c, larve; d, pupa; e f, imago or moth. 

The transformations ov metamorphoses of insects have been already 

alluded to as one of their most peculiar and interesting characteristics. 

These are certain changes of form and habit by which the life of every 

insect, after hatching,is divided into three more or less distinct periods 

or stages. 

Transformation may be either complete or partial. It is complete 

when the appearance and general habit of the insect is so different at 
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each stage of its existence, that only experience enables us to recog- 

nize the various forms as pertaining to the same individual; and partial 

when the insect retains essentially the same form and habit during life, 

its successive stages of development being marked only by the acquisi- 

tion of certain organs and appendages. 

The most familiar example of complete transformation is afforded 

by an insect which in its first active state is a sluggish, worm-like cater- 

pillar, feeding voraciously on herbage, and changing in due time to the 

inactive, casket-like chrysalis, which bears as little resemblance to the 

larve that preceded it as to the imago that shall ultimately escape from 

it, viz., the broad-winged, bright-hued butterfly, instinct with graceful 

activity, as it hovers over the flowers from which it sips its sole nourish- 

ment, a dainty draught of nectar. Examples of partial transformation 

are found in such insects as grasshoppers, locusts, true bugs, ete. 

The life of an insect begins with the embryo contained in an egg. 

Instinct guides the parent insect in the placing of her eggs.so that her 

progeny, as soon as hatched, find themselves surrounded with the kind 

of food they require. The eggs of insects are of various forms—round, 

oval, conical or disk-like. They are deposited singly or in clusters; 

sometimes openly exposed on the surfaces of leaves or stems, some- 

times concealed with the utmost ingenuity. Those of many species 

are beautifully colored or elegantly sculptured. The eggs of some 

small insects which produce but few are proportionately large, while 

on the other hand many large insects lay very minute eggs, but make 

up in number what is lacking in size. 

The insect in hatching from the egg enters on its larval stage of 

existence. This is the form in which all actual growth takes place, and 

in which, as a consequence, the insect requires most food. It may, in 

succeeding stages of development, assume different forms and acquire 

additional members, but it never really increases in bulk. 

The larve of the various kinds of insects differ s0 much in appear- 

ance, and in many other respects, that it is difficult to give a list of 

characters that are common to all. The typical form is more or less 

worm like: 7. ¢., cylindrical and elongate; but the variations from this 

type are exceedingly numerous, even among insects whose transforma- 

tions are complete; while those that undergo only partial transforma- 

tion do not conform to it at all. : 

In the majority of larvie the thorax and abdomen are not distinct, 

except that the first mentioned region is often provided with the rudi- 

ments of legs. The latter are of a shelly texture, small and pointed at 

the extremity, with three or four joints. They are six in number, and 

are termed the true or thoracic legs, to distinguish them from the fleshy 
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disks called false legs or prolegs, which in many species support the 

hinder part of the body. 

Many larve, suchas those of bees, flies and some species of beetles, 

have neither legs nor prolegs, their movements, in consequence of this 

lack, being much restricted. 

In their habits larve are either active or inactive. The former—in- 

cluding by far the larger proportion of the young of insects—are capa- 

ble of sufficient exertion to enable them to provide for their own neces- 

sities. 

Inactive or sedentary larve, on the contrary, are hatched in cells or 

chambers, which they never leave, and subsist upon food previously 

stored for their use, or, a8 in the case of bees and ants, they are the 

objects of constant attention from the mature insects. 

In the course of their growth all larve molt or shed their skins 

several times. This singular process becomes necessary at intervals, 

because the external covering will only admit of stretching to a limited 

extent. A new skin is constantly forming under the outer one, and 

when the latter becomes too tight it is—after some preliminary fasting 

and other preparation—ruptured and cast off and the larva appears ina 

new and for a time, more elastic dress. The usual number of molts is 

four or five. A few insects of the lower orders molt but twice, while 

others, especially certain aquatic species and others whose larval life is 

long, molt from ten to twenty times. Sedentary larve shed their skins 

in shreds and by degrees. 

The length of larval life varies with the different species. Many 

complete their growth in a very short time, often within a week, while 

some continue to grow from one to several years. The average length 

of larval life among herbivorous insects is about four weeks. 

When the limit of growth is reached the larva ceases to feed, and 

guided by instinct, prepares for its first transformation. Inactive larvee 

spin a slight web around their delicate bodies, and some kinds are 

sealed up in their cells by the mature insects. 

Active larvee take various measures to secure themselves from ob- 

servation and injury during the time when they shall be powerless to 

escape from or defend themselves against their enemies. Some creep 

into crevices of stones or bark, or hide ingeniously among crumpled 

leaves. A large proportion Lurrow into the earth; others spin for 

their protection thick, silken or parchment-like cocoons, while some 

require nothing more than a retired nook in which to suspend them- 

selves by slender but strong cables of silk. After a longer or shorter 

H R—o0 
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rest in their various retreats, the larval skins are cast off for the last 

time, and each insect appears in a new and entirely different form and 

is termed a pupa. 

In the pupa state most insects are quiescent and apparently life- 

less, and while it continues are incapable of taking food or performing 

any of the active functions of life. Pup that are enclosed in cocoons 

or cells are termed folliculate. A pupa destined to give forth a butter- 

fly is designated a chrysalis, from a Greek word meaning golden, in 

reference to the gilded ornamentation of many chrysalides. 

There are two forms of quiescent pupae, the obtected and the 

coarctate. In the first mentioned form the legs, wings and antenne of 

the future imago'are shown, each enclosed in a separate sheath. The 

pup of bees, wasps, beetles, etc., are obtected. In coarctate pupx a 

continuous shell encloses the members ag well as the body of the insect. 

The pupe of insects not subject to complete metamorphosis are 

active, and do not differ much either in form or habit from the full- 

grown larve, except in the greater development of the rudimentary 

wings. 

After a certain time, varying with the nature of the insect and with 

the season of the year, the second transformation takes place and the 

nsect issues from the pupa shell in its mature or perfect form. 

In this stage of its existence it is, with a few exceptions, charac- 

terized by the possession of fully developed wings. It has also large, 

compound eyes, conspicuous antenne and various other organs which 

did not appear in its preceding forms. The head, thorax and abdomen 

are now well-defined regions, and the sexes can usually be distinguished 

with ease. In most species the females are larger than the males, and 

the latter, besides being more slender in body, are often more gaily 

colored and have the antenne longer or more ornamental than those of 

the female. 

The abdomen of the female is furnished with an ingenious instru- 

ment called an ovipositor, through which the eggs are conducted to 

such situations as will be most favorable tothe future larve. It serves 

not only to place the eggs, but is used by many insects to drill holes or 

saw slits or otherwise prepare suitable receptacles for them. In such 

species the ovipositor is usually a very conspicuous appendage. In 

others it is, when not in use, drawn entirely within the body. 

As previously remarked, after insects have acquired their wings 

they never grow. Thus the idea that little flies or gnats develop into 

“house-flies ” or “blue-bottles,’ as some people suppose, or that little 

beetles or bugs or butterflies ever grow to be large beetles or bugs or 

butterflies, is seen to be entirely erroneous. 
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Since perfect insects do not grow, it follows that they require but 

little food ; some are incapable of taking even a sip of dew or nectar. 

Others, like the butterfly and wasp, have a very different diet from that 

upon which they subsisted as larvee. Some species, however, such as 

locusts, leaf-eating beetles, etc., retain their voracious propensities 

throughout life. 

Hyper-metamorphosis, which attends the development of a few 

species of parasitic beetles and some flies of the Ephemera family, is 

the assumption of more than the usual number of forms in the process 

of growth. The transformations of such species are not invariably 

from a lower to a higher organization, but some of the intermediate 

stages are often of a retrograde character. This anomalous mode of 

development will be illustrated in succeeding chapters in connection 

with the history of the Blister beetles, Bee parasites and Nerve-winged 

flies. 

Such is an outline of the history, continually repeated, of all insect 

life ; but the number of species is so vast, and their forms and habits 

so different, that the careful observer finds an infinite variety of detail 

which gives continual novelty and interest to the subject. 

Root GRAFTS AND WHOLE Roots.—There is a deal of humbug 

about this ery of whole roots, and some of the traveling tree peddlers 

have been using it aS a means to rope in many well-read and intelligent 

people. This I state on Prof. Budd’s authority. A Duchess or any 

other absolutely hardy variety, he says, “will make a good tree if grown 

from a cutting, and when grafted on a short piece of root it practically 

is a cutting, as the piece of root only starts it, and roots are thrown out 

always from the cion. Fully 90 per cent of our three-year-old apple, 

pear, cherry and plum trees are on their own roots if they have been 

grafted with a long cion on a short root and set deeply. Yet the crown 

graft is the best, and nurserymen could afford to make only one tree 

from one seedling. But the whole root. idea is nonsense, as it would 

have to be set with a crowbar if put down deep enough to cause it to 

emit roots from the cion, as all our trees should do.” 
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